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EAttorroR8
deterioration of nuts and other merAT
all
terlate already purchased.
"We then went into the western.I NAME MEETING PLACE:
and southern sugar markets and purchased ensugh sugar to carry us
Following a luncheon at the Boston
through the season. Since the kugar,City Club this afternoon, the members
Boston Inspector Finds 40,000 shortage began we have not recelvel of the National Association of State
enoush sugar from the local refiners Auditors and Comptrollers assembled
Pounds, Said to Be Owned by to run our factory
more than a des/in the Senate chamber at the State
two."
House to continue the business seeCandy Firm, in Masbachusetts or An
investigation of the reported (ifs- elliois
aivino
nf their third annual conference.
coVery doubtless will be made by
Avenue Storehouse
elected Caarles L. Berlins
Henry B. Endicott, Massachusetts Massachussetts
etts State Treasurer and
! Peed Administrator. At a recent con- Receiver-General. to be presiding offiDiscovery of 40,000 pounds of taigi! ference Mr. Endicott asked the candy cer of the association for the ensuing
stored in a Massaahusetts Avenue makers to declare the amount of sugar year, the conference today is to select
they had on hand, and had believed
President Burrill presided at the
arehouse supposed to be used only that he
was furnished with coinplete luncheon, which was tendered to the
for the storage of furniture and furs, information on this
subject. In ex- association by the City Club, and other
was reported to Mayor Curley yester- planation of the holding of the sugar speakers on the program included
'eii, president of the
day by the city Health Department. in his name,Mr. Dunham said that was Henry G.
because he personally signed the entry, Massachusetts State Senate, representThe sugar, according tu the report, is the
signature of an
lag the Commonwealth; John E. White,
owned by Page & Shaw, candy manu- required. The sugarindividual being. former Massachus
ette State Auditor;
was placed in
facturers, and had not been declared the furniture warehouse, because all A. B. Chapin, former Massachusetts
t
he
others were filled with food.
State Treasurer; Eugene M. Travis,
to Food Administrator Endicott. It Is
According to P. H. Mullowney, dep- State Comptroller for New York, the
said to be part of a 60,000-pound lot
Uty commissioner in charge of the
di- retiring president of the association;
that was put in storage a week ago. vision of food
inspection, the city in- George L. Walker, representing the
While this large amount of sugar was epector was told by employees of
the Boston City Club; Adjt.-Gen. Jesee F.
thus held, persons in need or the warehouse, which is owned by
the, Stevens and Harvey 1Ss! Tyr Of
staple were unable
buy a pound of Boaton Storage Warehouse Company,"i Boston. ,
it at retail grocery stores in the im- that no food, was stored there,
Three states have extended invitaand
mediate vicinity of the storage ware- discovered the sugar by making
a tions to the association for its next
house.
search after he had received this annual conferenee. The Governor of
The report to Mayor Carley was as assurance.
South Dakota has invited the auditors
foilows:
A consignment of raw sugar from to assemble in his State in 1918, while
"On private information received by the Philippines was received
yester- invitations have been received to meet
Inspector John F. Linehan, a vieit was day by the South Boston
refinery. and In St. Paul, Minn., and in the State of
made to the Boston Storage Ware-- 'though it was not large,
more is ex- Idaho.
house Company. on Massachusetts Av- pected soon. No great
Members of the vsociation were
addition'to
enue, in this city, and he discovered in the supply, however, is
looked for Un- addressed by Senator John W. Weeks
the cellars of this warehouse, under
til early in December, when beet sugar at their annual dinner at the Hotel
lock and key, 40,000 pounds ef sueer
The
may be diverted from the West and Lenox on Wednesday night.
in 100-pound bags.
senator denied that President Wilson
"This sugar arrived from New York the first of the product of the Cuban
has forced Congress to pass certain
seven days ago and comprises part of crop is hoped for by the Boston rewar legislation, declaring it was enfiners.
a shipment of 60,000 pounds to Page &
acted because it represented the deShaw, candy manufacturers.
This
sires of the people of the :United'
sugar has now been transferred from
States.
rage & Shaw and now stands in the
19i7
I.! at - / II
' Eugene el:Travis, State Comptroller
name of Otis Emerson Dunham, 185
oJ to New York, presided, other speakDevonshire Street, Boston, who is the BOSTON AND STATE :
ers being Mayor Curle)', Frank H.
manager for Page & Shaw. Of the
original shipment 20,000 . pounds has EXCHANGE BIC: CHECKS , Pope, Charles L. Burrill, Massachusetts State Treasurer; Alfred L. Aiken,'
been 'withdrawn froth the warehouse.,
IGovernor of the United States Reserve
As far as we have been able to findi
Two of the largest checks passing I Bank; Albert T. Langtry, Massachuout, none of this sugar has been dethrough the State Treasurer's office setts Secretary of State and Lafayette
clared to the Food Administrator:
!
"This warehouse nee never before, this year came,and went today, when B. Gleason of New York.
to my knowledge, been used for the ate city of Boston paid its bill to tee
storage of food, but has been used for Common wealth and the CommonThe storage of furniture and furs."
wealth returned the compliment.
Otis Emerson Dunham, the lawyer
stlfi
The city's contribution , arrived
tsf O'/- /
named in the report, as acting for Page
• & Shaw, made the following statement: early in the day, it being a check on POSTUFFICF CLERKS SEEK itA1$3
"Page & Shaw applied in October to the National Shawmut Bank for $7,Resoluti is petitioning Massachuthe Food Administrator in Washington 373,458.01, and immediats.y upon its settsrep elyttiveld!
gress to
for blanks upon which to make state- receipt Treasurer Burrill filled out work for an ine$eff9e/11
1rrally for all
ments to the Government and for another check on the same institution postoffice clerks., were adopted by emlicense. In reply they were informed ilor $5,947,519.21, that being the sum ployees in the Boston 'Postal District
that confectioners were not covered by owed the city for various things, inat a meeting ifin\tiet:1 ig1414 ly7Sterthe law and that a statement and cluding the corporation franchise and day, at which IST'aYISr CtrlYy, oligressthe income tax collections.
license were not decessary.
men Peter F. Tague and James A.:
Included in the State's demand on Gallivan and Edward
"We have some eugar in storage at
Ryan, nathe Boston Storage Warehouse Com- the city were the state tax, the national president of the Railway Mail
pany, which is a part of what we re- tional bank tax. the Charles River Clerks' Association, were speakers.'
ceived from the South. What we have loan fund, metropolitan park loan.,
The aim is for a minimum salary of •
on hand is less than a month's supply. with interest, maintenance and serial $1200 a year instead of $600: and
None of it Caine from Boston refiner&
bond payments added; metropolitan yearly advances of $100 to a maximam
"During the fall we found our local water and sewer aseessments, and
of $1800, as asainst $1200 at present.
Lupply of sugar reduced and were numerous minor items.
obliged to operate our Cambridge
.factory on short time. To shut down
the factory meant throwing out a
large number, pf men and 0+4, It
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name a ehird conferee. If these arbiny moving bicture theater knoWii- ex
tern, from any angle which shall
'apactly what he is paying for admiashe
pear wise to them, advise me to AN RIand war tax. We believe that on le
draw, I will do so and work for Mr.
vestigation by your department, whir
Peters."
the above stair
find
will
you
urge,
we
c) 1 wing the conference called by
Andrew J. Peters is continuing his
moving pictur
Mayor Curley with several Boston ma- ment true and that the
quiet campaign of personal work. At
the matter."
in
fairly
acting
are
men
tion picture exhibitors to ascertain the
his headquarters and at his Mlle; his
. reasons why some theaters have ineee 0 tf -(G — (1,e 7
assistants are often in the dark as to
creased their prices five cents or •
where he is and with whom he is. He
more, where the war tax imposed unis managing his own cempaign and is
I der the General Revenue Act amounts
receiving new offers of support daily
Ito only 10 per cent, or, in the case of
from men many of whom are supposed
a 10 cent ticket one cent, and two
to be alligned with some other of the
cents on 15 cent tickets, comes an
candidates but who are secretly workopen letter today addressed by Miing for Mr. Peters. Other than admittine
chael J. Lydon of the Motion Picture
that he "could surprise the people" if
Exhibitors League to John F. Malley.
he would mention some of the men
collector of. internal revenue at Boswho are working for him, Mr. Peters
ton, in which he characterizee as "undeclines to comment, except to say
warranted and an injury" the reported
that he is entirely satisfied with the
statements of the collector that "some
way thinga are going.
moving picture men are tering unfair
James A. Gallivan will hold a politiadvantage of the law."
cal meeting tonight at Maynard Hall
The exhibitors at the conference
Interest
the Woston municipal Broadway and D Street.. The Conyesterday declared that they had ingressman said that he intends to show
campaign
for
Mayor,
three positions
the
before
tended to raise the price
, that he is the logical candidate for tin
in
the
City
Council and two in the ' mayoralty of Boston. Next Wednesday
law went intd effect, because of the
increase in expfnses to them incidental School Committee is daily gaining in night, Congressman Peter F. Tague
tte the war. The Mayor informed the Intensity. Women are registering in to hold his first big mayoralty meeting
managers that he had received corn- larger numbers than ever; the con- in Faneuil Hall.
plainte from 'nuenerous citizens and test which Michael H. Corcoran is
Mayor Curley is speaking every
organizations, who said they could not making being responsible, it is de- night. He makes his appearance at
see how the managers could justify clared, for hundreds of registrations many gatherings, where ha is presen
an increase of 5 cents where the war- which are being made and are to be in his official capacity as Mayor. FL
tax amounted to only 1 cent. It was made before Nov. 28, when the time rarely allows an opportenity to slip by
the purpose of the conference, said for registering for the city election • without mentioning his candidacy tot
the Mayor, to learn from the exhibitors closes. For instance, on Wednesday reelection. The Mayor is preparing a
why the price had thus been raised 106 women registered. The total num- series of campaign speeches, in whiel
30 that he could report to the com- ber of - -omen registered is 11,363. he will review the various activities ol
plainants. The Mayor said today that There were 9221 listed as registered ms adaileieteatter., and of the work tot
he had no authority for compelling on April 1. On Oct. 17, when regis- Improving the city in various waye
the exhibitors to reduce the price, but tration closed until after the state since he has been Mayor.
merely requested them to enlighten election, there were 1586 names added
The Boston Republican City Comto the list, and from Oct. 17 till Nov. mittee reports a deficit of $4098.36
the public why they raised it.
Mr. Lydon's letter follows:
13, 450 more women registered. Last through its treasurer, Grafton D.
"The Motion Picture Exhibitore night a delegation which came to the Cushing, who filed a'statement at the
hoc learned through the press g election board's office in
the City Hall State House yesterday. The commitof Boston that you stated in a recent r, Aenex to register, was from St. James tee received $7576.94 this year and
spent $11,675.30.
speech that some 'movies' men were Roman Catholic Church.
The 129 members of the Boston
Another candidate for Mayor was
unfair in arranging their prices of admission so as to include the war-tax. announced last night. Frank B. Flow- Tammany Club of Ward 12 who have
We maintain they have been abso- land of 3 Fountain Square, Roxbury, entered the military service of the
lutely fair with the public and all have withdrew as a candidate for the City United States, will be given a recepdisplayed their scale of prices at their Council and took out papers for the tion by residents of the ward in the
mayoralty contest. He has been a Dudley Theater, Roxbury, next Sunday
respective box offices."
candidate for the council more than afternoon and Mayor Curley will pre"If the price stated 'including we
once previously, but lias never secured sent a service flag containing 129
tax' every eody understood and
sufficient signatures to qualify as a stars.
now aware that 10 per cent of ti
,amount goes to the United Str
candidate on the official ballot. He
'Government and the remainder te
is a Republican bui ,pies not been
theater owners. For instance,
active in politics.
"'II V .1
191;
15-eont ticket, the public knows that . Earnest E. Smith, former member of
the war tax is two 'outs, therefore .; the City Council, were undecided as
ty V • I 3 -1 9()
cents gdes. to the owaer. lithe charge to whether he will enter the mayoralty
REGISTRAR.
ASSISTANT
NAMED''1
is 20 cents, two cente go for the tae campaign or not. Last night he deMayor Curley announced last night]
and 18 cents to the Wnster. ( ; J ; cided to propose arbitration with Andrew J. Peters to determine if Mrej the promotion of Jeremiah J. Leary,
"The public knows
i5
this thoroughly and each motion pic- Smith should run fir Mayor or sup- 1 a clerk in the Boston Registry Depart-I
ment, to the position of assistant regture exhibitor has made it his business port Mr. Peters. He said:
rs salary will adto acquaint hie patrons with the new'
"Republicans are barred from city istrar. Mr. Leany'
schedule of prices, sometimes before affairs because they are Republicans, 1 vance from $1800fiki$P.P0., ,
_,
the tax became operative. As the pub- Their elimination 19 more complete
lic knows the law there can positively than that of the Socialists.
be • no deception and in view of the
"I am a3 anxious for the election 01
campaign of education on the opera
Mr. Peters as I am for my Own eleclion of the theater ticket fax conductor tion. He has always been a most
by the press and the theaters an
rege far Democrat. Does he propose,
the posting of a scale of prices twit
if elected, to carry out the intent of
or without the war tax) in front a
our charter and give a real nen-partiall box offices, the charge of bein' san administration?
"To show my good faith, to show I
unfair is unwarranted and an injury.
"As exhibitors we have heard nr
mean what I say, I propose and urge
word of critidism from our patron. a conference. Mr. Peters may name
a conferee, I will name a conferee. It
and believe on further inquiry the
they shall not agree, the two may
you will find that every attendant a
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question as to why deliveries were imbefore noon. He said that it
,OBJECT TO A T1 ME RULE poesibie
might be possible to secure the freight
Merchants

Want No Merchandise
Restriction

from Albany and the New Haven roads
in time, but impossible to secure it
frnie the Boston & Maine, owing to the
fact that there are so inany tfreigi.

sheds to visit. He spoke of petty acoldente; teei. people had suffered by reason
of the teaming on Winter street, but
esed that his company nad never had a
serious mishap, the teamsters being
more careful to avoid teeciaent thee the
,
_en_
+0
Winter and School Still Open '
I Could Not Time Deliveries
Barton Leonard, Jr., , of Leenard &
Company, 48 Bromfield street, said it
would be impossible for his firm to time
Street dellyeeies so as to be able to comply
Before
Discussed
Traffic
with the proposed rule.
Board
Daniel F. Holmes of Moulton &
• eli' i
Holmes, teamsters, also related the difficulties in ereight deliveries, as did
*Whether the Street Commissioners will William J. Doeerty of the Armstrong
of
receipt
the
meron
restriction
Transfer Company.
pot a
chandisee by nosiness concerns on Winter . eelleeeegie 117 Seines of the Shepard Norwell
traffic
of
interest
the
in
streets
School
Company
and
faked ie the rule would Interfere
in general, by providing that no deliveries with goocIsl aeving the etore and was inretail be made from vehicles over the side- formed that it would not. He then to'ei
welkr. betweei, the hours of noon and 5.30 the board that, while the firm used an alley
V M., will depend upon further consid- for receipt and output of goods, there welt,
eretien. So strong was the protest on the times when the alley would be blonked and
paet of the Winter-street merchants at to- merchandise vecend Lave to oe (lowered
day'. public -nearing that many of those over the sidewalk.
interested Went away satisfied that they I A. D. Cool: of A. Stowell & Company
said that, though the restriction would
hod won their case,
The proposed restriction affected Brom- !dean a handicapon business, it would be
field street and Bedford street, between a benefit greater than the inconvenience.
Chaency and Wachington streets. bat Act- ete F. Turner of the Adams Express Coming Chairman Frank A. Goodwin an- pany lo
,typof ebe4grias a hardship.
nounced, when the hearing was half over,
conlonger
be
eot
would
;Met tho.e streets
Other Rre`:
)Y,iit e giscussed

Bromfield and Bedford Streets Were 1
Excluded

-yst,}14,

jco

ti-efed. Them itati 'neon hardly a i'imnilun

of School street, however, but the 'retest
by persons having daily use of Bedfordetieet outlets had proved convincing.
There has never been a merchandise time
reetriction on Boston streets, but the police
department and the City Council believe
that (lertain nuisances should be removed,
not only in the interest of vehicular traffic,
hut in the interest of pedestrians who are
constantly stumbling over barrels, casee
and packetges in the busy shopping hours
Lelereha.nts throughout that neighborhood.
with very few exceptions, signed a petition
of protest and sent it to the Street Cornmission. Many of those alio signed, however, would not be directly affected by the
plans the commission ead in mind. Winterstreet merchants, however, with one exceplion, are opposd to any chang.

•

..
_
com-e
curb. He reported much favorable
merit on the suggested plan of makIng
Charles street a popular place for automobile parking.
The merchandise restriction as originallY
proposed for Bedford street was protested
oy H. Marshall of the le. W. Woolworth &
Co. 3tore at 490 Waehing .on street, Wit*:
said that to deprive the store of the Bedford street outlets in the afternoon would
be an "awful hardship." and by John
Anderson of the Jordan Marsh Convent
who declared that if the firm coeld get
freight when it wanted it the new rule
would mean nothing, hut being obliged to
accept It whoa it comes, a restriction would
mean much, and particularly an Bedford
street, since it was made a one-way street,
was not congeeied.

The East Boston man had not bead
mentioned as a possible candidate until
Monday, and then it was reported that he
would not accept any indorsement. He is
the seventh candidate for the office. There
cereeran,
Is little rinnht th“t
former member of the committee who
seekseto go back; Richard J. Lane, former
president of the Irish Charitable Society.
and Dr. Herbert J. Keenan of South Boston, had considerable hope that they
might receive the association's indorsee
ment. Mr. Corcoran and Mr. Lane are this
only candidates who have yet filed nomination papers. Mr. bee delayed taking
out his papers until a week ago. Eva
Hoffman and Dr. George W. Galvin are
Socialist candidates.
Mr. Kenny took out Ills papers lase
neent and a score of solicitors are at
work on them today.
. Mr. Kenny iv in the wholesale grain
business in the Bator Chamber of ComLittle was said about the other sections merce. In 1904 he served one year—its
Of the proposed order, nomely, the making
blot year—on thc old school committee
permanent of the rule establishing one-way
of twenty-four inemhers. In 190$ he was
elle of the five candidates elected to the
traffic on Washington street, between Essex
new School Connell:tee. He was a memand Franklin streets,; Arch street, between
Franklin and Summer streets; Essex street, ber of most important sub-committees,
between Chauncy and Washington stree`s; and was not absent thriughout his three
years of service from a single meeting
innagm
toen
d. sttr:et -traffic.
beiween the °i
of either the full School Cummittee or a
Streetsa"
th
sub-committee.
tracks and prohibiting the stopping or
Mr. Kenny is a graduate of the English
striding of vehicles at the curb on WeshHigh School and Holy Cross Colle.ee. For
Ington street. between Avery and le inter
twenty-five years he was an officer of
streets, between the hours of le o'clock and
the St. Vincent de Paul Society ano he
5.3? P. M.
has taken a prominent part in the CittThere was a protest from the Adams
zens Municipal League teid in other reHouse to the effect that to derrive the
cent efforts to improve our city govern-'
hotel of a carriage and automobile stand
in front, would prove serious, as there is
meet.
Mr. Lee has served on the School Comno other street that would prove suimble,
mittee for nine years and is now chairNo vehicles can stand on Mason sheet
man of it. He is president of the Playbecause of the demands of the fire departRecreation AssOciatiott Of
ment and the Adams Houma h..
America, New England member of the
on Avery street.
Commissions on Training Camp Active.
There is at present a two-minute rule for
ties, and took the leading part in the rethe standing of vehicles on Washington
cc
"drive" for the War Camp Corn street, between Essex and Franklin streets.
triunity Recreation Fund. "No man has
but because of constant violations, the
been more generous than he with his
police have recommended a radical change
time, his etrength, and his money In the
for the most congested section of the
service Cpf this community," the endoreel
street. Chairman Goodwin informed the
meat says
hearing that the new regulations Would
nto interfere with any cab or automobile
stands given by Police , Commissioner
O'Meara.

tell It a Hardship
Felix Vorenberg was the first Winter
street merchant to offer his protest. Speaking for F. Vorenberg & Co., he .declared
wild work great
that aktela
hardship on his business and would tend to
increase congestion at the docks and in
express offices. The eardship would be
particularly severe during the months of
December and January. Later, he told the
hoard that, as this is an age of sacrifice, he
would be willing to abide by a restriction
frem two o'clock in the afternoon.
Mr. Goodwin remarked that he had visited the street several times lately and had Uniformity of Hours
eeeti nien place skids on the sidewalk and
F. W. Tully of the R. H. White Comred two large hogsheads into the store dorpany declared that the new rules would
!lie the busiest part of the day. Hundreds
mean a readjustment of details, but he
Public School Associat:on Acceits Hitherof persons had been obliged to stand the
eeuld not conceal the fact that he was
Inconvenience to tratne.
to Unmentioned Candidate Who Was
It. He would'
with
sympathy
in
rather
When asked why it was impossible for
advise a uniform system of hours for all
his firm to receive all its goods in the restrictions; that is, it beeined absurd to ' Formerly a Member of the School Board
moening. Mr Vorenberg declared that,
find the one-way rule applying to the hours
Action of the executive committee of
while express matter was due at eight
of ten o'clock and 0.30 P. M : the moposed
the Public School Association in accepto'clock, it did not arrive until noon, In
of
restricted
-slopping
vehicles
rule for non
ing the report of the nominating commitMr. Goodwin remarked
Many cases.
to the hours of 11 A. M. and 6 P. M., and
tee and Glue indorsing William S. Kenny
that the !het suggestion of the City
noon
from
restrictionn
merchandise
the
ur uo Meridian street, East Boston, and
Council 'and the police was that the
bad
be
also
o'clock,
would
It
5.30
until
Joseph Lee of 90 Mount Vernon streee,
rule should go into force at ten o'clock fnr
the merchants te endure the protest
for the school committee, was a surpriet
A. M., instead of at noon,
totted They could not
who
customers
from
i
In so far as It roletee to Mr. Kenny.
It was C. C. Blaney of the firm of
t'-.!r eutemobiles draw up to the
teamsters who .auswered Mr. cippawin,4 .have
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Altheugb not generally known by flve, it is not reasonable That. they
the Jews so far, Gallivan was the i will vote for four more years of Curman in Congress who secured the ap- ; IV,
pointment of the first Jewish chapWaits for tomaawey
lain in the army. The law had preThis city employee vote has been
be
should
ehe
reales
viously said that
, counted as one of Curley's assets, BO
only or :tome recognized Cbristlan the loss of even 50 p.c. of it will have
,
chaplain
rabbi
a
faith. The bill for
'a strong bearing on the final result.
Introduced by a New York Congress- • e You cannot make men vote for you
nSouther
by
the
man, was opposed
by fear when we have the Australian
ers, and it was eiallivan who fought ballot system," said Rep. John L.
them.
Donovan. Donovan, by the way, is
When it required unanimous con- not with any of the candidates, as be
Speakthe
sent to take the bill front
awaits the word of Lomasney, whose
er's desk, it was Gallivan who se- district he represents.
the
to
l
pleas
cured thiseliel ipersona
Peters yeeterday announced himself
objectors.
a one 'term man and said that he
as
citizens
Jewish
At the meeting of
would serve that term through, turnthis
zed
emphasi
with .Gallivan they
ing aside for no other political office.
as their particular reason for belie
This statement was te nail right at the
litof
the
with hint. His handling
a most elaborate story circulated
start
Presibefore
eracy test bill hearing
opponents of his.
by
their
him
gained
dent Wilson also
This particular story was ingenious,
friendship.
untrue. The national Democracy,
but
supthe
secured
has
True, Peters
went, wanted Peters elected
story
the
Gallibut
Jews,
the
port of some of
S,
.3411,11111*
(Iv,g Af 14
'
Murray, Collector
flatness of the Curley meeting with that Postmaster
Joseph Lyons were with
the Jews, in spite of the appeal of , Billings and
By Albert E. Kerrigan
With the whole strength of
Angell, ehowed that at least him.
Marks
for
and his Yankee
There is a stormy path ahead
this element was not with the preeent Boston behind him,
name and eisicis for the up country
Mayor James M. Curley and there is Mayor.
vote he was to lie the candidate
'just as stormy a one ahead for the
Tague in Charlestown
against Senator Weeks sleet year.
citizens of this fair town who have to
Congressman Tague also made an
itsten to it all when the four candiThe effect of this story would be to
in
Curley's strength
lates for the mayoralty get &Ariz itei•oad on
scare the Republican vote way from
gave
which
Charlestown, a district
•
ioing.
and at the same thee ghee exlming plurality l'eters
In the camps of Andrew J. Peters ; the Mayor an overwhe
Mayor Fitzgerald, who striae; to run
Ind Congressmen Tague and Gallivan four years ago.
himself away from the Peters' bandCurley attempted to hold a-.;iecting wagon. Peters nailed the story just
_here are stored several ammunition
. train ts leaded with anti-Curley dena- of Charleston leaders al 'ells head- in time.
quarters and a funny thing happened.
t nite ready to be touched off.
There are two general opinions on
As far as mud-slinging goes there' A committee was appointed to ask the mayoralty race at this point.
eill be none of that unless it is startedi Tague to withdraw. This committee
One is that with Gallivan, Tague and
not . go near Tague but
! not only did
ey Curley.
Curley in the contest, Peters will fall
Gallivan has said that he will not several of its membe-rs are repotrete into the job.
conduct a campaign of pereonelittes individually to have slipped to Tague
The other is that with Peters, Galunless the "other fellow tries to drag and told him that they were with him. livan and Tague as anti-Curley canhim into the gutter to fight it out."
Former Lt. Gov. Edward P. Barry didates Curley will walk in.
Tague has declared that he is not of South Boston joined the group of
The opinions aro beginning to
running against Curley but is running "bears" who are forcing the Curley change now. The illielens of Curley
to win. Peters will keep the tisual stock down.
votes, with which it was thought he
"Mayor Curley," he says, "as a po- could win against a big field, has
'cvel of a Good Government campaign.
1 But that will not prevent a general tent political factor is gone. The great :been steadily but surely nibbled away
-eking over of the alleged misdeeds of majority of voters want a change."
by the other candidates until it has
His honor Mr. Barry is hesitating become too small to win even with
the poet four years administration.
"Has there been any great increase at preeent between Tetsuo and Galli- the vote divided among four. This'
let the payroll lately?" Peters was van. Tagus looks the stronger at seems to demolish the theory ti at
.greement on one
asked.
present, he elm, but the mituetion may there must be
is willing, however, to man In order to defeat Curley.
change.
in Money Spent
the loser, provided he is the
Tague and Gallivan have shown so
) "Well, no: but there has been a support
man. As for Peters—
OlUCII strength that the opinion that
great increase in money spent," was better
the reply. "and it does not show in
•
crumble.
work done."
"Peters does not represent the
As a result a third opinion is gradAsked if that meant contractors, lw
prominent majority class," he says.
ually spreading that Ude is a real race
refused to go further, saying that
On the general situation Mr. Barry from a fair start with a chance for all
In
later
up
taken
he
all
would
that
claims that "he is informed that Marthe campaign. if taken up at all. In tin Lomasney and John F. Fitzgerald four.
To divert from serious mutters.
dynathe
of
some
is
that
words,
other
are in agreement." Just what tecy Joseph Lundy, His renowned barrister,
mite.
specify. Perbelow agree on Barry does not
met Michael J. O'Day, assistant manCurley stock is selline far
a hard
betting haps that it is going to be
of the Peters campaign. 0 Day
ager
and
present,
at
par just
dressed as usual In the height of
later winter.
was
for
reserved
y
generall
stories,
The city employee is proving to be style. Yellow toy coat, red carnation.
afloat.
In the cetapaign, are already
a strong issue for the opponents of
ers,
McMast
William
green soaks, brignt necictie, chickeu
to
According
Curley. It is now, "Lo! the poor city
dashing "Teeny,"
publicity manager of the Gallivan employee" at all the political camps, suit, tan beets and a
e rivalling a
campaign, John Keenan, a "Royal and doleful pictures of him are being altogether a landscap
Cur,
Rooter," tried to place $5000 that
candidates Turner sunset.
the
of
round
A
drawn.
was
"Hello, Joe," sold the colorful O'Day.
ley would not win. His offer
of
on
impressi
an
mind
one's
in
leaves
bet"Hello, Mike," replied Joe.. "My,
made to Louis Jacobs. Another
with
wagered city employees chained to desks
don't we look fine all dressed up. How
ting story that $1000 was
Silike
them
over
.
standing
Mayor
the
the conare the rest of them up at. the Folthat Curley would not be in
down and mon Legree with a bull whip
lies?"
test at the finieh was ran
from
home
slinking
them
sets
Ore
John P. Feeney. the ex-Mnyor of
found to be mere eamoufloge.
to
eses
their
raise
to
daring
rot
work
Woburn, is out for Gallivan strongly.
There is no doubt but that Curley
on.
oppositi
the
of
membe
a
notice
this early camAt a meeting the other night he deis suffering heavily in
This strong picture of the outraged
has
clared tl'rt lii reason for being with
paign. Congressman Gallivan
Is
having
e
employe
city
abused
the Jewish and
was "that he might lie protel
,made a terrific emoted on
There are 14,- Gallivan
elsehave its effect neverthekes.
of his city when he travelled
.
'vote, which can he said to
relatives
many
with
men
these
of
000
where." Loud applense greeted his
are
elected Curley last time.
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that
d
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If
.
yieeieration.
Done by jtailltan
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CONTEST FOR
MAYORALTY
TO BE FAST

Bringing Up, Heavy
Guns Now
if

Curley Camp Under Fire
and Winning Chance for
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theirs as
aa ae wai spoak this Loon at the
r" ere at !Meet y to ron
Boston, and will have , 9tlie
tiee,
sm fit."
a rally tonight in Faneuil
Cold Comfort Served at 130 A. M.
Aseatslims to a statement made et the
headquarters of one of the other candi&item it was 1:30 S.. AL before the mayor
anvan
speak
Dorchester this evening In Bloomfield finished his conference with the MaHall on "What the Mayor Can Do for hatma, and cold comfort was esrved.
The last words sounded like:
the People in the Suburbs."
"Everything will be all right. You
Among other subjects, he will touch
on "asphalt shingles." "cleaner and know where I stood font years ago."
But the raayor is not at all sure that
,letter streets," "how to settle the Etc"everything will be all right," or four
,ated problem" and °them
The new Gallivan campaign button is years ago Lotnasney did not declare for
ready fqr distribution, it consists of a Hurley till the 11th hour.
sigpboard readima ."Turn to the
What the mayor wishes now, and
lasts" and under it, "Vote for Galliyam" When asked for any underlying wishes badly, is' practical, tangible sonsignificauce in the button, the congress- pert at this day and hour, and he asks
an said: "For 14 years I was a street
that at least two of three other candicommissioner Or the ehy. Al! the new
!traffic rules, street signs and such dates, Peter F. Tague, James A. Gallieatters were passed upon by my board. van and Andrew J. Peters removed from
feel, therefore. that I am the ono can- the list, lie suspects Martin of "wantdidate to use the traffic slogan, 'Turn
ing to be with the winner."
to the Right.'
The Curley midnight conference with
"I am in receipt of scores of letters
from prominent Republicans telling me •the Mahatma followed a similar conferrsheeeee of theft. intimations of
they resent the assumption of, Mr. ence on the preceding night at the same
vuie,"
ethic frauds, talk of a rebellion of city Peters with regaro tt;
J..71•!r,
bunia;iiii;:i
Gallivan. "They asure me that they are place between
employes and various other rumors of with me because my campaign has not Fitzgerald.
Any news of such apdire sietUri cures enlivened the mayor- only been the only live campaign to proaches worries the mayor exceediegly.
date, but because I am the only candiAt. Gallivan headquarters, it was esti:alty campaign yesterday.
Nearly date so far who has outlined an adminmated that the amount of money oossl'isarative
provaan
along
constructive
every candidate had something to
hie to be raised from city employes -ac"As tregarda the bonding businesa
contribute to the .inelangc,
.
of things
cording to the schedule reported by
and the finance commission's finding of
j that have happened, will happen and
complaining victims approached $75,000.
Fitzgerald of Somerville with his moOne employe complained to the Good
; may happen. Of all, Mr. Peters alone nopoly of this 'public business, I am the
only candidate to touch upon bonding Government Association that he had
' remained unperturbed, and was satis- at all. I stated two
weeks ago that I
been assessed $25, and he could not affied with flying a prophetic Rite over would, in so far as the mayor may le- ford to pay it. U. S. employes are progally direct,dietribute the bonding bustCity Hall: It bore the legend, "Peters ness pro rata among the duly accredited, tected by a federal statute, and muntelestablished bonding agencies. This is pal employs ought to be. he argued.
for Mayor."
_ertainly the fair way to handle it."
There is no doubt that many tvill find
, Perhaps the most fevered declaration
it very hard to pay such an assessment.
q'/
,of the day came fres, the Socialist headThrift has never been characteristic of
quarters, when John Weaver Sherman
the generality of workers for the cits
of the campaign committee made defiand
many of them have been living up
nite charges that norsination papers of
to the limit of their incathe These will
James Opeal, the Socialist candidate,
have to borrow, to meet an assessment.
had been stolen.
Schedule of Assessments.
Socialist Statement.
The schedule ot assessments alleged
, Both Mr: Oneal and Mr. Sherman were
to have been put in force follows:
careful not to implicate'"ally particular
Certain employes above the $3 a day
candidate" and left the citizens to draw,
i class of laborers, 2 per cent.
, any inferences they reight see fit from
Certain employes above the $3000 salthe following general statement:
ary class, 5 per cent.
merea
"We
I
aseeris•' they said,
Certain employes who have received
!parties who Wee interested in keeping!'
salary increases dating from June,
$100
I the name af attmes Oneal off the ballot
to give- up the $100.
I have stolen a supply of nomination
All payments to be made in cash by
sots
sat-+
perattsreolota
tomorro w.
papers, sonic or tnem mum*, ktuu
will several hundred signatures.
"Not a day passes," the etaternentcontinuer, "that, our headquarters are ,
not visited by some of these emissaries,
who try to secure our papers in one way
•
or amither."
Up to the present Mr. Oneal has filed
only 200 names, and his papers have been
rather slow in arriving at. the office of
the election department. The candidate,
hqwever, rents any predictions that
there will not be signatures enough be.
Mayor Curley, made desperate by a I
fore Nov. 27, the last day for filing.
Still, Mr. (Meal finds reason to corn- futile midnight conference with Marplain of the necessity of supplying Moe tin M. Loma.sney at the Hendricks I
certified signatures, and says the renuireMent -favors the large interests Club, boldly disregards the complaints

Gallivan to Appeal
to GSumburbainll Voters

Day Brings Theft Charge,
Rumor of City Hall Revolt,
and Fraud Hints.

SOCIALIST PAPERS VANISH

Letter to Gallivan Complains of
"Hold-up" of Men ir City
Servoie.

\f

-/
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CURLEY GETS
COLD COMFORT
FROM LORASNEY1
Fails to Obtain Positive Indorsement from Mahatma After

1

DEFIES CRITICS OF COERCION

•

"Ntle Are Running Our Campaign." He Says—Advises
Others to Do Likewise.

think,

the psnnies in ap effort to buy
to eat, clothes to wear, coal and wood
to keep their homes warm.
"I submit that men who anahe such
prom ise., rail to recognize the real eroblent confronting the city at the peeeent time."

.N

of coercitm and assessment of municipal employes for the Curley cam- ,
paign fund and in reply to questions
as

to

whether

he

sanctions such

methods, simply replies:
"We..ere,. ututiaa...9licsarocalgn

the I

4

,1t/

NrV

'
/
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and that
officer or director of the
rive weeks from Tuesday Bost
ereighoorhood House owns or hits any
r
four-y
a
for
mayor
a
erill elect
interest.
leed In unestlem.
term. We think Andrew .J. Pe is
Continuing, the etatenieei
tia
"The 800 boys who marched to the
can win, whether he Is the only
mayere: home presented a petitiote
Curley candidate or one of several. • which urged that ward 22 be granted
draw
would
aspirants
'additional play space at onee.' No parAlly other
etrongth from the City Hall candi- ticular land was indicated. The local.
•
high eehoril boys have to go a lome disdate, and not from the Republiette
into another wart: to prtlenae and
Pupils of Jamaica Plain Schools and Good Government forces, which tance
!
play their games: Agassis grammar
with
satislied
are situated
Leo XIII. the high
ought to be perfectly
conall
by
it
will
is
desired
together.
Petition for More
There
eloec
filters, and surely will be.
cerned that a playground centrally lolie no "Mr. Bennett of Boston." Nor cated and available for their use be
Playc,irounds
wortfr
be
enterprise
an
would such
secured. As to the exact location, the
the setting on foot by Mr. Curley's . planning board and the mayor can deetrategists. Therefore, a third or a . termine.
"The mayor in his letter gives the,
FIVE HUNDRED IN PARADE :mirth
candidate must draw from him impression that the Marcella street
, end not from Peters.
playground is in our district. It is in
and how' another ward. -aard 1:i, and is nearly
there,
votes
are
many
How
1.
1
Fiilly 500 boys, pupils'
at the I
miles distant from the schools aboVi
fall? Boston two
mentioned.
Jamaica Plain high and graennar will they be likely to
close
election
presidential
"We regret that Mrs. Curley was anschools, made a call to see Mayor Polls In a
lesser con- noyed. The children who gathered
Curley early ,last evening, at his to 100,000 votes, but in a
-fourths around her automobile were girls and
' home. They had, no regular ap- test from two-thirds to three
other bystanders. They were not a part
a year of of the parade."
not,
This
is
number.
that
pointment. and they did not see the
number
the
of
chief executive. But they accom- • large polltugs, because
milltaes•
pltshed one thing. They called pub- ter. men who are away in the
Munition
and
in
services,
naval
in
lic attention to their desire for inlast
•
creased playground facilities in factories. The vote on Tuesday
ward 22, the mayor's own district, reached only a little over 65,000. We
I and they left a petition . at the think it liberal to estimate the mumayor's Itome. addressed to the ti.niceeee ef.mtest at 75,000. On how,
, mayor and the city 'council, and 91anY of these can Mr. Petere rely'
2
Nd V
signed by themselves and their .•• lie should have the Republican vote
1 iii fully as any candidate ever gets MAYOR FAILS TO SETTLE
parents. •
The petition called attention to the 1 the vote of any party. And there are
WESTERN ELECTRIC STRIKE
fact that most of the boys are now front 3t),000 to 35,000 Republicans in
Futile Conference'
about 15 years of age and that In five i
Mr. McCall's vote last year Beth Sides Have
years or so they may be called upon . the city.Young's Hotel.
at
this
in
year,
vote
his
37,000,
neared
to serve their country on the battle
about ,
A:!urley's efforts to bring
fronts. Such serv,lee, the petition de- : I be smeller total, falling below 32,000.
of 300 emOared, necessitates good bodies, morals is It, then, unfair to estimate that an ailieetment of the strike
Electric Comp:Ally
and minds, and these can be gained
.
ployes of the Western
!!•10,006 Republicans will go to the polls
only through healthful exercise.
at City Hail
conference
a
at
fety
to vote for Peters on Dec. 18, and in this
night
at Young's Hitch last
Petition Gives Figures.
later
and
of
regardless
that they will do this
The strikers ate in

BOYS MARCH TO
MAYOR'S HOME

l

•

"There was spent last year $342,000. On

Public pieygrounds in the city of Bos-

ton," said the petition, "and not a cent One, tWO or three?
of this amount went in ward:2. why?"
Rol% many more votes will he need?
The parade was formed at the Jatwo-man contest, approximately
maica Plain Neighborhood House in in a.
Where. will he get them?
more.
8000
military style, and with a large Amerlean nag at its head. the column
of the other side. NVIly? Because
marched and remarehed through the
has been a lifelong Democrat, for
variousstreets• neighborhood. fOrtr ?emits the Democratic renr4sentThere were 30 pieces of mush. in the i
one-- ,
one
Procession, including fife and drum tetive from a district covering
corps from the West Roxbury
1 third Of the city, and now rapidly
e•bool and the Ages:4z ecammar selliloigot
in population. Its Demoerats ,
a rid many . of the boys carried cow- , grPwing
to voting for hint '
accustomed
ark'..,)
-Twenty of the school baseball
t, en.4 marched In the line. Red tire'From them he will pick up large stile
---teel in profusion along the 'line port on election day. He will, be.
of march.
eat the voles throughout the
When the Hite arrived at Mayor Cur- —'e!-- •
ni ,..., eeeeeed of the .
ley's home, a committee of four of the 'city tit men Will,
keys went to the entrance and ae7;ed , mayor and eager for a change in that
el the mayor. They were Informed i c
_Oil 1 !et Of Otir municipal affairs. Hiethat he was not at home and was bet i
are clearly present for a new
nents
.
1
expected. at diener. They returned to
e0n1i '
the waiting line and maren was re- deal, and we believe it ia
stinted. The line made another clreult ea rush.
of the streets and had nearly reached
the mayor's house a second time when
the mayor's car drove up and Mrs. Curley alighted. She immediately was surrounded by some other boys who were
not among the marchers, but evidently
had been attracted by the parade, and
she told' them that the mayor was not
to be home until into in the evening.

iwur
In

e.

ivok, -(g - (9/7
NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSE
DENIES CURLEY CHARGE

Make Second Call.
.
With the arrival of the head of the
line again the committee of boys made
a second visit to the mayor'', house and
this time left the petitie., fee- hi. perusal
on his arrival home.
! In the line a large number of bantiers were carried, each inscribed with
an appropriate legend calling attention
to the need of additional playgroue4
ward.
facilitie In t

Head Worker Says No Officer. or
• Director Has Interest in Playground Site.

were unavailing.
before with the
the came position as
have the supnow
they
that
exception
international!
the
of
port of 8000 members
FnectrIcai Workers of,
Erotheritoed
when.
America, in New England, with
affiliated.
now
they are
first•
Officials of the company for thecalled rive
time since the strike was
weeks ago, last night met a i!onimitteo
cominitte,
of its union employes and a
union,:
representing the joint council of
of New iengland Telephone CortirrtleY
employes and an international officer
E. %v. The conference of the
mere•I
was at Young's Hotel end lasted
any
than three hours. It ended without
indication of an adjustment or a colt-ee,•.,-ee of negotiations.
•,`-'hees' representa'According Le
tives, the executives of tne
refused to recede from their original
position. The strike, union men said,
was caused ny the refusal of the officials to erant the employes a 60 per
cent. wage increese, an eight-hour day,.
and recognition or thetr union. The
men assert that their proposition that
the company reinstate the strikers and
leave the entire dispute te arbitration
was turned down.
The strike has been the subject Of:•
hearings before the state board of Conciliation and arbitration.
At the mayor's office Vine-President
Jones of the Telephone Cemparie said
, that he.was present at the personal invitatien of the mayor, hut that he would
the New Eng.like to impress-on all
land Telephone Company had no interest
Electrie
Western
the
with
a.t• connection
Ceiepany and that his company has no
eee.eance with its employes. The only
•
connection, he pointed out was that
plies for the conduit of to:et:Mote %vetje,e.

Tarn Deering, head worker of the
Jamaica Plain Neighborhood House, isnight of Mayor Cursued a denial
ley's charge that that house has any
financial Interest in hexing the city extend the present Carom.% avenue play)
ws,..f. purchased through the - yteestexi:
ground to Lee street. Na says that the 'LlectrioCompero,.
atthor
vssfial,. ear rnlitinfOrnilla
mayor Is

IFeo

•

Alell- Y24/

There ard several reereeeentatit'n on,
Beacon Hill from Boston and there
are sail! more Boston business men
who want a change in the Mayor's
'office, so that Boston legislation may
'stand some chance of getting through
the General Court. As a steeds now,
all Boston bills, especially those from
Om Mayor, are viewed with hostile
suspicion and their chances of getting
through
are
weak. Congressman
Peter F. Teguc gould be a good man,
because when he was floor leader of
the Democrats in the House he was
trusted. implicitly by the Republicans.
Andrew J. Peters would also have the
confidence of the ruling majority.
Both men would also be able to work
better with the Governor's office.
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Ma'yor knows also that during I
the, heat ecezegt :-..f Cense-ess. while
House of Representa-tives. wee at- :
teinpting .to past: an alien slacker bill,1
the President and the Secretary of 1
State appealed to Congress to defer'
action until the December session.
Congress,
The Preselent assured
Declares Congressmen Should through the Secretary of State, that
the matter would be adjusted at that
Be at Capitol Working for
time.
"I am surprised that any man in
AUen-Slackers mil _
these crucial times should give vent
to seditious utterances even when in
e rage. His pronounced display Of
TAGUE QUICKLY RETORTS anger, which approached, the verge of
madrims, may have been due to tin
MAYOR IS .UNAMERICAN fact
that only a few hours before a
delegation sent by him to try home
had been toil by me in emphatic terms
Hints le Wat.1 'isited By that I am in the mayoralty
fight te
the finish, and thee I will be elected."
The first installment of the Fin.
Delegati
on
and
Asked
At a patriotic gathering of the
Corn, report was not as sensational as
Tammany Club at the Dudley St.
some of the City Hall experts ex••
To Withdraw
Theatre, Roxbury, yesterday afterpected it would 'or.
nen! UM net
C:Curlcy '
a great deal more in it than had al,
.
,
7a- th,:. prInfr-9-!
ready been published by the newsMayor James M. Curley, at a patri- speaker, and while he talked patriotism for the rime part, he did not lose
papers when the public hearings
were on. As this is but the first of otic rally and flag-raising in Maver- the opportunity to fire some sl,at into
a eeries of reports which win deal ick eg., East'Boston, yesterday after- his opponents' trenches. He said
in
with the same subject, it is expected noon, took ,opportunity to criticise .part:—
that later ones will contain just a Congressm
"We go about talking patriotism
en Tague and Gallivan for
few more bombe.
T ask you, my friends, in this hour of
leaving theie positions in Congress in 'patriotism,
is not a true patriot a
•
midet Of war difficulties to wage man who accepts service where he
Mayor Curley nearly missed the first the
can serve America and the allied naof the parade op the boys front Ayer the Mayoralty campaign here.
tions? The wealthy men are giving
Satutday. It Was not thought the
"In a crisis such as we are facing,
Of theft wealth, the mothers are givparade would reach CRY Heil
much these men should be at their positions ing of their hearts'
blood. The solbefore 2 p.m., and when it appeared
Washingto
in
n," said the Mayor. dier that leaves Ms :lost
.ehortly after 1 the Mayor was in his
in the hour
"The Preeident has faced momentous of duty is classed as a
traitor. What
offfee. Sotne of iiis trusty messenmonths, 4n4 the Congtessmen of his will you Ley to the
Congressman who
gers told. him that the parade had
turned into School at., and garbed in vie eifittl!t are needed at the Capitol voted for conscription and steed
his reviewing clothefs, including a tall .U., vete on the war measures. These ready to leave Congress before the
silk hat, he 'and Dan McDonald raced men voted for the selective draft law, alien slacker is put in the lines?"
to the stand and got there Juet in which affects only the Americe .1 boy, 'I recognize my duty. I had an
,
', remain in Con- Offer of $25,000 a year to take the
time to salute the first of the soldiers. and they ehouid I-1c
It gazes until a law has been passed that presidency of a trust company in
,
i woule reach the alien slacker and Poston andI refused. If I had acThe Mayor wished the newspepers
cepted it it would have carried more
r Make hi n do his bit for America.
to be most specific in stating he had ,
"The Detnocratic Congressmen who I borne life, which T enjoy, but my duty
"not yet" secured the sugar which he
. want to resign from Congress are rie- is In the Mayor's chair, and with your
intends to sell at cost prieo to those,
I serting the President. If I were a ieelo i can go to stay there. a _ et
mothers and ehildren who are in need
I
"The man who has served three
of it. He has had some experience so I member, I should cut off my right
arm
I
before
I would leave Washington years in the Treasury Department
far this season with
gar seekers,
and one day ill peak:Wm hundiede without doing all in my power to see now stands as a candidate for Mayor
came to City Hall on a fake tip ahich 1 Cure the passage of a law which would at ft time when more money Ift
stated the City Auditor hart plenty of make the aliens do what our Ameri- bandied by the treasury than ever in
the histore of the country. If Peters
cans are doing,"
sugar to sell.
1 Cong. Tague, who also spoke at the wants to serve, the way to do it is
I eelly. was Quick to issue his reply to tet go baek to his old job in the
While Earnest. E. Smith still chimers
the foregoing stateatent by the mayor, eteee eeee reeeeetreent: :bee be
conference
for a
dit which the mutter
2n which he 'states that "the turning doing good."
of either he or Andrew J. Peters runof ;... patriotic gathering into a political
ning for Mayor shall be settled ey
"arbitration," Peters keeps on plugging Mlle amazeri him.
"In hie epcech the Mayor declared
away and working for the success of
in subelaxice that tio member of Conhis campaign.
Smithee. suggestion
O
2 - /9/7.
about the conference isn't taken very gress should ee. a candidate for office
Photographing of signatures on hie
seriously by politic:ens generally, and against him until 4 bill compelling the
papers by one emendate, charges arid
they believe the field should be left drafting of aliens gas passed," said
counter charges and reported miteto Peters, Wil0 they claim has a splen- Cong. Tague.
"As between such un-American ut- ' night conferences, are beginning to
did chance of beating the present
terances by the Mayor and the truly show on the political horizon. This in
leinyor if not hindered.
patriotic atteranciee and services 'of something like it, and with the aims!.
the President of the United. State:: I
biiity of the fight for Mayor being a.
prefer to stated with Woodrow Wilson. six-cornered one, as five candidates
"The May
of Boston knows, as have declared themselves in to the finevery public official should know, that
ish and a sixth is expected to enter,
the House of Repieeentatives has no
there should be some fun. However,
power to interfere gith treaties bethings are not normal vet, as Mayor I
I With the crisp weather, things may tween America and the Allies. He also
Curley eta' maintains a discreet
become more interesting in the cam- knows, or should kaow, that the Preelsilence.
•:
•
•
paign line. One notes that already dent and the Secretary Of i"..ltate have
----deplete are being made, and the been werking conscientiouely for
Notice has been sent out that the
Mayer' is charged with turning a months to bring about conditions
election officers will be paid at the ofpatriotic meeting into a politecal which 'would enable us either to put
fice of the City Treasurer, between 9
1
rally. Bring up the heavy artinere I allens nt.t) our own army or compel
. a.m. and 2 p.m., Nov. 19 and 20. This
The bombardment conthire I them to eerve under the flags of their
nowt
should Ming joy Ur ewe.hearta.
lentil Dee. 18.
i Own Lation,.

AT THE MAYOR'S GATE

CURLEY OF RIVALS
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'Regiment Subjected to "Other Fellowreatment for Breaches of
DisciiDime at Camp Devens
99
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gloves—the only two articles in which
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BY HERBERT L. BALDWIN

nIonw toline
every man
han
with more arriving cle,!%,-. men
division,
CAMP DEVENS, Nov. 16.—Refusal
es
gP
ra
b y itlb n ditsheeh ag
rainl tts to
lvi nhge day
aredearirnt
of week-end furloughs to all but one
and
disability
battery of the 302d Light Field Ar- ! en it:count of physical

I WILL START RALLIES
Wine's:: Changes
paign end

Pian

of

eV!"

Starts. This Week—

Pays Compliments

to Opposing

Candidates
The following statement was !sieved
by Mayoralty Candidate Gallivan las,.
evening:
"The Gallivan campaign 15 gaining In
momentum every hour. While it was
my intentice to defer a city-wide speaking schedu e unt.i the lest two weeks
of the can-paign, I feel that the demand for my appearance all over the
city, especially in the suleerhs.n dia4
tricts, will compel me to start practically a full list of meetings during
.
the coming week.
"Thera will be no let-up in the camin
rally
big
the
until
paign from now
mecnanics• building on the Saturday
night before election. I have every,
reason to believe that the meeting o0?
that night will be the most popular}
demonstration Boston has ever seen. i
"I would like to discuss the claims of
my opponents as to why they are seek- ing votes for the position of Mayor,
but up to date they have all failed to
give any reasons whatever for their
candidacies.
"I believe Mr. Peters did try to fly a
kite over City Hall on Friday, but 1
understand that it was an unruly kite.
It persisted in hovering over State
street until 3 o'clock, and after banking
hours started for Dover, Mass., like a
i homing pigeon.
I. "The Curley candidace etruek a high
tone during the week by gclog down
the line for compulsory donationa—suee-ly an edifying reason for stretching out
the Curley regime to eight years.
, "The Tague campaign on Thursday
took on a sort of motion-picture flavor,
with photographs of his nomination papers, thumb prints, measurements, and
copy of 'Sherlock Holmes' thrown In
as campaign literature.
"Oneal lost some papers and Rowland
seems to be lost in transit, all interesting as camouflage, but haying very little significance with regard to who
e_houid be the next Mayor of Boaten.
"During the week I shall speak on.
the following eubleets: 'Who put the
p:um in plumbing?"Why can't Boston
houne-builders use asphalt shingles?'
'is reteri a ballot-box stutter, as the
oOleeea ,
wide,
etayoe stated
streets for Boston and start with Schoed
street,' C.aillvan is going through, but
cerier ie through now,' and other
jects vitally interesting to the welfare,
the entire electorate of Boston.
"I invite all etanivan aunerents to
wear one of my new buttons that wilt
be ready this week. They will be wore'
as a badge of honor—not as an emblaze:
ie
of servitude."

tiliery Regiment today and a probable ! delip
d xn icel
e
p:
en
yac
1000 men have been
aims.
lly
te
divisional
court-martial for 75 men of other corn- diecharged by order of the
oilleers as a result of the reopening of
mands throughout the camp mark the
reasons.
claims here for dependency
latest steps of the strict enforcement
Newcomers in Depot Brigade
of dicipline policy which has been
Inroads into the ranks of physical
The
demanded for New England's national
disability discharges have continued even
!army,
among i :en sent to fill in the places of
sent home for the eame
Approximately 2000 men of the 302d men previously
reasons and the divisional officers. are
Artillery are affected by the order now Insisting that every State and disand will spend Sunday in camp.
trict must at once fill up its full quota.
All of the new arrivals are being
assigned to the ranks of the depot
REFUSED TO PAY FARE
!brigade, and it is to that organization
the 15 per cent increment of the
The 75 men who arc facing general that all
• eret draft will be assigned. The two
court martial for conduct unbecoming dozen Negroes who have formed the
a soldier and for bringing disgrace on first provisional company there are to
Upton at Yaphank,
the uniform, besides having lost their be sent to Cam
and today
furlough and pass privileges indefinite- N. Y., within a day or two,
ly, are charged with having refused te there was a scurrying about for cooks
to
pay their fares on the railroads enter- as 'he Negroes received their orders
ing Ayee last Sunday night. Railroad prepare for departure. They have been
brithe
several
of
in
duty
chef
doing
detectives have been at work On the
case and today's developments are but gade's commands.
tile start of a general crusade against
Parade in Boston
the eo-celled "Low em Fares Club."
Officials here are anxious and willing
More than 2500 of the soldiers here are
for the men to strive to obtain lower to participate in street parades in Greatfares on the railroads, but they frown or Boston tomorrow. The 304th infantry,
upon and intend to deal sternly with where Connecticut's men predominate,
any case where it is proven that a will parade through Boston's streets,
man in unitorm refused to pay MS tare, mere to be
and Governor McCall. prior to their at"Other Fellow" Treatment
tending the Camp Devens-Cainp Dix
The
game at Braves Field.
In sanctioning the refusal of leave 'football
I
some 2200 strong, headed by
to all men of the 302d Artillery, where regiment,
of "Boston's Own" 301st DiVermont and New York men predomi- the band
will line up at the North stanate. Colonel Craig imingurated the ifantry,
12:40 and march through
tion
about
"other fellow" tree tment—a punishstreet, Washington street,, School
ment of the whole command for the Canal
street, teeacon street and oet Coinmon, errors againet diaciplIne committed by
wenith avenue to the ball park.
a few. But one battery in the comSome 3:4o Somerville men, most of
mand has a clean slate, and Its men
them
from the 35th Company' of the
will get passes from camp tomorrow
Depot Brigade, are to leave Ayer about
at noon.
Lie and will detrain at Porter station
Every other battery had men. rang- Ira
Cambridge. There they will he met
ing in number front two to 14, who had, by St. Joseph's Fife and Drum Corps,
during the week, violated dioelplinarY
who win escort them to Union square
, rules of the army. For their mistakes Tomorrow evening the men are to
hold
j or deliberate actions all the men of a dance for the benefit of their comA, South End Curley Club was o1'g4n.
the command have to suffer, and the pany funds.
teed last night at the Curley cam1"roasting" that thp diselpline smashers
paign headquarters in the Soolitip
were getting tonight from their cornbuilding to work in conjunction with
ra.des is worse than days of penance
other similarly organized clubs for die
or scores of reprimands from their ofre-election of mayor Curley. Nearir
Ocers.
50 members both Democrats and Reek
Cent
Per
15
publicans. joined in the Sorminx of thle
'Rcady for Last

li

-(8,./9/1

•

NI v
Curley Club Formed
With 50 in South En.

The division is now ready to handle
the final 15 per cept increment of the
first draft quota and expected their arrival within a week. Colonel Daltrin,
the cantonment quartermaster, today
announced that enough overeoata and.

oraanteauett.
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LOCATES BIG
ayor, Hands Gifts
SIIJGAR CACHE
•
to Roxbury Soldiers

Inspector Finds 40,000
Pounds in Wareltees!,

WARD 12 DRAFTED MEN BEING l'RESENTED WITH SAFETY RAZORS
AND $5 GOLD PIECES BY MAYOR CURLEY YESTERDAY.
In the group with the Mayer are W. J. Coughlan, Joseph Monahan, George
Cavanaugh, M. J. O'Brien, W. P. Gordon, W. E. Sullivan. J. J. Donohue,
George O'Connor, E. F. Marston, F. J. ,
i;spleton, J. Thornr.son, J. J. Toohey,
Roland Stapleton, J. J. McDonald awl P. J. Shea.
f
Eighteen new draft recruits from
Ward 12 were guests at a patriotic
in the Municipal building at
Dudley and Vine streets, Roxbury, yesThese men, who have been
terday.
chosen to fill the plaeas of rejected
men from that district, were addressed
MRPfir,ff

(Y 0)7- Y -77/
THE NEW CITY COUNSEL

by Mayor Curley. He then gave each
man a safety razor and a 45 gold
piece.
Other speakers at the meeting were
Theodore A. Glynn, president of the
Tammany Club; the Rev. Maurice F.
Flynn, Representative Thomas Jove.
and others

Mayor Curley yesterday received a no,
tice from Deputy Commissioner
Mullowney, In charge of the division of
food inspection of the health depart- I
ment, to the effect that one of the latter's inspectors has located a cache containing 40,000 pounds of wigar in a storage warehouse usually used solely for —
e:rtieles other than food.
The sugar, it le believed, is owned by
a well-known Boston candy manufacturer and stands in the nan.e of the
the present time.
company's manager
The health department claims that the
owner failed to declare the sugar to the
load administrator.
According to Deputy Commissioner
Mullowney, the sugar was found in the
cellars of this :Pesten Ster.ee Warebousb Company, on Massachusetts avenue, Boston. under luck and koY. It was
in 100-pound bags.
This sugar arrived from New York
seven days ago, according to Dr. M.ulloweer. and comprises a shipment of
60,000 pounds to a local candy manufac-;
turer. This sugai• has now been transferred, says Dr. Mullowney, to the name
of the manager for the candy concern.
Twenty thousand pounds of the original shipment of sugar has been withdrawn from the warehouse. As far as
the food division lia.s been able to find
out, none of this sugar has been declared to the food administrator.
This warehouse has never before }loan
tined for the storage of food, so far as
Dr. Mullowney knows, but has been used
for the storage of furniture and furs.
Dr. Mullovreey boa notified Food AdInIrdstrator Endicott of the.cached sUlf&f.'
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ONEAL MAKES !
THEFT CHARGE'

V-1)-qi) Claims His Nomination
1THE 304TH PARADES
Papers Stolen
a
IN BOSTON TODAY

Daniel V. McIsaac should make
good record in the office of corporation counsel. He is able, fearless and
independent; a student of the law and
na excellent trial lawyer,

Mr. McIssac has been trained in a
good school in the district attorney's
office of Suffolk county and has handled many important cases in a most .
satisfactory way.
Boston has always been fortunate!
in finding men of great ability for the
office of corporation counsel and Mr.

3\1cIsaac will have the inspiration of
illustrious predecessors.

The 304th Infantry, national
Charges tl11175
—irtm
Z
atligars for,
army, will parade in Boston to- James Oneal for Mayor have been
stolen, and that efforts have been
day, headed by its band of 60 made to Intimidate men who sign the,
istwere made last flight by tie
mearls
pieces. The line of march wil be
campaign committee,
Authorized by the committee,
from North station, starting at
Once' issued a statement regarding the:
12:40, Canal to Washington, toi situation. He states that
he does Itclit,
School, to Beacon, to Common- I accuse any particular candidate of steeP
log the papers, but says that many
wealth avenue, to Braves Field.
Of:
the papers have been stolen,
[Mlle 02
The regiment will be reviewec4 th;n1 blank and others with many
atby Mayor Curley at City Hall and' natures on them. He further states that'
not a day passes that his headquaetere
by Governor McCall and Ftaff at are not Vetted by Home
enilssaries who
to get more of the paws.
try
pm
liouse.NnV
State
the

k- a

•

-

uerzweip_ivoy,7-_,,7
Ili PROFIT
cuRLEy wiLL ., THROUGH
pLAy suGAR
CURL-EY
sANTA ciAUS
7-

ether!. Democrats would he !
Wien four-present and past members happy if ,soth Tagus and Gaiiivari
!of Congress decided to compete against stepped down end out of Coearesa
;
'One another for the Boston mayoralty.
ty L'(i -7 - 7 6-5 )
Washington began to take an 1ntere.9t
I
1 conWhich la 6.
lleery when
xtrai9
eteeree that. the contest 2) too miles
away.
Of the four Andrev.• J. Peters is perhape the best known, and would be the,
favorite in any test of preference. Eight
year in Congress, and three years as
assistant secretary of the treasury, he . ..
became a familiar figure In public life
would be
here. The administration
happy to eee him elected mayor of Boa- I
ton. In „spite of McCall'a tremendous I
majority over Mansfield, the Washington Democracy insists that Massachusetts is debatable ground. The mayor
Week
et' Boston becomes e. powerful figure '
fr 2O
in his party comic:le, leet- the adminCOO.
istration realizes that the influence a
James M. Curley will never count
heavily with the groat and controlling '
independent vote of the commonwealth.
The mayor is perhaps the least known
here of the four candidates. He was In
Congress three years, and won much
attention by his admitted powers of
oratory. His speeches against the literacy clause of the Immigration bill
furnished the sensation of one session.
But he has been gone nearly four years,
and many things are forgotten in that

Announces He Will Distribute
Barrels Next
at
rimi 1 'I 141/
BIG CARGO ARRIVES:
SHORTAGE SOON OVER

BOND HEARING OF
CITY CONTINUES
$21.000 protit was
ey the Peter .1. leitegettele rgency,
wilicir practically monopolized the 'JO'
through flip alleged
bonding busint
friembhip of Mayor Curley arid Frances
leitzgerald's son-In-law, is esL.
ie the finance Commission's Fi•aerti
011(1 report on the city bond hearing.;
I

••!,
announced at noon that
he ieirmees to distribute 20 barrels of
eeginning some day next
str,:ar
made public today.
week, in two-pound packages, et a price
At no time during the long hearing
at
equal to the exact cost to the city,
was the exact profit made by the Fitz10 stations to ho established in the difgerald agency brought out, though perferent sections of the city.
space of time.
eistcut effort was made to do AO. A
courts
the
if
asked.
was
meteor
The
and
Tague
F.
Peter
Strangely enough,
great' deist of interest centered on this
11,1.VC not decided that public trading is
James A. Gallivan are much more pop-. Hiegel, until the Legislature puts hits
Particular phase of the investigation.
Meer athong Republicans than in their
effect the zee- seemement-of the constiReports Three Years' Profits.
ellen,
I
; own party circles. Perhaps one reason
eel n s.e.m that the iinanee;
a court or- I
get
to
wants
anybody
"If
.
sticks;
never
commission's aei•ountant
why a Lioe!set Democrat
restraining me. let hint go ahead. i
iter
the
that
three years' profit on city Wellong to his Job as congressman Is the! haven't any ..eey te buy the sugar, but
'nese beginning shortly after the Metrethorny path he has to travel. When the! t can burr".v
Mayor Curley, totals $63,!mutton
of
The rneyee. announcement. followed
Republicans are in power he is forced I
•
1,16.93.
had with tehairhe
which
eonferefr,
I
sre
comfort
This second report deals almost ento accept what, crumbs of
man le. t I. Endicott old A. C. Rutseesky
teeth
results
Its
of
the
tirely
Investiga•
offered. But when his own party he. Or the MassachnSetts vol orojitv.• of pubHon into the bonding of contractors
South
safety.
solid
the
lie
and
comes dominant,
doing business with the city of Renton
The sugar will be sold only to nursing
r!....r g in its work, he mast contend with
and "the establishment et' a monopoly
or to planters with young chilmother,
thereof by the Pc ter j. Fitzgerald
emeriti/Mee
•"
that attitude
eeen, on orders front physicians or disagency, assisted by officials of the city
chairman from eelexas or Arkansas,
littiee...
trict
of Boston."
One million six hunoree
weee compelled tit gee,
which says that New England Is not in
Boston
in
arrived
raw
meter
of
Pounds
ee•e•- sesetheir liability anti
the United States but really a part of
today from the Philippines vie rail from
the same company,"
to
lion
insurance
Canada. This so riles the Boston conThis
refineries..
local
for
San Francisco
the report declares, and "there was failgressman that he soon gets into dismakes'a total receipt of about 3,000,000
ure on the part of the city to enforct
last
the
within
sugar
taw
of
pounde
liability upon bonds of contractors where
favor.
elet 'in at
week. Jobbers today
liabIlity existed."
Gallivan and Tague have sulTereu
least a week or 10 do).r the st::,? shortPays Political Debt.
over.
this common fate. The fiery James got
he
age would
Avieh is maths lit this report of Mayor
into motto argumeies with his fellow
Curleyer pract lee I admission on the
Democrats in a single day than with
etand that he paid Daly a political debt
and that he WOOld have done even more
Repubitcane during tho whole session.
than he did to swing the business had
In the closing days of the 64th Conneceosary.
gress. the Democrats tiled to hold up
report charges. "has
"raVOrIr18111,"
' I , stilted in tile breaking down of effiappropriations for better accommodamany ••ontractora
OM'
Soldiers of the 31,4th infantry marched cient supereeliell
tions for federal departments at Boston.
doing work for the city, and in the jell-.
MAIM
streets
downtown
thle
through
So he calmly Wormed the party 'Madafternoon and were given a hearty re- tire to enforce liability for breaceee ofj
e, that the appropriatiens reculd eo
ception. They were reviewed by Gov. contract."
A recommendation made in the
McCall toed Mayor Curley.
through, or he wovid vete eer Re/tubeI ell insurance brekere be ,
port is
Later
to
they
to
went
Braves
Field
65th
the
of
organization
Congress
can
root for the Camp Devens football team. allowed free, opril rim] leeriest cowl' At that time no one ?mew who would
All the men come from Connecticut and ' petition and approach lo city coneontrol Congress, and one vote tnea.nt
ere under eommand of Col. J. S. Herren. tractors, free ICOM psechologleal Intim ee,
Three hundred fuel fifty Somerville ences."
much. So Boston got its ameropriaeloes,
Subject to "Influences."
4('
'
Vs
wen at the Ayer cantonment arrived in
hut he became more unpoplear with
camMedge this afternoon and marched
Thins rho C;IIIIMIP81011 tielZell on a
southern Dernoerats.
to Union Efillitr'`. Somerville, preeeded fmnret8 1.,iitaNe %Wed by -Mayor CIO
,
eteetleety, Terre threw elewn the
by St, Joseph':-; Fife and U111111 Corps. while testifying, to the clIcet that cony arrived in several special Iraii teoetors tieing business for' the city
eauntlet en the nostmaster-genersa of
Tenight they will at!'ond :t festival and were subjeit to "peyeholsigierti
his own merly on 1.es mall tube issue,
Mince at Knights of Coeianhue Rail. Pro- Clur.oet;'
He fought It telt to a successful eeei , steeds of the party will be used in purThe report foiye in part:
chasing ertlelee for the men at camp.
but Mr. Burleson of Teeaa never has
"7 ; 1e13. before the edvent ee the
and probably never' will forgive the! 'rhe Somerville men have formed an fireweed(' agency, John C. Paige & Co.
organization Anown as "The National and °beton & Rueeell, agente of the'
ChareafeePeete„ Man. It is certain that I
National Surety Conmany, issued hewn;
Army Club of...biamervilltee
eee: e •
•

1DEVENS ROOTERS
PARADE IN HUB

•

-Report States $21,C00 Was
Made Through Allsed Friendship of the Mayor.
-
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that the contractor receiv'et -City 'contractors amounting(to 011,14.- understciod
furnish as surety
ing his contract must
A35, Or 11.9 per cent. on the bonds given
Surety Corn.
, by pant rnetor,s, In 1914, when upon Ian bond tho Nationai
tho mt.)
by doing so he would
Fitzgerald began repreeenting the Na- pany, and that the administration and
tional Surety Company, the amount rose, be in favor with
the would not be in "had odor" at City
to $735,191, or 38.t per cent, of
result of this."psychology"
total. In 1915 the company got $1,149a Hail. As a Fitzgerald egency. assisted
Ex'reordinary precautions are being
1916
.1.
In
Peter
total.
the
the
of
cent,
1 1,7 7,•or 76 per
Daly and the mayor of
taken by Congressman Peter F. Tague
!the year in which the finance commis- by Francis L,enabled derleg the years
comwas
Bostota
to prevent any tampering with his nomision became Interested, the Nationsl
establish, to the detripany got 11,24 8,6 47, which was 65.9 per L915 and 1916 to
nation papers. 'Vague has been warned
what may fatal:: be
city,
the
During
of
year.
that
ment
of
total
emit. of the
by friends that his candidacy for mayor
monopoly in furnishing bonds
thetoe last three years, practically all called a
rs."
is particularly obnoxious to Mayor Curthe business secured by the National tor city contracto
'rho report is addressed to Mayor Curley's aupaortere and that he had better
company was secured by the Fitzgerald
ley .and tho city Council.
be cat eful about his papers and signs+
agency.
No Monopoly Existed.
lures,
Withou, making any charges, Congress"In former years no 81101 monopoly as Social Club, Intercommat Darn, lazethat of the Peter J. Fitzgerald agency bury; a patriotic meeting in the Eliot
man Tagne today announced that no
adminieschool; a meeting in tho Municipal
had existed. During a former
paper will be filed by him until after
tration (1910-1911) no one broker fur- building, South Boston, to raise money
For
s.
signature on it is verified and Uneach
contractor
the
which
to
Congressat
bonds
boys,
for the drafted
nished the
Massachu
the
of
the
and
Tamtil
spc,ke;
also
came
a
photograph is made of each "face"
the
Gallivan
In
man
example.
setts Bonding and Insurance Company many ‘Club, in Vine street Municipal
di each paoer. The photographs Will
of
bonds
furnished
building, where the mayor gave $5 gold
35 insurance brokers
to pieces to each of the 18 new soldiers show the signatures distinctly and the
that company in 1913-11 in addition
staff. called in the last la per cent, draft, and
photographer wit: make arfidavit that he
office
,its
by
in
brought
the bonds
of the they also received a safety razor apiece
has made a true photograph.
"Mr. Belcher, general manager
secured a from the club, and silver medals, blessed
Four years ago In ;he mayoralty can*Orrin Valve Company, who
a
received
he
the
front
Carmelite
that
by the cardinal,
contract. testifird
test Letween Mayor Curley and Them's
was the sisters.
it
that
ing
call/stat
telephone
•
J. Kenny there were charges awl.
ho commayor's office, requesting that
Today tho mayor speaks 55 nnn cii
eouriteromarges relative to the
municate with Fitzgerald.
the Parkman bandstand for the V. M. Bon papers or each. -After considerable
laetelielder of Datclieldea
contracts
the New Hampere Coal Company, which had solicited C. A. war fund; realewe
Camp Devens at 'excitement. the =MC'of each Waiii • iyikiettd!
,eith the city, tentified he was depart- shire regiment from
City Hall at 1 I'. M., and speaks in the on the ballets.
ay an official in the city supply
Surety evening at the home guard meeting in
Tague knows that his failure to obtain
ment In behalf of the National
it wise' the Charlestown high school, and at enough
signatures would eause rejoicing
Company and that he 'deemed
be
to
are
sweaters
where
Hall,
Curtis
bond.
to give them hie
Ir. the Curley camp. Ile intends to take
from Camp Devens.
men
to
given
Difficulty with Contract.
Tomorrow's engagements include the ,-very possible precau'clon, he said, to"Israel Sisonsky. of the Ameriran
presentation of colors to U. S. naval re- day, and to have the photographs ready
bidder
aowest
Architectural Iron Works,
the Elks' Home, at a:30 P. M.; for the purpose of comparison with the
told of ex- serve at
of a service flag to the
on some tire escapes In 1915,
but presentation
should this be made
contract
his
Vin
difficulty
periencing
Club at the Dudley Street original papers
the Na- Tammany
through
bond
a
gave
he
when
3 P. M.; and the formal open- nreeesary ay any iater proceedings.
Theatre,
in
West End Y. M. H. A, baildtional company he had no difficulty
coaeressniali :lames A. Gallivan said
school- ing of the
! securing contracts • for work on
Mg 47 Mt. Vernon street. as headquarmai,
came., ‘alarginee that city !
and sailors. He is sched; !mitres.
ii'! I ,,.
of the ters of soldiers
,..s ma‘ being
:.aa
the Larkin and O'Brien anniI "Alfred J. Ilion, treasurer
for
uled
!
!. •
icy campaign rued !
talaon Electric ticimpany, testified that
beon
street,
Washingt
departversary, at 694
Mr. Cutry of the schoolhouse
at etcrlea have I
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he
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O'clock,
5
care
and
4
taken
be
tween
1
tnent said Ills bond would
hcen
haeaaa
in
East
nts.
engageme
the
preceding
with
two
placed
was
!of for him and it
for the raising of the serone
s
Boston,
list
me,he
peke
said
does
company.
National
by the Maverick Associates. today. "ia the fact that tha
"Robert K.. Regent of the Metropoll- vice flag
assessment
a con- London and M.averiek streets, 3:45, and
. tan Coal Company Said he men
Is t. Ong begun early. It ia nothing new
be
May
he
Club,
Iona
the
at
the
other
the
with
t
tract to the supply departmen
late for the Larkin enniversara; but as In B iston politics, out it is usaally done
name of the American Surety Company
he is expected to,bring 'some "Pepper," a wee': or .en days berme election to
1-.4 it. and it was sent back, and he wile
they will probably watt for him. Reobtain ,meney for eletleit wort:. .1" won:
asked if he would accept the Natiooal porters may or may not be present.
company, Ile did.
der whether thie early aseessnient is ea?
resat: of the eiecPrefers One Offiae, .
"ahe mayor relaxed in laughter when to anxiety about the
Peters catnpaign head- Han and a desire to be eertaln of can:"George 3. Murphy of the Pettingell- told that the
be
ne);
vot,s,
at
ends
sign had gone up upside down,
raitenme"
a MI reWS COnliElnY offered a bond of the quartet:1
time. interestine to eweit
little
some
way
that
hung
and
Company,
Guaranty
lir
I. S. laidelity
‘,011gressinan Gallivan will holti
atm ;sign.'" ills
a.
v.0111/1,11 Cleric in.,I laughter has not been very free of late, 9watt Boston "pep" meeting tonight in
the schoolhouse department preferred and his wife and eve children, even to Maynard Hall. It, wiit be the main
.aseaker. Actlen will begin at I P. M.
one °Mee a lid recommended that the the littlest, are beginning to miss its ,
Senator Harman Hormel, chairman of
hend be platted with Fitzgerald'e office, mellowness.
the IleptiMican city committee of Bos- 1
The recommendation NVII.S followed."
' Experieneoe of simIler nature are reWatch for the finance commission re-' tom today sail that the RepublOmn oral formally indoree no cangeaaaition
trieweal timei the teatimony of many Port I
dia• a• tor
other eentrailtore..,
-•
ago.- lie said. "most of
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,rd ra , amen earl arted Iirailny I
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n
evidence
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l;.• ii this year e,fli
The finance
r.01.1
01,1 FupooFt Mr.
before it from a reputanie broker who
o
win be .fin.M. to
I
testified that he was ready and willing
as the Repa:dt. ron,••
for
rs
bond
contracto
to
offered
0., a eeettnia aien does not iateral to.yikrand had
was less
$8 a thousend. which he claimed
ticipato in this election as an organiests
than the National Surety Company'
Bon."
rate, but he v119 always met with the
Another canddate for mayoV4aid to
dI4
rs)
contracto
(the
they
If
• reply that
be a Republican has taken out nominaeat give the bond to the National
tion papers. He is Frank 11. Howland
gtpeey Conigany "the enghieers on the
or 3 Fountain square, Roxbury. Not
;kat could erutify us." Another gave a
much is known about Mr. Howland,
aeation that if he wanted to get payment
except that he has been a Candidate for
Peter
Mr.
Hail,
City
at
contract
his
on
Municipal office before, and failed to
S.Fitzgerald could assist him. This In. had taken
obtain enough signatures, lie
eurance agent further teetined that he
out papers as a candidate for the coun,
Was "frozen out" of city buelness, and
cil
bet
year,
this
returned then-% yeg-''
seeing (he business slipping away day
terday, declaring that ice felt called
by day, finally gave the thing up Awe.
run for mayor.
to
upon
total loss,
lir. Herbert .1. Keenan, of South Dos-,
Use National Company
ton, who has been defeated several
In
all
that
nearly
say
to
"It Is fair
eases Where the city of Beaton gave
contracts to different contractors it 'WE'S
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Takes Extraordinary Preeau
tions to Prevent Tampering
with Nomination Papers..
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-

0\1 - It -/fa

times for election to the school committee, is again a candidate. Ile obtained his papers this year.
Earnest ). Smith offers to arbitrate
the question of whether he shall be a
candidate for mayot. He would hay,:
One a:bitrator chosen by Andrew J.
Peters, another by himself, these two
?to choose a third and the question to
he considered. If the decision is against
him, tie will support Peters„ Smith
says.
A 'conference of Jewish supporters of
Mayor Curley was held at the Quincy
House today. oAt the Gallivan headquarters, the enarge was made that tha
cdhference was held to offset the effeci.
of a recent conference of Jewish supCongressMan
of
nortcts
Marks Angell, the "junk king," was
one, of the signers of a circular -sent
to prominent Jews requesting them te
meet at a luncheon in the Quincy House
iii old of the CUrley campaign'.
This is the fire. definite evidence of
Angeli's rartleipation in the campaign,
althmtgit it, had been taken for granted.

Gallivan Promises
Thrill for Tor-40,1

1917

Ma yoraP y Candidata Gallivan iirt
out the following statement today:
"I received in the morning mail On,
the most unusual letters ever receivea
by a , andidate for public office in Bc.).ton.
"It discloses a condition at City MI'
that borders upon the old slavery days.
It also gives promise of a revolt on the
Part of the best. men In the city service
that will give me at least 50 per cent, of
the write of those in the city service.
"I shall inahe this astounding letter
public at my big meeting in Maynard
Hall, South Boston. this evening.
"JAMES A. GALLIVAN."
Sociaik! eaawaata far

mayoralty canThe standing of the certified (total
didates as to signaturesallowed 3300) at
required 3000, maximum
noon was as foilov‘s.
vIes
.
James M. Carley
1733
Andrew J. Peters
7IJ
Gallivan
lames A.
200
I James
Oneal
the
for
candidatee
The standing of the
required
council, 2000 signatures being
•certified, is!
and 2200 maximum allowed
as follows:
220e
John J. cassIde
el
Taornas ti'. coffee
679
Aifrcd J. Wellington
Joseph .1. 1..eonard
6$
Patrick B. Oa rr

CURLEY GETS
COLD COMFORT
FROM LOMASNEY
ra;i.-.
t CAllb

to

the Mahatirts, followed a similar conference oh the preceding night at the Sante
place betvveen Lorna,sney and John F.
Fitagerrad. Any news of such an:,
proaches worries the mayor exceedingly.
At ,Gallivan headquarters, it was estimateel that the amount if money possi-

ble to be raised from city emP1,9yegAee
-setitqfitit-lstOrkief
'
eording to -flew
eomptaintog victims approached' $75,300,
One einpima complained to the Good
Government Association that he had
been aeseseed $25, and he could not afford to pay It. U. S. employes are protected by a federal statute, and municipal employee ought to be, he argued.
There is no doeht that many will find
it very hard to pay such an assessment.
Thrift has never been characteristic of
r the generality of workers for the city
and many of them have been living up
to the liinIt of their Income. These will,
have to. borrow, to meet an assessment.

Schedule of Assessments.
assessments alleged
iulpeut°iin force follows:
levesebheeen
tol.h'a
. Certain employes above the $3 a day
, class of laborers, 2 per cent.
Certain employes above the $3000 salDoeifitio
IrrlOreP
UVILITV
Obtain
ary class, 5 per cent.
Certain employes who have received,

ment from Mahatma After
Midnight Conference.

$100 salary inlreases eating from Juroi,
,to give up the $100.
j All payments to he made in cash by
I tomorrow.

DEFIES CRITICS OF COERCION

'tWeAre Running Ourtampaign,' He Says—Advises
Others to Do Likewise.

ne-ed
commissioners. towel'I the necesary
and repoets are current that difficulty is
i being, experienced in obtaining signaMayor Curley, made desperate by a
Curley will
tures for his papers. May
he much relieved if Oneal fails to get on futile midnight conference with Marthe ballot, as the mayor's defence of the
at the Hendricks
Socialists, after the anti-war riots on the tin M. Lomasney
Common, was expected to bring litio Club, boldly disregares the complaints
many votes from that party.
:ssment of muThe election coinmissionera report an of coercion and zus,.
unprecedehted offer to relieve the City nicipal employes for the Curley oamof expense. Philip 1,. :McMahon, in announcing his withdrawal as a candidate paign fund and in reply to questions
canfor the city.ocunoth to promote the
the as to whether he sanctions such
didacy of certain friends running fc:
electinn
methods, simply replies:
school committee, writes to the
"We are ninfitng our campaign; the
commission offering to reimturse the
panomination
the
of
cost
;city for the
others are at liberty to run theirs as
.
out.
taken
had
lie
pers
doubt as to they see fit."
! The commissioners are in MeMahon's
Cil.old Comfort Served at 1:30 A. M.
whether they can accept
incident
mine', buf are glad to use the
According to a statement tnade at the
the
that
moral
the
point
as a text to
prevent the headquarters of one of the other cancli.
to
ehanged
be
should
statue
played. and dates it was 1:30 A. M.,before the mayor
"hold-ho game" from being
extrava- finished his conference with the Maalso to save 'Imposition, and
gaVere.
wan served,
municipal office hatma., and cold comfort
Each candidate for a
200 priptrs. or 300 • The last -.„*trds sounded like:
out
%Ate
to
entitled
ia
mayor, and have his
"Everything will be ail algid., You
V a candidate
charge,
know where I stood four years ago."
earne especially minted, without
'nt the lop of each.
limit tke mayor 'irt not at_ all sure that
In some
Men have taken eut papers game
to "everyChing will be all right," for four
a
sasee merely as a psrt of
el-voices :OW'S ago Loinamney did not, declare for
induce other candidate, whose
the rivals,
might he menaced, to hav off
Curley till thd 11th hour.
am] brina ahout their wifhlrawa.t. also
What the mayor wiehem now, end
cfrcials
The election depot:true-IQ
wisher, badly, is practienl, tangible supreport cases of men taking mit papers
as
under such suspicious etreurosthnees I/t- port at this day and hour, 0,71:1 he asks
that th-y
lo warrant the :tliegation
that at least two of three ether Candibusitless
somu
itt
itt- oiled to use thcot
tbe
James A. (3allideal of a doubtful .*arfiater. using :e • datcs. Peter F. Tagne,
van and Andrew J. Peters removed from
printed name to add standing and
1,.ome
even
ere
anectabillty: and there
the list. He. suspects Martin of "wantcases in which it is suspec:ed the papers'
In,- ti B: with the winner."
:n
for
dealer.
Jung
a
to
sold
be
were,to
.7%.
,c11.1747. MiOttidA.:(W4.1T.tiga. „141i,
these times ;toed prices, are a:)tained.
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PROBE REPORT
CITY WORKE.RS
ARPASSESSEIT
Two Per Cent. of Annual Salaries for Campaign Fund
Is the Story. 'I SP 1! V
FINANCE COMMISSION
MAY BE ASKED TO ACT
Repot ts that, eity officiate Hilt; erneloYes are contributing to Mayor Carters rampaign fur.d by
"aasestimentiraveraging 2 per cent of their
annual
salaries are being ia •mtigated
modal
by lieutenants of practleany all the
opposition candidates. If strl,lavils from
men concerned can be obtained the
matter may be called to the attention
ut.
the finance aratimission.
One prominent anti-Curley
!cede:: rt.eelved a volt from a man is he
"eontrlbuted' $25 and who told him of
the
assessing
whelaer„ If ;t XietS. IS not
neT
new in
Boston polities, but as moat city
officials'
and employes are dersem:!ent upon
their
positions for a living, they are
naturally
unwilling to figure , In any taiblic
pre.
. The:14°
liouramaisenW

'A

•

R/it/0-4/01
ramtilcatione of
:one of the most popular political leaders ensure because of the
When Mayor Clark:Vet identical Was7.
r as, the campaign.
vernacula
the
in
known
city,
the
sysin
regular
a
called to the charge Unit
are
:gemination papers containing more
"smaare guy," and his headquarters
tem of assessment of city employes for
reports that he is than 1500 additional signatures were filed
the benefit of the campalen :VA been thronged despite the money.
Peters.
e
on for I
h
commissi
election
witht
adopted, lm uttered Just 16 word.'. Thej handicapped by lack of
Tague has obtained more than 7000 The Peters signatures are grading high: 1
follow;
district.
congressional
on one paper containing 108 uaine.s, 103"We are running our campaign. They :denatures in his
•
the same precaution as were cettitied.
me at liberty to sun theirs as they see Ile is taking
elr head-I
Ilallivan by having each signature veriOne Of the visitors at. the PEii
lit"
can sign the papers of guarters to greet Alm twat. mayor," he.
The schedule of assessments alleged fied, as a voter
enly one candidate for mayor. Both alifk WaS Tiart'is -Nerve, well known ne
to have- been put in force follows:
:eleven and Tague expect to have more Jewish circles. He AVM witit (burley four
Certain employes above the $3 a day
thee the neceseary 3000 names certified years ago, and had the reputation among
class of laborers, 2 per cent.
before the end of the week.
bet tore of usually being- with the winaer.
• Certein employes above the $3000 sal-Congreseman Gallivan was today escry class, 5 per cent.
tablished in new headquarters on the
received
have
who
Certain employs
ilth floor of the Carney building, al Tre- 1Gallivan Making
!.;1 00 salary increases dating from June, mont street. Former ,Representatim•
le give up the $1 00.
; No Combinations
Timothy V. Callahan is in charge.
All payments to he made in cash by
Earnest E. Smith, former city coun- 1 Mayoralty Candidate Gallivan gave
Saturday.
walking around today with a
is
cilmen.
There have been appeals to the attor- statement on his person announcing his out the following statement today:
ney-general's office and to the secre- candidacy for mayor as a Republican. , "In answer to the persistent rumors'
tary of state in an endeavor to discover His
todny •‘'sis the same as his ; that I am identified with Daniel W.
,
council. ,
some section of the corrupt _practice.
position yesterday --he is almost a ' bole's candidacy' for the cityintention
prethe
for
I wish to say that I have no
act which can be invoked
i.anditlate, but not quite.
or to
elate
.
r
employes
councillo
a
city
the
tection of
"I woe t have any, trouble obtaining i of making up
The answer is that there is nothine
s," he said, "No real at- participate in any way In that tontest.
sIgmiturit
and I are both
the act in which they can qnd red,.
empt has lame made to Obtain Repub- The fact that bane alter that fleetHarvard 'men will not
and the act itself ' is regarded as
liean signateres in this catalpa is
'the
ur
decision
a
I Flee.
In pieces" by the
smith Is engaged in business as
"When I reach that point in polities
memo court in the Sw:g case.
liriC,i•e, lint is also !I ictw u•I. Lawyers
to make m
ere I feel myself copelled
—
Smith
lint
service,
tor
jury
ere exempt
slates to assist my
people's
tip
either
been'
tup
has
and
service
foe
df:I.W11
been
I as
retire from pub.atting• as a juror for several days. rip !linw candidacy, I will
.
to be exettsesi, ii I th0 presiding 'lie We.
the
lid hint he would meter to have ! "Several of the candidates for
heard
ions for
Mayor Curley may soon be
and Smith agreed, although council have suggested Combinat
'dm
explained
have
I
but
ent,
my
endorsem
til'obably obtale exemption by
lthe stump charging Out Congressmen
publicly state,
and
application. The Jurors are to all of them, and I now
Peter F. Tague of Charlestown
I am a eandidate for mayor only,
that
Smith,
end
counce,
the city
'er
are
Boston
!Jetties A. Gallivan oc South
- and when elected I will welcome the
-who Arra once a Pregressive. would like
!entire incoming council as friends, -seine- .
in the mayoralty contest mainly in an ho know how hie name Wa9 drawn.
thing i could not do if I campaigned or I
effort to bring about his defeat by AnSiMith Partisan Caadleate.
-made deals.againnt three 0:7 them. Even
drew J. Peters.
,mult1
keep
they
teought
anyeerly
"If
may' ft my "tat' won, time three members of
Statements made by some of the
out of a meyoralty eampaten for i it woula be under such obligation era
nes supporters today indicate that the Inc
me drawn on a Jury, they may
e mayor's office that they could not
mayor may take this course. Such a having
ett:es mistaken," he declared do their full duty by the city, which they
charge would be regarded, at least by find Ulm-n
are in honor bound to serve.
the mayor's political enemies, as an today.
"This same rale will be observed
It Smith should be a canlidate. his
attempt ta offset the predictions being
entirely
be
probably
.luring my four years at City Hall. I
would
Tague
campaign
Gallivan,
made that with Curley,
the fact' wish to serve Boston as its Mayor, mat
and possibly Oneal, the Socialist, in the along partisan linee, despite
by , as its dictator. The day of the dictator
contest, Peters "looks like a million dol- that party designations are forbidden
S A. GALLIVAN."
.T., ,
: is past.
lars." This talk is having its effect in the city charter.
.'i
'
f
the
: Botomn, where more than the usual num- "There is no. recognition given to
ii4:r.
e 14:
4
e ‘'i ets4v.
a,
•
ber this year are holding back in the Republicans in Boston," he declared. To the City E i o.r:
hope of being with the winner, and it is "Except on hi-partisan boards, where
hare
been
ans
asking
Me
Republic
fet
refeetee 17ie an e1tt M eonfidence at the 'Tteonhlienns most 1)1, niaininted, VOU wet
a; -;-s-,
me" "- "—:m•-• --;
Peters campaign headquarters wnten is find only Democrats. There has never ,"aam "•" :-the
news got into the
."-InatelY
"
been a real Republican fight for inaeor." f1
not pay-roll confidence.
Smith says he anticipates that tier- .itapers.
Both Gallivan and Tague are prepared
In fairnees, a. few facts should be kept
for this charge. Both declare that they man Hormel and the Republican °MIMS- ' in' mn.
.
mind.
1011 be with Peters, but that he
believe the mayor is "done" eer a politi- e
* Mr. Peters aeaured me personally that
cal factor in this city. Each declares v, ill make his appeal to the rank and tile. ae was not going to run for mayor. Id,
John F. Fitzgerald today declared that. then announced his candidacy. FoPa
that in view of this belief he (Tague or
Gallivan) has at least as good a chance tie has ,cot decided to support eny ea"- ' Mg that he came to see me at my office
man.
next,
he
'
as
win
to
didate yet, although report has placed the- times.
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but no substitute can be named,
that
A report a.eon began to circulate
was praparing to withdraw to,
John F. Vitzgetitld; that the latter pen,
Tagus Into the fight to split the antiCurley v'ote and to further an alleged
ambition to be the anti-Curley candidate himself. The report was put up
to Tague at his headquarters today and
he denied it.

Taffue • ue
Gcill
an andtvTag
Spurn Proposition to
Quit Mayoralty ace
• .• •
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Both Candidates Give City Hall Emissaries to
Understand They Are in the Fight
to the Finish.
Q17

CITY HALL
GOSSIP

mayoralty candidate needs.
Efforts made this week to bring about any Beaton
leaders said
One of Tague's campaign congressman
methods
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Perhaps the moot fevered deciaee.tion
of the day esme from the Soclalls4 headquarters, when John Weaver Sherman
of the campaign committee made deflh
ittion papers ot
a
jne
haorgneesthittti,nosminia.
Oneal,
yt candidate.
had been stolen.
Socialist Statement.
Est otn sir. (meal and Mr. Sherman were
caref.il not to Implicate "any particular
candidate" and left the citizens to draw'
any Inferences they' might see fit from
the :ollouing genera! statement:
esve merely assert," they saki, "that
parties who are interested In keeidng
the name of James Oneal off the baficit
have stolen a supply of nominatioii
papers, some of them blank awi some
with several hundred signatures.
"Not a day peones," the statement
continues, "that our headquarters are,
not visited by some of these emissaries,
who try to secure nin• rbapprzt in ono way I
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Letter to Gallivan Complains of who"Hold-up" of Men in City
Servcie.
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reillsieeed to it the Nitta- t
Is Niehael .L, who resigned a position asi
assietant registrar, in the department of
the eteetteii commission, where he had
been employed la years, to take charge
of the Wince headairarters of Andrew
J. Peters.
The congressmen saki that he would
not comment on the epistle further than
to say he had read It to Illustrate how
weak Mayor Curley's position Is(becoming, and to ;thank the mysterious admirer.
The speeker also raised a laugh by
referiing to the ineyor as "formerly of
Roseury, but now of Jamaica way, and
by referring to Peters as "Of Dover,
Mass." Ile added: "To date, Peiters's
eampaign ions been it woful it
to his meet ardent admirers. No
man can heearee raiiyeit 'f Pautan
matically, and to date the Peters campaign has been that • of an automaton,
no soul, no life, no pep.'"
The candidaelee ,of Tague. Onsal and
liowla nd were dismissed with the contemptuous allusion "I have not heard'
enough of them at my headquarters to :
give them even passing consideration,";
he said.
Concerning Mayor CurleY, the speaker
said: "He stirely can't go before the
voters seriously and tell them that he
will give the city four years more of
the tiarne administra'don of which we
are all 50 heartily (iirgested. During
this campaign I shalt dIsiUSS at length
the deplorable condition of our streete,
the need for better flre equipment on
int, water front, a Plan for municipal
publicity and The reason why citizens
of Boston are denied the right to use
asphalt shingles on their boasts when
every 0 '..er city allows it a rid the tire
underwriters indorse, this econoM10
item."

Tague Photographs
Every Signature
Congressman Tague I,, ten seasoned a
campaigner to allow himself to be
caught as Mr. Ones! watt caught. He is,
planning to keep a watchful eye on
every ale-naturo that cornea Into Mei
camp. Like Mr. Oneal he charges trothbig
Implicates nebody, bet ;net the:
same Ito Is going tooyerify every name
and, to make assurance doubly sure, Is
preparing to tfike a photograph of
• every autograph he obtains.
, Mr Tague, like Mr. Gallivan and Mr.
Oneitt, reiterated his Intention of seelag the contest through.
"Who 5tnyll In this tight or who gets
out of it Is of 'no consequence to me,"
he declared at rallies In Charlestown
and East Beater last night. ''I'm In it
to the flnish.'•

Curley Summons
South Boston Friends
Mayor Curley ii:intmoned In a group of
he administration's faithfuls from South
Boston last night, and at a meeting in
his heaoquarters in Scollay square
formed a South Boston committee.
Among those who attended were Ill&
Dwyer,
ward L. Hopkins, Richard
Thmms Coggin, Jerome McMullin, Joseph Neenan, Michael Moriarty., Eavid
Kurriss, James F. Casey, William Wall,:
Louis Jacobs, Joseph O'Mara, 'William'
Spencer, Petrick Shanahan, Jantes Coggin, Daniel Goggle, Thomas Gosnell,
John Landers, Martin L. Martin. Patrick King. Williatn Martin, Martin F.
Sullivan, Walter Spencer, Patrick J.
E.
William' Carroll, John
Shields,
NiurraY, Thema+,
Noonan, Jeremiah
James
Sullivan,
Clark, John Flynn,
Patrick Hennessey, Williern Connelly.
Johr, Costello and Daniel W. Casey.
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A REMARKABLE REASON
Cards giving seven reasons "why Mayor Curley will be rethis:
elected" are being distributed to the voters. One reason is
city to send abroad a Red Cross
(
"Boston was the first
hospital unit."

oirv.

there
If that is one reason why Mayor Cur ey sill be elected,
unto
we
valid.
Are
equally
others
thousand
must he at least a
a
sending
for
responsibility
claims
Curley
derstand that Mayor
Europe?
to
Red Cross hospital unit
see
But perhaps it is fair to assume that the mayor did not
distributed.
Ivere
the cards ere. they
- S/
S.0 A PROTEST IN TWO PARTS
Au enthusiastic citizen writes a protest in two parts. lie
protests, first of all, because twice recently the mayor of Boston
has publicly expressed his opinion that the was will last at
least five years longer, giving as his authority for that opinien
the word of "a prominent army officer."
The mayor's opinion concerning the duration of the war is
merely au opinion, and one man's opinion, in or out of office, is
as good as that of any other man. There is no human,being, be
be general or high private, who knows bow much longer ;he war i
will. last. Mayo!: ("11r1Py' SAIll'N'S nf information are no better
or worse than those of other gusssers, awl it is all guesswork.
The second protest eoticerns a recent opinion in this column'
that Russia has ceased to be a factor in behalf of ihe allies. That
opinion is not elusively our own. Since. it was uttered the New
York Tribune, whosa sources of information concerning the war
are excellent, and whose war editor is among the very best, has
drawn this conclusion:
"Russia has left the firing line for the rest of the war.
There is no chance that Ate will return. The material cost of
her defection has already been paid, and the opportunity for allied victory remains unmistakable if the allies will now face
the facts."

.•, t
Moreover, it begins to look as if the &Rea had'inatle up their
minds to face the facts and work together.
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There are two citizens of this town who are serionsly,contemplating the possibility of running, or walking, for mayor
publicans," the nominal reason for their inclination to enter the
contest being the fact that the reform forces have never selected
ndidatp for mayor under ttis
-issprIblissn fro?. F.:1-moor+ po
present non-partisan method of nominating and electing city officials.
The Republican party in Boston has lost strength materially
under the charter revision act of 1909, by which partisan nominations for mayor and the city council were abolished, but, those
who this year are contemplating candidacies as "Republicans"
fill•P doing so, of rurse, with complete understanding that they
eannot be elected and that their candidacies would merely aid
layor CurleY -in his efforts to make a record of eight years as
mayor.

Why don't the men who are being urged by Mr. Curley's
Republican agents to enroll themselves as Curley-Republican
andidates for mayor, publicly proclaim their belief that Mr.
Curley has been a model chief executive and signify their intention of supporting him at the polls? That would be the honest .
way. If they run, the total of their votes will show that they have
deceived only a very few people. But perhaps they are trying,
her. to deeeive.theussaVes-
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Oneal Would Humanize All
Powers of City Government
,

By JAMES ONEAL.
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Oiiiers Offer Prizes for Athletic
Contests to Help the
IT HO

.eee•

Parents of Schoolboy Petifoners
Arc Arcuscci nvor 'Tharres
Made by Mayor's

477
Mayor Curley has offered a special
cup for the winning football team at
the carnival i,p aid of the K. of C. v
,
sr
fund at Braves Field Thanksgiving
Day. Congressman George H. Tlnkham and State Senator George B. Curran have also donated cups, which
will be competed for in the athletic
events.
The carnival has aroused much In e
eezeee'—'
to witness the gala athletic program
and at the same time aid the K. of C.
war fund.
The carnival is in charge of State
Deputy Daniel J. Gallagher. He is
being assisted by Joseph H. Ryan,
William C. Prout, Joseph C. Welsh,
Hon. William A. Day, Louis A. Watson, Edward Steptoe, Arthur L. Curry,
Francis A. McLaughlin, John A. Cunningham, James M..ade, Thomas T.
Fay, Harry L. Carey, Michael Downey and William B. Larkin.
Interest will centre in the athletic
'program. One of the banner events
will be a football game between the
Galways and an all-star team. There
will also be a championship hurling
match between tho Young Irelands of
South Boston and the Shanirocke of
Cambridge.
County Clare and County Limerick
men will clash in a tug-of-war conto furnish
test which is expeweed
plenty of thrills. The Scotch and
will
clubs
do
battle in a soccer
Irish
football match.
bib

Tague Enters
Mayoralty Race

•

of
Another candidate for Mayor
in the
Boston entered the field today
Peter F.
person of Congreeemae
Tague.of Ch,arlestown.
Congressman Tague, who has been
vote-getting
successful
most
the
out
Democrat in his district, will take
tomorrow.
papers
his nomination
in
career
oolitical
Tague began his
Cha.elestown, then
the old Ward 3 in
of James E.
under the leadership
years a member
Hayes. He was
Court
Cenerifl
Massachusetts
of the
Congress.
before his election to
ill the field, beThe candidates TIOW
Mayor Curley, Consides Tague, are
former
Galle.an,
gravamen James A.
Andrew J. Peters and
j Congressman
Sowill run as
James Oneal, who
anti-war platform.
cialist and on an

itgmalca Plain
learentigt
echoolboy petiticuers, whom Mrs.'
Jemes M. Curley, wife of the Mayor,
dative jeered at her, walked on the
lawn of the Jamaicaway residence,
and otherwise annoyed her when they
attempted to present the Mayor with
a petition for a playground, are
aroused ever the charges made by
her.
ze. her telement. Tam
Peering, superintendent of the Jamaica Plain Neighborhood House,
wrote to Mrs. Curley denying that
the boys' action, in presenting the
Petition was a political untie.', ae tee
Mayor's wife is alleged to have
stated.
He also informed her that If there
was any trouble it was caused by
hangers-on and not by the boys who
Went to the Mayor's home on legitimate business.
He said:
"The boys who surrounded Mrs.
Curley when she alighted from a
limousine had no part in the parade,
but were youngsters who had been
We
attracted to the locality by it.
had no control over their actions and
it is unjust to lay the responsibility
for them on our delegation." .
Alm Curley had been quoted as saying that she lied been subjected to
indignities by the petitioners, who
surrounded her, according to her
statement, after she had alighted
from an automobile in front of the
house.
Mr. Deering stated that the boys
had marched to the Mayor's house instead of waiting upon him at City
Hall beeause the distance downtown
e'e n ton fat for the boys to under0 ”ermit f e• the parade at the City Hall.
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RE!'U MATE V(.,P.4;
ENDORSING CURLEY
WedneaA repudiation of the vote
members
day night of sortie of the
t Associaof the United Improvemen
Curley for
tion in endorsing Mayor
officers'
re-election ham been made by
declare the
of the association, who
and
onal
.vote illegal and unconstituti
point for
"a political trick to gain a
Curley at the expense of the association and all the good it stands for."
The vote was taker, after the reguAclar meeting had been adjourned.
cording to Benjamin C. .Lane, acting
chairman, theme responsible for the
second session were larselYGit Hal!
employes who bad come to the meeting expressly lot the purpose of getting an endorsement for the Mayor.

ri1111111111111
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thrde score
For the first time In
.. of
spectacle
the
years
and seventeen
Common ,
lateen grazing upon Boston
The
19 presented, when the flock. of
pasture
Wanderer" finds temporary
Mayor
**ere, by special permiesion of
Curley.
custom
This revival of an ancient
facti,
recalls many quaint bistogical
of
besides the fiction that the streets
along
Boston were originally laid out
Common.
the
the cowpaths to
The original settler at Shawmut—
the Indian name foi the site of Boaton--was the Rev. 'William Blaxtosk
or Blackstone, who came front Engeeee mseeaume he did not like the
Lords Bishops." For the, turtner
son that he "could not live under the
Lords Brethren," he sold his grant of
aintiltIrrtesper
f
Nr
.
eN
,
th.s
acres
l.r ttnt: .,..
Ty:e?.
1 zt:
7
,
,
7.
on
into tho wilderness.
Blazton sold the fifty acres for
thirty pounds, which sum was dubscribed by the citizens of Boston in
amounts of six shirr:rig-8 or more
apiece, and the ground thereupen became "the Common," which was set
aside for a "trayning field and for the ,
feeding of cattell."
Rev. Mr. Blaxton was evidently a
cattle fanejer, for he immediately invested the purchase price of his land
in a "stock of cows—to his full satisThe early town records
faction."
have much to do with the use of the
as
a pasture. In 1645 It is
Common
ordered "that there shall ne kept on
the Common bye the Inhahee.,,e, of
the Towne but 70 milch kine;---that
there shall be no dry Cattell, yonge
,Cattell or horse shall be free to goe
on the Common this year."
It. was also provided "that if any
desire to kep sheep hee may kep foure
sheep in Mew of a cow"—which gives
ample precedent and pasturage for
the flock of "The Wanderers," num.
.
•e.
Right of commonage was restricted
to "those who are adn.itted by the
townesmen to be inhabitants" and
there was appointed a keeper of cattle, receiving "2 shillings a Cows."
Later El shepherd was appointed to
care for the sheep On the Common.
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MR. GALLIVAN
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1 invite ail Gallivan adherents to
wear one of my Iiir:: bettons that
will be ready this week. They
o
will be worn ais a badge of honr—
not' as an emblem of servitude.
• • •
aout
ge _
lies
tea
r nT
a viiam
d
t gorfeshsirrnall'
other
ao
gtre gaveng
tents for the present week, ann said:
hat's my answer to the question
e you in the fight'?'" Mr. Tague
yesterday tiled fifty-eight nomination
signatures.
papers. bearing 3200,
Anybody who desires to hear Mr.
Tague in his own behalf, and see the
East Boston -Charlestown Congressman
la eetion, will be interested in his
ahead:"
Monday, 1 p. m.--Pemberton
square: evening, Ward Room,
I
Charlestown.
rally, Plant's
Tuesday—Noon
shoe factcry, Jamaica Plain; evening, to be arranged.
Wednesday—Noon rally, Fish
Pier; evening, Faneull Hall.
rally, WelThursday—NAn
worth Manufacturing Comnany.
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Congressman Injects a "Leetle"
Ginger Into a Rather Dull Day;
Carley Bags G. 0. P.Committee
Vtt!foo r weeks to go before
the
great Mayoralty Handicap, the several
candidates were given only moderate
exercise yesterday. None of them had
the ..erepe off. The big eVent conies
off on Tuesday, December 18.
• • •

-

MAYOR HONORED
BY ARMY BODY,

A "prominent Republican" yesterMayor Curley will be made an
day presented Mayor Curley with a
honorary member of the Army of the I
fifteen-pound elephant in
Philippines on December 1, it was an- I
lignum
'vitae, with ivory tusks and toes and
nounced today at the Northeastern
everything.
And then Carl Meyer,
Department by Commander-in-Chief
chairman of the Ward IS Republican
Toscph Cis Wood.
The official docuWard Committee, notified the Mayor
ment states that Commander Wood
that the Republ:can ward committee
"reposing . special trust in the inhad "unanimously eeaorsed the Curogrity, patriotism ,trid valor of the
ley candidacy and offers united sup!len. James M. Curis_y, Mayor of Dosport from now uMil Election Day."
'oil, knowing In to be a true, loyal
• e •
'lend and defender of our nation and
What do you mean. "until elention
lag," commiealene him ast araleonrary
day. Carl? Where ere you going to
NI/ •• vfti
member.
he "on" election day? Might as welt
From the plains of Palestine tce
have the details clear.
• • 4
historic Boston Common is a long
All the candidates had more or lee-,
jump over night, but the seventy odd
to say, and Congressman "Jim" Galsheep in "The Wanderer," to open
livan was as bright and breezy abet,
It as usual. Said Mr. Gf011von:
'Thursday night at the Boston Opera
I would- like to dhieues
the
House, see., to he equal to it.
claims of my opponents, but t•
with the nonchalance pecullaS
terday
to date they have failed to give
to their kind they cropped the grass
any reasons whatever Or their
of %.11, Common as if they were back
ith.
boric on their native
The Curley candidacy struck a
eicrhty-.teven
it wa,ci„
high tone during the weak by
years that sheep or other animate
gt,,ing dew?, the ;ine for co;esulbeen pastured on the historic spot,
1
4—auTsly an edify sory dona1ioi..a/
and the novelty attracted hundreds
leg reason tor stretching out the
The right to
to view the flock.
Curley regime to eight years.
pasture the animals was obtained last
The 'Segue campaign on Thurs.
l week from Mayor Curley by Lawday too!: on s sort of motion picrence McCarty, manager of the Bosture flavor, with photographs of
ton Opera House, under an old ordihis nomination papers, thumbnance that made it lawful for any
prints, measurements, and a copy
citizen to pasture his arimals on the
of Sherlock Holmes thrown in
Common.
If the meatier did not
as eampaige inerature,
wish to keep a cow he was entitled
Oneal lost some papers and
to grazing privtlegt.!.s for "fours
tiowlend seem;; to be lost, In tranWhen
sheep in hew of one cowe."
sit, all interesting as camouflage,
Boston beearre a city, however, this
significance
very
little
lwving
but
practice was abandoned.
with regard as to who should be
The novelty of yesterday's situathe next Mayor of Boston.
tion soon wore off, for many of the
*holt
speak
Burble' the week 11
for a time the
lscal cenit es an
CI, the following subje<ists "Who
si epherde anti girls from the pastora:
put tits- olum In plumbing- f" "Why
play, clad In their stage costumes,
can't Boston 1101111C build era use
wer? kept busy warding off tlis furt"
Petero
shingles
st
toepholt
tive attacks of the dogs.
ballot-box whiffet*, as the Mayor
After two hours on the Common.
oto sell Under oath f""I'1ott atreetts
like the hero of "The Wanderer,"
for Boston start with fiehool
perable of the
the
founded on
io
atreet,'".4n1ltvan
going
Prodigal Son, the sheep retu:med to
t7urley
through
is
through, hut
the fold—in 'this inei.ance the Opera!
port'," am!i other subleete ltily
•
House.
in t,•res.,ting to the welfare of the
!nitre eleetnrate of litoztoo.

rook,

•

WAFI1118 ELIA
SPLIT OVER,
1 MAYORALTY
,
Dorchestar sizzled today with argument over the mayoralty split in the
Ward 18 Deonocratc Club and the re/Wive strength of Curley and Gallvan factions in the 'division.
I It was reported that 200 members,
unable to prevent a club indorsement
of Mayor Curley ror re-elec.tion,
marched to Winona Hall and formed a
Gallivan Campaign Conimittee.
Curley supporters today denied that
the Gallivan coterie,'which thus split
111...mb,srAd
off from the Curley
Soo or anything like It.
A meeting of the club was called
night
early last
with
President
Patrick eicCue innee, ehe Is
One report today said fifty were present.
Another report said 100 were there. •
A motion to indorse the Curley •
candidacy was carrted, despite Gallivan opposition.
Leaders for Curley
included President McCue, Joseph L.
Corcoran, chairman of the Ward 18
Democratic Committee, and Councillor-elect Lewis R. flullIvan.
Corcoran dedlared the majority of
, the ward committeemen was for Cur1 ley.
Sullivan said:
"I'm
going'
through with Curley, if I have to go
, alone."
After the vote the ii›.irleyites left
for the general meeting of Dorchester
Curley workers in the Scotia)
, building
eui Scollay square.
The Gallivan party went out front,
joined a number of other Gallivan
workers, formed
a
parade
and
Marched to Winona Hall where they
were endressed by their candidate.
Of

The Gallivan leaders included former Senator Redmond S. Fitzgerald,
Representative-elect Jamers J. Moyniinke, John F. Myron, delegate to the
Coestltutiettal Convention; John J.
Carey of the Ward 18
Democratic
Committee, Frank X. Coyne, former
Repre -.entative Joseph J. r.anson
of I
Ward 20, David J. Connell and
former
Representative John M. Levine.
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Paraders Not to Blame
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MAYOR AN

Headvitiiker !ai'-"Traiiriafca Plain
Neighborhood House Says it
Was Not Schc:..1 Children Who
Molested Mrs. Curley, and
Parade Was Not Political Move
Tarn peering, headworker and super-

Ilia

11-4%
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,

.44
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AT PARTY

The eleventh annual ball conducted
intendent of the Jamaica Plain Neignthe auspices of the Galway
under
borhood House, last evening sent a letLadiroa Beneeolent Association, one of
ter to Mrs. James M. Curley, wife of
Mayor Curley, in which he declared , the most enjoyable affairs of county
that, none of those that formed the 1 club cleeies, will be held In Hibernian
parade of the Jamaica Plain school chilHall, l'. Dudley stre ,:rt, Roxbury. Thum.
dren molested Mrs. Curley on Friday
day' veieng, Nov. H.
evening as she alighted from her maTho committee in charge, which Is
chine following the school children'e 1 heaeed by Miss Katherine A. Toba.n,
petition to Mayor Curley for more play
the president, report that 1000 tickets
space.
-nave already been sold, and there is
Mr. Deering says that many close
every indication of a very large gathWitA13:';SfiS of the parade and the "event"
ering.
et the home of the Mayer aver posi- , She is being assisted by Miss Delia
tively that the parade was remarkable
A. Cummings, Miss Marie J. Manning,
for its orderliness and dignity and that
Miss Mary ft Boyle, Miss Mary E.
the few thet gathered about Mrs. CurKeville, Mrs. Jennie M. O'Brien, Miss
ley's car were not paraders but followCatherine M. Gegen, Miss Agnes M.
ers of the line of march. Mr. Deering
Barrett, Miss Delia A. Hanley, Miss
also declares that the visit of the 600
Mary C. O'Dea and Miss Annie T.
Children to the Curley house with their
Joyce.
petition was not a political move.
A special feature of the evening will
The letter reads as follows:
be a costume grater march directed by
Mrs. James M. .Curley, Jamaica Plain:
P. J. Mellody and Peter J. Mahon, both
Dear Mrs. Curley—The Boston Post
eneriehers of Getwev Men's Association.
this morning earried a front page artiThe guests of the evening will incle reporting that you were offended
clude Mayor Curley, John S. Smyth,
• by remarks made in you by Janntlea
:se,,eiaeer nf Clonl rd fli.I.Cii of Irish
ciniuren ahring (new paraue to
County Associations; Martin Smith,
your home last night. You are recordcounty president, A. 0. 11.; Thornae F.
ed as saying, "I am very much disFlaherty, president of Galway Men's
pleased with the actions of the lichee!
Benevolent Association, and presidents
' children. Some were very .mpertinent.
;
of the various organizations and county
clubs.
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1 WILL WIN"!SEE ATTEMPT
Mayoral Candidates Mahe
TO OUST DYER
Claims
itt/1

"I'm go.dg to wTh In the contest for
Mayor of Boston," is a statement which
least five men eepeated many times
yesterday, and one who made a tour or ;
the headquarters of Curley, Ta.gue, Gallivan, Oneal and Peters was left to figure out the situption for himself.
"Tel-oatze4- 4 i- 7. floe tieee - ral`,- rearoll
(rates, Is councillor and haif-dozen
school committee candidates and their
supporters aro actively preparing for a
• feeleeeeree -2.e-rex-ilea%
e,-reat part
of their time has been confined to securing several thousand signatures on
nomination papers and in holding' rallies
lii vedette sections of the city. Thane
had his nomination paper photographed.
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BETTORS ASK ODDS
bN; MAYOR CURLEY
Reports were received at Ciiy hail
yesterday of aeverai beis tieing made mi
the outcome of he inayoralty eleetion.
The odds were in favor of the field as
against Mayor Curley. One bee of
$3000 to 12000 was made that the Mayor
would not will. roe Curley money appears to be freely offered, llut odds are
asked all along the line.
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ATTACKS
FOES
HIS
I/
!Hurls "Slackers" at
Other Candidates
for MayOr
Attacking his opponents for the
mayoralty as "slackers," Mayor Curley
yesterday afternoon declared that hei
xvould "rather have his right arm cu
off than desert his post" during such a
crisis as the United States is passing.
The speech was applauded by the
T,runlany 01.•!t,I
:YrayiJit's
Roxbury, who met at the Dudley!
afevor nresented
1441..ro. the
carrying
the club with a service flag
and a
club
the
to
parade
A
138 stars.
lead1.`.layor
thc
folloscd,
iaisiiig
flag
ing and the flag being carried by 138t
little girls, relatives of the soldiers.
The Mayor also spoke at a service flagl
raising iii Easi.
ATTACKS OPPONENTS

"President Wilson, after five years'
arduous labor, iieds a 1.-irit," declared
, the Mayor. "Instead, he is in Washing-ii working 16 hours a day. The dean
of the University of Columbia resigned
his post and is giving his talents te the
government. Henry Ford's patriotism ,
was shown when he turned over his
great plants to the government at an
mormous loss. Mr. Endicott Is working day and night at the State House
for no recompense but the satisfaction
ot serving hie emirate,.
"With these things in view and with
the country facing this great war, I say
Close followers of echoed committee
that any men who desert their posts in
affairs declare that the entrance of
Congress, particularly before the alien'

Corcoran and Lane Tahe
Out Papers

.-1

•n

•.

•%ri

Lane into the contest for kleatti in the
committee means that another move.
intro,
an;!.:e way for the ousting of
Superintendent of Schools Franklin B.
Dyer and the giving of his place to
Jeremiah E. Burke, assistant superintendent of schools.
They aver that
Mayor Cueley Is largely responsible for
Corcoran and Lane Joining the field of
candidates. Coreorail Is an ex-chairman
of the committee.
The terms of Chairman Joseph Dee
and Dr. Frederick la Bogen expire this
year, but although the latter Is now
doing military service In France he has
taken out nomination Lepers, through
his brother, who acted by power of attorney.
'the nomination papers of Corcoran
and Lane were taken out yesterday.

e4Arkrricicii

1.010.

The Tammany Club members end their
friends who were admitted to the theatre by card quickly caught the TagueGallivan drift of the Mayor's argument
and cheered.

Also Raps Peters
Having paid his respects to the Congressmen who are epposing him the
Mayor turned the subject to Candidate
(Petern.
'Mr. Peters was at one time aeeistant,
secretary of the treasury," Mr. Curley.
contitmed. "Ito realizes perhaps'. bet- 1
I ter than any of us tha need the cam,.
try has for experienced men he the
Treasury Department. If he were lily?
I these good met,of whom I have :molten,
who have turned their hands without
thought of personal gain to the service
of their country, he would be serving
his country today, t know only the
.
word 'slacker' to apply to such men.
The, Mayor then told of
"doing his
bit" by drafting a law for submission
to the laegislature by which the dependents of soldiers reeelve $.10 a
aionth
from the State.
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TAGUE HITS BACK
Vyke' f
Says Mayor's Attack Was iSedi.
••
lions anu

Re4

Anger—Tells How
"2.E

AdministY0,

tion Is Working to Dispose 0

0

Enemy Aliens

The following statement was made by.•
5. 5 Congressman Tague last night
o
ID •
"At flag-raising exercises in rest BOB.,
ton this afternoon, where I delivered ittl
d -3. 8 ;address by invitation, I was wriazed te';
the present Mayor of Boston
Wa
E
tempt to turn a patri;:tic meeting Into

O

ee.a
• r••••

E, a poiiticat rally.

E

_

"In his speech the Mayor declared in
substance that no member of Congress
.▪ 2 should be a candidate for office against
• d him until a bill compelling the drafting
• of aliens was passed.
•0
"As between such un-American ut-:
terances by the Mayor and tho truly
CY patriotic utterances and services of the
.•
' President of the United States I prefer
A .1
to stand with Woodrow Wileon.
P at
"The Mayor of -Boston knows, ail
5
a
t
'
4
every
public official should know, that
• 0
4P-3.0- the House of Bepresentatives has no
power to interfere with treaties bttween America and the allies. Ile alio
knows, or should know, that the Prest-cent and the
State: hs''e
working
been
conscientiously
for
c0 0 months to bring about conditions which
S.
enable us either to mit aliens,
into our own army or compel tnern tu
serve under the flags of their own
nations.
"The Mayor knows also that during'
the last session of Congyess, w7i'le the
House of Representatives was atterript.
Mg to pass an alien slacker bill, the•
President and the Secretary of State
appealed to Congress to defer action

I..,
E zI

President assured Congress, tbrouch
the Secretary of State, that the matter
would be adjusted at that time.
"I am surprised that any ream 1,n
these crucial times should give vent
,
to seditious utterances, even wizen -1u
a rage.
His pronounced display of
anger, which approaehed the verge of
madness. may have been due to -the
fact that only a few hours before a :.
delegation sent by him to my hem*
had been told by me in emphatic terms.
mat
ELM in the mayoralty tight to
the finish and ths,t I will be eleoted."':
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Questions, and Flints tit
hillYi
$16,11 :for MslAi7Hintself

, Lailiest E. Smith yesterday
sent a
0 open letter to Audrow J.
F'silers,
,:late for Mayor, in which he
hinted
that
co:
7:1
1"a-i
he may be a candldat, for
5"'.
▪ t,) asked Mr. Peters whether Mayor, tem
he Is Wit
sr, t• 0 if, a
0 'a
the city of Boston or with the
Irdlsow
mpany in the controversy
° E °11 t-r.2'6.- ti;•-° rS"'"
tor :leiyeerater

. o-0
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! tion at the present time.
(lettere:Amman Gallivan has been moat
active and t here seems to be 110 doubt
iout lie Wiii siari out with a ?tile showing in the South Boston district. He has
mm;loyal friends throughout the city
and will cut into the KIWI:ban vote.

Charlestown for

•

ii/ r_,( --7q0
St Peter's Men's Club
to Raise Service Flag
ct. Peter'tt Itrea'a CIt.tb o:'' `D,-_,Tcht:,tcr
Is to unfurl a seik-ice flag containing
more than SOO stars On Thanksgiving
eve, and it is expected that the Dorchester men ip.fhe National Army will
,
i', • !
attend,
re tfit!
, Officers of the organization have requested Mayor Curley to use his in• fluence with Colonel Frank Tompkins,
commander of the 201st Regiment, quartered at Ayer, with a view to bring
abcc.,i. the attendance of the Dorchester
. soldiers. The programme for the eveo"Ing will include dancing, speech making
by prominent citizens, the unfut ling of
the flag and the serving of refreshMont&

1

Every One of Them Sure
He's a Winner
i
I

MORE PAY

1..141
,
,0
8
i R111
weirue
th
hovn;siFIL;
. a:e
smiles, "Some of that buitzecontest !
drop out of the mayoralty
Curie)"
Mayor
before it is too late,"
Resays, "With the aid of the many
canpublicans who have endorsed my
12,000."
didacy. I shall win by at least
mattei
Congressman Tague says, "No
Congresswho retires, I shall not.
the
man Gallivan says, "I am In to
"If
finish." AM.rew J. Peters says,
term
elected, I shall serve the entire
become
to
of four year and not retire
Senator."
a candidate for United States
James Oneal, the Socialist candid-ate
troafor Mayor, has been having hie
bled securing too
the official ba-im
nd
iss nfiale
plaueoe a
u t 2000 names and
about
ha
lot.

Ads() Present
to
DemandforFrequent I
Days Off

Will

Nt ly

,
movement has been started among
bury.
li four candidates are Democrats. , Boston police inspectors, lieutenants
and while the party designation is not and sergeants to secure increased pay
,,dpposed to count, under the non-pariloff at more
,. ob ,.p,.it npvArt Mess has Its ef- ,and eventually to get days
feet. There has been much talk of a frequent intervals, it was learned yeslicpublican candidate and some evi- terday. t`. new club composed of podence that an attempt is on foot to put .
candidate in the liein wiso woum itmti uffice.'s of. these
I break into the Republican forces in already been organized, and a meetDorchester and West Roxbury.
ing will be bele' in the near future
Weak Man Aid to Curley
to elect permanent officers.
No possible candidate of size has appeared on the horizon. A weak candidate appealing to the partisan Republican vote would necessarly aid Mayor
ctirley. The appearance o such a candidate will be one of the interesting
features of the campaign.
Whether Mr. Oneal, the Socialiet, gets
„cep the wireand on the ballot will also
he interesting, in view of the big vote
sccured by HIliquit in New York. The
Socialist candidate is having some trouble, apparently, in getting sufficient signatures, and in keeping track of his
papers, which are mysteriously disappearing. OiloU iii M1. CniCii I 50t 0ii
ballot his vote will he only interesting
as indicating the strength of the antiwar and pacifist cause in Boston.
So far as Issues are concerned, the
citizens are being treated to the same
old bunk. Everybody is making prom- !
isee for a better city, and the ihoice will j
conic down .as always on the question !
r,,,,,tue of the candidate.
.
et
"What I stand for," by a candidate !
!
for Mayo:„ has a familiar and dreary
sameness about it. The real Issue of !
the election '.'ill come on the question •
of whether or not Mayor Curley should
act an eight-year term on his record. :
.!,nd as the campaign progresses, the
Htizens are pretty sure to get both '
lies of the story on this record.
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ICEMEN 'CANDIDATES I
WILL ASK ALL TO STICK

Tague

Congresrian Tague is not so well
known throughout the city generally,
but he is a very able campaign speaker
and has a personality which should attract a consideraWe following. He starts
out with a very strong tonmort in
Charlestown and the northern sections
of the city.
With both Congressmen Tague and
Gallivan in the field, the Mayor's vote
would be naturally cut in their respective congressional districts. The fight
with four men in would naturally delend upon the extent to which the two
congressmen will be able to hold their
votes in their respective districts. With
a reasonably even break between them,
the fight would naturally centre in the
suburbs. Dorchester and West Rox-

t\t(IY--1

A

WILL ASK INCREASE
The organization is to be known as
"The Pernbertons." Its avowed purpose
is to secure "better conditions" for
police inspectors, lieutenants and ser,ct Is ungeants, but its immediate, ohi.
derstood to be to get some more
"wherewithal" to meet the increaaet
cost of living. For the rising h. c. 1.
has been no respecter of rank in police
rirrlext. thee aarssnaroq iteutenante and

148

sy delayerhas
aatrthib
hZenveedr.intlip
eblaims,cca
headquar,
menn who have come to his
get
ters, Secured papers agreeing to
signatures upon them, and then failed
Monday
to return. He says that on
two men stole several papers containnames..
of
number
Mg a considerable
Boston
I Oneal will hold a rally on
Common at 2:30 o'clock this afternoon,
when the speakers will be Dr. James
f
sCoo
P. Reid of Providence, T. P.
i grove, who les managing the strike
the silver worketa at :N,:ertis
for ,
S. .T. McBride, former candidate
I Lieutenant-Governor, and Samuel P.
g
n
n
dlio
uln
I Levenbergr,.,,aricctli,veisinho
ito rallies,
II", L.41".• ddreacqn i
3 erh n'is
e
:
•
buyf„m eight to a dozen meetings here I
I and there, and these he considers seep
as viculd
him as much in the limelight
1111 Whoa.

inspectors say.
The pay of superior officers in the
police department at present is 8.8 /01lows: Captains, $3000; inspectors and
lieutenants, $2000; sergeants, $1750. It
Is understood that the plan at present
Is to ask for a $500 a year raise for captain t, lieutenants and inspectors, and a
emmots. !TIn kin so their
eo7.0)
pay an even ;2000.
The patrolmen already have an organ'zation called the "Etcston Social
Club," which was active some time ago
in getting the "one-day-off-in-e!ght"
programme put through, but since the
granting of this day-off concession a
movement has been started in certain
circles urging that the privilege be
postponed for the present as a matter
of patriotic principle. It is rumored,
therefore, that this matter may not be
pressed Just now, on the understanding that it may be put Into effect later,
perhaps In February.
The present day-off programme is one
day in 1.5 for the whole force. The pay
c,f a
I:. *10W 4400 et
year. So far no movement for an Increase in pay for patrolmen has been
announced.
When the permanent organization of
"The Perobertons" is effected the move,
for the Pa.y raise probably will be
pushed forward.

(y 0 v-/e-rr/2,
TAMMANY CLInt'TO.
:'
V's'L' T7VVm

ltsrimzrsg,
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The Tammany Club of Ward 12, Roge-,
bury, will tender today o. reception and
patriotic demonstration to the 129 members of the club who have enlisted in
the service of the United Stotes army
and navy. The reception will be held
at the Dudley Theatre, Weshing!-on
street, Roxbury, at I p. m. Mayor Curley will present a service flag with 't.r.4
stars to the organIzation. There svtiv
also be a musical enterusinment and eis.,
lection by a nillitary bane.
After the reception at the theatre the:
boys under escort will march to the
Tammany Club home, where the nag,
will be unfurled. Former
tiva IMAM nrA A Clyne, 111791Represer.ta,":',4
the meeting. A feature of the
piwa4i.4
will be 100 little girls, daughters or algiif
ters of the enlisted men of the
many Club, carrying service flagal 'i11.
committee in charge comprises Clt):,,
Collector John .1. Cliziey, 3.7'±-aecia
Rock, Representative Daniel J. 1311110
William P. Creaney, Michael F.
CUttePiy
.) David A. Supple al-11
1h:
7;
fodoir_e
.::iA.IG1y11;
ti1
I president of the club
,
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The Mayor Defeated Effort
Remove Structure, Asserts Tague.
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GALLIVAN'S FRIENDS COME
FORWARD WITH LIBERAL AID

Company of 100 of Them Raise
for Campa;gn—
Large
. . Swig and Feeney $1000 Each.
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vote In his district, and Gallivan
an equally large one in his diattiet,
c: lige Peters is sure to receive overuaisnlng
in the third of
y
the city which he long and ably
represented.
The mayor will get the "gang"
vote. He will have the city hall machine and affiliated interests. But
with no district to which he makes
order that a certain
property own- any particular appeal, we look to see
. era might benefit, and that an unre- these three men mentioned as dis.,,trieted view of the playground might trict candidates, make a far better
!Peters will, beedeg, get
Mrs. Curley Charges Parade;b6 nossible from the Jam tea Piain "owingthe Republican vote everywhere, and
Neighborhood house.
of Children V./as Only
lie declares it unpardonable that in- that amounts to forty per cent, of
total. It is too late for a "strike”
t
telligent individuals familiar with the the
Poltictii Mt/V.
fart that "all petitions are presented at . Republican to amount to much
City Ball should engage a banner and' against him. Few men would be
orcanize several hundred children to: willing to invite the contempt of
SAYS T WAS IMPERTINENT march to the home of the mayor, and in their fellowmen for the rest of their
his absence insult his wife and chil- lives by serving Curley so palpably.
Nor do we look to see the Socialist
dren.''
Gallivan Pokes Fun at Peters's Ile rehearses his own promise of last candidate get, very far, in view of
„.„. 91,,,, the difficulties he is having with his
papers.
Campaign Kite—Latter
of the playground, but continues:
We thus have a four-man
"It is not my purpose, however, to
contes.!
Says He'li Stick.
tallow any individual or group of Ind!- In three cases'the support stials in
as
districts,
with
ma,ny
Peters
Mr.
.viduals, regardless of the r station, soenjoying the advantage to which we!
r
eially
or
financially,
to
raid
the
city
Although all ,andidates, [or mayor
treasera
their own personal benefit. have already pOinted, of the Repubwere. Inlay nu usual yesterday with
even though they cloak their real pur- Heart stroilg..th in the other two, and
tha
the denving! un' its a cleverly engineered and I also that of the independent Demoof rumors and the advancement of skilfully promoted public clamor."
' crate. We believe he will surely
Perhaps the
lie concludes the epistle, which is of ! outrun the mayor.
practical schedules, the real •earra
le - gth, with the suggestion that I ether aspirants, Gallivan and Tag-tie,
paign interest swItchwi front the
the association should urge the owners will do so, too,.
various headquarters and once again
Gallivan and Tagiie are running'
of the properties adjoining the Caiolina
centred about Mayor Curley's attrac- avenue playground to ear the ,property astonishingly well. 'Both are strong
tIve.tatate UI Lite Janlaicaway.
at the average -"tieffo, of the toast tive turn. Beth will leave Curley high
and dry in the areas where they
The public attention, which was early year.
respectively enjoy great local popuaroused when the mayor left his forme,.
larity. It is doubtful if the mayor
home in old ward 17, which was stimu/
was ever really popular anywhere;
lated by the much discussed controver,
MUNICIPAL RATTLE
he has held many tiorsons to him by
of the shamrock shutters, and lat, OUR
ONE AMONG DISTRICTS various forms of threatening and
!further increased by the questionings
bluster and by the terror of his
the finance commission, received an nd
Boston, like ancient Gaul, divides tongue.. But pollIngs have not shown
ditional huh, beeause of the 11111,10Axall'
nr: strcr.g. rns., 1-.2S
neon which was developed b.:tween the ,
:tet
3;;;;Co
.lonal dis- for his recall
-n
—p;;
:
elt
-ss
two years ago disclosed
maYor arid the children of his home li"ar
'
es
t Het?, Oue
of these everybody his pitiable weakness. Somebody is
neighborhOod.
'flallvan's"; another is going to beat
1:pow
tliis
fa our
Boys Anger Mayor.
'Fugue's, while the third--now rep- judgment it will- be Mr. Peters. We
Both Mrs. Curley and the mayor are
resented by George Holden Tink- shall be satisfied with any of these
inceneed at the action of a group of
hain--was for eight years Peters's, three candidates, however, who
schoolboys, who formed a torchlight
known as such. It is a proves able to do the job.
Parade Friday night arid visited the and Is still
Curley mansion. bearing a petition ask- Republic:1u district, nominally at
trig for more playground space in the least. Out so great has been his
ren.gth with independent and Redistrict.
The °cm:mice ix made the text et a I Publican voters that he always earletter of sharp criticism from Mr. Cur- ried it by handsome majorities,
that in 1912 being with one excepfr. the rtirantrwu nt' thg. _Inmates Plain
itiou record-breaking ira
Neighborhood }louse Association.
lie
was absent when the youths appeared at !of Boston politics.
It would be hard to find any eonhis front deer, hut, Mrs. Curley drove up •
In her limousine Just after the delega- !gressmen who have stronger holds
'on their respective d".strlets than
tion arrived.
In commenting on what occured Mrs. Messrs. Gallivan and 'Fugue. The
former possesses marked oratorical
Curley said yesterday:
"I was very rmr-li dispkeased with t he 'ability. He has won a reputation in
actions of the school children. It was Congress for courage anti independdisgraceful. The children ahouteo at me. enee which other membees might
'When I got out .of the machine they well envy. The business Interests
rturrounded.me and asked where was the of the city have come to look on
mayor, .1 told them he wart' not coining hint as a particularly vigilant dehome to supper. The children insh,ted fender.
Mr. Tague, after a leadershiff of
in their cross-questioning, and some were
his party in the state Legislature,
vcry tnmertinent.
"When they left' the petition, why has also made a most creditable
record in Washington. It is only.
didn't they leave. the • grounds, It vhis:
natural . Watibm,should boll a heavy.
The mayor's home was no place, anyway.
at which to present a oetillen co' that
,nature. It was a political move. Ti:e.
.place where the petition should have been
rrT
esheentiertfa:,
tlety
ar
it tt ir-laelili."
ise '
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fleid are
"The candidates now in the
Roxbury,
Mayor Curley, formerly of
Andrew J.
but now of Jameleeway;
Congressman
Peters of I)over, Mass.;
Socialist, and
Tague, .1.^,nes Oneal, the
of Howland.
a Republican by the name
hear the
is big
whiellir
l t
tyeolu
tileat ill
'
pobI
winner, other
that Curley is a sure
Pcters, and still
deep thinkers predict
affairs—say
others, better versed in
think the
Gallivan. I am incliti d to
Says Mayor's Campaign Has best prediction is true.
a woeful
"To date Peters has been
ardent ad"Rocks in Gears"— -Puts
disappointment to his most
become Mayor
miter. No man can
, and to date
Him Third at Finish
, of Boston ettiomaticelly
gn has been that of
1 the Peterre campai
no life, no pep.
an automaton—no soul,
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MRS. CURLEY TAKES
PETITION OF BOYS
f'
!
TA
PaMayor Absent When 500
rade to Mansion to Ask
(..-.
New Playground

playing
With their slogan, "Give us
apgreen
your
let
space and we will
huge
ples alone," carried aloft on a
15 years
banner, 500 boys, evcraging
a Plain
Jamaic
the
of
pupils
age,
of
RoxWest
M
the
READS LETTER FRO
grammar schools and
through
d
parade
l,
Sch000
High
bury
CITY HALL EMPLOYEE
Jamaica. Plain
the prittelpal streets nf
JamaicawaY,
to
oon
aftern
Yesterday
Curley's
en which is located Mayor
Tague Declares He Is in to
their
mansion, to present to his honor
than
Stay—Both Congresmen
petition for akrie..r playground
afforcienIMIn Wratehr, ave.
is
now
7I1W1yallies
fitinifWard
The paraders all halieti
The
22, in which the mayor lives.
the leaders of the boys
time
first
Cong. James A. Gallivan last evenclimbed the front steps of Mr. Curing opened his active speaking camley's home they were met by the maid,
was
who tom them that the mayor
paign with a verbal onslaught on
proceeded
then
boys
Hall,
The
yiterri
home.
Me
at
not
in
Mayor Curley
through the streets,
LIICII' marcn
oll
South Beaton, in which he likened the
with banners bearing various legends
campaign to a "disgruntled
flying in the breeze and red torches
Ford"—having "an anxious driver"
announcing their coming yards away.!
and "gears full of rocks." He deThey marched back to the "House
with the Shamrocks" a second time,
clared that the Mayor's reasons for
but. were .net with the same annaming again "are still shrouded in
The third time they
nouncement.
a London fog."
He made further reference to the
tried they were met by Mrs. Curley,
manner in which Mayor Curley has
who had just driven up in a limousine.
been raising funds to ponduct. his
Mrs. Curley promised the boys that
campaign, and to prove his stateshe would take care of the petition,
ments furnished a letter which he
which bore over' 1000 names, and that
Boston and Somerville today have a
'claimed to have received yesterday
she would present it to the mayor as
te contingents
separa
honor
ees.
to
employ
chance
s:d
oppres
from one of the
soon as he got home.
of men from the regiments at Ayer.
TIr•t lettee reads as follows:—
The Jamaica Plain boys claim !het
n:—
essma
the
of
Congi
"My Dear
To Boston comes a large part
the West Roxbury boys have four
(or,
down
shakt
p.c.
2
the
"After
acres of playing Apace for each 1000
304th Infantry, composed almost exrethee, holdup) the men in the city
men. To
children, while Mr. Curley's district
beine
ticut
Connec
are
of
ly
they
at
clusive
feel
whe
,
service
only has one-half an acre for each
exhave
from
men
sheep,
350
of
lot
come
a
will
like
Somerville
treated
on
y
1000
children, and has 7000 boys and
forcibl
very
lves
themse
to
ed
d
presse
'that city who are now attach
tci furnish with suitable playing
girls
tight.
lty
D.
mayora
the
the 35th Co. Depot Brigade and
that
is
n
s.
opinio
ground
of
sus
consen
ry.
"The
Field Artille
with Battery of the 301st
you will sp'.q the City Hall vote
regiment is coming
ticut
Connec
The
the aMyor 50-50, which is a better here to cheer the camp football team
in
deal than he ever gave anybody
in its game against Camp DiN eleven
his entlre career.
tins acternoon. The
/)
coming down to
are
-boys
ille
Somerv
the
are
so
and
you,
for
open
bus
the
of Colum
s like assist in the big Knights
others. We all don't get chance
K. of C. Hall
connec- festival in the Somerville
It is doubtful if the Election ComO'Day and his new Peters
busi- tonight.
missioners could stand enother shock
tion, but to show you I mean
arrive a! tile
awn
ticut
Connec
The
•,
cg,
ten-sp
to
like the one they received when Philip
ness I am enclosing you a
postage North Station at 12.30 and parade
J. McMahon, a lawyer, withdrew from
which will buy you some
the ball park. Tie route is along
ste mps.
School et., the Council fight. He offered to pay
st.,
gton
Washin
et.,
the
Canal
that
"The Tammany outfit
the City what it had cost for the
l either Tremont st., Beacon at., CommonMayor has put on the payroo
printing of his papers and other infield.
the
to
ave.,
they
else
wealth
or
don't know how to work
be . cidental expenses. This was the first
will
nt
regime
the
Hall
up
City
Keep
At
think it is egainst the law.
that any such thing had haphave started reviewed by Mayor Curley and at thel time
the fight the way you
pened in this city. Some of those con.
McCall
Gov.
by
to
House
votes
State
enough
and Curley won't get
on CommissiouThe regiment will be in command! nected with the Electi
make it worth counting them.
that
er'r.
ing snould
aut.-ea
someth
Herron
need
C.
I
-T.
but
Col.
of
"Would sign my name,
The Somerville boys will come down be done to make action like Mr. Mcclecied, after
ote saldz.y untll y -.O :Li
Mahon took voluntarily compulsory, as
because I'm In a special train due to arrive in
which I know I can get it
no matter Cambridge, where the contingent will IC past years it was found that some
not afraid to do my work,
' disembark, at 1_30. From the Cteen- persons took out papers and never
who is Mr.yor."
Gallivan bridge depot the men will march to even attempted to obtain signatures.
In his talk last night,
heard thet Union sq., Somerville. Music will be Some of the papers were also immestated that he had hardily
nd were in furniehed by St. Joseph's Fife and diately sold for Junk. With the high
Tague, Oneai and Howla
cost of paper, and when one figures
"The flgh. re- Drum Carps.
the race for Mayor.
d one
The route of this parade is: Cam- each Council mndidote is allowed 200
solves itself into a three-coro,,re
Curley," bridge station to Massachusetts ave., papers, which will hold 2.0,000 signabetween Gallivan, Peters and
the prediction Day et., Davis sq.. Highland ave., tures, there Is a sizable cost.
he said, "and I mak
finish in the order Putnam at, to Union Sq.
now that they will
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cifuiviLny lux
HONOR SONS
Boys from Camp Devens in
Town to Cheer for
Their Athletes
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AT THE MAYOR'S GATE
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MAYOR REPLIES TO THE
COMMISSION'S REPORT
Declares It Attempt to Deceive
the Public by Reference to
B. & M. Bonding Rates.

•

"-‘laYor Curley last night issued H. lone
statement addressed to Chairman Murphy of the finance commission. in whicia
after submitting esorresponderce between
himself and the International. Fldelit
Insurance Company of Jersey City, and
with Chairman alurphy, he concludes tie
follows:
"The most enlightening reason for this
prolonged and expensive investigation is
found in the commission's admission.
contained in its report. that during the
years 19le and 1914 the 'Massachusetts
Bonding & Insurance Company obtained
a large amount of the city's business.
,Commissloner Morrison Of the finance
commission admittedly is a stocitholdre
in the Itlassachusetts- Bond & Incur in
Company, from which the besineee
question wits diverted subset-0am to
1914.
"The commission attempts to dee, ia•
the public by citing rates obtained re
rnfs 1ceeeeae
the Beet's,. a Maine
SC
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high school boys have to go it long distame; into another ward to prattle-r, and ,eiilteeted at dinner. They returned to •
the
waiting
line and march was re'ploy their games. Agaesiz gra.mmar,
lo NIII., the high school. are situated sumed. The line made another circuit
close together. it is desired by ...II cull- of the streets and had nearly reached
cerned that a, playground centrally lo- the mayor's house a second time when
cated awl available for their use he tee mayor's car drove tip and Mrs. CON
Erma-ed. As to the exact location, the ley alighted. She Immediately wits surplanning board and the mayor van (10- rounded by 80/ne oilier boys who were
• not among the marchers, but evidently
termine.
"The mayor in his letter gives the had been attracted by the parade, and
. impsession tha it the Ma recite street she told them that the mayor was not
playground Is in oil' district. It is in to be home until late in the evening.
another ward, ward 15. and is nearly
Make Second Call.
two miles distant from the schools abovd
With the arrival of the head of the
mentioned.
. ewe regret that Mrs. Curley was an- line again the committee of boys made
i uoyed. The children who gathered a second visit to the mayor's house and
around her automobile were girls and this time left the petition for his perusal
, Other bystanders. They were tot a part on his arrival
home,
of the parade."
fa the line a large number of banners were carried, each Inscribed with
IlkiVITti Ians INN emv ?In^
an s.ppreariatc legene ea"-g atlantien,
to the need of additional playgteund
facilities in rat ward.

I

etY- The commission well knows that
rate;
, depend entirely upon the classinca, than of the emnieyes who are to be bonded and the distinction between ralirced
,mployes and city employes Is too clear
to require further argumeate The rat,
'
for city employe is absolutely uniform,
and recognized by all surety eompaffies,
"It is alat kaowleelee that. the fact
that a broker intervenes between the
city and the company carrying the insurance does not cost the city an addiditional piney. If nd broker handled
khe business and the same were done
tirectly beta eeti the eity and the ineurance company, the rate would be obsoletely the same. No commission received by the broker is paid in't the city,
the ntire commission being paid by the
company.
"I shall at once direct the budget t'ommissioner to compile estimates of bonds
required, so far as it is possible for him
to anticipate the same, covering the flcal year of 1918-1919, and advertise for
bids thereon; but I confess, after the
absolute failure of the tinance commis
*ion to secure lower rates and the absolute failure of the investigation to disclose where lower rates might be obtained despite two years of research.
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FIVE H 1DRED IN PARADE

vri

eurley Criticised for Taking
Politioal Advantage Of
Patriotic Exercises.

Fully 500 boys, pupils at the
Jamaica Plain high and grammar
schools, made a call to see Mayor
Curley early last evening, at his
home.
They had no
a.,pointment and they did not see the
chief executive.
But they accomplished one thing. They called public attention to their desire
for increased
playground
facilities in
ward 2.?, the nneye-e'5 aelt
district.
and they left a petition
at the
Ctirley yesterday aroused
mayor's home, addressed
to the
mayor and the cit. the reaerittnr?r.t of at least two
council, and
ot hI
signed by themselves
rivals, CangieS8Men Oallivan
and their
and
parents.
Tague, and drew criticism
s from
The petition called
many in his aa‘17ences by
fact that most of theattention to the I
his bold
boys are now
aseaa, .1 age ana that in
aiLeolpis to convert nag-raising
five
I
wztirthat it will be as fruitless, as far as the years or FO they may be called
elaes into political T1
city is concerned, as the investigatian to serve their country on the upon!
-flies for thill
battle;
fronts.
been."
has
Such service, the
itself
furtherance of his oivo eumse.
petition do- I
dared, necessitates good
---bodies, morals
At several meetings, sonic
and minds, and these
Of theral
can be gained
NEIGHBORHAi
OWE • only through healthful
purely political rallies, he
exercise.
vigoroutillit:
struck at Congressmen Tague
DENIES CURLEY CHARGE
Petition Gives Figures..
and Gabe!
lit-an for entering the
"There Was spent last year
mayoralty fIst4
$312,000 on
against
him. He asserted that
Public playgrounds in
no men4_
or ton," said the peltion, the city of Bos
ber of Congress should
"and
leave the capttalr
of this amount went in ward not a cen
and become a candidate
22. Why?'
for tnarof ett
The parade was formed at
the Jaany city until Congress
maica Plain Neighborhood
has lionised si
House it
bill compelling* tho drafting
military style, and with a lerge
of aliens, a
American • flag at its head, the
column
"Congressional Slacken.
Tam Deering, bead Worker of the marched and
"
remarehed
11.-eee. a- various streets
Jan-tate-a
mu not mana;nu.
or the nelChbOrhood
any names daring the
'sued a denial last night of Ma; or Cur- There were ra pieces of music in the
biting partaf
procession, includieg fire and drum
his speeches, he left
ley's charge that that house has any 'corps
his eau:berets-4ga
from the West ftexbury high
Infer
exat
city
whom
he 'eras hitting
financial interest in having the
school and the Agassiz grammar sehool,
whe,j.iae,
termed congressmen ahn
tend the present Carolina atleatue play- and ninny of the boys carried cowleave ttvikiii
bells. Twenty of the school
seats
at
this
time,
that
the
says
for
street.
He
baseball
ground to Lee
eleCtiOn to Mani;
teems marched in the line. Ited
"Coratreselonal AlaCker3"
firtmayor Is either unfair or misinformed.
;
p.nd
was burned
ana that no officer Or director of the of march. in profusion along the line
tongued orators."
eaighborhood House- owns or has any
He was the last speaker
When the line arrived at Mayor
at flag:4,
interest in the lend in question.
Curley's home, a compateee of four of
' ing eeerclsea at
Continuing. the etatement reads:
the
'Wadsworth anti
boys
went to the enteance and asked
ems geo boys ten° marched to the
toga streets, East
Beaten. Ve5ta7
for the mayor. They were informed
mayor's home presented a petition
ternoon, at whieh
service
which urged that ward 22 be granted
unfurled. The (Altera
'additional, play- Space at once.' No par
Ineladi
gressinart Tague,

"CONGRESSIONAL SLACKERS"
That Is Title He Bestows 64
Unnamed Individuals, bd. ;
Tagur.: Replies.

,Ifead Worker Says No Officer
Director Has Interest in Playground Site.
1

1

I
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Mayer
Although all candidates for
The nayor will get the "gang"
vote. He wilt have the city hall Ma. were busy as usual yesterdnY with
chine and affiliated interests. But the framing of issues, the dertYing
with no Otstrict to which he. rnakes of rumors and the advancement cf
any partleuh r appeal, we look to see
schedules, the real Carathese three men mentioned as dls- practical
from the
irict candidates, make a far better paign interest switched
again
once
and
get
showing. Peters will, besides,
various headquarters
the Republican vote everywhere, and centred about Mayor Curley's attraothat amounts to forty per cent. or
tive estate in the Jamaicaway.
total. It is too late for a "strike"
The public attention, which was CSTIY
-the
Republican to amount to much
when the mayor left his former
aroused
against him. Few men would be
eid ward 11, which was stimu•
homeIn
willing to Invite the contempt of
much discussed controverey
the
by
lated
their fellowmen for the rest of their
shutters, and lately
shamrock
the
of
palpably.
live by serving Curley so
the questioning's or
by.
increased
further
Nor do we look to see the Socialist! the
received an adcommission,
finance
candidate get very far, in view of elelona; iIiLp because of the unpleasantthe difficulties he is having with his
ness which was developed between the
papers.
mayor and the children of his home
We thus have a four-man contest.
neighborhood.
In three cases the support starts In
Boys Anger Mayor.
Peters
Mr.
with
as many districts,
Curley and the mayor are
Mrs.
Both
we
enjoying the advantage to which
the action of a group of
at
incensed
have already pointed, of the Reptile
formed a torchlight
who
schoolboys,
liean strength in the other two, and
night and visited the
Friday
Parade
Demo-.
elan that of tho independent
a petition asko
he will quret y Curley, mansion, bearing
,.. fat.F. We hellve
space 'Ili
playground
more
for
jog
outrun the mayor. Perhaps the
district.
Tague.
and
Gallivan
aspirants,
Other
l'he ortcurenee le: made the text of a
Will do so, too,,
of sharp criticism from Mr. Curletter
Gallivan and Tagute are running
of the Jamaica Plain
to
:Both are etroeg, le
: . Well.
? the director
astonishingly
Ieeighherhood Nouse Association. Tie
men. Both will leave Curley high
Was absent when the youths appeared at ,
and dry in the areas where they
his
front door. but Yrs. Curley drove up
respectirly enjoy great local point- in her limousine Just after the delegarity. it is donWrill if the mayor tion arrived.
7-krnvwas ever, really popular anywhere;
in commenting on whit occured Mrs.
• he hae. htilel many pereons io him by Curicy said yesterday:
OUR MUNICIPAL BATTLE
ONE AMONG DISTRICTS various forms of threatening and "I was very much displeased with the
bluster and by the terror of his actions of the school,childrene It wee!
bkle443ilent Gaul, divides tongue. But pollings have not shown
The children shouted at rue,1
Itself into three parts by the boun-iiiim strong. The Inge majority cast When I got out 0' the machine they
eiaries or as twiny coegressional disef for hie. !Tea!! two yeere IfrO dio^intz.1 surrounded me at ama7,4 Wuna
tricts. One of these everybody his pitiable weakness, Somebody is mayor. I told them he.wes not corning
.knows as "palivan's"; another is going to 'neat him this time. In our home to rupee The children Instated
Tague's, while the third—now rep- Jedgment It will be Mr. Peters, We irk 4iX.,..ccops-auesitIoning, and sows were
resented by George Holden Tink- shall be satisfied with any of these eery 'impertinent.
ham—was for eight years Peters's,• three candidates, however, who "When they left the petlttop,
to do the lob.
and is still known as such. It is a proves -able
didn't they leave the grounds? It was
P Ana hlinan
1
1VMAIN •1
.
//et n ti , a
Kl_tw,,
ti.:1178.11V at
Msfriftt,
lattni:
least, but so great has been his
The mayor's home wait na place, anyway,
strength with independent and Reat which to present a petition of that
publican voters that he always carnature. It was a political move. The
ried it by handsome majorities,
place where the petition should have been
that in 1912 being with one exceppresented was at the City Hill."
tion record-breaking in the history
The mayor in his letter charges the
or Boston politics.
directors of the Neighborhooe AssociaIt would be hard to find any contion with organizing a movement
gressmen who have stronger holds
foist. upon the city at an exorbitant
on their respective districts than
price properties et queetioriehle value hi
e. The
Messrs. Gallivan and
order that a certain few Property ownTagupose
marked
oratorical
J ti
former posses
ers might benefit, and that SW hare,
ability. He has won a reputation in
stricted view of the playground Might
!!"11
.
FV,I, 9!pi In ett”14yn
r:r1,
7;rniv!! IfeSr •
be possitle t.ruh, /tit) Jain:siva Zia;ii
eirce which other members might Mrs. Curley Charges Parade Neighborhood house.
,
well envy. The bn3Iness interests
He declares It unpardonable that ine
of Ch:Idren Was Only
of the city have come to icoh on
telligent individeals familiar with the -ref
departicularly
vigilant
a
him as
fact that "all petitions are presented at \ oet
Political Move.
fender.
Cite Hall eheuel engage • banner and
Tague, after a leadership of iteN I k;,)44'lej
organize several hundred children to
hie party in the state Legisla.turee
march in the home'of the mayor. and In
WAS
NT
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SAYS
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made
most
has also
creditable
his absence ilmult his wife and chilrecord In Washington, It Is only
dren."
natural that he should poll a heavy
lie rehearses his owe promise of last
vote in his district, aed Gee:liven Gallivan Pokes Fun at Peters's; April that there shall be an
extension
his
one
large
in
an equally
district,
but ce,intioneg,
Campaign Kati— Latter j or"IttheIs playground,
while Peters is sure to receive overnot my purpose, hewever,
whelming support In the thirtIgtit
allow any individual or gteup of indl-:
Says Hell Stick.
the city which he .long arid irhIy01
viduals, regardleee of their etetiON ac
represented,
I
to 4.11.4
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The mayor.' noWever, Celtic:hided with
a speech teat drew. heckling from his:
audience, a few hisses and a pest-meet- n
lug criticissn that became quite general.
This speech later stirred Cong-ressma.n
Tague to a rebuttal, which he made
!public last night, and in which he J
termed the mayor's utterances "secn- i
tiottre' and declared that they may have
been brought on by the fart that a I
fee hours before a delegation had been
!sent to his home by the mayor and
tha.t hc had informed this hndy that
he was "in the mayoral tight to the
I finish and would be elected.
am surprised that any man in these
erneldl i:unc.s4ould give
t" teditious utterances, even when in a rage,V
the staterm,..nt declares: then goes on to
say that the mayor, during the speech.,
had shown a "pronounced display of anger, which approached the verge of madness."
Tague's Statement.
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se
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that no nAember of Congress shottio be i I.
candidate for office against him untd a
hill compelling the drafting of aliens was
.
passed.
"as between such un-American utterancea by the .ileo or and the truly painoC,.! utterances and services or tne President or the United States, I prefer to
stand witit'Woodrow, Wilson,
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Andrew J. Peters is well equipped
John"I shall serve my full term as mayGaily. s campaign, says that
the
with campaign assistants in Manager
Rootor," he said. "It would he the only
"Royal
the
ny Keene , leader of
lemegan and Assistant Manager Moore.
aquare and fair thing'to do."
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Their presence has been accepted by
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oodles
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: bet i Mg commissioner
shot at Peters so far Is' Congressman
bones or many "pots" with Peters, but bnine of
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5000
money.
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who
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ly called.
ones are wetting to see v,?zere.
iron men as they are various
withdraw. But the leaders of the Peters
re-elected. the careful
that the mayor will not be
"Dick" Field bobs los
campaign anticipate that a general bom.
answer
is so for without an
bardment will soon begin to offset re- , He
Mr. Finegan is the personification of
ports that Peters "has the edge" on the
row In City Hall court heard confidence.
Ttumor
basis of the present line-up. They have
yesterday that a prominent hotel
Among other things, Mr. Peters , Is
plans of the!r own to make their site of , a story
d charged with being a millionaire. But
man of sporting m nclirtties had wagere
the campaign a live one to the finish,
run. he says he is far from that. And, by
$1000 that Mayor Curley Would not
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the the way, did you know that John Phil.
Investigation. however, spoiled
concerning financial conditions at City
story.
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Hall.
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Mr. Gallivan made this comment of the
Dorcheter rtni Daniel W. Casey of employe.
situation as he sees it:
"I would like to diseuss the claims of
my opponents as to why they are seeking votes, but up to date they have all
failed to give any reasons.
"I believe Mr. Peters did try to fly a
kite over City Hall on Friday, but I
understand that it was an unruly kite.
It persisted in hovering over State
of preventing
street until 3 o'clock and after banking
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UNFAIR TO MR. ONEAL

"Who Put the Plum in
Plumbing?" He Asks
"Tn. Thane campaign on Thursday
took on a sort of motion-pleture flavor,
whit Photographs of his nomination papers, thumb -prints. measuramenta and
in
a copy of Sherlock Holmes thrown
as campaign literature.
"Oncel lost. some papers end Howland
tseems to be lost in transit, all interes
very little
ing es eamouflage, but having
signifieance With regard to who :Mould
be the next mayor.
the
.9 wing the week I shall epeek on
fellowing subjects: 'Who put the plum
stet Boston house
In painibingZ"Why
s?' Is Peers
buildern use asphalt shingle the
mayor
etuffer, as
a ballot-box

1
comme11
nd itself to the TrayMr. Oneal's candidacy does not
eler. His rint.fn.rm ignnAni0ThMercnvcr,a earididato ior

agents.

to offer to the
mayor of :Roston should have something better
a
less
than
or
national issue.voters than what is nothing more
is as good as that, cl
But Mr. Oneal's right to run for mayor
Mayor Curley or any other men, and if any candidate he been
l
nullifying Mr. Oneal's can.didac7'by illega methods,
have a right to know it.

the
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Lone Dog Breaks Up Sheep Flock
Grazing Scene on Boston Common
4
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s-v LUCKY SHEEP:
The girls are Juliet Bizet, left, and An na M. Dennehey of "The Wande
rer," co ming to the Boston Opera House
. They
are holding two of the sheep that grazed,on themr
by a-perm it of Mayor Curley yesterday.
More than 70 sheep, accompanied by 1..
few goats and mules, yesterday grazed
on the old hit-Aerie green of Boston Common. It was the first time since 1830
that the Common has been used for a
pastu re and
of neonle were attracted to the novel sight. The antntais
are the property of the spectacle play,
"The Wanderer," which is to show at
Emergency sugar rEferibution stati
ons
the Boston Opera House.
are to be est:it-dished in 10 differ
2 ent
The right to pasture these animals on
sections of the city by order of
Mayo
r
the Common was obtained from Mayo
Curle
y
in
order to insure the sale of
r
Curley last week by Lawrence McCarty,
the commodity to persons whose
health
manager of the Opera House. Most peomight be affected by their not
receivThe Boston Deveopment
ple had entirely forgotten that such
ing a sufficient quantity to keep
and Sant-1
them tary Company was
pasturage coltditionn ever existed, and it
In a healthy condition. Nursing mothe
rs,
demned at a meeting yesterday concame as a great surprise to see the
children and others whom the
of
the Sanitary
Mayor and Street Clean
sheep roaming over the Common, under
bellevee
ing Department
F_'.1!,•-Fir most of all will eters'
Team*,
Tinton 149, for Its
the watchful eyes of the shepherds and
be the favored ones.
allege
d &Wok
In rendering for profit
servant girls, who, nattily attired in
In order to make sure that
the garbage col.l
only
lected insteae of
,their stage costumes, tended the anithoge who come within these
classes era to feed their giving It to the farrrel
mals.
receive the sugar, the Mayor has
hogs, thereby aiding
stipu- In cutting down
Probably the sheep would have been
the high cost of
lated that the purchasers must
living
either to some extent.
allowed to remain on the Common all
have a physician's prescription
,a
°Meer% of the union
of the afternon. but two hours' work
from the district nuree or the letter
declar
e
that
healt
in,
h
the
pant the garbage
by the tenders in protecting the sheep
department.
city from the people collected by the
against city dogs wa• enough.
The Mayor has conferred with
was
turned
Food to the farmers free
fter one t..f the sheep was chased
Administrator Henry B. Endic
of chaege, but over
ott and now when Logs
that.
Int . the Frog Pond by a bulldog the
A. C. Ftatchesky, of the
are so high
Commi
and the,
ssion
meat
they furnish almoe
manager decided that painted hill tops
on Publie Safety with a view
t beyond the
to
arreach
of
the everage perso
and the surroundings of the stage would
ranging for the purehase of two
n,
barrels through the
ho a safer place for Lee sheep to cater.
of sugar a day for each of the
increased cost of ostensibly
stations. other feeder,
grain and
So, therefore, after graeing for I wo
the' concern that
Fie said when it was called to
his at- the frarbage of
handle?,
hours, the sheep were loaded Into large
tention that A city could not
the city ta
legall
y,
makin
profit
g a
out of it, inetead
automobiles, that transported them to
engttee In bueiness, "Let those who
of adhering to
will
the ee,the
forme
r
pree.tice of giving
and taken back to the
secure an in-junction. I shall sell
It Remy,
this
:Vera Roast.
sugar wilere it will do the most seed,
if I can etet It."
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Fin.Corn,Report on Bonding Declares .6 '9
Mayor Obtained Monopoly
. for
Friend,but No I.ower Rates
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The finance commission last evening issued the first part of its report 1 a
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Part 1 of the report reads, in full:
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On Feb.'2, 1914, James 1\1. Curle,;.• took his oath as mayor of -z8,74
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Francis L. Daly has been engaged for a.number of years in the plumbing
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,r, _. 3upply business.. Up to September, 1913, be carried on the business in con- ss•
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happened to be In Beaton in April, 1914. at the Hotel
Where Mr. Drinkie discussed with the Messrs. Fitzgerald the adviseWitty of locating In the, office of OBrion-Russell, where he (Peter
'J. Fitzgerald) would be given desk room and the facilities of the
't office and would be charged only for personal toll telephone calls.
Arraneemeeta, ''.7.":,-..- comaleted ai. iicai. Meeting for toe introduction of Mr. Fitzgerald in the office of OBriou-Russell and he became associated with the office shortly afterwards. 'rise arrangemeats included the changing of the contract of the National Surety
Company with the OBrion-Russell firm whereby the existing cone -Si 'tal
tract was cancelled and a new agreement, dated March 19, 1914, was tl
a i :a
made in which the National Surety Company appointed OBrion-ltus- , - a
I sell as agent of the National Surety Companv with authority to act.0.. f', §
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as such in the "State of Massachusetts, excInsive of the city of Boston."
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All the heads of departments write were. obliged to give surety
Upon bonds teStitled before the comntission that they . had no dissatisfaction with the bonding company who had been surety for theet prior
to 1914, but they ge.er their bonds to Fitzgerald upon his request, as
one of the witnesses stated (William P. Fowler, chairman of the overseeing of the poor departmentl, "I got the impression that Fitzgerald
was the man to go to. I got the impression that other departments
would change-and few department-that it was desirable that we
should change."
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"Intelligence" Enough to Bond with Mayor's Friend.
"The :uayer admitted before the conenissien the fact t..et he was
friendly disposed to the Peter J. Fitzgerald Company and eould do
all he could to assist it. He testified as follows: that..irrancis L. Del.i;
was his political friend and that after he was elected mayor he had
a talk with Francis L. Daly about the National Surety Company in
which talk Mr. Daly said Peter J. Fitzgerald, his fatner-in-law, was
going to start in business and wanted to know what the "prospects"
were. The ."prospects" Included the business of bonding city employes.
A portion of his testimony on that sublect ie ,.. retie ...
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treasurer, or city auditor, but he is
net positive that he did even that.
No inquiry was made as to the
host in other cities, as, for instance,
New York city, or the cost
to corporations for such bonds. The city of
Boston pays from $.25 to $.40 a hundred
, according to the position covered.
Thua the city auditor pays $e()
a hundred, the city treasurer and the city
collector pay $.40 a hundred, while some
or tne employes 01 tee uvereeeine
of the poor department. the
public works department and the soldiers'
relief department pay $.25 a hundred.
It may beldcled in passing that the
risk which a stirey company takes
on city of Boston bonds is an exceedingly
safe one because, there have been
no defalcations for many years, except.
in one case, on the part of any
employes of the city of Boston who have
given surety bonds to the city.
That the city of Boston officials have
been extremely negligent in tho
matter of obtaining lower prices
for bonds and that there has been no
Public Safety Committee Chairdesire on the part of the mayor to
obtain lower prices is significantly
shown by the testimony of Nits
man Flatly Denies CounJ. Hobbs, Ice-president and comptroller of the Boston & Maine railroad,
and by ths practice of the city of
cfman's Charge.
New York,
-,ror
Mr. Hobbs testified that the Boston
& Maine railroad had a class of
employes that have to do with receiving
and disbursing money, that from
DECLARES ALL CROP
time to time conteacts were riven to differen
t bonding companies for the
placing of such bonds, that whea thou, coutrac
HAS BEEN HARVESTED
ts were about to expire he
would 'ask for bids from the different
companies and that .the contract
'
covered a period of many years.
' The city's public safety committee by
iii 1913, following this usual course
Victor .1. Heath, chairman offers a reply
of precialure, lie placed his
bonds with the Guaranty Company of
North America at n rate of $0.17 : to the eharges of Councilman FranciA J.
W. Ford that potatoes are rotting in the
a hundred for a term of three years; that in
July. 1910, this contract
seeteg ereeo
. ground. in the public farming plot4 In
eeeite% Iu called for hids from
otlWr compaudes, that
Franklin and Olmstead Parks, and
the Natrona, eurety
ltd.
111,•"..;;;I %;iw- eeee
Ofteeee rtueeoe, , ;.„....,....!„ tc. f.lr..a.a, .. ,,,ri.,,,aetnee allsubmitted a hid of $0.29 a ltundre41 fOr Imo year,
which WAS aecerted,
counting in response to the order passed
and subsequeotle, July, 1911, this company reduced
by the city council.
the amount and
entered into a contract with the Boston & Maine
Chairman Heath has been connectef
railroad for $0.1.8
a hundred. • According to the testimony of Mr. Hobbs
with the committee since october, when
the number of
employes bonded was 1100, 1111 bonds varying from
he succeeded Francis T. Bowles. Ni'.
8.100 to $59,000, and
Heath says:
the total amount of liability that the National Surety
Company assumed
'Potatoes All Dug.
was $1.301,009.
•
I "No potatoes are in the .ground. The
The city of New York is aoio to obtain bonds for
• last were dug two weeks! awe. ft Is true
all its employes
that we had $70,000, hut woe was turned
with i surety company at a. flat rate of $0.25 a hundre
d.
l over to the hospital department for '
Furthermore, the finance comreission was'able
!equipp
ing a. hase hospital. The sum of '
to obtain from the
1;42,000 was allotted to the food producagent in Boston of a reputable insurance company an
offer to under-,
tion committee and other cub-commitwrite the city of Boston bonds at 20 per cent. less than the
tees, and I am satisfied that a splendid
Towner rating;
system, but for someonyaterions reason the company later
report as to the manner In which the
declined the
,funds were expended will be made to
seeete It 1.. also eignificanc that still
another contpany was foend by
i the council. I expect that all the sub- ,
commis
which
sion
the finance
quoted rates outside the Towner
i ewett.F4, reportn will be collected by
rating;
Dec. 1. The reetets will show that Bossystem, but this company, after cominuaicating with
tee National'
ton can bear comparison with any other 1
Surety Company declined to take the city of Boston business.
city in the United States.
-There is 87000 left out of the $30.000 reit is submitted that the mayor of Boston did not protect
the
served for the main committee. What Is
interests of the city with reference to the amount of
money which ,
left out of the $12,000 I can't exactly say.
should be paid to the bonding company for l)lacing bonds
Where Money Went
.for the,
employes of the city of Boston, which duty any
official of a private'
"As to the complaint of the counet
corporation would be charged With, anti that he assisted
that the public works department had
Francis let
no buoiness to aak for a MOO transfer
Daly, Peter J. Filrald and Eldwin P. Fitzgerald to force homines
appropriation and contribute $00 worth
s'
into the controltof the Peter J. Fitzgerald agency.
of work to the Public Safety Cotertiii.,tee when we had a $70,000 appropriation,
The commission believes that the bonding 'business cot' the
city of
1 em not posscsesd of all the facts, but
Boston has been monopolized for the benefit of one insurance agepey
doubtless a natisoictory explanation will
of
be forthcoming.
which Peter J. Fitzgerald of Somerville is the nominal head,
and the
. "Ono of the largest items of expendimayor has disregarded the ietcieste ef the city in order te I:ler:eve
ture was $1.3,000 for the home guard, and
'. the
large amounts have been spent in rebust:netts of this agency.
cruiting !or the army and navy, in the
Time commission con('ludes, ina.•
-I) as a prisate corporation, the
Hoover drive and in all sorts bt .conserBoston & Maine reeroad, and a municipal corperation,
vation movements."
the city of New
York, have obtained lower fiat rates than those being paid I the
present
time by the city of Boston, that public c
pelltive 1)1(1(1 big would resell
prices.
in lower
That the mayor immedietole set about to arrange for a
flat rate for
!twenty bonds for the city of Beaten employes.
Respectfully submitted,
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MADE RALLIES

Curley Criticised for Taking
Political Advantage of
Patriotic Exercises.

"CONGRESSIONAL SLACKERS"
That Is Title He Bestows on
Unnamed Individuals, but
Tague Replies. ,

KM W111111 approached the verge of mad-
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Fin.Corn.Report on Bonding Declares
Mayor Obtained Monopoly for
Friend, but No Lower Rates
The finance commission last evening issued the first part of its report
on its inquiry into the city's bonding business, an investigation which
began In December, 1915. The commission says that there wilt be other
parts of the report, because the hearings have "disclosed many collateral
matters, which, while not connected witb the bonding business, gave indication of transactions which were against the interests of the city."
Also, according to the statement of the commissioners; the investigation has taken longer than was planned, "because impediments have been
thrown in the path by vity officials who were,unwilling that facts necessary
for a complete investigation should be disclosed."
Furthermore, the commission asserts that the investigation "broadened
so as to include the connection of the mayor with the Daly Plumbing Supply
Company, and with the activities of Francis L. Daly,' the close political
friend of the mayor, and the formation of a landholding company known
as the Oakmount Land Company." Part 1 of the report reads, In full:

Mayor and Council:,
On Feb. 2, 1914, James M. Curley took his oath as mayor of
the city of Boston and in his inauguration speech set forth the following principles:
"Special privilege in any form is objectionable and the
rcrfr)r. the body politic must be underremoval ol
taken at once, since the welfare of the entire community is
paramount to the wishes or welfare of any particular element
of the community."
Within a month after the mayor's inauguration into office
three persons, viz., Peter J. Fitzgerald, Edwin P. Fitzgerald and
Francis L. Daly, at least one of whom was close to him, became
interested in the formation of an agency for solici'.-1-41 bonds of
city officials and employes awl' for contractors who had contracts
with the city of Boston.
Francis L. Daly is the brother-in-law of Edwin I. Fitzgerald and the
son-in-law Of Peter J. Fitzgerald, the father of said Edwin.
have been for many years .
Peter J. ntzgeraiU
residents and vot:irs of the city of Somerville. Prior to Peter J. Fitzgerald's
entrance iato the bonding and insurance business (March, 1914) he was engaged in selling from a cart butter, cheese and eggs to stores, restaurants
and private families and his son Edwin, being admitted to the bar in 1908,
practised his profession until his father entered into the insurance business,
since which time, he testified, he has dime practically no law business but
lois devoted himself to assisting his father. i'isither the father nor tint son
bad had any experience in the insurance business prior to their becoming
insurance agents alter Mr. Curley had been inaugurated as mayor of the
city of Boston.
Francis L. Daly has been engaged for a number of years in the plumbing
iupply businesy,. Up to September. 1913, he carried on the business in conection with one Daniel P. Sullivan, Jr., under the name of the Sullivan
)Daly Company hut disaolved the partnership on Sept. 2, 1013, and thereearriud on the but:tuess und,n the name of the Daly Plumbing Supply
company. It appears front his testimony that sorneituto m November _telt!
Jame ,A,‘Curiey became a oonlinat partner with h171 in the Daly Plumbing
t, mr,curle.i put no money 1410,the 1;6101111088, took
• \
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Fitzgerald Appointed City Agent in March,1914
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Had No Knowledge of Insurance Business,
Fitzgerald that he knew nothIt appears from the testimony of Peter J.
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ing about the insurance business nor
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The testimony of Peter J. Fitzgerald
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Q.—Did you, yourself, conduct negotietion;"with the company in
New
1York? A.—Yes.
But oa being interrogated on the same matter at a public hearing,
he
claimed he never made the neglitiations himself but that thy were
made
by his sett, Edivin P. Fitzgerald.. lie further testified that he
never read
the contract which he signed with the National Surety Company but
signed
It at his son's Jictation. He convinced the commission that he
was little
more than a figurehead in the enterprise and showed almost entire
Ignorance of the business. The more difficult arrangements for the
inception of '
the agency were assumed by Edwin P. Fitzgerald; the office work was
managed by an expert, Mr. C. Oliver Loud, engaged for this purpose.
The testimony of Mr. Daly and Edwin P. Fitzgerald shows that
sometime before the inauguration of Mr. Curley as mayor the matter of
entering
the Insuranee field of Boston was talked of by these
three persons and Mr.
Daly suggested the advisability of entering the businees
on account of hie
political and personal relations with the then elected mayor of Soften.
Mr. Edwin P. 'Fitzgerald testified that he was the one who negotiat
ed the
arrangements for his father; that he made a personal visit to New York
and called upon Mr. Leonard Thunman, whom he knew in a business'way,
and after presenting the prospects of big business in Boston to Mr. Damman
secured his assent, after further negotiations, to the appointn
ient of his;
father.
mr. Edwin P. vitzwerald also testified that
the day after his father,
; entered the office of OBrion-Russell he. himself, began to solicit susinesr,
;
from contractors and friends whom he met on the street and that he
de- !
voted 'himself almost exclusively to the work of assisting his father
in ,
business, and practically gave up his law practice. On,e of the
first :
activities of the son (Edward P. I itzgerald) was to visit the
office of,
the city auditor and secure from the records there a list of the officials
!
and employes of the city of Boston and county of Suffolk who were
required to give bonds for the faithful Performance of. their duties.

Intimations Came from the Mayor's Office.
Shortly after obtaining this list from the auditor's office department
beads received intimation from the mayor's office that their bonds and
.those of their employes were to he taken from the National Surety Come'
pany through the office of Peter J. Fitzgerald. The testimony before the
thiance commission of the department heads shows that the mayor's office
particip..ted largely in tureing the business of the employes' bends to
the
I Fitzgerald agency, but the extent to width this participation was ex4rcise
d
1is markedly set forth in the testimony of the city. registrar. Edward
W
McGlenen, and of the city auditor, .1. Alfred Mitchell.
Mr. eicI:lenen testified thattote hie department bonded .
with the Massachusette Bonding and insurance Company, hut ii,
that
I year lie changed over to the National Surety Company, because he
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Justly.! ing." When word came from the mayer'S office lie AVellt to the
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Pally to ic.toilier than a
reading of these figures. It has been claimed
that .Under erevions administrations, notably under
the immediate predeceeeor of Mr. Curley, that particular companies were favored
by
various mayors and that during the years 1910-1914 the Massachuset
ts
Bending & Insurance Company obtained a large amount of
the city
business.

No Reason for Following a Bad Precedent.

•

• The commisstou does not conteed that
this is not true, but it
fails te agree that a bad precedent should
be the reason for e continuation and a.
"further development of a system of patronage. it
has learned, moreover, that while much
business of the city employes' o e!
_
bonding went to the Massachusetts Bonding
& Insurance Company 7, a; ? ...i
.
during the above years set forth, the
busitiees was brought to the i ":
Massachusetts Bonding & Insarance Company by various agents and.
". 1
0 I; g•-:
that no one agent had a monopoly of all
the city bushing.
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It is quite evident from the testimony that no attempt
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on the part of Mr. Curley, or any other official, to
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It further appeared from the testimony of the mayor that
in
UM matter of furnishing bonds he is the final judge
es to the amount, i
of money to be paid to a surety company for the fmnishing of bonds
4 ez te,
to employes. 'file only inquiry that lw made was tO aeeertain if there
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•g g
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was a uniform rate of bomeleig and Met he may have asked time city • t• -treasurer, or city auditor, but he is not positive that he did even that. 'e
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ONLY FOUR MORE SUNDAYS
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• Prior to the city election on December 18 there will be only
four more. Sundays.

That should give consolation to thousands
in Boston who have no zest for the kind of political rallies which
I will be held every Sunday until election day.vrl• 7
It is possible to conceive of a great political crisis in which
the welfare of thapeople would demand street processions and a

rill.

Vcf

1/halitIC;

mobilization of eloquent patriots on Sundays in behalf of the
nation and the city.

It is impossible to conceive of any honest

motive for such tawdry rallies as were held yesterday under the

‘: ,11111
1110 ! ,!lid
1

blatant pretence of loyalty to the flag!
Let not the people outside of Boston judge Boston by her
Sunday politics.

A large majority of our people, regardless of

race and religion, abhor the spirit and methods of the cheap and
high-priced politicians who like to make themselves conspicuous
on the Lord's day behind the mask of sturdy patriotism. Mean-
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while the finance commission's temperate report on butter, eggs,
bonds and buncombe is not without value to the intelligently
thoughtful.
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Who draw their pay at City hail;
Engrossing toil gives me no throes,
Because I do not toil at all.
My task it. is to giye three cheers
For him who makes my task so light;
But still I sometimes have my fears
That he's about to lose a fight.

NOV 1 9 1917

Before Edward P. Barry finally decides upon his
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for mayor, why doesn't he give some consideration to the
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bi lily of running on his own hook? A candidate for
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supporter.; insists that the

mayor is entitled to a second term of four years, beeanse President Wilson is having one. That logic ought to be good for promotion and increase of wage.
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Registration for the city election will close on Wednesday,
yet qualified to vote for mayor
Nev. 28. Those who have not
be
will
something to be thankful for
That
should do it at once.
on Nov. 29.

Mayor Curley announccd yesterday
that he purposes to distribute 20 barrels
of sugar daily, beginning mcine day this
week. in two-pound Packages, at a Price
equal to the exact cost to the city, at
1() stations to he estahlipt,efl !a nit.*
: irerent section.; of the city.
The mayor was asked if the courts
av e not decided that public tradingis
utitil the Legislature mita Int‘r
effect the new amendment of the constl, tution. and he replied:
"If anybody wants to get a court order restraining me. let him go ahead. I
haven't any money to bu:,. the sugar, but
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T
e‘h
uld'hnoirary
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f
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The reeee-eueJO ehiuli soldiers at Camp Devens were induced
to sign Mayor Curley's nomination papers indiceten that the
mayor's agents don't hanker for the soldiers' votes at the-pdlla.

This makes a total receipt of
1000,000 pound.; or raw sugitr WIthIaboUt
th*
last Weclt. Jobbers prediceed that In, "
I
week or 10 days the mushy kaom,419,
would be over.
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ON BONDS

TracesHisIMIY of
the Fitzgerald
Agency

DECLARES CURLEY'S
AID GIVEN FRIENDS I

Mayor Replies With
LorresponUcrice on
Flat Rate
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;itrimatelY aided and
assisted by Franci
L. Daly and •
the Mayor of Bostons
,
Jatnes M. Curley.
"Tht testimony of Peter
J. Fitzgerald
aS to how he
beceme agent in the National Surety Compa
ny was conflicting.
At a private bearin
g before the commission he teatifled:
•G.---Did you, yourself,
conduct negotiations with the compa
ny
iew.
York? A.—YeseN
eee
"But on bein
ileterregated on the
same matter et a
public hearieg. he
claimed he never made
the negotiations
himself, but that they
were made by
his son, Edwin P.
Fitzgerald. lie convinced the commission that
he was little
more than a
figurehead in the enterprise and showed almost
entire igneeain't of the business.
"The testimony of Mr.
Daly and Edwin P. Fitzgerald
shows that some
time before the inaugu
ration of Mr.
Curley as Mayor the
matter of entering
the insurance field of
Boston waft talked
of by these three persons
and Mr. Daly
suggested the advisabil1ty
of entering
the business on accoun
t of his political
and personal relations
with the then
eleeted Mayor of Boston.

of procedure, he plastid his bond*
with
tee Guaranty Company of North Amer- j'at the .70 .per cent discount. on a•.`001.01t
of the large amount we fear we RS'Ote:
ica at a rote of .$17 a hundred for
a
term of three years; that in July, DM not be able to do so.
this contract heitis about to expire, he "'We thank you, however, for calling
called for bids front other companies: our attentlim to the-nniitfer•
"'Very' truly,
(ha' the National Surety eomPany.
(Signed) "'A. A. ALTSCHUIXR.
through the office of ()Mem & Russell
,
"'President.'
eels-eine.: a eel of $
H hundred for one
"I sub.:rated on or about April 10 the
year, which was accepted, and subsecorrespondence receis-ed with
quently. July, 1917, this company re- copies of
referenee to a lower rate on city bond
duced the amount and entered into a
ing,
and tequestel that your commiscontract with the Boston A Maine railsion suggest
further steps m S
road for 8.18 a hund7ed.
he taken In the premises, and on May
"The city of New York ei able to ob15 received a communication reaaing 58
tain bonds for all its employees with a
follows:
surety company at a flat rate of $.26 a
hundred.
Letter
-Furthermore, - the Finance Commie- m
1
/eon was iiblO
Flay 15,
11 from the agent II
"
t - urley, !wool*. "17.
In Boston of a reputable insurance
Sir: The Finance Commission Is
'
"
company an offer to underwrite the city
in receipt of your letter of March 31st
of Boston bonds at 20 per cent less than
enclosing a copy of an answer rethe Towner rating system, but for some
ceived by you from the International
mysterious reason the company later
declined the bonds. It is also signifi- Insurance ('ompany, declining i for reasons unknown to the commission at
cant that still another company was
the present time) to compete for the .
found by the Finance Commission which
b
business of underwriting city employees'
quoted rates outside the Towner rating
system, but this company, afterSuretyrn
cobo
,
"
..
ds
Got Employees' List
The commission desires to direct
• municating with the National
your
ur Honor's attention to Its letter of
Company, declined to take the city of
"tine of the first activities of
the son Boston business."
March
17, 1917, in which it stated that
(Edwin P. Fitzgerald) was
to visit he .
bonds for city employees could be ob°Mee of the city audito
r and secure /
' tattled at approximately' 20 per cent I
from the records there a
List of the 055lmtlnr
et itn
hte..
Low
on„n
ner, rat
rid
.
ing
lityschrield
l.
nu
e
cials and employees of the
ur
city of Boston slid county of Suffolk who
were re- Takes Up Question of Bondi
ance
•Comp
any.
This
settem
ent was I
quired to give bonds for
ng
the faithful
based upon a letter received April 13th,
performance of their duties.
Through Jersey City Company ' 1916, from the agent of the Interna
tional
"Shortly after obtaining this
list from
Company In Boston, In which he offered
the auditor's efece depart
at 13 to 20 Per Cent, Below , to
ment heads retake
the
city
busine
ss upon that bails
, ceived intimation from
the Mayor's of• as follows:
Prevailing Scale
fice that their bonds and
those of the
" "Referring to your inquiry with
employees were to be taken
The Mayor's answer to the Finance regerd to the rate for surety bonds
from
'I Nation
al Surety Company throug the
h ale
i 1 ofeee of Peter .I. Fitzgerald.
Connulssion, addressed to Chairman would say that this company Is not
The testiany agreement to write business at any
i mote- before the Financ
Johil R. Murphy, follows:
e Commission of
"I am this day in receipt of a eorn- specified rate and their charge Is frethe department heads shows
that the
emunication submitted by the Boston quently about 20 per cent less than :
Mayor's office participated
largely In e Financ
toreief 11,
, 111/Sli MISS of the
e Commlesloi, relative I> city what is known as Towner rates. Of
einnloyees'
bonding. and containing a reeommencla- course, you understand that all business
bonds to the Fitzgerald agency
.
tion
"The Mayor admitted before
that steps be immediately tit,ee Is accepted on its individual merits. If
the commission the fact that he was
to arrange for a flat rate for a tidelity any City or imbue i.ond were offered
friendly
bond for employees of the city of Boa- to this company I have no doubt but
elesposed to. the Peter J. Fitzge
rald C0111.•
that I can arrange to have the bonds
ton.
piny and would de
ail he oinild teasel/it
"I'beg to say that on March 20, T di- executed at a rate that would save the
It.
city
!
.
15 to 20 per cent.
rected
the following communication to,
"It has been claime
d by (he Mayer
with regard to the matter of rates
the International Fidelity lusurarice
that because he favore
d Peter J. Fitzfor automobile Insurance, would say
Company of Jersey City, N. J.:
gerald's agency the city
of hoston did
"'Gentlemen--My attention has barn that one of the companies has quoted
, not suffer thereby, but
the commission
itie
a rate of 10 par cent less than what
directed by the chairman of the Finance ,
Submits that much a statem
ent ie not
Commission to the fact that your corn- le known as the Manual rate, provided
borne out by the fsets.
pony is prepared to furnish Insuranee the city has not had an unueual num- ,
on surety bonds at 20 per cent below the ber of accidents during the past year." '
No Reduction Sought
Tnwner scale at present in operation in
'It is quite evident froni
Offer Not Withdrawn •
the testimony
Boston.
that no attempt was made
"'The total premiums on these bonds.
on
the
part
"'This offer had not been wIthdraWn'
of Mr. Curley. or any
other officlai, to
which range freen 1150,00, In the case
secure any reduction in
the prices that .of the city treasurer, to 81000 on con- at the time the continission sent you
stables and tont-nen, would represent the name of the company.
bonding company. The price
about ;ease
that was
"'Tlie commismion in its budget
nave
asked by the Nationel
reSurety Company
that your cempany is prepared to fur- ports
recommended that if competition
wee based upon le system called
nIsh liability insurance on automobiles
a Tow• were secured on the city bonding
ner system, which purported
as
at
per cent below the Towner scale. well as
to be a
for insurance on city property,
rating for different locati
" would appreciate a reply from
ons and for
you lower rates thatn the Towner schedul
different positions. This system
at once, as to whether your nonmany
e
Is only
is tor bonds and lower rates than
a guide and is elaotic if agents
prepared to write this business front
the
rlesi-o to
Manual rates for eity property, mute.
make it so.
'
time to time through the year at
a mobiles, elevators, etc., could
"That the city of Boston
,
r) rar •,,en f bete.; the
be ob.
officiate nave
prevailing tained.
been extremely negligent in the
'eowner rate on surety hoods, and 16
matter
be""Ens C0111111OHNO
O
of obtaining lower primes for
ha
ii
.
low the same rate on s.utornobile habonds and
with companies other than the Interteat there has been tie desire
batty!
on the
national Fidelity Insurance Compa
part. of the Mayor to obtain lower
ny,
rim es
Decli
ned
Speci
doing
al
business in Boston, and has
Rates
IS significantly shown by the tes'imonv
received from two of them quotati
of Mr. NVIlliain J. J-Tobbs. vice'
- "On March 29, 1917, i received
ons
the which chow that on
-president
• liability Insurance
Ifollowing reply:
and comptroller of the Boston &
Maine
on city automobiles end
1.'International Fidelity insurance
,eilroad, and by the practice of
the city
Co, city buildings their rates elevators in
cf New York.
are much less
"'Jersey City, N. J.
than the Manual rate.
"'Mr James M. Curley, Mayor,
"Mr. Hobbs testified that the Boston
"The names of the Iwo
& Maine railroad had a class of em"'Boston, Mass,
whieh are wilting to quote companies
"'Dear Sir---11"e are in receipt of
ployeea that have to do with receiv
rates for
your
ing
letter of the 26th, and beg to advise the City of Boston and County of Sufand disbursing ntoney; that from time
busine
folk
ss
loner
than
that at times we d ISCOU Ht. confer
Hie 51anual
to time contracts were given in difference rates are the General
rates, hM the bonds for the city
Accident Fire
ent bonding companies for the placing
of Bea- and (Ate Assuentice
ton are large, and it would
tIorper
of Rush bonds; that when these conation, lit
be neves- Post Office Square,
,
,izry for OS to obtain reinsu
tract* wens about to expire he, would
, and the
rance. I Great Eastern CasualBoston
ty Compan
henna we question whether we could be
ask for bida :from the different corny, 71
Kilby street. Bozeon.
of aceistance to you In allowing
nettle'. and that the oont,
..act covered
the
""fhe commission, howeve
lower rate. as several con-conference
r, fecie that
a paled of MAW y years.
insurance on City of Boston
compan
7r,.
ies
..f.4
vi
thseil,,
han.
automoblieo
„
dedionfar
tzolve
ve
r: and owelevators in city
,
Diiis 1.-:-“vcred ilatz.
buildings sho'ia .
I
.would be very glad to carry:.youS:bonda cease and that the pellet's now al;
I "In 191S, tenement this wseitee eourse
this Cite preeeete elesele
%see,. meen

r.-14i,i; 'Commission

MAYORS REPLY

0-

11e,y , - ii ae they expire. This lee
true in toe
ease of city automobiles and
elevators,
for even in vest of accidents
there is
no financial liability on
the city with
one possible exception.
the City of New York andFurthermore,
other large
buseneee corporations do not insure
tneir automobiles.
.

NO Reason for Refusal
"'The
commiselon
has
conferred
meantime with another bonding COMpany, l'nited States Guarantee
tinny, which is outside the Towner
rating system, hut this company after
communicating with the National Surety
Company, cieelined to take the City
of Bretton business.
"'The commission cannot understand
the attitude of the International Insurance Company and the United Staten
' Guarantee Company in declining to underwrite the bonds of city employees,
but proposes to ascertain if possible,
the reasons of such declination.
"'Respectfully submitted,
"'The Finance Commission,
"'By JOHN RI MURPHY,chairman.*
"With the exeeption of the commitnieation eubmitted by your board setting forth the fact that the city Was not
liable for automobile accidents and elevator accidents, and with which opinion
the former corpoiation rouneil did not
agree, and which nevertheless
accepted. I have had no further communications from your body, other than
the summons to attend the recent public political gatherings held at the room
of the school committee on MRSOn
street, and staged in the interest of my
principal opponent. in the present mayoralty contest.
Allowed Policies to Lapse

•
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t
absolutely Bile same. No
received by the broker is
Paid by the city, the cotttre commission
1
being paid by the comparY•
t.:(3 1/ 3 0 lqi
"I shall direct at oncle the
budget
commissioner to compile' estimates of
bonds required, so far as it Is possible
Inc iMii t., anticipate th_ same. cover, ing the fiscal year of 191t-1919 and ad, rertise for bids thereon, ut
confess,
The following statement was issuea
after the absolute failure )of the Flnanca
by Andrew J. Peters last night: "I &6
Commission to secure lover
lo
rates 9,nd
vocate the adoption of two laws which
, the absolute failure of th.ct investigation
would make hereafter all city emplueeeI to disclose where lower rtes might be
free. First, an ordinance or law to proobtained, despite two years of
research.
hibit the circulation of norilnation Pahat I take this step %glen a realizapers or petitions for nomination by civil
tion that it will be as frriitless, as far
service employees for any candidate for
as the City is concerned. as the in.public office, at least during office hours,
vestigation itself has be.
and the prevention of said circulation
"Very truly yours,
by any person in any public building Of
(Signed)
"JAM ES' M.'CURI.EY,
the city of Boston.
"Mayor."
' "The adoption of such an ordinance
at once weakening the power of the
City Hall organization, leaves the etnployee in a position where he woeld, nqt be obliged to refuse his signature,
. as many would have liked to heve done
11 the present campaign, and leaves
him a free agent.
"Second, the adoption of a law along
tile tines of the federal statute, which
erevents the assessment of civil service
iemployees as a meant, of financing p0;his
t hehafs
ede
eh
re_
btele
an gt
years
iSIA'Ativi':rnment, and )
from my experience in
the Treasury Department, I recognize
I its justice and fairness. These two laws
' will do much to release the city em(p.o
lon'3d
•eip
tisorfr
.om
their present unhappy
Boys.
ain
would
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REFUSE ENDORSEMENT

"T did, however, as your comonesioe
lute been instructed, direct all department. heads to allow policies now in
Boston Circrrien in Russell Club
te em. and also not to reisur
e
n
automobiles or elevators.
it Is OA •
Decline tc Back Mayor Curley's
ceedingly unfortunate that an investiCampaiga
— Dorchester Demo.
getiert covering a period of nee rly two
Tam Deering, head -worker of the
Years, and representing an expenditure
House,
Neighborhood
,
Jamaica
Plain
Ltatic
Worker
Will Support
of the taxpayers' money in witness fece
in a statement issued last night, deconstable meex, stenograph•erf tens and
Mayor
the
other experses, in the aggregate about clared that Mayor Curley is either unDOl'elleSt"r DellIOC,r. tic N7orkers'i last
$2v,000,
e'ddition to cieneurning the
fair or misinformed when be charges night adopted
time of department timployeesi In an
the slogan, "Win 4r1t4J
that the NeighbOrhood House has any Curiey,.' at a meeting at the
teen larger sum, should leave beengerMayor
mitted to continue, when the simple financial interest in having the city ex-I
Cnriey campaign headquarters in the
recommendation
containied
in
the
lengthy document made public today tend the present. Carolina avenue play- Scollay building, Scoliay 'goners. Rep-I
would have been readily adopted, mid
resentatives from
ground to Lee street.
three
Dorchester
the request been received.
wards, the 17th, 18th and 20th, attended.
'The most enlighteninte reason for
The workers decided unanimotesly to
NO SITE SUGGESTED
this prolonged and expenenve Investigasupport the Mayor's candidacy for retion is found in the corninission's adthe
director
of
no
and
officer
"No
' 1111Sbani.
election, and voted to place a large
renort, that Neighborhood House owns or has any
during the years 1910 and 1914 the Mas..“4"S Curley banner outside the club rooms
sachusetts Bonding * 'Miura-nee Corn- Interest In the lane in
at time
1." Hamilton
peny obtained a large amount of the Mr. Deering.
streets. Couneinor-elect Lewis R. Belk
eity's business. Commisieioneir Morri"The 600 boys who marched to the
son of the Finance Conirbission 14 adliven, Patrick H. MaCue, president
of
presented a petition
mittedly a stockholder in the Massa- Mayor's home
the club: John Hay, Robert H.
Willcox.
chusetts Bonding & Inteurance Com- which urged that Ward 22 be granted I
Jamee7s1
and
pany, from
the business In ques- 'additional play'space at once.' 'No par- '1
lzifaq,:YC".04
Of the many letters"fiern vartbuo *LW'
tion was diverted eubsequ,eni
1911.
leeetae land was indicated. The local
tions of the city tendering support
to
high school boys have to go a long die..
Ties to Deceive Public
Mayor Curley it *ilk; Ica fa:: the :Filmtrite another ward to practice
tame
•
"The commission attempts to do.
sell Club, the organization formed of
play their games. Agassiz Grainceive the public by citing ,rates obtained and
Boston's 'ire fighters, to balk when the
mar School. Leo XIII. and the high
hy the Boston & Maine nailroad Com.1 proposal was made to endorse the
school and other schools are situated"! Mayor. Because of the
fact that the psay as lower than thotve obtained by
Mayor had signed the
close together. It Is desired by all con"one-clety-off-iin.,
the city. The commission well knows
three" ordinance for the firemen it
cerned that a playground centrally lowan,
that rates depend entiriMy upon the
believed that they would be solidtrbecieted and agailable for their lice be sehind
classification of the emplOyeee who are
cured. As to the exact location the
i
her;be
matter was put up Le" the
to be bonded, and the alistInction bePlanning Board and Mayor can deterhowever, it developed that
'Contween railroad employees- and city emgressmen
Tague and Gallivan also
mine.
had
friends among thq firemen. The
ployees Is too clear to require further
en"The
gives
Itra
letter
in
Mayor
the
Lis
dorsement faileo to develop
argument. The rate for O'ity employees
pression that the Marcella street play- '
is absolutely uniform a,hd recognized
g,-eund is in our district. It is another
by -all surety companies.
ward, Ward 15, and is nearly two milea
"It la also common krowledge that
distant from the schools above menthe fact that a broker intervenes he.?
tinned.
• , ee,a. the ieiv and the chamany carry"We regret that Mrs. Curley was aning the Ineurance does ye.e.e.ei. the ettee I
Tae children who gathered
ysi
f no broker
tin additional penny.
around her auto were girls
geLlier
handled the business a‘eirl the same
bystanders. They were not a part of
were done directly het gween the city
oarade."
the
I
e r.te
and the Insurance cotemt 0
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TELL CURLEY.
TO STICK TO
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I !Ivan' sUpporter WAS willing to pu t WW 1
In real money that ' the congressman
mould be a candfdate had Its effect.I,
' Penis sttil ill kolitro,,Rod by the raayaiTtif
lieutenants, however, that Congressman!
'Vacate will lea. candidate. One Of the
licotenents, asked why this doubt exist-I
-ti, said that some of the men in the
eatiroLessman's district, who supported,
!Ifni 'nab tiongrerit., RP" llot supporting
bite for mayor. The Tague men saY :
doubt is a -thild of desperate hope.
, Mayo t'urle; visits his headquarters
doily at 3 I'. St John li'. McDonald, 11Th
manager, receives
rum vol-.
'Ii III Agit
delegate. it , l', Al. and after.,
..... ,

Gallivan and 1 ague Believe They, Gallivan Repies
qta

nr:

to Curley Charge

opiegacricAnnwirnii, intitji.,-metircm,.i
gross that he is doing all in his power :
to bring about those (Menges and he
has given assurance that this matter
will be adjusted to the satistaction or
ever:,enc,
'when I am alerted mayor I shall not
,.1,--am., i„ ,,,,,y buslitesa where the influence of my great office can be used
against men conducting legiitmate (alterprisen.
aft fa my alto to encourage the bust-' i
ness interests of itostoa to deal with the,
city so that the city may benefit bY
fair and impartial competition.
'There will lie no inner circle of contractors reaping large profits through
special privilege.
"I will see to \it that: employes of the
eity are guaranthed their rights to frog

Candidate Gallivan issued- the it4low- tell them to vote. Moreover, it won't
statement today: In the inoroing be necessary under my administration
, to secure the enactment of any special
papers Mayer Curley is reported as
• •
.1.1\1
• t.—
I/ • Mg spoken at. a personally conducted laws or ordinances to mull this guerilla•
the Dudley Theatre, yes- tec, I'll see to that:myself
flog-raising
quote the following
lerday afternoon.
'Our departments must be brought to
tr at emen t from me Herald as having , the highest point of efficiency' possible
him.
been uttered by,
and I know that can be done by en'Gallivan and 'Demo voted for the eouraging the city employes rather than
conscription bill, they vdted for war and by coercing Iltern,
they voted to go into your home and
"There should he no municipal exMayor Curley's attack on Dv^ of his phi: 'your only sons Will send them to ! travagance, even to help favorite con;Want
they
to
quit
be!
now
and
tractors or those s- icing political jobs."
.mgressrnart Fren•sa
I. ,opponents for mayor,
fere the alien slacker is made to do his
'ague and Gallivan, for alleged failure
rt
to weal,: for the peaesge of an alien ren-Des that statement I hereby, as con44eription 1,111 after voting for the seler- gressman of the United States publicly
ttve conscription measure, was regarded brand the mayor of Boston with caidi-:
tion.
.ttrienly place him in the same!
todsy at both the Gallivan and Tague
"lass with Maa.f or 'Thompson of Chicago.'
headquarters as showing
Life notorious ant! American.
'That tne mayor is endeavoring to
"t further place upon hint the stigma
arouse opposition to Gallivan and Tag-tie, of ha,eing circulated the stories in the
early stagts of my campaign tcr,which
Pot so much because et' the alien conreferted in my opening speech in South
scription agitation, but because they Boston, three weeks ago.
"On that occasion
said that!I hoped
voted for the selective, conscription bill.
That the mayor is endcavoring to dis- for the good name- of Boston that
slimy bellied serpent known throughout
tract attention from local issues.
the wend as "German propaganda"
That the mayor is early showing con- Would nit
have its loathsome t
CPI'll ever the caedidames of the two traced into the mayor's office at CO:
fongr.7Tsmen
•
Tius-ithY
invited the mayor to make an open
Gallivan campaign. and Jeseph Kane. statement to clarify the atmosphere.
chairman of the Tague campaign com- : His first utterance on the subject is one
mittee, pc.nted out briefly today that :he made _yesterday when a.dmisstori was
Congress has adjourned and that the by card and when no reporters were
passage of an alien conseription
supposed
to be present. .
,,
favored by both Tague and Gallivan,
Intended to conduct a municipal
ava; halted at the request of the state campaign, but the mayor's attack forces
Mtiyor (i rt, vai frfice was a condepartment, because of treaty oblige.-: me into the national field.
(11'y 0111,1Y.
It was his 43d
Gallivan
complica tions
and
ions
"As to aliens being drafted for service
1,11.11)(tri y, :1116 heads of departments
efigress for the
made an address in
I wish to inform the mayor that Con- .
aml intimate frienrls. vied with one
conscription of ,)lierts jest before an- gressman Ciallhatit intreduced the first
1 ati 11,,r ill Sending enormous bounouncing his candidate'.
bill in CongresS
liPC011l Nish thin requet, of chrysanthemums or Amer!.
May Mean Anti-War Issue.
cari Beauty roses, and both in some
cues.
Mr. Kane said that the ntayor has de.
his
right
•band
off
Besides the flowers, tire mayor recut.
flaredhe would
ceived the following gifts: Pale blue
before voting for conscrintiori alihougn
•ra vat, 11'0111 ma anu mre. A. it.
he is on record in iavor et untvereat
Werner: illustratad volume or "Vanmilitary training.
r'ongresernan
'Tague,
one
cf
the
-be.,
t!
11;111s and
Cathedrals
of
'rhe big, question raised by the mayor's
?Trance" til!klwards), from the Tarneltacks was whether it indicates that four" candidates for mayor or I3ostoti.
IT1710
(
:trident work en "Tbe
he intends to appeal for the support of epoke to a gathering of frevetal
Mesie,..) War," 'from Lowell M.
man who are not in sympathy with the. persons this afternoon In Pemberton
Mu ham; meerschaum pipe elabortete:- of Tague end Gallivan on the war square. Tt was the, first OPPtt air speeelt
by
any
of
chief
the
candidates.
Tagil,
ately
ea I'Ve(1 in semblmice of It Ta.rueonseript ion.
s
tai m 1. Tun s- r,r
Will:
,,
bcfore
• • -,,
2,2alae..piece.
1)1,iio,,ted their willingness to me.et thi; ChaTiesto'ivit•
and Mrs. Walter J. Grosvenor,
Fre replied 1° 1 hT attack innde
ti•oy et. on lids ground, and it would not,
SI Ma,w C. Brush, president of the
ta. surprising should one or both of thern lll,ayor Curley ymsterda.y regarding the ,
action
of
Congress
on
the
subject
of
what
Rost
on
',nova red railway; Daniel If.
frankly
to
mayor
say
hallenge
the
t
folio-cap, !
coalley, Mr. and Mrs. Edward c,
he would have done had he been a, mem- eonscripting, aliens. Ills address
propfletors of the Copley.
ber of Congress when these meaeures
"Some criticism has -been made by ! "laza, and Me, and Mrs. James
P being considered.
one
of
the
mayor
candidates
for
of
the
Doyle
were
among the donors of
Gallivan's neat campaigat
alit be naade in Bloomfield Ball, attitude of Congress tit the matter of
flowers.
the
Si,
drafting
of
aliens:.
there
that
Patrick Powen, to whom the mayer
Lierelierter. Wednesday evening.
may be no misleading of the people and
stated he was obliged le grant a
The a mitew .1. Peters campaign work- In order to repudiate the
,un-Americense
for a moving pictere theateet'i
organization wt.rk
tr!, continued
can action of any candidate who et
In DorchcAer, despite flat protasti
today. Mr. Peters said that everyThing
„ tempts to make political capital of such
ot residents of the neighborhood, an
vatisfactorpy• Ilo
fill important question, I wish briey to
Mrs. Bowen vent a beautiful assorteated that /118 rvit enova'gn e°11ilm'''.?€
' say that, the acticm of Congress Wail lt
merit of chrysa taffeta)ums.
Iwo,- poi bp, announced until alter Dec. keemag with
the desires of the Pres'
Charles F. T.-Borden, treeeerer 'Dem. :!
definitely
be
known
who
ben it will
dent ot the United Stateit.
ocrefic state committee, sent ehrys.
the ?nal oralty candidates are.
"tTnder the treaties now in operation
between this country and ber ;I mes
; antheinums.
Child of Desperate Hope.
,Tohn Beek, the city 'eeal.eataf.4,4):,,,'
thil great war. we cannot draft. °Ilene
At Mayor (Turley's headquarters Con- into our army hud navy.
pert. and
Beek sent pink roe:tom •
ciaillvan's candidacy is now
. and eq.../
147$1fi f
Cla.1.-!
The
fact
that
a.
aceePled as a. fact.
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no attention to the busine.se and In The tette Or New York is able t-o obtain'
sift-metre, 1914, ceased to have connection
flat rate of 25 cents a hundred for ott
with it. Mr. Daly was aim) tseeeurer , its employes,
"It is submitted that the mayor of
,of the Democratic city committee.
In considerable dealt Is explained the Boston did not protect the interests of
appointment of Peter 3 Fitzge,aiti as the city with reference to the amount of
city aeont fee the National Surety Com- , money which should be paid to the bonds'
pany, the taking away of the Boston ;res company for placing bonds for the
territory 'Isom Obrion & Russell, who employes of the city of Tloston, which
had handled it for many years, and the duty any official of a mevato corpora
,
.
virat of' the exclusive Boston rights to lion would be charged with, and that he
Fitzgerald.
assisted Francis L. Daly. Peter .T.
"The testimony before the dnancc geraid and
Edwin P. Fitzgerald to force :
commission of the department he
the refer 3.
show that the mayor's office partici- business into the control of
Fitzgerald
pated largely in turning the, business of
rite commission believes that the
the employes' bonds to the re.egeraid
"I:lit Cie extent to which the par- bonding business of the city has been
ticipation was exercised Is markedly set monopolized for the benefit of one Insuremelt in the testimony of the City regie- ance agency of which Peter J. Fitzgerf ear. Edward W. McGlenen, and of City ald of Somerville is the nominal head,
and the mayor has disregarded the -in:Swifter J. Alfred Mitchell.
terests of the city in order to increase
On Mayor's Order.
the business of this agency,
"Mr. Meellenen testified that he
"The commission concludes, inasmuch
changed his department from the Mass. as a private corporation, the Bootee
Bonding & Insurance Co. to the Fitz- & Maine Railroad, and a municipal corgerald company because he got word poration, the city of New- Perk. have
from the mayor's office that Mr. ,Fitz- • obtained lower flat rates than those begerald was doing an insurance business. ing paid at present by the city of CçMn -Mitchell testified he charged from ton, that public competitive bidding
the Maine Bonding & Insurance Co. be- would result. in lower prices.
cause the mayor told him he would like
•erhat the mayor immediately set
have him eive it to the National abouZ. to arrange for a flat rate for
:Nift el Curley "failed to protect the
fidelity bonds for city of Boston eminterests of the city," according to the Surety Company.
the department heads who were ployes."
finance, rommission's first report on its jiliged to give surety upon bones tesThe report is signed by John R.
long investigation into Peter .T. Fitz- tified before the commission that they Murphy.ia 1_1 of MI,• AtInti
nfj! ease•
gerald'o alleged monopoly of the city had no dissatisfaction with the (libel mteetees
company. but they gave their bonds to
..
0
bending business.
Fitzgerald upon his request, as one of
If
This first report treats almost en- the witnesses stated (William P. Fowwith the bonding business iteele ler, chairman of the overseers of the
hut the scope of the hearing was wide poor), 'I got the impression that Fitzgerald was the man to go to—that other
most enlighie n:rig reason fun' this
and Included inquiry Mt° the business departments would change—that-it was
Prolonged and expensive ievestigation Is
and political relations of Fr.ancis L. desirable the t we should change."
The report quotes testimony of Mayor found in the commission's admission,
Daly, Mayor Curley's former plumbing
partner, and into other matters in Curley in which he declared "he Sup- contained in its report, that during the
which these two, together with Etiven posed employes of the city hed suffi- yeers 1910 and 1914 the Massachusetts
P. Fitzgerald, were interested. The cient intelligence it, know enough to Bonding & Insurance Company obtained
next section of the report is awaited bond with a friend of the administration. a large amount of the city's business.
That has always been a rule of the Commissioner Morrison of the finance
with interest.
city. If it was necessary to speak to commission admittedly is a stockholder
Quotes the Mayor.
them I had no hesitation in doing it. but in the Massachusetts Bond & Insitrence
The report just made is addressed to I don't think it was necessary to speak Company, from which the business in
question was diverted subsequent : to
to
them at any time.
Mayor Carley and the city council. It !
Q.--What do you mean "It 'wasn't 1914.
begins by quoting from Mayor Curtsy's necessary?" he was asked
"The commission attempts to deceive
A.—Persons
inauguration speech on Feb. 2, 1M4, as, Who are in the city service long enough the public by citing
obteined by
fames:
to he bonded usually can determine the Boston 3-, Maine Railroad Company
"Special privilege in any form In oh- ; what is best for their own interests and es lower than those obtained by the
•jectIonable and the removal of this! do.
city. Tim commission well knows that
cancer from the body politic must he
rates depend entirely epee the classificaBorfellne Business Booms.
undertaken at once, since the welfare
Statistics are quoted showing that in tion of the employes who ere to be bondof the entire community is paramOunt
1913 the National Surety Company, be- ed and the distinction between inilree.4
to the wishes or awelfare of any parfore the advent of the Fitzgerald:I into employee and city ersees,....,, is too clear
Heeler element of the community."
in
iurther argument. The rate
the business,
a single $50n1 sees:,
- "Within a month," the report de- with a Bostonplaced
.e.e ,,,,picese, compared for city employe is ebsolutely uniform,
clares, 'three persons, viz., Peter J.
and
recognized
by all surety companies.
.100 nonds
Fitzgerald. his son, lrele.'n r. ritz- amounting to by all other companies
"It is also knowledge that the, fact
$e08,000. In 1911, after
gereld. e.nd I',ancia L. Daly, at least the Fitzgerald entrance,
that n. broker intervenes between the
one of whom was close to him, became Surety Company got 102 the National eify and the company carrying the inbonds amountInterested in the formation of an ing to $784,000;
surance
does not cost the city an -addiall other companies got
agency for soliciting bonds of city of- 10 bonds amounting to
$192,000. In le15, dittonal penny. If no broker teanteed
(keels- and employes and for contractors the National company's
the
business
seed the Caine were done
business
who had contracts with the city of further to 17:1 bonds for $941,e.e.C,swelled (sweetly between the city and the
Insurwhile
'
Boston.an other companies Shared eight. boucle ance company, the rate would be abso- •
Francis Ts Daly is the brother-in-tee, iepresenting $52,000. In
same.
lutely
the
No commission re1916 the Na-'
Of Edwin P. Triteg.erald atai the son-in- limed ceinpany placed 182
bonds for ceived by the broker is paid by the city,
las. of Peter .T. Fitzgerald, father of i.ntr, of
entire
commission
the
being paid by the
bonding
and that he 111S Y I In V fl
:in Id Edwin, the report explains.
:felted the city treesurer, or city auditor, company.
It reviews the testesiony regarding lh
"I shall at once direct tile budget com'disposal of Peter leitzgtreers better and that.he is not positive that he did even missioner to eorifhile estimates
of bonds
,egg business In March. liet, and of Edrequired,
so far as it. is poseible for him
Finds Negligence
win's testimony regaeding the abandento anticipate the same, covering the fis"That the city of Bestou officials have
Inc of his law busintsis to engage in the
cal .year of 1918-1919, end advertise for
+ending and insurance business wi:.h his been extremely negligent in the matteil bids thereon; but L
confess, after the
of
limes;
obtaining lower prines for bonds an, absolute failure of the
fa thee It. con t
finance commisthat there hes been no desire on tit
secure lower rates and the abso
to
sion
Curley Becomes Partner.
part of the mayor fo obtain lower price
Daly line been for a num- is eignincantly shown by the testimony lute failure of the investigation to dis"Francis
close where lower rates might - be obL..
J. Hobbs, vits-president and tained despite two
ber of years in the piumbhig supply of
yerref of research,:
besiness. Itp to September, 1013, he car- eomptroder of the Boston & Maine rail- that I take itile step with a realization(
reed, who testified that he asked Ws
that it will be as fruitless, as far as this
Heti on the hominess -with one. Daniel P. from the die'erent, eompanies for
eine city is concerned, as the inveetigalkes
eallIvam.la. under the name Sullivan & ployes engaged in
receiving
and
disiburs1
itself has been."
Compatiy, but dissolved the part- Mg money, that re
1913 he placed his
nership on Sept. 2,- 1913. and carried on bonds with the Guaisnte Company ef
the 1 esti-less' under the name o!! Daly North America at 17
a hundred
from his and tusee tie
Supply Company. It appearstfreteees„„,
placed them with the Nee
testimony that in November.
Ilona! Surety Co. ,at 20 cents
hsndred,
Cfnere 1.e.e.ame a nominal partner, the latter through °brier, & Ittisasel.
The
no money into!. city of Boston .pays from
hot that Mr. Curley put
26 to 40 senta
no money out, gavel a hundred,
the business, took
Gmcordluir t .the Dosituot, •

FAILED TO
GUARD ',PITY'S
INTERESTS
•
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Finance Commisfiic,ii Brings'
Charge Against Mayor in i.
Bonding Statement.
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nomioeuitemel did' hot stegrlia, - she i Fitzgerald of Somerville is the
ens the Mayor has dierewelch nevertheless I af.•^,oPted, I have' n„!
city Ir.
--- ------°'
had no further communications free: garded
the interests of the
tee. eneernenti
of this
Your body, afeSer man
order I.) Inereata the bialness
to attend the recent public political
trell..Y. Commission concludes,. Mae:gatherings held it the room of the '
'Teo
School Committee on Mason st., and much as a private corporation, the B.
corporaprincipal
my
of
interest
the
staged in
& M. road, and a municipal
opponent in the present mayoralty am, the City of New York, have ob.
.1 ,. . . 1
those be—
contest.
tallied lower flat rates than
your Commission
by the
Recommends Flat Rate for "I did, however, as direct
ing paid at the present timecompetlall departhas been instructed,
that public
ri , City of Boston,
policies tcw )
lower!,
City Employees—Mayor
ment heads to allow
tive Molding would result in
force to lapse and also not to reinsure prices.
that 1
Is Censured
t
automobiles or elevators. It is ex"The Commission recommends
.... i
ceedingly unfortunate that an investi- the Mayor immediately set about to 1
gation covering a period of nearly two arrange for a flat rate for fidelity
!
Years, and representing an expendi- bonds for the City of Boston em- 1
CHARGES NECESSARY
ante of the tax payers' money in wit- ployees.
FACTS WITHHELD wee fees, constable fees, stenogra- "The employees of the city received j
.
istelyitortiti.
ec
eirw
itlerhel
t,wes
attlein
phers' fees field other expenses, in the d
tliiieecitnifyoT
aggregate about $30,000, le addition to
of department em- nish surety on their official bonds
Curley Makes Public Copies of consuming the time larger
sum, should through the agency of Peter J. FitzPleYeee in an even
have been perauttea to continue, gerald. The ether surety Companies
Correspondence With Inwhen the simple recomniendatlon con- which had heretofore furnished surety
surance Company
I Lined in the lengthy document made ' on their bonds, and egainst whom
publio today would have been readily)there were no complaints, were ;liven
the
I . li*L
adopted, had the request been received. up arid the departments secured
"The r .oat enlightening reason for National Surety Co. as their surety.
The Finance Commission hes'tssued
"The amount of business for which
investithe first of its report:: concerning thethis prolonged and expensive
the
gation is found in the Commission's the city of Boston contracts in
bonding hearings, in which it criticises admiesion, contained in its report, that , i matter of furnishing bonds to eta emthe attitude of Mayor -Curie,' reteral- during the years 3910 tine 194 the I 1 Ployees varies from year to year, but
of the amount of the bends
leg the bonding of city employees and Massachusetts Bonding and Insurance the table
the and the premiums paid- bv,,the city
of
amount
large
a
obtained
Co.
patrunage
recommends that he immediately set
city's business. Comma Morrison of shows the estent of the
about atranging a flat rate for fidelity the Finance Commission is admittedly . which may lie granted. These Pala
only a small
bonds for the employees. The Mayor a stuck holder in the Massachusetts ments, however, represent
Part of the patronage, for it is the
and
Bonding
Insurance
which
from
Co.,
between
correspondence
has given out
which bring
the business in question was diverted bonds on city ecntracts
himself and the Commission, In which subsequent to 1914.
in the large returns.
that in 1913
he says that he will direct advertising
"The Commiesion attempts to de- i "The tableal so shows
the National Surety Co. had one bond
for bids on such bonds. He expresses aeive the public 'oy citing rates ob.
. for $50,000 and all other companies 169
the opinion, however, that this actien I tamed by the Boston &,Maine R.R. Co. .ho
nds for $908,000, the premiums
,
the
by
lower than those obtained
"will be as fruitless. as far Els the city !aE,
,eunting, to $3082.86: that iit 1914
,
that
The Commission wal4S4T!
[the National Surety Co. had 102 bonds
Is concerned, as the investigation itself oit-5a
Madelieriii eiitiely upon the classifi- for $784,000, and all other companies
has been.'
The Commission takes the position fcatioie ef tee employees who are to be 80 for $192,000, the premiums being
, the distinction beeweeia $3856.61: that la 1915 the Nationiti•
that the Mayor assisted Fra,ncls L. Aiondeee
,Daly Pater J. Fitzgerald and Edwin l' railroad eafd city employee:4 le too clear i Surety Co. had 179 bezels for $542,000„
eight for $62,P. Fitzifereid to force business into the to require further argument. The rate and all other companies
being $3852.26, and
conata of the Peter J. Fitzgerald for city employees is absolutely uni-1000, the premiums
National Surety Co.
Agency." while the Mayor retorts re- a form and recognized by all surety that in 1916 the
had 182 bonds for $965,600, and all
ile '
'a
gartvng 'the recent public pnhit.Ica4 companies..
"It is also common knowledge that other companies seven for $42,000, the
gatherings neld at the room of the
the fact that a broker intervenes be-, premiums being $3617.82.
Etch nal Committee, and staged in the;
; tween the city and the company earCurley's Influence
interest. of my principal opponent in i
rying at::e. additionalinsul nce doesn n
no
y, cost the _The
e
campaign."
Mayoralty
table illustrates the influence
1 the present
city
The Commission declares that the:
lf "of the Curley administration in create
!
yker handled the business, and
the, ing a monopoly of the bonds of thd
Investigation, which has been going on; Hreaw
ett
nd
eheoin
ne directly between the ;,c..y
employees in the National Surety
since December, 1915, "has taken a;
eurance company, the
s. .,
lotn
sn
iso
-Tiim
.
of which Peter J. Fitzgerald was
u
Coz
.:e ,...‘
ti
Co..
rst. ......
. l.nri_a_n
longer period
rate would be absolutely the same.
c
. es., agent. Nothing more is needed to
e:
;....
.,, saeeeraese ra,..,...
have aeen thrown in the path of the i broker is paid by the city, the entire 3110W tuu Pa""
""°'-a
another—than
to ----investigat1nx1 by elify• ' taSidl.
elE. whet eommission being paid by the earn- from one company
reading of these figures. It line been
were unwilling that facts necessary; pany.
..
claimed teat under previous adminis.
for a. complete investigation should: "I shall direct at once the budget
s,notably under the immediatc
ration
sed."t
•
disclo
.
to
commissioner
compile
of
estimates
be
of Mr. Curley, pattieulat
The explanation is made that the bonds required, so far as it is pop- predecessor
were favored by varinta
niveetig-aier ...s bronteeneet to in- sible for him to anticipate the same, companies
end tent during the years
elude the connection of Mayor Cur- covering the liecal year of 19ts-4919,- Mayors
the Massachusetts Bonding
ley with the Daly Plumbing Supply and advertise for bids thereon, but I 1910-1914
Insurance Co. obtained a latge
Co. and the formation of the Oak- eonfese. after the absolute failure of- and
mount Land Co The present report the Finance Commission to secure. amount of the city business.
-The Commission does not contend
Is therefore only the first of several lower rates. and the absolute failure
and deals merely with the bonding of of the investigation to disclose where that .this is not true, but it fails to
lower rates might be obtained, de- agree that a bad precedent should he
City eniployees.
maencotnotirntatatslyonstertnI;
spite two years of research, that I
Mayor Gives Opinion
take this step with a realization that illflerttlieerasodleiveflooln
The Mayor gives copies of his cor- it will be as
It
has
petrone.ge.
learned, moreover,:
fruitless, as far as the '
respondence with the Commission and city is
concerned, as the investigation that while much business of the city
the International Fidelity Ilisuranee ; itself has been."
employees'
bonding
went to the Masi
Co. and then explains his opinion of
sachusetts Banding and Insurance Co.
Commission Report
the whole investigation.
during the above years set forth, the
"With the exception," says he, "of
"The Commission believes," says business was brought to the Messetthe communication submitted by your the report, "that the bonding bust- ehusctts Bonding and Lawrence
Co.
the
that
forth
fact
the
board setting
by variaas agents and that no one
ac- ness of the City of Boston has been
Clay was not liable for automobile and.
monopolized for the benefit or ono
il ,, ,,smalcidentsi.
r
nod.,,,ZvAltd;
9
.w4.
isehnta
e
wld
C--efieteeseed /ate fe
ja a lief
insurance tigetICV. of which Peter J.
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Noki - ig-(9
of all &he

declared
"In his speech the Mayor
which was accepte of Con1-r,•
EM1351U,41C0
lii
ed, and subsequently, July, 1917, this
for office
business.
gress should be a candidate
th
"It has been claimed by the Mayor comp...H y reseesa the aseettpt nod enMa COHIPaing
a
until
him
'against
that because he favored Peter 3. Yitz- tered into a contract with the B. &
Passed," said
was
aliens
of
*ailing
gerald's agency, the city of Boston M. road for 18 cents a hundred. AuCong. 'rogue.
did not suffer therehy, but the Com- cording to the testimony of air.
un-American ut"As between such
miselon submits that such a state- Hobbs, the number of employees
and the truly.
Mayor
the
by
terances
bonded was 1100 on bonds varying
ment is not borne out by the facts.
and services of
utterances
patriotic
I
"It Is quite evident from the testi- from $500 to $50,000 and the total
he President of the United States,
mony that no attempt Was made on amount of liability that the National
Woodrow Wileon.
with
stand
to
prefer
knows, as
the part of Mr. Curley, or any other Surety Co. assumed was $1,361,000.
"The gayor of Boston
"The city of New York is able to
official, to secure any reduction in
should know, that
official
public
evety
the prices that the city of Boston was obtain bonds for all its employees
hap no
the House of Reprcasntatives
obliged to pay a bonding company. with a surety company at a flat rate power to interfere with treaties beThe price that was asked by the Na- of $.25 a hundred. '
America and the Allies. He also
"Furthermore, the Finance Com- tween
Presitional Security Co. was based upon a
or should know, that the
knows,
system called a Towner system, -Which mission was able to obtain from the
of State have
Secretary
the
and
dent
for
purported to be a rating for different agent in Boston of a reputable insurconscientiously
been working
locations and for different positions. ance company an offer to underwrite
about conditions
bring
to
months
This system is only a guide, and is the city of Boston bonds at 20 p.c.
to put
which would enable us either
elastic if agents desire to make It so. less than the Towner rating system;
army or compel
own
our
into
aliens
It further appeared from the tes- but for some mysterious reason the
their
them to serve "seder the flags of
timony of the mayor that in the mat- company later declined the bonds. It
nations.
own
during
• ter of furnishing bonds, he is the final i is also significant that still another
• "The Mayor knows also that
Judge as to the amount of money to company was found by the Pinunce
while the
Congress,
of
session
last
the
be paid to a surety company for the Commission which quoted rates outat- .
House of Representatives was
furnishing of bonds to employees. side the Towner rating system, but
slacker bill,
alien
an
pass
to
tempting
The only inquiry that he made was to this company, after communicating
President and the Secretary of
ascertain it there was a uniform rate with the National Surety Co., declined. I the
appealed to Congt ess to defer
of bonding and that he may have to take the city of Boston business." " State
action until the Decemter seeslon.
asked the city treasurer, or city
Congress,:
assured
The President
auditor, hut ho Is not positive that
through the Secretary of State, that'
be did 'even that. No inquiry was
as
II
the matter would be adjusted at that
nuule as to -the cost in other cities, as
lie
liatS
ito;
time.
for instante, New York City, or the
"I am surprised that any man th
1111'1141%
MIMI IA IA
cost to corporetione for such bonds.
, these ...rucial times should give Veil'.
"The City of Boston pays froin
in'
'to seditious utterances even when
$.25 to $.40 a hundred, according to the
pronounced display cf
His
rage.
a
AuCity
the
Thus,
covered,
Position
the -.'crge.
fpgLo 4111 „nger, which approached
ditor pays 1.30 a hundred, the city
madness, may have been due to thc
treasurer and the city collector pay
;;;t)
sis
tact that only a few hours before a
$.40 a hundred while some of the emsent by him to rry home
delegation
Poor
the
of
Overseeing
the
of
je,s
had heea told by tne in emphatic terms
department, the Public Works dethat I am in the mayoralty tight
partment and the Scildiers' Relief dethe finish, aud that I will be electel"
partment pay $.35 a bundled.
At a patriotic gathering of the
''it may be added in passing that
Tammany Club at the Dudiey So
the risk which a surety company
Theatre, Roxbury, yesterday after- :
takes on City of Boston bonds is an
44.5
t't
S
taa
noon, Mayer Corley was the principal
!
exceedingly safe one because there
he tao.l patriothave been no sefaleations for many
Mayor James ii., Curley, at a patri- speaker, and while
t,ears, except in one case, on the part otic rally and flag-raising in Mayer-- ism for the most part, he did not lose
the opportunity to fire some shot into I
of any employees of the City of BosBoston, yesterday after- his opponents' trenches. He said lii
ton who have given surety bonds to ick sq., East
i
noon, took.. opportunity Ito criticise pa'rt
the city.
patriotism.
talking
about
go
"We
Congressmen Tague and Gallivan for
Official Negligence
I ask you, my friends, in this hour of
their positions in Congress in
leaving
officials
Boston
of
ratriotistuak is not a true potriot
"That the City
the midst of war difficulties to wage • man who accepts service a here he
; have been extremely negligent in the
can serve America and the allied nathe Mayoralty campaign here.
imatter of obtaining lower prices for
tions? The wealthy men are giving
facing,
are
we
as
such
crisis
a
"In
!bonds and that there has been no
of their wealth, the mothees are givthese men should be at their positions ing of their hearts' blood. The solI desire on the part of the Mayor to
said the Mayor. dier that leaves his post in the hour
!obtain lower prices is significantly in Washington,"
,lassod as a traitor. What
at.o.y
teem momentous
has
Presment
.
"The
William
of
testimony
!shown by the
you say to the Congressmen who
vill
his
of
n
Congressme
S. Hobbs, vice-president and comp- • months, and the
veted for conscription and stand
Capitol ready to leave Congress before the
troller of the B. & M. road and by own party are neetied at the
the liness"
the practice of the City of New York. to vote on the war measures. These alien slacker is Nt in
recognize my duty. I had an
"I
&
B.
law,
the
draft
that
the
selective
for
testifled
voted
men
"Mr Hobbs
offer of $25.000 a year to take the
nowt 1),.,
of o t
M. road had a class of employees; which affects only the American boy,
tamin
now
remain
•
should
they
and
and
receiving
with
do
that have to
Poston and I refused. If I had aedif- stress until a law has been passed that eepted it it we lid have carried more
to time contracts were given to
the alien slacker and home nee, 4hie..) I enjoy, but my duty
the would reach
for
companies
ferent bonding
make him do his bit for America.
is in the Mayer's chair, and with your
when
placing of such bonds, that
"The Democratic Congressmen who
can go to stay there.
expire, want to resign from Congress are. de- Lein .I
to
about
were
contracts
these
"The man who has served three
I
If
a
were
the
President.
years in the Treasury Department
he would ask for bids from the dif- serting
ferent companies and that the con- member, I should cut off my right now stnnds as a candidate for Mayor
tract covered a period of many years. arm before I would leave Washington at a time when more money at
course without doing all in my power to cchandled by the treasury time ever ht,
"In 1913, following this usual
bonds with core the passage of a law which would the
history of thv couniry. If Peter
of proccdtire, he placed his
America
North
-make the aliens do what our Ameri- wants to serve, the way to do
the Guaranty Co., of
it is for
hundred
a
cans are doing."
to go back to his old jab Olathe
at a rate of 17 cents
in July, 1916,
Cong. Tague, who also spoke at the Treasury Department; then be
,t; term of three years;
will t.e
contract being about to expire, rally, was quick to issue his reply to doing good."
ss
I
from other Corm.; the foregoing statement by the Mayor,
he railed for bids
ponies; the National Surety Co., hi which he antes that "the turning
of a patrietia gathering into it politica!
through the office of O'Brion
nn"
submitted a bid of 20 cents a hun- rail"
_
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.Congressmen Should Be at
Washington on Their
.

. Tr?4N.fc RiP9? - 10
((///,
the !WO Is dry. in addition, James
CALLS CUR LEY SEDIT!OUS the
Socialist candidate, has 9.000 or more.
TAGUE OPENS CAMPAIGN

Gallivan Classes-Rim with Mayor
Thompson
--Tape Also Refers to Un-American
X. A.

•

Createis

Favorable Impression at Initial
Outdoor,Speech in Pemberton Square—
Replies to Mayor Curley

-Fur that statement I hereby, as a seine
greeeman of the United States publielYS
brand the mayor of Boston with sedition.
Openly place him in the same class with!
Mayor Thompson of Chloige.
"I further place upon hire the etigine et
having circulated the stories in the early
stages of my campaign to which I referred
In my opening speech in South °sten, three
weeks ago.
'n that occasion I said that I hoped fig
the good name of Boston that 'German.
Propaganda' would not have ite loathsome
trail traced into the mayor's office at City
Hall.
"I invited the mayor to make an open ,
statement to clarify the atmosphere. HIS •
first utterance on the subject is the one
he made yesterday when aderileeion wad
by card and when no reporters were supposed to be present.
"In bitended to condnet •a municipal
campaign but the mapor's cowardly and
seditious attack forces me into the eational

Congressman Pater F. Tague made the
inital outdoor speech of his campaign early this afternoon in Pemberton square, and
was given a cordial greeting by a large
of business
Smare
Alien crowd that included a number
f
Under
His brief address
and professional men.
was given plenty of applause.
Slacker Charges
Congressman Tague created a favorable
He did not make use of perimpression.
sonalities beyond stating that he stood'for
in
Now
Much
Campaign
Quicker
the setting aside of personal ambition and
greed, in favor of a concerted movement to
Pace
place Boston where it belongs in the corninerve of the country.
He also replied to field.
eas to aliens being drafted for service,
That Mayor Curley made a very serious Mayor Curley s statement that the con- T wish to inform the mayor that Congresspolitical mistake in his nag-raising speech- gressman should not be campaigning for man Galilean intiodused the lint hill In.
es of Sunday in denouncing nis opponents, the mayor's office at a time when his ser- Congress to accomplish this result.
Mr. Tagus
Congressmen James A, Gallivan and Peter vices ate needed4elnewhere.
"Even after President Wilson and SecreF. Tague, as legislative "alackers" by vot- told his aultence that not only did Mayor tary Lansing had requested the Committee
very
when
that
sought
thing
do
he
Curdey
ing for the conscription bill and then wantMilitary Affairs to report adversely en
his present office, but that he continued ! on
ing to quit "befere the anesi slacker is
the hill because of treaty obrigationsi;wh'idt
I
some
salaries
drawing
until
two
pressure
made to do his part," is generally admitin America's relations with the world .17e
Tague requested a ir
was. brought to bear.
ted In political circles today.
not yet treated as 'scrape of paper,' I made
own
i
a
as
perusal
his
record
of
careful
Congressman Gallivan, in a red-hot statea speech on the bill trying to devise sotmi
ment, brands the mayor with sedition 'and public servant by those who had doubts means to get the aliens into our Army and
puts him in the same class with Mayor as to his ae""•• and maelas zeleite2..ncee. Navy and for this I was attacked by tut:
Thompson of =cage. He aleo plasea upon He pledged himself tn hatter the Int of I very able members or 01; Coiiii.
;Mee
him the odium of having circulated stories, :city laborers if elected, and made referOtMe Military Affairs.
!
'the
thumbscrew of political power" as
to which he referred in his opening speech
"No cergressrnan from Massachusetts or
in South Boston, regarding German pro- : now applied.
in America evver handled so meny matters
speaking
Some
Tague,
criticism
has
been made by one
paganda.
Congressman
as have been taken care of by me sinse this
before a large audience in Pemberton the candidates tor mayor. of the attfe
war started. I am the only candidate in
stseare this noon, took occasion to remind es. of Congress in the matter of the draftthe mayoralty field who has pledged himthe mayor that the action of Conareee re- ticaliens," Mr. ,Tague sale. "So that
self to work, as mayor, tor the successful.
garding the alien in war was in keeping i-e may be no mrideeding of the people
and speedy conclusion of the war.
with the desire of President Wilson. He in Order to repudiate, the un-American ;
"I vot for war because the rights of haalso declared that any candidate who would
And I
Ion of any candidste who attempt:a to inanity called upon me to do so.
important
an
such
of
issue
make political
ke political capital of such an unportant propose to see It through.
question was nit-American.
"My election will put Bosten on the
cation, I wish tbrietly to say that the
The mayoral campaign is now on its
ton of latengreee wee in keeping with the fn of Democracy. It will settle, once end,
fourth week before election anti nas started
,ireg of the President of the United i-c:r all, the question of loyalty to the Presia
to -Nam: up. If it (leveinee
dent--a questa-al that has been answered lin
It's.
Present momentum it will be of whirlwind
Under the treaties now in operation he- the negative by the treasonable actions fir&
'Under
capacity shortly. Congressman Gallivan
the
in
Allies
her
and
speeches of Boston's unpatriotic, truleme.!
Pen this country
will force the fighting into Mr. Curley's
'at war, we cannot draft aliens into our credo and thoroughly unArnerican mayor."
candidates
other
territory, for none of the
rie and Navy. To change those treaties ,
know so much about the mayor's methods
the function of the President and the
others
the
of
none
and
t,e,
at City Hall as
act! States Senate. in consultation with
languege
of
command
a
vitriolic
has so
'Te.ontatives of Gm othm nations.
and also the desire to call the mayor's acts
'Preeident Wilson has informed Con of
enemy
an
is
Gallivan
Mr.
question.
in
Declares That a Candidatc Who Issues
that he is doing all in his power to
Mr. Curley, with all the intensity of the bring about these changes and lie him
Campaign Statements to Ilisrepreseal.
enmity shown by former Mayor Fitegerald. given assurance that this matter milt be
Mr. Tease and Mr. Peters have notimanl- adjuated to the sat left-talon of everyone. ' Conditions Is Unworthy to Be Mayor
tested open hostility, and in fact, they The President further requested Congrese
statraTirratr, that ihiaioiiresent
have had no estrangement with the mayor. at i.ne last seedon not to interfere in the;
conditions were branded by Congressman
It daily grows more aparent that there matter.
contest.
fbe
Peter P. Tague, Candidate for mayor, who
"Utson this question, therefore, I stand
will be no withdrawals from
epolto at eeveral Opep-air meettnes itt sme.
Congressmen Gallivan and Tague have de- with him, confident that Woodrow Wilson
the
from
mayor
the
ton and Brighton last night, lle referred to
same
high
will perform his duty with Ihe
cided to "smoke out"
mayor, standard of public service that ha a charMayor Culley's testimony before the Fistart, and it is evident that the
acterized his handling of the war from the
ance Commission, in which the mayor
though having desired to limit ine
said
election, beginning."
hat people generally IladerStalid what campate's' to a short time before the
Mr.
defensive.
the
on
paign
placed
statements
are
been
and
has
therefore discount
their value.
Peters plans to begin his speechmaking
"Any man who in the present greet
campaign in ationt two weeks, first sitisoriels
friends in
of our country so far forgets his
fying himself that trustworthy
Calls Him Seditious and Reminds lEin es in attempt ro, mir,repreeent theplait duty
an parts of the city will look after details
situation
That He Introduced First Bill to Draft which confronts all of its, in the hope that
of organization. There is no denying the
he may rain political advantage
feet that Peters and Gallivan are "ceming
for
himAliens
' IJAI
NC)
self, is anvvorthy to he mayor of
feet" as candidates.
Boston,"
Mr. mastic said.
No papers have yet been taken out by
,Congressnan Gallivan issued the followRetrenchment was Mr. Tague's
Earnest E. Smith, the Republican, who.besubject.
ing niatement today:
He said other candidates tell of their
Heves that a Republican should enter tile
plans
"In the morning papers Mayor Curley is to. spend large sums of money
if elected, on
contest. Many inquiries are daily made at
Mr. Smith reported na having spoken at a personally. all sorts et enterprises. Such
whether
department
election
the
men, in Mr.
but the conducted flag-raising in the Dudley Toea- Tague's view, fail to
has deelelmi to enter the contest,
recognize the real
taiii- tire, yesterday afternoon,
quote the ft-- problem confronting the city.
clerk, have not seen bini suite rite
impression lowing statement from the Herald as havpaign began. it Is the common
decided to go in now he ing ,been uttered by him.
that if Mr, Smith
difficulty in securing tne
'"Gallivan end Tague mtssI for tile Con•
WOUld -fiud Much
Jtecesaary signatures. 14..fect,- there is a seription bill, they voted for war, and they
etroricbellef that he would fall as he railed voted to go into your :tome and nick Your
tur,-yeare ago. Mayor Curley, Congress- only sons and send them to France, and
now they want to t.tuit before the alien
IttensOlatiltralk. and Tague and Mr. Peters
liavse,eitottved nearly 50.0(b4) signatures and alackar iv made to do.Mz cart."
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OLD "MACHINE"

-(f ? •
"favorite son" appeal. -These three eandldates

Mr. Tague realizes tho force of the Curia?
suPport that he will be abliged to brett,
into, in order to 11:- 1110 success.- He is take
tag no chances le nis preinninary canit.
Dcmocratie Steam — Roller Having
paign. As an example of his far-sighted'
ness, he has caused to he photographed
Difficulties
,
every
nomination paper that he has stibPeters's Strong Support
mitted to the election department. He is
But Mr. Peters approachee
this cam- the fleet eendidate for - matte. office in Bospaign with a suppert
different, if not ton to adopt that method of safeguarding
stronger, than that of all
others. He is signatures. Ile gtves expression to no tara Democrat—as loyal a
Democrat as either Heider suspicion that troteele might he ex
Mayor Curley, Mr. Galliva
n or Mr. Tague... perienced with his signatures, but declares
and his congressional
experience
just that he wants to be on :lie safe side.
_
Merry Scramble for "Leader" in. °A meritorious. In addition, hewas
served
most creditably as assista
nt secretary of Oneal Depends on Labor
the
Treasury. It is to be
Campaign
assumed that he
James Oneal Is the Socialistic candidate
can count on the
Republican vote as a for mayor. all extremely likable man with
background for his campaign.
This
vote
hosts
of friends in Socielistic and labor
is debatable, of course,
Republican
Vote
but there are at ranks He is the one candidate beeet with
Seems
Strongest
least 35,000 Republican
voters. There has nomination paper difficulties that may
re'never been a reasonable
Nucletce
test of that Re- stilt seriously for his chances
of nominapublic:an power in a
non-partisan munici- tion.
Et.ery candhls te for mayor must
pal contest for mayor.
Four years ago have 30e0 certified aignat
ures. The origiThough many of the so-called leaders in ! thomas.T.reKneznoyn,
aithaonad•aswaMsadyisoarpecuirnieteY:18 nal provision in the new city charter called
Boston politics have been. announced by opponent,
for 5000 signatures. Several years ago
the managers of Mayor Curley, Congress- He received the great bulk of the PRepubthe Legislature decided that the requirefillean vote that came out,
but Skte day being- ment was too severe
man Pees F. Teg ue and Congressman
, especially for little
the coldest in eight
years kept many Recandidates, and named 3000 as a
James A. Gallivan as favorable to their Publicans
indoors. Owing to the change enowe
fair figure. Mr. Oneal charges that many
cause, it is evident that the majority of in the ward lines there is
no basis of cone , of his papers have
been stolen. He den
:ark:on foe figuring on
them are awaiting developments with the id
possibilities of to
„ta res that agents of other mayoral canay. that may be set
Idea of picking a winner. Andrew J. Peters
against the Kenny
i didates have either stolen the papers or
vote in Republican wards
has refrained front Issuing a list. When
four years ago. I done their best
to prevent his getting the ;
Boston has nine Republ
ican wards now. '
he is asked about this man and that, who They are
i support he needs. He is confident, howdietliets that have been
Itepub- I over, of being able to secure
might be ot great help to him, he has re- Bean for years and
sufficient sig•
were little disturbed by
natures within the time required.
plied with the simple expression: "eivery.
,
Rotnh—
End; Warcl -ft:C
thing looks well."
'
the Back Btty;'
We
—r
.d verily
1\'''''''..
." ''''
suppor
10, ttextury; Wards 19,
the
--r
possibl
t
e
"!'
for
tr..
Mr.
f''''..""
Oneal,
20 and 21, Dot'"-t!?-1
There are but few of the old-time figures,
'"
,
cheater; Ward Ti, West
Mel he is nominated. He depend
'
on
Roxbury; Ward I
such as Boston knew before the adoption 24, Hyde
P
t"
h
re stiPoort of labor, as well as upon the
Park; Ward 25. Brighton.
These .
of the 1909 city charter, that have any Par- wards gave Governor McCall
Socialists. But labor
cannot be
in the recent eupport of
seeetea. ieeneeee today. Time was when ' Slalc:.tection .17,202
votes, out of a total eeeended upon in any municipal contest,
'.
now,
Boston
if
just
labor follows the coon..
every ward had itt, "boss" who could be
governor's :
1e7ts;;OneZ '
iyiiiiita Illil Urlii.
‘,:a'
s Yt.:.Wle'akk.eawndnitittit7 try-wide trenii,b.. will Uri siB
depended upon to "deliver" the district.
i
city.• ed
and the total cote of
Sociali
The
st
Me
n Boston. as registhe
i
Naturally there wag a scramble among Tama.
was nniY 1 tered in the State election, fell far
short of I
onive seekeis to secure the favor of thatf
Socialistic hopes, based on
le State election of Nov.
!lingua's re-I
., 1916, the markable eampai
hose. Those were in the days of the mosil Presidential
g-n air mayor of New!
year, 99,034
names
were
I tint fill. period of machine power. 'Filet checked, or 54.33 per
cent of the total regis- York. Figures front the election departlee...critic organization worked as a unit, tration. This
ment, just compiled, show that the
percentage was 2.77 more
heaviest
Socialist vote, oast both for the
it worked with the power of a steam-rollea than in the eleetion of
1915, when Ceovernm
Socialist i
Sociali
and
st-Leber
McCall
candid
receive
ates,
d
in
32,317 votes anti Govern
the States
and Tammany, in its hest days, never ofei
or election wee fer aaetenant feoeeaar.
Walsh nri,o57. This gives an
erieted with more smoothness.
Mee of
Bride had t:1:1. vote:* and Oelcher 907Mc;netting possiblieeies•
a
'
-',^4on
but
total of
For emeernor. McCarty had
,
s...eas a,a eeeeee macre i
Democratic Machine Weak
RePla1,11ems: ace, e
flavee st7,
total
can ballot in a notauartisan municipal conThe Socialist and Socialiet-T,abor
veto fort
test, when all candidates are likely to be
with machinery creaking aria stutliong
.e.evernor in the State elecalon of
Democrats.
1016 toYounge
pressur
r men are at the
der
e.
, tailed 1S46. Though the gain Dile
year was
throttle. They have not been able to e tmGalliv
What
About
an?
apereetable it can rive Mr. On nil
mand the eonfidence of old-timers. They
and his
But how many Republican and inde• assoeiatek! but a slight grain of liNpe.
are erratic', shifting, weak. They are prone
to reserve their energies for their own pat - pendent votes veil! Congressman Gallivan
titular ambitions. The result is disheeat- receive? This is a question that is interest- Curley Has Natural Claim
eraes,
. fee the candidates, who would depend ing the politicians. Gallivan is one of tae.,
As for labor
ute. a is natural .itor
most loyal Harvard men that can be founti. Vayor Curley
to lay claims upon it. Ks
upon united support.
Englan
In
New
d,
and
he
has
an
extens
Democr
ive has been a good friend of labor,
ats have a maehtne
Today Boston
especially
acquaintance among Harvard man. For
during the closing months of the
in name only. 'this machine comprises the years
present
he has been a member of the Boston term. Leader
of
s
executive committee of the ward committhe
.Boston Central
Athletic Association, where he has been bor Union
have been welcomed at Latees, beaded by Senator Edward F. Ng...- exceedingly popular
City
. As a member of tits Hall with an open-h
Laughlin. Mr. McLaughlin Is second 'n Board of Street Commis
anded and open-h
earted4
sioners for many )cordiality not
noticed before. They
charge of the Curley campaign. He .1s a years he was In touch with
have
the leading real
very popular man and is regarded as a estate and financial Interests of the city. 'secured miteh from the mayor in the way ,
of better wages for city laborers and
a hard wori.er Few men In Boston's politica
e
high-grade politician.
l life have ization of variou
ci
s groups. The mayorunionaction e friends
inspire united
who could 'm
manii
or
and acquaintances. As Oat. ha suppor
gave)
t to the unlontzatIon
of the fire •
among his associates if any man coula del livan has a' strong record In Congress, is depart
ment, though he
develo
has
not
machin
ped
e
a
a forceful and intereating sneeker, end a
it. But the
ized the criticism, from mideubtedie realleadership in the Vari0118 wards to inspire loyal friend it may be assumed that 'le
ranks, that would follow outside the labor'
such a step. Re.
cenfidenee, neither has it developed a unity will attract a large following outside the
has given his favor to the
step* taken for
of action to give strength to a COMPaiaa strictly Democratic ranks.
He realizes the unionization of
City Hall in genera
that As following must be appreciable to and Ilea
movement.
l
marts Z004
hie
sympathy in I a.
Mayor Curley's rival candidates appre- ' enable him to realize his ambition.
creasing the pay of
skilled and
Congressman Peter F. Testae is less i laborer
and they are talc- .
elate this new conditionCharle
s, in which various
unskilled
stown, South ; widely known. For only a few years hasl osted,
iinionti ate
This sympathy,
log advantage of it.
translated into ac
Boston. East Boston. the City proper anti he been in the limelight es a p,,i'tical office- ,
sections of Roxbury and Dorchester are on holder. His worth was tecogulaed in the 1.10:!, should give the mayor strung
papulite
paper, at least, dividing their support as Legislature, where for severalyears lie ity In labor circles, especially when he ra'
hair
progresses.
Mr. Gallivan, was one of the leading aguree, and during such capable leaders as P.
the campaign
Ht..", Jennin
his years in Congress he lies been vigilant Henry Abrahams anti
gs.
who lives in genth Boston, finds support
President Grady
campaign, in Boston's best interests. His work in the the Boston central Labor
of
there a ntrcag nucleue foe his
Union,
as
lead,supporters.
regards East Boston, pneurnetic tube ,ontrot era ,
- 'made fer him
and Mr. Tague
lag
B
But
u
stu
politician In
Chkalestaffn and tb* West End as solid for hosts of friends ameng Boston's businees
Boston
it; know, as s. th,, feet, some ,if them to I heir reittiCzkee
. !tine control V.%:7i never stronger men. Atwavs affetee,
him
.
.
man
the
of
ticira
habits and of square deal. cannot ee sorroa.'
'than In these sections. Naturally the Cural! contests. He is a good .4peaker True It is, that the' conteol
tinifted,';
managers are struggling to' ing
1isv .arnraign
that mosik.
active and most worthy
opposition, 'eased on ecul an eneractic. teeth!! pn,,tic'inn.
will
leader
s
I break the walls of
e.s-14„:.
receive raadom Republican_ka.liots.
1"..4m...
AI
re CREAKS

Mayoral Candidates Cling
Furiously

Hold

naturally are confining their efforts
t• strictly Democratic
ranks, for they have
little hope of attracting
the great body .
of Republicans and
independents, who are
regarded as in the Petere
column,
1

0.)

'PRIPWretita

— tql-?

•
, to enlist,blt.'
well
'"rth the -.44, al. and
!
:c•III probable that. the' framers of the Bostor
no way
has
yet. t,:en devised
department, nomination papers of AndreW,
to weld the
City CharteF-of riffte dld not intend to of. J. Peters and Congre
a ittearn-rohergreat body of ttni ,niets into i
ssmen Gallivan and
power in politics. S:ctienal ter 'Mat privilege, but Section 53 of the ,Tague have receive strong support In that
d
Sespeek hsve
always been stronger than
ne v charter reeds.; "Any inale qualified
:
any Particular
'
istered voter in said city may be nom:appeal. Labor leaders them- e_tits
selves, when
BagdA7Ci
running for office, have found
tutted
for any municipal elective office in
this sadly to
'
be true. A recent
said city, and hie name as such canuidati
IT* first Instalment of the :Finance O2 .
may be cited.
example
Last year Henry Abrahams, shall be printed on the official ballot to be
mission's report on municipal bottom..
for many
years secretary of the Boston
used at the municipal election. . . .
vides clear understanding of matters wki4
Central Labor
Union, and perhaps the
It is true that Mr. Howland, when he
best
known labor
until this morning, the public had WI
leader of Boston, was a took out the mayoral papers, admitte
d that
candidate for the
only darkly. It is true that all the essen
school committee It
he had abandoned the City Council fight,
Iva S a nnrecia
tea
dal facts touching this particular part o
but he did not surrtnder the latter papers
that Mr. Abrahatithing that campaign
ms neededlit hell>
or make any formal statement of his inthe inquiry had long since been reveale.
of every group
of citizens I 'rested
tention. The Election Commissoiners disin the welfare of
by the daily accounts of the Commission'
the schools. Thotigh he I cussed
the point of law and decided that
was extremely popeier
hearings. But the revelation so made Wit
in labor circles, the city charter dki
It was not feas"Oto
not limit a candidate's
to depend upon that : quest
necessarily in somewhat disjointed and
to
one
office.
Mr. Howland took his
support. Air. Abrahams
received numer-. I papers and dererte?. This
mature
was the first 'jumbled detail. The report of this
Indorsements Of the
time that the law point had been raised and ! contributes perspective and a concise an
also their active supporthighest order and
, yet on election I it will
be Interesting to see what advantage connectea relation. By so doing it brings
day it was found that
Judge M. H. Sullivan
is taken of it in the futuSe. A year ago out one central
actually topped the list with
polat irrefutably. It shows
45,459 ballots, a candidate eret epplled
Mr„ Abrahams came second
for papers for the .that a system of special
privilege, in the
with 44..081, one-year term In
' MI. had II.
the
Council
taking
later
,
Corcoran third with 0,71.
and
out papers for the three-year term. The underwriting of hfln(1'm for city employees,
. Herbert J.
Keener
'
. last with 20,:ea.
conditions were altogether different from has been both tolerated and fostered by the
the present case; inasmuch as the candi- Present municipal administration.
Three Leading
date at that time was technically a candiMen, without any previous knowleclet.
Elements in Fight
.
date for two seats in the same body.
It may be assume
the insurance hairiness and In no wise cond, therefore, that the .
mr.
Howlan
d's
case
Democratic "machine," the
is ineresting from nected
Republican vote! another point of
with it, suddenly discovered, urea
and the labor vote
view. He Is the only Reare the three leadpublican running for mayor and he is a Mr. Curley's Inauguration as mayor, a most
ing elements in the
campaign. Anothe, man absolut
ely unknown In political circles. intimate Interest in it. Butter and eggs,
element that has figured
much in the
In 1915 he took out nomination papers for In the sale of which
newspapers of late—that of
one had been engaged,
the (iry Hall
City
Counci
l and had 1193 signatures certi- lost
employees—is more or less
their compelling attraction. The pracnegligible. Cite
fied,
thus
failing
of nomination. Last year
employees never vote in compar
ison with
he tried again and filed 1074 signatures, tice of law could not longer command the'
the noise they make or
the noise made
none
of
them
being
certified because the chief attention of another among them)
about them. There is evidenc
e that Ma N nr
total was far too short of the required They were the "political
r:”..i....., will not find
friends" of the
support there entirely
number. This year, at noon today, he had mayor,
to his liking, yet every vote
and more tempting prospects epened
eet filed a single paper for either the maywiii t,,,:.::-.:
and there are hundreds of city
before them. Despite their inexper
employee:, oralty or the City lemma, tut
ience,
are
who he.ve been won over to his
Ulna made easy.
afloat thet his papers are being circulated
cause
During their serby the favors they have receive
d. Like
freely by Mayor Cerley's supporters, even vice as fidelity insurance agents, they
alt other groups of citizens interes
acIn City Hall, and that a strong attempt , complished a remark
ted- '.n
able turnover of bud.
pclittcs they want to "play the winner,
will be made to get him oat the ballot.
'
ness. Whereas the company
and, while !:t-:;.• ft..,, ',or ant to be found
which they
Rumor has it that he mayor has shown his
talking. loudly for this or that candida
te,.
!n T-Towland by attending a meeting represented had furnished in 1913 only One
of
bonds
the
170
for city employee, In 11110
In Howland's interest held last Saturday
night at one of the downtown hotels
it was allotted 1S2 of the 1S9 which
were
Naturally the mayor would be gratified written
. The special influence-s
- lir
ie
re
.se,n
C
q‘tuerhiz
ey ,
to have one et* more Hematite-an in the con- tikes
to call It the speciai "intele
•"
teat, for every vote drawn from Republican
whlch
accomp
lished this strikin
circles would be so much to his advan- amply
appeared in the sworn
tage. But how he can hope to find in Mr
testimony
Roxbury Republican Causes Charter Howland any particuar help would be hard aken by the Finance Commission at many'
to say. What Mr. Flowland's occupation Rarings. During all
these operations the
is none of the politicians has been ahje to
Discussion
Its' took no effective measures to
discover
determine. The only time that he has
Mether more favorable rates
he
at City Hall is around election time
could be se-1
in the last t Aro years, and he always ap- ured by throwing Boston's bonding bual-:
es. open to free and competitive
pears alone.
Mayor Clurley has been reported as much in the contrary, attereent
was centred on
interested in Ernest E. Smith's entry into rays which could
increase the one agency'
s
the tight. According to information secured
naineali, even at the price c:
losuires hoads
1 by rival candidates Mr. Smith and the
pr which there was no legal
Nothing to Prevent Mau Seeking Two ma yor have been in consultation.
Luse.
Mr. The essenti
al wrong of this
Smith and the mayor have been In consituation Mr.
Arnnfte
sultation. Mr. Smith has not yet flied any uritty made little or no attempt
to dell
POI/
apteicaLien fee porusee. Last night he made in the reply which he offered
to the Ifilf
the announcement that Mr. Peters had ac •
clornmereion's statement this =mei
Mayor Is Declared
ti
Bt Aiding cepted his invitation to arbitrate the possiing. He contented, himself
largely with ps
candid
ble
acy,
Mr.
Peters
having
iturn
chosen
Alexander Whiteside to represent himself, 'attempt to prove that no seriously harm.
while Mr. Smith chose Charles M. Fried- flit consequences had eesulted
s
from it foe
man, If these two men cannot agree they
One of the curious conditions of the
select
are
to
third
a
confere
the
e
and
mayor
Mr.
wants,
municipal campaign is the fact that Prank
if it is a more
extensive
Smith has agreed to abide by the decision. shrivin
g of related facts which
13. Howland of 3 Fountain square, Ward' This
he desires,
is said to be the first time in the
candid
ate for mayor and the t ity.
13, is a
history of Boston politics that candidacy then the Finance Commission is securely
Council. Howland's name has scarcely!
for mayor has hinged upon a decielon such ready to offer them. After to
careful and
been mentioned, but his aPpilcalion for 1
conscientious an investigation
as this.
mayoral papers, following his am eptame
as it has purPoliticians are intereeted in the story sued, it needs only
time for the full
of City Council papers, raised an Interest- that the Russell
exFire S7lub refused at a posilon of all
the facts which
ing point in law.
recent meeting to indorse Mayor Curler,
have cotee
before its attention. Other'
Mr. Howland had been in possession or theugh deter:
effort had been made
instalments Will
City Council papers for more than a week by the moyor's
friends in the department follow rapidly upon the first chapter.
Wiest
when he decided to run for the higher to force such a vote,
It is well known that remains clear from the first, is
office. His application was refused by the firemen have
the proof
of
not
been
Mr.
Curley
Curley'
support
s
failure
Commis
sioner Burier., but the
to fulfil hi InaugElection
ers. They have found 't hard to tolerate ural promise
s. That dawn of a
promise was made Mat the point would he the policien
new day for
of Fire Commissioner Grady.
Boston, with special
considered ay the full board. MI. Ilurlen and they
privilege removetl
have blamed toe mayor for perfrom
one
how
could
man
the body politic, which
run for mitting the commissioner
did not oee
to continue in
he heralded
both positions, hi view of the fact that office. They were narticularly
an
widely
In
lila
inaugural
angered
addrezs, is rieSe
Seaton 118 of Chapter 835 of the Acts re when the mayor failed to take
a stand In no v to have been lacking
donele
preven
in
such
ambiti
ted
on
on
thi
the light et
bftli
favor of the one-day.off-in-three. Though truth. A false
dawn it was,
nit of 0, canditdate for State office. It wrif the mayor has mires of friends
to be fol.
in the fire lowed only by
a continuing
darksietteI,0:'

1
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HOWLAND DUAL CANDIDATE

Had Council Papers; Then Sought
Mayoralty

T,HE

,
broker, who testided that he wee
ready and willing and had offered to
bond contractors for $8 a thousa.nd,
which he claimed wan less than the
National Surety Company's rate, but
he was always met 'pith the reply
s, ea est
that ;f they (the contrroo. re)'
give the bond te the National Surety
Company efire. enaluerre on the job
could cruelly us,"
"Another gave u geurfon that, If he
wanted to get paste-cut on his contract at City Hall, Mr. Peter J. Fitz1 gerald could assist him.
"This insurance agent further testified that he was 'frozen out' of ti ,
city business and seeing the business
slipping away day by day finally gave
' the thing up as a total loss."
Regarding' estimated profits from
city bonding the report said:
"On account of the manner in which
•
ths rltsee.alti hooks are Sept, it is
impossible to' estimate the exact profit
on this city business, but brokers
have stated that as large a return as
S20,000 a year commission might be
, expected on contradtors' bonds alone,
1:11,1
Fin
t including workmen's compensation
found in its second report today and liability Ineurance.
"This impression of brokers 's conOn its investigation into Boston
firmed by other testimony, and by the
ance Cominvestigation a
city bonding, that the Peter J. ' mission'
w ich shows
s Accountant,
the7inh
the Fitzof
the total profits
Fitzgerald agency, aSsisted by that
gerald agency in three years from
,
Francis T. Daly and the Mayor !city business amounted to $61,936.93."
The Finance Commission
, of Boston, was enabled in 1915 =rends:
ail insursince brokers be alall
"That
the
' and 1916 to establish "to
lowed free, open and honest competidetriment of the city" what tion -and approach to city contractors,
free from psychological influence."
might fairly be called a monopThe report dwelt much upon the
,
element of "psychology" in :lite bondcity
oly in furnishing bonds for
I ing, that word having been used by
., Mayor Curley on she witness stand.
contractors.
The Mayor, the report said. tAstlThu next paragraph in the report
f tied that contractors in giving bonds
reaL
t.ittL
c
I to
fsoarmceo.n,ptsrayccitisoloaf'cey7
feettehde bs
a
that
*aids favoritism has resulted in
In
by
efflelent
of
breakdown
complete
city employes were affected
bend&
mfl,ly rent meter.. I the matter of furnishing
over
,..sorrvIsion
ed:
The report continu
and
thong foodk for the city of Boston,
other words, If contractors
liability on 1 "In
comin a failure to enforce
knew that a particular surety
Mayor, or
."
pany was favored by the
bends for breaches of contract
the
to
close
by sumthat a particular person
The second report begins
politically was interested in a
Mayor
refirst
ion's
trisrizing the commiss
particular surety company and wished
rato be 'In right' with the admmist
port, thus:
furAlon, they would undertake to
AIDED IBY MAYOR.
that
bootie
their
nish as surety on
commission
• .
In it fifet report the
!particular surety company."
the bondof
y
monopol
a
that
showed
oaTAND
TO
HAD
had been estab,
ing of city erholoyes
After quotins from more of the
Fitzgerald
lished by the Peter J.
ny the report comtestimo
dayor's
this
forming
agency, assisted In
mented:
Curley, the
ny
Monopoly by James M.
"The meaning of this testimo
-,
political
his
and
being In good odor at+
MaYor of Boston,
that
Is
.
closely
business associates ,a
cotat.tatiuro think twit Cloi$
..161A
and at one-time
on their work without incarry
can
Daly."
'
is
Francis
inspectors
terference on the part of
ed:
cont:nu
report
surety
The new
of the work. Whereas, If a by the
the
with
deals
report
"This second
company tnat was not favored
tors
their
contrac
on
given
by
ri
administration was
matter of bonds slye
time to
the city of Boabonds, they would be from
with
s
contract
with by
having
time annoyed and interfered
establishment of a »lenter and the
inspectors on the work.
Pitz-'
J.
nil
Peter
the
nearly
in
that
by
"It is fair to say
ts ily thereof
Boston gave
by officials of
4.4ellisCo the city of
Oisisiso .
trarsild agency, assisted
ors it
contracts to different contract
Boston, Contractors havrethe city of
understood that the contracor
was
Ilostort
of
cay
the
with
furnish as
ing contracts to give bonds through
ceiviong hie aentract must
d
compelle
National
were
, and
surety upon his bond the
particular bar‘Ay company
y, and that
Compan
a
flurety
el ,,e their
si
be in reser with the ad.
w er e also Amesro
ation ' so he would
liability and workmen's compens comtion and cGo311 Jed be li. 'bad
ministra
surety
same
11-11.111CO to the
,
1nt
odor' at City Liall was a failpany. Furthermore, there to enforce !
c'ty
the
of
part
tire on the
of contractors
liability upon 'bones
ceisted."
whero a nubility
elsltEEZE-OUT." I •
CASE OF
said
Toward the end Inc report
Commission has eviFinance
"The
from a reputable
dence before it
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by
The story of an alleTeol attempt an
:ores
'Mayor Curley's lieutenantn to
the
lry
cy
.ndersement of his candida
at,nayoralty maelstrom today. The
report.
tempt faired, according to the
of
most
The Russell Club inch:des
has
Use active firemen of Boston and
great potential politic:el st.ng:Ii.
At the recent meeting, according to
Mc'.he report, "a friend of John F. union
Donald "Introduced Is resollit
ro'
reservedly pledging the
club for Mayor Curley, The "Johti
McDonal.1" is supposeil to nu
Mayor's campaign manager.
The presideet of the club promptly
tube that the resolution was "out of
•
or
The "clamor raised by the Curley
eenehrnen was so great," the report
"t}- ftt the clef) finally resolved
Itself into a committee of the -whole
.1 mud y to tilSCU7iS the motion."
l
One of Mayor Curley's politica
erns
-friends was informed today thet
defeatlmingly
inotitin was overwhe
ed."
The Russell Club conducted the sneoe: sful Campaign for the one-day-offs•
1n-three. Mayor (7urley recently signed
the grant. The policy of the club has .
'teen to itillOrSO issues rather than
candidates.

(4 ,)v
.
OPPOSES SUGAR
DEPOTS IN BOSTON!
•

,
------Mayer reties' has besn notified by 1
of
A. C. Ratshesky, vice-President
that!
Board,
Food
usetts
Massach
the
At would be inexpeetent and inad- I
visablo for the city of Boston to es- ,
tablish sugar distribution. Ha stated',
g'
that there was in way of knowin
how massy or how large cargoes of
Assurances
i sugar would be received.
I were given mat Boston wotlid recould ?Nisi! ciAVe all the sttga.r that
f
'4.
! bly be sent here,

I
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1
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DORCHESTER MAN
IS OUT FOR MAYOR'
George 0. Woods, of No, 233 Park:
street, Dorchester, has served notice ,
on the Election Commissioners that
he stands willing to become Mayor ot
the city of Boston. He is the seventh
to so inform the corfferstesiefiere within
the past fortnight.,-e, t1
1i .

9,177

D
EACTDEERMr
PIG FOR

Heath was speaking of the order
I adOpied by the City Council at their

IsLAND

a ieonthoef
nnioniTT,Th !,eixiepeettilnagituyrestaefrdtalLirtuaptrgp:triitT

raioulitll

•

$70,000 given to the Public Safety
Committee.
Couneillor Ford offered the motion,
I k,
the farm
City Council Asks Fin. Corn. and said he understood
proposition had been a failure and patatoes had been allowed to rot in the
To Inquire Into Matter
ground at Franklin Park.
Of These "Porkers"
Last summer It was discovered that
made
The Finance Commission has a large expenditures were being
little matter of the pigs at Deer for superintendents, press agents and
isiamd, and the eAlvisability of keep- Dews censors, and the proposition to
ln them through the winter months raise vegetables for the benefit of the
was called "Gold Brick Farm."
to. look into for the City Council. At
Ur. Heath said today that he was of
, a meeting of -the C!ouncil yeeterclav
had been
afternoon it was decided to ask the the opinion that about $38,000
fertilizing and
commission to investigate and report spended in planting,
isirvesting the cropa, and that the city
before Jan. 1.
would receive a return on the money,
This action was taken aftei Penal
He said about 12,003 or 15,000 bushels
Institutions Comma Shnw had asked of potatoes had
been raised and more
for an appropriation o.f $8000 to forage
than 500 bushels of beans that are now
the pigs and cattle at Deer island,
yelling for a profit, and the city will
Some of the! Council members figured
share in the surplus received by the
it was cheaper to dispose of the Pigs city farmers,
s
through the winter months rather
Mr. Heath said he did not fear any
than,pay for so much forage. But the investigation since he had assumed
report of the Finance Commission is the chairmanship of the
committee.
to be received before final action is rind is wining to appear before the
City
taken by them.
•
Council and explain all expenditures
When Budget Comma_ Ceryen ex- and give an opinion as to whether or
named to the Council membero that I not it was Judiciously spent.
there were about 800 pigs at the
Franklin Park was not the only
island there was considerable serprise place money
was spent, Mr. Heath
roted by the members. One or them said, as the Publie Safety
Committee
then asksd now Many
sss ts
en the draft cards used
at the island now, and it was se.sten by the
city and financed the co-orthere were abdut 800. As this male a
dination of clubs of women for the
pig for each prisoner the C.ous.“,11 Hoover
drive and conservation of
CF. fowl.
members were surprisen. and
Storrow declared he coneldered the
pig keeping rather expensive.

No\I 7d

9t ?

FRANKLIN PAN.
!ARM LABOR
JUSTIFIED

Other
expenditures
have 'been
necessary in investigations along the
waterfront and other precautions
taken by the cite fee the protection
of the public.
Mr. Heath will make public his report as soon as received from the food
produetidn committee, in order that
the City Council and all citizens may
nnow where their money was spent.

Indorsement of Mayor Curley
Brings Threat to Leave Improvement Body
411091i9nt
As a result WO
to
icy
eandit
l
Curley's
Mayor
Improvement AsHon by the United
impsseeseent
sociation: the Ss.vin Hill
threatens,
AssOciatiOn
central or- ,
from membership in the
the I
ganization, on the ground that
conV nte in behalf of Mr. Curley was
trary to the constitution.
Sevin
At a special meeting of the
Hill Association, it was voted to send
the•
the following communication to
executive committee of the United Improvement Association:—
"Whereas, the constitution of the
United Improvement Association expressly prohibits the Association from
taking any part in a political campaign, uod
at its last meeting,
"Whereas,
the United Improvement Association
passed a vote endorsing a candidate
for political office, and
"Whereas, the Sevin Hill Improve-,
ment Association chip ter-'
proves of tms steLiee af the Milted
Improvement Association, notice is
hereby served that unless the United
Improvement Association. at its next
meeting, repudiates and disavows the
aforesaid, the :Irvin Hill Improvement
Association will withdraw from membership in the United Improvement
Association."

N 0 V Lo -(9i)
AT THE MAYOR'S GATE!

N
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UNDER THE CODFISH
So Says Chairman Heath, Political issues are somewhat like
,sintlies. After one politician has worn
Who Will Report on
an issue, paraded tip and down a bit
In It he can hand It down to still anProfits Later
other. 'There is the bill providing a

•

v 20 -(9()
Savin Hill Assn: „
Likely to Quit
United Society

maximu mof $10 a month relief for
think Mayor Curley and the'Pubthe dependents of soldiers and sailors.
lie eafety Committee were Justifiert Gov. McCall in his campaign menin going ahead with the Franklin tioned this among hie accomplishPark farm last spring when there was ments as a "War Governor." Now
a cry tout therc weutd not be enough
essrhes Mayor Curley and claims
roodstuffs for the rleople," said Victor
that he drew the bill for $10 a month.
A. Heath, chairman of the Boston Pubit seems to the State House atSafety Committee today, in refer- taches that this
bilO-was drfated in
ring to the City Council order to in- the GovernorS: offiee itylth the help
of
vestigate the expenditures of his cornSpeaker Cox and Pres.. Wells, first,
mit'e'.
when the troops went to the Mexican ,
• Mr. Heath was apponite.d chairman. border and then again
When war with
shout two months ago when the bar- Germany :,:roke
out. :Ns they remems'esting of the crops was being done, ber it, Mayor
Curley spent some time
and after the money had been expel...l- Jockeying around
trying to get credit
ed uncles the Jurisdiction of his prede- for it. They
also recall that Rep.
cessur.
-Whether ee not the farm proposi-. Dente! J. Case:'. now !oi attache in
the Mayor's office, introduced some
lion was a muceees will be shown by
sort of a Intl that was called the
the final report wnich I expect will be "iNln
a tiyromr'sssLhdi.11," but It was twit
o the one
ready tomorrow from the sub-committee on food production," said Mr.
s..
Heath,—

! "Pigs is pigs," out why 1,,‘i ;es
feed them through the winter months?:
This is the proposition which the
Finance Commission is expected to investigate, at the request of the City
Council, and have a report by Jars l.
The Council made the request after
they were asked to appropriate the
above sum for foraging the pigs and
other cattle at Deer Island. When
Pressk Storriaw, on inquiry, learned
there were about 800 pigs at the island,
and about the same number of prisoners, he expressed considerable in!
terest. 'Tis quite a Gros) from a bendinquire into an investigation of
pigs, but its ail in the life of
the
Finance Commission,

Nuv

CO/1
It is most interesting
a en' find '
hear Budget Comma. Rupert S.
Careen
lea*" the beads of the different
city
departments through the mazes
of the:
budget when they appear
before the,
' Council and ask for
additional
propriations. A word here and ap-;
there'
and the commissioner
straightens out,
matters for the depertment
heads anal
at the same time eatisfies the
Council. I
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ASKS FACTS MAYOR PRAISES'
OF SAFETY CREDIT UNION
COMMITTEE
Advocates Cottages for City
Employees

•

•1
COM-ICU

IV/
vv ants to : ewes

,
In addressing thc
ctioey,
of

the

City

memEmployees' Credit

! Union yesterday at City Hall, praised
I them for their achievements of the past
tnree years in eaviee, Luz:circa=
eeetI nloyees from the hands of the loan
, sharks and aiding them to the poiat
I where they are able to draw their salaries at the end of the week without
being eaolented by the loan' men.
He recommended that a committee of
"What did the Boston Public Safety
live men be appointed to take up the
Committee do with its appropriation of matter of supplying cottages for the
$70,000?" 'Pip City Council has de- city employees to be paid for by them
the rental basis. lie said that under
termined to find out, and in order to on
the present conditeeee. with all supplier,
do so unanimously passed- an order being conserved for the use of the
yesitialey ,ct.ing the committee to government, it might not be feasible
to pet the proposition into practice, but
report in detail as to its expenditures that the committee could be casting
about
for a proper site on which to
and activities,
build when conditions right themselves.
n

••.,..•

Ar

NX/1-1 /Area

Its

$70,000 Went

Nch.i

FARMING

,

NOT

SUCCESS

vtiv z,- ;1 , -?
Mayor Forgot He Was
43 Nears Old Yesterday

The order was introduced by Councillor Ford, who said that he took this
action because of information which
had come to ithe that the fanning enterprise of the coin:el:tee had been somewhat of a failure. He had been in, was Mayor Curley yestera
So but:I'
formed, he sake that the potate crop day, attending to the affairs
of the city
on Olmstead Park, Franklin field, was
particularly bad, many of the tubers and buildlna his fences in anticipation
being allowed to its and rot in the of the apProaohMg election, he had forground rather than gathered.
gotten that it was his 43d birthday unHe said that it was important that til friends or their
messengers, bearing
the council know what the committee
had done with its appropriation because ^-eal and other teibutes, began to arBefore long his office was a
'of the fact that it probably would be rive.
making another application for funds ;bower of roses and chrysanthemems.
to defray its expenses for MS. The Hy early afternoon, the place resembled
Nti
council should be informed in time to in flower chew.
permit it to determine intelligently what
provided
comfor
the
funds Phoffiel be
mittee in the budget which is soon to
he made .up.
He explained that the asking for the
report at this time had been suggested ,
by a reqmst for transfer which had I
been introduced in the council by the
public works department. The depart- •
Nelson Slater, the aviator, son of Mrs.
ment had asked for a transfer of $1:,00
under infrom the appropriation for snow re. H. N. Slater, who has been
struction at the Massachusetts Insti'move! to that for teaming.
tute of Technology, has authorized
Public Works Commissioner Edwatd
the federal
P. Murphy explained that his depart- I Mayor Curley to present to
his hydro-eeroplane which
government
meat had done work to the amount of
was purchased at an expense of $12,000.
$.3.500 for the public safety committee in
through
trucking at Franklin field. He felt that . The pre.entation will be made
Commandant Bush of the Boston navy
his department would be able to overyard.
come the $2000 worth of work, but that
, this had left certain work undone which
required an additional expenditure of
; 11500. which he was obliged to beeure
I from one of the other appropriations of
I his department.
This situation developed in the course
of e meeting of the executive committee of the council. Counciiior Poro
cited that the council had appropriated
for the public safety committee $70,000,
, of which $10,000 intended for clothing
and equipment for the Massachusetts
; state Guard had remained unexpended,
endereteorl. If. however. the corninittee had expended its $60,000 and then
had VIVO worth of work performed by
'Dade
the nubile works deo!,
a w.;i1 of $63,500. He announced that
he would Introduce an order asking that
the committee report to the City Counad; on the eublect.

- Slater Presents Plane
to EL S. Government

•

I

I

•
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OLD "IVIACAINE" CREAKS
Democratic

r.tea — Roller
Difficulties

Having

"favorite son" appeal. These three candidates naturally are confining their efforts
t • strictly Democratic remise, for they have
little hope of atteactIng the great beelY
of Republicans and independents, who are
regarded as in the Peters colurne.

1

Peters's Strong Support
But Mr. Peters approaches this cam;align with a suppert different, if not
'stronger, than that of all others. He is
e Democrat—as loyal a Democrat as either
Mayor Curley, Mr. Gallivan Cr Mr. Tague
hand hia congressional experience was just
in addition, he served
Merry Scramble for "Leaders" in as me,ritorloas,
most creditably as assistant secretary of
the Treasury. It Is to be assumed that he
Campaign
enn count on the Republican vote as a
background for his campaign. This vote
Strongest Is debatable, cf course, but there are at
Seems
Vote
Renuhlican
least 35,000 Republican voters. There has
N u c le it
never been a reasonable test of that Republiean power in a non-partisan municipal contest for mayor. Four years ago

Mayoral Candidates Cling Hold
Furiously

Ceitlf
force of the
Mr. Tegue realizes'the
to bros.
bilged
e
be
will
seepree t that he
tak"
eueeess. He Is ,
into in order to a:retire
prelim nar.
nis
in
chances
far-eightede
ing no
if his
paign. As an example be photograehet
to
ads,
nese, he has caused
that he has
every nomination paperdeparttnent. He Iii
mitted to the election nriblic office in 1303- 1
the flret candidate for
ding
method of safeguar
ton to adopt that
on to no Pare
expressi
gives
He
signatures.
trouole might be ex
:
Heiner suspicion that
es, but declaree
perieneee with his signatur safe side.
on :be
that he wants to be

NI 0
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DAY
MAYOR CURLEY HAS BIRTH
Large

Stands

of

CrysanthemeMs

aiie 3L'ee:
American Beauty noses

and

opponent, relied on it and was disappointed.
He ,received the great bulk of the RepubFill His Office
lican vote that came out, but t4re day being
the coldest in eight years kept many Reforty-third birth'Phis is Mayor Curley's
conservatory
publicans indoors. Owing to the change
office resembles a
his
and
day
tributes
in the ward lines there is no baele of comThirty or more floral
shop.
gift
or
heads of
parison for figuring on possibilities of towere received 2rom
gifts
other
and
day. that may be set against the Kenny
ents and intimate friends.
Walvote in Republican wards four years ago. departm
were sent by Mr. and Mrs.
Flowers
Rues.
wards
can
PresiRoston has nine Republi
or, Matthew C. Brush,
rhey are districts. that have been Repub- ter J. Grosven lioctoe Elevated CompanY;
dent of the
lican for yearn and were "'die aietoehed
Mr. and Mrs. au...al
the new lines. They are Ward 7, the Daniel H. Coakley,
-Plaza. Mr. and Mrs.
Copley
the
of
South End; Ward 5. the Back Bay; Ward. C. Fogg
thing looks well."
and Mrs. Dennis H.
Mr.
.Doyle,
H.
DorJames
;Id, Roxbury; Wards 19, 20 and 2.1,
There are but fetv of the old-time. figures, chester; Ward 2.1, West Roxbury; Ward Coleman, Mr. and Mrs. Rupert S. Carvell.
the adoption
P. Iliordan, I
ri!"."111:1 ,1. rhfIr4.,
Leen; ee Peeten 1,11PW before
;
par- 24, Hyde
O'Hearn, P. J. cola.
of the IIN)' city charter, that have any
wards gave Governor McCall in the recent Mr. sad Mrs. Patrick
Edwerd F, Murphy,.
ticular Influence today. Time was when State election 17,202 votes, out' of a total noily, Mr. and Mrs. Bowen, the Election
be of :11,890. But, as everybody knows, the Mr. and Mrs. Patrick
could
who
"boss"
its
had
ward
every
Mrs. John Beck,
governor's opponent was a weak candkiane, Commissioners, Mr. and
depended upon to "deliver" the district.
ess, Mr. and
and the total vote of the city was only Mr. and Mrs. James McGuinn
among
e
scrambl
a
Mr. and Mrs.
Neturally there was
72,0901.
Mrc. Jeremiah McNamara,
of
that
favor
James P.
the
office seekers to secure
In the State election of Nov. 7, 1910, the David Stoneman, Mr. and Mrs.
bees. Those were in the days of the most Presidential
year, 00,034
names were Murphy, Mr, and Mrs. John J. Cassidy,
The
fruitful period of machine power.
. Steen per cent of the total regis- Joseph P. O'Connell, Hon. and Mrs. John
unit, cheeked, or
flemoeratie organization worked" as a
tration. e ale percentage was 2.77 more H. Lee, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph A. Denison,
-roller
it worked with the power of a seam
than in tire eiection of 1915, when Governor office staff, Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Wernsr,
never op- McCall received 32,317 votes and Governor Lowell M. Maxhan, Ward 17 Tammany
and Tammany, in its best days,
Walsh 35,057. This gives; an idea of Repub- Club, David B. Shaw, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
erated with mere smoothness.
lican voting possibilities in Boston, but MsGinnis, Mr. and Mrs. Michael O'Helom
serves as a feeble Indication of a Republi- and George El:Phelan.
Democratic Machine Weak
a
can ballot in a non-partisan municipal conThe mayor's office force also gave him
Today one finds the Democratic machine test, when all candidates are likely to he
pipe, the relief work
heum
meersc
ting
groanin
carved
and
g
with machinery a:cakin
rade, an Inalan chief, which the. force reere es the Democrats.
tier Lease.-- eesangsr seee
smc
to
able
gards as significant In the mayoral cambeen
not
have
throttle. They
They What Al:Hint Gallivan?
ers.
paign.
oldstirn
of
nce
confide
mend the
Bit how many Republican and indeare prune
The Tamrneny Club also gave a eel:me
are erratic, shifting, weak. They
sman
Gallivan
will
parvotes
Congres
own
"Vanished Halls and Cathedrals of
pendent
their
of
'
for
s
energie
their
reserve
to
is elsheast- receive? This Is a. questim that is interest- Frence" (Edwards)
ticular ambitions. The result
ing the politicians. Gallivan is one of the
The mayor was kept busy nearly All day
would depend
ening to the candidates, who
most loyal Harvard men that can be found In accepting the congratulations of frisnde
upon united support.
an
has
extensive one group called being members of the Caa mactene in New England. and he
Today Boston Democrats have
acquaintance among Harvard men. For nal Street Business Assectation.
mace"— eemprises the
In name only. This
or
Boston
the
a
memoer
been
has
he
years
ward commitexecutive committee of the
Athletic Association, where he hase been
F. MeEdward
Senator
by
ngly popular. As a member of toe
tees headed
is second `n exceedi
Laughlin. Mr. McLaughlin
of Street Commissioners for many
Board
a
le
He
campaign.
charge of the Curley
yeare he was in touch with the leading real
a
as
d
regarde
estate and financial interests of the city.
eery nonular man and is
e Is a neiel werker Few men In Boston's political lite naee
idgh-grade politician.
actlen
united
inepire
' mere friends and acquaintances. es Galand a man who could
any man could do
livan has a etrong record in Congress, le
among his associates if
has net developed a
a forceful erre I:acre:sting speaker, and a
R. But the machine
wards to inspire
loyal friend it may he assumed that ee
leader:shin in the various
ed a unity
will attra:t a large following outside the
confidence, neither has It develop compaign
He realizes
strength to a
strictly Democratie ranks.
of action to give
that this following must be appreciable to
movement.
appretes
his
candida
ambition.
enable him to realize
rival
Mayor Curley's
Congressman Peter F. TB gue is less
condition find they are taknew
this
ciate
widely known. For only a few years has
R. Charlestovvn, South
ing advantage of
he been in the limelight as a political officecity proper and
110StOn, East Boston. the
holder. His worth was recognized in the
Dorchester are on
eeetIons of Roxbury and
Legislature, where for enveral years he
their support as
eerier, at tenet, dividing
nene
--, ate
the tending
Mr.
progreeeee.
the camoaig,n
Ills years in Congress he has been vigilant
Boston, finds support
who lives in ieeuth
His
in
work
s.
the
s
nucleus toe he. campaign, in Boston' best Interest
there a strong
regards East Boston, pneumatic tuee controveree made for him
Tague
Mr.
and
boats of frieraima among Boston's bushiest)
for
Charlestown and tee West End as solid
control Vg:-1 never stronger men. Always affable, he is kpown as' a
Machine
him.
sections, Naturally the Cur- man of the beet habits end of sailer° dealthan in these
Managers are struggling to ing in all contests. He is a good speaker
gn
campai
leY
opposition, hazed on and an energetic, tacttil politicia 1e will

Boston politics have been announeea by
the managers of Mayor Curley, Congressman Peter F. Tague and Congressman
James A. Gallivan as favorable to their
cause, it is evident that the majority of
them are awaiting developments with the
idea otpicking a winner. Andrew J. Peters
has refrained from issuing a list. When
who
he Is asked about this man and that,
remight be of great help to him, he has
plied with the simple expression: "Every-
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All that the
papers, according to report.
Curley headquartere staff almct take the
precaution to -do is that of informtng signors of the Curley papers that their signaCandidate Have Only Till Tuesday for tures were not used and that they are de- , when word rettehea Roxbury this
sired on the other papers.
from
renoon iii;G more young men
It is fairly well established among the
Nomination
'Melon le, itoxbury. would start foe
Government
Good
vacaneteIC
with
the
that,
politicians
yer tomorrow to fill In the
endorsement of Andrew J. Peters for the made by young men sent hack frog%
another.
'amp Devens for one reason or
mayoralty, will come that of Henry E.
a meeting and
I Hagan, Alfred E. Wellington and Joseph . rhe Tammany Club heldshould
be given
,acided that the boys
J. Leonard for the City Council. Hagan a sendoff like those who have gone bethe
is one of the prominent members of
fore them. At neon today Ex-RepreChamber of Commerce and has had wide seetative Theodore A. Glynn, president
Tammany Club, had a conferiticexperience as a member of the Council. Mr.
Mayor James M. Curley at :
,with
Signature First Recorded One That Wellington is vice president of the Colum- ton
i t ity Hall, and the Mayor said he would
bia Trust Company, East Boston, and has be present tomorrew noon at the Munici-,!
Mr. oat Building at Dudley and Vine st3.1
served one year In the Council.
Counts
Leonard is a prominent resident of Jamaica Roxbury, where a celebration will be ;
mime
aeld.
eaglePlain, a former member or tne
The Mayor, as he has done imame,
one of the active lieutenants in the
Wooe and
Howland
May
Get on and
present every boy a $5 gold Waco and a
Storrow fight for mayor eight years ago. safety razor. Pres Glynn es% preside :
Ticket
There have been several conferences on the and the Mayor will make the preeeeta,Um's. There will be a. musical program.
Part of the Good Government Association
elee the campaign.
Phe friends of the young men are in-Al
eeeeetam
viteu
next
Nomination paper signatures are ex- An announcement is to be expected
ceedingly difficult to obtain at this stage week.
of the municipal contest an& many of the
There will be a meeting of the Demosolicitors are today impressing the fact "ratio City Committee shortly to organize
upon the voters that, though they have its campaign for the mayor and for John
signed the papers of one candidate for a J. Cessiey, James T. Moriarty and Patrick
Council.
particular office, they are at liberty to B. Carr for he
sign for others without violating any law.
PETERS ANSWERS CURLEY
,
There has always been a feeling, for exA good-sized bet on the corning
on Indexing City I mayoralty
.
ample, that it a man signed the Peters Call, Hie ele.-2.e ..errt
election
was
recorded
papers for the mayoralty he was not able
Employees eCharaete rietleally Ineindowntown
today
when
"Louie"
te affix his signature to the Curley papers.
eere"
down $2,000 on
Jacobs put
TM: elect:en dere-a tment admits that a
Mayor
Andrew I. Peters has issued a statement
registered voter may run amuck among in reply to Mayor Curley's criticism of the
Curley against the field. ,The wage;
nomination papers presented to him. It Peters card and circular campaign, as fol•
wee covered at even money iby
he is a Peters man and believes mat some
well kfloWn in skIrthair
, Sroltli, also
other candidate would help Peters 'there
. mamumed at Mayor Curley's ascircles.
ie nothing in law or In good politics to snmee righteous itelle,nation over a circuprevent him from furthering the candidacy lar sent out to the voters in my beha If.
of another, but the important fact to re- his comment is characteristically insin./D-ta UN
L AAII7tJNteti-A
/
Y9
0
/
1(
member is that a citizen is not permitted cere.
to serve as a jurat on the paper of more
"He professes to see in the return postol
than one candidate. If such a mistake is earth., on which the voters are invitee to Jamaica Plain Boys to Make Red-rim)
made the entire paper for which lie stands exprers their preference for -mayor a diaAppeal for More Playgrounds ,
sponsor may be thrown out, and therefore bolical plot to punish city employees, in
the cause of the most favored candidate which list he includes himself
Five hendred high school and grammar:I
may be in jeopardy.
"I confess that It is my intention to pun- schcol boys of Jammed Plain adl
march to
Only three of the mayoral candidates ish one city employee and that man is Mayor Curleyee house late this
afternaatea
have gone beyond the required number of James M. Curley. His punishment will and with red tire and
transparencies *111
signatures for confirmation, namely, Andrew he meted out to him election day, Dec. Make a demorstration le behalf ok
lamer
J. Peters, Mayer James M. Curley and 1, and I am sure that a large majorty of !playground facilities in that district
-111M
1Congressman Gallivan. Congressman Ta,gue the voters of Boston will help me In In- about the time the ,-rayor is getting
y.
raer tee line. James Oneal, the Social- i Meting that punishment by voting to re- to dine.
Thev will present for his
peruflas‘
frees the fleece _af_ mayor on letter thee have gene, a
ist candidate, has nearly 700 names to his
bmidlo a petietona
credit. George 0, Wood and Frank e B. f that day.
,signed by hundreds or pert:omi interest a
"Tr view el Mr. Curley's record of in- the enterprise.
Howland, Republicans who have taken out
It is urged that in Jamaica. Plain the
papers for mayor, have not filed any sig- timidation and coercion of city employees,
natures. Of the eighteen men who Wok it Is rather amusing to see the hypocriti- is less than one-half acre of elaygrouads
ca
I
attitude
tie
takes
at
this
time.
I
befor every thousand chat-Men, while
out papers for the City Council, only four
\Vat*,
were by the langer line this noon, namely, lieve city employees and citizens alike will has .eight times as much space desseted teit
hold
remember
his
bold
up
on
the
sale
of
playgrounds.
John J. Cassidy, Thomas F. Coffee, Councillor Alfred E. Wellington and James T. Temmany e.711.0., ball tickets, his policy of
forcing city employees to attend secret
Morlerty.
There is danger, of course, In being meetings in municipal buildings and his
liberal with nomination paper signatures, threat to discharge all city employees who
in view of the fact that a voter's signature voted for the recall.
once recorded on a paper by the election • "Of course Mr. Curley does not feel the
department clerks represents the extent or Indignation he displays. He is simply tryhis nominating power for that particular ing to throw dust in the ayes of the voters,
office. Mr. Peters, Mr. Curley and Mr. Gal- but I do not think he will find duet enough
livan each secured more than 15,000 signa- in Boston to blind them to his record."
tures. When they had 3300 names certieMITie NOW FOR PETERS
fied they stopped filing, and the remaining
, signatures are for their respective archives. Unmet statement &baling
by Helmet of
The signatures thus unused are a waste,
Board ef reitreflen
so far as nominating power Is concerned.
Andrew J. Peters will have the support
It is therefore quite possible that a voter
may sign the papers of each of the can- of Earnest E. Smith, former member of
didates for mayor, if he Is so indiscreet, the City Council. Mr. Smith has received
and not have his signature recorded for, a a report from the arbitrators, Lee M. Fried ,
num and Alexander Whiteside, appointed
single candidate.
are being presented to voters to decide the question whether he should
eae
r,rm I Alit. and
Voinicii
city
mayoral
and
that cc-as eolicitors for
The port declaring that there is ne need of the
candidates canvas the elty today
results will be especially interesting In the Smith candidacy. Mr. Smith cheerfully
eases et elm Howland and Mr. Wood, who abides by the decision.
live
have orey until Tuesday afternoon at
many
e'cieek to get on the ballot. With so
lead
back
by
three of
thousend signatures
candidates, it is re:tau:table to
the mayoral
rempertere
roidd
Cueley
put
th!rik that the
nomination if they so dethese two men in
Curley men are circulating these
sire.

SIGNATURES COME HARD

TAMMANY CLUB SENDOFF'
FOR ROXBURY DRAFTEES

Voters at Liberty to Sign Any and All
Papers

1$2,000 ON CURLEY
AGAINST FIELD
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irifeCtititaldfrfhat,"raiWittlf&in I
ors' received the
issued to the city of 'Boston contract
on a contract, Mr. Fitzbidder
lowest
the
per
the
bonds amounting to $114,525, being 6.8
like to have him furnish
would
aid
ger
by
city
surety upon
cent of all the bonds given to the
National Surety Company as
stated that he,
contractors.
Ills amid. Mr. Belcher
deemed
'In 1914, the National Surety Company
male inquiries, and as a result &Iraq,
Finance Commission Scum the Bond ! through
became
agency,
ld
Fitzgera
the
furnish the National
to
wise
it
surety on these contractors' bonds to the Company upon 'his bond.
Monopoly
er Broth_
; amount of $785,191, or 38.8 per cent of the
"Mr. Batchelder of the Batcheld
total amount issued. Of this amount only
s with
contract
$62,411 was issued by the firm of john ers Coal COMPZ.77!, also had
advent
to the
C. Paige & Company. Other surety com- the city of Boston and prior furnished 68i
panies in the city of Boston gave bonds of the Fitzgerald agency bad , but upon
company
to.
to the amount of $1,238,260, or 01.2 per surety another bonding
a contract
being the lowest bidder on with coal in,
cent.
Boston
l
Nationa
the
to
of
ehange
city
the
the
1915,
"In
supply
the
more 1915, was solicited by an official in
even
became
Lower Price
Available, Report Surety Compan
the National
marked, for, in that year $1,149,077, or 76 supply department to furnish
on his bond.
Declares
per cent of the total amount of bonds Surety Company as surety
to do so.
Issued to contractors, went to the Naticoial Mr.Batchelder deemed it wise
Surety Company. All the other companies
Huge issued only 24 p‘fr nemmt, or VIC4,101. Of Easy to Get Contracts
Mayor's
Secured
Friends
American Archithe 76 per cent issued by the National Sure"Israel Sisonsky, of the
Profits
• 1.
ty Company the agency of John C. Paige tectural Iron Works, being the lowest bid,
& Co. issued only $22,200, so that the Fitz- der on a contract for furnishing fire-escapee
gerald agency issued 81,120,877, Cr 98.1 per for schools in 1915, experienced some diffiInterest taken by Mayor Curley in tile cent of the total amount issued by the culty In having the contract awarded to.
information from
Peter J. Fitzeerald hondina business created vete-mai Surety Company.
•
•
a. monopoly in the furnishing of bonds to
"In' 1916, after the Investigation or toe some unknown Person that it he gave me
was
and
had
Company the
eegoe.
eety contractors during the years 1913 and Finance Commission
bond to the National Surety him, followed
le,16 and resulted in "a complete break being vis;orously pursued, a change ocbe a.wardeu to
would
t
contrac
down of efficient supervision over many curred, so that the percentage of Imslitess
had no difficultY
the advice and thereafter
school, contractors, doing work for the city and in going to the National Surety Company
contract. for work on
g
securin
in
failure to enforce liability on bonds for diminished slightly. Thus. the National houses.
P. Dwyei Cem•
breaches of contracts," in the opinion ef Surety Company became surety on bonds
"Mr. Dwyer, of the .T.
the Finance Commission, which issued its of contractors to the city of Boston to party, transferred his business to the Na"
though
because be was
second instalment of tile bonding inquiry the amouta. of $1,248,047, which
tional Surety Company,
report today. The commiSsion estimates more in amount than the total of the year asked to do so by it clerk In the schoolthat the total profits of the Fitzgerald , before was 65.e per cent of the total amount house department, and vas awarded a conagency in tnree years from city business of bonds given by : contractors. Of this tract with the city.
r if the
amounted to SS:1,026.9e.
amount John C. Paige & Co. issued only
"Alfred J. Hixon, the treasure
The commission outlines testimony given $35,800. The following table has been pre- Dixon Electric Company, stated that forin public hearing by numerous contractors, pared which shows conclusively the trans- merly his business had been done with the
who admitted that they took out bonds in fer of patronage to the Fitzgerald agency: Cyrus Brewer Company, but when he
the National Surety Company, whose agent National Surety Company-1913, $114,525, 6.8%; called at tile office of the schoolhouse de76%;
talked with
was Mr. Fitzgerald, having been requested
1914. $785,109, 38.8%; 1915, $1,149,077,
partment to sign a contract he
and Mr.,
1916, $1,248,647, 65.9%.
to do so by department heads and by emCurry of the department,
Mr.
ployees um departments, also from the All Other Companles—limi3, 10,576,438, 12.2%; Curry said, .'Well, we vitt iouk after the
$364,101, 24%;
care of the,
The commission reports
1914, 81,238,260. 61.2%; 1915,
mayor's office.
s
bond for sesta We will take
placed with
1910, $947,342, 34.1%.
evidence from a broker wilt, declared mat
bond.' Mr. alixon's bond was
he was willing and had offered to bond con"In former years no such monopoly as the National Surety Company.
Metropolitan,
tractors for $8 a $1000, which, he claimed, that of the Peter J. Fitzgerald agency haa
"Robert K. Rodgers of the
was less than the National Surety Com- existed. During a former adminietration Coal Company, testified that in 1915 his
the
the
pany's rate, but he was always met with (1910-1914) no one broker furnished
y had inserted the name of
, in compan
the reply 'rem nonteactors that, if they 111-1 bonds to the contractors. For example
Surety Company as the bonding
n
America
Bonding and
not give their bond to the National Surely the case of the Massachusetts
y In its contract, but the Supply
y thirty-five insurance , compan
ent sent the contract back to the
Company, "the engineers on the job would Insurance Compan
Departm
bonds of that company
wanted to know if the company
crucify us." The report declares that if brokers furnished
and
office
to the bonds brought
I thA city contractors could have had the In 1913-14 in addition
give the business to the Nation-'
not
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Its office staff.
WAS
benefit of the lower price the cost to the in by
al 'Surety Company. The change
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y
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bonds
pays for contractors'
awarded to him by the schoolhouse leperthe appeared and testified before the rinance
and when he went. to sign the conMayor Curley's testimony before
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he
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much of the contractors' bonding
e
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d
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.
business
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clerk that the schoolhouse departthe National Surety Compan
ora persons who had contracts with the city of woman
all the bonding of
administration, he testified that contraet
were requested by department heads ment preferred to have
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logy"
"psycho
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and by employees in departments to fornisn the city of Boston done through one office
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tors es surety on their contrac
metier of furnishing bonds. If contrac
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y
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knew that a
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ar,
a
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mayor,
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departments, and also direct from the
ly was other
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Asked to Bond with Fitzgerald
mayor's office.
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According to the testimony of Mr. Belchinterestea in a particular surety compan
"Joseph Serissler stated that when he
adright" with the
er, general mar-lager of the Coffin Valve •sras awarded i7 contract by the retells'
and wished to be "in
ministration they would know how to act. Company, his company had been the low- Works Department he was asked by Mr.
on the stand that est bidder on a contract for supplying
The misvor did not recall
the department to give the'
with any contractors valves to the city, and in former years McGlinchey of
he had Communicated
bond to Mr. P. J. Fitzgerald.
their
them
give
have
to
like
a
surety company selected
had furnished
that he would
"Edgar N. Wrightington, second vice,
y, but by itself, but in no case had it furnished
bonds to the National Surety Compan
president of the Boston Consolidsted Gas
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necessa
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l
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,
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Surety
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surety
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Company, testified that when his company
11;15, however, being the lowest bidder on
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t for furnishing
in- the valve contract, Mr. Belcher received a was awarded the contrac
all
that
ends
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commte,
The
illumination gas for the streets in Bossurance brokers be allowed free, open and telephone message stating that it wee ton, he was requested by Mr. Rourke,
h to city from the mayor's office, requestfeg him to
honest competition and approac
former Commissioner of Public Works, to
rail up Mr. Fitzgerald at a ceraln numsssfeeetors. free from Psychological
uive the bend to the NationalSurety Coin;
ber, No rui ths. et—se•set rcaa
ence."
to why he should call up Mr. Fitzgerald, pany.
The commission relates incidents in tire
nor did he know Mr. Fitzgerald. He howThe Report in Detail
teatirnony cf Thomas Russo of the firm
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asked
l
Me
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ever
The commission's report
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FINDS CITY SUFFERED

Proper Supervision of Contracts
Prevented
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'had been promised by one of the firm that 1. Q. In other words, you 'rave out the imECHOW
he should have all of its business in the preseion that It would be very agreeable it CRITICAL TIME' FOR OUR
B.'.
Franklin
future. Mr. Russo called at his office, at- to the administration?
Mr.
of
With the expiration
BoSton'I
A. It wasn't necessary.
ter he had seeured the contract, and told
Dyer's term as superintendent of
Q. But you were willing to if it was
him that Mr. Fitzgerald was I fer the
responslschools so near at hand, critical
bond and that he tl ought ii iiiivietble to neeeentues?
Schoi,1
tbc
uron
devolve
'
'nifty
shortly
will
give Mr. Fitzgerald the bond, promising.
A. 1r it wee necessary I \\meld, or rend
successer
,
a
of
frc
them
choice
Committee
in
the
however, to give Mr. Brown the liability
_
insurance. Later, Mr. Russo told Mr,
whether by lemon:twit:ion of Mr. Dyer hint/ Brown that he could not give him the
What "Geed Odor" Means
' self or by the selection of a new incuir-,
„
Witty insurance because it also had been
The meaning of this testimony clearly bent. The choice of a chief executive for
demanded by Mr. Fitzgerald. When Mr. is that being in good odor at City Hall
Ibis city's schools has acquired importance
Russo had told Mr. Fitzgerald that he had
, not enly in view of the duties and powers
contractors think that they can cary,
planned to give the liability to Mr. Blown
Mr. Fitzgerald remarked that if they their work without interference on the part . with which this official is charged, but also
eoind do work without a friend in the of the inspectors of the work. Whereas, .su account cf the long term extended him. i
if a surety company that was not favored
world, let them try it.
Once appointed, the Boston superintendent
"Another contractor, George Baker Long by the administration was given on their
slx year*.
of Worcester had a cot .raet for the con- bonds, they would be from time to time an- remains in office during all of
the Sestruction of an addition to the Boston Pub- noyed and interfered with by the inspectors There is a cheso to be advanced for
lic Library, and told Mr. Brown that he on the work.
lc-non of a Boston roan to till such a posi"This favoritism has resulted in a com- tion. At the same time, the salary of
regretted he could not give him the bond,
oecause he (Mr. Long) considered it good plete breakdown of efficient supervision $10,00, offered the superintendent, should
over
many contractors doing.. work for the
business judgment to give his bond to the
be sufficiently- high to stand as an attraccity of Boston, and In a failure to enforce
National Surety CornpanY•
liability on bonds for breaches of contracts. tion to the best men in the field wherever
Lx, ,,,n J
—
"The Finance Commission has evidence , they may be found. It is true, none the
Mayor Spoke of "FriendSA
before it from e r ,,t,h1, hrnlror orhn see_ loom filo t f hn !nil unomork t whinh ntnAal3
..., . .. .
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'
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Mr. Storrow opposed the granting of Boston Board of Aldermen and I In
tion committee and other sub-cormaltteet tilt, hill ii colt which ,
ineeetteetinn and
Woo until efts,. tees, and I am satisfied .that a spiendid
that!
report as to the manner in which the queried whether fancy feeds with fancy we voted in 1902 was so radical
compelled its withl
opinion
funds were expended will be made to names sometimes did not involve fancy public in
the council. I'expect that all the sub- prices.
drawal
to
Councilmen Watson and McDonald arcommittee reports will be collected by
"But why does Mr. Curley go hack
I Dec. 1. The results will show that Bos- gued that the concerns which have sold 1902 for .evidenee as to our attitude tothe .feed to the city are honest and ward Spanish war veteeans2 The 'epeeton can bear comparison with any other
slernild get their just dues, and the bills !sit War vRirrflrild weee before this
I city in the United States.
re$30,000
should not be held up.
"There Is $7000 left out of the
year's Legislature seeking exemptions
Is
What
.
committee
main
On motion of Councilman Ford, the under the civil service law, and then
served for the
say. council
exactly
can't
I
$12,0e0
an
order
the
passed
of
ly
out
unanimous
left
the mayor showed his real attitude tocouncil
calling on the public safety committee ward the veterans by having the city's
"As to the .complaint of the
had
t
departmen
for an accounting as to the public farm- legislative counsel appear in opposition
that the public works
transfer
ing done
Franklin and Olmstead pares. to their petition.
no business to ask'for a $1500
worth
$3500
contribute
The coder NINS based on the request of
and
tion
;appropria
"If the mayor had been honestly deCommitthe public works department for a tramp- sirous of enlightening the voters of Bosof work to the Public Safety
ion,
appropriat
ler appropriation of $1500, and it was ton as to my attitude toward the Spantee when we had a e70,000
brought out that this department had ish War veterans, he could have found
I am not possessed of all the facts, but
will
n
explanatio
ry
satisfacto
done e3.30e worth of work fpr the com- It in the records of Congress on a mata
doubtless
mittee,
be forthcoming.
ter vital to their interests, sa shown
Councilman Ford argued that the pub- by the following letter front Oscar I'.
"One of the largest items of expendit
and
-d,
gu
home'
cause
the
lic safety committee should show
ture was $13,000 for
Taylor, commander-in-chief of the
rewhy it had not kept within its own aplarge amounts have been seen, in
United St:pants:1 War . Veterans, under
propriation of $70,000.
cruiting for the army and navy, in the
date of Dec. el. 1912:
Hoover drive and in all sorts of conserSays Potatoes Still Undug.
•"My Dear Congressmen: On behalf:
vation movements,"
the
Ho declared that euantitles of pots toes of the comrades of the Ink camps of
la-ated Spanish War Veterans and the
remain undug, and *111 freeze and rot If aependent widows and orphans of deallowed to stay in the ground much ceased soldiers and sailors, I desire to
tender you my sincere thanks for your
longer.
vote in support of House resolve 17,470,
Mayor Curley's ordinance to Interdict passed by the House of Itepresentativea
girl bootblacks under the age of 21 was on Wednesday, 1.ec. 4, 1912.'
referred to the corporation counsel for
Lets Voters Judge.
an opielon as to the point 4raised by
"I am willing to let the voters judge
Maxham E. Nash. counsel for the girl
bootblacks, that lite State board of labor whether Corranander-M-Chief Taylor 18
and Industries has sole jurisdiction.
not a better witness as to my attitude
Watson endeavored to 1
7ouncilman
toward the Spanish war veterans than
push through the anti-girl bootblack
order at once, but found himself in a 1 Candidate Curley. But lest the minds of
! the people be diverted from the real
minority with Councilman McDonald.
Mr. Stetrow sold: "I am. opposed to issue, let me reiterate the statement of
girl's tinder 21 blacking boots. In fact,
believe that no woman should clean a toy present intentions wnich led to this
noires boots, and T a,n even so unlash- controversy:
"I favor the establishment of a muloned as to hold that no woman should
clean a man's nalln, so I favor the nicipal bureau to render assistance to
mayor's ordinance; but it seems to me i,!11' soldiers whets they return from the
that we ought to consult the corporation eeiropean battleeelde, and the organias to our authmety, In view of zation of committtes of public-spirited
counsel
By a vote of five to four, Councilthe legal points raised by the counsel citizens to co-operate with the city offimen Ballantyne, McDonald, Watson
cials. When I am elected mayor of
/or the bootblacks."
constituting the 'The majority of the council voted with Boston I shall give the =Ater my
Wellington
and
percouncil
yesterday
'
city
Storrow.
Mr.
'actual
the
attention.
minority,
I
shall
a
make
lead
Storrow's
sincere
and
honeet
followed President
effort to get a dollar's value for every
and referred to the finance commisdollar the city spends, so that when
sion, for report within a week, a
our soldiers return from abroad thee t
will find the resoercea of the city so
request from Penal Institutions Comfor
coeserved that it will be in a position to
an
Shaw
I3,
exDavid
missioner
render that service to which their great
of $8000 for forage
tra appropriation
sacrifice entitles them,"
cattle on .Deer island;,
for pigs and
.
,.... .
,
1 ,on th'
also for a report by Jan.
advisability, from an economic standof the pigs and
pOinti of .disposing
i cattle.
hundred pigs for a neieelatioe i
.ight
i
;
I
President James J. StorI OW?" queried
m.. when I
e ereae; with eyes. ate.or aFermi:41111p

Chairman of Loral Public Safety
Committee Repi,es to :,oancilman's Charge. hi rJti
,

•

NUMMI' D A(TEC
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I

UP Plf,iteROBLEM

Refers Request for Feed for
Deer Island Rooters to
Finance Commission.

ASKS COSTS OF 'WAR FARMS'

I

PETER\ig'QUOTtS
WAR VETERAN

,
LPublishes Thanks of Head Of
I
Spanish War Men for
s H4lp.

ED
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END
8
.
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"'Money for necessities, but none ter
luxurieg must be the policy of the ilex:
'Mayo': of Boston until the war is over,"
said Congressman Tague. "Other candidaten tell you they propose to expend
oriic
e.yonext year onwall
-t,
tzf,Tnri:
sno
ecrc
,,
,
larges
!L.
li
,4,
the gravity f the war
knows that promises to make extensive
luxurious improvements cannot be uliBled
that
u.
belivto
appeari,arts3f
yint)the
: opponents
‘M3
thecn1yv

1

L/

Peters Promises o
Represent All
People, 4 1 041

SMITH

.C
• °Wrens is to promise a playground on
evt.r.Y etrcet corner, at the eery time
when peoele are pinching the pennies
in an effort to buy things to eat,
clothes to wear, coal and wood to keep
their homes warm. The men who make
thego promises fail to recognize the
real problems confronting the city.
"We snould face the le esent preelems lilts men. We must provide for
the necessities until this dreadful war
Is over. That is the tremendous task
of the man who will be Mayor (4 Boston to succeed Curley during the next
four years."

MITT

tyli 1
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\
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FUR

JEERS\,

Announces

He is
1-1-.,
r-____1:-tirs
NT_L ‘....cillUi
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for Mayor

who for some .
Earnest E. Smith,
candidate for
time has been a likely
who withand
Mayor,
the. office of
the report
held his decision pending
•
appointed
committee
of a conference
that
web
was
to determine whether it
issued a statehe should run, last night
he a canment declaring he will not
and vote!
work
will
Elevated
didate, but 'instead
FOR ALL THE PEOPLE
Mayor.
for
Peters
te
speak
J.
will
n
Gallivan
Andrew
Congressma
tor
"If I am elected Mayor of Boston I
shall make the city for all the people the people of Dorchester thie evening
without regard to their vocation or , at a big non-partisan rally in BloomCONFEREES REPORT
their station in life," said Mr. Peters field Ball. He will take as his topic,
time bet
in opening his address. "The admin- I "What the Mayor can do for the people
Mr. Smith said that for some
whether to be a
istration will be for everybody with- In the suburbs."
considering
been
Among other subjects he states that had
7
out limitations and exclusions. We need
few days ago he Bugan executive at the head of Boston he will touch on "asphalt shingles," candidate. A
to.
referred
-how to
be
streets,"
question
better
and
"cleaner
gested that the
who will co-operate to bring the city
and othbe appointed by
forward • as a great big cosmopolitan settle the Elevated problem,"
a committee of two to himself,
that he
Peters and
city, willing to ask equal terms for our era*
Candidate
is
button
The new Gallivan campaign
unbiased by
citizens.
inight obtain a decision
a
of
consists
it
distribution.
for
feeling. Mr. Smith agreed te
"Our next. Mayor must be a eittri who ready
reading "Turn to the personal
their decision.
will be able to handle the great corn- little signboard
by
abide
under it, "Vote for Gallito repmercial development that will follow I Bight," and
Lee M. Friedman was chosen White •
asked for any underlying
When
van."
pi
the war's termination.
resent Mr. Smith and Alexander inter
conthe
button,
the
In
"The days of the aristocratic gov. sgenitIcance
side to attend to the political
said:
•
Mr. Peters. The conferrees last:
ernment are past. The people of Boston greseman
14 years I was a street commis- ests of
"Foe
a report to Mr. Smith whIeW made
are demanding a Mayor who can ofbight
sloner working for the city. All tho
ficiently legislate for democratic pee- new traffic rules, street signs and such
is in part as follows:
ple. The present war is binding all of matters were passed upon by my board..
"There are already sufficient ca.ndI2
the people together. In order to maindates in the field to (Direr a wide choloe
am the one
I
that
therefore,
I
,
feel,
voters who are anxieus to choose ;
tam n a democracy the people must be
candidate to tiee the traffic slogan, to teo
who may e orthlly represent ,
Mayor
devoted to their government."
a
Turn to the Right.'"
only.
Mr. Peters, in referring to what he ,
the city. Another candidate will
commented on the camfurther
He
will causde
would do if elected, said that "the I
add perplexity, and we fear
saying:
by
Palen
cast
votes
such further division of the
dc-or will always be open at the City
"1 am in receipt of scores of letters
;
Hall and the people will have a friendly from prominent Republicans telling me
in opposition to the present administralion as to give an added chance to the
heart that will help to make Boston a they resent the aseumetion of Mr. Pe.
Mayor.
city for the people. However, I can't ters with regard to their vote. They
"As we believe tee leeet interests of
be Mayor unless I have the understand- assure me that they are with me bethe city will be sert ed by the defeat
ing and sympathy of alt the citizens of cause my campaign has not only been
the present administration, we art
the city."
the only live campaign to date, hut I of
-,:Intnious In edvising that you. ehou
Samuel H. Borofsky, presiding of- because I am the only candidate so far
not be a candidate at the present el.
113er, charged previous administrations who has outlined an administrative pro.
tion."
with having forgotten the Jewish citi- gramme along constructive lines.
zens after election day.
"As regards the bonding business and
"I'm with Peters," he concluded, "be- the Finance Commission's finding of
everygive
will
who
causs he is a man
Fitzgerald- of Somerville with his mobody a square deal."
nopoly of this public business, I am the
only canantate to touch upon bonding at
all. I stated two weeks ago that 'I
would, in so far as the Mayor may
legally direct, distribute tho bonding
Congressman Tague Carries His business pro-rata among the duly acAt the call of the eeeeutiv5
Into credited established bonding agencies.'
tee. whieh met bust night at 34 Co
Campaign
Mayoralty
"This is certainly the fair way to and voted to oppose the re-eleetion,
Brighton—Warns Against Pre= handle it. I ask the other candidates
Mayor Curley because of his sup
what they will do on bonding." .
of the "Birth of a Nation" elm **,
Necessary
but
Any
for
posals
the Boston branch of the NA
Equal Rights League which prOtY
Improvements in War Time
the fight against the extradltlgA,
.Tohn Johnson. will hold a tstl'oitt)
Congressman Tague campaigned hard
meeting tomorrow night in the
last night. lie carried his campaign for
Baptist Church, Sltawmut avenue.%
Mayor into Brighton and Allston. In
the
he
rallies
emphasized
Madison steeet to commend GI
his open-air
McCall and Assistant AtbartUgg,
, importance of munieipal ecoeemy and
oppmmots for promising
Brawn, and to cendeenn the raaatra.
scored
the federal gGvorninetit te INN*
,
I heavy expenditures for extensions ee
ernor McCall's
I parks and playgrounds, the establishtittIl ,!
agencies
publicity
Johnson.'
muoicipal
' ?tient of
luxuries."
and other "municipal
At the complet:. ,
a speech by
Andrew J. Peters :ast night at the
Quincy House, the better Boston committee, comprising more than 250 of Gallivan's Button Directs "Turn to
the most prominent Jewish citizens of
the Right; Vote for Gallivan"—
the city, predged their hearty support
Will Talk Tonight on Asphalt
to the speaker.
7 hingles, Better Streets And The
i..

ADOPTS TRAFFIC SLOGAN

Scores Rivals' Promises

EQUAL RIGHTS LFA
WILL OPPOSE Cti

r

SAYS CANADA IS
SURE OF YANKEES

ASK LAW
ON GIRL
SHINERS

; pefore 250 members of the Canadian in its history this republic had loved
' Ciub at the Copley-Plaza 1t night cijr freedom and found its duty and that it
war,
!...rnssible for Americans
for
John Willison, a Canadian newspaper Englishmen to dishonor their as
tradiman who has been knighted for his ser- tions."
President Faiinc.e of Brown made the
vices tc his country since the war betheme of hits speech the unanimity of
gait, preached the doctrine of unity be- . Americans in the great war.
twee the United States and Canadain
1 lisi.NSein7
have•o'
an'ti)cl
ua
d
e.H '
r ,''
.
siai
iter.'n
'
d ill
te
e'ra
spU7lia.s
their work of crushing German autoe- I hicans we have many stories to tell ,
vo
bo
t htahte tD
uut
h
ats,t but I
racy. On the programme with Sir John' a
a ss u ri)
f
,ent.tooteertos
d a y snt
y flthest
ctainie
lz
ite
were such stalwart Americans as Dr. President Wilson.
today are
pub°.
, W. H. P. Faunce, president of Brown licans, and that themen of the ite- ,
The q uestion of the city's right 01
publican
party
today
stand
steadfas
_
t ,ass
'University, and Charles L. Burrill,
an ordinance making it illegal,
behind tne calm and resolute ability of
Treasurer of Massachusetts, and to Woodrow Wilson."
for women under the age of 21 to en-I
Captain hiarlatt spared neither him- gage in the business of bootblack or
I neither of these would the Canadian
self nor his hearers in his speech. ifs
1 give way in -paying tribute to American
made the speakers' table at the Copley- for others to employ them in that
i aim. :n the great war. Mayor Curley Plaza banquet a recruiting stand, and business has been referred by the City
' urged his hearers to do their bit in urg- Council to the city law depai ilnerlt.
; and Captain h
Kenneth Marlatt
t
, head of t
e
i
ingainod i‘
sihsasis
naio
neh
gu et tet$40,000
B
to e
aruisaw
hr subse
Canadian recruiting mission in eels
This :IC:tit/II was taken yesterday in
Boston, also addressed the assembled call, to the colors. It was a soldier's a meeting of the executive committee
i
Canadian-Americans.talk, and the people from
the land that of the council.
The law department 13
has turned forth more lighting soldiers
than any district of its population in requested to report within t‘vo weeks.
the British empire answered hun in
NO EARLY PE)Gt
STORROW'S VIEWS
kind.

Question City's Right
to Forbid Women
Black Boots

7,, NON

Sir John held forth no prospect
of an
.1tarly peace In his remarks. After dealMg with the past differences between
the 'United States and Canada as "tiffo"
immaterial in the face of the crisis
that now faces the two nations, he
said:
"Three years ago we sang so lighly
and confidently that it was a long, long
way to Tipperary. But the road la
longer than we thought, more rugged
than we knew, more bloody than we
foresaw. In the further journey a
great army of Americans will march
with us, as bravely and proudly as any
arrniea that this great conflict has
called to the field, conscious that Lhey
seek no vulgar glory or doubtful conquest, and unconquerable because the
cause for which they fight is 88
righteoun as any for which men have
contended since time began.
"And somewhere in the distance there
ie tictory and peace, victory with honor and peace that will endure.
"To the allied nations this is not a!
war for the British empire or for any
other empire. It Is not a war for the
supremacy of any nation on land or I
on sea. It is not a war for gain
or for conquest. It is a war for the
freedom of peoples and the integrity of I
nations; for free men, free seas, a free
world. In the long future, Americans I
and Canadians will have no prouder
memory than that they were companions in arms in the great endeavor to
establish democracy upon foundations
that shall never be removed.

Sure of Amerke
do act suggest that, during the first
years of war there was universal or
general approval in Canada of the
course that was taken by this country.
There were ti.nes, perhaps, when we
thought that you were slow to anger,
when we. were not certain that you were
better than the mighty. ant when we
were more anxious that you should
take a city than that you should rule
your own spirit so effectually. But I
rejoice to remember that when I was
asked to pronounce eensure I had only
cite answer tha.4 throughout every Friel!

Mayor Curley paid a tribute to the
Canadian 3oldior, to Colonel Guthrie
and to the MacLeans.

In the course of the discussion Councillor Storrow remarked that he vials
opposed to women of any age blackleg
men's shoes, lie might be a little old•
faehioned, he said, but he Was almost
willing to say that lie was opposed to

a woman cleaning any man's linger
l uaus.

Ile felt, however, that the taw dephrt-'
merit sii•nilel peas lanai the
legality of t
ordinance.
is• . a. ter co m to the seunell
throagli the action of Mayor Curley,
Who toelt exception to the employment
of young women In
bootblack
or, Bromfield street. He acted, he
has
claimed, because such employment
vs
against the public morala

the proposed
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,CTRILvE(Yv- FAILS
TO END STRIKE
'Tries to Settle Western
Electric Trouble

Nov

c) 17

C

,BUILD NEW
POOR
L•1

A cmi
bring ,
about a settlement of the
strike of
more than 300 eniployers
of the Wester!' Electric Company,
which has been
in progress for the
past live week t.
have proved futile.
The Mayor was
siv•cessful In one point, securin
g a conce,ssion from the ()Metals
of the cornti'
pany to hold a conference
With a committee representing the
apeaking before the
strikers, au
members cf the
overtures of the men to secure
Intercolonial Club last
such
night, Att,Ixai
it conference having he
Iairley declared that he
denied.
This conference was held
hu0e. A new poorhouse is plannIng'te
mast night at
soinewht
Young's Hotel. It covered
?re ateiC
the litanies River.
a period of
ii
pi,ao; t,,
3 1-2 hours, at the conclusi
`An.
on of which , Long Irland kind the present
matters stood just as they
peorhousa
to the government for Ft.
have been
naval hospital—
since the strike was
;
Accordi
ng to the Mayor's
ordered, the ofticia.ls refusing to recede
plans. the
raw plans cell for a
front their pogroat) of
sitions.
for the purpose
cottage:
pi wading
As a result the meeting
homes fat.
oglmdthcoorle
upe yse.n
concluded
t e
t y lot
with nothing being agreed
to, not even
"
thotillia
gth
titj
t
the continuance of the
plea of the men that conference, the f
rtohle
o
there must be
esa
P
ooror.RalphP
r
Adams Crays)
some broad mind
of Oa'
Massachusetts Institute
pable of acting as Massachusetts caof Technotatfri
ale spoke of the
arbitrator to bring
work
about All adjuntment falling
the, Cuts piko.
fl
ing
Boaid
on deaf
has done.
ears.
About WO nialia;
be.-tt of the club

Mayor Pichs Charles River
as Proponed SI

were pvesent. .

you are working, my opponent. Mr. AnAsk Ft& Com.'s Aid
drew J. Peters, recognizes that such
proceedure would be Injurious rather '
in
il6 coun
c nthe
ni„ e
era
uffveltn
iclis se
course
lerlfZh.Gi
than helpful.
trar
"The communication of today covert; lore favored '-old lug up of all the
commissio
fere requested by the
11 pages, and oideeolte the ealiootiltion of
'pending a report from the mane*
every thinking man in America for conaervation, represents a wa.sts of goon
Commission, others favoring the mak'
ing of the transfers and the referent*
white paper, since the answer made by
of the general situation to the commienie on Saturday last is Identical with'
sion.
the recommendation contained in 2 1-2
Finally', after the Councillors deterlines of It pages of camouflage subday.
this
mined that they could not figure. out
mitted by your commission
to their satisfaction the number of pigs,
"The Finance Commission in its incows, shoats, the cost on the hoof and
sidious de,aire to persecute me as Mayor
the relative cost of buying all food
end destroy me politically, has unconstuffs in the market Instead of trYlnit
sciously rendered me a service of
to raise It, they voted five to four to
greater value than anything which
ask the Finance Commission to corn*
might be done by any political committo theu* assistance- The commizziou
tee, however powerful."
asked to report immediately with refer*-t
erica to the specific transfers under eon- 1
sideration and nerore Jan. I., 1918, at-ain
the general situation of farming and
stock raising at the island. The transfers requested totalled more than $12,000.
Budget Commissioner Carven, who
was present in connection with the
transfers, explained that unless action
The Fin. Corn. yesterday issued its
was taken upon the transfers before
Dec. I., the Mayor and city auditor had
second statement attacking Mayor
authority to act upon them without reCurley as a result of its bond bearingsgard to the City Council.
and simultaneously the Mayor replied

1FIN. COM.
AGAIN HITS

AT MAYOR

CurleyRepliesCalling
Report Attempt to
Persecute
Noy

thanking the commission, and cant.
its tcport an endorsement in favor
his re-election.

MORE PIGS
THAN MEN
AT ISLAND

Council Asks Probe
of House of Correction Snarl

N rv-

2 I

WARD 18 CLUB
SPLIT ON MAYOR

CHARGE OF MONOPOLY
lr. the report of the Financial Conimiesion the charge was made that a
virtual monopoly of the bonding business with contractors having city eontracts was held by the Peter J. Fitz,
The Mayor's reply
gerald agency.
•
NOV
charged that the Finance Commission
persecute him and
to
was attempting
destroy him politically.
The City Council voted yesterday to
The Finance Commiesion's report read
ask the Finance Commission to investiWard 18 Democratic Club broke vrtille
in part:
open last night, when the club ent.
gate and report upoti. the farming and
"Contractors having contracts with
the city of Boston were compelled to
livestock industry as it is conducted at dorsed Mayor Curley for re-election.
give bowie throng,.. particular surety
Deer Island under the direction of The vote was not uncontested, for itncompany, and also were compelled to
mediately afterward 200 members gOt
give their liability aid workmen's comPenal Institutions Commissioner David
up, left tae hall, marched to Winona,
pensation insurance to the same surety
B. Shaw. The councillors became some- ! Hall, near by, and organised another
company. Furthermore, there was failDemocratic club for -Dorchester, • willa
what interested in the situationi when
ure on the part of the city to enforce
as their may ok,,,
liability • upon bonds of contractors
It developed that at times there are Congressman Gallivan
any candidate.
1 where a liability existed.
are
there
all
than
the
nearly
island
on
pigs
in
Imre
that
the split iu.
who
headed
The men
"It is fair to say
eluded former Senator Redmond'
eases where the city of Boston gave
officers and inmate3.
Fitxgeraid, W. T. Fitzgerald and former
contracts to different contractors, it was
Representative Joseph Benson. Tonight
understood that the contractor receiving
surety
as
furnish
Mr. Gallivan will speak under the au&
WMO TRANSFER ASKED
his contract must
pices of the new club In Bloomfield..
upon his bond the National Surety ComCouncillor Sorrow held that It wan
Hall.
pany, and that by doing so he would he
institution
an
for
raising'
economy
not
and
Patrick H. McCue, who was laid to
in favor vaili the administration,
the
of
disposing
of
purpose
the
for
pigs
hail.
City
at
have put through the United Improv
would not be in 'bad odor'
keep
to
way
economical
an
in
garbage
Pethe
'psychology'
this
Association
ment
endorsement
As a result of
more pigs than there are people feast
Mayor Curley, headed thu Cu:147
ter J. Fitzgerald agency, aseieted by
the
crumbs
waose
from
table
thin
ing at.
dersernent move in the original el'
Francis L. Daly and the Mayor of Bospigs are to be fed.
1915
ton, was enabled during the years
The matter came before :he counciland 1916 io establish, to the detriment
lors for consideration when a request
called
of the city, what may fairly be
wee received front the penal inetitufor city
a monopoly in furnishing bonds
tiona commissioner for a transier of
contractors.
WOO from an appropriation In his de"On account of the manner in which
partment to the appropriation for forIs imthe Fitigeraid books are kept, it
age and animals.
possible to estimate the exact profit on
It was found that there were in the
Lave
this city business, hut brokers $20,000
vicinity of 600 inmates at the island,
as
stated that AA large a return
which, together with 190 officers, made
An order providing for the ralelfill
be expected
a year commission might
790 persons in till. At times there were $60.000 through the creatior. of a loair
including
on contractors' bonds alone,
than
that amount to defray the expenses
350 pigs, 631 pigs and then ,flora
workmen's compensation and liability
SOO pigs, many of these being sold in canverting the property by:laded lit;
insurance."
Dudley strect, Warren street and Itisui
lino with the department's policy.
The Mayor's Reply
Councillor Storrow with pencil and risen avenue into public square, war inpaper figured out that the pigs which troduced in thr meeting of the t'ity
part:
The Mayor, in his reply, said in
were sold must have weighed not snore Council yetiterdavptkernegnI,14 ,.$.1801.110a
grateful to your
"I em exceedingly
than 20 pounds each on the average in riilor Ballantane. Li V A. '
f.
commission for the documentary eviThe coanciiior believos that
order to bring the prices mentioned hi
as
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rumor that he is receiving some extra-i
ordinary aid in seouring signatures to;
his nomination papers. He at 'first:
took out papers for the City Council 1
but suddenly shifted. As a
,camou-
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lot and this, according to the report,
appealed to one of the Curley mantigers. It was even said that certain
clty employees were urged to*get sig.

In speaking of the plan of retrenchmoot which
the City must take until
,ifter the war has been decided,
Cond.
Tag tie said:
"Other candidates tell you that they
,,
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1
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rind alllas
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giets s
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prises. That is the usual line of campaign argument and . It te the eaeiest:
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urT
meat at this time, for no matter how
P I
many promiees of this kind are made,,
LI
Now. that Mayor Curley has come any man who realizes the gravity of 1
right out with a, denuncildion of the the war crisis knows that promises to I
tee,
conscription act, politicians profess to
make extensive luxurious improve- I
see where
Oneatlae
ocialist candidate, menet; cannot be fulfilied.
I
Jaml, Swill hurt the. Curley I "My opponents in this Mayoralty '
campaign. If It Is possible to keel!) campaign appear to believe that the',
t, Oneal from. the ballot .it Is figured
only way into the hearts of the citii that Curley will poll a good portion zens of Boston is to promise 'a playof the Socialist vote. The sincere ground on every street (earner, new and
charter members of the Sociallet elaborate park systems every week
party, of course, will not attend the and the expenditure of large sutrut of
polls if there is no candidate of their money for a public:4x department for
OW1: on the ballot, but a sufficiently
the city. And dila at ,a time ten
large number to make a difference in
men, women and children, every t' me
the final result will probably exercise
are pinching the pennieS in an e ort
their'franchise.
II,) buy things to
By Albert E. Kerrigan'
Sheriff John A. Keliher has Joined 'coal and wood to keep their Lemes
An attempt to jam an endorsement ThP group of leaders about whom the
warm. '
"I submit that men who makesueh I
li'our
of Mayor Curley through the Besse!) candidates arc speculating.
years ago Keliher was a candidate
promises fail to recognize the real I
Fire Club was thwarted by some of himself
up to the last minute. After
Problem confronting the city at the ;
the officers and the more leatel-headed his withdrawal the bulk of 108
present time.
sup!tort went to Curley. This year there
of the members last Thursday.
"This Is no time for deeaminA. It !
News of the rumpus in the club seems no reason why Keither should
is true we are in the-midst of a politibe
with
Curley.
When
Keliher was a
f reached the headmetxters of Curley's'
cal campaign, and I know that .the
opponents shortly after, through candidate for appointment as Sheriff,
present Mayor of Boston recently
Charles
S.
Baxter
was
the only man
made the assertion before the Finance
friends In the club.
ta
go
before
the
Governor
and make
Commission that Me does not. regard
The motion for indorsement was
made from the floor, but the president ti real fight for him. As far att known, statements uttered In pallitical carn(7tirley
went
up
there
for Keliher, but
paigns binding as to fact.
refused to recognize it under the con"I submit. however, that, any man
stitutlen and by-laws. According to a how enthusiastically is a matter of
debate.
Gallivan
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Keno'. do not
who, in the presertt great crisis of our
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i:ghsvsfentf.
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11
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,
t
off
very well and Tague defeated (gauntry, no far forgets his plain duty
to a Irian
as to attempt to misrepresent the sit, of the firemen, Curley's eupporterer
Since
Keliher's defeat, however, e:pion which confronts all of Us, in
; raised quite a clamor when the ruling;
things
have
the bore that he may gain political
been pretty ainteahle hewas made.
"As a last reoort," says the leaer t‘reelt
"
tiler and Tague. For that 'advantage for himself, Is unworthy to
reason
it
be Mayor of Boston.
would not be sin-twitting to
"the meeting was resolv.ed into a 'cum."Ask the father or mother whosb
with the cengressinan,
matte° of the whole,' with a close
his
influence
friend of John F. McDonald, the
SIP•riff would be 1 son Is now facing enemy bullets on
1 tile fields of France if they behevp
Mayor's campaign manager, in the
--wee..101
flits is the time for lavish exitiendlchair."
tere of money for the extension of
After a spirited debate the motion
talaygrounds.
was defeated by an overwhelming vote.
Friends of Congressmen Gallivan
"Ask the wife and family -of the
,t.utta now risking his life on hoard an
and Tague w.rP in the meeting and
evidently aided in upsetting tho Curan warship and momentarily
; tea:tined with annililla than by the
ley plan. Ttague's brother is Capt.
e.,odorous .submarinc, it they believe
Philip Tague of the department, and
Gallivan has always been a great.
is is the lime to spmel moroy for
friend of both firemen and taolicemen.,
establishment of an elabetrate
liaticy department for the city, to proin fact, while in Washington Gallivan
e
,
acted as advocate for the firemen of
vide a comfortable position for the
, .1f. District of Columbia In their efpolitical press agept of his boss. Ask
platoon
systt
itwt. to secure the two
them, .1 repeat, for they are tl e. peoMayor Curley signed the or "—nee
t de who must pay the bills. They
are
11;
for one day mf.in three and for that
people who always pay.
firereason was thoueht .to have the
"Let its face the facts .like me&
men's vote. But tlip main work In
HA us sit down and figure how we
'obtaining thts ordinance was done
:111 provide for the necessities until
with the Council, and the -Mayor
I ils dreadful watt is over and at the
should get little credit. Councilman
same time make our own good
Pcoele
Danid J. McDonald, who is on the
of Boston as comfertable as possible.
meyor., sten, was n worker for the
"That is the tremendous task of the
ordinance, and predicted that the
ninn who will be mayor of Boston
to
Cong. Peter F. Tague, speaking at
may6 would get the firemen's vote.
euceeed Mayor Curley during the
next
several open-air rallies in Allston and mar years. We must
The meeting demolishes this theory.
keep our streets
This is the seeonel attempt to rail- Brighton last evening, annOuncad that in repair. We must maintain
owe-lire,
road an andorsemen t for the Mayor his policy, if
water and other departmen
elected Mayor next. notice,
ts
,high est possible
that has come to grief. The firet atto le
standard of efe United Im- month, would be, "Money for necessi- ficiency. We must do
tempt was made in the
a lot of things
provement .Assn., when a n endorse- ties, kit not one cent for luxuries, un- which are absolutely
necessary in this /
„
ment did actually go through at a til the war is over." Ile emphasized c"Y•
rump meeting, but was iater repudi- the importance
of municipal economy .1 The new Gallivan (
sited lay the officers.
. 'button \tot
and stilted his opponents for promising ;I is ready rot distribut ..a.
It consists
The candidacy, for Mayor et' Frank'
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a
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sign
expenditures for extensions Of .
-board reading,,
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tieems to know, has excited some no- parks and playgrount,
it.
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"Vete
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Russell Club 1)1des
Not Indorse

Although Effort Was Made
to Jam It Through at
Last Meeting
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Tague Says Retretwo rn
Will Be His Policy
When Mayor
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I:the Conkreiiimirrard "noir 1.4` y9IirsL
was a Street Commissioner Woriting
.,.
1 for the city, All
toe new tratite rules,
'l street signs end such matters were,
.I naSsed upon by my board. I feel,.
therefore, that I am the ,,i4 candidate to tie the trattic slog.' , 'Turn
i to the Right.'"
He further commented on the eatnPaign by saying, "I am in receipt of
scores of letters from prominent Re-;
;;;tadlcui-is ii•Iling me they ,i.,-,,iassumption of Ale. PettTs with regard
to their vote. Thelbassure me that
they are with me because my cam-1
paign has not only been the, only livel
campatgn to date, !mt. hecauste I am!
the only candida te so tar who .ThuiS
*outlined an administrative program
along constructive lines.
'As regards the bo1 :ling. but
and the Finance Ch nmissiim's finding
of Fitzgerald of Somet+ille watli his
monopoly of this public tollSiTle:IS, I
am the only eandidate to touch noun
bonding at all. 1 stated two weeks ago
that, 'I would, in so tar as the Mayor
; may legally direct, di ; mute the
i bonding, business pro-ra tit a!Hong the
I duly,accedited , established boning
: agencies.'

1

I

• "This is cortninly '(I. t..,,
.ie ttmy t7
handle it. I ask the. other candidate.;
what they will do on bonding."
Congressman Tague reiterated.Lhisintention of remaining in Om mayor. ally' contest at a noon-day rally at
t'hettitit ave. oak: Cialtet i.. j—a-IllitICTI
Plain, yesterday, that was attended by
1511 employees of nearby factories.
As proof of his determination to stay 1
in the fight So the finish, he said that :
last Sunday a delegation waite,d • nu'
him and urged him to get out of the
fight. but he refused to do so. He said
that Charlestown, the North, West and •
Smith ends Gethe city are with him, •
together with labor and postal cmployees.
He promised that When .
elected he will stop the practice 01!
gagging free speech =tong city cmployees.
.
"Win with Curley" was the ,logau .
adopted last night by more than
three score Democratic workers from
the three Dorchester wards, the 1711,
18th and, 20th, at a meeting at the
Curley campaign. headmmrters in tire
Scatty Building, Scollay sq. • The
Mayor was informed by a committee
representing the Wai'd 18 Democratic
Club that the organization the night
1 before liaihmaiinnousk endorsed hi;
4i:unlit-lacy for re-election and voted
.to place .it large Curley banner outside
r.be club rooms atithe corner of Bow'doh) and liami ton sts- Alectin:....
tiouse Hilt.
Wile representatives or
the club 'aim waited' upon the A1aYol
mtludo41 I ,.aineilllor-elect 'Lewis It.
Softly:1o. Patel; it- H. I'dei'm president
ne the clith: .1- ohn Hay, Hobert H.
Willeox and .liones Al. 13:•:idy.
n„,.ing the
meeting mint, were
p'
'
,1
feet ,•il for establishing six 114a:dila:tr.
!tc.r.; iii 1 he Dorchester di:(Het ot Blue
JIM a vc.. near Di,ca ,i.: corner OI i
Satin Hill and Doreliesi,r ave., Field,
,,,,.,1,,rimeettylral.• 'louse lft11,'
Peabody
sa., and Neponset.
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Organized
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By Albert E. Kerrigan

Mayor Declines Doubted
Indorsement and All
Is Lovely

bate of
All the bitterness, ale—the
eauttereil•
(Iurley that has been heard gathering
in the street and in the
finding i
places of the city seems to be Potertel
expression in the candidacy of settled
The men with old scores to
seem MI
the city employee in terror,
is tbe I
be turning to Peters. "Who
?" fLrii
inter who eau defeat Curley
ask.
"so and
.They do not coesider that
give
lan is a friend: of mine and Ili
win.
him a vote," but .nerely who can
Well Organized
'
mind
It is with all these oleinenfa In
ed
organiz
have
men
Peters
that the
atheir cempaign. There is an organiz
ats,
tion to take care of the Democr
there is one for the Republicans, there
is one for the Jews and so on. The
Republican organization has only of
late been abuilding, but it is a power-

Some comment has been made In
political circles on the faience of inm
activity that broods ove. the wigwa
of Andrew J. Peters, candidate for
Mayor.
The executive committee of the
There has been a silence, but it Is
powUnited Improvement Association at a not of inactivity, but rather of
ery running well oiled. fui one.
macein
erful
ay
yesterd
Club
City
'meeting at the
Uriderneath the surface the Peters
the
The Democratic organization tine
,afternoon voted to requet John E. campaign is probably one pf the beet
officeholders, each one a
Federal
as
tien
(LS
resigna
te
his
aw
elabora
as
'withdr
Macy to
organized for years,
Fitz- power, as its mainetay.
president of that. organization., Mr. the Storrow campeign against
The :Jewish organization has the
flambuy
as
net.
perhaps
,Macy withdrew from the preside:neer gerald, but
bulk of the prominent Jews, not only
.trda.
litedj
ant.
of former Geed Government afImmediately after the orfanizathei
Every group or faction .in the city 1 those
ns, but others who once were
filiatio
elayer
of
mental
cy.
and
d
candida
for
the
out
had endorse
has been looked
with
Curley.
I
set
s
district
hical
as well as geograp
Curley for re-election,
I
The power of Peter's' appeal Is often
ching cireular;zation of ,
i In asking Mr. Macy to reconsidee out. A far-rea
wards, but it
voters has !seen planned and a said•tp be the suburban
his action the executive committee 'the
Peters is a
that
ered
rememb
'be
must
d.
installe
slike listing
!ruled that, in their judgment, "the busines
training In
good
a
a
with
at
kept
far
Demder
so
has
The candidate
l action of a number of deire i les aflee
t silence, figuring that all the meeting the gang.
the adjournment of the last repealer discree
be placed before the people ' In his own Congressional distri a he
can
issues
foe
te
cand!aa
ng
a
in
endorsi
meeting
epace of two weeks, and the has the. thickly settled and intensely
the
in
*
taken
to
be
not
Is
l
office
politica
of his opponeets accomplished loyal wards in Roxbury and out I
any sense as the action of the United defeat
even less Vete. Four years ago through Jamaica Plain.
in
,
tion."
Associa
ement
Improv
Mitchel worked on the same
In Charlestown he has the powerful
They fte-ther stele that the actioe Mayor
New York, holding the faction headed by Postmaster Billy
Is not Indicative ef the sentiment te! theory in
" for the last two weeks.
Murray, former Senator James E. hatIts members, nor that there is aieet 'punch
tan and
n, Jud,ge .Charlek q. li
the Fight
ng
Watchi
d,
of
the
inferre
Macy
Pres.
i
as
danger,
e' 4, 14
"el 1 a •%! %
others.
petitgn
to
ed
Petere
campai
the
pervert
being
present
tion
associa
' A
So far the Inters' campaign has
menagere can wen sit back an.d
pation
ielirt uaseis.tdter beta bait night to Prete watch the fight, for Congnesemen escaped the tinge that partici
tion
Mae% Mayes Curiae declined with Taguo and Gallivan are doing the of the Good Government Associa
`berries the IVCI:111 endoreement of that fighting for them. In their mighty has given other campaigns in the
body. lbe pointed out, however that efforts to swing their districts they past. Peters avoided the initial misthe charge of the endorsement beine are daily taking votes away Iron take of letting himself be picked, at
due to the large number of city em- Mayor Curley, and in their denuncia- least publicly, by the G. G. A. In
ployees present Was not borne cut le' tions and criticisms of Mayor Curley this way he dodged the appeletioe
bringing grist to the Peters mill. "hand picked" which has worked ill
an few-see:aeon made be hint.
His letter read: "I am deeply grate- When Taguo entered the race it was le framer candidates. He has associful to your organization for 91c. en- perhaps the worst blow Mayor Curley ated himself with men far removed
dorsement of my calididacy for Mayor received.
from G. G. A. affiliations, at the same
East Boston and Charlestown would time by birth, position and affiliations
on the evening of Nov. 7th. but in view
at
ation
have been a pillar of strength to Cur- enabled to hold his wealthy following.
of the value of your organiz
the maintenance of the present city' ley in a fight witb a "highbrow,"
There is hesitancy evident, amongst
would
I
that
Tague, with his hold on the district, the other candidates to attack him as
eirreter. I do not believe
for which he has been doing number- the rich man's candidate, and this is
he justified in hceepting the enders
less favors for four years, has crip- daily adding to his strength.
merit so generously accorded.
nt,:
stateme
pled the Mayor beyond repair.
' "I have Mee-0-1Pd the
ofIn
eteurve.ii
Not much lees lattaaui
I wlech appeared in the press,
e•
orgarlz
ith his solid South Boston vote, a
feet, that the vote of your
tee
ng
endorsi
hr favor of
vote which Mayor Curley has coddled
ti011
against Andrew J. Peters by a vote et and "played up to" for the past two
eits
et
number
3'2 to 9 wee due to the
years, scattering playgrounde, tsaemoloyeee preeent.
r-ointments. white-ways and what-not
,..
v.
how,
gation,
"Inquiry and investi
to the good people of the Peninsula,
fy 0 V - /- 3 —(l/
I le lo
reveal the fact that. there were
,
meettne
like king's larger:sea. en Dorchester
the
at
city employees present
also the Mayor suffers from the popuon the nu
two or whom cecieetot vote
Inrity of Gallivan.
lion."
No 'Wonder They Smile
Mayor Curley has appointed David
So that it is no wonder that Peters Stoneman, a Boston Attorney, a memand Peters' trainers and rubbers sit ber of the Park and Recreation Qomback with smug smiles and view the mission. The new appointee lives'H at
field with unconcern. "This is Peters' No. 24 Brookledge street, Dorcheeter.;
light" is the way they put it. And in TT eireceeda the late Robert Peabody.;
fact, on paper, it would appear net
unlike the process of taking candy
away from the baby.
Pledges of support are coming into
tire Peters heftwinartere that asterntho hardened managers. These
pledges come eletm men who formerly,
if seen even in the vicinity of a Good
tiovernment candidate, would be
taken on suaPlelen.
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PETERS TEAM
READY FIR
STIFF FIGHT

ATTY. STONEMAN PUT
NOV ON,PARK BOARD
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PETERS 'STRONG WItH JEWS I
Mayoral Candidate Likely to Receive
.Bulk of That Support as New Organiza• tion Has Been Formed or Him

•

•

Which mayoral candtate will receive the
Jewish sttrengh7
This question is anxiously asked in all
municipal campaignn, and campaign man
yera. work their 1,ar1ast to swing such
suppoil. their way
Today it looks as a
.Andrew 5. Petersrould twelve the bul k
'of the Jewcitil‘
. stFf gth, :he rest of it being
divided among Mayor Curley, Mr. Gallivan
and Mr. Tague. Prominent Jewish residents have repeatedly informed .dr. Peters
that, dosPite the activity of certain groups
'of their ^people for other candidates, there
is a strong undercurrent of interest in the
71-1 .
t'etere
arwing to the
surface on election day.
Last night at the Quincy Mouse, the
"Andrew J. Peters's Better Boston Committee," composed largely of Jewish citizens, organized with Jacob Wassermann as
permanent iluairman. The plan is to hold
many meetings in Mr. Peters's interests.
Samuel H. Borofsky, a etwyer end former
'representative front Ward 17, presided. He
declared that previous adminhstrations had
,forgotten the Jews after eicetion. "We ask
nothing from Mr. Peters but fair treatmeM,
'and we know that we . hall get it." the
sneaker said. "We want to Le treated nn
an equality, so that men of our race shall
not he discriminated against in tile future.'
Mr. Peters received a warm reception
when he' entered the 'tall. He told the
gathering that, if he were electot mayor,
he would make Boston a nay fot all the
;people without regard for their location or
• their station in life..
"The days of aristocracies have tong
passed," Mr. Peters addoci. 'ard the lessons
of the war show the leed of binding ourselves and to maintain the common cause
the people must be detmted to the Government, which also means the city. Democracy gives much and it asks much, too. You
appreciate this as much as I do. You
cannot get a good government unless you
cotiperate. I appreciate !nut!, help—that is
indicated by your dresence. T want to
know every one of you :tetter. Your problems are to nrobierns, and if I am elected
mayor T. must have the cotiperation anl
understanding of the people of this city.
Realize that we are friends. Don't lease
me on the stra.et or elsewhere withou'
sreaking to me, u.nd if _I am chief executive
I of t Is great city the door of City Hall shall
always a
you and try
ic will he
open, too."
Renresentative Wasserman said Mr. Peters's record in Congress for the Jews was
a splendid one..
Four years ago Mayor Culaey received
heavy Jewish vote in Lppreciation of his
efforts while in Congress on the immigration bill. Thomas J. Kenny made a strongi
bid for that support. His failure to receive
it was one of the leading causes for his defeat. What the Jewish vJte amounts to is
a question. it is certainly close to 15,000,'
the majority of It being cast in the North,
West, and South ends, though there It, 1
strength in sections of Dorchester and Roxbury.

MAYOR DECLINWS HONOR

writes *United Improvexnent Axmaciation
That lie Cannot Accept intioneemcnt
Having learned that the recent irregular
Indorsement give:: idm as mayor was likely
to be rescinded, Mayor Curley wrote to
PreAdent John E. May of the Unitod Improvement Association declining the honor.
Ile expressed deep gratitude but declared
that in view of the value of your association
to the maintenance of the present city
charter I do not believe that I would be
justilied in accepting the indorsement so
generously accorded."
The vote of Indorsement stood 32 to ti and
was taken after the regular meeting had
been declared adjourned and nearly all but
Curley men had departed. The mayor admits that ten city employees were present,
Mmt says that two did not vote.
The executive committee of the United
Improvement Association met at the City
:•-•ei-.ealav. and voted to ask President
Macy to withdraw me
Macy had resigned because he considered
the Curley Indorsecment irregular and because he feared that the organization, so
iong kept out of politics, was in danger of
being stampeded.

"TURN

TO THE

RIGHT"—GALLIVAN

Novel Slogan for a Campaign Button introduced by the Former Street Commissioner for Fourteen Yeara
Com;ressniati James A. Gallivan has
issued campaign buttons bearing a little
signboard reading "Turn to the Right" and
under it "Vote for Gallivan." He feels
that he is the one candidate to ese the
traffic slogan because for fourteen years
he served as street commissioner and took
part in the passage of all new traffic rules
and the adoption of street signs.
Mr. Gallivan says he is in receipt of
many letters from Republicans who astoire
him of their support.
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HR.. PETERS"- WIDE APPEA
L
MityCi• Shonid Take 'That Sen Unless
THE BONDING IN'Qellir"
Signs of the municipal times stand out
lie Gives Some Real Reason for Running
he first Instalment of the Finance Coii
from the organization
of the "Andrew .1
mleeipn's report on municipal bonding ero`
Peters Better Boston
Committee," which
Several hundred eshermen and others
vides clear understanding of matters which,
held a nourishing rally
last night in the listened to Congreesman Peter F. Tague,
until this morning, the public had seen,
candidate's honor. To the membership
mayor, at the Fish Pier
of candidate for
only darkly. It is true that all the eesen- 1
this committee have come
South Boston this noon. Mr. TSICIIC
In
many of the Jew•
Bat facts touchinx this particular part of
devoted much of his time to discussing
itea citizens of Boston,
and round the stan- Mayor Curley, saying that he had been
the Inquiry had long since been revealed!
'
dards which they have raised
there has on the public payroll for twenty-two
by the daily accounts of the Commission's
congregated a large force of
their Jewish yearn and that unless he gives better reahearings. But the revelation so made was
fellows. They all declare hearty
reelecti
persona
than
for
sons
his
own
on
l
support of
necessarily in somewhat disjointed and!
; the candida! y of Mr. Peters.
desire, he should withdraw from the fight.
In this '
declaration is a dual tribute. It testifies "I believe the time has come for the elim- jumbled detail. The report of this morning
F ;nation from city affairs of men who make contributes perspective and a concise and
not alone to the good judgme
nt and the I politics their business," Mr. Tague said.
connected relation. By so doing it brings;
civic purpose of the "Better Boston
Com"But when the mayor characterized me
'
out
one central point Irrefutably. It shows
mittee," but it witnesses also to the
breadth as a slacker he evidently forgot that he
lestaaa. aeaseet—as
that a system of special privilege, in the
man and as cam- himself ran for mayor while he was still
aaegeaaaman and did not resign his seat
underwriting of bonds for city employees;
paigner. It holds the respest of the
Jews
in Congress after his election an
hero both tolerated and fostered by the
of Boston. Their apokestnen declare
con- until the minority leader In Congres
s Present municipal administration.
fidence in the square deal they will
have threatened to present an order in the
from hlm,if he is made mayor, even
Men, without any previous knowledge of;
though ! House of Representatives calling on the
he has not stooped to the promise of any mayor to stop trying to hold
two jobs and ; the ineurance 'business and in no wise conspecial or factional favors to them or to any to draw two salaries."
nected with it, suddenly discovered, upon,
other particular group among Boston's
Mr. Curley's inauguration as mayor, a most
e/0 V:1,0 - "fl?
sestai7s there is a force
intimate interest in it. Butter and eggs,
of union at
work here, and that force is the personal
ile.F.NNEY IS FORCED OUT
in the sale of which one had been engaged.,
integrity, the desire to give Boston an hoe,7,,,
,
-T.111n.g. attraction. The prac-•
eat and equable government for all of Its Civil Service Commission Will Not Allow tice of law could
not longer command the
people, which is represented by Anc:riatv
Appointment to Stand
chief attention of another among
J. Peters. It appeals to the Jews as it does
They were the "political friends" of the
By order of the Civil Service Commis- mayor,
to the other sects, to .Republicans as well
and more tempting prospects opened
skin James T. Kenney, appointed
as to Democrats.
by
Mayor Curley as deputy insItuttone before them. Despite their inexperience,
The significance of Jewish sublibrt call
commissioner, has been removed from the way was made easy. During their serbe reelized in full only when one reflects
office.
vice as fidelity insurance agents, they acfor a moment upon the development which
Shortly after Mr. Kenney's appoint
- complished a remarkable turnover of betathis people has lately been undergoing. ment the Civil Service Commission,
bas- ness. Whereas the company
which they,
Endowed by nature and long tradition with
ing action on an old rulirg of the atrepresented had furnished In 1913 only one;
torney general, announced that Mr
a very distinct social consciousness and
of the 170 bonds for city employee, ;n 1910
Kenney could be regarded may as
th remarkable pewers
a
of coOperatien, the
temporary appointee and announced
an it was allotted 182 of the 189 which were
ewe, upon coming to
examinee:on for candidates for the
America, neverthewritten.Thliftaiall lettlpi
Job
leo, seemed for a
ert-litr. Curley'
It is understood that Mr. Keneey
time dissevered from
took likes to call it
Aulgeikf irintelligenee_
Use', oaaal bases of
the
rigid
test,
but
failed
te qualify beaction In the general
which accomplished this striking result hag
wise of lack of previous experie
ruck of coneations here.
nce In
More recently,
correctional walla
amply 'appeared in the sworn tceditio
however, they have underg
ny
one a return to
take,' 1,y the Finer... Commission at
self-consciousness. Their particu
manes
lar genius
hearing
During
s.
all these operations
for social action and
the
organization has
city took no effective measures to
again been asserting itself.
discover:
Obseree the
whether more favorable rates could
nember of societies and
be secommittees to procured by throwing Boston's bondlim
mote various civic and
busicharitable purposes
open
ness
free
to
and
competitive leading.
which have lately been
created by them,
contrar
On the
y, attention was centred
the extension and
on
1\1017 - 1? - / 41/ ?,
improvement of the
ways which could increase the one
Young Men's Hebrew
ageriers'
Association, the
business, even at the price o: iseuing
•man:s men from among their
bonds'
number who
for which there was no legal use. .
may he found on divers public
committees.
essentia
The
l
wrong
of this sitoatitm
Mayor Curley Proposes
In the drive of real fusion
Mr.
mie9
ntv
oif curley made
which gave John
little or no attempt to
Ten Places Where Persons in
Purroy Mitchel at least one term
eeny
Distres
s
as mayor of
In the reply which he offered
.New York it wastheJews'refusal
to the FiMay Be Supplied
tobe bossed
nance Commission s stateme
nt this morn.
by Tammany, their declaration
for a difing. He contented himself
.
Mayor Curley is making 'inns today
gement ideal of city govern
largely with an
to
ment, which
attempt to prove that no seriousl
establish ten municipal sugar
co.
:ar t-se 1.15. a lar,,e
stations next
y harmfactor in the resolt.
week, as follows: East Boston,
ful
consequ
ences had resulted from it
South
With these things hi mind,
for
the "Andrew
...bariestown, Rex-hers,: South End, the public. If
it is consequences
J, Peters Better Boston Commit
City Hall Annex, Dorcheater,
which
tee" apBrighton and
the mayor wants,lf it is a
pears as an organization with
Hyde Park.
mete ex:lei-gave
well-chosen
shawing of related facts
He conferred today with Food
and eigniticant title.
which he desires,
Administrator Henry B
then
the
Finance Commission is
Erdicott and A. C.
securely
STONEMAIP
Itatshesky for the purpose of
tready to offer them. After so
making arcareful and
rangements, whereby the city
ran pur- conscientious an investigation
as It has purAttorney Once Named by Governor Foss chase twenty barrels of sugar daily to be
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sold at cost, two barrels to
the full exbe
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Appoin
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by
Indge
Mayor
Curley
position
as
of all the facts which
to each station, and the sugar
have cone
to be sold
to those who have a docter's
before its attention. Other
prescription,
instalments will
To fill the vacancy on the Park and
note from the board of health
follow
rapidly
upon
the
nurses
first chapter.
Recreetk s Commission caused by the death in the district, or a
What !
slip from the board
remains clear from the first,
S. Peabody, the mayor has of health office.
Is the proof
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of Mr. Curley's failure to
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his inaugthat nursing
ural promises. That dawn of
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m r°poly ,Fin‘incaits
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Granted

Leave From Wednesda3
Night to Friday Mornin
g

As a result of a
conference held
1 evsterday betw
een Mayor Curley and
'Maj. Ceie Heee
es, the entire force at
Ayer will be give
n permisison to visit
their families
over Thanksgiving. The
!Mayor aoked that
the men be alto:veil
'to visit from
Wednesday night until
Sunday night.
Maj. Can. Hodges
was willing to
comply with this
request, but believed
that it would injure
the military ;mini, tr of the men,
end said Bea be oe.,14
eele grant leave from
Wednesday
111ght until Frid
ay morning. This will
give the 30,000
men Thanksgiving
Day at home.

herewith s second rePost
ititi$011
vestigation of the bonding busirleaklg'
the city. In its first report the COftege
mieeion showed that a meriepoly of thee,
bonding of city employees had bitelli
established by the Peter J. Iritzgert041
agency. assisted in ferming this'
monopoly by James M Corlett', the
Mayor of Boston. and his political—
business—assoclate,;
.eva
nun
tir
y

"This second report deals with the
matter of bonds given by contractors
having contracts with the city of Bite11 ton and the establishment of a
0, monopoly thereof by the Peter 3. Fitzgerald agency, assisted by officials of
'
ithe city of Boston. Contractors having_
toiltraCtOrg
contracts wart the city of Boston were
compelled to give bonds through a parze
ticular surety company. and also were
20
LO Icompelled 6
yc
goin
ve
tratc
oir
hte
rs.liability and
in tte c t
"In
1914,
the
Nati
onal
Surety Co.,
2/
through the Fitzgerald agency, beMAYOR GETS BOU
came surety on these contractors'
QUETS
'bonds to the amount of Emn.191_ or
That certain tete
ON RTR 47._N 21 2.-11T
IIT,A7 mrect "request
tne total amount issued.
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by the firm of John C.
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with the Peter .1 Fitz
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P
gerald agency
Other surety companies
tits office was filled
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It
the
the
city
assertion made by the
with floral tribBoston of Boston gave bonds to the ;I
utes from his friends
mount
and resembled Finance Committee today in it seco
of $1,238,260, or 61 p.c.
nd
greatly a conserva
repo
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of ite recent investig
tory. The flowers
ei•
ation into
'were sent from
his friends Ond the municipal bonding straits.
Change More Marked''''oe
'
;1 departments at
The
report further states
City Hall
that the
"In 1915, the change to the Nati
eet Irmo his office
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staff. The influence of Mayor Curley's adminis- Surety
ree also presente
Co. became event more mark
d him with a traeion• was "used to swell the
ed,
heel- for in that year $1,141077,
chaum pipe and the
ness'
"
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or 76 p.c.
g to the Fitzgerald
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firm.
the total amount of bond
t'ete presented him
The
s
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with a book enmembers of the Commissi
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to contractors, went
on stil
, 1[ eel "Vanished Hall
to the National
s, Cathedrals elf ; further contend that these
facts are Surety Co. All the othe
supported by the pers
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Surety
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hearing.
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so that the'
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V - Z d -e 9 1
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BONDING OF
TAXPAYERS
IS ASSAILED
Fin. Corn. Charges It
is Plan to Aid Bond
Agency
tAv,,,wClaims that nntar
ers were forced to pay for bonds to
!protect their property on which taxes
I were due and then lost it through sale
for taxes, and that this system of bonding delinquent taxpayers was pot in
operation by the Curley administration
solely to swell the income of the Peter
J. Fitzgerald agency, which is alleged
to have had practically a monopoly of
the bonding, are made in the third report of the Finance Commission on the
city's bonding business.
In a statement issued last night,
Mayor Curley declined to reply to the
accusations at p:esciii, ti..ciarivig the report is clearly in contempt of court, as
the same question is now before a
Superior Court jury.
NEW POLICY TRIED
report, in part, tot-

The commission's

lows:
"Soon after John .1. Curley was appointed city collector by the Mayor, the
new policy, which It was claimed would
protect poor householders, as announced
by the Mayor, was introduced. This
policy required the person whose taxes
were overdue, and whose property. letP
to be sold, to file with the city collector
9, bond from a surety company, guaranthe
teeing to the city the payment of
tax; the condition of the obligation being that 'if the unpaid taxes assessed on
on
Mr. ----- by the city of Boston
estatea numbered —,owned by the
said principal, are paid in full to said
John J. Curley, city collector of the city
of Boston, or his successor, on or before
this
the — day of —,1915, then
obligation shall be void, otherwise it
and
shall be and remain in full force
virtue.' Thus the surety company was
obligated to pay the taxes if they were
in
not paid before the date set down
the bond.

Protecting the People
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collector; that
the matter with the city
the expense the
he discussed with hi...
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poor were put to by the purchase tweethe
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to Pay the taxes of the city collecior
approved the act
bonds.
in taking such
of suce bonds
"The total number
collector In 95was
city
taken by the
g taxes, erneenting
82, representin number 71, or Sas per
$42e60.96; of thie
_

cent, wont to the National Surety COMis
ie enyt,. ef which Peter J. Pa:Igor:0d
•
agent.
"Although each or these taxpayers
pay
who gave a bond was obligedintosome
at least from *5 ,o spe and
55to
amounts,
cases probably /arger
city
cure such bonds, and although the
collector had power to enforce these
bonds against the surety company, he
did not take action against the bonding
companies, but sold out these poor delinquent empayers in every case where
they failed to. meet their taxes before
the second sale.

Companies Not Called On
"In no case was either the National
Surety Company or any other company
called upon to pay the bonds that they
gave to the city coliector on account
of delinquent taxpayers when a householder found himself unable to meet his
obligation. The result of this scheme
was an injustice to the delinquent taxpayer and without any compensator'y
advantage to the city.
"The Finance Commission believes'
from all the evidence that the policy
of requiring delinquent taxpayers to
file bonds with the city collector Was A
part ef the general scheme to swe'l
the income of the Peter J. Fitzgerald
agency, and not to protect or to relieve
the poor delinqueni. taxpayers from the
zlutches of the tax title shark,.
"The effect ot this selrene was to
double the burden of the poor householder, as he was required not only to
pay the original tax and all its costs,
but also the added burden of the cost

of the tax bond.-
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NSWER,
COUNCIL'S
QUESTION
Heath Explains What
Safety Board Did
With $70,000
".•

Boston Public Safety Committee, Answered the question as to What the
committee has done with its $70.000
appropriation in a statement which he 1,
gave to the Post yesterday. The question was raised at a meeting of the
City Council night before laa, when
an order was passed requesting the
Public Safety Committee to report in
detail as to its expenditures and activities

\\‘;
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SHOW EXCELLENT RESULTS

follows:
statement
Heath's
Mr.
VOTE $300 TO HELP
been the head of the
The Boston Telephone Operators' "While I have
Union at its meeting at 995 'Washington Boston Public Safety Committee roe the
Street last night empowered Ste committee on the council 'to go the limit" the records of my predecessors and in
A dozen
In supporting the strike.
es they made
the exP
mv
opinion itur
—rmd
members of the operators' union will go were tally justified in view of war ceri
on the picket line early Monday morn- 1 rations and the work the Public Safety
ing in front of the Western Electric Committee really has accomplished.
Company's plants on Summer street. .
$70,000 appropriated,
"There has been
OA finanThe union has also,4V1
$20,000 to be used specifically by the
dal aid to the stri
and $50,000 by
Committee
Safety
ed Public
The threatened str e war an
the sub-committee on food production,
Council
Joint
the
of
meetings
following
and that appropriation was -nada to be
and Boston Telephone Operators' Union used only for that object, but the City
yesterday. The council met in the Old Council allowed the food committee to
South building late yesterday after- turn over $8000 to the hospital euthorinoon and every union of telephone em- ties for the purchase of equipment for
ployees was represented. It was voted a base hospital. The balance of jee,000
to have the committee handling the has net all been expended, and they
strike for the council make one last have raised approximately 14,000 busheffort at an adjustment on Monday, af- els of potatoes, 5e0 bushels of beans and
ter which a special meeting will be held several tons of turnips and other Vegeto consider other action in the matter.
A portion of the crone 'Went
tables.
The strike of the Western Electric to the plot-holders, the city getting its
Company's employees has been in pros- share of two-fifths of the production.
ress for more than five weeks. It. was
"Of the $20,000 actually appropriated
called when the executives of the com- to the Public Safety Committee, there
pany refused an increase of 60 per cent remain.4 a balance of approximatelY
in wages and an eight-hour day and 51000 and the expenditures of 813,00
4 will
recognition of the union. Since the
not only hear the closest scrutiny, Vet
subthe
has
been
It
strike was called
will ohow excellent results.
ject of hearings before the State Board
th
"A statement will beirni
dth
of Conciliation and Arbitration, and was
City Council showing
equipment
more recently the subject of a confer- I purchased and the fact that every dol.
ence before Mayor Curley and a cornlor of this appropriation that has b
inittee of the council and executives
expended has produced sxcellentre
for
Company
Electric
Western
especialle in comparison with
the
stilts,
of
adjustment. According to officers of similar work done in other Otte* of
hoeu netietyy.
.,Tc
the
the council every means known to them
Council and the pub)
hiss been tried to effect an amicable
461
offerto
even
strike,
the
must remember that last spring there.
settlement of
te
return
to
strikers
the
allow
I
to
wan
tog
every indication of a food
altertaliek
work and letter) the entire dispute to It was agreed by the public afficialee
that we could not eat &Mai* aver thew
arbitration,
Following the scheduled conference they should be put into food.. The 0 lee
Electric
Western
of
the
lie
health has hes,'
with executives
her of people have been brtmlehe
alai the New hogianci letepnone coind
morning there will be a I to the mole instructed by experts. Thw
panics Money
special meeting of the ceunoll at the I hat; a value that cannot,be easensawk:
Old South building, and the action to from u dollar standpoint."
he taken at this meeting will depend
on the results of the earlier conference
with the eeecutives of the two corn-

2004 licla

ranks.
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IgR#(1 0MORE PAPERS TO EXAMINE

The Traveler has already urged that the names of those
Who sign the nomination papers of James Ones!, Socialist candidate for mayor, be published after filing, in order that the people
of Boston may know the names of those. who indorse the position
of socialism concerning the war for existence now being waged
Nif11/ 9 ") 1917
by this country. ..
There are other nomination papers which will be of interest
when filed. They are those of a candidate who will run as .a "ReSeen
publican," although no public movement in his behalf has
are
s
paper
his
of
". ^"11‘.by Tv Republican of standing. Some
City
with
ated
y
affili
being handled by men who are closel
of
itage
perft.
exact
the
be interesting to learn
Hail, and it
filed
' Republicans to Democrats on the documents which are to be
whose
n"
blica
a
of
"Repu
with the election commissior•in
a
candidacy is, of course, Intel-idol 10 aid in the re-C.1601On
Orrelny

JEV
FOR PETERS
. Tague Denounces Extravagant
Promises of Parks and
Playgrounds.

NOV
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MAYOR FAILS TO SETTLE
TRIC STRUCE
WESTERN ELEC
---

MAYOR FAILS IN
ELECTRIC STRIKE

Conference
Beth Skits Have Futile
Hotel.
's
lleyrip
• att.
•,/ L
,
bring about
Mayor Curley's efforts to bring about,
MaYor—CirrleY'S efforts to of :300 emenlke
em300
of
strike
the
an adjustment of
an adjustment of the
c Company
ployes of the Western Electric Company
ployes of the Western Electri
at City Han
ence
confer
a
at
city
in this city at a conference at City Hall
this
In
s Hotel last night
and later at Young's Hotel last night
and later at Young'
strikers are in
in
are
s
striker
The
The
ing.
were unavail
were unavailing.
same position as before with ti,e,the same position as before with tho
the
have the sup
exception that they now hai,e the supexception that they now
International
the
of
rs
membe
SOW
port of 8000 meniners of the Interne tonal
Port of
of
s of
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
13rotherhood of Electrical Worker
whom
America, in New England, with whom
America, in New England, with
they are now
they are now affiliated.
affhip4v
first
Officials of the. company for toe
Officials of the company for the
five
since the strike was called live
time silica the ntrike was called
time
tee
weeks ago, last night met a commit
weeks ago, last night met a committee
and a committes of Its union employes and a committee
Of its union emnioYes
,
1 r,presenting the joint r,ouneA of unions
representing the joint council of unions
Comic ii
; of New England Teleplione Company
of New EngJand Telephone
officer
tional
officer
Interna
cmployes and an
employes and an International
conference of, the I. B. of E. W. The conference
of the 1. B. of E. W. The
wan at Young's Hots: and lasted more was at Younn's Hotel and lasted more
t any than three hours. It ended without any
than three hours. It ended withou
indleation of an adJuStment or a con- Indication of an adjestment or a continuance of negotiations. s' representatinuance of negotiations.
According to the striker
According to the strikers' representacompany
ny
tives, the executives of the compa l Hves, the executives of the original
origina
their
refused to recede from their
refused to recede from
said,
said,
men
men
union
union
position: Tho strike,
position. The strike,
of the 0111- was caused by the refusal of the offiWAS caused by the refusal
es a 00 per cials to grant the employes a 60 per
dais to grant the employ
r day
day
cent. wage Increase. an eight-hou The cent. wage increase, an eight-hour
union.
their
and recognition of their union. Tee
and recognition of
their proposition that men assert that their proposition that
men assert that
te the strikers and , the company reinstate the strikers and
the company reinsta
to arbitration leave the entire dispute to arbitration
dispete
entire,
the
leave
.
.
down.
was turned down.
WAS turned
been the subject of
The strike has been thn subject of
Tne strike has
of conboard
state
of conboard
the
state
the
before
heforc
gs
hearin
hearIng4
arbitration,
ciliation and arbitration.
ciliation and
esident
Vice-Pr
At the mayor's office Vice-President
the 'mayor's °ince
one Company said Jones of the Telephone Company raid
Jones et' the Teleph
invil
Persona
at
the
t
presen
that he wag present at the personal Invithat he Was
but that he vould tation of the mayor, but that he would
tation of the mayor.
I
New
Engthe
all that
like to luiPress on al) that the New Englike to impress on
Company had no interest land Telephone Company had no interest
land Telephone
c
Electri
a
.Wester
the
with
the \Vestern Electt:e
or conneetion that his company has no ) or Connection with
Comnany and that ids company has no
Company :Ind
'
only
The
es.
employ
levarce with ns
grievance with Its employes.. The only
WAS that sup..
connection, he pointed out
connection, he pointed out was that suln
work
ne
telephp
of
t
conduc
piles for, the conduct pi telephone work
piles for the
through the Western , were, purcht:sod through t he Westo it .
%axed
pun
were
Laectric-.ComItany. '
kilectrie Company.
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A clarion call to the candidacy of i
Andrew J. Peters for mayor was
sounded last night at the Quincy
House at a meeting of the "Andrew
J. Peters's Better Boston committee,"
•

iyek(- ttl - (ft?

i77n NCI

!afgol'i

c!tIv_.na

from the wards of Booton. A permanent organization w,as effected and
Representative Jacob Wasserman was
•
chosen permanent chairman.
The plan of the Organization is to hold
oisen get-together meetings from now
s lilt election day: to get out and hustle
' slid to present a united front. in the Init-rests of Mr. Peters when election day
Conies.

Bcirofsky Presides.
Samuel H. Borofsky, a lawyer and
former representative fram ward 17,,i
presided, and, in calling the assemblage;i
to order, said that nrevious city admin..:
nns had forgotten the Jews after'
isttenivtolo
tie
"We ask nothing from Mr. Peters but
fair treatment, and we know that we
shall get it." said the speaker. "We
rant to be treated on an equality, so
that men of our race shall not be discriminated against in the future."
Mr. Peters was cordially received on
Ilts entry to the banquet hall. His address was brief. He said the charter
provides for r non-partisan administration that means an administration for
everybody without limitations.
"If elected mayor, I shall make. Heston a city for all of the people without
regard for their location or their station
In life," he said:
'...he candidate emphasized the need of
having a mayor who can properly
handle the great commercial de:ailopment that Will come when the was is
ended.
losn
"The days of aristocracies neve
passed," he added, "and the lessons Ii
the War show the need of bindine ourselves and to maintain ins eoinnion
cause the people must he devotee to the
government, which also means the city.
Democracy gives muelt and it t sits
much, too. You appreciate this as much •
as I do. You cannot get a good government unless you co-operate. I appreciate your help—that is indicated by
your presence. I want to know every
one of you better. Your problems are
my problems, and if I arn elected mayor
I must have the co-operation and understanding of the people of this city.
Realize that we are friends. Don't iref:
nte on the street or elsewhere without
speaking to me., end if I am chief execu..
sao
d lit
if
tive of this great city the donr
Hall shall always be open to you anti
too.''
opFii:
mh,espvioerskeisiotail1t
Wasermniv
Peters's net:Mt In Congress for the Jew5 .
splendid
1 ,,
.11„.,q
...! I
:
1e
,t.
12
(
bcf:014
.et the
nIn lnrs ,
wasa
PUMA,:

head tank were Elias Saltia,l, Jerry'
Friedman, Jiltryls Poorvu. Arther Co..
IittlCbkOW 13k Y,
AIMS:051111
hen, Me
Norse, Mark Lewis. Jacob Wasserman
erg,
A,
David
Grandb
11.
natvid
Barren,1

.mu4it H. Potioniky, Jacob Daniels.
F„d
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I Tittlehetne, Max Milan. Joseph palm
Abraham Berkman. .Morris Brown,'
Henry A, Lev VIISMI and Herman Mintz.
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I Tague Carries Fight
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Into Peters's District t
Tagur Recalls
1 paCi.ggromt-tei
LLt AWL/ LilLf
Fight to Retain
earriit;idtohitsheca:liti
h 'ragu°
mayoralty
the
"The people ef. Boston will recall
eongressional district of former Con-1
waged for the retere
e l emsman Andrew J. Peters last eight. '
contest which
serVon of the pneuinatic tul,e mail
.'Peaking at open rallies at Brighton end
Beevice. F,very businees interest in
Harvard avenues, Allston; Market end .
these
streets, Brighton, and Lin_
ton and the ether cities in watch
tubes are operated efte testify to the.
coin and Market streets in the sane.'
character of work I dia in connection
section. Ile had spoken at a noon rally
at the Plant shoe factory, Jamaica
with that matter.
,t....17#1
L
N
•
,
voercion
Plain in which he denepneed
'In that contest my efforts; were .
Boater%
by the
of cit'y employes and their assessment,
endorsed
hettetfly
for political purposes. In Ms evening,
Chamber of Commerce and oher sub"
he emphasized the importance of multistantial business organizations,. It ite,
cipal economy and scored his opponent:,
because I believe ray record in publics'
for promising heavy expenditures for
In the past is such as to fit me fori
life
n.11.0,1711.4
es
ceeeret!en
.£
..74 merteelry
11!
extensions of parks and playgrounds,
toe orrice or mayor or Boston time
t,- eetaelieemeni. of municipal eunneity
r, wtth Open- have entered this campaign and PeyeSterit
tension
high
luxuries."
at
"municipal
agencies and other
cause I know that I have the whole"'Money for necessities, but mete for • air rallies in the intereSt Of COngrees- • hearted support of the people of the
around
luxuries' must be the policy of the next i man Tague, despite the cold, and one ' 10th
istrict
congressional
mayor of Boston until the war le over," i
hich a city-wide demand for my 'Can-.
MOM rallies ever
ward
largest
the
Of
!
an
Tague.
said Congressm
Of didacy is growing, I am confident that
"My opponents appear to believe that I held in thisimilding at the corner
I will he elected."
the only way into the hearts of the citi- Blinker Hill and eiearleStoWn streets
Congressman Gallivan was the gime
zens of Boston is to promise a playof Pere Marquette court. Daughters of
the evening.
In
and
new
corner,
street
ground on every
renignts or
Caltirgi:ti LLaS .e..e isaueou, orricaLect vvitn
l•JA
r•el!'eee.te r,ar.t. :7e-el...., ‘.....,e, weeis end
to obtain the Coif:frame, et Pere Marquette Hall, N
the Expenditure of large sums of money efforts in the Legislaturestructure from street, South Boston, last night, and de.
for a publicity department for the city, removal of,the elevated
defeated bY livered a eatriotio address on "Women
A lid this at a time when men, women Charlestown streets were
in War." _
Mayor Curley,
and children everywheee are pinchins
Mayor effrley's attack on CongressEmployee.
City
Of
Use
Charges
I
things
'men Gallivan and Tague for elleged
the oennien in an effort to buy
Ire asserted also that on of the men- failure to Work for the passage of an
to eat, clothes to wear, coal and wood
voting for
berg of the delegation sent to him by alien conscription bill, after
to keep their homes warm.
n bill, is ap'I submit that- men who make ewe,, elayor Curley in an effort to get him the selective conscriptio
a. boomof
efieei.
1
i.he
prele
r.ght
having
mayoralty
parently
, promises fall to recognize the real
to withdraw from the
to a majority of theare men at present holding jobs at City erang, accsrding
iem confronting the citylpt the pres.
, Hail under the Curley administration.
politicel experts.
eta time.'
Timothy F. Gallivan. manager of the
In reviewing his record of public ser.• Tague will speak this noon at the,
have
Gallivan campaign, and Joseph Kane,
vice. Congressman Tague said:
Fish pier, South Boston, and will
"Yoo will remember the fight I made chairman of the TafrIle campaign Corns
e rally tonfght 4n Fancuil Hall.
that
brtellY
out
Bee- , mitee,
pointed
in the Lezislature to compel the
Gallivan to Appeal
ton Elevated to remove its overhead Congress has adjourned rind that' the
elevated
structure in Charlestown. The
passege of an alien conscription bill,
to Suburban Voters
tracks had amused property values here favored by both Taguo and Gallivan,
beirre;
were
homes
ycer
at
I Congressman Contrail will speak
i to depreciate,
was halted at the request of the state
ruined and real estate wee et a low department, because of treaty obligaDorchester this evening in Bloomfield
Gallivan
ebb.
complications.
and
tions
Hall on "What the :Stayer Can Do for
"You remember that the bill to compel made an address in Congress for the
and
the
House
in
passed
was
the People in the Suburbs."
the removal
conseriptem of. aliens just before an•1
was defeated in the Senate. And who nouncing his candidacy.
Among other subjects, lie will 'ouch
defeated by the
was
It
it?
defeated
on "isphalt shingles." "cleaner and
present mayor of Boston, who compelled Gallivan Says
better streets," "how to settle the Elethe senator from his own distreft to
in Thompson Class
vote against it trial secured the support
vated problem" and others,
—Candidate Gallil'a n issued the follow.
in
of one other senator from another city.
The new Gallivan campaign ii it
"And this is the man who delegates !fig steternent yesterday:
ready for distribution. It consists of a
"Mayor Curley le reported as having
Charlestown citizens to call on me to
little signboard reading. "Turn to the
withd:aw front the fight for mayor. This • spoken at a personally eenducted flagHight," and under it, "Vote for Galliman, who has neglected Charlestown raleine in the Dudley Theatre. I quote
van." I'lliee asked for any underlying
e following statement from the Hernia
has defeated propositions
significance in the button, the congress- streets, who
in the Legislature designed for your a having been uttered by him:
man said: "For 14 years I was a street
Tague voted tor the
benefit, calls on a delegation of Charles! "e0allivan and
commissioner for the city. All the new
cons crIption bile they voted for'war
town citizens to get me to withdraw.
traffic rules, street signe. and such
into your home. nin
go
to
node. ,
voted
thee
"The only feeling I have toward the
matters were passed upon by my board.
men win»AlAd.?. tin that delegetiee ;s ..ne pick your Only sons and send f hem to
I feAl, therefore, that I am the one canor sympathy. They are empleye, 'it' the France, and now they were. to quit he',Lure
didate to uslitthe traffic slogan,
city of Boston and I have no (belle Orey fore the alien slacker is made to do hip •
to the flight.'
Were
with lose et' tie i,. poet-- part.'
: t'l am in receipt of scores of letters, tiona threatened
eseee •
"For that statement I hereey;
if they failed to enrr:, nlIt the ortelling me
, from prominent Republicans
1 do not believe fre.: gressman of the United Suttee publicly
ders
to
given
them.
they resent the assumption of Mr.
a moment they were representing q!eir brand the mayor of Boston with sod!-o
'Peters with regard to their vote," said
the some:
own true feelings when they called on man. I openly ,place him
Gallivan. "They azure me that they are
me to withdraw, and while they must ' ASS wItja_Mayor Thompson of Chicago,:
:
not
has
campaign
my
because
with me
to 1 have disappointed their chief when they he notorious anti-American.
oely been the only live campaign
retuned afth such an unsatisfactory.ree 'I ferther place upon him the.e.irme
candi(We lea because I am the only
suit, I cannot bring myself to believe'of having circulated the stories In Um'
date en far who has outlined an admin. that they are nursing any heartaehes early etages of my campaign to which I
lelteativc program along constructive
bemuse of the failure of their mission. , referred in my opening speech in South
Imes.
"I desire to be judged in thia Cain'. Boston, three weeks ago.
business
bonding
the
ds
(regal
"Ae
palm' for mayor upon my fitness for the; "On'that occasion T said that
hoped
's finding of Office as
commission
gnance
the
and
eeldenced by my own public; for the good name nf Boston that 'the
moFitzgerald of So:nerville with his
record. During my service in the Sen- slimy bellied serpent !mown throughout
. business. I am the i ate and House of Representatives of
.
nopoly of this public,
the woad as "German propaganda,
bonding!
only candidate to toocli upon
Massachusetts. I had at all times the.
not have its inathsome troll
weeks ago that 1 , interests of my city at heart and sought I would
two
tated
A
I
all.
at
traced into the maytit's office at City
as the mayor may leto secure the enactment, of legislation i
NI ould, le so far
bonding busi- to build,up our business and encouragel Hall.'
gally dieect,distribute the
Invited the mayor to make se open
the duly seteredited, Capital to invest in Boston industries. i
ness pro rata among
statement to clarify the atmosphere.
"Since I have been in Congress I His first utterance on the sub!ect
established bonding- agencies. This is
ill one
it."
'save labored for the development of lie made ye.terday cvaen adialssion
certainly the fair_ way to handle
Waif
our harbor and the building, tip of OM' by card and when no mporters ivam
great navy yard- When / entered Con- aapoosed to be present.
gress, there Were n hnr t 1F,Ao
Inir.inien to concise': a mustiotpay
•
ployee in the rivy yard. Today Biel-e l campaign, but the trinyor's
attack foettee
m e., llf.100. Of course, the
are approximat
wee has been responsible fOr
.1a,alre
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The Mayor Defeated Effort to
Remove Structure; As
serts Tague.

CALLIVAN ;i?,ENTS SEDITION
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in
era"
injected
been
has
the
A religious issue
that what they term the flurry over
with'
cannot, in our opinion,"get away
candidacies of Tague and Gallivan will into the school committee contest.
lle.
Denioara
two
of
soon die down and that the real contest
! it." The voters
In Congressman Tague's headquarwin be between the mayor and Andrew
have elected Gallivan
,
who
districts
behind
which
J. Peters, with the former, of course, ter's 18 a wooden rata
maand Tague to Congress by large
every
"receives"
congressman
the
the favorite, as they view it.
No- !
next
LITtirl
zo
do
morning. They keen him busy.
will
and
lorities,
col:Chen
William S. McNary of the waterways
men
two
vember if these
"You can appreciate the delicacy of
resent
commission was at a dinner the other my position, obliged to conduct a eam-• ,
sent to run for re-eleetion, will
busiBoston
evening where a group of
peign even though no word of criticism
undeserved an imputation on vigisit
ness men had a good word for Curley, or reproach attaches to my administralant and effective congressmen.
Gallivan, 'Terme and Peters. He could tion of the office."
No easily rpached limits haiffiper
lams runs one of the interesting pantnot learn witich candidate is the favorHe
ite, but he did learn 'hat several do not graphs in a circular letter now being
Mayor Curleyin his vituperation.
, NicNaxy sent out from
(info
Mayor Curley's headvote in Boeton.
severe on Mr.
rly
particula
appears
,
The.
eiasetera throughout the city.
'""
nitride i,et v, • ;:.••• '
zonvan, 5,i successor in the con,
aisealetter is signed with a fac-s
been
have
One of the latest yarns to receive cir- ture et' the mayor, and copies
gressional office. One or the other
mayors foes as well as
culation in Rumor Row, City Hall court: received by the
must go down politically as a result
friends.. The letter expresses "my ap'There are big tringn atirrina: keep preciation for the assistance you hie
of this election. If Curley wins the
your eye open. . The mayor will with- rendering" and declares that despite
mayoralty, he will doubtless force one
draw. 'Jim' Gallivan, whose wain am- four years of war. Boston preser.ts the
his henchmen into the congresof
,
also,
will
bition is to defeat Curley,
best balance sheet in its history,
f
Lomasney
race, while if any anti-Curley
M.
Martin
sional
withdraw, and
will be substituted oh Peter Tague's
candidate wins, even if it should not
papers."
I),, M.'. Gallivan himself, such will be.
Idea
tiAl
own
gratitude of the votere, of the city
his
has
who
Foote,
Elmer
as to how the North End will vote, has
was iinint'boi 101'
for the liberation that will come to
Peters
J.
Andrew,
Just recovered from illness and is back,
Club
them, that his hold on the congresby the Ward 23 Republican
on the firing line.
and
e
Roslindal
district will be •stroniger than
sional
in
organized
which
Congressinan Gallivan always sleeps
ever before. The same is true of Mr.
t officers headed by
permanen
elected
a
with a pad of paper and a pencil on
. Tha
Tagtte. These two congressmen are
Ernest R. Gardiner as president
table alongside his bed. Some oi the vice-presidents were E. L. Merriam and
today fighting a battle for the honer
Wa
C.
thoughts of his hest speeches have come Arthur. ,Spaulding
secretary.
-aeeara
laat
'of the city, and whether they individTaita,a,aa; teansurer. George A. Gilmaga
A mayoralty campaign always praually succeed or fall, thoy 7:•fir
and executive committee. F., W. Whitieduces a surprising increase in the num• more,
John A. Johnson, Richard
the satisfaction of helping to delivel:
Gilher of athletic clubs in Boston. The Feakes,
Jr.,dward Welch, Harry A.
this ancient city from a blighting
principal form of athletics indulged in man. Dr. P. P. Carter and Samuel, al.
Ia obtaining contributions from mayor- Dennis, Jr.
disgrace,
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PETERS IS INDORSED

1 TIT

alty canuldates.

That well known citizen who controla
a large number of voterri, but who needs
1 1Vitai, not for himself,
,cant..
t".
clean
but for expenses, has put on a
collar and is making the rounds.
With less than a week in which to
Smith
obtain signatures, Earnest E.
e to
would need all kinds of assistanc
should
print his name on the ballots,
he decide to get in.
Inquire of the average Lomasney lieuand
tenant where he is in this contest,
waiting for
he will ,reply: "Why, In:
Martin to give the word."
crtfice of
It was said yesterday at the
that James
the election commission
will be
Oneal, the Socialist candidate,
the 30e0
fortunate if he obtains 1000 of
on
aignatures necessary to put his name
present Micathe ballots, to judge by
Bona.

•

Congrassman Gallivan bait distributed
thousands of copies of an address made
against pcoldtfition.
by him in Congress
requested by
One candidata has been
who are city emsome of his friends porch lig ht at 1.11,,
ployes to keep tha
anothes
home "out," as a lieutenant of
candidate resides only a sheet distance
Eiection day is Dec. 18, but "phony"
hotels
bettors are already operating In
attereptina tn influenee senanti hats in
timent.
There will be no official managers of

N ott 1.1

?

VOTE FOR KENNY AND LEE
• 99
NgelietAite SagrAssociation has
completed its ticket with the selection of William S. Kenny of East
Boston, a formet member of the
school board with a highly creditable
James T. Kenney, Mayo: 'tilley's aprecord, as the running-mate of Joseph paintee for deputy penal instiottions
commissioner, no longer C^ClIDIPS that
Lee in the eontest now under way. ()Mc.
The election Gf this ticket will. ho in
The etvil service commission, la-nor1/1z
the interest of l'ah play and liberal- the mayor's appointment, Issued a notice
axamination for the position,
ity. The success, of Corcoran and requiringKenney
has not passed theaexand Mr.
Lane, on the •latforat on which they amination..
are Covertly' running, would be the
Attention was called to the news when,;
worst piece of inverted know-noth- at the meeting of the city council yes- I
terday, the absence of Penal Institutiona j
ingism since the late John E. Fitz- Commissioner David B. Shari
was eragerald coined the phrase. Ti7e board counted for by the explanation that ills I
was
compelled to be at Deer island to t
of five now preserves "racial balattend to the work or the &amity, ahem
ance." Do the FederatIonists realty being no longer any deputy.
think it desirable to disregard some'thing so elemental in fair play?
Have they reason to believe that any
legitimate interests have failed of
suitable recognition because the
board has not in the past been entirely made up of their co-religionlots? We believe, on sober second
thought, that they will hesitate to
that a fentake this step, of
Jority of the members of the larger
racial group in this city will decide
that fair play exalts a nation, and
will so decide to vote for Kenny and
Lee, in,order to keep it lip.

KENNEY NO LONGER DEPUTY
PENAL COMM!SSIONER

,
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DO WITE, HOWLAND •

2
(9/ 1 •
tive Theodore Glynn and music by an
At Intervale of comparative quiet:11;'‘
orchestra directed by Representative , Howl men who appeared to be quite inFrank "Creature" Burke,
timately acquainted with "Jim" ehouted.
tan named Howlarei. whose
Mayor Curley's address was mostly a some such sentiment as "We are a
last
occupation was tnat of ticket- reeirel of the achievements of his ad- With you, Jim, You can count on South
minist
ration and an attacs upon !teeter!, You're sure to be elected, etc."
tt one of the theatres, has apAndrew J. Peters, one of his opponents
One man rose and said that there were
,tly found a place on the mu- for mayor, whom Mr.
Curley character- hundreds of Republicene in the theatre,
aa.,eal ballot as a scl:called Republ
i- ized N "the gentleman from Dover— and they were all with Curley. Vacan. The purpose
of his presence IS my only opponent in the mayoralty rious other attempted short speechea
but were squelched. One started a
campaign."
to draw the votes
of stupid RepubliSenator Edward F'. McLaughlin. speech, and .a patrolman led him to the
cans away from Andrew J.
Peters, president of the Democratic city com- door.
Whom the great body
The Mayor, in his address, made no
of the party mittee, presided; Frederick ',V. Mansmention of Mr. Canteen or Mr. Tague,
will be pleased to suppor
t. Just how field, Democratic candidate for Gov- nor did the other speakers. The biggest
ernor this and last year, )1P Ving refused
do the manipidato
rs plan to utilize to act as chatrm
an of the rally. Mr. laugh was raised when he strutted along
Howland?
Mansfield's refusal was due to his de- the stage, giving an imitation of how
It is a fair guess that.
mr. Peters would look walking along the
he will run ; sire to remain neutral in the present street, "with
the lordly Tom Giblin on
ag an ultra A. P.
A. Most extreme ' campaign, and he was not present. one arm, and 'Diamond Jim' on the
senater McLaughlin and John F. McPromises in this line, illegal
other." The chairman of the finance
and im- Donald, chairman
of Curley es campaign
possible of perfer
zai•i, see. en devoid of
mazice, might still committee, were the only platform eommieelee,
brains as P. caterpillar.
Catch 1500 voters in Boston
speake
rs, besidea the mayor--and Dr.
. This !
maye
The
told of saving •e city vast
would be eel!, part of the story.
Jordan of the state board of health, sums of'
is iey by reducin, municipal
The I who
was permitted to get part
,"literature" which the menip
way expenset. aie said that he obtained a
uls tors through his 'llestr
ated lecture.
reduction In the Nilson Electri
Iwoul-1 .distribute in Howla
nd's belnelf
The rally dlc, not begin until long after ating Company rate for streetc IlluminI could he written with
lighting,
• a view to the scheduled time and in the •Interim which resulted in a saving of $830,00
0 to
I UP.,kike111146
Freak Burke, leader of the orchestra, the taxpayers.
()Ater
saving
s, he said.
aeS
2;.,,, eleyer e-revioed niontv weee made in the purchase of departso helping to solidify
the mayor's of amusement. The
latter, who bore a mental supplier, :Le
j old-time supporters. It
would, be- physical resemblance to the common health department, quarantine serviee
diseredit Republicans every- caricature of a Shaitesperean actor, ar- and prevention of fires.
rived severa
where, and through
some necro- Burke, and, l minutes after Director
carrying his hu te Instruetancy of indirection, be used to dis- ment,
marched down an aisle to the DIMON'S FUTURE IS AT STAKE
credit Mr. Peters himself,
orchestra pit.
•
In the elder days a party
Had Seen "Spoofing" Him.
13 Boston to drop back into tenth
name
and nomination meant
Mr. Burke irnmediately sent him out
CI' twelfth place among the great
something.
The organization stood behind
cities of this cetWxy during the next
it. to the theatre lobby, telling him that six
Somebody was responsible. Contr
ast other musicians were playing out there. few years? That is the real quesMr. Bass Horn departed for the
that with the City Hall's
tion which the voters of the city will
front
manipulation of this poor, unfortunate fellow et the theatre, while his fellow workers
be called upon to answer two weeks
hid smiles. Upon his return, after he
in an attempt at hoodwinking an
ex- had found that Burke had been "epoof.. from tomorrow. No one who has
ceedingly dull-minded fraction of
Mg" him, he discovered that there was carefully studie
the no
d the commercia' and
'hair for him, then no music stand.
electorate! And yet such changes
industrial developments, or rather
1r
the end these necessities were proare made in the name of progre
the relative lack of them, during the
ss. died, ahd Mr. Burke gave him some
And the pending I. and R. produ
last four years can come to any
ct of ,tleera At music and said: Use them
,
the Unien for a Progressive Consti- whenever you get.a chance."
g
uLlireencluelon than that we are
tWion Trill saddle on us a new grist I Finally the mayor arrived. He anbeing steadily outstripped by other
nounced that Dr. Jordan would lecture
otimietr
on board of health pictures for a
he same sort.
commani ties.
half
hour, after which the political speaki
What is the reason? It is chiefly
ng
would commence.
because we have had a municipal
The lights were lowered and the stereopticon flashed a picture of Paul Revere
administration which does not in the
upon the curtain. Something was amiss
slightest degree possess or deserve
with the machine cr, at least, with
Its
the confidence of those who must .
operation, for a smudge appeared
build up the industrial and commerfiTe face of the faVous Revere, givingupon
the
impresison his left eye had been blacke
cial interests Of this city if
d.
these
The audience enjoyed this.
things are to be developed at all:
Dr. Jordan began his lectures, but his
Politics and business have for four
voice, white undoubtedly of suffien
force to MI a small hall, could be heardt
years been absolutely divorced. We
by only a small part of the audience.
have one of the strongest chambers
Contin
ually
he
Soogs, Pictures and Speeches cries of "Loude was interrupted with of commerce in the
r, we can't hear, Let the
country, we
Mayor do it." and the like. Some
have real estate exchanges, and
Mark Rally in National
a
began to meow, and then "'Peddone
ilia:trice commission, all of whieh
Glynn went upon the stage. "Teddile"
e,
have made from time to time call
get him out of there," a man snoute
Theatre.
from the second balcony. It wan evidend
structive euggestions In the way of
that that was Mr. Glynn'a purpose; t
for
bringing new business here, cc
after a word with
imJordan the latter
proving that which is here alread
PETERS IS MAYOR'S TARGET gave it up. The Dr.
small-pox patients'
y,
photographs were whisked off
or ensuring to the taxpayer a
fair
tain, and that of Mayor Curley the curreturn
took
for
its
his
monea.
place. It. was greeted with cheers
Twenty-live hundred men, the
But have these suggestions
..Tize lights flashed on again; .
been
Curler
vast majority of whom were city campaign leaders at themselves down
accorded a welcome by
Mayor
employes, were present last night in on chairs on tee platform; Mr. Curley
Curley? Not at all. In
the main
entered end
seated, and then the
the National Theatre at the formal meeting was was
they have been roughly
opened. Mr. McLaughlin
resented
epening of the Curley mayoralty made a speech, and then introd
until It has now come tc
uced Mr.
pass that .
McDonald. The latter laid stress
campaign.
the men who have the brains
on
Mr.
Curley
, the
Te meeting in some respects re- I self to's achievement in eleNating himenergy, the capital and
a position of prominence and
the civic:
sembled a carrpmeeting: for at least a tralst, and
patriotism necessary to 'seep
on his unselfish eacrificee In
this:
score of the airdience gave unsolicited , aid of the needy and
oreressed. In concity moving forward are no
testimony to the remarkable qualities! clusion, he asked
longer
the voters to choose
ready
take
to
tiny
of Mayor Curley.
between "the blue-blooded
initiative. First
from
among Boston's needs
Dover and the red-blooded Peters
Vaudeville Features.
mayor from
today is a
Boston."
Mayor who can arid will
To other respects it resembled a /no •
alaree
ale'
in things which are vital co-opterte
ton picture and vaudeville show; for the chairman IntroducedLee
to the dela,
the
, to
there were s,ereepticon views, onethe acconmaniment of "Tammmayor
permanent well-being. And
any" by
the it.
tenth of an Ilinetrated lecture, scing, the land and the Curley campaign
ificatlons are that this need
song.
-.acrobatic stunts by: fernier Rept 2sezatt..
will be

BURLEY CAMPAIGN
OPENS WITH SHOW
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'As a result of my conference I have
sent to Oen. Crowder, provost marshal.
!tonight, a formal i equest that he take
the matter under serious consideration
I and I have recommended that regula
TAGUE ' lions be adopted exempting fishermer
from the draft in the interest of too,'
conservation."

CURLEY COUNT
OUT By

CONG:°61141,
QUERIES CURL

Says Un-American Acts Eliminates Mayor's Chances
for Re-election.

Demands to Know "Where Is thei.'
Saying— Promised Early
in Administration.

REVIEWS WORK FOP, COSTON

SPEAKS

IN

DORCHESTER
^

CongresSman Tag o e, ott od i date
for mayor, said
at his rally in
Fanelli' Hall last evening that
Mayor Curley, "by his
un-Alnerican
'acts and
atterances, has eliminated
hintSeif from !Jo::
oyeaent contest as
,ar as the
possibility Of his re-elec: lion Is
concerned'
oe eontest toda,•'
Tagd, "is between the continued Mr.
gentlemen from
West how/tory and
myself, and if the
red-Glooded people of this city are
defeated in their efforts
to elect one of
their own to the office
of mayor, the
responsibility will be t:pon James M. •
Curley.
St. rids with the People.
"I have been
campaignIng in all sections of the city and I know from the reception I have received Ii, Brighton,
Dorchester, ilexhury, South Bocton and
my own home
Charlestown that the
continuance of the present mr-Yor in
the
tight can accompl:sh nothing More than
jeopardize the chances of my election.
"I was asked to get into this light to
save the city. Born of humble parents,
compelled to earn my own living from
boyhood: I know the problems that confront the great masa of. our citizens in
Boston. My record in public life is open
to the world and the people I have rep-'
resented know that I have had the
courage and the honesty of purpose to
aiand with them, no matter how my own
:.tapirations were affected.
"I am the only representative of the
plain people of Boston who can ho
elected in this campaign
I am not in
politics as a business. Because I have
not betrayed my friends, because / have
never during my public service been engaged in any private enterprises which
could embarrass my work fo the public,
I know I can and will win tots tight for
mayor unless enough of the plain,
honest people of the city are coerced into
following another banner or are misled
by a hopeless cause."
Congressman 'rogue reviewed his record est a member of the Massachusetts
House and Senate and In Congress, asserting that he has always worked for
the Interests of sdcial. industrial and
commercial welfare of Boston.
He spoke of the tremendous development of the navy yard during his service as congressman, referring to appropriations secured by him as follows:
$600,000 for repairs on the U. S. S.
Georgia, $7:.0.000 for work in connection with the Virginia., $1,500,000 for the
building of a new testing barge, $250,000
for new ways for the yard and other
improvements not brought about viholls
as a result of the war.
• Ile cited the contest for the retention
of the pneumatic postal tubes, in which
he had the hearty Indorsement of the
'Boston Chamber of Commerce and other
business organizations of Greater Boston,
nig UC
MIS°
movocated
,ongi unanati.s.
the exemption from the draft of men
fishing
industry
at Bosthe
:n
;engaged
ton.
"In confereces with fish merchants
loomed that the conaervatiott
I today I
of fish food is seriously hampered by Big:
ishoriage of men," Its said.

TAGli‘ IECiiES HIS
SERVICE TO PUBLIC

•
Congressman James A. Gallivan,
a well attended
at
speaking last. night
DoreheSter,
rally at Bloomfield flail,
Curley.
resumed his attack on Mayor
episodes
the
fif
some
reviewed
'and
win- I
th6 Last four years of the city ad
istratIon.
;man
y a ppOIllteU
,
. :111
;silly r
ft. Sollivan ceirTioritt iOn erql^"1 ... ""
it was
"he announced that
Mr.
out
his !Ititnatunt to graftera to keep
fired
of City Hall. But now that lie has
'ultianother
Mr. Sullivan will he issue
matum' and open the doors to the
grafters for anothm four ears?

Asks for Reasons Why the
Mayor Should Be Retained
"
in City Hall.

Asks Some Questions.
"Do you remember that Mayor Curley'
resigned from the Tamtnany Club, and
II en had its name changed to the 'Pro
P., mo Public() Club,' which has been
tianslated into the slogan of the admitsWho'
ngressman Peter F. Tague, istratIon—'Do the public good'?
runs the Tammany Club today?
in
rallies
Forest
speaking at open air
"Do you remember how -he lashed the.'
unemployed who went to City Hall tit a
Hills square, RoslIndale and Hyde
parade looking for his assistance': ••
•
Park last night, said in part:
"When / an-. elected :sou will never
"The present mayor of Boston. seekhave the spectacle of a mayor who,.bas
ing election four years ago, told the
compelled hundreds of families to t&ce
people of Boston that he wanted one
the horrors of unempleyment and join in,
term and that he would be ready to
the bread line. as happened in the latter
find
we
retire at the end of it. Now
part, of 1914, while said mayor gave, his
hint askinso• for four years more at the
attention to the erection of a Sii0 000
head of the city's affairs, and it is inmansion furnished with the adrrnrniuttaF •
combent upon hint to give some extraor-. of a millionaires palace."
candijittery 'esons for his present
Speaking of the early days of the eardacy.
ilay administration, Candidate Callfiran
reminded
hti hearers of some of the
Candidate's Public Record.
promise and performances of the prea.
"It should not be sufficient for the
era mayor.
voters of Boston to have the present
"In a speech 1,,tfore the Hyde Ps
well,
work
Business Men's Association, Juno 22,1
mayor say he has done his
said ho hoped to give the cay,0
Curley
even if that were so. The man who ;
I Boston the nest administration It had
asks for eight years at the head of the
ever had, and then to retire to prliltte.
affairs of a great city liko ours must life without attempting a second camreapaign for the mayoralty. iT.as he kept'
have unusuol and really substantial
sons to advance, particularly in view of his word? Ho promised elaborate sav.0
ings in salary reductiont. He cut firethe fact that he once professed himself men's salaries whim is month-, after
he
content with only one term.
took office, and yet in the first 10 months
administration
the
his
of
mayor
of
expenses.
'I am seeking the office
because I tarn confident I can effect many I jumped $500,000.
of
administration
the
Where Is the Saving.
impro.:oments in
My work in Congress
affairs.
the
"He removed school nurses and sch6414
for the improvement and development
of Boston's navy yard to the point physicians. He took out of the recreas.
where today there are more than 6000 tion centres the girls who were playlaC
mechanics employed as against only pianos at merely a nominal salary,00:
1600 when I entered upon mf congresa night. He tried to dIscharge•
sional duties, my efforts in obtaining
ployea of the bath department by eetk14for postal employes better working conclean-cut, witting young telloWAi.
ditions, my record as Democratic leader ing
ready to do the work for which M.'
in the Massachusetts Legisinture, durcliosen from the civil servieS.110'
were
ing which more humanharlan legislato Frauklio Park to dig with a
'
tion was enacted than e‘er before in out
the history of the atete, are all working and
where Is. t ho WW1
to bring to my support In this campaign
onetit has come to the .t.alpitt'Si;
7
husinesm men and working men in such W'hlasth:b8k
wir
numbers that I tun confident I will
"Instead a. attempting to
Lion.
"I have been holding rallies P., uri efficiency and economy In the cit
blind, spite-inspired cutUnip
parts of the city this week, speaking at ice
salaries and discharges of lowly
least twice a da:., and the reeeptiona
nropose to establish
I
me,.,
have received have been most gratifying. 1' am convinced thet there is an based upon interest of the citrX
overwhelming sentiment a:safest the re- tare.
'
. •
Oe vrOtsati
electit'h'
!
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17:ty.
SA'iS AGENCY
63000
1L DE
Nov - t 2

ff? •

------- - -

sea per
wt;,:i.`thywettals%
these last three years, practically all
' the business secured by the National
secured byc,the Fitzgerald
ucogict.inPeayn.y
got

1,248,64T,

1110 11 HOPES CURLEY WILL NOT 10'
.
ASK ANGEL AS APPRAISER
1V17.•

candidate
Congreemman Tague,
that he "att.
eight
last
mayor, declared
former
comes time
it.
that of the Peter J. Fitzgerald agency c'ereie hopes that when
Elevated
1
had existed. During a former adminis- Ii rake the money to pay the
tration a910-1914) no one broker fur- for its sadly depreciated property.
presnished the bonds to the contractors. For
Curley will not request the
example. in the case of the Massachu- Mayor
the junk,,
setts Bonding and Insuranco Company ence of an angel to appraise advocate
, 35 insurance brokers furnished bonds of and that he will not again
the Public Garthat company in 1913-14 In addition to ad dug Boston Common,
instituthe bonds brought in by its office staff. den or any other of the historic
Boston."
"Mr. Belcher, general manager of the tions so dear to the people of Curley's
a
Further diseuseing Mayor
coffin Valve Company, Who secured
of the
contract, testified that he received a plea for municipal ownership Improvtelephone cell, stating (hat it was the Boston Elevated, as a means of
of Boamayor's office, requesting that he corn- ing the transportation facilities
ton, Congressman Tagil° said:
municate with Fitzgerald.
er em glad to note that my speech In
"Mr. Batchelder of Batchelder BrothJ
mistake
That $21,000 profit was made an- era Coal Company, which had contracts which I pointed out. the mayor's
solicited
it) aligning himself with the Boston Elnually by the Peter J. Fitzgerald with tho city, testified he was
the city supply depart- (netted interests on Beacon Bill has
agency. which praeffeelly monopo- by on offIcill in of the National Surety
borne fruit, and as one of the vast army
ment in behalf
lized
the city bonding business Company and that he 'deemed it wise' of citizens who have fought for Mithrough tho alleged friendship of te give them his bond.
Proved passenger transportation for
.•;,.:, in Boston, I welcome him to our
Alayor Curley and Francis I, Dalv
Contract.
with
Difficulty
s•
"ni,
American
the
of
d's
son
is
in
asserted
Fitzgeral
-In-law,
"Israel Sisonsky,
-The mayor undoubtedly now sees
the finance commission's second re- Architectural Iron Works, lowest bidder the error of his ways in joining with the
port on the city bond nearing, made on some ere escapes in 1915, /old of ex- ! eompatty officials and lobbyists in deElevated
periencIng difficulty on his contract Intt l feating the bill to compel the
public yesterday.
structures in
At no time during the long hearing when he wee° a bond through the Na- to take down its overhead
zeal for the
was the exact prodt made by the Fitz- decant} enmpany he had no difficulty In Boston. His new-born: taken as an
must he
gerald agency brought out, though per- securing contracts for work on school- strap-hangers
the votes of
of
apology for hie delivery
endent effort Was made to do so. A houses,
the Eleseeent .deal of intereet centered en tine , "Alfred J. Ilixon, treasurer of the!' two Deracevetle ectiatoes Le
Dixon Electric Company, testified that vated intereste al. that time.
particular .phase or the investigation,
"I trust that now he is on the rightj
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George 0. Wood of Dorchester
Requests Nomination
Papers.

Hurl, AS REPUBLICAN

Curley aid Peters File Maximum Number of Certified
Certificates.
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,Outlines Plan for Municipal Service Burf.!a:e. Assisted by
,
Committees.
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Mayor Asks Finance Commission to Investigate Subject and Report.
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working for Mr. Storrow, card-indexed the under it "Vote for Gallivan." lie feels
entire city, there being most elaborate that he is the one candidate to use the
machinery for determining the support that traffic slogan because for fourteen years.
the candidate would receive. Cards and I he served as street commissioner` and took
Called circulars similar to those now being used
ruleS
Mistake
Ordinary
Mailing
!Part in the passage of all new tmfile
by the Peters men were employed at that and the adoption of street signs.
Insidious
on
assailed
not
t
of
was
time. The experimen
Mr. Gallivan says he is in receipt
the stump. Mr. Peters, as well as Mr. many letters from Republicans ,who assure
Tague arid Mr. Gallivan, are card-indexing
Nomination the signatures received on their nomina- aim of. their support.
Over
Safely
Gallivan
tion papera, Mr. Tague having taken the
t
MAYOR DECLINES HONOR
additional precaution of photographing each
nomination paper sent to the election de- *rite. United improvement Association
Mr. Peters's cards were mailed
That He Cannot Accept Indorsement
.By a strange oversight Mayor Curley has partment.
to city employees, as they were mailed to
Having learned that the recent irregular ,
received through the mail one of the cards other citizens, and with no thought, as
nt given him as mayor was likely!
and circulars being sent to voters by the the mayor charged, of a stampede or coer- indorseme
to be reselieled, Mayor 'Curley wrote to
committee
cion.
Andrew J. Peters campaign
?resident John E. Macy of the United ImThree candidates have thus far quali- provement Association declining the honor, ,
asking the receivers whether they are in
Curley,
n,
Mr.
nominatio
for
mayoral
fied
He expressed deep gratitude but declared
favor of Mr. Peters's election and will
whose 3300 signatures were certified last
view of the value of your association
speak or otherwise help in the campaign. week; Mr. Peters and Mr. Gallivan. The that In
to the maintenance of the present CHS
ink.
in
written
Each card bears a number
!atter went over the line at noon. Mr. charter I do not believe that I would be ,
Tague has nearly moo signatures approved. justified in accepting the indorsement on
The mayor received the number "z75(."
In commenting on the receipt of the in- Mr. Gallivan has received 15,000 signa- generously accorded."
tures from 175 of his 300 papers, the reThe vote of indorsement stood 32 to 9 and r
viation to help his opponent Mayor Curley
maining 125 papers not havivng reached was taken after the regular meeting had
and
audacious
denounced it as "the most
him yet.
been declared adjourned and nearly all but.
insidious assault ever made on the Ausaleorge 0. Wood's desire to enter the Curley men had departed. The mayor adtralian ballot system in Boston." He de- mayoral contest Is, of course, not taken se- mits that ten city employees were present,
a
riously. He pplied for papers at the elec- but says that two did not vote.
clared that the Peters men are forcing
The executive committee of the Uniteit
tion department last night, receiver, them
deliberate attempt to "card index" eveav
today and will he obliged to secure three Improvement Association met, at the city
including
employee of the city of Boston,
thousand bona fide signatures by next Club, yesterday, and voted to ask President
. Mr.
himself.
Tuesday afternoon at five o'clock for nomi- Macy to withdraw his resignation
ballot nation. It would appear that Ruch a feat Macy had resigned because he considered
"The integrity of the Australian
beand
ent irregular
cannet he accomplished, judging by the the Curley indorseem
eeeailed by this methoa of pro
systesa
feared that the organization, so
he
cause
sent
more
or
are
the
that
signatures
thousand
"These
fifty
cedure," the mayor said.
long kept out of politics, was in danger of
other mayoral candidates have recalved.
out to indicate the punishment of those
wit.
n and holds being stampeded.
Republica
is
a
comply
Wood
Mr.
not
do
who
employ
the city's
calamity 0, , the position of second assistant assessor,
the request in the event of the
Every ens ' having first been appointed during the
the election of Mr. Peters.
alio Fitzgerald administration in 1910. He takes
-indexed
employee would thus be card
out his papers as a Republican aspirant
his position known.
Tague Tells Fishermen
an
organizatIn
and says that he will make n attempt to Congressm
"This is the first time any
attempteci
ever
has
He
vote.
Take That Step Unless
that
denies
Should
Boston
the
Republien
secure
Mayor
or individual in
employ
Mayor Curley or any of the Curley Workto card index those in the city's
Real Reason for Running
Some
Gives
He
on
and send
He lives at a:!::
ers induced him to act.
I propose to issue a circular
agaansi Park street, Dorchester, and the Republito every city employee in protest
Several hundred fishermen and others
a thing can leaders ofthat district smile when his
this threat of punishment. Such
York or a, name is mentioned as a candiciale hopeful Ilatened to Congressman Peter F. Tague,
, was never attempted in New
of thing of Republican support. In no way does candidate for mayor, at the Fish Pier
any other large city. If this sort
Boston this noon. Mr. Tague
pre.t
the candidacy, interest the Peters men, In South
goes on, without the protest of the
much of his time to discussing
to against whom It has been launched.1"
be
devoted
would
step
next
the
people,
and the
it to repea,
Mayor Curly, saying that he haa been '
go to the Legislature and ask
on the public payrill for twenty-two
?
the A ustrallan ballot system."
years and that unless he gives better reacards
The circular which accompanies the
Committee
sons for realection than his own personal
or letter heads of the People's
ers are in the
desire, he should withdraw from the fight.
of Boston, whose headquart
"I believe the time ha', come for the elimJournal Building, reads as follows:
Declares That a Candidate Who Issues
ination from city affairs of men who maze
to elect
Dear Sir—We want your help
free our city , Campaign Statements to Misrepresent politics their business," Mr. Tirane said.
Andrew J. Peters mayor, to to
give it a
and
"But when the mayor characterized me
Conditions Is Unworthy to Be Mayor
from autocratic rule,
tion.
as a slacker he evidently forgot that he
clean and efficient administra experienced,'1
capable,
for mayor while he was still
Peters is honest,
Campaign staiements that misrepresent himself ran
candidate in the
an and did not resign his seat
and is the most available
conditions were branded by Congressman a congressm
field.
interests and for Peter a'. Tague, candidate for mayor, who an congress after his election as mayor
This is a fight for your
leader in Congress
fipoke at several open-air meetings in Alls- until the minority
your city.
threatened to present an order in the
lie
to
referred
last
night,
Will you help?
and
Brighton
ton
well-organized poOur contest is with apockets will be af- Mayor Curley's testimony before the Fi- House of Representatives calling on the
litical machine whose the privileges they
mayor to stop trying to hold two jobs and
of
deptIved
fected if
ance Commission. In which the mayor said
to draw two salaries."
have enjoyed.
camvo:nteer mt people generally understand what
Will you become one of our
aign statements are and therefore discount
organization?
the en- heir value,
rernailing
by
us
Plearre assist
who in the present great crisis
closed card.
upon the "Any man
Your signature Is not required
f our country so far forgets his plain duty
will
given
n
informatio
••
the
and
return card
s to otternnt rn
confidential,
be regarded as
the hope that
us,
In
of
all
Whiteside,
confronts
.hich
Alexander
(Signed)
alaurice Bushman,
,e may gain political advantage for him Frederick A. lainigan.
elf, is unwocthy to be mayor of Boston."
of an ,Ir. Tague sad.
Mayei Curley Is takiag advantage
Retrenchment was Mr. Tague's subject.
say the Peters
ordinary eampaign mistake,
411 mem !vans
„...............
«e 5.01ator tin his intillonr, ”*.•n•-•-••
large sun's of money if elected, on
city empioyeek3, scores of whom are plain- Co spend
secretly hostile to his can- all sorts of enterprIses. Such men, in Mr.
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Sees an Attempt to Coerce City
Employees
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supposedly non-pdrirston electlord"'
y tensest:at of the leaders of the
movement
rarty failed to reveal any
,-.11 foot as y01. Stnit h sticks bv his
tb'elaration, however, anti claims that
want
1...aders of the State Committee
deteriorative
it candidate because of
vote
ffect on the Boston Republican
et stn uncontested city election.
exIndications are in the wind that
Mayor John F. Fitzgerald is getting
teady to take a stand. A consyteraand
ble bustle amongst his secretaries
some
a look of hope on the faces of
will
candidates add to this belief. He
ache either with Tr;wile or (irtilivan.
Coupled
cording to the dope now.
the
a•ith Fitzgerald is Lomasney, so
"pots" would nave it.
dolThe Curley campaign is in the
are
drums just now. The managers
unenthusiastic awl the Mayor himself,
Deis not fighting as once he did.
fections from his ranks are a daily
occurrence and a general listlessness

F. 0. Wood.
--...•...-..

Doubt f Curley Is Encouraging Asst. Asse..4sor
to Run
By Albert E. Kerrigan

Frank O. Wood, the latest Republi.1
can to allege that he is running fast
Mayo,* of Boston, is a st.e.ontl assistant assessor` in the city employ. He
precinet officer in his ward
altso
in Dorchester.
Republicans ,In Dorchester. when
Haw beard of. his candidacy, were inat
listed
Mayor James M. Curley le
clineeto smile. "He will not get 100
Peters campaign head- votes in his own district," said one
the Andrew
leader, of the Dorchester Isepubileaa
quarters as Z756.
He !earned this today when he re- I faction. "He has run for the House
' many times, bat never woo."
teived a copy of the circular letter
Whether Mayor Curley urged him
sent out to the voters of the eli.y by into the stontost or not is a moot ques- hajza
lg0Ls
":"d..
.c
°%t
a former Reprethe People's Committee of Boston and tion. but Republicens were inclined sentative and Senator, Is the latest to
which was accompanied by a card to give Mayor Curley credit for much desert. He is now a metlher flftrio
better judgment.
Constitutional Convention and once
which asked him to :answer questions
-ran for Congress against Peter F.
Assessors' Ways
as to whether or not he was with Mr.
Tague. In Charlestown his following
and
Peters in the tight for May
In the rssessing department it is a
whether he would consent to doing rule ot life that one should always will go with him to Matte.
Wise Ones Waiting
!30Me work for him at the polls and aspire to rise front second assistant
Would attend meetings in favor of assessor to first assistant as a second
To countertact the sweep with
I.Peters' candidacy held in his district.
assistant works only three months a which Tague and Gallivan' have
' The card is the same a._ was ; it to year.
- opened their campaigns the Curley,
thousands of others, but It nettled. the
The man who says whether promo- men are circulating the story that the
Ma5'of considerably and he ton' ad- Hon shall come is the Mayor, and fight is
between Peters, and -oronlya..
vantage of the opportunity to air his there at',. all sorts of ways of obtainIdeas on the card and how it strikes lug
ikait until the last two weeks, they
"'
' and kindly gener- , lev.
di' "u"titto,
him. He says all the city etnployees.
osity of that (Alicial.
'•
:advise, do not mind this uproar over
have received similar cards,
, More and more it is becoming evi- Tague and Gallivan. All the wise
Calls it Andaelow
, dent that no Republican will get into. ones are waiting to make a choice
1.1 the contest, at
least tan genuine Re- between the Mayor or Peters
Mayor Curley said:—
- -•-•-..k
- r-r "1 considet• the sending of thig, clr'- publican. There remains only until
for a
a to
cub,' and card to the city employees Nov. 27, next. Tuesday,mn
,/
the necessary signatures and
,..,_ - ") ? an audacious and iniidious assault oat obtain
it would be tieocemary to obtain the
the Australian batiet • system.. The
oPrN
NOT
CITY WILL
aid of some well organized rii,
i0eiaticiti
form of election is assailed by the
to
them.
obtain
STATIONS Felt SUGAR
card which asks those receiving them
The Republican City Committee is t
to till out the cards.
Sugar stations, which Mayor Curley.
not
mingling
the
in
the
campaign, but city
"In case such a calamity as
planned tot establish in several lee- •
election of Mr. Peters should occur he employees are. Frsuik B. Howland, a
tions, where sugar might be sold to
is
alleged to be fevered
would be able to know by consulting Itepublican,
tick persons and others who, plea.:
his card index what city 'employe, a by Curley and to be getting signatures
a doctor's certificate or a letsented
were with him and mete out punish- 11 ,ith tI
machine.
aid of the Curley
ter from the Health Department, will
ment to the others. It lathe firs 1So far his showing is small.
be
not
opened. The Mayor takes the
time in history that any men or or ' At this writing. Alexander Whiteof H. P. Lndicott. food admingamization has attempted such a can side; acting for candidate Andrew J. advice
istrator for New England, and A. C.
•
index.
Peters, and Lee M. Friedninn, acting Ratshesk y, vice•-chalrman, that It
"1 believe it is for the purpose. 0 for "almost" candidate Earnest E. would he Inadvisable and inexpedient
fat sire punishment, if by some ?Araks
Smith, are in solemn arbitration on to establish such stations, owing to
fre•.isMi. l'-tors wore elected Mayor the question: "Shall Smith run or the uncertainty of the aeries.' of cargoes, and also the uncAr,talritar
"I protest against receiving such s take a trip West for his health?"
tp
)
the size of the cargoiC V 4
cattl and the sending of such earls tt
They hope to reach a decision by
It
the
Is
purpose of the food ads
city emeloYtes.'
nightfall.
Yesterday they met at
The circuktr and card were in at Whiteside's. office but reached no de- ministration, Mr. Ratshesky said, to
all
secure
the
sugar that can noasf- ,
envelope addressed to Mayor Curlel cision. If they disagree a third man
bly be 'had far the storekeepers..
as Mayor of the city. The numbe is to be appointed.
Everything is being done, he declassed r
was in lead pencil oc eee corner o:
Peters seemed to have but Mtn, that can be done to secure the largest i
the card. •
possible
amount for Boston.
knowledge of the arbitration proceedings and to care less. Smith was also
_
in ignorance of the•actual accomplishments of this extraordinary prnpaaa_
lag, He says that he will abide by the
decision no matter what it is,
iv 6
—

Curley Resents Being Card
Indexed by Nis Sup-

i Lib i

I
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'SMILES COME
i
I
1

''IS:.- r.....• S.:;::.
Other Republicans in the city are
1 ::king interest in this because they
fear Smith's vote-getting ability. He
%PI I
1,..a said that he will get the eignareWslIttlfirall MN% li 0 lift :.:. ... ..1I.I. .,....-,e ate s With nave a good
campaign fun& . The latter •Arttement
danger.
. Smith himself declares that a Re.
laiblIcan is going into the contert any
way as a protest against the manner
0f1 in which Democrats have hoggec our
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Mayors' Attitude un-Americaii
He Says at Rally in
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• of their political convictions.
GARDENING
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the charter that ane four-year term is
COSTS
long enough for a,ny man to exercise
the great powers granted the Mayor
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"15. Cordial coo'peration with the
Mayoralty Candidate Proposes
state and federal authorities in all money spent by the Boston Public
war activities and in the effort to give !Safety Committee and it: autacommitConduct the Affairs of the Ci
Boston the commanding place it de- tee on food production and conserva.- kr the 'People of Boston
serves among the leading ports of tion, is declared by Chairman Victor
the world.
He Is Elected
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guaranteed by a record built upon ifull and detailed report. He deniec
pledge
Peters
his
gives
Andrew J.
honor, good faith and efficiency—an that any of the potatoes were left it
conduct the affairs of thd city for
administration in which all citizens the ground at Franklin or Olmstead
people of Boston--a civic democie
will be invited to participate and take parks, Chairman Heath said:
as opposed to the present politi
the benefits for themselves."
"No potatoes are in the ground. Tim
autocracy-- if he is'-elected, May
The mayoralty situation wits giTen lust were aehg two weeks ago. It is
Last night Mr. Peters made public I
added complexity last night, when true that we had $70,000. nut aeee.
platform of municipal precepts
George 0. Wood, of 333 Park Street. was turned over to the hospital dewhich he proposes to conduct the be
Dorchester, a Republican, announced partment for equipping a base hosnese of the city in the event of ,
himself as a candidate for Mayor. He pital. The sum of $42,000 was allotte4.
election on Dec. 18. Mr. Peters spo
takes out his nomination papers today to the Food Production Coillraittoc and,'
at tour rneeLiii6. yeTeerday afterno
and begin:, his hunt for 3300 signatures other subcommittees, and I am satisand last night, two of them in Brig
to insure him a place on the official a fied that a splendid repart es to the
ton, one in Intercolonial Hall, and f
ballot. He denies that he has ever manner in which the funds were ex,
'other before the Metropolitan improl
consulted directly or indirectly with pended will be made to the council. I
bent Association at Fairview Hr
Mayor Curley 7..s to his move. Mr. expect that all the subcommittee reRas Undid°.
Wood was a member of the Bosto:' ports will be collected by Dec. 1. The,.
Mr. Peters' municipal platfte
Common Council in 18E9 and 1900
results will shox that Boston can bear
which promises a Boston for the p
old Ward 20. He has not been active in comperison with any other city in the
ple of Beaten, better streets, m
politics since then.
. United States.
playgrounds, a eentral purehas
Congressman Peter F. Tague held a , "There is $7000 left out of the
agency, motor .fire apparatus ant
Imayoralty meeting last night in Fan. • $20,000
real pay-as-you-go policy, follows:
reeerve&
`...T,1111hila
cull Hall. He said that the contest
"1. A city for the people.
tee. What is left out of.the $42,000 I
is
between
himself
and
Mr.
Peters. can't exactly say.
"2. A municipal democracy in p'
Mr. Tague declared that Mayor Curof the present City Hall autocracy
"As to the complaint of the council-.
ley
"by
his
un-American utterances Lthat the public works
"3. Better and cleaner streets
department heti\
and acts, has eliminated himself from
the full value of the money contribi
no business to ask for a $1500 transfer
the present contest as far as the posby the people for those needs.
appropriation and contribute $3500
sibility of his reelection is concerned."
-1. More playgrounds, munie
worth of work to the Public 'Safety
I-ic
Spoke
of
the
rlevelopmenr
of
civic
the
and
gymnasiums
buialings,
, Navy Yard during his service as con- Committee when we had a $70,000 appropriation, I am not possessed of al)
ters, located and conducted for the 1 gressman,
referring to appropriations
the facts, but doubtless a sattsfactota
, convenience and enjoyment of the , secured by him.
expialiatioa win he forthcoming.
greatest possible number of people.
'
lie cited the contest for the reten"One of the largest items of ex"Te Improvement of public parks tion of the pneumatic postal
tubes, in
penditure was $13,000 for the home
and a liberal extension of our play- which he had the
indorsement of the
ground system.
Boston Chamber of Commerce and !guard, and large amounts have beer
spent hi recruiting for the army an,
"la New strcele and Fowors where- other
business
organizations
of
, navy, in
e Hoover ( rive and in a.
ever the building of new homes makes Greater Boston.
I
them necessary or desirable.
James A. Gallivan spoke last night sorts of conservatien movements."
"7. A system of ashes and garbage -in Bloomfield Hall,
Dorchester. He
collection that will relieve household- declared that if elected he
would be a
and
annoyance
expense
and
era of
patriotic Mayor in public and in pripublic
more effectually protect the
vete. Well-paved streets kept hi good
health.
condition was another promise he
NI V - 2 0 - / t-/?
! "8. A central purchasing agency . made. He gave his 14 y
years as a
for all city departments in the interest member of the board of
,INDORSEMENT OF
street
comof economy and efficiency.
missioners as his warrant for making
"9. Prompt motorization of the Fire such promises. He
MR. LEE EXPECTED
declared that the
Department and establishment of a p
-1,,. ,, -H-fl
people should be allowed to use '
garage—projects which
municipal
asphalt shingles, and he charged CornAnnouncement of Joseph Lee as the
would' give the people better service missioner O'Hearn of the
candidate for the Boston School Combuilding
for the same expenditure.
mittee of the Public Schoel Association
' -department, as being arbitrary in this
"10. Rigid adherence to the pay-as- matter.
Is expected to be made late today. Who.
you-go policy, so that it will not be • The Mayor made speeches
the other candidate will be is a Matter.
.
last night
necessary. to expend each year over in Hibernian Hall, and at a
meeting of • of conjecture at this time.
The or$5,000,000 on the city debt before a
ganization has several men cutler cou
Italie
-Tie
—
Who
organized
a
campaign I
for
the
spent
public
dollar can be
alderation.
A
se
ec...on will not be
club at his Court Avenue headquarters
•
welfare.
last night. He also epelte in 'Roughen ! made until the members meet the Wa"11. '3wif.1. action, whenever neceslter
part
of this afternoon.
Mr. Lee
Hall,
and at the South i
sary, under the new constitutional •a
, will be selected to succeed himself.
1a on MunicipalBuilding,
He
permitting
sell
cities
to
rdinent
ame
has served several teems on the etaine.
food, coal and Ice.
mittee and has stood for peo,gresetae
"12. An intelligent application of
policies la the schools.
Ithe segregated budget, so that the peoThe second vacancy is caused by t
expiration of the term of Dr. Frederi
ple may know what they are getting •
L. Bogan, who is now with the a
I for taeir money.
. eve an absolutely square deal for
In France. Dr. Bogen was electeC
I an eta; employeea, whieil meauri Ll
the Deniocrati, ticket three
years
frn..
!they shall have rue mane::
other
citizens, and,
dont enjoyed by all
their jobs I
soon after.
be in no danger of losing exaeasaion
oe
•..-411
herause of ,he C:Zerci
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BONDING PLAN SAI
TO AID INEFFICIENCN

The commission says that it was
, never able to get a list of persons so,
bonded, neither from the city collector,'
4 N 6 111 the Fitzgerald agency nor the National
TAX BOND
Surety Company. Arthur Harrington,
an attorney for a delinquent taxpayer,
;
-fl ‘,/
testified that he had been told by the
Boston Finance Board Declare
collector to give a bond for unpaid
Broken ,
taxes and that the National Surety
itiat I' avoritisin Has
Company had furnished tne bond. He
n'
Supervisio
Finance Commission Says That said that the bond read that the surety
Down Adequate
taxes if his
the
pay
would
company,
the Scheme for Delinquents client did not do so, and the property
Over IVIany Contractors
propthe
said
He
sold.
be
not
to
Was No Protection Either would
was sold for tases and he received
the City or the Taxpayers erty
That favoritistn for the Peter J. Fitzno notice.
bonding agency "has resulted in
gerald
"Although each of these taxpayers
efliciamt
a complete breakdown of
who gave a bond was required to pay
doIn its third report on the Investigasupervision over many contractors
at least from $5 to $10, and in some
ing svorit for the city of Boston, anti
tion into the bonding business done by cases probably larger amounts," conon
in a failure to enforce - liability
the City of Boston the Finance Com- tinues the report, "to secure such
contraete,". is
of
breaches
for
bonds
collector
city
the
although
and
mission reviews "the scheme to compel bonds,
asserted by the Boston Finance Comhad power to enforce these bonds
delinquent taxpayers of the city to give against the surety company, he did not
mission in its second report of its inthe collector of the City of Boston a
of the bonding business of
comvestigation
take action against the bonding
tax bond, which was no protection panies, but sold out these poor delinThe Finance ComBoston.
the city of
either to the city or to the delinquent quents in every case where they
mission recommends "that all insurtaxpayers, and caused a useless ex- failed to meet their taxes before the
ance brokers be allowed free, open and
pense to such taxpayers." The com- second sale. The following queshonest competition and approacIt
mission deciaree that it believes this tion and answer disclose how the ayecity contractors, free from psychoplan was merely devised "to swell the tern naturally worked. The city collogical influence,"
income of the Peter J. Fitzgerald I lector (John J. Curley), was asked:
"On account of the manner in which
bonding agency" and not to protect
this—that
is
story
the Fitzgerald books are kept," says
"'Now then, the
delinquent taxpayers from tax title I people who are poor and unable to
the commission, "It is impossible to
buyers.
estimate the exact profit on this city
pay their taxes, without having any
The report of the commission re- money and without knowing how
business, but brokers have stated ,that
counts that taxes are due on Oct. 30 of , much the rate would be that the
as large a return as $2(1,000 a year
each year. If not paid within one year I surety company might charge them, commission might be expected on confrom date, the city tax collector pre- you took a bond, and if they did not
tractors' bonds alone, including workpares a !tat of delinquents for advertis- pay their taxes before the time ex- men's compensation and liability insuring the sale of property on which tax pired you didn't seek to recover
ance.
has not been paid. This sale, called your taxes from the bonding company,
"This iMpression of brokers is conthe first sale, usually takes place in but, went and sold the property. That firmed by other lestimoity, and by the
May, and there Is usually a second is right?' .
entigation of the Finance Commissale in October o/ property not aniri
right,' Mr. Curley
is
sion's accountant, which allows that
• eruat
cue 111at. Tun city has a lien on answered.
the total profit of the Fitzgerald agency
the property for two years from the
"In no case was either the Na- in three years from city business
date of the tax bill, during which time tional Surety Company or. any other amounted to $83,936.93."
it may sell the property for the taxes. company called upon to pay the bonds
The commission report goes on to .
Former collectors Bowdoin S. Parthey gave to the city collector on state that a reputable broker had testi- •
that
ker and Garrett W. Scollard testified account of delinquent taxpayers when
fled before it that he had offered to
at the bonding hearing that they had a householder found himself unable to
bond city contractors for $8 a thoubonds.
never required nor taken tax
sand, which he claimed, was less than
hie obligation. The result of this
meet
"Soon after John J. Curley was scheme was an injustice to the delin- the National Surety Company's rate.
city collector by tile,
appointed
geent taxpayer and without any com- the company for which the Fitzgerald
. Mayor," says the report of the corn- pensatory advantage to the city.
agency acted. but he was always ittele
mission , made public today, "the new
with the reply that the contractors
effeet of this scheme was to
"The
!policy, which, it was claimed would double the borden of the poor house- must give the bond to the National
intrors,
was
householde
poor
protect
holder, as he was required not only to company, or the city engineers would I.
duced. This policy required the perpay the original tax and all its costs, ruin them. !V V a .1 j Si •
and
overdue
were
con whose taxes
"It is to be noted," says the corn-"
but also the added burden of the cost
to
sold
whose property was to be
miesion, "that if the city contractorg!bond."
the
of
file with the city collector a bond
had had the benefit of this low price!
from a surety company, guaranteeing
the cost to the city on their bonds
• the city the payment of the eax on tIng
would have been correspondingly low-1
.condition that if the person under
em'. as the contractor e ilea les the.1
.9 el Vbond did not pay the tax due by a
cost of his bond and insurance in
certain date, the surety company was
REPUDIATION IS DEMANDED cn, his bid on city work and the city
taxes.
the
pay
to
obi:gated
Unless the United Improvement As- thus indirectly pays for the eon.
"The Mayor testified that he dis- sociation, at its next meeting, repu- tract:n-3' hoods and Insurance.
cussed the matter with the city col- . Mate!: lth recent aciion wnereby it in"When evidence of favoritism was
d.!.:cur,siad nilli him the dorsed the candidacy of James M.
lector: Hint
called to the attention of the Mayor,
expense the poor were put to by the 'Curley for Mayor of Boston, the Sevin
he stoutly denied it, and stated that
purchase of tax titles; that he minsid- Hill Improvement Association, an af- "there has her I
absolutely no protec-.
ere(
'the question of adopting some filiated organization, declares in a resHon," but upon the commistdon etat-I
the
protecting
of
people
means
other
olution sent to the executive commit- ing that It would welcome any
infor-i
who were unable to pay the taxes tee of the united association that it
mation showing that the admInistra-:
he
that
approved the , will withdraw from the federation. The I
when due, and
tion had not protected the National
act of the city collector in taking such Savin Hill association says in the resoSurety Company, the Mayor declinesbonds.
the
of
the
action
that
united
lution
to submit IL"
"The total number of such bonds1 association was contraey to the prova
The report continues: 'Contract'ee
in
,
collector
city
1915
the,,
by
the
taken
orge,nI-• having contracts with the ene
sins of the constitution of
.r use
ng
taxes
!
representi
amounting
82,
was
zation and that it icotaikoha;le,allyadle.-; tat)b ion were cempelled to give hernia;
j threnell
f '
to $42,060.96; of this number '71, or I appresee of this aceiciti.V•
company, an
Ge e
eent -neat te Lite National
also ',Were compelled to give their tiJ
petzo s..
Surety Comnane. of whir)1
oility and workrpon'e • compensatll
entsasralti is agent."
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insurance to the. same su.rety com- and other departments,'and also di- When the Department of , 0104,
of 43
pany. Furthermore there was failMayor's office." •
Works asked for a transfer
ure on the ,nart of the city to enforce rect from•the
representatives of to make up a deficiency in fun,
of
testimony
The
_I- liability upor bonds of contractors
Valve Company, the Batch- which was caused by overtime wo
Where a liability existed. . . . The the Coffin
th
eidei Brothers Coal Company, the of teamsters in connection with
!
.Mayor is the final judgs of the con,
American Architectural Iron Works, work of the public safety committee
tract and has the final approval of the J. P. Dwyer Company, the Hixon
Cossns.
Franklin and Olmstead Parks,
the surety upon the bond."
Intl
been
an
had
Metropolit
he
the
Company,
declared
'Electric
Fordcilman
The commission proceeds to show
potatO
l-Andrews
the
Pettingel
of
Coal Company, the
formed that not all
how the bonding and insuring bustCompany, thy Boston Consolidated Gas had been dug from the public gar 1,
ththi
ness of the National Surety Company
is
Company, and Long, Little & Russo.
Park yet. An nI.Lsret
grew in Boston under the Curley ad- reviewed by the commIssion as show- in Frankliu appropriated for use lit
were
$70,000
COWS"
ministration. It states:
ing that these firms htld bsen asked
Safety Committee,
'In 1913, John C. Paige & Co. and !o give their bonds through thee Fitz- the Public
report der.
a
that
says
cilman Ford
°Brion, Russell & Co., acting for the gerald bonding agency.
food pros:
tailing everything about the
res c&
expenditu
National Surety Company, issued to
'
stand
Witness
the
on
Curley
Mayor
committee's
council.
the city of Boston contractors' bonds admitted that if contractors knew that duction
must be returned to the
funds
amounting to $114,525, being 6.8 pee a particular surety company was faiiding for the
An order
cent of all the bonds Whipn to
V„,en by the Mayes, 01 :AWL u pudiuuthe creation ot
through
woo
of
,
by contractors.
lar individual, close to the Mayor po- loan of that amount to defray the isis.:1
propertri
"In 1914 the National Surety Com- litically, was interested in a particupenses of converting the
IA arre4i
pany, through the Fitzgerald .ag,eney, lar surety company and wished to
bounded by Dudley Street,
publiel
became surety on these contractors' , have favor with the administration,
into
Avenue
and • 1.
meeting;
, bonds to the amount of $785,191, or 38 they would undertake to furnish as Street
square, was introduced in theafternoon!
per cent of the total amount issued. surety on their bonds that particular
of the city council yesterday
Of this amount only $62.411 was is- company.
1; 1 f 9 ti 'HI
by Councillor Ballantyne.
timony
sued by the firm of John .C, Paige &
that the!
to
"The mea*fm1 of this
The councillor berieves
n,
$51.000
Co. Other surety companies in the clearly is,” reasons the commissio
for
purchased
be
can
property
$6000:
city of Boston gave bonds to the "that being in 'good odor' at City Hall
for
out
laid
,and
ts
or thereabou
that
amount of $1,238,260, or 61 per cent. • contractors think that they can carry
man
newspaper
a
He explained to
!iiatriot flt. that
"In 1915, the change to the National ; on their work without interference on th,
center wonlri
Surety Company became even inOre • the part of the inspectors of the
a most desirable business
marked, for in that year $1,149,077, or' work. Whereas, if a surety com- be created if the proposition were put
76 per cent of the total amount of pany that was not fsvored by the
through.
bonds issued to contractors, went to administration was given their bonds,
The council passied an order asking
antime
to
in-.
the National Surety Company. All the they would be from time
Boston Finance Commission to
the
inthe
fannother companies issued only 24 per noyed and interfered with by
vestigate and report upon the
Deer
cant, or $364,101. Of the 76 per cent spectors on the work.
ing and livestock industry on
"It is fair to say that in nearly all Island. David B. Shaw, penal instituissued by the National Surety Company
the agency of John C. Paige & Co. cases where the city of Boston gave tions commissioner, had asked for an
issued only $22„200, so that the Fitz- contracts to different contractors it appropriation of $8000 for forage' for
gerald agency issued $1,126,877, or 98.1 was understood that the contractor pigs and cattle on Deer Island. The ;
,tier cent cf: thc t.. C.;2.i ameunt,1ssued by receiving his contract must furnish as council refused to vote this without!
surety upon his bond the National investigation, and it also asked for a
tia! National Surety Company.
"In 1916, after the investigation by Surety Company, and that by doing so report by Jan. 1 on the advisability'
the Finance Commission had begun he would be in favor with the admin- of disposing of 800 pigs kept on the
and was being vigorously pursued, a istration and would not be in 'bad odor' island.
'psi.change occurred, so that the percent- at City Holl. As a result of this
age of business going to the National ehology,' the Peter J. Fitzgerald
- ? / 2
AO
Daly
Surety Company diminished slightly. agency, assisted by Francis L.
\T
DneTn
cnD
AViTC
I
enabled
was
Boston,
of
Titus, the National Surety Company and the Mayor
1
iii,;
I became surety oi. boa,ii. t-p: c;:,itii at. - ,during the yllif3 1915 mid 1916
the city, • !
tore to the amount of $1,248,647, which, establish, to the detriment of
though mere in amount than the total what may be fairly called a monopoly
city con- H
I
of the year before, was 65.9 per cent of In furnishing bonds for
the total amount of bonds given .by I rectors.
in
resulted
has
m
C.
John
'favoritis
a1
"This
contractors. Of this amount
Andrew J. Peters, Candidate for
complete breakdown of efficient super-,
Paige & Co. issued only $35,800. '
!!
doing
s
contractor
Frec City
Mayor, W
"In former years no such monopoly vision over many
Boston, and in a t !
as that of the Peter J. Fitzgerald work for the city of
Workers From Any Obligafor
agency had existed. During a former far"— to enforce liability on bonds
administration (1910-1914) no one breaches of contracts."
ns
tions in Political Campaig
.
broker furnished the bonds to the
the
in
example,
For
contractors.
N 0 V ? °' 1 9i,
I; Andrew J. Peters is making his
case of the Massachusetts Bonding
insurance
campaign for the mayoralty on con& Insurance Company, 35
brokers furnished bonds of that comatructive grounds. Last aight
pany in 1913-14 in !addition to the
pointed out how laws should be iramed
bonds brought in by its office staff.
to protect the employees of the City! y
--'"It is not difficult to find a reason Boston City
of Bost sn from 'being used as the tools
Council
Wants
Itemto
one
company
from
of politicians. He said: "I advociSte
! for this change
another, for the number of contractors
ization of More Than $70,000. the adoption of two laws which woull
the
testified
before
who appeared and
make hereafter all city employeets,
Spent by Committee
Finnee Commission shows that the
free. First, an ordinance or law to'
Influence of the administration of
prohibit the circulation of nominatjrins!
Mayor Curley was used to swell the
papers or petitions for nominationFinal accounting of all funds and
business going to the Fitzgerald agency
es of the food production civil service employees for any candj
expenditur
business.
contract
Boston
date for public office, at leant durni,it
on city of
evidence that persons and conservation sub-committee of the. office
It appeared in
hoors, and the prevention et":
of
the
city
with
contracts
Boston Public Safety Committee is de- circulation by any person in any
wbo had
t,
by
departmen
Boston were reeuested
lie building of the city of Bostottirs,
manded of the 'Boston Public Safety
"The adoption of such an ortlina‘sassis
heads and by employees in departs committee by the Boston City Counmem!: to furnish as surety on their
at once weesening toe power of:
Surety Com- cil. Councilman Francis J. W. Ford
City Hall osganizatinn, Mesta OW
, contracts the National
from pee- yesterday introduced such an order
ploy's in a position where h..
e:.
, pany. This request came
t
Works
Public
Departmen
ond the council passed it Atsiaisec,, not be obliged to refuse ti,is,sig4: sons in the
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MAYOR AFTER PEIRRS
to F:nd
Out Leaning of CB; Employees

ealle Card index System

Insidious Assault on Australian

Nov

Ballot
9 101-,
)iee.riniiitd venterWhen Mayor teuilleit
day that the campaign managers of Andrew J. Peters were seeking through a
card system to ascertain the political
leanings of every voter In the city, including himself, he waxed wroth. He
diseovered this he said when a circular
and card received by him through the
mail informed him that he was Z756 In
the Peters index.
Under the system the recipient of the
card is asked to answer certain questions, and to dr.!) the card late the
'mail without bothering to sign it. Gace
the card is returned to the headquar
the Peters managers learn that Al Is
John Smith, that he favors the candidacy of this or that candidate, and
lives at 10 Blank street, Dorchester.
In speaking of the move er the Peters
campaigners, the Mayor said:
"I consider the settling of this circular and card to the city employees an
audacious and Insidious assault on the
Australian ballot system. The term of
election is assailed by the card, which
asks those receiving them to 1111 out the
cards.
"in case such a, calamity as the election of Mr. Peters should occur, he
would be able to know by consulting
hie card index what city employees
were with 1m rind mete out punishment to the °Mere. It is the first time
in history that any man or organization
has attempted such a card index."
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MAYOR FOR
MUNICIPAL
TROLLEYS
Sends Letters to Fin.
Corn. Asking for
inquiry
191i
Mayor Curley yesterday came out
for municipal ownership of the street
railway system 'of Boston, and, anticipating his re-election next month, sent
a letter to John R. Murphy, chairman
of the Boston Finance Commission,
declaring that when, as Mayor, he addresses the new city government in
1918, he will recommend such legislation. The Mayor's letter reads:

study of .
ton tnan an ItIllnediatO
on, with
Problem by your commissi time
report thereon in sufficient
Mayor of t
presentation by me, as
nt in
city, to the city governme conventefles•'The health, comfort and
y of 14
,.t. the public and the prosperitMessurtie
ty are dependent, in large
tranaPertal"
en adequate street railway
now."
lIll. The time for action le

TAGUE FILES NAMES
00
Has Enough Certified to Go
fe
d
Reporte
Ballot—Oallivan
Enof
Have 15,000 Signatures
dorsement Ready to File
has filed
congressman Peter F. Tagne
vrith the
a autteleat eurnber of nemes
insure Ms
Election Commissioners to
ofileitaie
the
on
place
name receiving a
, 'wheel
ballot as a mayoralty candidate
who,
Congressman James A. Gallivan, have'
to
has :1300 names certttl.:4, la said
awity Lo
aaalt,a
that are
Inasmuch as 3000 names are all waning,men In
the
place
necessary to
tour
tion, it ie assured that at leastThese
names will appear on the ballot
Gadare Curley, Peters, Tague and
be SeFrank B. Howiend appears to
es.ite. Thet*
curing names with unusual
part
the
on
is accredited te infetence
that
of Curley partisans, who realize
every vote for 'lowland means the Iota
of ore for Peters.

SLAP AT FIN. COM.

"The city of Boston appropriates $36,000 annually for the maintenance of the
Finance Commission, of which you are
the chairman, and In order that the
commlasion may justify its existence
I personally believe that its enereles
m
flialpid—
Platfor
Calls
(iallivan
should be devoted to some more useful
purpose than endeavoring to convince
Demands Apology From Mayor
rite public of taffaCrwith which they are
familiar: namely, that the Mayor of
for Attack on Alien Question
Boston has been loyal to his friends in
t
statemen
a
10
Gall:van
man
Congress
1 every instance, provided that the city
dabe
criiicise
Issued last night adveisely
III not suffer as a consequence of that
platform of Candidate Peters. saying I loyalty.
"The announcement in the morning
tl,at he fails to indicate the tepe of
papers that the commission at present
post.
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lneestireating etreet railway transp,-). taOtt the tion proposed recoil-unending a sixre and t'att4 al.to
of interst te
',ending business, a matter which now cent fare for Boston is
every person residing In Boston.
eanipies the public mind.
"lit common with every citizen Intercandidate Gallivan says in relation .to sated in the welfare of the city I have
in
so
far Ftudied the passenger transportation
r be city bonding buelness that,
the Mayor may legally direct, the problem, and, despite present efficient
bending business of the city of Boston management, am convinced that the
during his administration will be die- only solution to the problem is munclMuted pro rata among the dely ac- p:ti ownership. I have already declared
ct. eited—not Daly accredited— bonding myself In favor of municipal ownership, and it IN my purpose to recomagencies.
nt asThe slistement issued by Mr. Gallivan, mend, when the new governme
1 sombles in 1918, such legislation as will
In part, ecreeludes as follows:
ownerl
municipa
"Aside from Its borrowed nutlet-lea the result, if adopted, in
in
Peters platform is rather insipid -- in- ship of the street railway system
spired, no doubt, by the neede c. a town this city.
like Dover, Mass., with which Mr. PetTime ter Action
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.thon Ins te eete
"I am of the opinion that the time
resider,
a great municipality like Boehm.
has arrived .for action and that the
"In view of the good news from the travelling public have suffered *millState Department to the effect that the
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system
objects of the G:Oliven hill compelling cietnly under a
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Mayor Sees Contestr4;

1

Refuses to Comment on Third Daft
port of Fin. Corn. on City's
Bonding of Delinquent
era
Mayor Curl Ae text .ev,entnsisidd
the following communication to OUP
Finance Commission iii reply to ita
third report:
"Hole John R. Murphy, Chairman, Finance Commission. Roston, Mass.: .
"My Dear Sir—I have read the report.
of the Finance Commission submitted:
today on the subject of the city collect-'
tug department.
"The Finance Commission apparentIlt
have as little respect for the courts c
Massachusetts as I have for the rtria nce Corniniesion. I have the hIghesa
,
respect for the courts and do not -pro.
pose to make myself guilty of contempt:
of court he it; any way commentint,
upon a matter which is pending at tethe
moment before a jury in the tlfth
sion of the Superior Court for Suffen
-John J. Curley, city collector,
the day yesterday upon the vt
stand in a suit . against the
Herald for libel In the sum of
Counsel for the Boston Herald tk
!nee him on the same subject
contained in this report The
to peso upon the. matter tornorr.
,
'in my judgment, it is not a.,
dence that this report should bei
at thir, ttrilf.. I refuse to '
Finar,e3 Comminalen in what IS
I a CollteMpt.
'' 4) I
e0.
"Yours very tr
j"
(Signed)
"JAMES M. Cuter lea.
I
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( -(,77? A. J. PETERS AMUSED AT ,,CIIRLEY'S
COERCION
. TALK',
i ft ;1 fr - e
fp
Says With Mayor's Record of In
tirnidation It Is Hypocritical—
Tries to Throw Dust
,\.,:is k !(-117.
When
Andrew J. Peters's attention rit2gerld in tditorial Describes
' was called last night ,to
Mayor Curley's
charge that be intended to index
"Meanneas arid Brutality"
city
employes with a view to future punish•
ment Mr. Peters said:
at Cit u Hall.
',
.1 am amused at Mayor
Ctirley's as-

the first lleW:3 of the diseharge would be
known I.y the family. Chief Mulles. of
ihe fire department was a notable exam-.
ple. Ile discharged this tire chief withtail. El moment's malee, though 11." was
America's foremost tire thditer at the
time, and the chief, broken In heart and
is, mind, gradually went to piesits, el/Oleg up his days, in a sanitarium. in
'olasit he died years before his time by
e -son eel Mc inhuman conduct of this

DENIES CURLEY
IS A DETYJOCRAT .

S

t.surned righteous indignation
over a
I circular sent out to
the voters it, na
1 behalf.
"His comment is characteristically
insincere.
'I fa Professes to see in the
return
Postal cards on which tile voters are
Invited to express their prefere
uee
mayor a diabolical plot to punish for
city
emnloYe'• lu'
,
his!, Hs' Ile: 1;::eiii..... hie.self.
.
''- f confess that it is me intention
to
pettish one city employe and that
man
is James M. Curley.
His punishment
will be meted out to him election
. .0ec. 18, and I ant sure that a day,
large
e majority ref the voters of Boston will
help me ia Inflicting that punishment
soiing to remove hint from t,he office
of mayor on that day,
"In etew of Mr. Curdsi,"'a
ei
Intimidation, and coercion of sits- erepioyes, it is rather amusing to see the
hypoeritical attitude he takes at ..this
time. I believe city employes and citizens
alike will remember his bold hold-up on
tint sale of Tammany Club haft
his policy of forcing city employestickets,
to attend secret meetings in municipal buildings and his threat to discharge all city,
employes who voted fur the recall.
"Of ooilrse, Mr. Curley,does not taiel
the indienation he displays. He Is simply trying to throw dust in the eyes of
the eeters, hot. I do not think he
will
find dust. enough in Boston to blind them
to ids record."

Auurn, 1 Icor
nnr- nin-r,-.. ,
t titstsii.,iss
ss
m1151.'1.11.. 1-r

"Meanness and Brutality."
"He now pretends to be friendly to
the laboring man, though he opposed
them at the State House legislation proN Ming for vacations for city employee.
Although the cost of living steadily
mounted during his administration; and
ne, in tee naiiin time had bunt a pe In rft I
him:reil. ii•• wait, d until a feet months
.1eo befeie eii ime the laborers any adSauce, and if it were not for the city
emmell their pay would now be $2.75 a ,
day instead of $3. whereas the ordinary,
iaborer is now getting $ti a daY•
"Hardly a clay passed during the first
three years but what he showed in some
, old-blei ded manner his contempt for
those
shared with him the conduct'
I* the ,•ity's affairs. During the past
I W 111,0011s he has herr] eamoudafzing.
'ant la,
net fooliee siteiealy. If he
r•• ises•. le, would is E in' and Sa‘'1.!

Former Mayor Fit,zgerald, in this
week's is011e of The Republic, calls
AlaN'Or Curley "the most selfish. COT)vetted and cold-blooded character
that has occupied public office in
this country in the present generalion." The editorial follows:
"One of the disgusting contentions of
some of those who are supporting Mayor Curley is that In which they urge his
support on the ground that his defeat t tit rim'.
• humiliation vihich must
would mean disaster to the Democratic ..1114.
hill) ill 111, 11,':.
0 IWO WC010,
Party. Fortunately, this ground is taken ,11,11 II, 11111:4
ft r-year record
be very row nu,d t Imran man if *bets • r ie, see
tP11.1 , 11
1111k:101,AM.
" ell
careers are analyzed, will be shown to A mer, .„ ii i',iil
be the beneficiaries of the Curley system
at City ifall and its allied intereste.
. "No Man Less a Democrat."
"No man has been less a Democrat,
hi its broad sense, than he since he
,.t;,-' n t., fernier
:NiaYer csri
entered City Hall. His first move, even sittiglier Jam's; 1. tire.ii f Charlestown
before taking oath, was a notice to ward the
Si Mt, II,
six
gistrar'
committee leaders that they would be
ostracized when Ire r'f.•i :nester.. S:ts
""' ''ss".•" .th:sn''''''sst.
language was too virulent to characterize ti liellati t'pay whim
longats,
them; they were the dregs of the uni- smnateh the Cul:1"y administretion. ;tett
went over to the Andrew J. Peters Madverse, to let him tell it.
,
'He behaved in Similar manner toward
Slayor
Curley and Green'si 'btother
those who were running the state organization. There was no attertnit. at; I homes had a hostile encounter in the
DON'T MESS UP THE LAWN!
so-operation, except a hypocritibii orke mayor:s office, according to the latter, ma
To Editor of Herald and Journal:
te
•
with the G. G. A., to cover a secret bust_
I have real with Interest the account hcsa partnership. He la every 'y1111in your Sunday Issue
thc petition pre-• derstand that he was mayor for four
years, and those who did not show
sented by the children of Jamaica Plain' disposition to
stand for the Curley way'
to the mayor at his house. The mayor of doing things at City Hall must be
states quite naturally that such things Put out of business. He was too crude
should be brought only to City Hall, to understand that under the present
city charter the best way to promote.
and his wife complains bitterly of the ills party's welfare was by the condeet
danuise done to the lawn by the crowd, of the city's business in an honest end
it, I
mii3.0s• cuts,
ight
Certainly to match the impudence of progressive spirit that would unite rat her tie beads
i•ity lisI 111110118 to furni:di
than
the
divide
citizenship.
these children we should have to go
regulation Thanksgiving dinner M
Threatened to "Plug" Fitzgerald.
back to revolutionasy nays. when the
the inmates. This win tiisi,e nee, ssery
"One
of
the
methods
employed
by him the Putsch:Ise of' ahout 500o p0111 'Is 01;
boys of the Latin school complained to
was to serve notice on all those who
the British general (W/i8 It (;VII. Gage?) wished the
tericey. With ,T/1111Ir'll'ihMlyP 4111 VET'
,
presence
of
the
mayor
at
, that his troops interfered elth their any function, that nobody whose views Iti'lC5 lit tt(1 ,-.515. prItUVILA.,
I?
ancient right to rOfIFIt. upon I he Com- crossed with his should be invited. lie
mon. The general said that the spirit publicly gave notice that former Mayor
of rebellion seemed to breathe even in Fitzgerald should be tabooed wherever
the children. and the mayor undoubted- lie was expected. A year ago. when Mr.
ly roust have had this incident In mind. Fitzgerald was.a. candidate for the SenCertainly the right in petition, if It be ate, because Mr. Fitzgerald
remona right ht. /ill. Should have some
strated with the mayor against the presNor eon we Marne Mrs. Curley when entation of 'Where Are My Children,'
we imagine the condition of the lawn. and 'le Any Girl Safe,' when Mayor
ft is certainly no inducement to build cafrley met Mr. Fitzgerald on the platelegant houses in the suburbs, and to form at the Demeeratie rally,
in Treembellish them with handsome grounds, mont Tetnple, he
threatened to 'plug
when any mob of children may come him In thq, jaw.' it is needless to say
In at any moment and spoil the lawn,
hat he did nut carry out Ms threat.
ft is easy to talk ef the eight to Tsai_ I;sit this Is a sample of CurleYism,
floe , sympathy with the children, and is lew of the so-called leaders, In which'
Boston
the spirit of true democracy, but each
rink It is dangerous to dislodge.
talk is mere camouflage. We should
"There Is nothing about Mr. Curley to
learn efficiency even NOM autoeraciee, attract roen hole:511.v looking forward
and how can government he efficiently to better things fiir their ft:flew-mem
managed If the governing poss:r may I le 16 the
tneroughly selfish, van e
•Irt''' ha thfla
ssieetisse... -eel-see-sect eiincaei -r Mat
"
in
Inl.nnd
'worse
' an? r hoe
0(111.'7! ill this coontiiiol.pkht.i7e you to volce a protest, toe. in the present gem-rattle's
certainly
or
When,
01,edier103 to °v11 fee4felOrit,1Y';•13'efletim- discharging men sI. city Ball, it was
aea enough to eeparate them from the
beet"
i9
t Tur4
ailri;ATr
H.'
pay roll, but he sent special delivery let0.901tro, 207_ 24
' . .
- tern to thew homes after hours so that,

MAYOR .GIVES O'DAY'S JOB
TO EX-SENATOR GREEN

yTURKEY FOR INSTITUTIONS
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J. PETERS PLUM 'ii
FOR INDUSTRIAL EXPANSION
Vil•
papa
ion
No Public School Associat
eet Predicts Grout Opportunities for
'for the school con.mittee hate been
eel.
tilled yet, and according to reports i..• .
y.
American blade in Foreign
siderable hustling will be necessar
I a,
for
perm are coining in galore
Miclaa•i i
Markets After Close of War.
pledged and federated "slate,"

on the IP;t1- 'ANDREW
' 1988, and will undoubtedly go
261 and
has
1;rancis
.27
J
aly
r
Chr
e
'
.rg
to
loe
G

SMITH QUITS IN
PETERSS FAVOR

!
H. Corcoran, who has 944, and Richard I Andrew j. Peters, candidate for I
In
' 1. Lane, who has 470.
, mayor, in an address last night
Tremont Temple before members of !
Peters's Platform
of
Boston chapter, American Institute
Disappoints Gallivan. Banking, made a plea for preparation
.,
fol- for industrial expansion in this country
Candidate Gallivan gave oat the
after the war. He declared that in! towing statement last evening:
combinations will have to be
dustrial
'
Can"T am deeply disappointed In
made in the United States, if competh
e Peters platformSuch expres- tion in the foreign markets is to be
ate
. a
)id
muni-1 maintained When normal conditions are
lions as, 'A city for the people,'
11-.1 democracy in place of the present! restored.
He also came out in favor of national
alif-I
:lity Hall autocracy,' etc., arc net
hattka ca:enina• etock in joint banks
abroad. He said that this is ts....z1t;;:!
Earnest E.Smith formally withdrew fklently specific for analysis.
k
in for foreign trade, and
te
"When he spea s of 'better and clean-, if we are to go legislati
as a possible mayoralty candida
on which v.ould
will
. declared that
last night, announced that he
er stre-ts' he is speaking of sornething authorize such steps ahould be passed
apwith , AI he personally is entirely by Congress.
support Andrew J. Peters, and
stated in Dorchester, "Never in the history of our country."
pealed for support generally for Air. uniamiaar. Aa
evening, I probably know more he
.'has It been confronted with
last
ement
announc
a ,23°.1'
hPeters. Air. Smith's
great opportunities for unsmiling
about the streets of Benton and the
ca
follows:
the world's trade us will
relative need, of every district In the ""
uosition
its
"I have for some time been consider- city than all of the other candidates await it at the clew° of the pre:+ent war.
to
came
ge
knowled
This
Before the commencement of the present
ing becoming a candidate for mayor and put together.
as
inc during my 14 years of service
war our foreign commerce had already
have, through the press, welootned ad- ,street commissioner,
reached the highest point in its history.
matter
my
*ha
"M,. Peters has borrowed from
vice. I auggestett
at, his
With a foreign commerce of $6,500.Aon n nel a favorable trade balance of
to representatives appointed by Ain Pe- administrattee
single
'a
for
d
on
the
!!'"'
un- planks, notably
82,136,000.000, the rise.,
ters and myself to obtain a decision
15th
in
put
has
He
years.'
four
our banner year in trade. At. the end
aaa rin.reed to term of
a:aaa,
biased by personal teeth%
nlatform, 'Co-operation with of the present titanic struggle we will.
7:ateat ourselves to rleOt COD.,
the federal government ia all 7.'er netabide by their decision.
"
I deem this so important a part ."`“"
tiViriCS..
ditions and ne w trade opporruni laa. Tta-'
Plan.
by
Abides
d
supporte
have
I
that
program
greatest opporiunity this country has'
and of my
"he plan was carried through
the President by making it NO. 1.
ever had will then confront it, and it
cana
"Mr. Peters fails to indicate in any is for us to consider how best we are t
the decision is against my being
men he would appoint Prepare ourselves to meet that op
didate. I shall not, therefore, take out way the type of
milli:, positions, if elected. I have portunity when it comes."
to
,
inbut
mayor,
for
•
nomination papers
that '1 will appoint no man to a
c
- stated
stead will work and vote for Mr. Peters, position of public trust whom I have
to do the same. always (Wirt sted• in private.'
and urge my
ra, touch on the bondina
- sae
his
I confidently hope for and expect
business, even though that Iria • .
V tal..1
election."
()CCU() CS tile palpha mind I have 'la; aar
George 0. Wood, who has announced clearly that in so far its the
&fp
homana
the
is may legally direct that
his Republican candidacy for mayor,
the city of Boston riurlit:
of
business
assistant
u fort
second
a
as
distrilw;..,i
,on the city pay roll
administratior. will be
assessor. In detailing his biography and my rata among ..he duly accreditea
his qualifications for mayor, he did not I pro 'Daly-accred. tad'
bonding agenmake natio of beta% a Curley em- not
.1. Peters's attention
aka.
seen
not
has
ploye. He insists that he
borfroa-ea material, : _‘"" Al!drow
to Mayor CurleY'S
from It
"Aside
IlIght
rep"
14
any
nor
'--..."
months,
17
'
the mayor for two
insipid-4 ''
the Peters pingo no is rather
charge that he intended ta Inelea
a
of
resentative of the mayor incently. Wood
inspired, no deula, by the needs Mr. employee with a view,to future punish.
called for his papers yesterday, and is
which
town like Dover, lk:ass., with
Intent Mr. Pe.tera said:
N'ery sanguine that he can obtain the
more fusniliar through con- "I ant amused at mayor Curley's ark.
is
Peters
time
the
with the
required 3000 signatures before
is
he
than
,
residence
smiled righteous indignation over a
stant
like, Dos- 'circular sent out to the voters in un
limit expires at 5 P. M. Tuesday.
needs of a great municipality
Ho said last night that be expects to
behalf.
ton.
from the "ilia comment is characteristically
decide Monday concerning camnaign
"In view of the good news
headquarters, campaign committee, pub- state department to the effect that the sincere.
itchy manager, etc., and has the promise objects of the Gallivan bill comp,Iilng
'lie professes to see in the rear'
join the Postal cards on which the voters ar
of much assistance.
1 all aliens of the draft age -to
Unless he has extraordinary asbist- cotors will now become effective, I shall invited to express their preference to
ance, however, political observers re- expect from Mayor Curley a public apal- mayor a diabolical plot to punish city
upen me as employes, in which list he includes himgard it as impossible for him to realize
v,h en
Ogy for the attack he made
in
his expeetations. The obtaining of siga congressmaa, last Sunday, passage seIf.
difmore
and
more
Is
becoming
the
natures
my intention to
I failed to secure
said
"I confess itthat it
he
ficult, since the field has been combed of this bill. I introduced tile first bill ;
andeutio
e,thnz
tiint
hs
:ainish one c y emp oye a
by the four leading candidates, .who to draft aliens and it would have passed is lames M. Curley.
His
have corralled thousands of signatures I had it not been for treaty obligations. will be meted out to hint election day,
paved the De s. pa and 1 ton sure that a larg
more thria'i they actually needed.
The state department has now
, Only Cu ley and Peters, so far, have way for the drafting of aliens. A pub- majority of the voters of Heston wilt
sufficient certified signatuees. Galli- lic apology from the mayor is in order." help me in inflieting that pimishowatt
van's standing, so far RR certification is
by vo:Ing to remove hint front the oak,
concerned, was 2819 last night. His camof mayor on that day.
the
that
states,
however,
paigra manager
•'In tiew at. Mi, Curicy'n reeord of
Gallivan total is 15,000 and only 175 of
intimidailon, and coercion of city emthe 300 papers taken out had to be used
ployes. it is rather amusing to see th
-at that. Tagrte's total certified number
hypocritical attitude he takes at thi
l
in
are
1500
over
additiona
but
Is 1759,
time. I believe city employes and citizens
tha hands of the election officials, and
alike will remember his bold hold-up on
there is no doubt that both Gallivan and
the sale of Tammany Club ball tickets,
Tague will go on the ballot. Onears
his poiicy of forcing city emnieves to at323.
risen
above
names have not
tend secret meetings in municipal buildP.
es
Thomas
candidat
ctunell
the
Of
ings and his threat to discharge all etty
Coffey, the City Hall elevator man, has
employes who voted for the recall.
ar,
l o Alfred
.
d th
,
n
Ee
• joined John J, Cnssi,ly ,
"Of course, Mr, Carley does not law
the indignation he displays. 1-le
sh.,
-natures.
.Pala
eer:Ifled
2000
required
row trying to throw (lust in the eyes
''-•
.1.
rick B. Carr has 1415, Jeseph J. LeonIPe-otern,
ard 1389 and Albert litiradta 897. Jan.es
I find dast enough in Iti)stonto blititi
(
Moriarty. Hie labor .;:n0;,late, has
terbitt reerard.....
_

Banker Withdraws as Pdssible
,
Candidate for the
Mayoralty.
MFEDS ADVICE OF FRIENDS

A. J. PETEd AMUSED AT
CURLEY'S COERCION TALK

I

With Mayor's Record of In.
It Is Hypocritical
im
Tries to Throw Dust.

•
•NAYOR
WAtiTS
Gra.TO TAKE
OVER L ROAD
"°

a 3. (.7 I

2 e1917

Scores Company's Methods
in Open Letter to
Chairman of
'
Fin. Corn.

Y
ee
./5
4
•
"In common with every citizen interesred In the welfare of the city, I
Lave studied the passenger transportation problem, and, despite present
,
1 e/fit-tient mettegement, am convinced
an
t u
thei
r solution to the hp
ar.
vob1
ownership.
already declered myself in fe.eor of
municipal ownership and it is toy
purpose to recommend, when the new
gOVaralituat assembles hi 1918, such
legislation as will result, if adoptee,
eln municipal ownership of thestreet
railway system in this city.
ENTITIAJD TO SEATS
"1 ani of the opinion that the time.
has arrived for action and that the
traveling public have suffered sufeleieetly under a system where more
-than 50 per cent. of the people, during rush hours, are obliged to pay
full fare for the privilege of holding on to a strap.
"1 am ft:ell-ter of the tee.inten that
every person paying a fare for the
purpose of riding on a street railway
entitled to a seat In return and
that private ownership having proven
failure, it now becomes the duty
of the city to take over the street
railway system.
"1 know of no greater service that
may be rendered to the people of
'Boston than an immediate study of
this sproblem by your
cormnieslon
with; a report thereon in sufficient
time for presentation by me, as
Mayor 01' tile city, to the city govern-

SAYS TIME RIPE FOR
MUNICIPAL VENTURE Is
Health and Convenience of
Public Must Be Pro,
tected, Mayor
Declares

'This cert]
. will brand the city
ployes. They are doomed for punish'
I meat in event of such a calamity HA,
Mr. Peters' election as Mayote
BYI
this method the secrecy or the Ans-'
sallan ballot is done away with enBut Mr. Peters can't index
tirely.
When Andrew .T. Peters' attention'
was called leet night to Mayor Cur- ,
leY's charge that he intended to in.dee
city employes with a view to future ,
punishment, Mr. Peters said:
"I am amused at Mayor Curley's ate
slimes' righteous Indignation over a
circular sent out to the voters in inY j
behalf.
"His comment is characteristically
I nsincere.
"He professes to see In the return
postal cards on which the voters are.'
Invited to express their preference
Inc Mayor a diabolical plst to punish
thy etnployes, In which list he in"I confess that It is my ititentitie
to punish one city employe and that
Mall is Jamert M. Curley. His punishment .will be meted out to him elec•I
Hon day, DeceMber l, and I am sure:
that, a large majority of the voters ofi
Boston will help me .in Indicting that
yuniehment by voting to remove him
from the office of Mayor on that!
day."

in 1QS

Private ownership of the BosPeilevnar Company
.
!has proved a flat failure, declares
,Clklayor Curley- and he says he is
going to take immediate steps
,tfor the taking over of the prop,*rty by the city. The attention'
_of the Finance Commission has
been called to the matter and tuaL
body is asked to investigate the
road's condition.
The Mayor says he in favor of
. municipal ownership.
He declares
the traveling public has suffered
eneugh ender a eyeeeese. we-earls more
than 50 per cent. of the people have
to pay full fare to hang on to a strap
during rush hours. The city's: chief
executive says that every pertsm who
Saes a fare Is entitled to a seat

elliets health, COMIOet anti
veniehee of the—ptibTic arid the prospe,rIty of the city are dependent, ie
esemiate street
reilwey transportation. The time for
ection la now.
"Respectfully,
JAMES M. Cf..71_L
iaEY
Signed)
Ny
0;...,
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WILL NOT RUN
'Withdraws from

PETERS CIRCULAR
NUMBERS CURLEY
NIL
'

His Honor the Mayor BetatiiiCS'
Z756 in Candidates' Card
Index System

TellalICS PUBLIC RESTIVE.
Au attempt 10 card index all city
The Mayor believes the public will
emPloyes to find out those who supno longer coicsent to the treatment
port him in the mayoralty fight was
meted out by privately owned transcharged to Andrew
J. Peters by
,..,rtation mystems, and Hee time for
Mayor Curley as s result of a circumunicipally owned
toward
action
lar letter received at the Mayor's ofstreet railways is now.
fice from the Peters campaign comMayor Curley has written a letter
mittee.
Mnrphy of the Flrence
'to John
The letter was accompanied by a
Commission, It follows:
card which aelfed the Mayor to an
"The City of Boston appropriates.
question as to whether or not
e3G.000 annually for the maintenance
he is with Mr. Peters in the tiget
the Finance Commiaaion, of which
for Mayor, and whether he wotile
you are the chairman, and, in order
consent' to de some Wont for him n
,
shat the Commission may Justify Its
the pollss
existence, I perstonally believe that
The card is apparently tieing sent
it., energies should be devoted to• to every registered voter in SMston.
Some more uteful purpose than en-•
Mayor Curley's card was nambered
eleavoring- to convince the public of
756.
.41 fact with sehich they are familiar„
"Tide system of lining ap the vot;lamely. thae. the Mayor of Boston has
ers of the city, including city een-•
ploy-ee, is the most .insidlotte and
been loyal to his friends In every
instsnee, Provided that the city did' , autlaciomf assault Imo:: the Australian
consequence
of
a
that
as
safer
ballot
that has eve,' been attempted
not
in Boston,' Seclarel the Mayor hotloyalty.
ly, after he read the letter and card.
"The annovecement in the morn"As a city employe enyself, I cc:lpg papers that the commission at .
way
sent this procedure, and I shall send
preeent inveotigating street rail
n circular to every other city em-,
ereeenortatioe proposed recommend„•
olOye explaining the real truth of'
- siSt-4.tessee setee-e.
ing
tillS -muss;
interest to every pefaon residing In
}WW1,

Mayoralty
of AnPeters

Ir nits i exalt in Ph
VIII'

NO V l'ilwi9e1

The field in Boston's mayesalty,'
race narrowed last nieW
when IL
was announced that Earnest E. Smith
has decided not to take oet nomina-e-e pale,
Lir. Smith witadraws in raver of
Andrew J. Peters, reel marked his
la it by declaring he will now devote
ht is energies In aesistIng the Petere
candieeey. Tide is in accordanct
with Mt. Smiteet previous assurance
he should quit the race he
that,
wouSet -go ow‘r to the Peters camp.
in .an oreen letter Mr. Smith seys:
"T 'hates for some time been in.
sidering becoming a candidate foe
Mayor and have, through the press,
welcomed advice. 1 sutegemted referrine' the matter to represeei.atives appeInted by Mr. Peters and loyself to
obtain a decision unbiased be personal feeling, and agreed to abets, by
, their decision.
"The plan was carried throufeh and,
the decision Is against my being a
candidate. I shall not, therelore, take
out nomination papers for Mayor, bet
hit, "ad will work and vote for Mr
Peters and urge toy eupporters to ee
the same. I confidently hope for and .
expect his election."
Mr. Smith entereS the meyerae y,
race last year, but hie liutiul H ationpee
pert; were tome
Litigation followed,
but the candidate did not retrain In
the eemealtell.
For some lime Mr. Smith ham been
active In Boston politics and was for-,
merly a member of the Cits.
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MANY PLANKS IN
PLATFORM

CITY HALL
FOR PUNISHMENT

1-4-T
n
, , — watchma
,
, .,.,:it
workers
yonien medical eocial

INDEX

A municipal
democracy, In which alt
the citizens of the
city will be inor Curley Denounces tile
vited to participate, is the chief plank
in the platform on which
Recently Issued by
Cords
Andrew .1%
Peters 13eeks to be elected Mayor of
Peters' 7orces
Botittai. A statement comprising the
eandidate'e plans, if elected, has just
Mayor Corley is sending out to
been issued.
than 10,000 city employees a
more
"A city for the people" is the central idea on which Mr. Peters builds
circular denouncing the indexed cards
Ills platform.
He advocates better
sent out in the interest of Andrew
mat cleeeer etreeta, more pia.ygrouneie
J. Peters, one of his opponenee for
and gymnasiums, prompt motorization
of the fire department and general
mayor. "The most audecious attempt
public improvements.
ever made in the history of 13o tan.
Anent municipal finances Mr. Peters
in any campaign, to nullify the valoe
urges rigid adherence to the pay-as
you-go policy, an "intelligent" appliof the Australian ballot system," is
cation of the segregated budget and
the manner in which t he'circular
a central purchasing agency for all
refel-s to the Peters Indexed cards.
city departments.
.e.eie pledges "an absolutely square
The circular goes on to say:
deaf for all city employes, which
: questionably, the purpose of this
' means that they shall have the same
movement is to card index every perpolitical freedom enjoyed by all other
son in the employ of the city, not for
; citizens, and be in no danger of losfetv Pitt taro nunlob, tog Linear JOIJS 1.1C1;11.UbC 01 Lim .s.u•
or expression of their political conment, arid this should be resented, as'
victions."'
•
\ I have every reason. to believe it will
; The media. re aenressee the opinion
the ...twice of the
! that one four-year term is long
city."
enough for any' man to exercise the
; great powere g ranted the Mayor of.
The Mayor fth•ther declares that taeyer
eloston.
' during\ his eighteen years in public
office has he failed to advocate the
eleteet measure of Justice for the men
in the public service.' He refers speeitIcally to the eight-Lour law and
from Se to $3, for city
• . • pr.-: e • aelee. 1,1,111- ions a nurn.
le ,- measures.
.... the i-upport of those to
He
whom eh,. ,e., elai• is sent, and nays
that no mai, i , !e,. city service has
ever sufferee I: ee...h his holding ca. at en I nave
eeri
r VV. -.1.tic ,.. •
years
received du i.1:.,, I ..t• past four
that which ., ee alet your frivuds
sayti.
eular
.
.
1!,
1 :s ti_nd
ee
rally
A eircular i,,,,,,isee. Zee ;:egrea-(
on paPer- has also been
ilominati
A.
e
y
Galhis
Mayoralt Candidat James
ng
sent oat by Mayor Cui Icy, expressi
livan thinks that in view of the news,
'dialing and
his gratitude to them for
from the State Department that the
saying that he regards their action
objects of the Gallivan bill compelling'
ae a promise of teeir support In the
all aliens of the draft age to join
contest and an endorsement of his
administration.
the colors will now be effective, that
He goes On to speak of the difficuln. public apology Is due from Mayor
of admit:irate:tie!, in t hie neriini,
Ges
'
Curley for the attack he made on
arely
, and declares, that "there eee
i GallIvan as a Congressman last Sun' been .a time that the press, Finance
day, in which he said he failed tei
comnession and the no-called Good
Isecure the passage of the bill.
' Government Associatioe have disMr. Gallivan also says he is deeplit
play-IA a willingness to co-6perete."
disappointed in Candidate Peters'
The report of the Finance Commisi
disapnot
is
platform. Mr. Gallivan
sion attacking Insurance on city propMr.
that
fact
Peters
the
pointed In
erty was commented on very briefly
has issued a platform, but it is the
ey Mayor Curley. "The.Finance Commaitre of it that he objects V as he •
mission," said he, "haw labored again
think.: it will not appeal to th.r, voters.
in, the same Finall mouse apand
platFurther attacking Mr. Peters'
li pears."
1,
from
says
"aside
font. Mr. Gallivan
I
ere, ...nen"-, veeterday diseouraged
the borrowed InOterati, Lou renenth
eaoutdoor political efforts pretty
platform Is rather insipid—inspired.
i 1 fectually. Candidate Tague. who was
lik•
of
a
the
needs
town
but
doubt,
meeting
no
1 to have had on open-air
Dover, Mese., with which Mr. Peters
1 it the plant of the S. A. Woods .111ais more familiar through constant
I chine Co., etuth Boston, gave up the
the
with
needs
is
he
than
residence,
I meeting., but was taken through the
ity
like
Boston"'
municipal
great
'et a
1 factory and Introduced to some 3J0
Mr. Gallivan also attacks Mr. Petpersone. The Tague farces expressed
'
about "cleaner and beters' remarks
ile. coliyiCif on Iasi night that they
th ea„ says
Ga
Ceneelote
ter streds,"
• irewell over the I i ne as regards
r
unfamilia
entirely
is
eleepe eres. There had been 1750 sighi opponent
conditions.
. paturee eertified up to Thursday. On
;With street
•
i Thuredise• 1245 more were filed and
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GALLIVAN DEMANDS
CURLCY APOLOGY

iONS FOR
MANY CITY JOBt!
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amid by
the State
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men are wanted by
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the city (if Bristol,.
positions wil
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and 8.
cut
eion December 6, 7
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storekeep
A
the service of
imeat, is wanted in Department (tee
'Boston Infirmary
p01411.101
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• acing Island D
board. Thl
!pars - VT-0 O. month and
open is a'
!night watchman position
at Westfield
School,
Normal
State
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'Thc nay is 'Rea a year.
we.raer:
Five women medicae social Hostel
at the
are wanted for service
All applicants mire*
.4`ity Hospital.
social eervict
! have had experience in
graduates of :
wore. am, must be
on glviro
imepital or similar instituti
instruction ii
'at least two years'
must be untie:
j nursing. Apnlicants
!the age of fifty.
e operator posi
1 Several telephen
cities of tle
Sons are open in the
State serv
Commonwealth, and in the
exam
Applicants who pass the place'
iCe.
names
'nation will have their examination
..... +hn talln-lble list. The
.........., - ,1 •-"!
are open to mei. an.,,,
operation, mem
include switenboard
tests, arithmeti.
ory and accuracy
.•..
examination iv,
1 The regular
veil
Metropolitan park Police servicelimit
The age
he held December 5.
height
are ',Le; to 33 years: minimum weight
maximum
e feet 8 -inches, and between the age
I140 pounds. Men
'Iy urge,
,
of 31 and 53 ill" unart..:::::!.:1
Application blanks to
to apply.
be oh
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, ee.se several examiaat
applying In person or b.
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GALLI-VAN NOT IN ,

LONF, WITH CIJR,LEY
Congressman Jaynes a. eealllear;!
told his eudiencee at rallies throughout Greater Bozton last eight that he
had intended to atteck Mayor Curley on specific Instances, but he found
such a mesa of material that It was
a physical Impossibility.
He sail that if he attempted to call'
attention to specific errors of the CarfroeW
ley administration it would take
now to tne eno
withont any time for eating or sleeping, in order to do "justice to Curley's miserable record of unlimited
promises followed by deliberate lack
of fulfillment."
In the interest of his campaign In
the mayoralty coetest, Congregate's*:
Gallivan spoke at a number of social
clubs and fraternal organizations as
well as at several neighborhood rallies. At each place he took occasion
of the'
to criticize the entire tenor
it.,
present_;
"M.'n Viir fen-lee"s receret statement that he believed the 3,000 school teachers in
:eastole, hould agree to a 10 per cent.
reduction te. their celaries in order
to reduce the city's indebtedneee.
Mr. Gallivan asked.: "Can you.Itn.
agine anything more devoid of reel
manity then this? One thing 7
we all can agree upon: It is raise,
economy to reduce the salary of our
teachers."
oerl etn11111
t,ho
To)
rvicrh
s
aue
tsaid: "Whee
3Stnkia7 to the Mayor's
erly I feel that the people of the
will appreciate it."

Nov , 3

1
finance commission for a ree0
ge on thelfal-:' the
aaid qii undoubtedly has 361 and on public ownership of Boston street
is
lot. Thomas S. Franc
purpose
railways, and declares it his
George T. Daly 274.
ation papers to urge legislation to permit the city
Associ
l
Schoo
c
Publi
No
have been cerfor the school committee to reports con- to take over all lines as "the OnlY
tified r.t. and acdording,
Pa- solution, despite efficient managesiderable hustling will i
for the
e
galor
in
g
comin
per', are
that
"slate," Michael
lie comments on the probability
pledged and federated
911, and Richard
seselon
in
now
ssion
commi
H. Corcoran, who has
l
the specia
a
I. Lane, who has 470.
at the State House will recommend
has
form
.Peters's Plat
6-cent tare, and saes the "public
a system
Disappoints Gallivan. suffered sufficiently50 under
per cent, of the
than
more
folwhere
the
opt
d to
Candidate Gallivan gave
people during rush hours are obligeholdng:
pay a fun titre for the privilege-of
lowing statement last eveni
in Can- ing on to a strap."
"I am deeply
Mill/ 0
Such expresText of Mayor's Letter.
ildate Peters' platform.
;
eeeple."A muniThe mayor's letter, addressed to Chair.,
!ions as, 'A city to, he
of the present man John R. Murphy, iollewe:
tipal democracy in place
See500
are not sufetc.,
'
racy,
autoc
"The city of Boston appropriates
'alty Hall
the
of
e
enanc
is.
maint
analys
the
annually for
Smith formally withdrew flelently specific for
Earnest
of 'better and clean- finance commission of which you are
s
date
speak
candi
he
n
"Whe
alty
mayor
as a possible
the
is speaking of something the chairman and, in order that
last night, announced that he will er streets' he
nte. I
existe
ly
its
entire
is
y
justif
nally
may
perso
ssion
he
commi
support Andrew J. Peters, and ap- 4ir1th which
Dorchester,
e that Ito energies
unfamiliar. As I stated in
More personally believ
pealed for support generally for Mr.
evening. I probably know
last
ed to some more useful
devot
d
the
be
shoul
and
ment
n
unce
Bosto
anno
's
Peters. Mr. Smith
:about the streets of
district in the purpose than endeavoring to convince
relative needs of every
follows:
they
candidates
other
the
of
all
erthe public of a fact with which
than
city
"I have for some time been consid
knowledge came to
mayor
This
the
er.
that
togeth
y,
namel
ar;
-put
lng becoming a ea,,,-aaet's- a.. mayor and „ie eeraee my 14 years of service 46 are famili
frieeda
of Beaton has been loyal to his
ad. one
e
hr
tc
have, through the press, welcomed
ptil::::::::::n
s
my
evided that the city
from
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every
In
r
lute
matte
s
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"Mr.
vice. I suggested referring
am several of his did not Puffer ss a consequence of that
se Mr. Pe- administrative progr
i tt: loyalty.
for 'a sinf
to representatives appelstse ,
on unhas pet le
*ere- emmuncement In the morreng
ters and myself to obtain p. decisi
term of four years.' He
eresent
agreed to place in his platform, 'Co-operation with Papers that the commiee',er.
biased by personal feeling and
acwar
all
g street railway transportain
igatin
nment
Invest
gover
l
federa
the
recommending a 6-cent
abide by their decision.
tant a part
tivities.' I deem thy; so Impor supported tion proposed
to every
fare for Boston is of Interest
Abides by Plan.
my program that I have 1.
of
through and the President by making it No.
person residing in Boston.
"The plan was carried
n intercitize
any
te In.
"In common with every
being a can"Mr. Peters falls to indica
the decision is against my
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!lion of ihe revised laws of the C01111$10$10
which provides, "No board or oni—
; tin° -.4 amount vial shall insure an
:;2
,property of the Cons•
0135.000. monwealth without special authority of
$1.00,00u,
'W." (See 'Revised Laws Chapter 6, Seei"romOBILES
for the State,
rompanf,s -1912-13 amount, $14.:too
Finance Commission Would Cancel Fitzgerald 1913
)rrehifsorPott1.2',cif
1 t mount, $08,900, 25.4%;
I..
2.wis
also
r00 24 11,
/ • 1915-16 ant
,
armonit.
1916-17 amount, soisisso.;
ssiissso, ii,,',
Policies
Insurance on Buildings
""
upon
191 2--IS an•-••••
"In addition to tin, insuranee placed
lmount. $20:2.35,1, 7 fly
1:: I
:
elevators, cOn19I I I5 am,,unt., $191,730, 77'' ; 1:115 I. automobiles, lioilers and
$15 000, 4.(1,4;. 191(1-17 amount, $30, traCtors erecting buildings are required to
ninsurance
Pie with the city authorities a
119';r'eatie of IS .per cent to 67 pet policy on the partially completed buildings
. :'
1;:' 1'
insurance
cent in the boiler and elevator
so that the city wilt be protected on its
r`1,,WE that even the smallest OUSilleSti V.;1: partial payments made to the contractors.
Another Broadside Against Favored
overlooked.
This in2Ur7lICe .to' paid for by the city of,
"Whereas the automobile insurance seems Boston in the estimate of the contractor;
years
early
Agency
the
in
slowly
developer)
to have
and Involves a large sum of money, as will
;a' this agehay's activity, in the end the he seen from the following table, which
f tebusiness to it was exception further shows the diversion of this Insurloie
Fund for Bonds Unless Rates Are
ance business to the Fitzgerald agency:
•Insttrailee of 'elevators in city buildings
.5%;
Fitzgerald Companles-1913 amount, $5065,
Lowered
an
automobiles
is
wel as insurance of
1914 amount $231,256, 26.5%; 1915 amount,'
soss,,se the city Is not liable
tic
1916 amount, r3;),579,
, 54.8%;
'
3
$4
1,
3V73
For accitti-nts tin its elevators nor in mos,
amount, $1.090,481,
Insurance policies now existing on mu- easec,
Is automobiles. In the All Other Companies-1913$639,968,
thi• ii-' I
73.S'A; 1915
.99.5%; 1914 amount,
nicipal boilers, elevators and automobiles
'ii'o' ef k, U va. (lily of Boston, 186 Mass.
amount, $368,170, 45.2% 1916 amofot, 051)3,should be cam -elle.1; the mayor should con34's, 68.7%.
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0,,,wg an enormous increase
g its own fidelity fund unless lower snev, ;aid ise aaeligently thrown from the
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rates are possible on employees' bonds 'and roar ,,f its city hall by men employed 0
after Peter J. Fitzgerald became agent
contractors erecting buildings for the city its 'superintendent of public buildings, if
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sleself) not ts, sessaise.1
1alse (JUL i.e..- toe
uuiifilog 0,kiiiVC1
ominission began its investigation of the7se
ance from a favored agency.
menicipal purposes, although portions ol matters.
, These are the recommendations of the the building are used by the water, sewer
the first time in the city's history the
"
"nuance Commission in the fourth instal- and other departments.' This opinion is cite employees' bonds, contractors' bonds
ment of its bonding report issued • today, confirmed by a recent case (Bolster vs. iimm-ance on city property as well as on
and embracing a discussion of a type of in- City of Lawrence, 227. Mass, 3S7).
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bs cancellations and the city aisle to real)
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/
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"The city shculd not insure In the cases 'and policies now ex sti eg be cancelled
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'stated, not only because it Is not legally
terests to do so.
Fourth Report on Mdriiipoly"
lie hp' but also because the better macThe rert is, in part, as follows:
ti!?e of large corporations, similarly situFoemesly it was ths practice for the city ated, is not to insure The praet ie.?. of the
, of Boston not to U,Nt1113 its property, on the following corporations shows this; even
!ground Cie: it wail better policy to insure ttotpth the private corporations mentione:i
itre legally liable for accident:
Itself.
With the beginning of the city'
use of automobiles a departure from the
Shepard, Norwell Company reported that
old custom woo, however, made, and city its Providence office owns thirty automomotor cars were Insured, both for fire dam- Wise and while it carries fire and accident
ae,, and for damage to persons and prop- insurance, does not carry any property
SUGAR STATIONS GIVEN UP
.
damage, feeling "that with so many ears
As the use of the motor cars be- to
pay for we Could make settlement oursans, general the extent of insurance In- selves."
Mayor Curley Takes Advice of Food AdTvased correspondingly, so (hat at present
The New England Telephone & Teleet cry iheartment with maintains motor graph Company scowled that it is not the
ministrator and Will Not Open Stores
ssrvise hat; been allowed to take out insets policy of the company to carry automobile
insurance either for fire, personal or propPlanned
erty damage.
licre appeared in evidence the fact that
Armour & Co. reported that no property
Sugar stations, which Mayor Curley
as Peter .T. Fitzgerald became tassasse eeseeseee to easeied
planned to establish in several sections,
out
The Standard Oil Company, which operat.tent for ()Brion Russell & Co. he took
ates several hundred cars, stated that it
,there sugar might be sold to sick persona
s brokerage commission in nine corn panies. does not carry insurance on its automobiles '
awl ethers who presented a doctor's care
Brion
all of ditch were represented by
either for fire, personal or property dam- tifisate or a letter from the
Not onl
health depart.
was age.
It cc oil & Co. as agents.
meta, wit' not he opened. The Mayo*
tio• totiurance en automobiles transferred to : The city of Springfield reported that it
takes the advice of H. Ti, Endicott, foe&
the Peter .J. Fitzgerald agency, but also does not carry fire insurance on its automobiles.
administrator for New Engtard, and A. Q,.
]silers and elsvators in city buildings.
Company
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The
vice chairman, that it wo04'
IlatPhrsky,
-ported that it does not insure its ears
)
/10‘,,
be inadvisable and inexpedient to- ests4
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e imieittit of premiums paid by t IC that it doesdamage,
as "we find it costs
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the arrival of cargoes, a.,a1 also thoUfl
Pe: toe for inguram'e on boilers [I or
v
us less than a quarter of the rates charged
taints/ as fo the size of the cargoes.
itsci-s ;111,i ;111i G11101311( from 191-1-111113 liby the insurance companies."
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.
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for
largest
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HOMERS AND ELEVATORS
York does not insure any of its automobiles,
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:onount,
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1914
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191:1-14
o dam a ge.
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67,8%; 191t.-16 amount
The commission also calls attention to
amount,
WOW, 47; 11116-17 amount, $125,000 the policy of the State in regard to its
1-40perty, as is shown by ths•follovong sec48%.
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2 companies-1012-1s amount. $205,900
,thet•
S2tt; tab, 11 amount, $1.00,0an,,J2,5!,;

City Not Liable for Accidents, It
Declares
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these tno men in nomination if they so deCurley men are circulating these
SIGNATURES COME HARD sire.
All that the
papers, according to report.
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Loudly protesting that Mayor
had nothing to do with hie candidacy,
Geeege 0. Wood of Dorchester makes a
delayed entrance into the ranks of the
contestants for election as mayor. Of
course all will be glad to take him at
his word, but the question will still remain, "Who did pinch Mr. Wood awake
from his sleepinge."
Quite clearly it
was not the Republicans. If there were
any among them who knew of Mr.
Wood's existence, they certainly made
no effort ti interest him in mayoral aspirations. Already thie man is serving
the city in a capacity in le hich he is too
useful to make it seem wise to disturb
him. As a second assistant assessor, appointed ill l'alee under the Fitzgerald Rdministration, he is busily engaged In his
duties of office—at least on the days
when the city gives him any work to do—
against a salary of $5 a day for the time
1
9 9 0.17
so engaged,
N
Still Mr. Wood"eteciaMetiNef funning
because he believes "It is time the Republican voters had a chance to mark
their ballots for one of their party.";
The gentleman from Dorchester has been
more deeply asleep than at first sight it

Curley headquarters staff must take the
preeaution to do is that of informing signers of the Curley papers that their signatures were not used and that they are dosired on the other papers.
It is fairly well established among the
politicians that, with the Good Government
endorsement of Andrew J. Peters for the
mayoralty, will come that of Henry E.
Hagan, Alfred E. Wellington and Joseph
T. Leonard for the City Council. Hagan
is one of the prominent members of the
Chamber of Commerce and has had wide
Signature First Reco.zded One That experiepee
as a member of the Council. Mr.
Wellington is vice president of the CoiumCounts
Ns, Trust Company, East Boston, and has
Mr.
served one year in the Council,
Leonard
is a prominent resident of Jamaica
Wood and
Howland
May Get On Plain, a former member of the Legislature
and one of the actit e lieutenants in the
Ticket
Storrow fight for mayor eight years ago.
There have been several conferences on the
Government Association
Nomination paper signatures are ex- part of the Good
campaign.
ceedingly difficult to obtain at this stage exeetitIve committee to plan the
of the municipal contest and many of the An announcement is to be expected next
week.
solicitors are today impressing tee fact
There will be a meeting of the Demoupon the voters that, though they have
cratic City Committee shortly to organize
signed the papers of one candidate for a
its campaign for the mayor and for John
particular office, they are at liberty to
Cassidy. James T. Moriarty and Patrick
,
sign for others without violating any law. I — Carr
for the Council.
B.
sA fore nas aiwa,ye oeen a laciiaa, ;..1. -ample, that if a man signed the Peters
PETERS ANSWERS Cdutel.E.1
papers for the mayoralty he was not able
years have passed since 'Boston rid itself
ff.%
fFI,bisal!,reto Isl.,. to the 0,trIpvpapers. CniM Ills Statement on Indexing City
of partisan titles and partisan ballots in
asie.
•eeietteanv InIiileaea!eieri
The election department aarnits that a
registered voter may run amuck among "
re"
which Mr.. Wood declares himself anxious,
nomination papers presented to him. If
Andrew J. Peters has iøsued a statement
he is a Peters man and believes that some in reply to Mayor Curley's criticism of the
to make is the one least acceptable to
other candidate would help Peters there Peters card and circular campaign, as (01.
all broad-minded voters, Boston wants
is nothing in law or In good politics to lows'
no confusion of tariff-reform with ques"I a reamused at Mayor Curley's asprevent him from furthering the candidacy
tions of clean streets and municipal
of another, but the important fact to re- sumee righteous indignation over a circufinance.
lar
cent out to the voters In my beha If.
member is that a citizen is not permitted
4•1•.<3 f
mainthe miner of more Pis comment is characteristically
Fortunately the r d
Wood'a ere
than one candidate. If such a mistaxe is e"
tronra will rrrhnhiv revt.t. require solution.
"14. professes to see in the return postal
made the entire paper for which he stands
ale has entered so late that, there is much
sponsor may be thrown out, and therefore icarde on which the voters are invited to
reoson to doubt he will ever succeed in
the cause of the most favored candidate express their preference for mayor a dia.
securing the necessary number of Aeriebolicel plot to punish city employees, in
may be in Jeopardy.
tures to his papers of nomination. Certein
Only three of the mayoral candidates which list he includes himself
"I confess that it is my intention to punold hands in municipal politics are exceed.
have gone beyond the required number of
signatures for confirmation, namely, Andrew Ise one city employee and that man is! Ingly capable in this business of collecting
Jemes
M.
Curley.
punishment
His
will
J. Vetere, alayee
er. teerley
names, but even if Mr. Curley, Just to show
Leee
Congressman Gallivan. Congressman Tague be yieioe eut to nirn election
is near the line. James °neat, the Social- IS. and I am sure that a large malorty of rnsgooet will toward a rival, eleuela tea,
over the service of all his henchmen to proist candidate, has nearly 700 names to his the voters of Boston will help me in inmote the collection for Mr. - Wood, there
credit. George G. Wood and Frank B. Meting that punishment by voting to remove
him
from the office of mayor on •would
Howland, Republicans who have taken out
remain coneider:able doubt wnether
that
day.
papers for mayor, have net tiled any sigthe trick could-be turned.
view
"Ir
Curley's
01
of
inMr.
record
natures. Of the eighteen men who took
out papers for the City Council, only feur timidation and coercion of city employees,
ware by the 'tenger line this noon, namely. It is rather amusing to see the hypocrill(... - /9/?.
John J. Cassidy, Thomas F. Coffee, Coun- ea- I 'attitude ne takes at this time. I becillor Alfred Si. Wellington and James T. lieve city employees and citizens alike will Al:Govern & Co., Contractors, Wants Highremember his hold hold up on the gale of
Morhir ty.
est State Tribunal to Determine Suit
There is danger, of course, in being Temmany 17Iub hall tickets, his policy of
city employees to attend secret
forcing
Against the City of
liberal with elimination paper signatures,
..
meetings in municipal buildings and his
if View of the fact that a voter'e signature
discharge
threat
to
all
city
employees
who
once recorded on a paper by the election
An appeal to the full Supreme JullMil
department clerks represents the extent or voted for the recall.
Court has been taken by Patrick McGovern
"Of course Mr. Curley does not feel the
power
for
that
nominating
particular
his
of McGovern & Co., contractors, from a
'office. Mr. Peters, Mr. Curley and Mr. Gal- indignation lie display. lie is simply try- finding of Judge Carroll of the Supreme
ing to throw dust in the eyes of the voters,
livan each secured more than le,000 signaCourt sustaining a demurrer of the city
tures. When they had 3300 names certi- but I do not think he will fine dust enough
of Boston to MeGovern's suit against it
In Boston to blind them to his record."
fied they stopped filing, and the remaining
for pay for work done on one of the
etignate.e.: are fer their respective archives.
sections of the Dorchester Tunnel, on the
env!er elOW FOR PF.TERS
thus
unused
waste,
are a
The signatures
eieieal ilea the plane re fhn Teen-it feetn
JJv 4 ,1;
SO far as nominating power Is concerned. Insoles StatemenT Abiding by Rnbort of mission failed to disclose a ledge,
which
possible
that
vote'
quite
a
therefore
. It Is
Board of Arbitration
McGovern says misled him in making the
may sign the papers of each of the canestimate.
Andrew
J.
Peters
will
have
the
suenort
didates for mayor, if he is so indiscreet.
McGovern built the section of the tunnel
f Earnest E. Smith, fortner member of
and not have his signature recorded for a the City Council.
extending from Summer street, near
Mr.
Smith
has
receivel
the
ifiegle candidate,
a report from the arbitrators, Lee M. Fried- South Station, to th i coreer of West Second
Them, facts are being presented to voters
man-and Alexander Whiteside, appointed street and Dorchester avenue. 3200 feet. Of
mayoral
and
City
Couneil
for
solieltors
as
The to decide the question whether he should tilt, 2400 feet was under Fort Poirt Char-1
candidates canvass the city today
the enter the mayoral contest, and that re- noi, and it was there that rock was thicounin
interesting
especially
be
Will
MIRO
port declaring that there is no need of the tereci -but not shown In the plans. It took
caSee of Mr. Howland and. Mr. Wood, who
•71 aneedav afternoon at five
Smith candidacy. Mr. Smith cheerfully the coetractor .102 days to ttnish the work,
nave we:,
with sea es of about g200,000.
eemee.
"
o'clock to get CM Oft ballot. With cc, many
'JudgeNts
e:
4k..clue, aL a a‘..a.a•
.a
:UICIA
tholiaand signatures held back by three of
Mixt
MeGoVer a -is bound by the contract
ehe mayoral candidates, It is reasonable to
he
mad,! wit ti, city, but an apepal
suppertcrii cowl imt
Curley
the
that
thinat
Was
taken.
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Candidates Have Only Till Tutscl.ay for
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sigming tne
intimIdation„ and coercion of city ein- flame of the citizens
see gressmen's papers.
pluyees, it is ratites amusing to
Delegations from Wards 14, 1it,„0
the attitude he takes iil. this time. I
Curley's pond&
s
believe city employees and citizen and 24 met at Mayor
in the Scotia)?
elikc will remember his bold hold-up headquarters last night,
the formatiOn
on the cale of Tammany Club ball tick Building, to arrange for
the interest of
in
emclubs
l
city
politica
of
forcing
of
policy
his
'eta.
meetings. in the Mayor. The Mayor attended a,
Municipal Ownership of Elevate4 . ployees to attend gssecret
threat to dinner given by the Hebrew Citizens'
his
.and
municipal buildin
Proposed by Executive — discharge all city employees who voted League at the Westminster Hotel last
night.
the recall."
•
Andrew J. Peters Replies to forThe
N/
Mayor, in his communication
se by
Comments on His PostcardS regarding street railway purcha
Finance
the city, wrote to the Boston
,
sion:
Commis
„The announcement in the morning
Municipal ownership of the Boston
present
Elevated Railway is a proposition papers that the eommission e..t
transpory
railwa
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• which the city has lost any money, Meer, Mass."
rides
Peters
Peters' friends confidently expect
that
show
Affidavits to
' or stands to lose any money, then 1
trains daily tpese complete for their car,didate.
believe that I can approach St. Peter to and from Dover in the
There are
With a serene countenance 6,nd deli- will also be put In evidence. littIng in They are too sanguine.
i
"When Feters is not
Republicans" and there are
"Curley
flute assuranee of a seat in Heaven.
North
in
is
"he
Kane,
GalAtty. HurIburt--I do not know that Dover," said
Republicans who will prefer Mr.
Haven, Me., or Washington, D. C. liven or Mr. Tague. to Mr. Peters. We
you will get as far as Heaven.
South
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from
registered
Atty. Coakley—I suppose Mr. Hurl- nue. heis Hills, but he is not a real- may, however, pow Mr. Peters twoburt, that.we all will.get as far as the et., Ernest
' thirds , of the Republiean5-20,000.
gate.dent."
his
Candidate Gallivan has beeen mai.- . His riends further count upon
Atty•--Huritniti.—No, I untieceieeLl ing an issue of Dore..., liat Peters hal, I received all those Democratic votes
that there is a half-way house. .
nrly laughed at the charge.
c.ostafor _hint in his district as a can
"I was born loins prr. _tit horrie." cadet° for Oongress; they count toD
Mayor—Well, I want to assure you
411:e-re all 171
-_ _ V,uvo livrd ;
sir ritiriouri,,•titai. 114 a....-,":-.:,.t ;-.,`: -.7.-ly ',.-_. -.„ -:- "....4
Democrats
TSi-r11-2t-l;Iv
Those
•
getting there first I shall be most life. Why, I keep all my clothes are now choosing among four Demopleased to say a good word for you. there. I have a slimmer reeiatmee in
crats. Many of them will go for one
and I trust that if you reach St. Peter Dover, but I believe that Mr. Gallivan
ot the others. Nevertheless, he ought
Mr.
and
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or'
one
me
for
have
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do
will
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you
used
first
to have many Democratic votes.
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at
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I confess if any man owed an ohliga. ... :. rs ‘•.. r•
e•:
Come
Being conservative, say 10,000. This
Election
The
tion of gratitude to other man for
Ion th to express till t.T.,HI. at ;
makes his "minimum" total around
service rendered, I am that man.
when Kane protested P. ,, , . Ti,. • 30,000.
The Finance Commission, in their inthat th e mayo..,
Substract Otis from the total vote
ee insisted _ .
t..
- ... - . 7..".•!.
w,-,ic 11;74.- Wit.I.,••
.nt:••••
Mayor and destroy me politically, have dates not be until tin y
f.0.1„Hly cast, and there remain Z"M" ;
would
unconsciously rendered me a service or certified. Kane said that was satis- to be shared among Curley, Gallivan
greater value than anything which factory to him and he would delay and Tague. Of these,'the Mayor obmight be done by any political commit- his proest until that date.
viously, if the Peters' vote is correcttde however powerful.
ly estimated, must have more than
"Tie acknowledgment by Lite Com30,000. That leaves less than 20,000
N/
mission that in four yearn despite a
Gallivan and Tague'together. Mr.
for
e.veterentie arm coostaoi. byaix.,i of Caoiihi to get more than 10,Gallivan
pionage, the' sum total of lasses by
may get fewer. Say, GalTague
Smith
000;
E.
of
Earnest
decision
The
the city is represented by the failure
Presto!
of a contractor, having a contract to retire from the race for the May- livan 15,000, Tague 8,000.
amounting to $1300, to live up to the or's office—a race whict he had hard- The Mayor is defeated!
provisions of his contract and for the
But don't bet on it.
proper fulfilment of which he is still ly begun—and to support Andrew J.
Mr. Curley, Mr. Gallivan and Mr.
liable, as the contract was only award- Peters, Is wise and commendable, Tague each would work it out rather
ed two years ago and the city's claim Incidentally it dispose.1 of the unjust differently. How the voters will work
against hint does not outlaw for six
it out will be known late on Dec. 18
years, Is the highest possible endorse- insinuation that his candidacy was
early on Dec. 19.
or
and
efficiency associated wall that of Mayor Curment as to the honesty
of my administration.
tigbant I- ,
Icy and designi4r4f
1CurleY" vote, NU V
This lefties four seldom;'eandida- 1
cies In the field—Mayor Carley and
Messrs. Peters, Gallivan and Tague.
The last three are named in the or- I
der of their probable standing in the i
result, if all remain in the contest. ,
Pre-elect ion "estimates",4,.. and
guesses are not very profitable; and Mayor Proclaims Saturday
The Record believes, as it has he- ,
Sunday for Collection
liered front the beginning of this 1
of Contributions
campaign, that the best interests of
•
the city would be servea with but
two candidates in the field—Mr. CurAn opportunity is afforded the eft!.
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TO 1EMAIN AS
OF to,,N.
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Storm Over May
or in United improvement Bo
tiv
1,, Calmed.

i4CL2r.c
10 V 7--q
AT THE MAYOR'S GATE

Thin ge were quiet at City
Hall yesterday, due no doubt to the fact
that
the Mayor did not come'
down. He
transacted whatever city business there
Was to attend to at his
home, important papers being brought
there for his
signature. As a result of his abeence
the corridor outside his
office was comparatively empty.

•

Yesterday was the last day in which
applications for marriage licenses
Which were for Thanksgiv
ing Eve
marriages could be taken out, but
the: were not so ninny applicants
as
there had }been in the earlier
part of
the week. •

rin-V--01917

There was very little ncereet shown
by those at City Hall yesterday
in the
fourth report of the Finance
Commission. The first report was awaited
with a great deal of interest, hut
citY
employees and department heals get
used to conditions quickly, and now
there is little Interest.
Earnest Smith's declaration that he
would not be a candidate for Mayor
did not come as a surprise at
City
Hall. Those who are in touch with the
political situation said from the first
iaiet
fer
r.ff!f7fs.
and relied on his judgment and the advice of his friends to stop him from entering the contest. It is believed by
those at the Hall that his decision
makes things better for Andrew T.
Peters.

/
IN I/ I
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The report says in part:—
. .
"It wan pointed out by the Finance
Commission in its first two reports
that as soon as the Peter J. Fitzgerald agency was Statied a change .
was made by city officials in the
bonding company furnishing bonds
for their departments and that contractors having contracts with the
city found it 'good business judgment' also to change to the Fitzgerald agency.
''There appeared in evidence the
fact that as soon as Peter S. Fitzgerald became agent for °brio!). Russell Co., he too out a brokerage commission in nine companies all of
whieh were represented by Obrion,
Russell as agents.
"Not only was the insurance on automobiles transferred to the Peter J.
Fitzgerald agency. but also boilers
and elevators in city buildings.

Premiums Paid
"The amount of premiums paid by
the city of Roston for insurance on
boilers, elevators and automobiles
from 1914-1918 ,inclusive amounted to
$10,884.46 of Which $6,203.02 was spent
on automobi les.
A table is ,inserted by the commission which shows haw tbe business of
the city was transferred from other
companies to the Peter J. Fitzgerald
eaaeeee 1,:aee
the Fitzgerald Company climbed from
18 p.c. to 67 p.c. and that of the other
companies decreased from 82 p.c. to
32.2 p.c. on boilers and elevators.
On automobiles the business of the
Fitzgerald concern jumped from 11
P.c. in 1912-13 to 93 P.C. In the last
-year, and the business of the other
emnpanies' dropped from 88.3 p.c. to

In the lower corridor of the City
Hall Annex there seems to he larger
crowdsa than in any other public building in the city. One is rather puzzled
at the large attendance, and it is
Extravagance Pointed Out
claimed thet this corridor is user by
"Insurance of elevators in city
many for the transaction of other than
city business and that a cleanup ie to leietlings as well as insurance of autemobilcs
Is an extravagance, because
be expected any lay. As the Registration Office on the sae floor is also. the city is not liable for accidents on
its
elevators
nor in most cases In the
busy
these dayx. the corridor is
use of lie automobiles.
jammed, eepecielly (luting inclement
"It
is
a
well
known maxim of law
weather conditions.
that the insurer has no greater or less
7 - ,9? ) aririttshaotr
than
c nth
is ie
lotinisia
ub
re
id
where the
the insurance company is not liable.
In other words, although the city pays
for insurance on these automobiles
Tile Commission recommends:—
"That contractors erecting buildings
for the city be not required to take
insurance thereon from a favored
agency, but that all insurance agents
have free, honest approach to such
contractors.
"That, if the Mayor duels that he
cannot obtain lower rates for the
city
employees' bonds by advertising,
he
coesider the advisability of the city
establishing Its own fiddly fund.
"That the policy of nto
insuring
holers, elevators and automobile
s be
continueil and policies now existing
be cancelled, where it is
advantage
to the city's interests to do so," ous

BON CENTkr •
IN ONE AGENCY,
SAYS FIN, COM.

•

Scores Mayor on
Insurance s.
/illt91Zoncerns

Be

Given Free Approach
to Contractors
In the fourth report of the Finance
flfSa result of the bondiataie.,,
:snea!e.
public today, the Commission deals
!with "the monopoly in insure nee on
city property established for the henalt of the Peter J. Fitzgerald
4egency,
"
Conant
ing met—

•••••
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WANTS CITY TO
OVER) "I."
TAKENOV:;'
Mayor Says "Only Way!' to
Solve Problem
Mayor Curley has requested the
Finance COMMieSt011 to investigate the
feasibility of the city taking over all
lines of the Boston Elevated and operating them with municipal employees
for the benefit of the travelling public,
because "it is the only solution, despite efficient management."
The chief executive of the city said
every passenger riding on the cars
was entitled to a seat and had suffered
enough hanging on,atraps in crowded
cars.
Chairman John R. 11%Iurphy of the
Finance Commission said he was in
doubt as to the authority of the Commission to investigate the question of
public ownership.
"I know of no greater service that
may bc rendered to the people of Bosaaae eeae the mayor in his cOMMUhiCatinn, "than an immediate study oi.'
!this problem by your commission with
a report thereon in sufficient time for
eresentation by me, as Mayor of the
city, to the City Government in 1918.
"The health, comfort and convenience of the public and the prosperity
of the city are dependent, in large
measure, on adequate street railway
transportation. The time for actIon
is now."

.t
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qREAT JOHN L HELD
UP AT CITY HALL

t

416ice

o *sit Five Minutes to
See Mayor Curley

Oldtimers at City Hall are shocked,
peeved and indignant. In the gladhand annals of the municipal palace
a sad chapter has been written.
It's like this: The one arid only
John L., Abington ?limner and erstwhile King of the Ring and pugilistic
champ of these United States, came to
pay a little social call on Mayor Curley yesterday and was kept waiting for
five minutes
on
the "mourners' I
bench" in the ante-room. .A)...1 all because one of the littendants In the
omiee office didn't recognize the stalwart build or the name,
When the five disgraceful minutes
had run their course Secretary Edward J. Slattery happened to pass
through the outer office. After his
bewildermeet had subsided he at on
took John ' the throne room. _Neediess to say John L. himself saw tha
In the situation and a
&nod
laugh was enjoyed by sai present.
John was accompanied ey
Private
John Hegarty, a Roxbury i:ioy new
With the Canadian foices.

who according ta

LT

Joseph .5. Leonard,
einsidered by the G. 1'.
CANDIDATE GALLIVAN TELLS , rumor has been
A., has 1566 signatures ceri hied. I-le we it
of the United 11.1OF "BROKEN PROMISES" formerly president i 'ITT.

Devotes Talks at Indoor Rallies
' to Review of Curley's Ad-,
,
ministration.
l
'leroken Promises'' %CDS the theine
Of Congressman James A. Gallivan in
his attack on Mayor Curley and tie!
city administration at a series of indoor rallies last night. At a well at tended meeting in Hibernian Hall,
West Roxbury, held under the auspice:,
of the Willow Social Club, he said,

among other things:
"Ills (Mayor Curley's) first platform
promise was a reduction of the tax rate
through an honest edit-deist ea• ion of the
lie added
city business. He failed
80 cents to the tax rate of 1913 and
over $5,000,000 to the city debt in hie

1

provnment
(elute-111min Dimly E. Iia-gan is the
on, imp! cendidate to get the G. G•
indeletement, and, as there are only tee
taller places, one of the three first eat•.--;
ITur wits and Leonard
G. a
Ht. by the 5\ ,iy,-;ifie ST hen the G.
e
port ewe,
tleete TI ve! ••iii ----don have pest, Ii
E.:titivate-, net. alere with 11eten-, mei
certized • e
temley ITS III
lettere Oat,. eith 3300, but are siel
strug.,!ling w ill a flood of Tague paps,.
(meal now ea, 841 and the going is
1110(1.
Nothing has been heard from either
'Howland or Wood, the so-called "Pa _
publican" I andel,t ea. Not a single Pee. r
has been filial fe,• • libel..
U.
d
leounceneili
V:ellington,
1
Tlemia
Ca c.
ceffey, the
telm
I!
P .1 , ,
•-, r
levittor 111
•
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Gallivan Goes up with Peters and •
Curley with 3300 Certified Sig-, .
natures.

N

GOSSIP

•eicei
'The former N'tclOtkite9` StAir
s by be-,
he surprised his bachelo?
kt,;
coining a pepealat, ells
new home. on Bay State road, and with!
a law office on Inc abhorred State street,
donned the toga of a Roman-Atherdan, •
or Athenian-Roman; but when, at (110
,I..venth hour, he decided to run for the
iaa:stItetional convention, he claimed
aamien , a• in Worcester. Hence he cannot
for mayor of Boston in the forthcomi n IT election.
Finemeer Smith, after having dallied
with ine suggestion of running as a
epub Iisimon-pure, hope-to-goodnese
Ian, whose scarlet brand of Bid: Moose
the
into
pi
istino
dyed
been
back
had
so
purity of the G. 0. P. appearS
delayell too long, and held that "alreade,A rlidell" mayoralty statement in his in
pocket for too protracted a period
to get on the ballot at this late day.

I

!LANE AND HURiVITZ MAY
,
GET G. G. A. INDORSEMENT.

HALL

three Republicans whom the Curley
cohorts listed as a constellation from
whom at least one Ilya "Reeehlietan"
might be picked, to help QUt MaYor
Curley and defeat toe ta, G. A. can dates were State Treasurer Charfas L. Burrell, former Senator Wash'''.
burn and Financier Smith. When
Buriall promptly eclipsed his name
from the reckoning, Washburn was
A snag
confidently appealed to.
was struck, however, in the discovery that Washburn Is still a registered voter In Worcester.

hild

lirst two Years.
.
I'll'.• Olt tie, CU!
'His second promise {Via to develop
J.
(11,
T. Daly Iiis irT,
rye
l-:
\•
!
railed
He_
!I Tho port facilities. ee
done
ne `along that line ims been
ei 1 if
Fee the school commit! e.
done by the state administretion.'
Lee
and le !. !
•I "His third platform promise was I Eie!..!ran, with 1236,
ieer's
constitute
the
I,
eetii 510, said to
equitable assessments of real and per.:hite, lead all others.
sonal property. He failed! The resiNot a paper has yet been filed for the .
dents of Roxbury, Dorchester, itoslin •
Public School AssochatIon candidates,
del, Feast
Poston, Brighten
TI teeeph
hee. the Di" alit etutirman, and
Chariestown are up in arms over very
The P. S. A. has
WlIlIr U leennie%
clear examples of over-assessment.
til•I
sent
1r,r help, and is
"The man has shown himself abso:1.11110
citizel
:.
all
either sex, iniutely heartless. On March 25, 1915, in
olit of
the Boston Post, he is queted as saying: te, esle.1 1.1 keeping 1•1••
}•••11•i00, IT
,
i••• cirriCe of the 9.550'The 3000 instructors in the Boston
. I 1•'••1.. erect, and sign the
schools are banded into IT et ronger Pent -'.ee and Kenney.
heal machine than you ran end in either pepere •
political party in Boston. It certainly ie
a factor to be reckoned e iIi. A cut ef
10 per cent, in their salaries elletihl le• '
agreed to ha the tenchers LIS II ft iiii I i.
in reducing ilm en y's indebtedie es. I:1,1 I realize w lot a beautiful clime - the, .•
NI V 3 - 1'1'7
Is or the tt•IIeht.rs giving up 1e pit' •iti•Hi •
CURLEY REPUBLICAN
ef their saint-lee. Unfortunately, I ha\ e
GAN.IIVATE UNLIKELY
ne Power over them.'
,
Ti you imagine anything- more de- j
y fro
1 veld ef humanity than this': The mayor I
kIt
pirt
.ans not too early to SaY
i eetuatty regretted that he Iii,1 not he, e •
that the projection of a noulinalt
ii opportunity le , et the telanes of the
"Republican" candidate into the mu:1000 men and women ni whom are entrusted the care of nur children in the
nicipal contest„ in the interest of the
formative period of their career.
mayor, has proved a failure. The
'The duty of the iiia yet ie to look after
only man in sight, *George 0. Wood, ,
, the executive i,verh ef tilt, INS y11'5 office.
has as yet filed no signatures, and in
! and not to conetituto himeelf a putille
scold at the expense of III, Still••••1 deorder to complete the task before ,
partment. the eidiee depaie meld or ether
Tuesday night he would need a greatdeparte-ents iee ta Ids emend, When T
et. activity of City Hall employes in
,am mayo' 1 iliall eti.e, te the mayor's
work, and, ie that a oil; 1-, dime properly. his behalf than they ordinarily ex- .
I feel that the people of the cite will
\Vere the mayor to "take oif
appreciate it."
hi:4 coat," as the saying is, he might
.(
fill Wood's papers in season, but we
doubt if be will do so. As an assistant assessor on the mayor's pay roll,
Wood could not. prove of great consequence in di veiling strength from Mr.
Pot ors.
We, accordingly, look to sec the
four men now l'Ulltlidg in the open,
Curley, Gallivan, Peters and Tague,
Dalliel W. Lane, former ,--enator and it
throurit to the finish. Ally one of
member of the constitutional convention, three of these candidates would
itas 854 certified signatures for his can- make a good mayor, or it useful pub, (Wail, for the city council, according to lic servant anywhere. The fourth—
last nignt's report at the office of the who happens to he first named in
the
election commission.
phabetical list above—is impossiIt Is reported that Lane may receive
t1 G. A. indorsement IT ml that the ble, as his former backer'; and adereANiZatiOn Is also consilli•ring favor- herents seem to realize. We see
his
elly tee name of Albert ITorwitz, who is finish.
He is already on the run.
.se thei.
TrIohroivi
ItAsseeintions of New Enaln Mi. All'. I far- Aeep nim going.
WliZ'S score of certified !Tames was 17e2,
and lei a ill undoubtedly get on the ballot, eaying more than enough to make
. out the e000 ready to tile.
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has
ROBERT M. WASHBURN
been ectiftering with Earnest E.
Smith to such an extent of late
as to have awakened the suspicion
of being the iatter's guide, counsellor and friend, if not Fidus Achates.
Mayor Curley has attracted some
In the Republican party, of .
consequence, although seeking the
obscurity ii: Jupitet*a moons, and

n

11,01.1. 11,111
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BudgetCommis.iloner Rupert S. Car- ,
Yen found himself bet aeon the horns .
of a dilenlma, with what he regarded
IS his duty on the one 110011 and the
certainty on the other that the G. G. A.
(members of the council would batter /
!heavily on the heads of departments l
who sent in any Mg batch of desired `
'transfers late in the year, lle carried i
•out his duty by preddieg the depaiiment I
: heads, and ilio :result was the fireworks!
which might have been expected. Doti
'Mr. Om Ne •1 has succeeded in mollifying!
the ire of the critics to a certain extent i
i e l ee iitiee- out that the heads of de-1
HIT-1 1 „,-ete, ii. tracked by the mayor and
,h,olot, ddyt• the whIphand; in filet. the !
is
eetteell
powermas, comparative! ',.
a
spesking, at this prlieulay
period, tor.
I.Ii,:. department. liaade imeil wait
only
till Dec. le and then ignore the cooneil
rind obtain the transfers simply by the
0. K. of the mayor and auditor, the theory of the charter-makers having been
that such iicts in the closing (Jaya of
• II',' Y I'll
I'IT'S lit
be regarded . as emer.
e! !ley i.
I Wa,,Ili'09
ea.e,1•11itilese, Eouncilmen
leraneis J:
, , 1,-,,,,d, Weltvr I,.
Eollins and Henry
ii not i ally have their
I.i I f ee,
••••ne. Tilling III,' dila t OrilleS8 of opinions
the heads
of thi,• public ivories and penal
tions deliartments in particular. institubut ,ez.„
nreis such opinions forcibly. ,
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REACHES FOR
CITY EMPLOYES
Mayor Tells Them It Is Imperative They and Their Friends
Back Candidacy.
—OW4 1'41
ATTACKS PETERS CARDS

In Connection with his one-time prorni
In bring anout a romovai
& Albany freight yard: at Boylaton.
street and Huntington avenue."
t'oneressman Tague addreased 2Ya0
workmen of the Woods machine plate .
In South Boston yesterday neon, and
Andrew T. Peters, Speaking as a
last night be spoke bafore the JsYgla
candidate for mayor at a number of
Guild et. the Boston Opera Chateau and
meetings held last night, declared in
also an assembly of Boston & Maine
favor of a municipal service bureau freight clerks.
More than 1330 signatures on owolnaand citizens' committees for the aid
filed by Mr. Tagus
Of soldiers who return from the Eu- Bon papers were additional 1000 will
yesterday, and an
ropean."San
today.
certification
presented
for
be
"One of the most important problems
which will confront the people of this
country when the world war is over,"
he said, "will be the care and assistance
or returned soldiers who fought our
battles abroad. Boston is represented
011 the battlefields of Europe by thousands of her valiant sons,
sista, will ;teen assistance. T favor
the establishment of a municipal bureau
In _deal.. with these problems. \\'hen I

URGES CITY HALL ECONOMY •

NoY' ?--(//)

WOULD
PETEP.c' NAmr
OFF BALLOT
us.r...

Mayor Curley, taking advantage of
the mistake or a, mailing agency in
sss.ss„,
_
••...-fIncr the election of Andrew J Peters, last night toy personal .attention.
sent a campaign Circular to every one
"The case of every returning soldier
of the 10,000 Male employes on the Is entitled to personal sympathetic attention. Not only should we have a
City pay rolls denouncing the Peters
municipal bureau, but in every section
card index system as "the Meat an- of the city there should be organized
daclous attempt ever Made in the committees of public spirited citizens
history of Boston in any campaign to to co-operate with the city officials.
"The least we can do for our boysswito
nullify the Value cf the Australian are fighting for democracy and freedom
.ballot system."
abroad is to lend them a friendly hand
The circular displays a photographic when they come back to us to resume
reproduction of the Peters card, which their positions in the social and civil life
itua a sums„
4., int, and encirof their communities.
"While our buys are fighting for decled at trio top. The number is plainly
visible, and the line drawn around it 1 mocracy abroad, we most practice real
calls attention to it, but the mayor's democracy at home. Heal democracy'
circular bears on the border of the card means in this great crisis that we cooss...s. sssa sasses to tan number, with
ant tolerate incompetence and extravathe declaration that this is "The se'Sret gance in our city government.
number Method to catch Yatt,-.. and on:
"I shall make a sincere and honest
the other. side anotherlainek hand with, effort to get a dollar's value for every
the warning—"The Method to throw you r dollar the city expends, so that when
off your guard and fool you,"
our soldiers return from abrqad, they
.Serves Warning on City Employee. will find the resources of the city are so
municipality will be
The mayor proceeds on the assumption tsmserved that the
render that personal
'that the Peters card was sent to him in a position to
service to which their great sacrifice enas a municipal employe, and adds:
titles them.•'
"Unquestionably the purpose of this
—
movement is to card-index every person
in the employ of the city, not for future
•teward hut ror future punisnment, and
nu
UrV
this should be resented, as I have every
.
t
L
reason to, believe it will be, by men in
'rogue, candidate for
Congressman
the set-vice of the city."
He charges the press with being "in mayor, declared last night that he "sin!the mat' extremely unfair," the finance cerely hopes that when it comes time
commission with beim; "Irritating" and r to raise the money to pay the Elevated
"those forms that benefit most through
an honest, efficient, business adminis- for Its sadly depreciated property,
tration" with being "either hostile or Mayor Curley will not request the pres- ,
disinterested."
ence of an angel to appraise the junk,
' The mayor renews his pledge to pro- and that he will not again advocate
mote municipal ownership of Street rail- selling Boston Common, the Public Garways and concludes with the following den or any other of the historic institu'ominous warning:
tions so dear to the people of Boston."
' "It is imperative, if you are favorable
Further discussing Mayor Curley'S
to my candidacy—and I have no reason Plea for municipal ownership of the
to believe otherwise, because of our har- lioston Elevated, as a means of improvmonious relations during the past four ing the transportation facilities of &myears—that you see every personal ien. Congressman Tague said:
friend and give tosahem one of the en"I hip glad tb note that my speech in
closed curds and urge them to join with
alch I pointed out the mayor's mistake
you in continuing an administration re- in litigating himself with the Boston Elplete wit, accomplishments for the wel- evated interests on Beacon Hill ham
fare and happiness of the entire people borne fruit, and as one of the vast army
of Boston."
of citizens who have fought for improved passenger transportation for
Nothing Novel In System.
years in Boston, I sselcome him to our
11)F, :.nrd indesc sysitee le,s bee.
is
'tics.
plained before in these columns. There
"Tlno mayor undOniitedly now sees
Is nothing even particularly novel in it
the
error of his ways in joining with the
to occasion an outburst. Other candidates have used it and are using It. The company officials and lobbyists in de.
system simply saves volunteer workers fattingthe bill to compel the Elevated
from signing their names on a postcard, to take down its overhead structures in
aft which naturally some might object Boston. Ills new-born Zeal for the
strap-hangers must he taken RS an
for various reasons.
like
Tee Peters
her ;'ard:;,. apology for his delivery of the voti.8 of
were by no means sent to city employes two Democratic senators to the .e.,:e-:
slam,
. and Mr. Peters at the very outset voted interest, at that time.
et- ...„st +hal' 141,11, ha fa on MCI rieht
of his campaign arn.uuneeu o.s
to pay no attention, when elected, to the track he will do all he can to help the
next mayor or Bostona
nutvnr
econn
,
:e
polilo
.Oolitical affiliations of city employes.
m is om
oprde ,
ol
than the ;resent

1•Tague's Manager Claims Onpo• nent's Home Is in Dover
and Will Protest.

NOT
run
A p7
HOPES CURLEY A WILL

r MI -2zz 1917
Joseph Kane of East Boston, private
secretary to Peter F. Tague of Charlestown, and his mantoser in the mayoralty campaign, called at the office of
the Boston election commissioners today, to serve notice that he will make
formal protest against the name of Andrew -J. Peteas being placed on the ballot as a candidate for mayor. The protest will be filed, according to Mr. Kane,,
on the grounds that Peters lives in
Dover and is not a resident of Boston,
. fold Kane
,
The election e---"^-1.1”ni
that his formal protest could not, ue
made until Dec. 2, when the candidates
for mayor are formally certified. Kane
replied that he would press his protest
at that time, and also that he had prepared to file affidavits to prove his eontention. These affidavits, according to
Kane. allege that Peters rides in and
out of Boston daily, and also that cans
of milk at._ sent from Boston every
morning to ti148 , address: "Andrew J.
Peters, Dover, Mess."
Kane said today: "When Peters is not
living in Dover, he is to be found in
North Haven, Me., or Washington,
C, It is true that he is registered
from .210 South street, Forest Hills, but
he is not a resident."
The election commissioners would
make no continent on the mutter today,
on the grounds that the ma.yorality candidates had not been nominated.
It Is F•q.1 d that another candidate,
Congressmen James A. Gallivan of
South Boston has also charged that
Peters iesid.-is in Dover.
Peters said :oday but tamitee" -the allegation, that his home is at 21'0
South s. reet, Forest Hills. that he was
born there and has resided there Since.'
summer residence
He declared he has
in Dover, as Ciallivao has in Hull and
Tagne in Scituate.
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CAN'T TELL "
ALL ERRORS
OF CURLEY
Gallivan Says There
Are Too Many
f Them
NOV 24 7917
Nrt would be a physical impossibility
to take up specifically all the errors of
the Curley administration," Congressman James A. Gallivan, candidate for
Mayor, told his audience at numerous
rallies last night.
"I had intended to point them all
out during my campaign," lie added,
"bolt I find such a maas of material
that were I to do so I would have no
time for eating or sleeping, in order
to do justice to Curley's miserable
record of unlimited promises followed
by deliberate lack of fulfilment.
SAYS CURLEY FAILED
"His first platform promise was a reduction of the tax rate through an holiest administration of the city business.
He failed. He added 80 cents to the tax
rate in 1913 and over $5,000,000 to the city
debt in his first two years
"His second promise was to develop
the port facilities. He failed. Everything done along that 11710. has been
done by the Slate administration.
"His thh... platform promise was
equitable assessments of real and personal property, lie failed. The residents of Roxbury. Dorchester, Bashi':
and
Brighton
dale, East Boston.
Charlestown are up in arms over very
clear examples of over-aseeesment.
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depreciated
the Elevated for its sadly
presproperty. he will not request the junk
e the
ence of an Angel to apprais
selle
advocat
and that he will not again
Garing Boston Common, the Public instiden, or any other of the historic
Boston."
tutions so dear to the people of

cOntini
service bureau and citizens'
for the aid. of the soldiers who re
of
"One
from the European war.
will oilUt#e.
most important problems that care WI
front us," he said, "will be the
foUght Mir
assistance of the men who
battles abroad.
represent-i
"Boston'," lie continued, "Is
thousands of;
ed on Cie battlefields by
to every
her sons. They are entitled
them. We
comilderation we can give
shall be.
are proud of them and we they reprouder still of them when
laurels.
turn freeh with their new won
I favor
"Many will need asslitance. bureau
al
the establishment of a. municip When /
to deal with these problems.
department
am elected I shall give this
my personal attention.
ng soldier
"The case of every returni
etic atis entitled to personal sympath
have a .
tention. Not only should we section
inualeipal bureau, but in every
ed •
organiz
orb
or the city tnere enema
citizens
committees of public-spirited
officials.
to co-operate with the city
for ;
"While our boys are fighting
practiee
democracy abroad, we must democreal democracy at home. Real that we
racy means in this great crisis
and wt..
can not tolerate incompetency
travagance In our city governatent.
honest
and
"I shall make a sincere
every
effort to get a dollar's value for
when
dollar the city expends, so that
iney
our soldiers return feom abroad,
are
city
; will find the resources of the
will
ality
municip
the
so conserved that
perbe in a position to render that
sonal service to which their great
I sacrifice entitles them."
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—Busy Night for Mayor
He Attends 11 House Receptions,
Three Dances and a Rally at
Headquarters--Nothing to What
He'll Do Later, lie Says

"The man has shown himself absoMayor
Last night was a busy one for
lutely heartless. On March 25, 1915, in
d 11 house
the Boston Post, he is quoted as say- Curley. All told, he attende
War
receptions, one benefit dance, a
ing: 'The 1000 instructors in the Boston
Service Association reception'and dance
schools are banded into a stronger pole
at Convention Hall on St. Botolpt
itical machine than you can find in
Club at
either political party in Boston. It cer• street, a dansant of the Marion at his
tainly is a factor to be reckoned with. Allston and a political rally
A cut of 10 per cent in their salaries .I headquarters le the Scollay building.
ahoold be agreed to by the teachers as
bcollay square.
their part in reducing the city's indebtIn spite of the heavy schedule, the
a
ul
what
realize
beautif
I
edness. But
Mayor did not tire. In fact, he tient
s
giving
the
teacher
of
is
there
chance
that last night's work was nothing comup 10 per cent of their salaries. Un- pared with the schedule he had mapped
fortnnately I have no power over
out for the later days of his campaign.

them.'

"Can you imagine anything more deThe
void of humanity than this f
Mayor actoally regretted that he did
not have an opportunity to cut the salaries of the 1000 men and women to
whom are. entrusted the care of our
children in the formative period of their

career?

Municipal Service Wareau

RAP MONOPOLY
OF INSURANCE
Fin. Corn. Ux.ges City Give
All Companies a Chance
4-

The Finance Commission, in its
fourth report based upon the recent,
bonding and insurance hearing, issue
yesterday, recommended that all in.!
surance companies be given an even,
chance on the business of contractorm!
erecting buildings for the city, that if!
the Mayor cannot obtain lower rates;
for city employees' bonds by advertis-:
ing, he consider the advisability of the
city establishing a fidelity fund, and
that henceforth them-. be no insuring
of boilers,. elevators and automobiles.
The opening pnragraph of the report;
sums up its purport. It reads: "Thi
report deals with the monopoly in in.
surance on city property estOIK
for the benefit of tbe Peter J. Fitt;;1
Hr il,
gerald agency."
1977',
When Mayor Curley was - asked If he:
had anything to say

fe

relative
Peters Says lie Will Establish report, he
dismiesed it with if • brief:
One, if Elected, and Advocates comment, "The 'finance Coininissiee
Citizens' Contrinittcles to Aid has labored again, and to, the same
mouse appears."
Home-Coming Soldiers—Mak:A
Economy Plea

"Every night from now on until ihe
end of the campaign I will touch Ippon
'the broken promisee of Mayor Curley
evesi ilwr.41:. I Legtoi Lhai i WILL ne]
last night, Mayoralty Candidate Andre'w J. Pei.ers Suggested a municipal

N'
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°NEAL IN IrlthIT Ti)'rim END
---: Seelallet Candidate for Mayor Says Parity
Deniande Pence Without Annexations
James Once!, Socialist candidate for
mayor, declared on the Common yesterday that he is in the fight to the finish.
"Boston papers and capitalistic poll, ticians have stated that the Sdbialist
party favors the German junkere. Such
men and papers deliberately lie in such
assertiona" continued Mr. Oneal. "The
same factions also have hinted that I
!shall withdraw frem the mayoralty race.
I Let me say i ight here that I will remain
in the race mall the very end."
The Boston city charter was also crIti•
easel! by Mr. Oneal as acting as a "closed
shop" against certain persons who might
seek offices in the City •Hall. He said
'that it was framed for the benefit of a
capitalistic few...

e'lead
the Boston Central Labor Tinton
.1 Peters. It appeals to the Jews as it leaf"'
lug supporters.
`al !' to toe other eects. to
Republicans as well
But every pollticlad in Boston 1.. dikes
the fact, some of them to their sorrow, as to Democrats.
The. significance of Jewish nuppert can
that labor as a elass cannot he unified.
True It is. that the c untrol that most be' realized in full stilly when one retlecte
active and most worthy leaders exert is for e moment upon the development Wit
t.+14
appreciable, and well worth the effort this people hes lately been undergoina,
to enlist, but no way nas yet been devised Finiewed by natuei and long traditiou with
to weld the great body of unioniete into a very distinct
seelal consciousness and
a steam-roller power in politics. Sectional
appeals have always le.!efi stronger than with remarkable powers of coliperatisn, the
any particular appeal. Labor leaders them- Jews, upon eoming to Arneriea, nevertheselves, when Finning for office, have found lest, seemed for a time dissevered from
this sadly to he true. A recent example their usual
bases of action in the general
may be cited. Last year Henry Abrahams,
for many years secretary of the Tiosten ruck of conditions here. :More recently,
Central Labor Union, and perhaps the hest nowever, they have undergone a return to
known labor leader of Boston, was a self-consciousnese. Their partieuler genius
candidate for the school committee. It for social action and organization has
was appreciated during that campaign again been asserting
itself. Observe the ,
that Mr. Abrahams needed the help
!ember of societies and committees to pro. I
infereeted
citizens,
of
group
of
every
i
Oneal Depends On Labor
„
i
'In the welfare of the schools. Though he „mote various civic and charitable purposes
James Oneal is the Socialistic Candidate 'was extremely popular in labor cheies, which have lately been created by them,
for mayor, an extremely likable man with it was not feasible to depend upon that the extension
and improvement of the
hosts of friends in Socialistic and labor support. :er. Abrahams received numerYaung Men's Hebrew Aesociatien, the
ranee. He is the one candidate beset with
ous indorsements of the highest order and
nomination paper difficulties that may re- !also their active support, yet on election irrire.• men from emong their nember who
sult seriously for his chances of nomina- day it was foend that Judge M. H. Sullivan inlay he found on divers nubile committees.
tion. Every candidate for mayor must actually toppeel the list with
bellots. lin the drive of real fusion which gave John
have 3000 certified signatures. The origi- Mr. Abrahams came second with 44.687. Purroy Mitchel at leest one term as
mayor of
nal provision in the new eity charter called
Michael H. Corcoran third with 40,717 and New York it wasthe Jews'refusal to ee useeteed
for 5000 signatures. Several years ago
Herbert J. Keenan last with 20,375.
by Tammany, their declaration for a difI the Legislature decided that the requireferent ideal of city government, which
ment was too severe, especially for little
known candidates, and named woe as a Thee Leading Elements in Fight
courted as a large factor in the resalt.
fair figure. Mr. Oneal charges that many
It may be assumed, therefore, that the With these things in mind, the "Andrew
of his papers have been stolen. He deBemocratic "machine," the Republican vote 1J. Peters Better Boston Committee" &Pclares that agents of other mayoral canand the labor vote are the three lead- pears as an organization with well-chosen
didates have either stolen the papers or
ing elements in the campaign. Another land significant title.
done their best to prevent his getting the
it
element that has figured much in the
support he needs. He is confident, hownewspapers
of
late--that
of
the
City
Han
able
to
being
secure sufficient sigever, of
employees—is more or less negligible. City ;
natures within the time required.
Nobody appears able to forecast satiefac- employees never vote in comparison with
make or the noise made
toray the support possible for Mr. (Meal, the noise they
N V:
provided he is nominated. He depends on about them. There is evidence that Mayor
. r
find
will
i
not
Curley
support there entirely
the sapport of labor, as well as upon the
PETERS
WOULD
AID SOLDIERS
every
liking,
yet
to
vote
his
will
count
eupport of Socialists. But labor cannot be
depended upon in tiny municipal contest. and there are hundreds of city employees Care and Assistance
of Soldiers Retara.
I Just now, if Boston labor followe the coun- who have been won over to his cause
Inn from War Requires
Municipal
try-wide trend, it will be anything but unit- "le- the favors they have received. Like
reran, De Finds
ed The Socialist vote in Boston, as regis- all other groups of critene Interested in
Andrew
J.
Peters would establish a mutered in the State election, fell far short of polities they want to "pley the mime,'
Socialistic eopes, based on Hillquit's re- ante while they are not apt to be found nicipal i.noi-au and citizens' corn_.Ottee4 for
the
aid
of
solniers
who return from ilia
markable campaign for mayor of New talking loudly for this or then. candidate.
York. Figures from the election depart- It is known that both Gallivan and Tague. European war.
"Boston."
he
sane
"Is
show
compiled,
that
the
just
ment,
heaviest have certain support in their rinks that
represented on the
battlefields by thousands of her eons.
Socialist vote, cast both for the Socialist is pleasing to them.
They
are entitled to every consideration
and Socialist-Labor candidates, in the State
we .11te
give them. We are proud of thorn
election was for lieutenant governor. etc_
and we
shall be prouder still ot them
Bride had it430 votes and ()etcher 007, a
Nf/ • 2 Sc (?
when they'
return fresh with their nev won
' total of 1246. For governor, efeCarte had
IDE
ER.
PPEAL
PETERS'
W
laurcla.
4
nd Hee... kt7. n •ntn1 •-, n7rtl.
"The
(men
e
vote.,
of
every returning soldier te
2519
entitled
Seelallst-Lahor
to
the
Signs
vote
municipal
and
for
of
personal
Socialist
thaeout
s
stare
, The
sympatineie attentle.,
t• 1910 to_ from the organization of the - Aintree.- J. Not only should we have a
governor in the State electloe ,
municipal bu.
tailed ISA Though the gain this year was Peters Better Boston Committee," 'Which ' reau, but in every section or the city there'
should be organized committees
of pnielies
appreciable It can give Mr. Oneal and his held e flourishing rally last night in the spirited
citizens to cooperate with the
associates but a slight grain of hope.
city
eandidate's honor. To the membership of officials.
this committee have come many of the Jew.
"While our boys are fighting for
Claim
Natural
derreae
.
Curley Has
ish citizens of Bosion, and round the stall- cracy abroad, we must practice real
:free
As for labor's vote, it 13 natural for deeds which they have raised there
t
has nmeracy a.
,earl.c.,lencidonenraotcytornieeraanteg
in this
MaYOr Curley to lay claims upon it. He congregated
crisis Iit
a
large
force
of
their
labor,
friend
of
Jewish
especially
has been a good
Incompetence and extre,agance in our
city
deang the closing months of he present fellewe. They all declare hearty sul,port of government.
Boston
LaCentral
the
Leaders
of
the candidaey of Mr. Peters. In this
term.
bor lin:on have been welcomed at City declaration is a dual triOute.
testinee
Hall with an open-handed and open-hearted not alone to the good judgmeet
and the
eordlality net noticed before. They have
secured much from the mayor in the way civic purpose of the "Better Dorton Comlaborers arid union- mittee," but it witnesses alSO to the breadth
of better wages for city
ization of various groups. The mayor gave . 'f Mr. Peters' appeal—es mail and a t•arnhis support to the union'zatien of the fire
algner. It holds the respe 1 of th- .lt•wo
department, though he undoubtedly realf Boston. Their .mokesmen che•eee opnized the criticism, from outside the labor
idenee in the square deal the
will have
ranss, ee,..t. aould follow such a ten. He
has given his favor to ,:a eteee teken for rfrom him if he is made mae. or, even though
unionization
City
Hall
of
in
general,
he nas ,.et eterined to the promise of any.
the
and, has made good his symeattivy in in- epecial or factional favors to mein soern'
creasing the pay of skilled enn unskillea
particular group among Boston's citiisherers, in which various unions 37e inter- other
zens. Plainly there is a force of union at
Weld. This sYsIPathy, translated into me:give the mayor strong popular- I work here, and that force is the personal
UM should circles, especially- when he hes I I
integrity, the desire to give Boston an honiv in %Or
seal capeide leaders as P. Harry Jennings, est and equable government for all of ita
!
I
of
(armee
President
Henry Abrahares and
people. • which is represented by Aare

I
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than 115,000. But the
Ow
Gallivan has been making interesting I total of more
tkatt
_
ho more than offset by
• •
• _
• -.......
citizens ea. -I Boston In his graep, but large sections ef thousands of Boston
be unable to vetee
will
and
colors
the
with
conhis
outside
Itexhury and Dorchester,
Curley following
the
of
test
second
The
greseional districts.
Of
Approaches Critical Period with Many' Mayor Curley has not even deigned to came on Nov. 2, 1015, on the question
voted
Though -17,3110 persone
reply to the stories that he sees the hand- the iecall.
vote
the
recall,
Uncertainties
against
writing on the wall and is trying to get In favor and 35,784
a majority of the
aomasney in the fight. Though there ara ices not effective because
necessary.
was
total registration
persons who say that the mayor is worried
and is becoming lespeeate, he denaree that
Leaders
lie was never mote sure of victory than he Campaign Not of
the
Mr. Peters, like the mayor, will
i3 today.
One thing is becoming apparent is
not discuss retirement because of its ab- campaign progresses. It is the con action
surdity. Beyond saying that everything that leadership, embraced in pergola.' acUhanges from his standpoint is satisfactory, he noes tivity or in group form, will me. tney tee
of
Likelihood
Little
not comment on the support that he is re- Part it has played ln past municipal elecear
ceiving. Mi. Oneal has not been a victim
However
tions. The camPaien is distinctly one
of these rumors because there are few per- the people and along the lines of as Curley----sons who believe that his name will get on Anti-Curley issue, despite the fact that thel
the ballot.
number of candidates makes such a cam•
Sensation Possible Over Nom ;.A certain I
paign rather unsatisfactory.
ee.
Papers
organization la necessary in orof
amount
Papers
May Be Trouble Over
der to arrange for meetings alai execute'
So intense has been the struggle for details, but the great body of the electorate
Little more than three weeks remain for nomination parer signatures, which has will not be lea or driven as was once the j
the municipal campaign, which closes with resulted in the breaking of old -titan friend- case when strong men were accustomed to;
the election of Dec. le, and yet the lines ships, that it would not be surprising it !thee their appeals answered.
are so indictinctly drawn as to give rise a sensation developed over the certificato the question whether Boeten has ever tion of signatures similar to that of fore'
DISCLOSES CURLEY VilliORS
years ago when Earnest E. Smith was
suffered a situation similar to this.
-The mayoral contest is naturally the cen- counted out. The last day for filing papers Congressman Gallivan Einds, However,
tre o finterest, inasmuch as an election is next Tuesday at five o'clock and the last
to
Considered During the
be
Many
Too
comes but once in four yeare-altogether day for the certification of signatures is
Campaign
nomithe
thereafter
believe
days
two
people
For
3.
Dec.
many
as
too long a period
Congressman James A. Gallivan told his
inspec-but the City Council and the echoer nation papers are open to public
election depart- friends last night that "it would be a
the
of
importance,
office,
the
at
tion
near
of
are
contests
committee
the privilege of physical impossibility to take up specificalconsidering the serious work before these ment. Any citizen has
and making objections. ly all the errors of the Curley administracollateral branches of the city govvern- scanning the names
The law says that the Election Cooemis- tion." He had intended to point them all
ment in the months to come. There is uncertify three thousand names oat but there are so many, he finds, that
certainty and more or less confusion all s,enere shall
and one-tenth additional, mak- he would have no time for eating or sleeparound. The campaign started too early, • for mayor
names. Though a candidate may ing.
perhaps, but- there is criticism that the ing 3100
"His first platform promise was a reducperiod have filed thousands of additional signacity charter provides too short a
there is no privision in law whereby tion of the tax rate through an honest
frcnt the time of the taking out of nomina- ture:
nomination would be made good if the administration of the city business," the
tion papers until the tinal whirl of the hie
signatures as certified failed to give him congressman said. "He failed. He added
election niechinery.
the necessary three thousand. The first SO cents to the tax rate in 1013 and over
test of this provision came in the Smith $5,000,000 to the city debt in his first two
eseeen the court decided that the Elea- wears,
What Wilt Heopea?
second promise was to develop the;
Much may happen in the next two weeks, tion nnemmissloners were not obliged to go
falcd.
facilitice. He
vend the etiseuletee one-tenth. To viaw port
Every""^a
but if anybody knows what will happen
he fact that four Of the mayoral cendis done along that line has been done by the
he is not making it public. Will Gallivan
have secured more than, flfty thc.
State administration.
and "Segue stay in the tight? Will Oneal,
s
„itg:fattn-es, there ma"Hie third platform promise was equit-,
Wood and Howland qualify for nomination
'losing a!Se's.
able assessments of real and personal propas mayor? Will this and that candiate
mb.
in
borne
e
iSsust
erty. He failed. The residents of Roxmother point
for the school committee and the City
technical. The. bury,
seseerf
Dorchester, Roslindale, East Boston,
. Council qualify for nominatioa? Will this :neugh it seems
certiyees
not
flit,
Cornmlmsioner
colors?
'Blandon
and Charlestown are up in arms
political leader and that show his
has Brighton
work
e,
Wha
signature.
single
that
a
over
fied
very clear examples of over-assesses
These are some of the questions
eigne
.the
nning
sea
of
that
is
done
have
been
to
meat."
like
those most interested would
clerks in preparation .for ca
answered. Gallivaa and Tague, it is true, tures by the
work of certification
The
CURLEY 'WARNS CITY EMPLOYEES
titication.
to
relating
questions
have answered the
board is more or less perfuncton
thern many times as their campaigns have the full
to Each a Photographic Reproduc.
Sends
impossibilphysical
a
it would be
progressed. They show no signs of with- because
the
in
Don
of
papers
the
Peters
the
all
Card and De.
ity to go through
drawing. They are the two mayoral cannotincen It
'small amount of time at the board's digfor
campaign
the
forced
have
who
didates
Mayor Curley has sent a campaign cirposal. The clerks do the work and the
weeks, and yet many of their friends are
Mead popularly gets the credit. The work- cular to. all city employees denouncing
not cetrain that they will be seen in the ing of the statute in this regard offers a the Peters card
index system. The ciroontest after Dec. 6.
cular gives a photographic reproduction of
locphole in case of trouble.
The same question has been raised con. —
the card, which has a number writttn in
and
cerning the candidacy of Mr. Peters
ink and encircled at the top. A line drawn
ing Vote
Mr. Curley. The Peters story has subsideti No Record-Break
concern- I Another interesting speeulation relates to around it calls attention to it. A black
' In the last two weeks, while that
Mr.. the size of the vote that will be cast, many hand pants to the declaration "The secret
big the mayor has been revived.
Peters are the persons treneving that, despite the numer- number method to catch you."
i Tague, Mr. Oneal and Mr.
The mayor proceeds on the assumption
• mayoral candidates who have com- ous candidates the toial will not exceed
I only
papers- that of the election of four years ago, that the Peters card was sent to him as
mittees on substitution on their
a
municipal employe., anti adds:
turn over their for- namely, s4),823, or 7'J.sa per cent of the
They could retire and
"Unquestionably the purpose of this
Gallivan registration. If the four leading candidates
Mr.
but
candidates,
other
to
tunes
s movement is to card -Index every personS
would be unable to do so. The story has re:nain In the fight, ii0,000 votes-perhap
in the employ of the city, hot for fu
been that mr, erague would retire in fas or less than that number-would he enough ,0
Loinasney or John le. win. Iiew this vote will be distributed is, reward but for future punishment, and
of either Martin M.
among the this should be resented. as I have
esitzgeralti, if he felt on Dec. 43 that he hal of "r n, figure.' differently
every
elected, but Mr. Tague politleiane and it would seem foolish to reason to believe it will be, by men In
, no chance of being
contest. the service of the city."
the
In
early
farso
is
claims
the
review
move
a
such
that
ihas jest declared
He charges the press with being
and has intimatel enotee it to say that the campaign man; tined from his thoughts
7r-ir
reterr. e!r. ceeley eed
enfahe"
eeeeiise
- that lee ieaa.e., es.,esee er ille futena point,
apparentone
on
eivan are agreee
Commission with being "irritatiug" and
went back on the
woull be destroyed If he
win.
will
votes
fewer
or
attain()
forces
that benefit most
"those
flocking to his stae- ly, that
through
Wye' friends who are
Four years ago Mr. Curley had 43,2S2 an honest, efficient, Inieinees
adminietrai dards.
had
Kenny.
Mr.
while
mayor,
for
votes
being
with
tion",,
"either hostile or
----dis.
I
Strange to say, there were 7;11 interested"
eae.e2.
k:eiliOan Strong on Claims
II. Otte 'She reseetered voters then numWhen registration closes
of Mr. Gallivaies possible woe_ tested It eeeit.
I Tug story
more absurd to that canda I
night Boston will have a
even
vvedneskiey
is
&awe:
I
3a...body can dispute the statement .
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Approaches Critical Period
Uncertainties
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date. Nobody can dispute the statement I
that Gallivan has been making interesting
.. .a- eleiTne not only to have South
"if
lioston in his grasp, oee ,...._
: Roxbury ana Dorchester, outside his conwith lilanY greesional districts.
'Mayor Curley has not even deigned to
.s
. the handreply to the stories that he seu
writing on the wall and is trying to get !
Loreasney in the fight. Thong! there are :
persons who say that the mayor is worried '
and Is becoming desperate, he denares that
he v-as never more sure of victory than he
is today. Mr. Peters, like the mayor, will ,
not discuss retirement because of its abthat everything
Changes, surdity. Beyond saying
from his standpoint is satisfactory, he does
' not comment on the support that he la re' ceiving. Mr. oneall has not been a victini
of these rumors because there are few perNomination sons who believe that his name will get on
, the ballot.
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May Be Trouble Over Papers

next Wednesday night Boston will have al
total of more than 115.0(X). Hut the lricrease will be more than offset by the
thousands of Boston citizens who are
and will be unable to vote.
The second test of the Curley following
came on Nov. '2, 1915, on the question of
the recall. Though 47,396 persons voted
In favor and 35,784 against recall, the vote
was not effective becauee a majoritY of the
total registration was necessary.

Campaign Not of Leaders
One thing is becoming apparent as the
campaign progresses. It is the conviction
that leadership, embraced in persona'. CCdeity or in group form, will not play the
part it has played in past municipal Meeteens. The campaign ia distinctly one for
the people and along the lines of a CurleyAnti-Curley issue, despite the fact tnat the
number of candidates makes such . a camIon WI rather unsatisfactory.
certain
amount of orgatilza.tion is neeeseary in order to arrange for meetings and execute
details, but the great 'Judy of the electorate
will net be led or driven as was once the
case when strong mou\were accustomed to
have their appeals answered.

Little more than three weeks remain for
So intense has been the struggle for
:the municipal campaign, which closes with nomination paper signatures, which has
the election of Dec. 18, and yet the lines iresulted in the breaking of old-time friendare so inractinctly drawn as to give rise ships, that it would not be surprising if
to the question whether Boston has ever at sensation developed over the certification of signatured similar to that of four
suffered a situation similar to this.
DISCLOSES CURLEY ERRORS
The mayorel contest is naturally the cen- ' years ago when Earnest E. Smith was
-- tre o fInterest, inasmuch as an election counted out. The last day for tiling papers
Congressman
Gallivan Elude, Hovrever,
o'clock
and
the
last
comes but ones in four years--altogether •is next Tuesday at five
Too Many to be Considered During the
too long a pericd as many people believe :day for the certification of signatures is
Campaign
—but the City Council and the school Dec. 3. For two days thereafter the MOWCongressman tames A. Gallivan told his
committee contests are of near importance. :nation papers are open to public inspecconsidering the serious work before these Goa at the office of the election depart- friends last night that "it would be 9collateral branches of the city govvern- men!. Any citizen has the privilege of physical impossibility to take up specnicalment in the months to come. There is on- scanning the names and making objections. ly all the errors of the Curley administraThe law says that the Election Commis- tion." He had intended to point them all
•certainty ana nitae er lee,: confusion all
names out but there are so many, he finde, that
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'Our prevocational classee, for the
Mayor Curley agreed, during
child who thinks in action rather than
investigation,.
bonding
course of the
in the abstract, now number some 50,
to atop thd ineuring of automobilee,
and a teacher told us last evening that
this
e) elevators and boilers. As to
of the graduates from. her classes;
the Teachers Should
shouldpicy
announced by the Mayor,
Get More about 40 per cent entered the high
he city
• 7) cominieeteoe says:
This is a very extraordinary
Money, Says Calididate for school.
not insure in the cases stated not only.
result when yciu remember that these
because It is not legally liable but also .
Reelection to School Board are the children who had no taste for
because the better practice of large
books and would have left school
they had not been caught by the pre-corporations, similarly situated, is
teachers'
Substantial
in
increases
not to insure.
Now they have
salaries, reduction in the size of vocational classes.
"The commission believes Lhat the
found themselves and been kept Intelnorthe
for
credit
college
and
classes
cent of ;
action of the Mayor in following its,
mal course for kindergarten teachers lectually awake, and 40 per
•
finally discovered that they'
have
them
recommendations already made te him art. thrrr 'f•hi
Lee,
sepn
e before them. ,
regarding insurance tin metoznobiles,
Public School Association candidate have e high school caret
of helping on the war.
eleestors and boilers should be fol- for the Boston
way
the
"In
School Committee, delowed by a cancellation of the policies clared
been established and
himself to stand for at a meet- gardening has
already existing.
ing held last evening by the Ward carried on in 40 districts, there being
"The araount of premiums paid by
Seven Good Government Association in all 10,000 home gardens and '3,000
the city oi Boston for insurance, on
gardens in the parlin. The teachers
In Ballet. Hall, Huntington 'Avenue.
boilers, elevators and automobiles
Mr. Lee is at present chairman of were given 25 lessons by Prof. Morton
from 1914 to 1916 inclusive, amounted
the School Committee and has been a and other agricultural experts from
to $10,884.46, of which $6203.02 was
member, of it for the last nine years.. Amherst. Some 220 high school boys
spent on automai.e.."
Ills statement of policy followed an worked during the summer on farms,'
Insurance on elevators and boilers address on the work of the schools living mostly in camps under the carewas placed as follows: in 1912-1913. and was given in response to ques- ful supervision of high school masters.
the Fitzgerald companies insured tions from the floor.
And they made good, having overcome I
property valued at $45,000, while all
Mr. Lee said that the salary qnes- the ;roue), prehidice of farmers and I
other- companies insured property Bon was now undergoing a thorough created a greatly increased demand
amounting to $205.000. In 1913-14, the revision, the School Committee and for their service next year."
Fitzgerald companies insured prop- the teachers working amicably too
erty amounting to $60,000 while the ; gether to see that justice is done tol
other companies insured property all. At this time when the purchasing4
amounting to $100,000. In 1914-15 value of the dollar has greatly diminthe Fitzgerald companies insured ; ished, he believed there should be big
Property amounting to $155,000, while increases in salaries, especially for the
the other concerns insured property teachers receiving low salaries.
‘11
amoanting to $73,500. In 1915-16 the
"The story of the schools this year,"
propinsured
companies
Fitzgerald
Mr. Lee said, "is the story of a team. Candidates for Boston Mayoralty
erty amounting to $90,000 while all There has been a fuller mutual trust
Must Have Theit Lists of Sigother companies insured property between the board and its officers and
amounting to $100,000. In 1916-17 employees, fuller cooperation between
natures All in Before 5 P. M.
I the Fitzgerald companies insured the different branches of the service,
property amounting to $125,000 while and I believe a better spirit throughfor Place on Ballot
all other concerns insured property out the system.
somethingZ 419 7
amounting to $135,000.
"The most important thing a teacher
of
v
Next Tuesday evening
The insuring of automobiles follows.; giVES is the understanding and enthuIn 1912-13, the Fitzgerald eompanies siasm she puts into her work: the the present uncertainty in the. muniI insured antomobiles amounting to most important lesson is that which cipal campaign will have cleared, foe
I $34,000, wnile all other companies in- is read between the lines. To raise after 5 p. m. on that day no • more
sured automobiles worth $263,800. In the spirit of the teaching force is the nomination papers can be filed. Can1913-14, the Fitzgerald companies in- best service a school committee didates who have not filed the names
sured auimmobiles worth $68,900, while can render. This result has been ac- of 3300 certified legal voters as petiall other eompanias insured auto- complished by trusting the subordi- tioners on their papers cannel,. ham
mobiles wellies. $202,350—. In 1914-15, nates fr in the superintendent down, their names printed on the official bal-1
the'Fitzgerala companies insured au- respecting their professional standing, Iota as candidates for the mayoralty.'
tomobiles worth ;63,600, while all and showing a sympathetic apprecia- Candidates for the Suliool CotereltteeI
other companies Insueed automobiles tion of their ideals; and the School and the City Council must have filed
worth $191,730. In t1916-16, the Fitz- Committee has tried, so far as its in- 2200 certified names of voters to be,
gerald companies insured automobiles fluence could reach to give to every entitled to place f.n the official ballot
worth $310,590, while all oteer com- teacher and officer a full and fair for these positions.
There are seven candidates for the
panies insueed automobiles tu the opportunity to do his or her best work.
athOunt of :i5,000. In 1916-17, the "We are continuing the concentra- mayoralty, but there is an impression.
Fitzgerald companies, Insured auto- tion of the pupils' time upon essen- In the Boston City Hall that the four'.
mobiles to the amount of $399,753.1 tials and cutting out the nonessen- I men who really count in the contest
while all other companies insured au- tiee:s from the course of study. Chil- are Andrew J. Peters, who will have,
the Good Government Associatio•
tomobiles worth :30,500.
dren may not be taught so much as
"An increase of 18 per cent to 67 they were about the number of square I support for Mayor; James M. Curl
per cent in the elevator and boiler in- rods in a rood or the cubic inches in I the present Mayor, who will have
surance," says the report, "shows that a gallon (who cap get excited about!his command, "the Democratic cititi
even the smallest business was not the number of cubic inches In a gal- machine." and the larger number et
overlooked. Whereas the automobile Ion anyway?), but they are becoming city employees; James A. Gallivanij
seems to have developed slowly in .- 1te far more convinced Fled unanimuoe member of Congress and resident o,
Peter F. Tague,I
eierly years of this agency's activity: in upon the point that seven times eight South Boston, and
member of Congress and resident of
th end the transfer of business to it ; is 56. Their spelling also shows less
Char lestown. The Congressmen, es
was exceptionally large.
eriginality than formerly, but we hope
supporters of the National Adminis"Inse.rance of elevators in city build- smeethieg of that quality has been
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;naiiririC of auto- transferred to their English composicalla;
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t
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liable
per cent ahead of the average city in
because the cit yis not
nor in most spelling the words in common use.j date, has been filiag names with tee
regard to its elevatorsautomobiles."
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Supporters of Aliffiew J. Pe effivsfair
and then shifted to the mayoralty
"The least we Can do1or ohr 'boy i that he ie waging an increasingly ek:
will
race, has been claiming that he
who are fighting for democracy an. !fective campaign. He aees riot prepOsitt
Me enough names to enter him on the freedom abroad is to lend theta .
official ballot but he has not done so friendly hand when they come back to to make the people tire of his cathilia
as yet. His candidacy is not taken us to resume ciaeir positions in the (lacy. they announce, and is keeping
very seriously by his various oppon- social and civil life of their commu- himself in the background while the
ents, it is said. George 0, Wood, sec- nities.
! public demand to see and hear him is
ond asaistant assessor and on the
"While our boys are fighting :or de- ,
'
growing. At the proper time, they say,
Recity's payroll, and also listed a
mocracy abroad, we must practice real
he will step to the front of the platpublican, i3 deemed negligible as a democracy at home. Real democracy
form and wage a vigorous speaking
factor la the contest.
means in this great crisis that we can
but it will not be of more
While there are many rumors that not tolerate incompetence and extrava- campaign
or two weeks' duration.
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gance in our city government.
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as plain that he is going to stay in our soldiers return from abroad, tney
miscellaneous questioning or 1nellaa.ge
the race. His candidacy is every day will find the resources of the city are
with serious answers until he is ready .
held to be gaining in strength and so conserved that the municipality will
Ito do so from his own platforms
in popularity with the people. As- be in a position to render that per-sonal
!and then it will be in his own way.
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ing to him from
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Congressman Tague spoke to
"I trust no voter will misunderstand
The rumors of withdrawal from the workmen of the aVoole machine plant
my positioa with reference to the ques- ;
contest have even included the Mayor. in South Boston yesterday noon and
lions which various candidates for ,
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of
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South Boston,
Albert Hur- I Boston.
drives at Mayor Curley and Mr ; constitutional convention;
witz, president of the Young Men's I "The voters want from their Mayor
Peters. Mr. Gallivan has declared
England, j for the next four years results and not
his speeches that Mr. Peters is his rea Hebrew Association of New
The present time calls for
Im- talk.
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.gth ill iormation.
legisgarding Spanish war veteran's ntivFanal
he was ready to accept',
atio
said
Educ
van
Sulli
!
Plan
ca/
polit
made
lation. It was his only
them as such the superintendent
says:
Is Reon
Bost
h
Sout
ws:
in
follo
es
10, yesteruay. The statement
as
ciliti
s
ation
nomin
his
,
.
I
"Mayor Curley's assertion that
Gaston district, Miss Josephine A.
lity for
jected by the School Commit_: Powe
have tried to evade responsibi
rs, from the position of acting
Veteran's
my vote on a Spanish Wee
I
to
2
of
Vote
master, which she has held for two
a
by
tee
with
line
in
y
btedl
I
Bill in 1903 is undou
years. Previous to that she was masof politics,'
his pecuilar -decalogue
assistant. She has been 31 years
ter's
mony
testi
his
proposition in the service and has an excellent
which is, ccoi ding to
the
1
to
2
of
vote
a
By
that
before the Finance Commission,
districts in record.
candidate to consolidate three small
every statement issued by a
give into
order
in
n
Lawrence district, Thomas J. SheeBosto
South
must not be
the
to
In the heat of a campaign
ties
facili
submaster at the Comins School,
l
han,
tiona
ed
educa
creas
.
assumed to be 'absolutely true.'
of the district, as advocated Martin district. He stands first on
ren
child
is
e
not
charg
y's
Curle
"Certainly Mr.
of educa- the list for promotion and his rating
but abso- by the survey committee
Only not 'absolutely true,'
l experts and by the !superintend- is of uniform excellence.
tiona
lutely false."
Norcross district, Miss Mary les,"1
ent, was defeated by the Boston
Congressman Peter F. Tagne was
Judge
ng.
as. Miss Thomas. has been foil
eveni
e
last
Thom
itte
l
Comm
Schoo
the
.at
present last night at a reception
Abray
Henr
and
years •first assistant in the Si
van
two
H.
Sulli
el
Micha
l In Brighton.
Miss
home of Michael C. O'Nei
and
it
ent of practice and training
nartm
st
voted
again
hams
at the request
He made a abort speech
es G. Curtis voted for it. To She is given high reeommendation
Franc
ef
e
cuurs
the
ng
Duri
of leis friends.
man, Joseph Lee Miss Mary C. lyieilyn, director of th6i
Congressman called , avoid a tie the chair
hie remarks, the
vote.
did
not
department, now assistant superie
deny
or
m
affir
upon Mayor Curley to
esie itip/ey,
if it were teseleee Se- Mee.
ng
meeti
the
after
Asked
.
ve
remo
to
about
to former assistant superintendent, 144.
the charge that he is
eo
tool
he
efged
that
true
I
the
of
rman
jolin H. Dillon, acting chai
e his by Frank W. Ballou, assistant sneer
'eparmoat vote against this Measure befor
IL_..
_.
election, Henry Abrahams said it was. intendent in charge of proinatinel
part:
in
said
e
Tagu
Mr.
.
tram office
Ni'. Abrahams wae prominently the Miss Thomas's present pcsitioe Xe
"In my recent speeches I have asked
date of the labor unions, but a ond onlye to a mastership.
candi
reions
quest
nent
perti
y
Mayer Curle
factor in his election were
large
the
of
on
trati
minis
to his malad
of citizens standing for edus
group
ited
attem
Lot
jtyø,Attai*I. ,Ie hail
or to over
to answer an'y one of them
I want
anything whatever in rebuttal.
is true,
to ask him further 'ouight if it
he has been
as has been charged, that
ed from
deriv
e
profil
the
in
ested
inter
n in Bosshow
plays
photo
le
ionab
quest
licensed
ton theaters which have been
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to this address: -.Andrew 7,."
Jseee , Dover, Masse'
:mid:
"When Peters is not
or iii:012nVPRI PROMISES"
; e:
Dover, he is to be found in
1, CII,
'
C , It is true that he
is registered
310 Soeth street, Forest
but
not a resident."
election commissioners -would
she no comment on the matter,
on
he grounds that the mayorelty caner -folicMau
Thom It lc IMP 1
iidates he(I me been non-limited.
, It is slid I ,,,1 antmher
"P.reltcn Premises- was the thee
cemildate,
eena A.
i of Congressman James A. Gallive n
e
has
also
charged that
his attack on Mayor Curley and the
• ree•ee
,qty administration at a series of in...enectioo with the
feet li is home is at 310.
door rallies last night. At a well at., Forest Hills, that he was
tended meeting in Hibernian Hall.
end has resided there since:
\Vest Roxbury, held under the nusplee• ,
,stei he has a summer resid. ece
as
Gallivan hatr .in Hull and
of the Willow Social Club, he so id .
—....._
in Scituate.
among other things:
Mayor Curley, taking advanta
ge of TI "His (Mayor Curley's) first. platform
'lie mistake of a
NON/. zy
/4/ ,
mailing agency in i Promise was a reduction of the tax rate
!,ettcling him a card urging
the elec..' through an honest administration of Ile
lion of Andrew J. Peters,
last nigni city intelmess. He felled! lie ad'i'''l
cent a campaign circular
$5.000.
to the tax rate of 1913- an !
to every one 80 cents
l
; of the 10,000 male
000 to the city debt in he,
employes on the over
.
first
two
years.
. (my pay miss,
denouncing jilt, retkrs
••I1is eceend premise was to develop i
card index sYstem
as "the most au- the port facilities. lie failed! 1•:‘,1 „
daclotis attempt ever
i,. Is • e
utitiinilisnterathiao.s
made in the thing done along tid
donie
it.1:y it
history of Boston in any campaig
hhi staptie
n
n to
tfaor:n promise was I
nullify the value of the
Ansa-111mo equitaine
^n.1 tier_
ballot, system."
tir -T nee. former setteaer and a 1
sonal liroperty. lie failed! The rest• ---The circular displays
a photographic dents of Roxbury, Dorchester. Roslin- member of the constitutional c . !emotion,'
reproduction of the Peters card,
East
Boston, Brighton
and has 854 certified signatures for his canwhich dale,
has a number written In
ink and encir- Charlestown are up in arms over very, didacy for the city council, according to
cled at the top. The
number is plainly clear examples of over-assessment,
last night's report at the office of the
visible, and the line drawn
"The man has shown himself abso-, election commissi
around it
on.
calls attention
hut the mayor's lutely heartless. On March 2b, 1915, in
It is reported that Lane may receive :
circular hears on the border
of the card the I3,oston Post, he Is quoted as saying: the G. Gle A. indorsement and that the
a black hand close to the
number, with 'The 3000 instructors in the Boston organization is also considering favorthe declaration that this is
"The secret schools are banded into a stronger polit- ably the name of Albert Hurwitze who Is
number 'Method to catch
you," and on ical machine than you can find in either .president of the Young Men's Hebrew
the other side another
black hand with political party In Boston. It certainly is !Associations of New England. Mr. Huethe Warning--"The Methed
to throw you i a factor to be reckoned with. A cut of .wItz's score of certified names was 1782,
off your guard and foot
10 per cent: in their salaries should be and he will undoubtedly get on the batyou."
,
greed to iT3T
tracherS
their part
lot, having mere than enough to make
Serves Warning on City
Employes. In reducing the clty's indebtedness. But out the 2000 ready its tile.
Tbe mayor proceeds on the
I realize what a healthful chance there
Joseph J. Leonard, who according, to:
that the Peters card was assumption Is of the teachers giving up 10 per cent.
sent to him
rumor has been considered by the G.
as a municipal employe, and adds:
. of their salaries. Unfortunately, I have A., ha:' 1566 signatures certified. He G..:
was
"Unquestionably the purpose of
formerly president of the United Imthis no power over them.
movement is to card-index
"Can you imagine anything mere de- provement Association.
every
Person
In the employ of the city, not
void of humanity than this? The mayor
Councilman Henry E. Hagan is the
for future
reward but for future punishment,
actually regretted that he did not have one sure candidate to get the fr,l,. G.
and
A.,
this shouitt no resensee,
an opportunity to cut the salariee of the Indorsement, and, as there are only two
reason to believe it will be, by
men in 13000 men and t,,eteee.H -b!'o" or. en- other places, one of the three first named;
the service of the city."
-trusted the care of our children in ths above—Lane, Hurwitz :tea Lee:see:et
s'.'ill'
He charges the press with being
formative period of their career.
: fall by the ette elde when the G. G. A.
"in
the main extremely unfair," the
"The duty of the mayor is to look after report comes out.
finance
the executive work of the mayor's office,
commission with being "irritati
The election commission have posted
ng" and
and not to constitute himself a public Gallivates name along with
"those forces that benefit most
Peters and
en honest, efficient, business through ;scold at the expense of the school de- Curley as In the maximmn eertized
sigadminispertinent, the puttee department or other nature class, with 3300, but
tration" with being "either hostile
are still'
or
departments not in his control. When I struggling with a flood of
disinterested."
Tague papers..
The mayor renews his pledge to pro- am mayor I shall stick to the mayor's Oneal now has 641 and the going is
work, and, if that work is pile properly. hard.
mote municipal ownership of street
railI feel that the people of the city will
ways and concludes with the
Nothing has been heard *nom either
following
apprecie t e It."
ominous warning:
Howland or Wood, the so-ended "Re"it Is Imperative, if you are favorabl
publican
IV
0
" candidates. Not a single paper
E
(
e
it:, my candidacy—and 1 nave
has been filed for either.
no
.
to believe otherwise, because of reason
Councilman Alfred E. Weill ngton,
our harmonious relations during the
IJohn
Cassidy,
J.
Thomas F. Coffey, the
past four
years—that you see every
elevator man, Patrick B. Carr and
personal
friend and give to them one
J05e1,11 lenne ef East Beston, private James T. gloriat•ty, the tabor carMie
of the enclosed cerds and urge them to
join with, seeretaey to Peter F. Tague of Charles- , date, will all go on the ballot, each have
you in continuing an administ
town, ntel his manager in the moyoes I Mg more than the 2000 names eequiret,l.,
ration replate with accomplishments for
the wel- tufty campaign, called at the office of 1 Cessidy a...e aterierty ere said to be
fare and happiness of the entire
Ion Mayor Curley's slate, with third;
people the Boston election commissioners yes-,
l of Boston."
' place on the Curley SI:af-T still Open. :
terday, to serve notice that he will
make
George T. -Daly has faV, Thomas. J.
formal protest againet the name of AnNothing Novel In System.
Frenetia 361.
..
.
ear.1 Irdee , yetem has been etr. drew J. Peters being placed on the balFor (he rehool committee, Michael 1-1:.
lot as a candidate for mayor.
The
proCorcoran, with 1236, and
eeet will he tiled, accordin
g to Mr. Kane, with 510, said toconsti 111chardtf.,LaneIs nothing even particularly noel hi
it
its the mayor'a
on the, grounds that Peters nvee
, .
to occasion an outburst. Other candiiii
... Slate, tea,, .1; ,,::.,—.
3..,,,ver and IA not a resident of
dates have used it and are using it.
Boston.
i
Not
a
The
paper
has
',.et
been filed ease the '
• The election commissioners told
system simply saves .volwateer workers
Kane .Th,ph
Public
e
I.e.
SViootlAp7oscei
he
e ntat,ioaa'icranniadnil
that his fermal protest could not
from signing their names on a postcard
arnak ,-,..,:
he
, mean until Dee. 2, when
to which naturally seine might
the
candidat
es
object
! william
Kenney. The P. S. A. task
yor are terminally certified.
for various reasons.
Kane
te, eed hat he would
sent out. orient calls far help, arta ,•,' ' .:
The Peters cards. like other cards,
Press his
requesting all citizens, of
I,
, t time, and alSo that he Protest
were by no means sent to city employe
had
Pre- I Wrested In keeping the either sex,:
s
e
•
ed
Itt
tile affidnelts to prove his
Rebottle , mit:
alone. and Mr. Peters at the very
outset
t. effete Three effidaelts, accordin con- I 1-olities, to call at the offiee of ttes, '
of his campaign announced hie intention
g to
Kane. •.hee,, t'sei I etere rides
.eintlem,' 101 Tremont street, and einiteZ:
to pay no egtention, when elected, to
in and
the
yet
il papeari nf glessrs. Lee and Kenteleee
'I ,
point:Al affipations of city ennutsy,er,
/11:ai also that cans
,
•
of te i I, 11 LI
front. Boston everz.

CANDIDATE GALLI VAN TELLS

VAP

A vit..

CITY EMPLOYES

Devotes Talks at Indoor BOlies
to Revi?iv of Curley's Administration.

live They and Their Friends
Back Candidacy.

ATTACKS

PETERS

CARDS

LANE AND HURWITZ MAY
GET C. C. .4. INDORSEMENT

Gallivan Goes up with Peters and .
Curley with 33Oti Ce,.rtipep tr..
natureg.

t

PLANS TO KEEP PETERS'S
AME OFF THE BALLOT

As_ sQ
i
.4),
ige7
fro1j.
Fin. Corn. Flays Methods
SMITH SUPPORTS
1
of Contractors in
PETERS FOR MAYOR
Report to
Earnest K Smith, who for some I
Mayor
time has been a Maly candidate

)0t a conference committee appointed ,
to determine whether IL
as well that
he should' run, has issued a statement declaring he will not be a candidate, but Instead will work and
I vote for Andrew J. P.' .1§ for Mayor.
NO^••

WOULD QUIT FRENCH
TO SERVE AMERICA
Mayor Curley has written to Am-!
bassatior Jusserand requesting the
transfer of Walter D. Rhen.y of Tiabury, Mass, from the Lafayette eseadrills of the Frencn aviation corps to
,ese Arnerical: aviation corps. Rhein)
!joined Whitman, Thaw last December
; and to less tin:n tides months itaer
!rvice brought
:entering upon ac.tive st
acwa three German airplanes, two
,*Irked.
of them. doui4F =!
Rhino
Waa alone.

FIN. COM. AGAINST z
INSURANCE BY CITY
fo. tie
Contraetil4at4c204 4ii1i1g
city should not, be required to tk ke out
insurance from a favored agetiry. city
eticit
boilers, elevators and automobiles
a waste of
!not. be insured because it is Commiss,on
said the Finance
1`.1"or should, thinl;
yesterday. The .
ItF own
about having the city estatnisl.
rates are posfidelity fund unless lower
thus
says
sible on imployes' bonds, also
rcilial•
fourth inalinent of it bonding
:,
insuiai;:
it (teddy particularly with
automobiles.
oo boilers, elevators and
ingreatly
has
It says such insurance
administracreased during the present
Is waste 1w tion, and such insurance
because
and
cause the city is not liable
lams corthe better practice of the
•
porations is not to Mauro.
"There apThe report says in part:
50011
as
that
fact
peared in eviCw;-.2e . he
bee4amo ant for
as Peter S. Fitzgerald
took out a
O'Brion, Itta4seli & Co., he companies,
nine
'brokerage commission :n represented
by
all of which were
agents. No,,
O'Brien, Russell & ('o., -4s automobiles
.on
only was the insurance
Fitzgerald
transferred to the Peter J.
elevators in
and
boilers
also
agency, but
buildings.
; paid by he city of
"The premium,
on ta.liere, elenr,Sion for insurance
s front 1914-1916.
vators and automobile
$10,1011.46, of
inclusive,. amounted to
spent on tortopm...
which $6,203.02 wasgiven in the re;port
is
bites." A. table
business of ts city
showing how this
Fitzto the Peter ./..•
was transferred
gerald agency.
,.—
ac.
/)0 V.
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IIRGE PAYMENT TO
LYNCH HELD UPI
Man} Basins Partially or
Not Cleaned at
Al!, Report
Says
NOV 26 1917
gone
Much of the city's money has
in the
to waste via the ca.tchbasinm
of the
streets, ac3or4ing to it renort
Inyesterday.
n
Commissio
Finance
been
spectors ,of catchbasins have
along for
getting al day's pay right
a day,
basins
five
to
three
&aspersing
hour's
an
than
mote
requiring no
work.
Mark
No more pay for Contractor
except on
mended,
,cc
is
H. Lynch
dope.,:meet.
advice of the city law certified as
Some basins have been
dirt has been
cleaned from which no
with him,
removed, under the contract
the report says.
to Mayor
The reports submitted
.sion's
commi:
Curley is that of the recommends
consulting engineers'. It
cubic
the
on
made
that contracts be
on a per basin
yard basis rather than
The former is
basis, as at present.
contractor to seen incentive to the
of dirt. The
lect the basins more full
s the reCommission also recommendinspector5
„Isstion of the number of
the "excessire”
te two, instesd ef
mat serenenumber now employed;
an that
tent inspectors be employed
checked by a
their certiricatea he
engineering
member of the district
nts for staforce. that all measureme accurately
tistical purposes be made
force.
by the engineering.
recommends
Also the commission
consulting enthat thie report of its
corporation
gineer be referred to the
necessary
Counsel for such action as
that no
•!,‘ nrotect the city, and
be made on the confurther pay
c"pt on
tract of Mark II.' Lyncii,
.
advice of the law department
the data
, The commission says that
the consulting enin
contained
same regineer's report, so far as the
Mark H.
late to the contract of
-basins
Lvifelf NI/Micate that the catch
cleaned; .
completely
been
iO
11;
have.
been certified as
that basins hove
has been,,
cleaned from which no dirt
taken
removed; that measurements
as the
fer records are without value
mensuremente are incorrect; that
cleaned
basins have been certified as
.
whiali, according to the descrli.tion
that
and
exist;
and reeord, db not
btmins which were only r artly filled
have been certified as cleaned whet.
Zull basins adjacent to them have not
been cleaned. •
Linlii(
4o
Employes of the Finance.-.)
aian measured a large number of I,
y
baeins before and immediatel after '
theie being certified as cleaned by the '
inspectors representing the city of
to
dub
neP
tostor. Representatives of tehie
nenartment also measured
—
many o! the basins
the measurements of the Finance
flornmissitri representatives.

CATCHBASINS
BIG SOURcE OF
MONEY WASTE

7

1150 RECRUITS OFF
.N ci ‘Amti RT SLOCUM

for!

office of Mayor, and who with1 the
held his decision pending the report l

•

ry 0 v.

I

There were dimmed eyes and hearty
cheers yesterday when 110 recruits
said farewell to Boston arid listened
to words of advice and sympatey ,
from General John
A. Johnston.
commanding the Northeastern Department.
The bOys who left for Fort Slocum,
N. Y. aere cautioned to keep In constant touch with the home folks, and
to write frequently as to their camp
life.. In regard to the Teuton foe
the General said:
"We must Whip the Germans or
else be whipped, but we've no intimthoi of being whipped; we're in the
gam to win and win- we will."
,Mayor Curley was also one of the 1
speakers on Boston t.,:omition to wish
the boys Godspeed. '

[Editor, Boston Advertis,
the
!
Have you
They
early-season
rother and I
My
are great fun.
took them all in the other night;
'1.card Mr. Peters, Mr. Tague and Mr.
Gallivan. Within a ties er two we
heard the Mayor. The expereenee reyronabzi me of the story of the two
hoard Colonel
colored gentlemen
Boosevlet at one of his biggest opencolored
air talkfests. The second
gentleman, arriving late, addressed
his friend; "Who dat tallcin', Moser
•
"I ain't jess make otft who he be,'

9 piflfuyof

says Mane., "but he striah do recent.
Alifes‘r:tri411)..?! ,He shufth del m
men',
IS' J. O'BRIEN.
ott

/)"o v. a

/9/7

Editor Boston Advertiser.
• On December 18 I am going to vote
for the mayoralty candidate who will
have taken a ride on the Elevated.
north or south from Winter street,
on three evenings between 5:45 and
6;15 p. in., anti who, having seen what
I' know he WILL see, will announce
in plain English just what he is golo do about it. No hot air, no
camotifinge, no *lie sr.t1 ends," no
"buts," The one great, big, terrible
question bet,to the city of Heston.
sir, IS this one. None of the leading
the othsrs
candidates can cell any
ciariftt p'hielk;;
a "profess oim Mir
one among Miffi lorett?oStfe Odle
disgrace? Whether it be Curleye..‘ti
Gallivan, Peters or Tague, I am or
him and for him all the way.
COlMaN LQU ARE,

00140;41.-.
the hatlalioli reasnot, ehepherd deg, with his
now ib 110
CUC. at the litde shows Mayor Curley presenting new
terthe %Mallon its it passed City Hall and accepted by Captain
1,eneti-W, Abbott. The picture shown the recet tion given
the battalion of
forotet afintillOYees of the New iengland Telephone & Telegraph Co. as it
marched past the Telephone 1.,uilding.

;atib'frriffigeffiCrOf-having W6liork-.1
er commit himself tivitark end white.
Each works with iet'it to fun' ••s punishment. Only th
inetlept:e d'.
"The city employees hilts no
about what will happen to them in
the calamity of Curley's re-election.
Eight years of Curley ought to drive
motile of Ahem to the mad house. T:ie3ean eletes• guess what Peters has in store
eer them in view of his spereful scheme
to tine titem imp io
"Curley has made frequent threats of
the punishment he will inflict on all
who meiotic him. Peters has shown by
his clever little trick that he Is prepared to carry out another policy of
punishment. His promises of protection
to city employees must be judged In
the light of his indicated purpose.
"Mr. Curley must get ready for the
awful shock that Is coming to him. This
man, who has for years been shrieking
about his love for the wage-earner and
id6 hatred of the class he branded as
'coerupt reformers,' deliberately tossed
overboat41
beleved working people
when he saw a chance, early In his administration, to curry favor with the
'high-brow' element he pretended to
hate.
"Do you remember how ruthlessly he
cut and slashed when he entered City
Hall? With every batch of men he
fired he rushed Into print to call attenHoe to the fact that he was the greatest economizer of the age. He tried to
fool tee ferees of good government in
Boston into believing that his purpose
eeae an honest one. And while he wail
making his grandstand play of econainy
and retrenchment because of the city's
noverty his was distributing to* his
faithful admirers elaborate photographs
of himself which cost tne tee)
, c,eu,
$5 each. Eacie picture used up
one honest, day's pay."

's/ V - ? 6
I The 40Ist Telegraph
Battal
ion.
I
bott
With
new
a
Signal
silk
'
i Cettee, yorn4it..rrip y pp"
national flag, the
.Laed the streets of gift of the
'env.
Boston for the first time, it
in cornAcerimpening the hattelinn wagj the {
Posed of 110 former
employees of the Company E mascot, Colonel, large'
eol- I
a
New England Teleph
one & Telegr
Compeny. Fresh from teeir intensaph lie dog, who seeeeed exceedingly proud I
ive of his new blanket with the large lettraining at Camp Doyens, they
marched ters, "Company E, Mascot,"
Past the telephone company's
and l he
building crossed flags of the signal corps. Ar Quiet
on Oliver etreet and
were given a tre. *Colonel's neck was a great
yellow and
mendous ovation by their forme
r fellow i white ribbon
, the Csi;IM:s
employees.
.'Of the signal
e
corps.
1
The battalion, which has
been justly
After leaving the City Hall the battermed the communication
nerves of the,, talion
went nut to the football genie,
army, came to Boston to
attend the constantly
fcotball game being played
cheered al/ along the way .
bee their
by crowds on the sidewalks.
own team and St. Alphon
sus A. A. at'
Fenway Park. They forme
The . Finance Commission in a report
d in line at
the North station anti, led
to Mayor Curley alleges that report
s
Louis W. Abbott, march by Captain
of Mark H. Lynch, who hold'
ed
, the city's
efilst Regiment Band to the with -the
contract for cleaning catch brielee, certelephone.
building. Their former
tify in some instances to the cleani
business home
ng
Was in gala ettire for their
of sonic basins that do not exist,
reception. Gallivan Raps Peters' old
ethers
Flags waved from every
Curwhich were not cleaned at
window and
all and
each of the windows and
ley's for Row About
others whieb were cleaned only
Lay Emin
rieeved au enthusiastic groupdoorways
part. It Cil 1.8 the fact that
.
of girls,
the
cone
ployees
cheering or singing and
Ti lt ,) ;-missio
n's
consul
ting
wavin
engineer, (toy C.
g flags
ee clapping their hands.
li ', • l
I.:mermen, !Inds that not intim than
Congresnman Galliv
an, candidate for
an,
As the line of troops march
hour's actual work per day is requir
ed past Mayor, at the Ward 6 leemocratic
ed
the building they were review
Club,
of each Inspector.
ed by the at Fraternity Hall, Wept Roxbu
officiele of the company. In the
ry, and
The
commis
at
two
sion favors holding up all
reviewlocal Improvement associations
ing party were acting Presid
payments to Lynch pending a decision
ent M. 13. in llyde Park, In his circuit
of Boston
Jones, Vice-Presidt E. \V.
of the city's law department.
last night, said:
Longle
Y.
General Manatee,. W. It. Driver
The Mayor said last night:
"Tile well-intentioned citizen
, Jr.
of Boston,
many heads of departments. The and who
"The mayoralty campaign is now in
k4 really interested in
'batproper cam(ration carried the new stand of
full
swing and the chairman of the
paign
issues and In proper campa
battalion standards presented them
ign
Finance COMMISIO011,•,Iohn R. Murphy,
lust week methods, must be nauseated by
the teeby the telephone cornrow/.
Is In the same political position that
:Vs of both .. eines M. Curley and
he
The parade proceeded um to City
Anoccupied four years ago: a candid
Hall, drew J. Peters. Here we find them In
ate
where
were reviewed by
withen
t complying with the law
a
.• • . they
nasty
row about coerclor, of eltv
;
whieh
....._.... 041.•... Ill1 o...a ••• eve.* T.,,,', ,,,j Mayor
emrequires that all candidates tile
11Thinr , ployes and which way is the
ietlFrederick G. Bauer of
bait way fee
.itpnn containing WO name&
Generel
eliefi.i--i-e."--,-*-.,.:::---:-----'-i--.._..•-:..._• •.. • ..- ,--The report
7 7 ,,
ston'a ateff. The Mayor steppe jelii-iatoner of, public Works
d
In
ett
the
use
of
spies
in
and
in
the sand-beg- -i`fere
Is
the street and presented Captain
•
,All.. ging method. Peters resorts
to the more
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their shipping deetination, the result been required to sit on one side of
being congestion of our etreets, inthe aisle and the women on the other
creased emit of handling, and unwar- side of the aisle, and the only oppor,
ranted delay in transportation. A belt tunity for an interchange of salutge
line railway, connecting all steamship tions being on the way passing out
lines, steam and street rails, would do from the church.
more to promote the industrial life
I want to build in the suburban secof teats city than would be possible tion of this city 'not only a central
through any other method. The belt home for the poor but 1(k) or more twoline railway system of transportation
room cottages, in the vicinity of the
is vital to the industrial life of the river, where the old couples who have
city, and should not longer be delayed, lived and labored and loved a lifetime,
Who have seen their sons and Liaue,.avoid the responsibility for thin un • tors grow up, and either die or nasEi
dertaking, I should have no hesitancy, out of their lives, could be afforded an
as Mayor of this city, In advocatine opportunity to witneese the boys and girls
municipal ownership and operation of a trudging to school, playing their .eatnes
belt line industrial terminai.
along the banks of the river, with the
'file system followed during the esio, trees casting their protecting snaciow
four years of developing to the highest in the twilight of their lives, and again
possible efficiency outdoor municipal ac- live and love and laugh at the renewal
tivities, namely, our parks and bathing of old memories until God calls them
beaches, will be continued. The com- to the great beyond.
ing year will witnesslie completion
of Columbus Playground, at Routh Boaten, the lerseet salt water playground
in the world. To that end it will be
necessary to expend, in addition to Predicts He'll Roll Up Big Nu+
the $000.000 already made available for
BY JAMES M. CURLEY
and
Gallivan
rality—Charges
the reclamation of 2,226,000 square feet
The three great problems confront- of land, the sum of $250,00 to establish
Peters
for
Stalking
Tegue
-'a roadway to and around Castle Island.
ing the municipality today are pas
with a public landing the entire length
In a statement in which he alleged
highimproved
senger transportation,
of the highway fronting on Pleasure that Congressmen James A. Gallivan
.Bay. which, on completion of the Old and Peter F. Tague were but stalking
ways and freight transportation.
Colony, ,Bouieyad
by the State, will
r
J. Peters, Mayer Curley
It must be apparent to every person mark the terminus of the South Shore for Andrew
yesterday predicted that he would detravelling on our street railway system Boulevard extending from Plymou4li to feat Peters by the largest plurality ever
attained by a Mayor of Boston, with
that, despite the present efficient man- Castle Island.
The policy of razing unwholesome the exception of the memorable Collinsagement of the Boston Elevated Rail- and unhealthful :he, blocks, and tha StealInve contest. when the latter was
way Company, the travelling public are . establishments of parks where these beaten by 26,000 votes. The Mayor says
blocks have been lac sted, as in the that he would equal this plurality exnot being adequately served,
case of the Morton Street Playground cept for the absence of 00,000 of our
at the Nr.rth 1.1nd will he enntintled voting men in the service of the United
States.
as rapidly as finances will permit.
INSOLENT FARE DEMAND
In response to a question arising from
It is my purpose to continue the conI have refrained during the past four struction of permanent highways in the a rumor that he might withdraw the
other
way
any
years from interfering in
Mayor said: “There is nothing in any
park system.
than a helpful way with the conduct
story about my quitting the contest. A
To Motorize Hre Department
of this public service corporation until
man doesn't pull out when he has a conditions, without prospect of relief,
fight won. I will give Mr. Peters the
The
the
year
emphasized
has
1916
have become intolerable.
got in Be svalue ur „,,,,,erati,,„ .„,,,,v„,,,,,u, all des tynrst licking any man ever
Despitt the fact that fully 90 per cent
of the Repuband the ton, with the exception
by
defeated
of the entire revenue of the Boston Ele- partments of the government
was
who
apparatus in the lie.an, Swallow,
vated railway system is derived from importance of motor
Patrick A. Coll;ns by 26,000 votes. I will
combating
of
fires.
those who are denied a seat, and are
more than Peters,
It will require an annual appropriation not get that many
are
obliged to hold on to a strap, the insoequal to because 10,000 c! our young voters
lent demand for a six-cent fare is heard. during the next three years
the present now absent in service."
Fortunately, there is a remedy of I that made available during
Tague
Peters,
and
Gallivan
Curley,
I year to complete the motorization of
which the long-suffering public of this
have all filed sufficient names to waecity should avail themselves, municipal the Fire Department, and it is my pur- rant their names being placed on the
Council during the
j ownership and operation. It will he ar- pose to urge the City
official ballot as mayoralty candidates.
gued that municipal ownership and coming three years to make this money James Oneal still remains well behind in
whit.
Mins. ,.W1 .1,fthc g.nn ttnr
operation means increased hertlene for available.
l'ite city ot /Seaton "ariy in December
the taxpayers, but in the last analysis
neither Frank B. Howland nor George
HosChildren's
wt.:
dedicate
new
the
penworking
the taxes are paid by the
at West Roxbury, where will be 0. Wood have filed any names.
pie who ride in the street cars and eetehnehes the first whonnin e eniirzh
This last fact, however, is looked up
elevated trains, and who rarely have an
On ItU a Liii. or tzailtittiiialso, pa. azutaleasy
opportunity to secure a seat even after hospital in America and perhaps the in the case of Howland for his supportfirst municipal hospital in America
a trying day of labor. More cars, betinsistent that he
where a separate building is maintained ers have been so
! ter equipment, and the creation of those
when the closeneh ere ef the would be under the wire
r dividends writch nest netermine toe for the tre.:.trriert
Tuesday
o'clock
5
afternoon
hour,
ing
common to
prosperity of a community, namely infectuous diseases that are
auditors
their
that
arrives,
have acthe
eliminating
children
a
as
of
means
health and happiness of the public,
cepted their words as of some real sigof
scourge
cross-infection.
ownershould resuit from municipal
There is one labor to which 1 propose nificance.
ship.
A sufficient number of Councillor canbe dedicated unI pledge that during my second term that my efforts shall
didates have tiled and had certified'
protest
and
by
swervingly
undeterred
as Mayor. I will dedicate my every
names to occasion the
or argument and that is the creation the necessary 2000
effort to the enactment of laws propolitical dopesters to set to work makproper
mainland
a
the
of
on
and
for
home
ownership
municipal
viding for
ing up slates. On betialf of the Good
operation of our street railway system I the poor of our city. The present in- Government Association they pledge the
more
and uniform rate of fare for the entire stltution has been in existence for
to Daniel W. Lane, Henry
organization
than a quarter of a century. It is
city,
E. Hagan itcd Joseiffi J. Leonard. Al-.
located on an island in the harbor.
bert Hurwitz, for a brief period figured
as
Solve: Street
I in this regard but then it was figured.
ProblemTo Build Homes for Poor
that
the association was likely to take
The problem of better highways is
I sincerely trust that the federal goyone that car only be rightly solved eminent will take over the institution at cognizance of the fact that 'David
Stoneman, campaign manager for Hurthrough a generous expenniture of pubLong Island for naval hospital pus- witz was a strong Curley man, having
lic money.
estabshall
I
done
is
that
if
and
poses,
recently been appointed by the latter
The street problem must be solved, r
lish a model home for the poor in the as a member of the Board of Park and.
but it will be necessary to double the
to
section of our city, adjacent
Recreation Cemteiostnne”s and 'snobs:
appropriations of the
two yearsoutlying
each year for the next decade in order the Charles River. At Long Island they therefore take no cha.nces with him on
been
a
have
to
sent
catalogued,
woman
their slate. Mr. Hurwitz yesterday deto meet the situation,
During the past 25 years, State corn- one building and the man to the other, nied he was surporting Curley and that
missions have annually recommended the only opportunity afforded the hus- Stoneman was his manager. .7 ,
band and wife, who have lived and laa programme for the solution of the
freight traffic problem in Boston. To- bored and loved for 20, 90 or 50 years, to .
day, more than 70 per cent of all goods renew old memoriee being on Sunday, ;
shipped over the two railroad systems when they' attended church, and even ;
In church the inhuman volley of senacentering in Boeton are carricci
!lion is in evidence, as the men have
-• sae. aighways from the railroads to
- --
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Conducting City
on Re-election
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GALLIVAN
GIVES HIS
PLATFORM
Would Have Office a
.
.
Central business
Headquarters
BY JAMES A. GALLIVAN
I understand from the invitation extended me by the Boston Sunday Post
to o;.ttline my mayoralty campaign that
all of the other candidates tor Mayor
are to be given the same opportunity.
In furtherance of the spirit of ab-.,
solute fairness that I have adopted as
the basis for my campaign, I suggest
, that every 'reader of this column will
a"
the atalcmcnt issLcd by tilt'.other candidates.
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perience I feel Justified in saying to the
eeople of Beaton that I will secure for
them
well-paved, well-kept, usable
streets throughout the entire city, without any addition to present appropriations. There are no favored contractors
in my outfit and there will be none.

Father of Free Transfers
As an offset to Mayer Curley's des.
perate ameal for votes in which he
, says that he "would like to take over
the Boston Elevated System, even
theugh the management ot that road ,a
very efficient," I would like to say diet
22 years ago in the Massachusetts Legislature I introduced a bill and defeated
the Bsston Elevated lobby, which bill
compelled the Boston elieyetea to beat
itH cars for the comfort of its passengene I introduced, fought for, and secured the passage of the present free
transfer legislation. I can honestly
claim to be the father of "free transfers" In Boston. The Post, itself, is the
godfather, and I worked with this great
newspaper to achieve the result obtained.
I do not hesitate to sa-y that Mayor
Curley's programme is a deliberate deal
between him and the Boston Elevated
officials to load onto the city of Boston
at an inflated value the remnants of
what was once a high-grade rapid transit
t
When
show the people of Boston how to get
from the Boston Elevated the right kind
of service and I will do it without
assuming the enormous debt that would
be forced upon our citizens if we took
over the Boston Elevated at this time.

Feared by Elevated
If Mayor Curley had the 10,000 employees of the Boston'"L" on his payroll

,I;Z:Z,.•

.,1,-0/11

The election is to be three weeks do you imagine they would enjoy?
I am the only candidate running for
from Tuesday and I feel thee it is time
Mayor whom the Boston Elevated fears
for all of the independent, thinking
and respects. Don't lose sight of that
voters of the city to come to a decision .
fact!
with regard to the candidate whom they
I am the one candidate to date who
I think best fitted to succeed Mayor Curleis dared to mention the bonding busticy. There, is no doubt whntevr
my
mind that this election is merely to be ',e'en of the city even though the matter
, a decision on the part of the voters es Is now in the public mind. I stated
to who will succeed the Mayor. His un- clearly in my programme three eeseke
popularity is unquestioned and the citi- ago that I would apportion the busizens of Boston have decided not to ex- ness of the city among the duly accredited bonding agencies.
tend his term of office to eight years.
inspired by my statement, the Boston
The real contest resolves itself into a
campaign between Mr. Peters and my- Finance Commission -in yesterday's
-self. After the utmost urging on my. papers stated that the only fair way
part, Mr. Peters gave to the public what, to handle the bonding business of the
he called a platform. 1 have already city wao to distribute it among the
expressed myself on that platform. Ex- various agencies engaged in that lino of
cept for the planks which he deliberate- work, it will thus be seen that my
ly took from the Gallivan administra-' ideas are quite readily acceptable not
tilts programme it appeared to me as only to the other candidates, all of
being rather ineipid. 1 can readily seal whom have accepted the Gallivan camhow this might be. We all know that paign as a basis for their own, but that
Mr. Peters lives in Dover, Mass., and the Finance Commission sees in the
quite naturally his Ideas of municipal, Gallivan platform thei correct solution
-'tie of Beetesn'e meet difficult probadministration would come from his immediate environment. He gave to us lems.
I will merele touch briefly upon some
therefore, a platform suitable to a town
like Dover, elites., but thoroughly out of the other ideas, a few of which have
already
been given to the press but
of touch with re, present reeds of a,
which I feel should be emphasibed in
growing niiinice ality
Poeton.
order that the issues of this campaign
may not be clouded.
Versed in City's Needs

•

I believe our city has enos
resources in the intelligence and brains
of its working forces. I shall make use
of them when 1 am Mayor. I shall :
try to train employees for promotion
and I hope to secure the co-operation
of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Harvard University and other
Mediations to help develop these resources.

To Develop New Revenue
I shall study and develop new sources
of revenue, without hardship to the
taxpayer, to prepare for the demands ,
likely to be made by our national government for war purposes.
I shall make the elitymee effete a. epntral business office of the city provided
with an expert staff compete:el to keep
the Mayor in touch with the activities
for which he is responsible.
I shall NOT use the Mayor's office to
wm k off any personal grievances. 1
shall NOT advocate cutting of salaries among the school teachers. 1
shall NOT advocate cutting of salarlea •
of the police department. I shall NOT
advocate cutting of salaries of the fire
departMent All of these things were
attempted by tee Mayor, but fortunately
the School Board ,in the case of the
teachers; rohoe Commissioner O'Meara,
ill the case of the police department
and general public indignation in the
case of the fire department, all etood
in his way and interfered with this
FALSE ECONOMY.
Boston has decided to get rid of its
Mayor. They wish to know that the
Yer sell! net duplieate
his mistakes.
also wish to know
what the next Ma,yor of Boston intends
to do. Bluntly, let me say that I shall
try, all the time, to be absellitete net ,
THE Lamm with the people of

?,5? -

I

CORRECTS MAYOR

i.r

rs Sktiy,Cz_rley's Statement
on Their Records Characteristically Mendacious and Appeals
to Class Selfishness

Andrew J. Peters last night issued the
following etatement:
"Mayor Curley is again indulging in
his characteristically mendacious statements in reference to his record. and
mine. He says that he voted for and
I against the Spanish War Veterans'
G per cent preference bill. This Is
u n true.
"The bill which I voted against was
a bill to extend to veterans of the
Spanish war all the privileges and exemptions enjoyed by the aged veterans'
of the Civil war. Public opinion was
so strongly against it that it was
Will Equip Fire Department
By going over what he says, you will
abandoned
and no attempt was made
readily see how thoroughly inndequate
rtrvle,rt+ of
T shell equip tho (Ira
Lc; pans it after nee This objectionable
the Peters' programme would be, even if the city of Boston with the finest
equip'
bill was the one that Mayor Curly
he carried It out.
ment to be found in any city in the
voted for and I against.
I would like to reiterate some of the world, I shall try te reduce
tire losees
"The bill contnining the 6 per cent
things that I intend to accompltsh after through a stricter enforcement
of the exemption for
Spanish war veterans
I am Mayor. First of all, I want every laws. I shall conduct a
more rigid
waril never before ase- e
citizen to understand that I will do tire inspection in
- eigislature at
schoolhouses and oth- which
Mr. Curley and I were memeverything within the power of the
er puree: buildings.
bers.
Mayor to assist the national governI ehell make a survey of the entire
"It was introduced into the Legisment in the great task which it. faces physleal plant of
the city during the, !ature
of this year. James H. Devlin,
on the battle lines in Europe and in the first four months of my
admintstration
Jr., the legislative counsel for the city.
great war activities at home.
to detertnIne c.hatrupt!onfl in the way of
appeared
against the bill in behalf of
Atter 14 ye_rs or continuous service as departmental
efficiency.
the Mayor. This is the same bill
street commissioner previous to taking
that
I
traaIl
davelop
the
I:midget
'Totem the Mayor says he voted for.
up my duties as a member of Congress,
an'. secure wider publicity for
"Yet Mayor CurleY has the
hearinert
I feel that. I am better vorsea in tha
effrenteey
to ettenipt to distort the facts
setual needs of every section of the city '1 u. m5rI exninite of department wore.
in such
1! shall stop the tearing up
of Boston with tegai d to the :greets,
of streets, a way as to make one of his characceittralize
npplIcations far repair work
teristic appeals to class and
sewers, school locations, property valgroup
by public -service corporations
selfishness, appeals in which
and comues, etc., than all the othev candidates
he is
Irtelar,di
elliet...tsseetther. Oet ef that H eee.-e* ex-- pel Adherence to our neetenee=
each and all of them.

e
.
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order to do this we most have a
, who is able to co-operate and got results in Washington and on Beacon
. Hill.

sary to expend over $5,000,000 each year
on the city debt before a dollar can be
spent for the public welfare.
he large flutes confronting
the next Mayor of Boston will be the
Distrust of Administration
enforcement
of
the
constitutional
There is a. notable distrust of the ad- amendment permitting
cities to sell the
ministration of, my opponent both at the necessaries of life when the
emergency
national capitol and in the Massachu- ariset‘. I shall take swift and
immesetts Legislature today. I have been in- diate action on this
matter. The segretimately associated with the national gated budget which itemizes the exC
ir
vgi
administration
of Bostona tid II a
s uld
certainz
be
et at
penditures of the city is only in the
able to first stages of its development. The
.;,.
Mayor
A.('0
-operate fully with the authorities at people will know down to the last dolN% ashington in all matters affecting the 1,1 lar what they are getting for
their
welfare of the city
money in my administration.
"I am confident that my long public
tlf.••••"..1..4.-.....10„
;•;Aal;
rccom and
Canaidate for One Term
0cC1 will be able to give the city
"Every citizen must ask himself this
of Boston will assure the sympathetic I
question: 'Do you want eight years of
en-operation of the Massachusetts Leguriey control at City Hall?'
islature.
"The spirit of the charter is that one
"Now as to what I propose to do if
four-year
term is long enough for any
elected Mayor of Boston. In the first
man to exercise the great -i;.;..wers
place I am of the opinion thai. my
granted to the Mayor of Boston. I
record is an assurance to the people
that I will fulfil my promises. In jhis am a candidate for only one four-year
term.
campaign the only way which the pep"If I am elected I shall guarantee the
BY ANDREW J. PETERS
tile have to Judge of what a candidate is
people of Boston a sound, wide-awake,'
likely to do In the future is by his per- businesslike administration, performed
"Poston needs a Mayor who will di- formances in the past.
in good faith and with all the ability
rect all his efforts to real service,
which my long experience in public
Record of Broken Promises
hfeillay have given me."
rather than to buildinv
ComFinance
the
''My opponent tola
and political machine at City Hall.
mission that the idea of telling the ab"My idea is broaely expressed in solute truth in a campaign itivoWed
It bethe slogan which I have adopted in 'new decalogue of politics.'
hooves the people to remember this, as Says Mayor Only Wanted One
this campaign: 'A City for the Peo- well as to take into consideration the
Tc:-m and Asks Reasons for
pie.' If 1 am elected, the people of absolute failure of the pre....1t
tration to make good. It has been a
Present
Candidacy—Seeks Office
riOStor:
gei a square deal.
bethe
from
record of broken promises
ginning, when the Mayor in a solemn
to Effect improvements
statement made at his inauguration
NECESSARY TO GO AHEAD
At open-air railies in Fore' t IliIl
swore that he would not pay Ha po"There is plenty of roozn for construe- litical debts through the medium of the square, Roslindale and Hyde .'ark last
tive improvement In the administration !city treasury.
night, Congressman Tague spoke in
of every department.
i "One of the first things I shall do pa
as follows:
"To begin with, I shall appoint heads when elected Mayor, Is to establish a
"The present Mayor of Boston, seek"
of the city departments who know their municipal bureau for aiding our boys inc election four years
ago, told the
!n to who have gone to the war. I propose ricop,e that he wanted one term and
business. It shall be made td,
these men that their job is to run their to establish a system trivoireh which the that he 'would be ready to retire at ihO
departments with one singic, object in men who return from the front will be end of it. Now we find him asking for
view, service to the citizens of Boston. furnished with employment. F,very n.an
four more yeers at the head of the
, They will not be made subject to the will be given individual attention, and city's affairs, and it is incumbent upon
domination of a contractors ring as has I shall get together committees of citihim to give some extraordinary reabeen the case under the present ad- zens representing every industry to aid sons for his present candidacy.
ministration.
In the rehabilitation of these men.
"It should not be suffleisnt for the
"From tne highest to the lowest, every
voters of Boston to have the present
Central Purchasing Agency
city employee will be freed from poliMayor
say he has done his work well.
tical pressure and allowed to pursue his
"We cannot do too much for the boys ! even if that were so. The man who
duties unhampeeed. It is absolutely from Boston who are fighting the cause asks for eight years at tho head
the,
necessary if Boston Is to go ahead that of democracy. No man or woman in :rrr,-dr17
4L,
CitY like ours must
a city government operated for the ad- Boston with a rinn at tn.-. r,ont
have
unusual
and
really
substantial
vantsge of the few be wiped out and hi fear ror the protection of that son when reasons to advance, particularly in
substituted a government he returns.
, its place
view
of
the
fact
that
he
once
professed
"In accordance with the spirit of the himself content with one term,
which will listribute its advantages
equally among the citizens of Boston, times I shall"I have already
tiled more than
The weaknesses and inadequacy of the )democraey for the present City Hall enough nomination papers,
and they
administrative branches of the city go"- autocracy,
have been certified by the eiectIon
ernment during the past four years
"I will establish a central pnrchazink commissioners to place my name on
i must be evident to all of the citivens ;-4,-,,,acy for toe buying of supplies which the ballot as a candidate for Mayor.
! It :lair been a government of special will save the city thousands of dollars. I am seeking the office because I am
• privilege for the few who have beee
"I will give Boston good streets and confident I can effect many improvechosen to share in the benefits accruing remedy the disgraceful conditions which ments in the administration
of the city
from control of the expenditure of have existed for the past four years. affairs.
$15,000,010.
'rho playgrounds, parks, gymnasiums,
"My work In Congress for the imare notably run down today. I shall provement and development of BosCity Going Backward
see to it that new playgrounds are lo- ton's navy yascl to the point where to"The city has been going backward, cated where they will do good for the day there are more than 3•()C.r1 tneciaiinot forward, and the people cannot af- greatest number of people and that 1c erriploYerl, as
against only 1500 when
ford to have four years more of this sitce are tan purchased for the benefit I entered upon
my congressional dukind or suMnnisteation. The next four of those who wish to 'unload' their ties, my .efforts in
securing for postal.
Years will be a critical period for the property upon the city.
employees
better working conditions,
"I will encourage the development of
city of Boston. With our country
my record as Democratic leader in
plunged in a great war we must pro- I he suburbs with the construction of the Massachusetts
Legislature, during'
ceed with caution while at the same new sewers and streets wherever the which more
humanitarian legislation
tines reaiataining our municipal service building of new homes makes them de- was enacted than ever before
in the
sirable.
at the highest point of efficiency.
history of the State, are all working
"Boston has been designated ar one
to
bring
to
my
support
in
Pay-as-You-Go Policy
this camof the great ports of the country from
paign business men and working men
which supplies are to be shipped to
"One of the evils that needs correc- in such numbers thisretA ant
contlichtfut
I
maintain our own troops and the forces tion is the present system for the col- wiil win this
electichi.'
or our allies in the field. If Boston is lection of ashes and garbage
/ have been holoing rallies in all
I shall
to go ahead we must have as the chief give the people a service free from parts of the city this
week, speaking
executive a man who commends con- petty annoyance aii" fixner.:
ehich at least twi-se a day, and the receptions
ildence—the confidence of the State and will effectually protect the pub;:c. I have received
have been most &mattnational authorities
health.
tying. I am convinced that there is
"Should the war end :luring the next
"The fire departmen" will be motor- i an overwhelming sentiment aa
toe
four years atid the world resume its , ized. I pledge myself to the poy-an-yoli..
or the present tdayor.'tz,4
.„ troll. It will not be
normal activities, Boston must be kept I
neces-:
i-cittity. And in
.a the fe•refrent

PETERS TO
MAKE CITY

Says He Will Dtrerf
Efforts to
ReayiiQii
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It's called the New York Winter.
Garden "ball" and "dance" and whatnot. Call it what you please. It's
going to btt SOME NIGHT. That's
the \"hole story. It's going to be a
night that leaves heaps of pleasant
memories.

There'll he eomething doing every
minute—something well worth while
witnessing or joining in.
The chow girls will be conspicuous
.
They are all jolly belles, as sweet
13111,11[TY
and
companionable as could he, and all
true Boliemiatim, ready to give
others
e‘ good time.
It's a remarkable fact that most of
tin
them are even prettier off the
S
stage
I1
7 I ,s.,
tci'l./11)vB
i nug
rt:ti7
o
;
)(1)
0
fnvi;
ect:I'
s'
.crieletfre
°
11
:dJa
e6
:1,:jeorn.'lfiaa
et
aI
ar'aisof.
"f
1n
1'i nblke7:: than when they are seen romping
through
one
of
tine Winter Garden
time.
!may be the fatmous Winter Carden show scenes.
And thee ear he 9.'t
Company won't be here a year from demure and delightful es—well, just
try a nd see. They're all "PInOti felvow. The popular stars may be
shinin
elsewhere, The most remarkable lows," and they're mean to make this
beauty chorus ever sent forth from .n g - e ore-theIday party at the
Broadway may be scattered far and copley-Plaza ne
ednesday night
Dig tnlng
aide. There'# no telling what may
AMERICAN'S
Christmas
reshot E n
happen. •
That's the
sort,
!
of
girls
they
are-as warmAnd that is what will give the gala'
hearted as they are wi
affair on Thenksglving eve a
vnique
GOVERNOR AND MAYOR CgittiNG.
attractivenees.
That is wity everybody's going next
The fact that the affair is also to
Wednesday ipight. So many stage ce- be
given under society auspices won't
lebrities, artiste and beauties—comedians, dancers, singers and girls re- make it any more formal. Governor
McCall and Mayor Curley have acmarkable for their comeliness
and
sweetness--may not —be assembled, cepted invitations to occupy boxes.
The patronesses are:
again for .t tars.
Mrs. Curtis
Many peOple will
ttend eno gala ; Guild, Mrs. Ttoger Wolcott, Mrs. John
ea
tab'
stage
DO
Lowell, Mrs J. Murray Forbes, Mrs.
event just to see these
maitre is a Walter C. Baylies, Mrs. Wiliam A.
in private, so to speak
nost of stage favoritati.ot Boston at Brooks, Mre. Richard D. Sea -s, Mrs,
the present time, appearing- in nearly Frederick S Whitwell, Mrs. William
half a score of the best attractions of A. Gaston, airs. Lucius M. Sargent,
the season, and every company will Mrs. Horatio N. Slater, Mrs. Edward
.
represented in the brilliant gath- Andrews Clark, Mrs. R. Clipston Stur60
•
_
• _1
, gis, Ws. Urli:.:InS A. Ai-Ismer, Mrs. John
iiii
tiring or
,
T. Bottomley, Mrs. rsrilliarn Lindsey
A combination .hat can't be beat Plaza next Wednesday night.
and Mrs. Louis A. Frothingham. GAI'ET if FOR ALL.
—and that will be found in the big Some will go to see ,',e special en- The Back Bay has stamped its at,proval strongly upon this
New York Winter Garden dance tertainment to be given between the ; Biz Eve celebration, but itThanksgivwill be an
informal and more or less impromptu
and entertainment de luxe at the 'regular dances. Otners will be there !fete
nevertheles
s,
with
gneety
bubmerrymaki
general
ng
the
iii
to join
bling up all over it and with sweet
Copley-Plaza Hotel next .eSV.
with -their friends and acquaintances. '
kret.il
1
charity
appealing
to all'Boston to
will be gayety for all—for
day night, Thanksgiving Eve
take part In It and 'flake it a neverthose who go to join In the dancing
to-be-forgo
tten
night.
simply
j
look
to
It will be the gayest night and for those who go
on. There'll be opportunity for those .
Bostonians have ever seen,
devoted to the danee zo see the new
That's the promise made by the steps demonstrated by the most brilartists of the prefessional world.
stage folk—the stars and show girls Bent
There'll be opportunity for all, to
who will be there to entertain friends dance. Ballroom and cafe will be:
and admirers.
scenes of sparkling gayety.
• It's to be informal. Remember that.
The opportunity to help the Beaton
.AMERICAN'S Christmas Basket Fund Drop in any time. Come after the show
and enjoy the concert by Stewart's Bos!has aroused the heartiest enthusiam ton Band, one of the best musical or'of buth Lit,, :11.-I.gd rind tion1Ary, which ganizations in the city. Come 4atly or
Some sort
It doesn't matter.
'on this occaelon will co-operate In late.
going on all the time.
behalf of a great home philanthropy. of show will be
Come along the way you are. Bring
tut leave the matter of philanwith you. Nave tile
thropy aside for the moment. Look best time of your life—anti incidentally
at the affair entirely from the social lona a mule to eeewer teat t_mristinits
cheer Upon the poor families reached by
Firayopoint.
the AMERICAN'S Baske, Fund.
There has never before been any
The special show will be given tin
,
thing like this combination of osce der the direction of Eugene Howard,

t„Nu

AID 'BIG NIGHT

Winter Garden Ball at ConleyPlaza to Be Informal; Drop in
Any Time and Help Good Cause

Governor and Mayor Planning
to Attend Festivities; Special
Music on Brilliant Program

•

and omelet.
, levelers meeting together the popular New York Winter Garden
to give Boston a g00,1 time.
',star, who will appear himself in one
Years ago—almost 60 many year' I of the
special numbers; with his 1
ago that only the members of the
Massachusetts Historical Society can brother, Willie Howard, who is faremember much about it—there was mous as an eccentric comedian and ,
a brilliant stage ball in Boston in as art imitator. His imitatlen of Al ,
honor of Henry E. Dixey. I3ut that Jolson is perfectly wonderful. It is
,was almost exclusively a theatrical one of the big hits of "The Show ef
celebration.
Wonders," in which the Winter Oatj DON'T MISS TIIIS BIG NIGR'r.
den Company In now appearing at the
I •
;
The New
York
Winter Garden Shubert Theatre.
jubilation at the Copley-Plaza On
Adele Ardeley, Flora Lea, Mies PatThanksgiving eve will not only be
y O'Hearn, Lew Clayton, Sam White,
distinguished by the presence of the
Tom Lewis, Sidney Phillips, Edmond
stage favorites now in town—includ'Mulcahy, Edmund Makaliff and Ernest
hag scores of show girls comprising Hare will
represent the "Show of
the far-fumed beauty battalion of the
Winter Garden—but also society will i Wonders" in the 'special entertaingrace the occasion in full strength. . ment.
T'k
But don't' worry over the social
Clifton Webb the faritiAs dancer
It's gclitg to be an tutorside of It
and comedian of the "Love o' Mike"
mini effetr to which all will be welI company, at tile Wilbur Theatre, will
come.
appear in dancing numbers with GIcela
Godwin and Ituella Gear.
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CITY MULCTED ,5.
ON SEWER JOB

ETERS'S

PLANS TO KIEQEFFP PTHE BALLOT
11AIM
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No v. - '97 7
PROTEST oy
AO(
RECRUITI T

S ADD
COMMISSIONESR NAME TO LIST
PETERS'

"IrerniNartMeNwtrameniuruc
entering upon the last three weeks,
the
the election cOMing;DeC. 18, and
increasing.
is
feeling
of
intensity
Mayor Curley himself is insisting
that the, issue is "Curley or anti
night that
last
declared
and
Curley,"
"Peters is Zhe only other candidate."
:But there will be certainly four canagainst it.
didates on the ballot—Curley, Gallivan,
following
the
Supt. Dyer then offered
and Tent efor all four have now
the elecnominations by promotion; For the Gas- tiled sufficient si,onetor: ee with
tion commission.
ton district, Josephine A. Powers, to be
No Other Candidates Expected.
master from assistant master; for the
30
the ifia hour for filing only
With
Sheehan,
J.
Lawrence district, Thomas
hours away—Tuesday at 5 P. M.—it does
Martin
the
of
ster
mayroaster from sub-ma
not look as if there woald be more
district; for the Norcross district, Mary oralty candidates than tlie quartet above
R. Thomas, master fsoni first assistant named. James Gneal, the Socialist, had
director of the department of practice
but 641 names checked laot night, and
and training. The committee voted to
although he sent in GOO aSciitional ote
over.
nominations
lay the
in the day, all these, even !f certified,
the
Communication Read.
wofdd Still leave him far ;short of
3000.
from
required
received
was
on
A
communicati
Tague,
F.
Peter
Congressman
Neither George 0. Wood not Frank
Vernon A. Field, president of the Mas",
B. Howland, the so-called "Repualican
i speaking at open air rallies in Foreat
sachusetts Society of the Sons of the candidates. revarded as likely to ad Vie I
square, Rosilndale and Hyde Revoiution, asking the committee tu ex- • Curley cohorts, had flied a name at 5
! Park last night, said in part: •
tensively introduce time school republic o'clock yesterday.
M.
It will be another week-5 P.
! '"I'he present mayor of Boston, seek- system into the public schools of Boston.
Wednesday, Dee. 5, being the limit-ing election four years ago, told the .
A .communication from Wilson T. Gill before all chance for withdrawals is
people of Boston that he wanted one
contemptuous
fri end that he would be ready to asking iris appointment as director of I Past, and Mayor Curley's
remark about the issue being between
tire at the end of it. Now we find
hearAfter
the
also
read.
was
system
himself and Peters will be put to proof.
him asking' for four years more at the
fo r
But there is the best of evidence
head of the city's affairs, and it is n- ing Supt. Dyer in favor of the teaching
will
cumbent upon him to give some extraor- I of citizenship in the schools through are the belief that all four candidates been (
dinary reenons for his present candi- spirit of the teaching rather than by stick. Rumors of all sorts haveneat's !
launched
dacy.
any machine rneLlaod, the committee set afloat, stranded and
first one and then another.
concerning
the
two
communicalay
over
to
voted
Candidate's Public Record.
the latest being that Curley was ready
should not be sufficient for the tirm"'
The following newsboys wereciprir-iint- to give up the ship.
o
.
of
tr. lin VA +h.
o,tor
po,f
t,
r. thc
cngrn,,rno n G ni!1 van has every rerthat he will obtain a rousmayor say he has done hls work well, , board: Abraham Belt, ludge, Fleet Bog-, son to believe
distriet in
Mg Indorsement from his own
judge,
High
Kliger,
David
ton
school;
•
who
even .if that were so. The man
and Con- I
sir High; John O'Leary, judge, South Boston and Dorchester, bathe for
Bog
asks for eight years at the head of Biel Higii School of Commerce. Peter Chi- eressman Metre has shnilar
bailiwick,'
his
concerning
affairs of a great city like ours must carello was appointed clerk of the reasoning
Charlestown, East Boston and the North
have unusual and really substantial nea- board.
Congressman I
Supt. Dyer was authorized to make and West ends. Former
sons to advance, particularly in view of
poll a tremendous!
course
of
will
Peters
in
for
!instruction
elementary
provision
the fact that he once professed himself salesmanship for ninth grade pupils in I vote in what is now Congressman 'rink..
11th—which, alcontent with only one term. .
the Hancock district as part of the pre. ham's district—the old
laid out to be Republican, sent ;
"I am seeking the office of mayor vocational work for girls in that dis- though
Peters again and again to Washington.
trict.
because I am confident I can effect mane
Every orie of the trio is bound to re-'
Gertrude F. Chamberlain. in service
improvements in the adrninistration of
ceive
at least a respectable vote. Beyond
rewas
and
years
nine
20
for
months,
the city affairs. My work in Congress
that all is speculation at this stage in
of
on
$332.53.
a
tired
pension
development
and
improvement
for the
The following "re appointed to the the contest.
of Boston's navy yard to the point
When registration closes, Wednesday
where today there are more than 6000 advisory committee of the trade school
expected that there will be
it
night,
the
of
Williston
Dr.
,
Arthur
for
girls:
only
mechanics employed as against
the 115,000 male voters on the list as against
1500 when T entered upon my congres- Wentworth Institute, to serve for
31, 1918, and Mildred 111,133 four years ago, when the present
sional duties, my efforts in obtaining term ending Aug.,
Mrs. mayor received 43,262 votes against 31.for postai employes better working con- S. Barber C. Lothrop Higgins and
'
to serve for the term 522 for Thomas J. Keniiy.
ditions, my 'record as Democratic leader Butler Williston
The total vote WAS 0,823, or 72.85 per
in the Massachusetts Legislature, dur- ending Aug. 31, 1920.
The efITTIMit PA adopted Supt. Dyer's cent. of the registration. It Is net esing wideli toffee hinaositarlan Iegaia
the street com- pected that there will be any such perHon was enacted than ever before in recommendation that
be requested to accept Pleas- centage cast thr.:ie weeks from Tuesday,
the history af the state, are all working missioners
war has drafted
to bring to mg support in this campaign ant. avenue and Pleasant street and put mainly because the
thorisands.
business men and working men in such them in proper repair.
The tots] vote for Governor In the renumbers that I am confident I will win
Communications received from the
eleetion in Boston was 72,696.
this election.
Boston Teachers' Club asking salary in- cent, state
Figuring on the Vote.
"I have been holding rallies in all creases were placed on file.
Parts of the city this week, speaking at
Although the Tammany braves are
learef. twl,:e a day, and Us. reception T
working desperately tor the nia.yur, and
gratifybeen
most
, iire received have
interest is aroused by the snuitiplicity
ing,' I ani convinced that there is an
of candidates. It is unlikely that the vote
overwhelming sentiment against the rewill 111 IL much above 80,000, and, with
N 0V
election of the present mayor."
In a total all the campaign managers,
rapt the Curley manager, agree that
MUM
candidate polling ;ammo ought to win
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t'instituting his platform in his earn...ign . for mayor, which he announced
, night.
Peters platform is as follewe:
, e eite for the people
tmicIpal democracy in place of
.
i esent City Ball autocracy..
ez,ts—to the,
.. triter and - cleartee .•t,
eel value of the money contributed by
the people for those needs.
9—More olaygrounde. municipel buildinga, gyn.easinins and civic centres. located and cot ducted for the convenienee
poeeibli
and enloement of the greatest

number of people- 5- •Tmproveirent of public perks and a
li6erat extension of our playground ors.
, tem.
6—New streets and sewers wherever
them
multee
the building of new homes
.
necessary or desirable.
gaehage col-.
1 7-TA system of ;tables and
of
lection that will relieve householders
effect• annoyance and cxpenee and more
•
ually protect the public he-alien
all
8--A central pert-amain.); agency for
econcity departments In the interest of
omy and effleienem
de0—Prompt motorization or the fire
1.1w.t...; pertinent and establishment o;' e
mid
vhiee e
I int I garage, projects
the people better service for
expenditure.
pay-as-you10 —Rigid adherence to the
not be neee•••go Policy, so that It will
sary to expend earb year over $5.teike'.9"
on the city dell 1,,4.,rc ar
be spent for the public welfare.
11--Swift action, whenever eecestary.
under the new constitutional ameedment
sell Coed, coal end
permitting ities

1

i

to

the 1
l--An intelligent application of
jee
segregator' budget. so 'that the- people ,
for
,-;.sy kmov what they are getting
.
.
them money.
1::- -An absolutely square deal for all
they
city employes, which means that
shall'have the came political freedom
enjoyed by all other citizens, and be In
no danger of losing their jobs because
, of the exercise or expression of their
' politleal convictions.
14---An obeervance of the. spirit of the
charter that one tour-year term is loroz
enough for any man to exerelee the
great powers granted the mayoe of rco,..

ton,

.

15—Cordial co-operation with the state
and federal authorities In all war activities and in the effort to ph e Itostot; the •
commanding place it desem Ckl among the
!earth% ports of the WOrki.
I If—a sound, widea wake. buelnetieEh?
adroinietration of four years, guaranteed
by a record built upon honor, good faiiii
and efficiency—an administration in
which all citizens will be invited to peeteapate and take the benefits for thent•
selves.
ee Peters spoke yesterday afiernotm
' at two special meetings Iti Brighton.
mist evening he spoke si the leemen•!,
.ial:ce at Intereolonlal Itall, and he ale ,
eddreseed a meetirg of the Metrotiolitar.
Improvement Association at Fairvievt
hail, itoslindale.
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,
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len1 the question of recalling Mayor itn
ioma.
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"
at‘i wW1
inenrict.
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Curley. Nov. 2, 191b, a5,754 voters stood ended.
by him, while 47.396 marked then' bal- ""ahe days of aristocracies have long
lots to indicate that. toey had had enough Passed," he added, "and the lessons of
of him and wanted anew mayor. This the war show the need of binding ourlatter number was not enough, however, selves and to maintain the common
hec.ause. a majority of the total regis- cause the people must be devoted to tile
tered vote was required.
government, which also means the city.
The past week has been notable for Democracy gives much and it asks
four reports from the finance commis- much, too. You appreciate this as much
sion severely condemning Mayer Cur- as I do. You cannot get a good governley's administration, and alleging that ment unless you co-operate. I apprethe city's bondinge business has been ciate your help—that is indicated b3fl
1
turned over to a monopoly made up of your presence. I want to know every
i
Intimate friends of the mayor. Two one of you better. Your problems are
mayori
more reports are coming, dealing withl my rrohlems, and if I am elected
the mayor's relations with the Daly I must have the co-operation and under-1
Plumbing Supply Company and similar standing of the people of this city.!
The Boston Mayoralty campaign is matters.
Realize that we are frieuds. Don't pasts
entering upon the last.three WerltS,
The mayor will attend a dozen meet- me on 'the street or elsewhere without
am chief execu- •
the election coming rice, 18, and the ings iii various localities, today, includ- speaking to me, and if I
gatherings of city employes, but he tive of this great city the door of City
Intensity of reefing is increasing. ing
is reserving hls strength until after Hall shall always be open to you and
Mayor Curley himself Is insisting Thee ksgi v
my work will be open, too."
Mr.;
The Curley campaign management is Representative Wasserman said
,that the issue is "Curley or antirecord in Congress for the Jct.'s s
Peters's
Curley," and declared last night that worried by tho easy way in which the
Andrew S. Peters lieutenants are taking was a splendid one.
"Peters is the Only other eendidate." things, and worried also by the reports Mr. Peters left the hall before the
But there will be certainly tom can- that this Is but the calm before the proceedings were ended. Seated at the
didates on the ballot--Curley, Gallivan, storm, and that "something is coming" head table were Elias Saklad, Jerey
Peters and Tague—for all four have new efter Thanksgiving which will make the Friedman, Harris Poorvu, Arthur CoRatchkowsky, • Abraham
tiled sufficient signatures with the 4
!iirley crowd feel as though a cyclime hen, Max
t1011 COMITIISSi011.
Morse, Mark Lewis, Jacob Wasserman,
lied 5: ,•!!,-).. them.
Daela A. Barron,
aedberge
Ge
No Other Candidates Expected.
David H.
Satnuel IL Borofsky, Jacob Daniels. A.
With the last hour for filing only 311
NOV- L ,-- 171?•
Tittlebaum, Max rillan, Joseph Pasta
; hours away—Tuesday at 5 P. M.—it does
Berkman, Morris Brown,
Abraham
not look as if there would be more mayHenry A. Levenson and Herman Mintz,.
oralty candidates than the quartet above
named. James Oneal, the Socialist, had
'but 641 names checked last night, and
although he sent in 600 additional late
In the day, all these, even if .certified,
Congressman Maim carried his cam-would still leave him -far short of the
deign for the mayoralty into the old
required 3000.
eongressionel district of former Con—,
Neither George O. Wood nor Frank
eressman Andrew J. Peters last night1.
13. Howland, the so-called "Republican"
speaking at open rallies at Brighton and
candidates, regarded as likely to aid the
Harvard avenues, Allston; Market and
Curley cohorts, had filed a name at 6
Washington streets, Brighton, and
o'clock yesterday.
eoln and Market streets in the same
It will be
another week—p P. .M.
section. Ile had spoken at a noon rally
Wednesday, Dec. 5, being the limit—
et the Plant shoe factory. Jamaica
before all chance for withdravvals is
ten
Plain, in which he aemaniced
paet, and Mayor Curley's contemptuous
of city employee and their assessments
remark about the issue being between
for political purposes. In the evening
himself and Peters will be put to proof.
Ito emphasized the importance of muniBut there la the hest of evidence for
cloill economy and scored his epponents
the better that all feui eandidatco will
easesseang heavy expendaurce for
_ •
stick. Rumors of all sorts have been
extension's of parks and playgrounds,
set afloat stranded and launched again,
A clarion call to the oandidacy of the establishment of municipal publicity
concernine first one and then another, i
other "municipal luxuries."
the latest, being that Curley was ready Andrew .1. Peters for mayor ,was agencies and
"'Money for necessities, but none for
to give up the ship.
sounded last night at the Quincy luxuries' must -be the poll' of the next
Congressman Gallivan has every rea- House
at a meeting of the "Andrew mayor of Boston until the war is over,"
son to believe that he will obtain a rousCongressman Tague.
ing indorsement from his own district in ..f. Peters's Better Boston committee," said
"My opponents appear to believe 'that
South Boston and reoreheeteis and Cen- eempesed largely of Je.wiell citizens
into the hearts of the citiore:ism:in Tague has similar basis for !from the
wards of Boston. A per- zens of Boston is to promise it playreasoning concerning his
ground cm every ntreet corner, new and
charlestown, Bast Boston and the North manent organization was effected and elaborate park systems every seek and
:iml West ends. Former Congressman Representative Jacob Wasserman was the expenditure of large aunts of nsaney
Peters will of course poll, a tremendous chosen permanent
for a publicity department for ttie citar
chairman.
vote in what is now Congressman 'Mk_
11 ,- pla n or the organization is to
hold
hem's district—the old 11th—which, a-- ,
get-together
though laid out to be Republican, sent ,• e eleetion day: tomeetings from now
get out and hustle
Peters again and again to Washington.
It present a united front in the inEvery eve of the trio is bound to reof Mr. Peters when election day I
ceive at least a respectable,vote, Beyond
that all Is speculation at this stage in
Borofsky Presides.
the contest.
sainnel it, Borofsky, it lawyer and
When registration closes, Wednesday
night, it is expected that there will he former representative from ward IL
115,000 male voters on the list as against Presided, and, in calling the assemblage
111,533 four years ago, when the present it° order, said that
previous city adminmayor received 43.262 votes against 37,!latrations had forgotten the Jews after
522 or Thomas J. Kenny.
The total vote was 80,82a. or 72.Ra per election.
vent. of the registration. It is net ex- ' "Wei ask nothing, from air. i•eters but
pected that there will be any such per- :air treatment, and we know that we
centage cast three weeks from Tuesdaa• shall get. it," said the speaker. "We
mainly because the war has draftee ' eeint to be treated on an equality, so
teat men cf our race shall not be di:ft I oesanda.
against in tee future."
The total vote for Governor,in the re- ete:dilated
aim'. Peters was cordially EIVC(Pil*Cd on I
sent state election in Boston was 72,696. lila
entry to the batemet hall. ills ad•
Figuring on the Vote.
dress was brief. 110 said the charter
Although the Tammany braves are provides for 0. lion-partisan administtaworking desperately for the mayor, and Unit that means an admIniatration for
interest is aroused by the multiplighty everybody without limitations..
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. Into Peters's Distfict

/1.
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0
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S CURLEY
'
SRI
'PETERS REFUSES071111la iu
5101N1 DEBATE I MAYOR'S PROFIT ATTACKED BANK
ATTC1 TA!MAW

Tell Rep. Swig Charges Efforts by
Declines Rivals Challenge to Congressman Tague Will
Mayor to Ittire Tremont
Where His Money
Discuss Qua'ifications
Trust Company.
Comes from.
for Mayoralty.
SAME PLEDGE GALLI VAN JEW VOTE
ISSUES PUBLIC STATEMENT ASKS CURLEY TO DO
n,
Congressman James A. Galliva
Congressman Peter F. Tague Spoke I
\ ndrew J. Peters declines to enter
the promise of 95 per
with
hailed
iiosIun
East
iii
a scries of rallies
a
; Jnlo any joint debate with COne;reS9.- at
cent, of the Jewish vote at
! last night, and in reply to Major
the
at
night
Man Peter F. Tague, or anybody else,
last
rally
d.
thronge
i
• Curley's challenge to tell where the
Swig,1
over riVai qint:ideat!OttE for the
home of Representative Simon
money came from which is financing!
ty.
•
mayoral
, Roxbury, led. an
avenue
dt
Humbol
make!
to
the Tague campaign, offered
his
Mr. Peters has reefAved no trace or 11
attack upon Mayor 'Curley and
a 'sworn statement if the mayor will
box containing bottles of freshmfl
tration.
hi
winithis
which wr:s stolen in iranait frbm
reciprocate by a sworn statement.
To supplement the attack of the confarm in Dover to his home in Jrtmal..e, to "the profits he received ':rom priadhas
he
which
gressman, who again demanded explanPlain, and concernhw
f
enhas
vate enterprises in which lie
vertised.
ation of where the money for the
Last Aveek the Thane campaign com- gaged since becoming mayor." The ,
way mansion came from, was
Jamaica
is
mittee made the allegation that he
congressman said, in part:
wi"
by Representative Swig that
charge
a
r..sidint of Dover, told that Plans
'"Although the law does not eequire
oi
the mayor has made insidious efforts to
beinp made to photograph a box
of
n
returns
Pxof
campaig
making
the
ieEli•hottlea to substantiate the charge. nenditures until the campaign Is over, ruin the bank of wIM•rt ho is presilie has a
on! dent—the Tremont Trust Company.
Mr. Petrrs exnlains that while
s I stand ready to waive the protecti
amomer resideure in Dover, he consider
of the law and to make public, under
famhis
which
holise
More Than 1000 Attend.
I have
the damalca Plain
ons his oath. Just where I got every cent
ily have'owned. for three generati
and to
meeting, held in the garage of
'The
fight
ty
mayoral
in
my
spent
homestead and his voting residence.
tative Swig's home, was atit.
E
gave
whom
Represen
Congrtaisman Gallivan yesterday harped
a
issued
more than 1000 citizens of the
Tell.
,
by
he
Should
tended
Mayor
Thinks
on the same theme when
to enucondition I would impose neighborhood. Hundreds of others were,
atateimmt calling on Mr. Peters
only
"The
Jamaica
within the building.
merit: the clothes he keeps at
his golf Is that. the present mayor agree to take unable to find room
Mein, and whether be keeps
Congressman Gallisaid
day,"
g
"Yester
regardin
ce
confiden
his
,there.
the
into
public
eanes and swaggerAtieks
statelecture on fire prea
g
at
ng
followin
,
"speaki
I
van.
ures.
the
Ms own receipts and expendit
Mr. Peters .made
how / vention which was merely a disguise
people
ment !est night:
the
tell
to
to
him
agree
want
misunderstand
audience for
"I trust no x;oter will
of his cainpalan fund earns reern to get Cur:cy before
e to the ques- much
Eat.I he was going .
my Position with refeeenc
the profits he received from private en- political purposes, he where I got the
for
es
candidat
tions which various
since• to compel me to tell
regard to tel•priaes in which he has engaged
money to carry on this contest. / tell
mayor are •asking Inc. or in
becoming mayor of the city.
their ehallenges for joint debates,
fran'tly him openly and publicly that cvery cent
public
the
to
tell
him
"I
want
n
eampsig
"1 sin conemeting my own
am spending -ar will spend in this
do how much of it came out of the motalla light
is the voluntary contribution of
according to my own notims. and
and off the backs of the children of city •
clamors
by
divoixd
be
to
friends in every section of the city, and
not propose
people
the
tell
to
Linl
want
I
s
employer
I be.1'011)
1
that I will make a proper legal return
nr
'sick how much of it was planned for by him for every dollar received and expended.
lieve that the people ‘a. Dos,en are
the salaries of city emraised
Ile
when
"sailboat
and
and tired or the self-praise
Retorts on the Mayor.
ployes several months ago, and if at that
.
with which they are being satiated
time be made the mental reservation
ralmy
ask Mayor Curley where he is
comes
now
"I
time
proper
the
"When
of that the increases would come back to
lies -will be announced and no friend
campaiza fund getting the money to carry on his fight
of
a
form
the
in
him
anto
tail
need fear that 1 win
for mayor. As he insists on delving ,
d to , later.
swer any proper questions addresse
it only
or
Clear.
i”te ^-••• ^-^-cr.::: affair:,
leaatin
nce
Conscie
gise.
to
fall
Tague's
I
will
me. Nor
.....
1..
into
the. 4'.4.1, *I... 1.
"I have no menial reservations re- fair to review his record. Ile came
garding my campaign funds or my City Hall a poor man. He publicly
the next mayor ef Boston.
n
"The voters want from their mayor means of earning a living. 1 have been
not engaged in legittmate business enter- stated that as a result of his campaig
for the next four years results and
he was heavily in debt. The salary of
for
earning
deeds.;
been
calls
have
I
life.
time
my
all
'present
prises
The
talk.
wel
not words. Joint debates between can- may money by hard work for the past 22 mayor is only $10,000 a year, yet
(Mates for mayor have always in the years, during all of which time the, find him purchasing in February, 1915,
past proved of no value and have gener- present mayor of Boston has been at- an expensive building site in the hithself- tached continuously to a public pay roll. erto exclusive Jamaleaway district."
ally degenerated into rivalry in
public,
Iteere:;cutative i'Vzi deciared that tile
praise between the participating candi- j "Neither during my service in
mayor, after starting false rumora
I office nor during my private citizendates.
a about the Tremont Trust Company, some
"I am talking every day with citizens ship have I ever been in the employ of
I of which he managed to get to the
from all parts of Boston, and I must public service corporation, nor have
could attention of the state bank commissionsay that the Atuation for my candidacy engaged in any-,enterprise which
faithin
the
ers, had tried to injure it last week by
is everywhere 1.*eie- gratifying. My fel- In any *ay embefaass me
withdrawing large elty depoeits.
low citizens are clever enough to un- ful performance of Piddle duty."
of
Dr. Nathan A. Finkelstein presided.
derstand the reason for the torrent
Dr. Charles
were
Other speakers
words my opponents are putting out.
Fleischer and Samuel Goodman,
The old adage of whistling to keep
their courage up quite fits the sailsHon."
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TA CUE CHALLENGES
PETERS TO DEBATE

-/9/?

the, enaetment of legislation ta
MILK-CAN THIEVES
their favor, while I voted for the bill.”
The mayor read a circular letter which
As apaciars from an
advertisement • the Trithountain Garrison, Army and
Navy Union bas sent out urging voter
j4jite 1- aMiii.1 l.aa WY:ifilg, Borne Pc
for him anti praizin&..1:4; nctie.e fr entine•!
son or persons have stolen a 'In favor ot the' G per cent. preference'
tamer of 'bottles of fresh uailk be- bill-In 1902.
Mayor 0urley, during the evening.
le:easing to _Andrew J. Valteas., candidate for mayor. Mr. Peters keeps a also addressed the menthe;rs of the Boston ‘.ity government .of 1585 and 1887 at
cow at his farm in Dover and every Y wing's Hotel, the reunion of St. PhIllo's
day has the milk sent in Ka eapress parish. Intercolonial Hall, Dudley street
for the use of his family of four ilie Taxi-Service Benevolent Assedation
at Paul Revere Ball, Cathedral
children at his home in .Jamaica tnil
Voimg Men's Club FP1/11 / on at ConvenPlain. For this purpoec some time Hen Bell,. St. Botolph street, and
thot
rtip he purchased three containers, nunial ball ,of the Great Atlantie
one coeling in fell of fresh milk Paelfte Benevolent Association at IfIber.,!p!, IN11. Dudley street.
every morning, one returning empty
each day to Dover and one for emergency use in case of delays in transit.
It appears from statements of managers of opposing candidates on Saturday that the thief or thieves have.
taken a photograph of the stolen container. Their purpose seems to be to
try to show that the container returning to Dover for a fresh supply
of milk is evidence that 11r. Peters
does not litre, where he really does,
NOV -t4
near the Forest Hills station, in the
AND
CURLEY
house that his family has occupied MAYOR
THE ELEVATED
for three generations. This effort .
certainly adds to the gaiety of the
When Mayor Curley tales of havcampaign, although it 'is doubtful
the Elevated, he
whether the thieves will ever appear ing Boston take over
partiality for any
in public with photographs of the merely displays lds
form of demagogism, however far
stolen container.
practical possibiliIt will be remembered that some from the range of
knows very well
six years ago, James M. Curley took , ties it may be. He
that the Elevated operates in many
occasion in a speoeh at the Franklin
outside of Boston,
schoolhouse to characterize his op- cities and towns
municipalities must
these
and
that
ponents as milk-can thievca and floorhave something to say in the matter.
mat robbers. In this campaign it is
propose, for examevident that the milk-can thieves are Bees his honor
shall take over the
Boston
that
ple.
opposing Andrew J. Peters. May it
be respectfully euggeatcd to Mr. Cambridge subway?
The fact is that the eresent prob; Peters that a chain on his doorr eaa,
i
Elevated is not chiefly a
may be the next necessary develop., lem of the
relates to Boston at all.
that
problem
ment as the campaign progresses:)
The pressure upon its service and
the difficulty of maintaining the fivecent fare have both been caused by the
CURLEY RAPS PETERS FOR
tremendous growth of traffic in the
VOTE ON VETERANS' BILL eaetennolitan area outside of Boston:
As matters now etand, a hoe, amount
of the Elevated's long-haul traffic is
being carried at a loos, thus creating '
a situation which is both uneconomic
and unjust. The problem is one for
adjustment by the state authorities,
Curlei itttael,ed Andrew J. and no one can for a moment imagr
il o S vote against the, hipaidsb
ase that the commonwealth will per,-,ieranst prefer,we MI1 in the Massa„ .hasetts T.ogislature. irt an address be- mit any siagle municipality to eae
for. the Italian Citizens' Club of Rox- public service which operates in a
io.ry inst right, at 1492. Columbus ave- score of others. If the Elevated ever
Iola The mayor said. in part:
passes into public hands, which is
"I was amused when I read,in the
newspapers the heartfelt expression of altogether unlikely, Mayor Curley
sympathy for the soldier boys by Mr. may—rest assured that it will be a
Peters, because It was so strikingly in
matter of state and not municipal
ooni 'a at, with the real expression of Ida
feelings which he bad when a member ownership.
Not a few bolsheviki proposals
of the hegislatere in 1902 in voting on
i,e ;;eanish Vi'ar Vetc,-ans' preference
have emanated from him during the
bill. if his sympathy is genuine now, past f w months. Municipal ownerT urn glad that he entered the mayoral; ,a,ataat, which doebtless is respellship of the Elevated, so far as its
Able ,for the change of hear, toward
wisdom and feasibility are conbcroes of he hoer.
tl
cerned, is merela on a par with the
' -The Spanish \‘',.r Veterans' Preferfutaistnffe held
(11P0 1111 provided for an allowanee of proposed raid on all
5 rel. cent in the civil service rating-6 In storage warehouses. But. Boston's
nifires i n the resourceful mayor Is still a lap or
to the boys who made
war of 1S9R, and Mr. Peters anti I were
behind Lenin° and Trotzky. He
bolh inemlqira of the Legislature in 1902 t ;vo
has not yet advocated the free distrai
whop that measure eanwi on. Mr.
dr
paters's attitude toward the hoyz then
belle% of land to the landless.
waft abundantly shown by him .stoea
againsi

Offers to Discuss Respective.
Records and Qualifications iu
Public.

I

Declares He Opposed' Legislation
to Give Preference to Spanish
War Soldiers.

AN11•11001a1.1.•••••••.r--

•

Congressman Peter F. Tague last night
made public a letter sent by him_to
Andrew J. Peters, one of Tague's opponents for the office of mayor, in which
he challenges Peters to a public debate
of their records, qualifications and
elaims.
"I believe," wrote Tae.ue. "your standards of honesty and integrity are just.
:4s, high as 11.y own, bid the position
we both seek is one that ,- -T-.q1::r In
altion to an honest and faithful administration, a keen, intelligent conception
of the demands as well its the requirements of the great cosmopolitan people
we are expected to represent.
"Let the people bear us in joint discussion on this subject and they can
satisfied in choosing between
then
us, I ii ill discuss your record of
:ich'• vets( nts and you may discuss mine.
I
II.gree with yeu that the present
Boston :a not a formidable
andidate and cannot be reelected, so
;at least we will start in accord on..ios
ipoint."
ii

THE CITY ELECTION
The authors of the new charter,
which is a nearly ideal municipal instrument, have not in either of the
contests under it been able to elect
They
the man of their choice.
tailed to elect Storrow in the first
instance, and failed to elect Kenny
in the second. 'ilia ameerienee
neither discredits tlasia or tho charter. The Democratic party in the
nation kept on nominating presidential candidates from 1860 to 1884
without striking fire.
We believe that the time has now
come in our municipal affairs when
the friends and sympathizers and
audtur. of ilea present charter will
have an opportunity to snow lite
world what the right kind of a mayor
can do under it, for we believe Dec.
18 will elect that kind of e mayor.
Eserything is ripe for an elerturn.
The stars in their courses seem
fighting for redemption of Boston.
%cue a:apart:lea thing for the voters
of this city to realize is that they
have this year a real opportunity of
electing a real man and a real mayor.
,Eitorrow narrowly missed success.
Kenny would have 'Woo four years
ago had the Republican suburbs only
come out in force for him. This year
the Good Government Association'
and similar bodies will be able to
agree on somebody whom every element in the community. Republican
and Democratic and independent,
auburban and down-town, with real
aride in civic decency, can support.
Such it candidate cannot fail to wile
The important thing for the voter
to do is to mark Dec. 18 as a day
'with a duty, and to see that hello'
• .
then on hand to perform It.
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RACERS
JOCKEY FOR POSITIONS
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MILK-CAN THIEVES

A

Peters, Tague, Curley and Gallivan Playing for
Spotlight as One of Two Headliners in
Cmtestnv 26 1917

•

The four principal camlidati,s for may- that he W., S in conference with a. Promor are now jockc:,:nr.7 fer position, each inent attorney, a supporter of Gaiivian,
the Qotnry !loose last night.
with Die idea of '•stablishing hionelf
the nubile
as one of the two lead
Ing candidates.
Ma.v..ir Curley and Congressmen Galt!
vat: arid Tague each insist tha. the reat
contest is beieweti hint and Andrew .1
4
Feters.• Their altitipde is tacit
a
lot: that Peters is now one of the t"."
leading condldate•-i. Peters has so let
etinfined his campaign tire to attack.' 'it
:urley •
. Peters today Indicated that he would
reittoi, to accept the challenge of Con
gressinao Tague to a joint debate. Ito
refused to eomment on the questions
asked him by Congressman Gallivan in Are Among Most LiherAi Cona political advertisement,. Intimating
tributors to Peters's
that he did not consider the questions
worth answering. In reply to Mayor
Curley's charge that Gallivan and Tague
Campaign, He Says.
are in the contest. to aid Peters, the latter said, "Mr. Tague and Mr. Cillivan
vrtir g 4,"41.
can best answer that on"."
"Money sharks, who Wore the owners
May Remain Mystery.
of basement tenemaots, which I drove
The mystery of the lost milk container I out of existence, are among
the most
used to carry milk from Peters'a farm liberal contributors to
the Good Goyhi Dover to his home at Forest Hills eminent Assoilation,
which is supportmay remain it mystery. 6,, lat,•r,,.v. fop, Mr Peters,"
saint Mayor Curley at a
when Joseph Kane, private secretary to meeting
of Hebrew citizens
Co.lg.__ ,an Tague, announeed that
mut Theatre, Grove Hall, yesterday.
:. protest would be made, against i'etta-e's
11,4„.6,. c•"sie y referred
Caustically to
candidacyon the ground that he is a
members of wealthy families, who are
rciddent of Dover. not of Boston, he said "posing_ as
reformers desirous of better •
that one of the "exhibits" would be a
)nd!flonp nf the city,"
lug c,calling them
milk call sent every day from a Boston
"money sharks" and "usurers." lie demilk laboratory to "Andrew J. Peters, Oared
that these men belonged to
Dover. Mass."
This morning, in a newspaper, there Poe old-fashioned' American families to
was an advertisement headed "Stolen," be traced back for generations.
He referred to his investigation of
signed by Mr. Peters and asserting that
a box containing bottit., of milk had "money sharks," stating that he found
been stolen while 00 the way front in (ho
soil men who
wnre in their grans.
Dover in Forest Hills,
Mr. Peters said that he has not reSpeaking of the owners of the banned
norted the matter to the police. but that basement tenements, Mayor Curley said,,
the express company responsible for the In part:
lx is investigating.
"In the sections of the city where the
poorer (daps the they had the so-called
May Drop Charge.
basement tenements—places where peoThe "Dover charge" may be dropped ple lived below the level
of the street,
altogether as far as Congressman Tague where the sunlight never penetrated for
a
depth
of
more
than
two or three feet.
; is concerned, as he announced In his
"I have often
when I men
challenge to refers that he is willing to these men posing wondered
as
reformers
desirous
waive any "technicality" and assume of bettering conditions
of
the
city, what ,
that Pete:s is a genuine resident of Bos- would be the state of
their minds and
ton. Congressman Gallivan, however, hearts :6'
the freokte,,.
is using the "Dover charge" in his cam- of the undert4tkerg wagon
bricked up
paign.
against the door of
basement teneThe latest. word heard in connection ments and witnessedtheir
the
removal of the
with the elusive John F. Fitzgerald is tiny emaciated forms that.
became Ilfethat the Gallivan men are making stren- teas because of the ‘vretched
conditions
uous efforts to Obtain his support, and in these unnatural, eaVellke
habitations." .

riey Charges
4
Clarks'
r A
Backing G•u•ti•.

i
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As appeara from an advei-tisement
in the Herald this morning, some person or persons have stolen a coutainer of 'bottles of fresh milk belonging to Andrew J. Peters, candidate for mayor. Mr. Peters keeps a
cow at his farm in Dover and every
day has the milk sent in by express
for the use of his family of four :
children
his home in Jr,malca
Plain. For this purpose some time
ago he purehased three containers,
one coming in full of fresh milk
every morning, 01)0 returning empty
each day to Dover and one for emergency use'in case of delays In transit_
ft annears,frotaistaWnents of managers of opposisegvandidatoo on Saturday that. the thief or thieves have
taken a photograph of the stolen container. Their purpose seems to be to
try to E.pow that the container returning to Dover for a fresh supply
of mill,
. Is evidence that Mr. Peters
does nut live, where he really does,
near the Forest. Hills station, in the
bow that his family has occupied
for" three generations. This effott
certainly adds to the gaiety of the
campaign, althougn it. is doubtful
whether the thieves will ever appear
in public with photographs of the
stolen container.
It will be remenahered that some
six years ago, James M. Curley took
occasion in a speech at the Franklin
schoolhouse to characterize his opponents as milk-can thieves and doormat robbers. In this campaign it It
evident that the milk-can thieves are
opposing Andrew .T. Peters. May It
he respectfully suggested to Mr.
Peters that a chain tat :Ito d'.
- .=,,nt
may be the next necessary developA PI the campaign progresses?
14 0 ‘,/ -

/

Civilians Give up
tg.$oldiers
1:11;
Mayor Curley gave his ulster to
an overcoatless soldier who was
110 addressed at
•
the recruiting station on the Common this noon. Following the
mayor's example, another citizen
likewise divested himself of an
overcoat for the benefit of another
coat Tess man in khaki.
The mayor, accompanist'. by
Gen. Joseph E. Johnston, of the
department of New England, delivered an address. Gen. Johns-ton uolFed If any of the soldiers
lacked overcoats, and two cane;
forward. The mayor and the unknown philanthropist, gave up
their coats.

?

?Nlayor Carley was no congressional slacker. How bravely
he held on to the dual.position of congressman andcity councilman until reports came from Washington of plans to separate
him front one joIL

Nov., !.; it,)17
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REGISTRATION IN
BOSTON IS CLOSING
,

Wednesday Is Last Day for
Qualifying for Vote in the
Municipal Election--Interest
in School Board Contest

•

With a Mayor, three members of the
City Council and two members of the
'Public School Committee to be elected
in Boston this year the duly of every
citizen to register is being urged by
the candidates and their helpers. It
is believed that the registration of men
will 'approach 115,000 and that of
women to nearly 12,000. The interest
in the School Committee contest is
daily gaining, and women are registering in increasing numbers. Election
is three weeks from tomorrow, but
registration will close 10 o'clock Wednesday night.
The election commission office on
the first floor of the City Hall Annex
Is open for registration of voters from
9 in the morning until 10 et night today, tomorrow and on Wednesday. It
Is also possible to register in the
places in central locations in edeli ef
the 26 wards of the city today, tomorrow and Wednesday from 3 in the
at night.
afternoon until
Joseph Lee and William S. Kenny,
Public School Association candidates
for the School Committee, filed large
nerninetior
numbers of names Oil
papers Saturday night.
Coneressman Peter F. Tague last
night challenged Annrew J. Peitire to
asjuint debate on the mayoralty stump.
Mr. Tague Wrote to Mr. Peters :
'I believe' your standards of honesty
lend integrity are just as high as my
own, but the position we both seek is
one that requires in addition to an
honest and faithful administration, a
keen, intelligent conception of the demands as well as the requirements of
the great cosmopolitan people we are
expected to represent.
"Let the people hear us in jolut discussion on this subject and, they can
then be satisfied in choosing between
us. I will discuss your record of
achievements and you may discuss
mine. I will agree with you that the
Present Mayor or Boston is not a formidable candidate and cannot be reelected, so at least we will start in
acco..a CO en, point."
As evidence that .bey eepect te me
the 3300 certified signatures necessary
to secure a place for Mayor on the
official ballot the campaign committee
of the Socialist Party in Boston is
announcing meetings for James Oneal,
the Socialist candid:de for Mayor. SiK
meetings are scheduled as follows:
Toaight, East Boston, Central Square;
Tuesday night. Matta.pan Square;
Wednesday night. Codman Square,
Dorchester; Thiirscigy night, Bosvdoin
Blest HUI
Square; Frit:4y
A.aenue and Lawrepee., Roxbury; sat.urrlav !starlit. Pemberton Square.'
,

Ne)v- an,

bRENIN AGE SYSTEM
WORK IS CRITICIZED
,

REGISTRATION FOR
MAYORALTY ENDING

Methods of DeOartment oi Pub- Last Opportunity for Getting
lic Works Are Said to Be
Name on Voting List for the !
Faulty and Inadequate
Municipal Election in December Comes This Evening
In a report made public this morning the Boston Finance Commission
tells Mayor Curley that methods emWith registration of voters for the.
ploytel tYy the Department of Public coming municipal ale,:tion closing at 10
Works in attending to the catch Istscins o'clock tonight and the time for filing :
of the city's surface drainage system nomination papers at 5 o'clock last !
are faulty, inadequate and misleading; evening, the contest in Boston for the!
that basins have been reported as places of Mayor, City Councilman and!
cleaned when in fact they have not School Committeeman is beginning to
been touched, and that lastly an ex- assume final form. Andrew J. Peters,
cess number of inspectors are em- James M. Curley, Peter F. Tague and ,
ployed to supervise the contracts for James A. Gallivan are undisputed cart-i
cleaning catch basins. The report • didates for the mayoralty. James
says: "The consoltine engineer of the Oneal. Socialist, and Frank B.
!and, !seminal Republican, may have
Finance Commission estimates that a filed the names of *enough petitiouei
'day's work for,each inspector seems to to insure them places on the .official
consist in Inspecting from three to five ballots The Board of Election Cornbasins, and that not more than one ,missionees have from now until the
hour's actual work per day is re- !evening of Dec. 3 in which to complete
quired of each inspector."
their inspection and certification oft
The report of the commission is the nomination papers before them.
made from a report submitted to it
It is believed that there will be nine
by its consulting engineer, Gila C. candidates for the City Council: John
Emerson, who has investigated the J. Cassidy, Thomas IP. Coffey, Alfred
carrying out of the contract by Mark E. Wellington, Joseph J. Leonard, PatH. Lynch. The engineer reported thai. rick B. Carr, _Albert *Hurwitz. Herlry
many measurements of the work sup- E. Hagan, Daniel W. Lane and James
.
posed to be done were incorrect and T. Moriarty.
hence without value for records.
For the School Committee there are
As a result of the report of the con- four candidates: Joseph Lee and Wilsulting engineer the Finance Commis- liam S. Kenny, indorsed by the Public
seem Teeneee the following recommen- School Association; and Michael H.
dations to Mayor Curley and the De..tild Iliebard J. Lane, inpartment of Public Works':
dorsed by Mayor Curley's political
"That eentreeta he made on a cubic "machine."
ner basin
yt d' basis, rather th
Sneciai eifuri. ie Laing made today to
basis, as is the method at the present register all women resident. ei' L'eeten
time. (The cubic yard method ie de- who are not registered. It is amen-clared to be the fairest to both con- ally believed that the women -hold the
tracting parties as it offers an Incen- balance of pmer in the present schtoai
tive to the contractor to select for election in which the supremacy of,
cleaning the basins containing the the church or the Stete in the schools,
greatest amount of dirt.)
is an issue. For weeks the Roman
"That the number of inspectors be Catholics have been making a housereduced to two.
to-house canvass of communicants.
"That competent inspectors is! em- Suffrage organizations are working
ployed end their certificates eiecked hard to get the women registered but
by some member of the district engin- remain strictly
nonpartisan. "• Ineering force.
dividuals, however, aroused by the atstatismeasurements
for
"That all
tempt of the Roman Catholic Chun*"
tical purposes be accurately made by to get, possession of the schools; are
the engineering force.
working openly to combat it. Clubs '
"That the report of the consulting and Protestant churches are wens
engineer be referred to the corpora- the women to register and vote intels
tion counsel for such action as is ligently, according to their conViCe
orf lions, after making a careful inveette
,
f
,ea
cn
t clththeatinX sthe
necessary
ti.ti
itr6pir
e
‘si
further gatesn into the situation. Some
tv yi
the saro
urge, payments be made on tne semis aet that iiii du tlicir enert to tree ihus.
advice
of
except
on
of Mark H. Lynch,
schools from ecclesiastical domtnaumy
the Law Department."
Andrew J. Peters, who, it is said,
Mayor Curley declares the report of will soon seceive the indorsement of
the Finance Commission is issued at the Good Government Association, 'ask:
iC
this time because a mayoralty cam- night proved that he had net voted eg,
paign is in progress. He makes public the Spanish War veteran's preferendiel
a report from Edward F. Murphy, bill and that Mayor Curley, who eat.
eommissioner of public works. in Mr. Peters had voted against the b,41::!•
which he says the commission's stateand Mr. Curley for it, was not a nass
ment contains many misstatements,
her of the Legislature when the bull
misleading decle:ations and inacwas before the lawmakers. Mr. Petit*:
curacies.
was not in the Leg,telaturessetthere-

- 9`( 7
Vbad that he voted against

•

House. He 'told of the work et his I actually *rite. The spclithg Of Boston,
tha bill to extend to SpanisI War vet- administration foreporehester. nom- childrenlsas been shown by actual tegti
sans all the privileges and exemp- ising the early eânIc.lion of the S,avin to be 20 per cent !elither than the
tions enjoyed by the Civil War vet- Hill playground and bathing beach. American staalard,"
OT/1113, and that Mr. Curley voted for It He told of the leaking of Me Ida Park
To the Massachusetts Civic League
This measure was so opposed by pub- at an outlay of lf.1e0,900, and of the Mr. Lee told of some of the work that
lie opinion as to be dropped, Mr. Pet- contracts f improving Tenean 13each is being done for the soldiers by the
ers stated.
at an evil; ated expenditure of $175,- National Commission of Training
Camp Activities, of which he is the
Mr. Peters also disposed of state- 000.
ments that he was a citizen of Dover,
eandway development," said head, showing the connection between
"The
Mass., when he said that he was born ' he, "has been necessarily retarded ! It and the playground activities ot the
;
in the house in which he now resides some time by ihe action of the Federal school.
"it seems a long cry," said Mr. Lee,
in Forest Hills, and that he has al- Government in commardeering the
ard 22, , dredges engagsai in the filling of the "from the day in 1899 when the Civic
ways voted in precinct 8,
Boston..
new Columbus Pare,. but this great ha- t League took charge of a playground
royement probable will be completed in North End Park, from 1901 when it
The Columbus Republican Club of
secured the playground in connection
Suffolk County last night indorsed the not later than Jun.. 1, 1910.
candidacy of Mr. Peters for Mayor of
Nomination papers for Mr. Howland with the Washingtou School, and even ,
Boeton, and the Columbus Republican were filed shortly before 5 o'clock. from 1907 when it secured from thel
consitlerathe Legislature an annual approprlatiOfl
Club of East Boston indorsed Mr. Te.S1- ' At the time there was
')xciternent on account of the conten- ,sneethe-Boston School Committee playlington for the City Council.
nn
In a speech yesterday Mr. Peters ition of some that it was after 5 I grounds, and 190S When
said: "Ws should do away with the old o'clock when the papers, said to cons ;its successful Campaign for a .Playdiscredited system of graft, favoritism, tain 7,000 signatures, were filed with ground referendum in cities and towne
commissioners. - The throughout the State, down to this
inefficiency and mismanagement," he the election
continued, "and, we should substitute commissioners, however, were sat's- greatest recognition of the movsnnent
for ti a system of upright .flealing with fled that the action was legal. The of Which it has been a pioneer. le la'
the people; a system bassed on merit, first papers were tiled at 4:45 p. rn.
"Our next ttaiik is to be a. general
not favoritism; a system where com- by William T. Conway, and before the i statutory recognition of the value of
petent men are put in charge of the time had passed the remainder were I play as an essential part of education.
city's work and the people's money, in the hands of the commissioners. A .: Whether we secure, that result thie
raised by taxation, is judiciously and disturbance, caused, it is 'said, by ' year or not, it cannot now be long
wisely spent for the benefit of the Thomas J. Giblin, former Representa- delayed. Already the mass of the peocitizens at home and not wasted in cor- tive, was quieted when the police were pie are convinced that a child is no
being fully tied
rupt and injudicious contracts srith fa called in.
i• worse a scholar for
eseetae s ed yin:nicest leaders."
•
; exuberen;.iy in command of his perI
eon nor a worse citizen for being tit
"%el, £
n
Former Mayor John F. Fitzgeraiu
ollt1CS
to aefand his country in time of War."
last night issued a statement declaring
_
that he is unalterably opposed to the
re-election of lames M. Curley as Joseph Lee, Candidate for Boston
Committee, Would Separate Them PlI_GRIM PUBLICITY
mayor. The former mayor Bahl: "To
,
%
think that I can under ariy condition
Protection of the schools from poadvocate another feur -years of Mr.
PETEPS1
MR.
HEARS
litical influence, cooceritration upon
01,
. from such men as James A. Gallivan: essentials and equal opportunity for
candidate for ,
Peter F. Tague arid Andrew J, Peters I all, were announced
last evening by alityor of Boston, this afternoon spoke'
IS Deinums
'Engem h Ise. Public Schools ASSOCi- before the Pilgrim Publicity Associau•The former ,Ivie.j4AP(Yff4C4iieet
Sinn on his objects in running for
Mr. Curley in 'joint debate in which ation candidate for reelection to the Mayor. He was intsodus...: he; Heeeld ,
Boston
School
Committee, as the .F. Barber, chairman of the committhen respective city administrations
should be discussed in the Mechanics planks of the platform upon which tee on noon-day lunches, as the next i
Building, that an admission fee be he stands. Mr. Lee
stande also for Mayor of Boston, and given three !
charged and the proceeds be donated
cheers.
,
the
development
of the child through
to some war relief activity
He d eclared that. as Boston was all
He
addressed
the
Jackson
Club'
Congressman Tague, at meetingsin 4314,,Y•
part of a great democracy, its govthe Massachusetts Civic League, ernment should be conducted by the ,
Codm an Square, Peabody Square and lia
"
ll
of
which
he
is president, yesterday, people and not a select few. Mr. Pet- 1
Pierce Square, Dorchester, last night,
charged that hicy employees had cir- or the aubject which is of vital im- „ ers said that the reward system of letculated the nomination papers for portance to the male voters, but of ting contracts niiiist be . abolished to I
Frank B. Howland, the so-called Re- ieven greater significance to the women ,44bring about better conditions, and em-1
publican candidate for • Mayor. Mr. I who have an opportunity to cast their
hasized the point that all money ap-i
Tee
a e eteliel Mr
Howland as "the ballot on the school election if they propriated for use on streets should
register
by
tonight,
Curley-Republican
ornit
r
thssruirtinr bette
he
i,i trstibte
candidate
for I
Addressing the Jackson Cie'', Mi. r.
Mayor." Of Mr. Howland's nomina- I
tion papers, Congressman "'ague raid: Lee said: "I have served nearly nine enough to appropriate money Zei
Everybody knows that
e papers years on the School Committee, If I streets, he said, il, must ha wisely exhave made good I should be reelected. pended and remelt in better streets. ,
were signed largely by
el on the
city pay rolls under direction of David If not I should be retired. Keeping
B. Shaw, penal instituOons commis- the schools out of politics means
sioner by appointment of Mayor Cur- bringing them nearer to thelepeople.
It means the elimination of eolitical
ley."
Congressman Gallivan.- in several influence in the appointment and proaddresses last night, said that the peo- motion of teachers and the substituple of Boston were tired of the Curleyl tion of teaching capacity as a Quetta.
regime at Cito Hall. He recounted; cation in the place of political pull.
"Concentration
upon
essentials
former Mayor Fitzgerald's charges
that the Mayor in 1915 was a member means cutting the nonessentials out of
of the Daly Plumbing Supply Com- the course of study. Instead of trying
pany and 'That he was reaching out to teach the spelling of 15.000 words
for the eloenhing work in private (more than Shakespeare ever used),
buildings in every section of the city we concentrate upon a list of some
where the Mayoe's influence could be 2500, which it is found by actual investigation the school children ef Boston
exercised."
Mayo: Curley aniressedi a meeting
of Dorchester citisees at the Parker
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1 t,hat plans were being rnade to photosubstantiate
that
a
hox
to
of
milk
MAY FILE AT LAST MOMENTi' etetement. Mr. Peters declared that he MAYOR GIVES HIS OVERCOAT.
Weed

and

Howland Still
Signatures

tack

EIntion Clerks See Thanksgiving as
Workday
Hundreds

• •

of

Papers
Slowly

s".
11-etc-,rs Kite Again

1

to

G:•ationed

Examine

Over City

had a summer home hi Dover, but that he
lived In the house et :tan-mica Clain which
fisently had owned for three generaToday Congressman James A. Gallivan
issued a statement calling on Mr. Peters
to enumerate the clothes that he keeps at
Jamaica Plain, and also whether he keeps
his golf clubs, canes and swagger sticks
there.
There will be considerable campaigning
this week by all the mayoral candidate's,
though Thanksgiving will interfere. On
Dec. 2 Congressmen Gallivan and Tague
will go to Woshingtoo for the opening ot
Congress, returning to Boston the next
:lay. Congressman Gallivan declaree that !
the opening of Congress will not interfere
with hia curinsign, as dering the first week
tile sole business relates to the submission
or bins to committees, which will not require his presence.

Weisre iiie Cie Wood and Ilev.ei..d may'VAGUE CHALLENGES PETERS
cr,.I oopt,rsTOL! (plc., i ion troubles the election deilar!1,,t11;. l'h.s rl , :a City Hall mere than it ‘5(mid Discuss on the Platform Their
tom des the eolith:lens or the rival eandiRespective Qualifications for Mayor
delve to . meyo ,
Geotge 0. Woel and
congressman Peter F. Tague has sent a
From.; it. tiowlard, announced as Republi- letter to Andrew J. Peters asking
for a
ealt candid .a-ie :tee, iaken out 300 papers debate on their records; qualifications and
each, on 'alti et it in possible to file 32,40o
eignaturee ea it, but up to noon today not
"1 believe," wrote Mr. Tague, "your
a It sr hail I'ii refurniel with signatures, standards of honesty and integrity are just
iiespite tie, ,-,101'y that the papers have es high as my own, hut the position we
lieen leausareseels i ir,luloted by friends of both seek is one that requires in addition
Ma y se Curley.
to an honest and faithful administration a
These missing papers trouble the depart. keen, intelligent conception of the demands
filed
went clerks because, if they are not
as well as the r.lnircn-A:I.ts ot the great
until Tuesday afternoon, the clerks me e cosmopolitan people we are expected to
and
Thanksgiving
Day
to
wort(
Ise obliged
. represent.
the following Sunday. The last time for
"Let the people hem us In joint discusslea
'Wing papers is when the clock strikes five on this subject and they can then be eatstomorrow afternoon, he tirne expires for fled In choosing between um - I will discuss
certification on Dec. 3. If both Wood and your record of aohievements anti you may
Howland dump thousands of signatures on iliaCUSS mine. I will agree with you that
the desk just before time expires it will the preset mayor of Boston is not a t'srI mean a great amolint of work, because midable candidate and cannot he reSlected,
I exarinatIon for certification Is a slow pro- so at ;east we wet start in accord on one
iiess at present, the city having been well point."
iiembhed for signatures by the other candidelea
CURLEY munnussus .15vri!
.
e Os a repoet today that both Wont
and tiowtand wers holding MT until the last Scores Money Sharks end Mein Who
Owned Einnement Tefiementn
eminent to receive reasonable assurance,
.Mayor Curley, addressing it meeting of
inlore filing papers, that they had rulficient
bona fide signatures to pass over the line. Hebrews to the Shawinut theatre, Blue Hifi
It was wild that papers are being- genet'- ,avenue, Grove Hall. Sunday afternoon, denutty signed, but that none would be filed Iclared that Ills investigation of money
unless the signs were favorable. The elec- sharks disclosed that more than two-thirde
tien ,tepartment has thousands of sign 1- of the money lenders who were hounding
tercis on papers for the City Council and the city employees and compelling them to
sehool Crantuittee eandidates as yet not es- pay -usuriong rates of interest were memmined. Hundrells of other City Council bers "or fine old-fashioned American fault•and School Commilt,•e papere will be re- Hee to be traced back for generations."
'!We have wiped out the worst of thee
ecived late today ..ad tomorrow. With'
thesis conditions : it ,tly disturbing, the usimers and if there is any man in this dell
clares 1 eerd the W.chl and Howland ru- who will say I did wrong, let him join :hie
Hore trek, .,vith anyti,iog hut expressions class to upeaviessee res. eeeunent, Mr. PeDeiie„ ters." the mayor said.
I of gratittnie. Polite-sea-. I.'..- cc,
"In the sections of the city where the
' that neither Wood nor Ilowland will get on
the ballot, considering the fact that signa- poorer class live they had the so-eallea
tures are now running more than 25 per basement tenements-places where neople
7ived below the level of tM street, where
cent bad.
- Andrew J. Peters has no intention coe ac- the sunlight never penetrated for a depth
eepthig Congreseman Peter F. Tague's in- of more than two or three feet.
"Many of these men who owned that type
Nitation to a joint debate. He does not
among the most liberal conbelieve in that way of conducting a cam- of property are
Good Government Assoe:a.
peign, and, furthermore, it he consented to tributors to the
which is behind Mr. Peters.
'meet 'eagle it is prohable that challenges Bon,
-Shortly after I became mayor my atwould be issued from the other candidates.
tetttlon was direeted to the frequent fires
Mr. I'eters's :eunpaign kite was out today.
thickly congested tenement-house secThe banner remaired over City Hall all in
tions of the city, and to my :Amazement
day long and thousands stoppeie to watch
learned there was an organized hand of
it. The son played upon it, making the
firebugs at work-the worst kind of ercolts
words clearly visible from most of the
-band I started an investigation to rid the
down-town territory.
community of the lowliy type of firebugs.,
• iMr. Peters announced this noon that he
Itrimin as the red roosters. Prison was too
had received no trace of a box containing
geed fur these men."
bottles of fresh iniik en route from his
home
amp fil Dover for his children at his
in Jamaica Plain. which ha d been stolen
in teansic. least week the Tague headeeartere committee made the charge that
Air. Peters Is a resident of Dover, Mass,,

Strips Off His Ulster for Shivering
Con).unteer at Farewell Meeting on the
Recruits!
AdNises
mon—General Johnston
to Write Home If They Don't Get
They Need

for

FightiV

'

•

What'
If •

ay!
There's a proud young man on the
to a Regular Army vamp: he is proud because he's a volunteer-one of about a
hundred who left Boeton early this Atte
has
noon-but he's extra preod because ne
on an overcoat that up to this noon betonged to and was being worn by Mayor
Curley of Beaton. The coat is it big, warm
en to ralward Gleason
ulster ','to. was
Allston, at the conof 10 Everett Milla
elusion of the send-off on the Common
arranged for the group of recruits.
General Johnston had asked if there
were any men among the volunteers who
had no overcoats. Gleason. who beet ee
e out summer suit aod no top-coat, Was
one of two or three who stepped °forware.
Seeing him the mayor stripped on his coat
and threw it over the railing, saying "I've
got another one and he's cold." Sweaters
were provided by General Johneton for
several others, who had no overcoats or
1
only thin coats. '
Despite the sharp wind and the cold a
crowd of fair Mee assembled on Lafayette*
mall to assist In the send-off. Behinsi the
10th C. A. C. band the recruits ma:cited .
from the Army recruiting station in Rt.:,nt;n17
to the Eommtm. They bore signs r
reading, "We Made Our Own Selection,"
'Enlisted Specialist. Quartermaster." "En- 1
listed Specialist, Aviation," "Volunteer'
snd recruiting flags and banners.
Tay.
At the Common Colonel Cherie:4 W.
• lor, recruiting officer In Boston, we:corned
the men briefly and then introduced General Johnston, commander of the Depart?lent of the Northeaet. He congratulated
the Regular
•tie men upon their ctosiee ofeenea
\ rmy, which, he said. te
"Duty
soon mire volunteers he motto is
Czatrary,- and these three words
ere always to he remembered by every
man in it. Duty require courage to : do
•i,e tasks that are set willingly and cheer'elle. To live up to the motto of the Regt1body (Nola
- ar Army it man must keep his
end his morals clean. Cleaninces gives
spirit-spirit to whip the enemy.
"You're going against an outfit," said.
leneral Johnston. '-that has l.brown all the
iles of the game to the winas. But we'll
ece
beat them at their own Slimy game.
itot the American way, but we've got to
etdo
hh
t them
the men to write home often.
He
''it you
get
in
rit:.ho,,inn,e.;
,,,
,•.'-,tI,",t
N
of
lustry must not be stopped in keening the
soldiere supplied with what they must have
t., go forward. I don't (ere a damp
thether the cause is capital er labor, the
,,,miers must get what they need."
May -n Curbs. spoke of the special signifl-i
ance of this farewell to volunteers on IA.
fayette mall of the Common. "You mat'
:ire the salvation of amerlea," he sat.
•ieeti fie-Melt the example for all to pre
ri a of today ia worthy of
t

7n, don't,

u 1.1.• nr

nnotSv:

•• vt,

noes

Common has becems an InsititutOn In thiscountry. You go to fight for BeIghan,
Serbia, and 1 bid y..q Godspeed."
From the Common the moo marcfied
the South Station where they entradriet
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CATCH BASIN WORK SCORE-C" .cever
for the

makes this unreasonable and as
recommendation that competent
Time is up tonight for faint-heartedness
in 13oston's mayoralty contest. After 0 Finance Commission Finds Many Basins inspectors be employed,and their certificete.9
checked by some member of the enP. M. of this day no candidate will be
Partly or Not Cleaned, Though Many gineering force, he reports:
%lice:eel to wIthdrea- !let name from the
"As
a rule, the men detailed on this
Insper.tors Are on the ittrIlf
official ballot. Prophecy In politics cannot
work are men who have grown old in
be positive, but kielihood presents itself
the service of the city and are unfitted
Catch basins supposeer to teatlgiiehl
now, the time
\vikt pass without the Mark H. Lench, who holds the contract, for construction work."
Continuing, Mr. MurphY reports that
aenouncement of any fefhan
the four are the subject of a report by the Finance
the inspectors' work ie checked by the
regular candidates who attsolifore the ,CommissiOn. The report says:
"The data contained in the consulting general foreman of comeauction, and
public today will probably stand in the
engineer's report, so far as the same re- daily statements turned in by the insame alignment eornorrow. Mayor Curley lates to the contract
of Mark H. Lynch, spectors and sworn to by teem.
has indeed been bi might to bay against a indicate that the catch :etsins have not
In conclusion, Mr. Murphy states that
strong, though three-sided, campaign of ole- teen completely cleaned; that basins during the recent fall end summer this
pos!tion, but to withdraw is the last thing have been certified as cleaned from city experienced some of the most severe
he could afford to do Taere has been much which no dirt has been removed; that rain storms, and in such rapid succession
measurements
teken for records are that many of the basins filled up as soon
speculation concerning tne intentions of without value
as the measurements are an they were cleaned. As a remelt of the
Mr. Gallivan and Mr. 'fugue, yet these men in eoreect; that basins have been certified severity of these starms, he says, it is
at this hour have given no sign oe leaving as 'leaned which according to the de- Impossible for anyone to state deliberately that any particular catch basin in
the cam It is true that Mr. Tague, how- scription and record do not exist; and
ever, has reserved for himself a fairly free that basins which were only partly filled the city has not been properly taken care
have, been certified as cleaned when full of by the contractors on the work.
hand. Thanks to his retervation of a lege' besins
adjacent to them have not been
eiit)
NOV privilege, he is in a position, should he cleaned.
CATCI7-PENN CATCH BASINS
withdraw, to name a substitute. It would
"One phase ,of the investigation shown
The consulting engineer et the Finance
be only through this loophole that any Fill`- froM the report is the excessive number
Commission
, Mr. Guy C. Emerson, has
of
inspectors ee.pleyed ta eeneeetee the
terlE.1 change could be introduced either
completed a thorough investigation of the
today or tomorrow in the city campaign. contracts for cleaning catchbasins. The
consulting eegineer estimates that a contract work done In Boston for the
In any event, and under all circumstances, day's work for
each inspector seems to cleaning of the city's catch basins and his
one knows U.:it Mr. Andrew J. Peters will consist, in inspecting from three to five
report tree been transmitted by the combe to .nd standing firm. Not since the first basins, and that not more than one
mission to the proper authorities. What
nay ee Lie
Deign has there been doubt hour's actual work each day is required
will interest the public is not so much the
or Question of his intentions. Speculation of each inspector."
The Finance Commission recommends:
catch basins as the farther revelation now
has been impossible, for the simple reason
I. That contracts be, made on a cubic
made of extreme laxity in the conduct of
that the public has knee.. Mr. Peters was yard basis, rather
than a per basin basis, another branch of the city's business.
not in the fight for purposes of epeculation as ie the method at the present
time. Loose and unbusinesslike methods, it must
cf eetee for any ulte- (The cubic yard method is declared to be
be remembered, are not always a dialedteeth eneleeeting mulles
rior reason. The power of his candidacy the
as
'ventage.. On the contrary, they are someit
offers
an
incentive
to
contrector
the
time
will at no
diminish. It will he on the
to select for cleaning the basins containtimes a valuable boon and protection.
increase to the very day of the election.
ing the greatest amount of dirt.i
When orie of the purposes of a city service
At a time when such keen opposition has
2. That the nember of inspectors ele
is to make jobs for a number of useless
broken loose throughout the city to the reduced to two.
further perpetuation of Curleyite and Tam•
3. That competent inspectors be em- employees, by way of dIsenarging political
debts, then laxity, in an insteeee of this
many-made administration in Boston, some ployed and their certificates checked by
kind, is a very good thing. la a whole
have expressed regret that the opposition some membe- of the district engineering
corps of inspectors is to be engaged to de
should not have been More plainly centred force.
4. That all measurements for statis!
aefeie eendirlate. Let none
the work which a competent engmeer says
mistake the tical purposes be accurately made by the
aetteo eitiletton. however.
could Pe covered by two men, the last help
Appearances, in
is wanted,le ahl; pipla advice on
this case as in others, are often deeeletlog.,
That the report of the consulting
eeenomy.
! engineer be referred to the corporatio
r:L.! V b U I3r7
n
aetian as is necessary
Indeed, it may even be argued, wnat is
It hie needed no small show of popular'
to protect the interests of the city ot
'f If is not to
;Power to bring to the defensive a highlybe
/hasten, and that no further payments
else a retch-penny for politicians? There
Hresnized, hotly-energized and unscruptr. be made on the
contract of Mark H.
ate such petty considerations as good suIota political machine such as ,Mr. Curley Lynch, except on advice of
the law
I
pervision of Boston's eewerage system, and
cernma.nds. Is there not value -in the fact department.
Mayor Curley, in reply 'to the report, sound conduct of the city's affairs. When
I that Aft mayor and his cohorts should have
said: "The mayoralty campaign is now
the Finance Commission discia,sef these
in
:been not merely ;`cernered but three-co:'full swing and the chairman of the
things, however, it 'is, as ever, as red
Fireeved?
At right and at left, barring Mr. nance Commissio
by
4
n, ear. John R. Murphy, the mayor
that it is wasting time . . aiguCurley's path toward return to office, stand Is in the same political
position that he
men& about trivialities.
men of such capacity as Mr. Gallivan Wed occupied four years ago—a candidate
without complying with the law which
Mr. TAq'llfi. With a certain obvious strength
eee,
:
e centre). et eleht and at left, quarters requires that all candidates file- petitions
containing 3000 names."
from which Mr. Curley might well have)
The report of E. F. Murphy,
IN1
commis) f/).
looked, in another
th
hour, for much Support. sioner of public works,
which accomCITY COUNCIL OF 1886 MEETS
It will be denied him now. He has only to , panied the mayor's statement,
beg,ns
-with the assertion that the
look straight ahead. There, firmly holding
Finance.Conn
Former Mayor Thomas N. Hart Presides
the certre, stands Mr. Peters, with that mission's report on methods used in
cloning catch basins "contains
n at Young's
many
solidity which comes from full integrity of
statements which are ambiguous,
others
personality, long and eapable service in I misleading, and
many which have no refThirty-seven members of the
Public office, clear grasp of the needs both i erenee whatever to the
Boston
question."
City Council of 1886 and 1887
met at
Regarding the commission's
of city and nation in this hour of war. Let
Young's
last night, the reunion being
statement
the
every man who cares for the future and that contracts for cleaning basins should
first in eleven years.
Former Mayor
be made on a cubic yard basis,
Thomas
N.
the present stareRserof tilostpik throw his
Hart
presided
rather
and the toastthan on a per basin basis, Mr.
master was Thomas 0. McEnaney.
Murphy
vote behind Mr. keitt.ts.0a mil It is easy
The
reports that the method the
company
stood
while
commissio
"The
n
Lost Chord"
enough to see where the mayor will :led favors was given
a trial from 1907 to 1912
was played by James .T. Shannon,
Pianist,
escape from his three-coinered predica- and was abandoned as
Samuel J. Cochran read an original
unsatisfactory in
poem
the latter year by L. K. Rourke,
'mint. It will he by the path to the rear.
then' on "Iteminlacences of the Old city Councommissioner of public works,
Mayor Curley, James I.
cil."
"because
Hillard,
the old method created a condition
Richard Sullivan, John W. O'Mealey,
which
soh,
wile likely to lead to grave
H. Lee, Albert Keleher, Se nuel
abuses."
With reference to the
Peters,
IA.
H.
William
recommend
Regan and William
that the number of inspectors be ation
0. Armstrong spoke. '
reduced
to two: Commissioner Murphy
says that
the extent of work done and
territory
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i that there will be a general withdrawee of candllates, a general dosing dewn of campaign headeuar ere,
the , i treclustion of Near 1Na7n en. What
Lomasnew . ernes? Well, they say,
!ley, ,c John F Fitzgerald, or James
J. Sto•rOW.
PETERSI• A •
Congressmen_Gallivan and Thiene
and foll-mer•Congressman Peters kep
hammering away yesterday and 'ad
says he is well satisfied ev1th condi
ti
Bons. Tague and Peters continue
centre their fire on Curley. Gallival
carries a gun I neach hand and xvorki

nneTnkii ARO
1 'I i, one at
3
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Of Ward 18, llo•.:heAter, )13A mintmousey lined up with Mr. Curley. Joseph L. Corcoran is chairtean of the
cuminittee.
• • •
The Public School Association filed
nomination papers containing 2,C00
signatures for Joseph Lee and Williani M. Kenney, Mr. Leo to succeed
himself. and Mr. Keney to take place
made secant by Dr. Fred L. Hogan •
resignation to go to France with his
regiment. The 2,000 signatures are
enough, but tlee 4,000 ince 0 oe
te„.a.:,.
• ..
b
A st:
do .::
71 nrg.
:
a
,.7
f‘
?ist,
l,
.
C:nlersiif t:iterttrofele.,

,

uhe old neighbors., neighborhood and
Boston who Is really interested In
in
end
issues
• •.
gn
campai
prcper
.
proper campaign methods must
vrasrtnens:liery Joe. ica.r,
yesterday
both
be ettueeated by the tactics of
Warned the Election oard not to give
James M. Curley and Andrew J.
a
Peters
place on the ballot. Said
Peters. Here we find them in a , Peters is a resident of the
Town of
nasty row aleaut coercion of city
Dover.
lier.
Tagu tee repr,ssentit t ive
t employes, and which way Is the
was told to come back on Dec. 2 "kith
atest way for effective intimid
a "fernier protest.
1
6
_Bon.
• • •
of
use
the
in
I
Curley belices
—
"My Summer Roma is in Dover",
ng
-baggi
sand
the
in
and
spies
, Mr. Peters confessed last. n!ght, 'just 1
method.
lay ELIAS A. eleQUAID
as Mr. Thistle goes to Scituate in Sun...!
the more subto
resorts
o'clock
Peters
10
i
at
night
and Mr. Curley to Hull."
Next Thursday
method of having the city
tie
• • •
give
black
in
Mayor Curley will begin to
himself
commit
worker
Four years ago the vote for Mayor
"eerious" attention to the campaign.
and white. Each works with an
was: Kenny, 87.522: Curley, 43.262.
• • •
eye to future punishment. Only
• • •
it
their methods differ.
The Mayor said yceterday that
Two years ago, on the
k question of
11Thanks
no
hate.
the
es
•The city employ
was his intention to get
re-calling the Mayor: Yes. 47,396; no.
and
lusion about what will happen to
giving turkey out of the way,
to
due tu the
Fellure
recall
35.784.
them in the calamity of Curley's
then jump into the 'liveliest cam-;
o a eseeeTle,
f.s
ion
1”17:i•t
,g
YtarTe
tn to
e
h'
otfatti'
s
c.,: Cereeare
.
Eight
re
cleetime
I
enlY
The
:mew."
saise Ileeton veer
ley ought to drive most of them
says,I
• • •
opponent in eight, Mr. Curley
to the mad house. They care only
J.
Alert Hurwitz, of the law firm of
Is former Congresienan Andrew
guess what Peters has in store
Hurwitz & Hurvvitz, made formal
Peters.
for them In view of his careful
• • •
dental last eight that David Stoneman
to line them UP in Me
scheme
is his campaign manager. "1 am not
is
Be that as It may, Mr. Curley
index.
with Mr. Curley for.3dayor," lie said.
man
• • •
singularly alert, for a gentle
The
statement may have been due to
yet."
started
ay
said
"hasn't
yesterd
gn
Tague
campai
ssman
Congre
whose
the report that Good Government
engagehis
,
example
favor:
for
own
r,
his
Conside
words in
forces had grown cold toward the
day to- ti. few
ments for one day, and that
My work In Congress for the
Hurwitz candidacy on learning of
development of
Mayoral engageand
The
ement
.
Improv
Sunday
day.
Mr. Stoneman's alleged Interest in it.
nolnt
exactly
71AvtAn'm NIAvy Yard to the
mentn for this Lord's Day,
ts. being a dose friend of Mr. C.
rr.
y
a
pwhere
there are more than
today
as they appear In tne cutesy
iN't/W that Mr. eturwitz one made the
as
ed
employ
cs
mechani
6,000
matter clear the G. G. A. may think
Book, are as follows:
entered
of
against only 1,600 when I
2:30 p. m.—Deacon Hall. Nobles
:,,,-;:":- k:ndlY of•lilie.
my
emirs,
• .,
sional
congres
my
upon
on
2:30 p. m.—Marloti and Benningt
efforts In securing for postal
let us out .ret excited too
r,
Howeve
streets, East Boston. Flag raising at
condig
employes better workin
Merles Assuelntes.
early. 79sec:tuber 18 will be the day.
Meeting of
tions, my record as Democretto
8 le m.---ehowmet Theatre.
legisusetts
Massach
the
in
eltatens.
leader
and LitSeel p. m.—et. Mark's kftwical
lature. during which more hustreet,
erary Union, No. 1042 Tremont
manitarian legislation was enacted
Roxbury.
of
Memorial Building.
than ever before in the history
8-41 p. m.—Wells Fnion.
to
the State, are all working
Leather Handlers'
Bills.
Forest
this
olumbinn
bring to my support in
4 p.
rise
and
men
businese
Mcetlue of Curley pending. ?Mum and
campaign
—stieemie
t
secrets
working nice In such imminen
Meridian streets, Nast Boston.
will win
CounI
nt
Fitton
confide
that I am
eouerrt under auspices of
,
this election.
cil, K. of C.
and
• • • •
a Memorial Hall. Para
8 p. m.—Wellemploye.
.
Recreation
Peters finds the Mayor "ainuegren Ball, 01 !led WT....
0:15 p. In.-DahlBoston.
A. • ing." In Fairview Hall, itoelinciale,
South
strei•to,
at the
the former Asistant Secretary
O. H.
• • •
said as much:
y
Treasur
snecta.Serloue-minded editors sent
Two things have happened dueHall yesterday.
Int/ the week that have been
vied reporters to the about this here
very amusing to me. Mayor Curto ask Mr. Curley how
to withdraw
ley has become the ostensible
report that he is going
friend of the city employe and he
from the race, • • •
has become a convert to municipal
ht work
ownership of street railways. The
The Typothetae are still
have not yet
city employes ought to be very
on the problem, but they
e the
I much indebted to me for awakbuilt type big enough to indicat
James said'
ening In the Mayor an apparent
fierce force with which
• • •
, frieneship fer there thet hie
; administration had never shown
"WHAT!"
• e s
tip to the beginning of the camto. my sole Topp,ry_
paign. Doting his entire four"Mr. l'etern
December 1Fi," Mayor Jim maid,
sear t"rnss when. if he had yrlahed,
ent
the word'.
11.. could hnve been of come sera."nod Mr. l'ettrn will get
since General Collto th: municipal ownership
ti, iibbing on record
26,000
by
w
Swallo
cense whip!, nosy apparently is an
lies heat Mr.
near to iits heart, he never tievoice."
• • •
dared for municipal ownership
and did nothing to bring It about.
,
Everyleely on the outer edge of pol• • •
yesterday to a feal:nir
Rica confesstd
'
"
happen.
to
going
on c one of the report
is
sensati
ing
No
"someth
that
'Some say I that the Demon; c Ward C'
.omtnittee
Meaning something
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Not Much of an Issue, but the '
Mayoralty Campaign Is, as You 1
Micr ht Say Rather Young
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Important decist6ns a.s
ELECT LEE: .A1)11)

GOVERNOR Am) MAYOR AS
0 F .
MAY. OR TO BE $50.00
9
HONOR GUESTS DEpENDENT. 7.,0
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i
e 10th annual reunlen., and grand
,I The

5-

are to be made
1 ton school committee coming tininicithe
at
: by the voters
tor0
must not he
pal election, and they
excitegreater
gotten in the perhaps
contest.
ment of the mayoralty
be chosen,.
to
are
s
.
menibu
that the
convinced
Ind the Post is
the chiland
city
the
of
best itnea ests
of
election
the
diet: in it dernani
. j
Kenny.
S.
William
and
Joseph Lee
is
present mem Cr -1iid

, ball of the County Cavan Social and
i Benevolent Association will be held to- Ar-s
. morrow evening in Paine Memorial ' \.3• sa
,11, 9 A euleton street, Boston.
r. 1,ce
The proceeds will go Co the oleic Moeof
the board. Argument:
chairman
eoncert
fit fund, There win be a select
1)11. 101 1"'
dj-W jQ
his energy and his
to
his
ability,
Fs
Of old Irish and American airs, under "
f, the direction of Frank J. scelly, from I
tt.:. the schools is hardly
devotion
to 9. The grand march will si:ait.
needed. His record speaks for itself.
' promptly at 9 o'clock and will be led by
Vice-President Bernard H. Winne and
It should be emphatically endorsed a
Mrs. Winne, follewed by the officers t
the polls. Mr. Kenny has also had
the Central Council .of Irish County
Mayor Curley, in a statement issued valuable experience in the past and
Clubs.
The invited guests Include Governor
ynsterday, announced that in his opin- his also proved his c4ihre.
McCall,. Mayor Curley, the Hon. Ancity's
'1 the persons of 70feisrs. Let and
ion at least $50,000 more of the
erew J. Peters, the Hon. Peter le
Tague, the Hon. James A. Gallivan, the
inomsy N5 ill be required for relieving Kenny the ticket repreJents the whole
Hon. Timothy T. Buckley. the Hon.
suffering among the dependents 0 career of the new school board. I
Lewis Sullivan; John S. Smyth, president; Patrick F. Hastings and Patmen who have gone into the service is worthy the vote of every citizen o
to
rick J. Melody, past presidents, ana
of the United States in addition
Pnston.
the officers .1' the Central Council:
expended.
already
$205,600
tthe
the
affiliated
all
of
also Oa presidents
counO. clubs and ladies' auxiliaries.
Seceetary Myles McLoughlin reports
MANY DilMANDS FOR AID
that this year's events will outdo by far
compi
Cavan
County
all previous gatherings of
"At the time the budget was
people, an already 1500 tickets have been
present fl ':al year war had
the
for
disposed of. A. feature of the reunion
Stat.
been declared by the United
e. !ring letter from
it
be the recelinr,
against Germany,- SA):.3 the Mayer.
the president, Michael McGrail, who is
resultt
"The declaration of war has
a sergeant in the 101st United States Inthe dc
in many demands for aid from
fantry, now serving In France. There
volun
either
pendents of men who have
will be a meeting this evening in Paine
the
tecred for -ervice or who through
Hall at 8 o'clock to hominato officers
selective draft have been ordered to the
for the coming year.
colors.
The following poem is from the pen of
de"On April 30 the soldiers' relief
Shaun O'Nolan of Charlestown. known ,
addition to
as "The Wicklow Piper," and is entitled i partment requested $30,000 in
pro,tide for
the amount appropriated to
"Sergeant Mike McGrath"
29
German war dependents and on May
the
of
a
roll
and
With a lilt and a hum
a request was made for $100,000
1-,.+1, or which ancients were rec.y
The "Melting Ninth" marched hl'i
,),,mended by me and approve('
While mothers, wives, sweethearts and
City Council.
friends
"In my opinion the erst duty of the
the
Looked on with tear-airomed eyes.
city Is to provide for the eats cf
There was one "gausoon" by the right
dependents of its nation's defenders and
of
of the line,
I have recommended the transfer
Whose courage I'll gamble won't fall;
to provide for present require$75,000
Mike
A typical Cavan slasher, Sergeant
ments, and In the event of additional
McGrail.
money being necessary shall submit to
City Council orders in such sums
the
Five feet ten of muscle and bone,
the opinion of the soldiers' relief
in
as,
lion;
a
as
brave
as
With a heart
commissioner, may be required.
The type of Irish manhood that will
"From the above it is apparent that
keep ould Glory flyln'.
$206,000 have already been provided on
Efficient. with grenade or bayonette,
my recommendation and It is estimated
rifle, blackthorn or flail;
that an additional amount of at least
the
Kaiser,
on
down
look
May the Lord
359.000 will he reauired for the balance
should he ever meet McGrail.
of the fiscal year. making a total of
to be expended rot th!s purpeee."
$211
He'll be always McGrall of the Ninth
to me,
Never mind your hundred and cite.
When Colonel Logan cries, -Come on
boys,"
(7/)
Nlb\(
That's the Waterloo of the Hun.
When McGrail and the gang go over the
top.
There'll be something doing' by crime
11 V
When the Bosch hears that yell, like an
echo from hell:
Mayor Curley has directed that United
•Faugh-a..ballagh for the Start and
States sailors who are deterous of
Stripes.
• learning how to swim be allowed the
privileges of the Cabot street swimming
pcol on Tuesdays, Wednesdays. Fridays
and Saturdays between 10 o'clock in the
•rnorning and 2 in the afternoon. If the
tank there proves too small the Mayo;
said that he would make a similar order with regard to the tank in th3 Columbia road building.

ty Must Prow -ae
time Need,.
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QUESTION
CURLEY ON
FINANCES

rei ie
he got
If the
!! money was tebtained horestly there will
SQUARE DEAL TO ALL I
answering '
to :10 objection to his
the same open way t hat ,; Peters Declares Campaign PrOw
question
In
the
• I have answered his question as to ,
I where the money is coming from to 1
gressitigFinely—Claims Mayan'
, finance my campaign.
defeat
going
to
linfair and Ruthless to City
am
I
that
know
; "T
; Mayor Curley for Mayor. In fact, T
Employees
iiave every reason to believe that he
will get less votes than Andrew J. PeAt a meeting of the iloslindale Cititers Mayor Curley will be third man zens' Association held in Fairview Hall,
in this tight and li he does not know it Roslindale, last night, Andrew J. Peters
now he will know it the minute the first said:
returns begin to come in on Dec. IL"
"AlY campaign for Mayor is progres-,
sing in splendid style. I am thoroughly'
eatiseed with the way in which thingS.
c.re moving.
ee
?Vie, V- 7
"Two thing:3 have happened during,
the week that have been very amusing
to. me. Mayor Curley has at last be- '
come the ostensible friend of the city
employee end he has become a convert
to municipal ownership of street rail—
amk Mayor Curley where
III! the"I money
to buy ibis home?
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Their Own Funds
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ATTACKS

"The city employees might to be very
1.,tteh Irulebted to me for awakening in
lee Mayor an apparent friendship for
, tie it that his administration has never ,
; shown up to the beginning of the pres-4
1

Three of the four leading mayoralty candidates indulged in more or!
less bilter personalities during their!
(speeches last night, but the leading
leature was a series of queries addressed to Mayor Curley by Conpressmen Gallivan and Tague. asking
him to explain his sources of revenue
since he has been in office. These
were in reply to the Mayor's previous
inquiries regarding who are the financial backers or tile two CollgICS4iiVzii
in the:r campaign. Mayor Curley, in
his .cpecches, contrasted his own treatment of soldiers anfi sailors with that
of Mr. Peters when he was in the
Legislature.
MT. Peters confined
himself to issuing a statement in
which he refused Mr. Gallivan's offer
of a joint debate.

,asi
Itb.
7
, 1inurqotfullsoyeyrI,onmri‘
l8,,

. election day is over. I have no prom- ,
ises to make except to give everyone a
a
• so-res.,. 'es-ea
toward the
employees, riot
Tells Roxbury ews , policy
only now but after my election and
during my entire four year term. The .
of the city know that the
Why He Cleaned employees
promises which the Mayor is making
ef

•

city

r T
Up

fIn el_

1-

_MA/ LA00&S

at the present time are no more valu- ;
able,e
than those hich he made so pro- ;

, fusely folic years dee a.el iel-ass%

failed to keeo.
'I believe that the unfairness and
Referring to Candidate Peters as ' ruthlessness of the Mayor in his otil.
;
rode
toward the city employees cannot
"that diletante, xvho is running for be reiterated
too often. The people of
Mayor against me, or thinks he is, and Boston have not for,eotten his unwarhis two assistants who will have to ranted diAeharge, to gratify a political
grudge, of faithful employees,
were
explain where their financial support afterwards reinatated in their who
pesitione'
in this campaign comes front before by the Supreme Come of the Commonwealth. They have not forgotten the
the.,
7“”raio'n stiffs." Mayor Curley ad- eierks
in thin clothing sent on a MeJe.:Ish
of
residents
dressed
700
ment's
about
notice to work on Franklin 5.v.rd
Gallivan Wants to Know
in
the
midst of ['Mei' Winter wvatner.
Roxh.trv, who packed the Shawmut
hey have not forgotten the discharge
on
Theatre
illuchill
avenue.
yesterday
...f the girl pianists In the gymnasiums
Puts Question Up to Mayor as to
and the hold-up of city employees
afternoon.
for
Tammany Club ball tickets. They ree
Where Latter Got Money to ;
-• sent his present assessment
of city'
Furnish His New Home—Saysi
employees to raise a fund toward ti1a .
UNDERGROUND ATTACKS
political
campaign."
Hit; Own Campaign Is Being
The meeting was scheduled under the
auspices of the Hebrew Citizens' League.
Backed by Friends
Mayor Curley said that his opponents
Congressman James A. Gallivan in an were fighting him through rumors, and
Nov- 76 address before a large gathering at the that among ti,e Jew:eh reeeeeets ef
home or Simon Swig in Roxbury last Boston he had been attacked by undernight put it up strongly to Mayer Cur- ground channels on the grounds that he
ley to explain how he entered the office had sent' Jews to jail during a came; reeeeer eeee J.-offish in debt sol within paign against tirebuge; because he had
two years built a mansion in an ex- aeomeeek7 teeensene o-eeeoer,te in the •
TT"TTT. irmrt
"
North End and West End, and had put'
clusive section of Jamaica Plain. ;
business.
loan
sharks
out
of
Mr. Gallivan said in part:
,r
"Is there one man here," he cried..
"Yesterday, speaking at a lecture
on fire prevention, welich was merely "who can stand up and say that I did
a disguise to get Curley before an audi- not do for the Jewish people what they Demonstration
on Com-I
ence for nolitioni purpoves, he said that. 'would wish me to do by sending to jail
he was going to co ripe' Gallivan to tell about 300 crooks whose activities were
where he got his money to carry on casting a shadow on the names of all ' mon and Parade Today
this conteet, I tell him now, publicly the Jews in the city?
''There were only about a third of
and openly that every cent I am spending or will spend In this fight be the the money lenders I put out of businesee
The
public demonstra.tlett in Bole!
from
friends
contribution
of
voluntary
I who were Jews. Among the others ton tofleet
men enlisted in the rammer
every section of the e,ty and that I
shudder to army, will
would
who
there
were.
men
will make a proper legal reture et" think ots their naince being connected Iho are be made today when riS,rrieh
ticheduled to leave tor roet..
every dollai received and expended.
with the bosiness they were in. Some Slocum and
other canme will be ad•'
'I now ask Mayor Curley where he is of them belonged to our oldest familie4 dressed
getting the money to carry on hle fight ill Boston. I put them all out of bine- General by Mayor Curley, BrIgtedierne.,
Johnston, commander of Oa
for lela.yor? He came into City Hall a nee.a regardless of whether they were department
of the northeast,
poor man. He publicly stated that, as a Jews or not Jews."
State
and
army ogiclals at and atittiel
result of h4r, Cainpalgri be was heavily
The Mayor was net..?eal times given •?0 be held on the Common
exerelsias.
at 11 o'olook.
in debt. The salary of the Mayor of the three cheers before and after his
The
men
v;Iii
report
e10.0.70
per
year.
;
We
is
at
Boston
of
city
rim:raking
speech.
/le‘ clquartera, 3 Tromont
end, hoWever, that in February, 1915,
at 10
&cluck, from whence they row.
Mayor Curley purchased an expensive
will
pttrada
th,„
tm
oaramon: After the
building silo to the hitherto exclusive
eletelieelr;
they will Lurch to the
;tamale:away district.
itukti
v.here they are to entrainSouth a
•
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".
ralltee' will he announced and no friend !van, accused Tritaycr (Attlee of venal
deposit.
of mine need fear that I will fail to ',
town and pulline out the city's CoinTrust
adcireeneed
Tremont
answer any proper qua:alone
from his hank. tee
Says He (insp.
-tie' Muth Wino,- to me. Nor will I fail to give reason naey, anti he also declared that notne-'
to
for the faith that is in me that t body asked State Treasurer Burrill thei
diets and Sailors, While Peters, ellen be the nee. Mayor of Boston.
from
withdra4 the State's funds
asks
"The voters want from their Mayor Tremont Trust Company, and he
He Declares, Voted Against
reques,
! for the neet four years results and the Mayor who made such a
g r 1
Veterans Whilb.dn- Legislature
not talk. The nresen time
of he State Treasurer?
Maser WflB
deeds, not words. Joint debates beThe accusation attains'/ the
residents
Mayor Curley in his round of epeeches tween
alhave
of the Jewish
candidates for Mayor
rally
a
at
made
,
last night, which were for the most
RepresentatIt e
ways in the past proved of no value of
Roxbury and of
part before organizations in the Back
and have generally degenerated into
-ttyliten district, held in tne interests of
Bay and Roxbury, contrasted the record
rivalry in self-praise between the par- ('ongressman Gaillvates candidacy. The
of Andrew J. Peters, his opponent for
an 'elk!. a
ticinatIng cantlida tea
in a hall On the ewe,
mayoralty honors, with his own in the every day with citizens from all parts rally was held
residence
state and adjoining the Swig
matter of giving support and encourage- of Boston and I must say that the ,
attended by a big crowd which
ment to the country's sailors and sol- situation for my candidacy Is every- anti was
taxed the capacity of the hall.
He expressed Amusement at
eters.
•,,i. I Swig also said that he asked the bank
where very gratitvin,..
Peters present interest In the soldiers, zens are clever enough to understand commissioner's office if it was I
recalling, he said, the' when the legis- the reason for the torrent of words that Senator Hormel had made Meta:eat
latuee took up the proposed legislation • my opponents are putting out. The of the' Bank Commission "if the Treloan
in 1301 which would put Spar-den tsar old adage ei whistling to keep their
mont Trust Company had made it
with
Veterans on the Same basis with those courage Up quite fits the e ;tuation."
of 8400.000 to one man, and if this
of the Civil war, Peters voted against R.
not ille,ei?" and Bank Comm'seioner
He cited the numerous instances when
Thorndike, answering RePresentat e
ashe had done his utmost On behalf of
Swig's telephone Inquiry, said he has
loan
eoldlers.
---tured Senator Hormel that no such
,
r
•
He tilted In partfit!
Congre,5<man Says lie Is Ready to had ever been made and assured him
was
"I was arnueed WItehf•P read in the
hat the Tremont Trust Company
of
expression
Answer Mayor's Query as to His me of the soundest in the State.
newspapers the heartfelt
,
chairman
sympathy for the eoldler boys by Mr.
Swig also declared that the
Campaign Funds if Curley Will
Peters," said Mayor Curley, "because it
of G.., o'-"Ine• fund commission of the
was so strikingly in contrast with the
city of Boston had been asited to with- ,
Do the Same
real expression of hie feelings which he
Iraw the city of Boeton's sink:ng funds
had wheel a member of the Legislature
Congressman Peter F. Teruo in en deposit In the Tremont Trust CoatIn 1902 in voting on the Spanish Way speeches In Mist Boston In connection
'many, hut had refugee!.
Veterans' preference bill. If his sym- with his mayoralte candidacy last
In an answer given last night over the
pathy is genuine now I am glad that. night took exceptioe to the query nhone to the Swig accusation, Mayor
he entered the mayoralty contest which of Mayor Curley made on Sunday as aurley stated that he would say nothdeubticas is respon-ble for the change to where the funds for Tague's cam-, ant further than the fact that the city
of heart toward the heroes of the hour. ;Winn expenses were coming from.
reasurer had the right to deposit the
"The :Vanish War Veterans' prefer- , The speaker said that he word be only
runes in whatever bank he saw
ence bill provided for an allowance of too glad to make a thoeough account- ! "'it'
5 per cent In the civil service ratings to Mg if the Mayor would do likewise. I fit.
"As far as the State deposits are reinthe boys who made sacrifices In the, I He wanted to know if the Mayor had
added the Mayor, "I knew !
teemed,"
;
war of 1398, and Mr. Peter's and I were his campaign in mind when he granted
nothing whatsoever about them. Neither
!
190e
Legislature
the
itt
of
Increases to various city employees
hath members
it, I know Who suggested to the et:tee
when that measure came up. Mr. I some time ago. end If he expected the
reasurer that they- be transferred from
Peters' attitude toward the boys then I Increases would come back to him in .
he Tremont Trust Company."
was abundantly shown by his vote I the form of a campaign fund later.
The Congressman said in part:
against the enactment of legislation in
'In speeches at polideal rallies on
their favor while I voted for the bill."
Mayor Curley during the evening ad-1 Sonday- the present Mayor of Boston
"Who's who." in the municipal ramdressed the members of the Italian Citi- had the
effrontery to.ask e here I got eaten which will culminate in the electzens' Club of Roxbury, the Boston the
of
expenses
lion on Tuesday. Dee. 18 will be Oenmoney to defray the
ef 1RSII and UM under
me' nemnalorn to succeed him.
ettely known at 5 o'clock this afternoun
nee eeseemetration of Mayor Hart at
thee for mete signatures. to
"if I were the preeent
Young's Hotel; the reunion of Bt. ghil- never
have iineea any eendifinte such a nomination papers wm ee.ase. ,a ^7'
lies parish, Intercolonial Hall, Dudley question,
but since he has done so
Mayoralty candidate whit heen't
street: the Taxi-service Benevolent as-; have no hesitation in making the folsignatures and any couneillor or school
enetation ball at Paul Revere Hall: lowing offer:
committee candidate wile hasn't 2000
Cathedral Young Men's Club reunion
"Although the law dues not require names will be counted out automata !
( the making
at. Convention Hall, St. Botolph street
of returns of campaign ex. ; catty.
and the annual ball of the Great At- penditares until the vainpalgn is over,
That Mayor Curley, Andrew J. Peters
lantic and Pacific Benevolent Associa- / viand ready to waive the protection and Coneressnme James A. Gallivan
tion.at Hibernian Hall, Dudley street of the law and to make public. under and Peter F. Trtgue will be on the ballet ,
oath, just where I got every cent I Is aesured foe they have filed their 3000,
have spent In my mayoralty fight and
an additional NY) for safe nargin, and
to whom I gave it.
then some. James Oneal, the Socialist
Ct
"The only condition I would Impose candidate, however, hes had only 1000
Ii that the present Mayor agree to take names certified. He han 31 papers bear,Replies tie GaI'4Ø Offer by,
the public Into his confidence regarding inga large number of names on file
his own receipts and expenditures. I
but it is not believed that they will
ing Such Disputes in Nat HA
e, want him to agree to tell the peep!, bring him anywhere near the :7000 mark.
Value
to
Canute meo much of his campaign fund CR,M1
Proved of No
Unless ins campaign managere prednee
eseeat and strong today the ballot will ,
from th e profits he recetveti fret. e,a
..
dates
1
. vate enterprises in which he hat en• be minus an avowed eoclaien
,
for Mayor.
endrew J. tPeters, candidate for gaged since becoming Mayor of the
In so far as George 0. Wood and
Meyer, in a statement inane! last idahlt city,
"/ want htmto tell the public frankFrank B. Howland are concerned all is
dennitely declined the proffer of Conly
joint
how much of It came out of the speculation. While their appfecance in
greseman Gallivan to enter into a
debate. While not mentioning Gnely in mouths and off the lineal; ef the chil- the geld bee giver. Hee tet tslk of dark
canalbetween
dren
of city employeee. T want him to horses and the like, neither has as yet
debates
"Joint
said.
he
detain for Mayorhave always in the tell the people hoes much of it wee ::;tik: any nameg to back up their nomipast proved of no value and have gen- planned for by hint when he raised the nation papers.
erally degenerated into rivalry in Reif-- eateries of city employees ee.,.end
Joseph J. Leonard and Stouricillor•te
praise between the participating cardi- months ago arid If at the time he made Henry le Megan crossed the line yeethe mental reservation that the in - terday when 2200 names were certified ,
(latex."
creases weuld come back to him In the on Tr
His statement was as follows:
total° mita Richard .1
"I trust no voter will misunderstand form of a campaign: fund late.'."
J. L ne annThfienTiel it Corcoran have
quenthe
to
reference
nuanced in a like -manner. Ste school
my potation with
I
tions which various candidates for
committee candidates,
Mayor are asking me, or in regard to
I their challenges for joint debates.
"I am conducting my own campaiit'r. Says Curley Removed City Funds
according to my own notions and do • ot
From Tremont Trust Co. When
propose to be diverted by demons. or
cries from anxious opponents. I believe, He Came Out for (fallivan
and,
'; that the people of Boston are eke
tired of the self-praise ata: ha MbaIil
Representative Simon Swig of Ward
'
I
with which they are being eatiatel.
21. in a speech advoceting the mayor°When the Proper time comes my „Ay candidacy of Congressman Gana

!

Tague Is

willing

LAST FILINGS TODAY

Peters Refuses Debate
2 7 19J7

•
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Im wages of men employed In the city eery:ice and of nurses In the health and hos.ipital department's, hie attempted reduc'Hon of the salaries of poilcemen. fleemen and school teaelters, his orders
gymnasiums .,ild playgrounds,
Hosing
id
l
i his abandoning of popular concerts in
school balls; his cruel order sending old
men, who should have been pensioned,
to dig out snow drifts in Franklin Park.
itild his jeering remark when some of
Mayor Curley addressed a meeting ot.
the courage to remonstrate:
! Dorchester citizens last night at the
his ruthless abandonment of plans made
Parker House, bringing to their attertby me for the erection of a municipal
i
lodging house to take the place of the
sei losie merino-eel improvements
fire trap on Chardon street: his abandonmade in their section during his adminment of plans made by me for public
istration, and mentioning severel others
buildings at the South end and Rosiiiiproposed for the same district.
dale; his contemptuous attitude toward
He said that the Sevin Hill playthe Negroes, who protested against the
ground and bathing beach soon wi!). be
performance of "The Birth of a Naaveilable tor .public Use. The playand differs from any other in the
tion"; his open defiance of the protests
ef Catholic and Protestant societies
city, les et/lied. In that it has been
against the presentation of 'Where Are
eieeee ,ly designed for children and
inethee . "The completion of Ronan
sly Children' and 'Is Any Girl Safe?'
- .1 el lie, "representing an exesti other performances of a like nature;
H,end,tece ef $100,000, makes available
his attempt to hold two public positions
Herelieeter Centre one of the most
at the same time, one a seat in Congress
I
ie aut.ful parks to be found anywhere;
at $7500 a year and the other as mayor
end ,eeitractet have been awarded for
of Boston at $10,000 a year; his increasTI-11.` ,11 Beach improvement at a cost, ;
Former Mayor John F. litzgt.rald '
the, valary of his brother from $1800
including land takings, of approximatereducing everyone
issued last night the following state- to $5000 a year, while
$175,000, affording an outlet for the
IY
hypoelse, and hiet, but not least, his
activities of all residents of the Nepon- I
ment, in which he declares that, re- critica.: alliance with pseudo reformers
set section.
resulted in attempts almost daily
election of Mayor Carley *ould put Adel'
The construction of Mill, South and
to impoverish those who had elected
Preston
streets, with an extension of the
Boston back a generation, makes him while at the same time malting
Elevated rvstem over tile new bridge
iplans for the erection of a palatial home
built by the gevernment for the new
caustic allusions to Curley's pest acts
at Jamaica Plain, with fieturee and
plant at Squantum, will result in addin (Mee, and expresses w1llingn0ss adornments from the home of Henry H.
ing
millions of Jolters to the value of
Rogers, the Standard Oil millionaire.
the Mill street section, he predicted,
to meet him on tits public platform
"Wretched Conditions."
"The Strendway deeelopment," eald
in discussion of their respective adhe, "has been neeesserily retarded some
"These are ,but a few of the indicttime by the action of toe federal govmepur that will he brought against him
ministrations:
ernment in commandeering the dredges
"There is not the slightest foundation when the campaign really starts. The
engaged in the tilling o' the new Columbus Park, but this great improvefor the report in an evening newspaper wretched condition ot the streets has
meat probably will be completed not
73oston
the
visitors
'disgraeed
in
eyes
of
that I may come out for Mayor Curley.
later than June 1, 1918."
Neither do I think there is anything to the past four years, itad the street conlie asserted that is possible that
ditions tefieet conditione generally in ah
lumbus Park and Calf pasture mayCo- i
the story printed in the same paper that I departments
be ,
of the city into which the
tired
as the site for a world's
my cousin, C. C. Fitzgerald, vice-presi- hand of the mayor reaches.
exPoslthen
on
the
occasion
of
the
And
Pilgrim
"Mr. Curley cannot possibly win!
dent of the NIassachusette Bonding
tie eentenary in 1920.
I have said this lc those of his friend*
Company, has declared for hine
"I: the event of the present war
bewho have called upon me the past few
ing termilated within the next
Where Commissions Went.
year,"
days. His administration marks a dissaid be. -it is imperative that
some site
ewe recently that Mr. Curley tinct step backward in the life of the
be selected les which all
representntives
re-election would put Bo:iof every government in the w6rid
falsely charged thie young man and the env and his
can
tem heels a genera,..,,.
eiot re-rinen industrial,
Massachusetts Bonding Company
commercial
"Theme is no hem in the eeeirk of the
.with
end social inteteourse on a
comnioe
the same practices when I was mayor city employes. They seem to live in an
rime of mutual understandhig and
ger, air of thraldom. The departments are
% iee to the world." lie
that were 'exposed recently
pledged his acby the honeyelembee with favorites of the may1,5
finance commission in connection
(47
project.
cases.
ineompetents
most
with
in
office,
or's
his own administration. The
investigamen who have grown old in
tion allowed that whatever business was ;(Inc of the
faithful service said to me the other da
done under me by the Massachusett
s that four years more of Mr. Curley would
Bonding Company, and it was only
one be like sending faithful city servants to
of nevem: companies that did
insurance four years of penal servitude, and I bebusiness with the city while I
was lieve this not to be an exaggerated
• mayor, was carried on by
more than statement,
50 different individuals, .who
"I told this man that there was absedivided
among themselves the commission
that Paniy no prospect- of four more years of
went entirely into the Peter
Fitzgerald • Mr. Curley, that he would run fourth on
Company.
! election day, and this is my belief now.
"In other words, when Mr.
Mayor Cerley, speaking' before
Offers to Debate for Charity.
Curley
the
went into City Hall he picked up u.
. memhere of the Oh, Roy Clete
ei an !eel thet et earious meeting,
Biue
.
ter and cheese merchant and his son
avenue. Roxbury. lost evening, said
in
that
the past week Mayne Curley has called
Somerville. father-hi-law and brotherhe was "lee:el:eel today that
"ity et
attention , to the depleted treaaury that
in-law of his partner, Frank Daly, awl
Boston is free from labor
dfseetee;
cetering City Itall; to the
he
found
on
am thankftal that the
commanded everybody, under threat of
emeleYes of the
sad condition of the initiates of our incity are paid a higher rate
the displeasure of the mayor's office,
,
the had condition eel
of eve.a•es
stitutions,
and
to
to give them all insurance business dithan in any city in the
country; I an:
departments.
erally of City Hall
rectly or indirectly connected with
thankful that these men have
the
"I amulet like to meet these charges,
permanent employment and, during the
city, amounting to about $30,000 a year.
but I cannot chase him around the city
next
1 four years of my
"No such audacious performance wee
ce• keep pace with his misrepresentation.
administration, they
' will continue to enjoy
ever known in any big city in the world
the
, If those who are interested in raising
con, (*Salons under which theyfavoreble
It is, however, but a sample of the • funds for
are working
any of the worthy movements
lett the present time."
kind of work thet has been going on !connected with the war will him MeA monster rally will be hem
during the past four years.
chanics building for a discussion of our
at the
National Theatre, 633 Tremont
"To think that I can under any conrespective administrations, I will agree
street,
near Dover street, tomorrow
dition advocate another four years of
to 'be on the job, and if Mr. Curley wit
evening,
This will be a nemocrathe
Mr. Curley when a selection can ,be
only eonsent, I think the war funds will
ratification
meeting and reception to Mayor
made from such men RS ;ernes A. Galget a substantial hooet. What better
Rather than conduct a long Curley.
livan and Peter F. Tagee and Andrew J.
way to get funds for Christmas offerings
drawn,
out campaign, Mayor Curley
Peters is belittling* Le, my moral sense.
for the boys at the front?"
announced
last night that lie decided
some Weeka
Some Thins Unforgotten.
ago to save all his
ammunition until
have not forgotten and I do not
about two weeks! before the
election
And then conduct an aggressive
think the peoeie of Boston have forgotd ei ce
Until the pone are eloeecl On
ten his cruel discharge of women in the
noon of Dec. 18. The rally the aftermitleio of winter,. his reduction in tile
night will be the first of teattomorrow
ro!..tieet,
s

ltaffirtILLS DORCWSTER
CITIZENS THEIR BLESSYNGS

R

CURLE

•
Declares Mayor's Re-electio
n
them had
Would Put Bostol Back
a Generation.

•

Recites L'ist of Maniripal Imptovements, Completed or in
Prospect.

i

PUTS HIM FOURTH DEC. 18

Offers to (Math Administrations for the Benefit of

War Fund,

!

CURLEY TO START FINAL
DRIVE WITH BIG RALLY

I

•

Whirlwind Campaign to Continue
Right up to Closing of the
Polls, He Declares.
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must have cell
"To e*eet this, we Government. when,
is - to give -unselfish support to our PreeIneede le every *Hon with the National
dent, a support whieh
wee
Treneeere Peeert!nee
.
way In this gleentie !eels which he is we- !!!
meeting of Governot massing together the great direct charge of the
and, to-'
trade:
export
• forces of this country. Ni longer can a ment problems if
.
represented
Secretary McAdoo.
the
war be fought by a few soldiers, but by gether with
Andrew J. Peters Suggests Mo
a tour through
in
States
United
the
all
the
with
and
' nations fighting as units
confident
Required
, \Igor and force possible. o keep this force South American repoblics. I am
to do
alive and vigorous must be the duty In that this experience will enable me helP
and
which we all can help, The President needs much for the citizens of Boston,
n bethe loyal confidence and encouragement work out an intelligent cooperatio
of sill our people In his work and I am tWC nn the city and the Government.
sure that from the keen interest you all
e
show here he will get this from the mem- Boston HaG Gone Back
section
bers of the Pilgrim Publicity Aseociation.
large
a
of
"As a representative
beglelature
We must realize that while we tire strugMust
setts
Waste
elassachu
and
sm
Graft, Favoriti
Representagling for democracy On the plains of of Boston in the
House of
Prance, it is necessary to accomplish de- and in the National
Boston prette
Vanish
know
to
pulse
mocracy here at home. We should do our tives, I have come
my finger on the
best to give ti .•teee,
honest and well. I have had
exemplified by
Is
It
as
opinion
tet Foreien etreightforward government to our citizens. of public
other live orCiiy Must tee Beady t
It is not suffivient for us to send our sol- your association, and by
1 ha‘e felt
And
city.
the
of
ns
diers forth to fight for democracy if we are ganizatio
Trade
people of Bosof
classes
all
of
pulse
the
not prepared to give democracy to our
ton.
people in our cities at home.
almost unanitee
,t
te
"There is a general. an
There
"Boston needs a tonic.
Boston has gone back.
brains
that
ive
feeling,
construst
mous
all of the city enough
Must Do Away with Graft
a "municipal
We are in distinct need of
end public spirit to administer such meth"We should do away with the old dis- come-back." There is at the call of the
the
to
shoulders
our
tint
we
if
Sine, and
and public
the credited system of graft, favoritism, ineaiy enough constructive brainsprogramme.
wheel we can make Boston a 'City for
der,,y and mismanagement, and we should
,,irit to carry through such a
People.'"
substitute for It a system of upright deal:Moulders to the wheel.
These were the words of Andrew J. ing with the people; a syeteut •based en Let us all put our
"City for the People."
Peters, candidate for mayor, following the merit, not favoritism—a system where porn- and make Boston a
weekly noon luncheon of the Pilgrim Pub
petent men are put In charge of the eity'a
Association today. They were ut- work, and the people's
licit
money, raised by
tered near the close of an address, which taxation, Is judiciously and wisely spent
was frequently interrupted by applause. for the '
,
of
the
client
at home ved
citizens
ern,Not once did Mr. Peters indulge in
not wasted in corrupt and injudielous con- Candidate for Mayor Says Joint Debates
mayor.
for
s
candidate
the
of
any
dem of
tracts with fayorltes and political leader ,.
to Candidates
Have Proved of Pio Value
He stated his case plainly, enthusiastical"The great neod of ,,,e ..
doubt
no
leave
to
as
pointedly
so
and
ly
time is to melte our country into an effifor mayor,
Andrew .1. Peters, candidate
that he is heate and soul in the movement cient fightine whole, with the closest cohn
Tagno's chalto effect a charge at City Hall and confi- eration between it and the Government, end
in reply to Congressman
this stateeffected
lenge for a debate, issued
dent that such a change will be
to have the closest cooperation between tee
ment:
ete Dec. la.
mayors and officials of our large cities all
will m h!itin derstand
"I trust no voter
The candidate emphasized the view that the. Government at Washington.
to the quesBooton could hot progress if the experiicy position with reference
s for maytions which various candidate
ence ef the leet four years is to he re- Sacred Duty Toward Men at Front
regard to their
or are asking me, or in
Peated. No municipality could furnish de'At: eeperienee of eight years in Conchallenges for joint debatee.
mocracy and practical idealism by a sysgress and an intimate association during
campaign
"I am conducting my own
tem of favored privilege waste and negand
In
VearS
one-half
two
the
not
Treasury
according to my own notions and do
lect. dtreets cannot be paved by political
nt
or
eeeretary,
with
aesistant
Dee:I:inte
clamors
propose to be diverted by
methods, public institutions cannot serve
morn'ere of the Ca • •- et and those having
from anxious opponents. I believe
cries
the people without the highest encourageoffieed noeitlens, w '
.ble me, as mayor
ahd
ment and the manifold affairs of city busithat the people of Boston are sick
of Boston, to brie
'nto the • closest coof the self-praise and bombaet
tired
ness cannot be conducted unless efficient
oeeration cur city Wi;:, the Goefernment
.
with which they are oeing satiated.
men are In charge. But equally important,
arsmtprcon.
"When tha proper time comes :ny
tee city cannot take its place araong other
"We should not only consider it th!
8 War rallies will be announced and no friend
large cities in support of the government
on
with our Got.t3lItinent.
offectiee cobeerati
to
of mine need fear that I will fail
and in the competition toe foreign trade
but we should realize that we haF"
answer any proper question addressed
unless the man in the mayor's office bus
cred
those
towards
who
duty
are•rfsklea
.
me. Nor will I fail to give reason
the confidence cf the people and of the
their fives for our safety. We mustaee to to
for the faith thee. is In me that I shall
national Administration. In !.t word, deit
that
be
adeouete
Made
will
provision
rightthe next mayor of Bostoe.
mocracy at home is as well worth
by the- eommuntty. so that when the happy be
voters want from their mayor
as democracy abroad, In Mr.
"The
ing for
time comes aqd our soldier boys return
the next four years results and not
for
Peters' opinion.
from the front, they will find more than a
talk. The present time culls for deeds,
Mr. • Peters was introduced by H. F.
cordial welcome awaiting them, and there --,
ae:..ee..call•-•-••
Barber, chairman of the noon lay lunchefftelent
lie
will
an
diriates tor mayor have always in the
eon committee and as he stood before the
non
of
the
through
Lei,,
wnteh
of
each
our
were given fur
proved of no value and have genlirPP eneere
soldiers will he able immediately to tesume pest
erally degenerated into rivalry In self"the next mayor of Boston." The prein
his
place
the
life
of
the
industrial
city.
the participating cansiding officer reviewed Mr. Peters' career
In tl:Is great object peer association will ',false between
am talking every day with
in Congress for eight years and mentioned
ly render an efficient and impor- didates. F
undoebted
assistant
citizens from all parts of Boston and I
the fact that he had served as
a . sere ea_
say that the situation for my canSecretary of the Treasury for two years
"Never again are we going ti.
1
4
see this must
Cidacy is everywhere very gratifying.
anti a half, and concluded by saying that
country
as
it
was
before.
New
condition
Vote-getter Peters" is a title more true , will arise, both social and economic, api My fellow citizens are clever enough to
reason for the torrent of
•
today than ever before.
we must be preparedto meet them. Durine understand the
are putting ,out.
opponent
the past few years, the foreign corm-fierce words my
of whanling to keep their
of thie country has gene ahead by leaps and The old adage
What the War Means at Home
courage up (mite fits the situation."
"Our country has been drawn 'into tine .houtids. The export of our manufactured
wonproducts has increased five times In volume
werid centest, in the words of cur
; during the last three years. When this
derfol President, "to make the world safe
' war is over. however, we will be brought
for dernoera.cy," and to make it possible
fete keen competition with the natione now .
independfor the.privilege of freedom and
generaengaged In the deadly etru,gele. w e meet
ence ;o be carried on to the next
trout our fathers, I be prepared to meet this compelitiore The •
le, ee
that to! foreign nations are already preparing the ,
said Mr. Peters. We must realize
,tearless drive for the world markete. We ;
to '
carry ,out this object it is necessary
will find the competillon to be not indihave
make many sacrifices. Democracies
vidual
against individual, not corporatien
of
been accomplished only after centuries
against corporation, bet nation teatinst nastruggle and the benefits of a democracy
tion. Therefore we nmet prepare to make
people
can be obtained and kept for its
s to make sacrifices. American trade effective and lasting by goOnly by their willingnes
ing into the future competition, in an intelIn carrying our this great war, we must ! ligent manner.
our first object
all of us realize that
11

BOSTON NEEDS

TONiC

--Tells Pilgrim Publicity Men Cl.ange
Is Certain'

PETERS FCR DEEDS, NOT WORDS

•

Reg(lir

not

—oat%
torrupt and inaludielone to give
them ell ineerenee bueinese
le with t eeeneee and
or .nairectly connected with trio
-;•-•
City. amounting to about $00,000 a year.
"The great need of our country at this
"No such audacioue perforreance was
time is that it shall be made into an effiever known in any big city in the world.,
cient. fighting whole, with the closest co- It
is, however, but a sample of the
eneration between it and the governkind of work that has been going on
int nt, as well its with the closest eo-oper:Won between the mayors arid officials during the past four years.
"To think that I can under any eonour large cities and the government at
dition advocate another fou: years Of
Washington.
- rhere is a general, an almost tinni- Mr. Curley when a selection can be
a
hans feeling, that Boston inks gone beck. made from such men as Jame: A. Galplivan and Peter in Tague and Andrew J.,
!Russell Club
Never Indorses The t3wn needs a tonic. We are in dis- Peters is belittling
to ray moral sense.
tinet need of a 'municipal come-back.'
There is at the call of the city enough
Some Things Unforgotten.
I Candidates—Hopes Firemen
construe:Ave brains and public Spirit to
"I have not forgotten and I4go not
carry through such a program. Let us
think the people of Boston hrtoe forgotWill "Remember" Mayor.
all put our shoulders to the wheel and
ten his cruel discharge of women in the
make Boston a 'city for the people.'
middle of winter, his reduction in the
To the Editor of the Traveler:
wages of men employed in the F.ify servN/ 0 1.1 - 7
/9 f,
ice and of nurses in the health and hosThe article which apeared In Boeten
pital
departments, his attempted'
mire,
newspapers stating in effect that the ,
lion of the salaries of policer
ft Russell Club had refused to indorse Ilk
men and school teachers, hi
:dere
Honor Mayor James M. Curley; for reclosing gymnasiums and playgrounds,
his abandoning of popular concerts in
election is absolutely untrue.'
school halls; his cruel order sending.old
In view of the just attitude that his
men, who should have been pensioned.
tomer the mayor has ever displayed in
to dig out snow drifts in Franklin Park,
and his jeering remark when some of
matters affecting the men in the fire serthem land the courage tn rantnnatrate!
vice of Boston, the Russell Club would
his ruthless abandonment of plans made
be guilty of the basest quality of inby me for the erection of a municipal
gratitude had it taken action which the
lodging house to take the place of the
fire trap on Chardon street; his abandonstatement appearing in the newspapers
ment of plans matte o
ne or
would lead the public to believe had
buildings at the South end ad Roslinbeen taken. The Russell Club, as an
dale; his contemptuous attitade toward
organization, has never indorsed a cann ned,
...",
.
eted against the
oiko"
torte, *Unit of a Namitten repreeezithig the organizeia.-•
•
tam
opal'
tieroance
eel
of the protests
waited upon his honor the mayor last
vvou:d Put Boston Back
of Catholic and Protest in, soMeties
Wednesday and so informed him.
against the presentation a" 'Where Are
His honor the mayor informed the
, My Children' anti 'Is Any Girl Safer
a Generation.
committee that he was opposed to such
and other pe:formances of a like nature;
action for the reason that, dui lug 1ii4
his attempt to hold two public positions
term of office, the fire department has
it the same time, one it seat in congimas
been administered free of political inGIVES
-it$7500
a year and the other as mayor •
HIM FOURT
4' • '*7111
terference; and the record of improvef Boston at $10,000 a year; 1de intereatee
ment in the service during the past four
mg the eatery of his brother from $1804
years is the best proof not only of the
to $5000 a year, while reducing everyoit.
value, but of the necessity fur continuing the department in the future as It
else, and last, but not least, his
hypohas been conducted in the past four
Former Mayor John F. Fitzgerald critical alliance with pseudo reformers I
years.
which resulted In attempts almost daily
The executive Committee of the Rus- issued last night the following state- to impoverish those who had
cleated
sell Fire Club. however, hopes that the ment, in which he declares that. re- him while at the same time making
firemen and their friends will remem- election of
plans
for
the
erection
of a palatial home
Mayor Curley would put
ber the necent figlit, the firemen made
at Jamaica Plain, with fixtures and
for an opportunity to spend more time Boston hack a generation, makes adornments from the home of
Henry IL
with their families by giving their sup- caustic allusions to Curley's past acts Rogers, thergt
ilf
i iard Oil millionaire.
port to those who aided in bettering the in office, and expresses willingne
•
(1
tni
ss
"W
living conditions of Beaton Gremen, the to meet
d4CbtadUWIs."him cm the !
whiteHon, James M. Clancy and Councillor
inese are but e few of the indictin discussion of their respective adAlfred J. Wellington.
ments that will be brought against him
Very respectfully yout•s.
ministrations:
when the campaign really starts. The
F. B. COOK,
"There is not the slightest foundation
Secretary Russell Flae Club.
for the report in an evening newspaper wretched condition of the streets haa
Nov. 26.
that I may come out for Mayor Curley. disgraced Bosten in the el es of visitors
Neither do I think in ere is APIVIhit,r •
ibe ,,At fe"r reare,
,
tho. story printed le tli(1
paper that I
"7
reflect conditiors generally in all
Toy cousin, C. C. Fitzgerald, vice-president of the Massachusetts Bonding departments of the city into which the
hand of the mayor reach.
Company, has deelared for him.
•
"Mr. Curley cannot possibly win! And
have said this to those of his friends
Where Commissions Went.
Andrew J. Petere believes that it is
"It is ordy recently that Mr. Curley who have called upon me the past few
just mt necessary to fight for democracy
falsely charged this young man and the days. His administration mprke a dishere in Boston as it is on the blood- Massachus
ti,,ct step backward In the life of
the
etts Bonding Company with
city and his re-election would put
stained battlefields of France. It is not the same twacttees wiien
Bos1.--was mayor ton back a generation
.
sufficient that our forces should be sent tliat were exposed recently by the
"There is no heart in the work of the
forth to battle for this much desired end, finance commission In connection with city emplo,i es. They seent to
live in an ,
Me own admInistratiorr The investiga- air
of thraldom. The departments he told the members of the Pilgrim Pub- Lion showed that whetot*
arel
*er business was
licity Association at their noon meeting alone under me lee the Massachusetts honeycombed with favorites of the mayor's office. incompetents in most
eases.'
yesterday, unless all are prepared to give Bonding Company, and it was only ona One of the men who
have grown old in
of severol companier that did insurance faithful
democracy to the peopie in ('air linnie
service aid to me the other day
that
four
years more of Mr. Curley weed,
business with the titv while r wag
14,11V ')
cities.
ou Mee sending faithful city servants
to
"We should do away -with the old dis- mayor, was carried an by more than
our
years
of penal servitude, and I be50 different indielduals, who divided
credited system of graft, favoritism, in- among
!eve this not to be an
exa.ggerated
themselves ;he commission that
efikeency and mismanagement," he constatement.
went entirely Into the Peter Fitzgerald
"I told this man that there was abaotinued, "and we should substitute for it Company.
luteiy no prospect of four more yeara
a system of upright dealing with the; "In other words,
of
when Mr. Curley Mr. t uriey,
people; a system based on merit. notn went
that he would run fourth on
into City Hall be picked tip a but. election
day, and this is my belief now.
favoritism; a system where competent
ter and cheese merchant and his son in
men are put in charge of the city's work Somerville. father-inOffers to Debate for Charity.
and the people's money, raised by taxa- in-law ef his partner.law and brother"I ant told that at various
Frank Daly, and
meeting,
tion, is judiciously and wisely spent for commande
the
pas:. week Mayor Curley has
d eeerobedy, under threat of called
the benefit el the citizens at home and the displeasure re
Lima Mayor's office, attention •0 the depleted treasury thatho found on. entering City
to th

of Failure to
Indorse Curley

FIRGERALD
WOULD DEBATE
WITH CURLEY
PLACE IN FINAL VOTE

NflV
PETERS APPEALS FOR A
SAFE DEMOCRACY HERE

D -f110(/
lirt)ac,
one on .0
e tuna es

•

atitotions; and to the bad condition generally of City Hall departments.
."I would like to recut thee charges.
'but I cannot chase him around the city
or keep pace with his misrepresentation.
If those who are intereated in raising
funds for any of the worthy movements
connected with the war will hire Mechanics building for a discussion of our
respective administrations, I will agree
to be on the job, and if Mr. Curley will
only eense.nt, I think the war funds will
get aOsubstantial boost. What better
way to get funds, for Christmao offerings
for the boys at the front?"

(v6v

'FITZGERALD
ROASTS CURIE
Dot laiTS
Re-election
Would Put Boston Back
a Generation.
PUTS HIM FOURTH DEC. 18
Offers to Debate Administrations for the Benefit of
War Fund.
Fortner Mayor John F. Fitzgerald
issUed last night the following statement, In Which

lie

declares that re-

election of May9r

MI,

litiistut back a generation, makes
caustic allusions to Curley's past acts

In °Moe, and expresses willingness
•the nubile platform

In discussion of their reepeCtIVO
ministrations:

•

"There ienot the slightest foundation
for the,report in S t1 evening newspaper
that I may come out for Mayor' Curley.
Neither do I think teere is anything to
the story printed in toe same paper that
my cousin, C. C. Fitzgerald, vire-president of the Mataachueetts Bonding
Company, has declared for him.
Where Comm(ssions Went.
"It is only recently that Mr. Curley
falsely charged this young man and the
ms.„.oseemeerte Bonding
Company with
the same. practices when I was mayor
that were exposed recently by the
finance commission in connection with
hi a own administration. The Investigation showed that whatever bueineee woe
done under me by the Massachusetts
Bonding Company, and It was only one
of several companies that did Insurance
bueinese with the city while I Willi
mayor, was carried on by more than
50 'different individuals, who divided
among themselves the commission that
went entirely into the Peter Fitzgerald
Company. •
"In other wools. when Mr. Curley.
I went into City Gall he picked up a but_
ter and cheese merchant and his son it
Somerville. father-in-law, and brotherIn-tow of hie partner, Frank Daly, and
commanded everybody, under threat of
the displeasure of the mayor's office,
to give them all insurance bueiness di- ,
rectly or Indirectly connected with the

I city. aMounifng to about $50,000 a year.
eraily of City Hall fiepartm'ents.chargeeo
"No eueh audacious performant • was
"I would like to meet these
ever known in any big city in ate world. but 1 .cannot chase him around the city
It is, however, but a sample of the or keep pace with his misrepresentation.
kind of work that has been going on If those who are Interested in raising
movements
during the past four years.
funds for any of the worthy
"To think that I can under any con- conneeted with the war will hire Meof our
discussion
dition advocate another four years of chanics building for a
agree
Mr. Curley when a selection can be respective administretions, I win
will
made from such men as James A. Gal- to be on the job, and if Mr. Curley
will
livan and Peter F. 'Segue and Andrew J. only consent. I think the war funds
better
What
Peters is belittling to my moral sense.
get a substantial boost.
offerings•
Christmas
way to get funds for
;Some Things Unforgotten. ,
for the boys at the front?"
"r have not forgetter.'and I do not
think the people of Boston have forgotten his cruel discharge of women in the
middle of winter, his reduction In the
wages of men employed In the city service and of nurses in the health and hospital departmental, his attempted reductam of the salaries of policemen, firemen and school teachers, his orders
"losing gymnasiums and playgrounds,
his abandoning of popular concerts in.
school hails; MA cruel order sending old
men, who should have been pemOoned,
to dig out snow drifts in Franklin Park.
and his jeering remark when some of
them had the courage to remonstrate;
his ruthless abandonment of piaas made
by me for the erection of a municipal
lodging house to take the place of the
fire trap on Chardon street; his abandonment of plans made by me for publie
buildings at the South end and Bosnia
dale; his contemptueas attitude toward
the Negroes, who protested against the
performance of "The Birth of a Nation"; his open defiance of the protests
of Catholic and Protestant societies
against the presentation of 'Where Are
My Children' and 'Is Any Girl Safe?'
and other performances of a like nature;
his attempt to hold two public positions
at the same time, one a seat in Congress
Martin M. lsomasney, the only political i
at $7500 a year and the other as malor
loader in Boston who still can "(Salver"
of Boston at $10,000 a year; :NS 'tierceshis district despite the direct primary.
Mg the salary of hisMrother from $1800, may
cause surprise and disappointment
to $5000 a year, while reducing everyone
else, and last, but riot least, his hypo-• to several candidates for mayor this year
critical alliance with pseudo reformers - by refusing to take any position in the
wham resultial h, otter:tete elmost daily mayoralty contest. This is the opinion
to impoverish those who had elected
him while at the mine time making 'of several of his lieutenants, woo sa,
Piens for the erection of a palatial home that in any event Lomasney's position
at Jamaica Plain, with fixtures and . will not definitely be known until the
adornments from the home of Henry H. Sunday night
before election.
'Sneers, the Standard Oil millionaire.

NEUTRALITY
IN MAYORALTY
FOR 'MARTIN'
7
Belief Grows the West End
Leader Will No Take
Sides.
-

SUNDAY !GHT, DEC. 16,
MAY TELL DIFFERENT STORY

"Wretcneci
"These are but a few or the Indict-.
'rents that will be brought against him
when the cempoign really starts. The
wretched condition of the streets has
disgracea -Boston in the eyes of visitors
the past four years. and the street conditions reflect conditions generally in all
departments of the city into which the
hand of the mayer reaches.
"Mr. Curley cannot possibly win! And .
T have said this to those of his Wen&
who have called upon me the past few
days. His administration marks a dike
tinet step beeawsrd in the life of the
eity and his re-election would put Boston back a generation.
"There is no heart In the werk of the
city employes. They seem to live in an,
air of thraldom. The departments are
honeycombed with favorites of the mayor's office, incompetents in most cases.
lane of the men whe have grown old ira
faithful service said to me the other day
that four years more of Mr. Curley would
be like sending faithful city servants to
four years of penal servitude, and I believe title not to be an exagaerated
ac
statement.
"I told this man that there was absolutely no prospect of four more years of
Mr. Currey, God he would run fourth on
election day, and this is nar belief now.
Offers to Debate for Charity.
"1 ant told that at various meetinge
the past week Mayor Curley has finned
attention to the depleted treasury that
he found on emering City Hall; to the
sad eonditton of the inmates of our ina
stitutions, and to the bad .condition gen. •

Source of His Power,
If Meyer Curley, Andrew J. Peters I
and Congressmen Gallivan and Tulle!
continue iii the contest, and there is no!
reason at present to believe that either
will witodraw, Lomatiney will find it
difficult to make a choice, especially if
Gallivan and Tague are strong at the
finish.i Much of Lomasney's political
power is dite to patronage, to th
Judicious placing of his supporters in
comfortable berths. It would be to
Isomasney's advantage and to theirs; to
he with the winner. .1t would equally
be to his and to their disadaventage
seoual Curley, Gallivan or. Tague be
elected over the opposition of Lornasney,
May State Neutral.
Lomasney can en e his candiaate a
Plurality of front 1000 to 1500 or more in
wn rd. But if there should be mere
lean two mayoralty candidates, each
with a "fighting chance" of winning
mit, it would not surprise these Lomes•
m.o. men if their chief should declare,
neotrallty.
"Oomasnest doesn't care client hims
self, but he W/1111.8 to protect hie men,"
say oome of his lieutenante.
To illustrate the plastic neture of the
vote in Isornasney'a ward, a legend is
told to the effect that. once when Lomas.
ney annoonced that lie would lake no
position in a two-man confeet, out
would let the two candidates divide the
ward, each received about 747 votee

Suspect Curley
and Fitzgerald
A.re in Allianra
•

•

"
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Ground for Belief Is That Three
Strong "Fitz" Men Have
En!isted with Mayor.

James M. CrleRy.MAYOR.
James A. Gallivan.
Andrew J. Peters.
Peter F. Tague.
If the claims of the Curley-I-Zoo/land
Bernd)henna prove to be genuine, then
the nki.121C of Praek 13. [lowland will also
atn. nr. James Oneal. the Socialist, will
probably not get on the ballot. A batch
ot papers was tiled for him just befoue
the closing hour last night. and the election officihls have not been able as pet
to make any statement either as to rite
or anybody else's papers, but the chances
are said to be against him. No papilrs
were gpcd for George 0. Wood.
FOR CITY COUNCIL.
John J. Cassidy.
Thomas F. Coffey.
Alfred E. Wellington.
Joseph J. Leonard.
Patrick B. Carr.
Albert Hurwitz.
Henry E. Hagan,
Daniel W. La - p.
James T. Moriarty.
FOR SCHOOL COMMITTEE
Joseph Lee.
William S. Kenny.
Michael H. Corcoran.
Rid ard J. Lane.

rrent today that
The report was
former Mayor Fitz;.;erald and Mayor
Curley had termed an alliantnw, or at
)'s releast an entente, to. help Curle.
election.
Mayor Curley smilingly declines to discuss the rumor at all. AS for the former
mayor—he is "out of town" and has
taken Mr. Martin, his secretary, out of
town with him.
' While no positive admissions or denials
could be secured, the fact remained that
three of the strongest Fitzgerald men In
the city had enlisted In the Curley fofees.
One of these was Cornelie.4 il. Fitz:veal& a cousin of the "Little Heneral"
and president of the Republle Puidishing
company, which put out ex-Melee Fitzgeraldni paper,
A Significant Change.
,
.r
' What is even more significant to the
scouts of the opposition, however,„ is
that "Cenny Fitz" is vice-presiOrait of
the Massachusetts Bonding and Maurance Company, which has been charged
by Mayor Curley with raising all .the
fuss about the city's bonding business
taken up by the finance commission.
And "Conny Fitz" and his bonding
company has been the objects of attack by the mayor. The Gallivan,
Peters, Taguc and company generals
see in the new alliance a fort,east of at
split in the award of the city's bonding
business next term, if Corley is meelected.
Two Others Brought Over.
I
The other two "Little General' men !
are Garrett W. Scotian', for a long dine •
a friend of Mr. Fitzgerald. and city Cul-

I
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We do not believe the eleventhhour Republican candidacy which
the mayor's friends appear to have
rushed into the field will fool anybody. Assuming that the City Hall
strikers hay" done effective work
and obtained real names, the transparency of the whole affair is such
Pita it" must fail to accomplish any
disruptive purposes of consequence.
Who is Howland, anyway?
The last time we had a candidate
of this kind it. was George a. Hibbard, wno was at tile time ivaiui in!
Boston, and hs.d been its Republican
postmaster. and long prominent in
the Republican city organization.
While his candidacy, had no other
frnirl Ator.
tfP
• tration, fl,”1 Then.... n, or, mpholl,'4.11ni,._
Slielleth, and so punish the
row's
, man of the old ward 21 Democratic coinof good government for fail, mittee, and rue of the most influential friends
ing to renominate Hibbard, it had aFitzgerald men In -2:lorclaster.
"plausibility" to which Howland cannot now aspire. And yet Hibbard
polled fewer than 2000 votes out of
/
?
q
3
(t _ t
90,000.
Votes cast for Howland* Wilt rapresent the irreducible minimum of political intelligence. Nobody would
expect him to be elected. Peters can
be. Peters is a man of ability and
standing, whose success would do
more to help Boston than anything
ati, that has happened in years.
lae Z,Ejf Aar La
Republican leaders of the city will
he for Peters. He will get the Re- •
publican vote, with unbtoken unanimity. What better evidence of this
the
do we need than the poverty of
"Republican" material on which the
mayor has had to depend, culminat:
Mg in the apparent nomination of

Candidates
; to Spare on

R„,11.4.

•
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THE.,H9WEAND CANDIDACY

Nine Seek Seats in Council,
Four the School Board, in Addition to Mayoralty Aspirants.
Four and possibly five candidates for
the mayoralty, nine candidates for the
three seats in the council, and four for
the two seats in the school committee
will appear on the ballot Dec. Is.
When the last none for Ming nomination papers arrived, at 5 o'clock last
night, it became apparent that the fel,
lowing were certainly on the list unless
withdrawals aro...filed before Dec. 5,

Howland!

GALLIVAN SEES
END OF CURLEY
7
\i if V
People of Boston Have Had
i Enough, He Says--Reviews
Fitzgerald Charges.
TAKES A FLING AT PETERS
_
Congressman :fames A. Gallivan
last night addressed large meetings
hold in support of his candidacy for
mayor ,at Pilgrim Hall, in ward 9,
and at the clubhouse of the Jamaica
'A. A. and Leonard Hall, in ward 7.
'At each of the meetings he declared
that "the people of Boston have had
enough of Cur!ey, Daly, Angell &
Co., and in 1918 it will be Gallivan,'
I with all the people of Boston as Ilia
I partners."
"Do you eemember," be asked. "that
Mayor Fitzgerald in 1915 charged that
Canaey was a stockholder in Frankte
alumbina beatness'and sought to
.control the city's business? Fitzgerald
all,?ged that Curley was reaching out
fin the plumbing work in private buildlogs in every ,.-etion of the city where
the mayor's influence could be exercised.
The Fitzgerald Charges.
"On the Daly bonding graft, Ms -or
Fitzgerald charged that as an instance
of the geeat profit in bonding, Patrick
McGoveern, subway contractor, had recently paid a premium of $10,000 on a
bond on which there was no competiBon.
"Fitzgerald charged that marks Angell
was using the Mayor's office telephone,
representing, as he alleged, Mayor ('Uricy and appealing to corporations big
:1;n1 •
and little for all their c4;1
vitzgez'ald charged
I some new junk.
that employes of the IM1Stt
sion informed hint that Mayor Colley
himself called upon a member of the,
commission and asked him to dispose
of the junk which came from subway
construction to his partner, Marks An-a
gel t.
The congressman took a fling at Andrew J. Peters, another of his opponents
,for the mayoralty, saying that Peters
knows nothing about city affairs and the
needs of the VariOUS districts. Ile also
criticised Peters's method of campaignMg, declaring that the latter has not
yet made a single attack out the presentCurley regime, "vulnerable though it is.
He is floundering about in a 'pussy-foot'
kind of way, hoping the mayoral
lightning will strike him. Let hint show
the people he is big enough roe a Ws
job or else let him get out of the fight
altogether and join me In ridding our
city of a discredited and disgTaced.
Other.
mayor.""
speakers were Representative
,W. J. Manning, Representative J. j.
'
! Moynihan. former Representative Tblir:
CiWahan former Senator .1. F. one,•ritt
Representative Oakhem.

)
1(
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WA TO KNOW
MAYOR'S PROFIT
Congressman Tague Wiii
Where His Money
Comes from.
A= CURLEY TO DO SAME
Congressman Peter F. Tagne spoke
at a series of rallies in East .floston
last night, and in reply tc Major
Curley's challenge to tell where the
rn Ali ov nn MO from which is financing .
the Tague campaign, offered to make'
a sworn statement if the mayor will ,
reciprocate by a sworn statement as i
to "the profits he received from private enterprises in which he has engaged since becoming mayor." The
congressman said, in part:
.
"Although the law does not reenire
the making of returns of campaign expenditures until the campaign is over,
I stand ready to waive the protection •
I
1 of the law and to make public, under
I oath, Just where I got every cent I have
spent In my mayoralty fight and to
whom. I gave it.
Thinks Mayor Should Tell.
"The. only condition I would impose
is that the present mayor agree to take
the public into his confidence regarding
Ills own receipts and'expenditures. I I
want him to agree to tell the people how
much of his campaign fund came from
r'''''n l a '
1
"
1 . ''"""1"t:'"1 fr.= rrivr.t.:7, cr.
terprises In which be hasengaged since
becoming mayor of the city.
"I want him to tell the public frankly
how much of it came out of the mouths
and off the backs of the children of city
employes. I want him to tell the people

I

when he raised the naiades of city cm
ployes several months ago, and if at that
time he made the mental reservation
that the increases would come back to
him ill the form of a campaign fund
later.
:
Tague's Conscience Clear.
"I have no mental reservations regarding my campaign funds or my
means of earning a living. I have been
'engaged in legitimate business enterprises all My life. I have been earning.
my money by hard work for the past 22
years, during all of which time the
present mayor of Boston has been attach-id ‘...‘nt!...annsly In a public pay roll.
"Neither during my service in public
°Mice nor during my priVate citizenship have I ever been In the employ of a
public service corporation, nor have T
engaged in Pny enterprIF;e wIlk.h rod
. 4n ,....!, ,,,,,!, •,,,,,-.''''"". ”1?. ! !',-; 1:,,,i;!.
.fui performance of public duly."

1
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Boston, Nov. 24. •
To the Editor of the Traireler•
I hereby deny that David. Stoneman 15 my campaign inanag.21 and
that I have anything to do with the
Curley campaign. I am not with
Mr. Curley for mayor.
Thim ntatement is given to refute
a statement appearing In the evening press of today.
ALBERT III;RWITZ,
, Candidate for the City nromoil.
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MAYOR

Mayor
It is a pity that there aro those- whii refuse to-takts

of the
Curley'a enthusiastic demand for municipal owneiship
casual
Boston street ear lines as it was intended to be taken. 'A
demoncanvass of friends and opponents of public ownership
side
strates the somewhat significant fact that nobody on either
Antended
s
Trnetnt 1\
believe.; that the mayor's latest forward,
•
1 t!. !
71.0,
:1E%
DCC.
----- - laier Litan "2
Tamthe
of
out
and
in
Everybody
regrettable.
That is
many Club of old ward 17 knows what a great benefit the mr•
nicipal ownership of street railways would be. A city that.
not, with a superfluous number pif inspectors, have the catchbasins in it public streets cleaned as they should be, would
undoubtedly make a tremendous success of operating subway,
surface and elevated car lines.
Think of the number of chronic loafers who could be cam
for on the railway payrolls, just as they are now cared for on
the city's usual rolls. And that, of course, is the main point,
judgi::g froili what the taxpayers of Boston are paying for
without receiving that which they should receive :mil ishieh
some day they will take definite inewisun'!s to obtain.
`it is remarkable that James Oneal, Socialist candidate for
siayoa, is not willing to go as far in his support of socialistic'war
loctrine as the Socialist candidate for mayor of New 1.7.,_nic Was.
lining to go. Mr. Oneal explains that he is not in favor of "a
Prussian peace," but that he favors "peace by negotiation.", lie
does not tell us whether he favors a repeal of the draft exemp,
lion law, as a prelude to peace by negotiation, but his comrade in
New York was bravely in favor of it and bravely boastful that
he had not bought and would not buy Liberty bonds.
Mr. Oneal reads, and does not like, the Traveler, bat that
fact will not deter the Traveler from expressing again the hope
that, if nomination papers are being stolen from his headquarters, he will discover the men who are doing it an" identity
those higher up w;i: are paying tile other fellows for stealing
them. Mr. Oneal should guard his papers more closely. Meanwhile it may be in order to remark that candidates less straightiorward than no nave more than once chargen that their nomination papers were stolen when, in fact, it had merely been
impossible to fill them.
Every believer in Mr. Oneal's war doctrine shonid sign his
nomination papers. It cannotbe that Mayor Curley has been able to corral all of the voting pacifists.
'thout considering the grave offence committed by boys
who assinned that, bearing a petition, they would be as- warmly
wele,Omed by the mayor and his family at the manor house on
Jarnaieaway as they would have been if they had gone to City
Hall with a roll of signatures for the mayor's candidacy, let it be
tinnuriicti. that, in all probability there will be a.seareity of additional playgrounds-in Bostott for some time to come.
This city is face to face with tremendous expenditures on
account of war. The taxpayers will he confronted- with heavier
burdens, of various kinds, than they have had fai bear. There
should be no expenditures by the city, except for absolutely
necessary purposes, and in that elasssinciatled play- •
t
iyaa
grounds.
A majority of the public playgrounds in Boston were bought
because somebody had property to sell and could induce the city
to pay more for it than any intelligent private citizen would pay.
If Boston could have received full and honest value for the
money it has expended in playgrounds, it would have more of
them than at present, and no district would be without one.
••

IP, THE CITY ELECTION
GOES RIGHT THIS TIME

•

Does Boston want a good deal of
new money to spend? Obviously,
yes' One easy way of geti:og it apnars in sight. Elect the candidate
t
incic..sed by the Good Governmen
the
ri inaeur of Boston in
comint; ..test, and ocoie, utl perhaps hundr-ds, of men nOW hAving a
legal residence in the suburbs. or
even in other states, wil; come into
ional propBoston, bringing their p7.7,
erty•with them. The rate of taxation
on It is now exactly the same as in
the suburbs, or anywhere else in
Massachusetts for that matter. Why,
then, should they not come anyhow.
Yegardiess of the outcome of the bal-

N„.,v
SAYS CURLEY I
ATTACKED BANK

PLEDGE GALLIVAN JEW VOTE

I

CITY HALL 1
Wayne
HILiP L. McMAHON, 5
to be apstreet, Roxbury, exActs
Institutions
eoleted deputy penal
tet
commissioner. The mystery as for
why he withdrew from the race
the city council is expiainea byjhe
discovery that he tops the civil service list, following the examination
which the commission ruled must
be taken. despite Mayor Curley'*
appointment, without examination,
of dames T. Kenney. But the mayor
Is delaying In m ast.... "inc three names sentehim by
the commission, the other two being
Tacmas A. Callahan, 73 Draper
street, Dorchester, and Henry A.
Higgins, 344 Saratoga street, East
Boston, and It would he a cruel
shame If his honor decided after all
that It might be lust as well to
select East Boston or Dorchester,
Instead of the Tammany Club's
ballIWICk, as the favored section, it.a
a lene •-•
f....aaaed day, Vol. Mr.
McMahon, and means...111E1e he Is doing his beat to be "regular.Ft

Rep. Swig Charges Efforts by
Mayor to Injure Tremont
Trust Company.

_•c:r_lar. Jameo A. rianivan,
Cons're,
hailed with the promise of 95 per
cent, of the Jewish vote at a
loting?
thronged rally last night at the
they
5;
6
4
1
/
n
lt re
i1
For the si—pl
of Representative Simon Swig,
home
better
kilo the decently-run suburbs
Humboldt avenue, Roxbury, led an
of
looters
the
and
grafters
the
than
attack upon Mayor Curley and his
•the great city, and when it becomes
administration.
personal
their
a question of when;
To supplement the attack of the conholdings shall be counted as belong- gressman, who again demandtd. explaning, they prefer to let the smaller a;ion of where the money for the
place have the advantage. But if Jamaicaway mansion came from, was
they saw Boston well run once more, a charge by Representative Swig that
they would be only too glad to help the mayor hat; made Insidious effoets to
carry out the great constructive ruin the bank of which.' he is presiwork, in street improvemmt and con• dent—the Trement Traet Company.
etructiop. in iE.olarged transportation
More Than 1000 Attend.
faciNties etc., wmen would surerY
The meeting, held in the garage of
follow the recovery of Boston from
Representative Swigai home, was atIts present disordered regime.
tended by more than 1000 citizens of the
will
they
shrewd,
If our voters are
neighborhood. Hundreds of others were
adopt a policy Whieh,will invite the unable tc find room within the building.
Men of our suburb§ who may be
"Yesterday," said Congressman Gauleligible for establishing a residence van, "speaking at a lecture on fire Peeel
men
the
anti
there,
either here or
I vention which was merely a disguise:
who may be wavering between an I' get Ciiriee beforc ao audience for!
political purposes, he said he was going•
.urhan and an out-of-tow hetn:•,
coming across the line. The city ta compel me to tea where I got the'.
11101 a to carte:Ion thin contest. I tell
*road profit enormously by the influx him openly and imbllely that every cent
bf substantial sn& property-owning I am spending or will spend in this
citizens likely to follow the redemp- fight Is the voluntary contribution of
friends le aeeey aaaa„, ar roe city, and
pOn of Boston. Thin It over.
that. I will meke a propee legal return ,
Rea
of
Curley,
Mayor
.a:
for every dollar received and expended. 1
te for mayor may be
publican
Retorts on the Mayor.
estimated by recalling what happened
"I floe' ask Mayor curlry where he is
in 1909, when George A. Hibbard polled
getting the money to carry on his fight
11814 votes. John F. Fitzgerald, with
for IllaY01-. As he insists on delving
atorrow,
J.
James
47,177 votes defeated
into my personal affairs, I think it only
the Good Government candidate, who
received 45,795. That is to say. Fitz- fair to review his record. He came into
gerald's plurality was only 138. and , City Hall a actor man. He publicly
there were not a few who declared that stated that as a result of his campaign
if Hibbard's name had not been on the he was heavily in debt. The salary of
ballot Sterrow would have been elected,
for the buil( of the 1811 votes were anti. mayor is only $10,000 a year, yet we
lind hint purchasing in February, 1915,
Fitzgerald.
an expensive building site in the hith; When City Messenger "Ned" Leary erto exclusive Jamaica way district."
Representative awe; dcelated that the
asked for the 0, K. of President Storrow
of the council on two bille of 87.80 cad, mayor, after starting false rumors
hours
six
for
cents),
20
about
the Tremont Trust Oompany. some
(with carfare of
work Of two men on two different days of whiah he managed to get to the
"cleaning liege." the preoldeut mated for ..attention of the state bank commissionfere, had tried to Injure it last week by
a little explanation.
,
Mr. Leary said the flag poles were 150 withdrawing large city deposits.
could
riggers
expert
only
and
Dr. Nathan A. Finkelstein presided.
high,
feet
scale them. The halyards had become Other speakers were Dr. Charles
'
entangled.
Fleischer and Samuel Goodman.
Mr. !!ierrow asked why two men were
took
it
that
itahappened
how
and
needed
them so long, and just sier hours eaelt
time. Mr. Leary replied that one had
rope.
to climb up first to fasten athe
general
Just to aid a little in
enlightenment Councilman James A.
in the
turn
his
took
(Jerry) Watson
questioning by prepoundieg the following:
"Why didn't one begin at one end and
the other at the other end?"
Mr. t.eary, with dignity, refrained
tame replying. The bills were 0.

;_"_(/(?

Mayor Curley's delay in making an.
ot,er choice for Denuty Penal Inetltufloes Commissioner is
Is, of course, 'tieing
criticised in view of
tremendously
heavy eurden added to the responsibilities of Penal .institutions Commissioner
David B. Shaw, a burden so heavy that
when the city eouneil sent word to Mr.
Shaw that they would nice to have Mat
come before them to explain a few little
thines, such as th,, Iced of new appropriations, by tratial er, which he wants
made, the coromir:3Pater returned a message that it was quite impossible for
him to attend, since he had had at least
i two men's work placed upon his Shoulders through Mr. Kenney eaaa,ei out.
when made fully acauaintI edEverybody,
wit/. all the circumstances, feels

I

much sympathy for "Jim" Kenney,
especially when it Is learned that it was
not the examination as to educational.
naveet
te
requirements, but theh
aaaal w pnAM. The mayor is eimerted. to
g'• for Mr. Kenney, and it
!"do
is believed that this rainbow of hope Is
not one of those which are bound to
vanish in iridescent dreams, AIT: Kenre-,y inas served seeeral terms it: the Legislature.
•••••••••

•,/ -
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FIGHT CURLEY FOR
STAND ON FILO.
Because of his support of the natata
NaLioe,' into play, the executive ettlet-1
e.e7l
tghota
eco
n
mittee of the National Equal
League which met test eve-"aa tll4
cornitill, voted to oppose the
of Mayor Curley. The Nato°, which
promoted the fight against the extradition of John Johnson, the Negro. whom
Gov. McCall refused to extradite, wi
e a public mass meeting tomorrow
hm
night at the Twelfth Baptist Church on
shawmut avenue and Madison street. at
which Gov. McCall and Asst.-Atty.-Gen.
Brown will be commended and will condemh the resort to the federal govprti..
Vis refuzal to
ment to nullify Gov.
refp. 141.7
permit the extradltiot

NOV" 7

7 - /V)

1
,to the recommendition
with referent
reduced
that the nuteiher of Inspeetors be
says that!
to two, Commilleloner Murphy territore i
the extent of work done and
and as
eresees
eovered makes this unreasonable:
sociation will bend its best efforte to for the reeommendation that coMPeta01
OW would he get the business?"
that period, as many women show an inspectors be employee land their cerMayor Curley was asked, In his
unwillingness to go t3 City Hall. but tificates checked by some member of, the
examination by the finance commiscan .be inpd,ticed to go to the wardrooms oneineerina force, he reports:
sloe reiatIve to Francis Daiy3
'
detailed on this
n' Clear frtiefear districts.
"As a rule, the men
father -In-law, ethein P. rtzoerele.
There bee heen an unprecedented
grown OM in
have
-who
men
are
work
City
gettina. city bonding business. ••-ei e
registration of women evenings at
and are unfitted
eity
the
cr
sereice.
the
great
Psychology that affects minds et city
the
Halt this year, however, and
work. They are familiar
would care for that," remajority of such registrants are said for construction
throughthe mayor smartly. Whet,. . to favor Mayor Cury'n
proteges for with the conditions existing
Zinrine°dY"
ks
tilt) volurnivisitors to the mayor's office counteu ' the school committee—Michael H. Cot- out the city, and in spite br commission.
n report of the finance
nos
the cards on the floral tributes sent
eoran and Richard J. Lane.
there
which teems with inaccuracies,
to honor his birthday, and noted
to
With singular unanimity the heads of
; have been no specific cases brought
aylaxThe Rev. JamrfromWmilla.e been
the attention of the department of
the various city departments had
Conthe
of
chaplain
pointed Protestant
ity on the part of these men."
purchased their tributes of John J.
mumptives' Hoepital at a salary of $471
Continuing, Mr. Murphy reporie that
Cassidy, the candidate for the counmakes this apmayor
The
month.
per
inspection work is checked by the
the
cil last year backed by the mayor,
pointment under the law providing for general foreman of construction, and
and the. candidate who this year
the
of
each
the three chaplains, one
With Curley gained first certification,
daily statements turniel in by the InCatholic. Sewish and Protestant faiths, spectors and eworn to by them.
they queried whether It wee not anappetntrel
been
has
Goffin
L.
John
Dr.
eteee r..•..5, of 'dthe neyrhr.100Y that
Great stress, he eeporte. is laid in the
resident medical officer at the hospital, commission's report, upon the importaffects the minds of city employes."
salary $1000.
ance of contracting for She cubical conDavid Stoneman, 24 Brookiedge street, tents of basins; and the recommeridnMayor Cur:ey states with positiveness
Roxbury, has been appointed on the tion is made that the basins tn each diethat he will not be a candidate for a park and recreation commission to All
(Oct would be accurately. plotted on a
third term.
Congressman
Gallivan the vacancy left by the late Robert Peaplan and a number cut into the strucpromises that he will not be a can- body.
ture by which the basin can be [dente.fled.
didate for a second term.
But Presi.siere made
19G 4184/.
He states
The mayor Is much pleased lo a comdent Wiison was first elected on a sinA. snowing the exact location of every one
Capt. Harry
from
gle Latin plank. ited "another cup of munication
the city; that
coffee" has tempted many a statesman Greaves, adjutant, 301st infantry, Camp of the then 15,000 beeline in
bees, been on tile for many
who had believed that his resolution Devens. expressing the thaeke of the me 4 Ineeeee
years past, and to cut a number In eacii
was of the tLced star order. The mayor commanding officer of the reganeet for
are used
explains that "there will be other op- the "untiring and enceasing work" of eslgestone. Wtle:O Edgestones
Poste)]
(about 12,000 in numbr), would cost ,
portunities for a public career of use- the mayor in the interests of the
fulness," but does not elucidate aa to regiment, and approving the request of $21,000.
"To properly tag the remainder of the
whether he has his eye on the Demo- the mayor that the men from Dorchester
basins," his reiport reads, "would eost
cratic nomination for the United States , may be given leave to attend the unfurl$1500."
ing of the service flag on Thanksgiving
Senate a yeer hence.
Te conclusion, Mr. Murphy states that
evening, at the invitation of the itt. Rex'.
PeSt.
of
pastor
Anderson,
during the recent fall and summer, this
Curley contingents have been bring- , Joseph G.
Cape Cercaece el.. eomoll- city experienced some of the most seJug preseure to bear on Councilman ter's,
being the head of a
vere rain storms, and in such rapid'sucWalter Bellautyne to run for mayor. ments the mayor on
from its City
cession that many of the basins filled ep .
As a Good Government member of the municipality which floats
over
bearing
flag
as soon as they were cleaned. Ax a
council, and as a Republican he would Hall flagstaff a service
result of the severity of these sterms,
poll a dangerously heavy vote, and 300 stars.
he says, it is lumetsible for anyone to
N del,/- --e C- • I ri/7
cut into the etrength of Andrew J.
state delioerately that any particular
peters materially. One or Ballarat,' e's ,
catchbasin in the icily has not been
,:nth:In:tee eeeeees,d +he fear recently!
properly taken care of by the contractthat the councilman 1. Juld yield to the t
I
15 AbAin A C.-AM./Au/az La !ors on LOU woe:.
temptation, but thet was an Injustee. l
.
MI
. BallallfYne saye i
I shall set ren for mayor. I never!
had the slightest intention of i unning
,
I am not easily fooled, and I ant not a
...... eee ei eee "vein's ehestnuts out
.,„:e„,
N 0 e/. 2 (, - / 1/ I
of?
the fire"
I Lad
i •••114
WWI/ r
n"•
S.
...A
•.
Registration foe the eity elnefion closes
e.feeyee
etebt leeueil the
Nn'. fee The election department in
City Hall annex is open every ".vening following statement in reply to the
now till 10 P. M. The registration of finance commission's report with referthe wornee is now slightly over 12,000. ence to the methods employed in cleanCongressmen Peter le 'resew, last night
ing the catchbasins In the city's
and is likely to equal or exceed that of
made public a letter sent by him to
the last mayoralty year. 1913, when lei streets:
Andrew J. Peters, one of Thane's op''The mayoralty campaign is now in
was 12.255. but despite the increasing
lull swing and the chairman of the
ponents for the office of maecia in which!
activities of the suffragists In other
finance commission, Mr. John R. Mute
states and the jubilation over the
he challenges Peters to a public debate
pity, Is in the sante political position
victory in New York, interest here rethat he occupied four years ago; a can- of their relitif at%fira and
mains almost stagnant and Boston
didate without complying with the Jaw claims.
women are making slight exertion in
which requires that all candidates tile
"I believe." mote Thuile, "your stand-;
eshalf of the re-election of Chairman
petitions containing MOO names. The resJoseph T..ee, and the election of William
of honesty and integrity are just
ards
port of the commisaloner of pobIlv
KS. Kenney' whom the Public School Asas high AS my own, but the petition
works is here presented."
eeeeetiee lei-mid make Mr. Lee's colwe both seek le one that requires in ed.
Thc retort of F. le. Murphy, commis- (felon to en honest and fnithrut
league.
--sioner of seehile works, wheel aceomHee,
IstratIon. a keen, inteliegeni
ponied the mayor's statement, begins
late P. S. A. have been hampered by
of the demands as well la the reiedre_
with the assertion that the tinanre consdiffieelly In finding a candidate to suemerits of PIO great cosmopolitan people I
mission' report on methods used in
'wed Dr. Began, and only within the
we are extreeted to represent.
last ffe.v days were the Lee-Kenney cleaning catch basins "contains many
"Let the people hear us In Joint diepapers pat in eh-meatiest 'for signatures. statements which are ambiguous, °there
emotion on this subject and they can
The. organization has been withering misleading, and many which have no refthen be satisfied In choosing between
er( nce whatever to the question."
for lack of publicity of late.
us. I still discuss your record of
Regarding the commission's statement
The need for activity In getting wonten
achievements and you may discuss mine. i
registered has not been Impressed on that contracts for cleaning befalls should , I will agree with you that the present
those in sympathy with the P. S. A., be made on a cubic yard hes;,, rather
mayor of Botann Is not a formidable;
although the expiretion of the term of than on a per basin baste, Mr. Murphy
candidate and cannot no re-elected, so
Superintendent of Schools Dybr pre- reports that the method the commtealon
at least we Will ,tart in arenril on one
.
favors was given a trial from 1907 to
point."
sents an acute issue.
Beginning Friday everting, evening 192 and was abandoned as seeetiseee.
regtstration in the wards between the tory in the latter year ey F,. R. Rourke,
hours of 3 P. M. and 10 P. 111, wili be- then commissioner of public works, "become possible. continuing until eiei In
caqse the old method created a condiWeanesdar eve'aing,..and the as. I tion which Was likely to lead to grave
n hmann.”
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Mayor Files Report of Public
Works Commissioner on Catchbasin tingsaimii

DEBATE PETERS

•

1071,)
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PAPERS YET FILED
PETERS REFUSES .11NO FOR
WOOD OR HOWLAND
N -f--'47
n Commissioners rrepare
JOINT DEBATE Electio
for "Dumping" of G. O. P.
Declines Rivals' Challenge to
niscuss nualfieRtinns
tcr Mayoralty.

Candidates' List at Last Haar.
on comma:•loners ha so made

"The Bpstehth - War yeteriihr
la.44
ence bill provided far an- abowana
ratinige
5 pea coot; in the civil servica in the
to the boy.'1,ho made sacrifices were
war of 1391, laud 111r. Peters and I 1902
in
both members of the Legislature
up. Mr.
when that measure tame
then
boys
Peter's attitude toward the
von .
abundantly shown by his
ti; enactment of legislation In
their favor, while I voted for the
The mayor read a, eircular letter whieh
Army and
the Trimountain Garrison,'
votes
Navy Union has sent out urging
10 -sating
for him and pralSing his iwiloo
ce
preferen
cent,
In favor of the 5 per
bill In 1902.
evening.
Mayor Curley, during the
Bosalso addressed the members of the.
1887 at
ton city gosn:rnment of 1886 and
Philip's.
St.
of
Young's Hotel, the reunion
parish, Intercoronial Hall, Dudley street:
the Taxi-Service Benevolent afsanciation
hall at Paul Revere Hall, Cathedral
Young Men's Club reunion at Convention !Fall, St. Botolph street, and the
annual ball of the Great Atlantic &
Peeific Benevolent Association at libber'ran Hall. Dudley street.

for taa iseasible da.apina
aspar:a s
of thousands of nomination papers for
either of the au-called "Republican"
candidates for mayor at the llth hour.
Election Commissioner Melanctlion E.
Burlen was asked 'etictlier he had heard
the reports that plans had been made
to file, at Just, a few minutes before 5
enter
•111dia'a .1. Peters declines' to
o'clock today, the lard possible hour, a
Congresslino any joint ilate a
batch of over 2000 names for George 0.
e body ci
man Peter
Tague,
Wood. and that also desperate measures
the r6 ,,,t-r3 being taken to help Frank B. Howlam' rival qualilleaCa.cia, for
land. Mr, Baden replied:
mayoralty.
'That Is possible. We have made the
- 7 Ca a ,. Peters has refire(i tio trace of n
necessary arrangements for any such
bottles of fresh milk
, •.)11tairling
keep
to
have
may
We
contingency.
, i.'11 •VI1A stolen ill truslt. 'front his elerks at work Thanksgiving day and
lu III I )(icor, to his home lit Jamaica
ad- Sunday."
• and concernino which he has
Not a single paper bad been filed, tip
•,a•rtised.
10 o'clock last night for either Wood
to
llQtTi
n
cempaig
Iris; ass a the Tague
•
or Hetwland.
is
a
he
that
n
a,
ea
eileastio
a
At Mr. Wood's residenee In Dorchester
and tlutt plater were
stated that he was not at home,
aaategraph ,1 box Or It was
ion could be Oven as
the Charge. and no informat
his papers,
autt while he has a to
James Oneal, the Socialist candidate,
io Dover. lie considers
ce of
„:a.aasi•
took a sudden leap late yesterday, from
Mayor (aides', with the assistan
i•siier, Maio iiiruse which his fant- his total of 841 to more than 1000. and.
al
municip
to
es
appointe
his
his
ons
of
several
a Owned for three generati
with, a considerable number of names
the Boston
ee.
lasiaaasia and his voting 1")•)liliPll
is a hare possi- offices, turned a lecture on,
.
There
examine
to
yet
, into a
:1 1111011 resterday harped bility of ilia getting en the ballot.
fire department, with pletureS
a
--sae ila rie %%1100 JIP h.:311Pd
ae
Gallivan, Peters and Tague political rally yesterday afternoon at
Curley.
efluto
011 Mr. Peters
.-.1;11).111-1,1 ,•;1
are all sure, of places on the ballot for
Shawmut Theatre, Blue Hill avenue,
he Iceepa at Jamaitat the mayoralty.
,
golf
told
his
keepa
III'
three seats in the council . Roxbury. Deputy Chief Sennott
the
faaai. e WI 11
For
there.
esii-s and swaggersticks
Henry E. Hagan, a present G. G. A. of the work of the. firemen and at the
slatela; made the following
n r,
member of the council; Joseph J. Leon- close of his address a photograph of
• I night:
ard and Albert Ilurwitz have filed the mayor was thrown on the aereen.
letand
intsunde
e -a 110 N'01..P1 Win
enough names to get on the
Curley buttons and Curley badges were
wail mu with reference to the
Daniel W. Lane has Ilia) certified. Counted generously mud the mayor
candidates for cilman Alfred E. Wellington, John J. distrIbu
Various
it ],
at the opportune time. to rein regard to Cassidy, Thomas F. Coffey, Patrick B. arrived
or
me.
a
'a
his administration to a large atidia.
view
debates.
joint
Cart- and James 'T. Moriarty are all PI)(),.
11-neea for
ewn campaign asaaaae. tha
4atoneman, rec‘Iniiy
av i
)
do
The Public School Association has
, sea io liv I,a'n notions, and
as park and recreation commis:dotter,
a,„pose to be diverted by clamors Mee a big- batch of papers or Chairthe
introduced the mayor. He compred
be,
man Joseph Lee of the school board mayor to many of -the Jewish race who,
from anxioas opponents. I
sick
are
Boston
of
S
and William
Iceitney, but few are yet ,
; kit the penile
"coming from darkest Russia, have risen
the saiapraise and bombart certified.
•a,„
from the rank and file by ability. ohmic
II being satiated.
Michael J. Corcoran is across the line
a heti I.ii
and nerseve.rance." Mayor Curley, he.
14)1,1
I.
,1r1 no friend of names are Said te constitute talayor. said, was a self-mane man
and for ,
"of the people, with the peopieaIs.
arito
Pail
wilt
a
I
,
slate.
that
ed
Curley's
!R
fear
rias,
the people."
d to
addresse
s
question
proper
sns
,
address thel
political
his
making
In
for
reason
'II,. Nor will I fail to give
mayor said that every sot of his ad-i
I shall be
the oath that is in me that
ministration had reeeived that.pitiless
Boston.
the next mayor of
publicity tint one so frequently hears ;
their mayor
"The voters want from
shout hut without any charge of wrong- ,
rot
for the next, four years results and
doing. "I went into the mayor's chair,"
for deeds,
talk. 'rhe present time calls
he continued, ,"with every Boston paper
between cannot words. Joint debates
and Many Interests hostile. I promised
the
in
always
have
didates for mayor
an administration without fear and
generpeat proved of !10 value and have
without favor, and I have kept my
in selfrivalry
into
ted
degenera
ally
candipraise between the participating
.id he was not respensible for
e issPa
°Irn
r"1
datea.
conditions that existed before he was
citizen's!
with
day
every
"I am talking
mayor and that he never had removed
I must
from all parts of Heston. and
city laborers In order to save money.
my candidacy
say that the situation or
-.t,rred to the other candidates for
t e eti
na. My fen
Is everywhere ',cry grat1lai
to un- PeterO'Fi vote against the Spanish Mar mayor only a tow times and said that
low citizens are clever cootigh
Mamaas 'trying to run for mayor";
the
in
Petersw
tail
torrent of Nnateraas' preferenee
derstand the reason for toe
putting out chusetts Legislature,. in an address be- and had "a couple of doughboy asare
ts
opponen
my
words
Rox- sistants." He added that iteas .wouldi
g to keep fore. the Italian Citizens' Club of
The old adage of whistlin
the situa- bury last night, at 1492 Columbus aye- be a substantial 'eduction in the, cityH
their courage up quite tits
part:
In
debt, while the debt of other largo eitiee
tate. The mayor said,
the had grown tremendously.
tion."
"I was nmused when I read ia
"The Lucretia Borgia method of winal
newspapers the heartfelt expression of
Mr. fling political campaigns
not pre.)
sympathy for the soldier boys by
in
ly
so
striking
this one," he conchaled. _nand 0.
vail
Peters, beeause it was
on
of
his
expressi
aial
over
by
Petera
the
victory
12.00."
predict
contrast with
Other speakers were De Philip Casa-'
feelings which he had when a member1902 it. voting on tleman, head of the bacteriology departa'
of the Legislature in
tae apaniaii War Veterans' preference ment of the board of health, Kei*skoth
bill. If Ids sympathy as genuine now, McDonald and Representative lidurAilie
too mayorI am glad -1at he entered
s is responally contest, width doubtles
toward 1
heart
of
sible for the change
the heroek of the hour.

ISSUES PUBLC STATEMENT

CURLEY TURNS LECTURE
INTO A POLITICAL RALLY

Fire Pepartment Affair in Rex, bury Used by Mayor to Boom
His Candidabgl‘f 2 a Igi7

CURLEY, RAPS PETERS FOR
VOTE ON VETERANS' BILL
•
Declares He Opposed Legislation
to Give Preference to Spanish
7 ,917
War SoldiersNu

cuocy

•
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BUY
l'opponenta at rallies in the Back
ete-A veil:0Q c. Alt interference; awl :the record of lin,Roxbury. He scored Peters for
land
the
derhefe
Service
.t11'0
lit
•
"j- "I"'•
1-14 41-1
while in
the best proof, not ; eoting against the veterans
wi re not very pleasant past four years'.sbut
the legislature.
necessity,'
the
of
value,
the
of
only
exenemend the headquarters of the
Candidate Peters has refused to
tbellepartment in the
Conebetion 'board in City Hall yesterday for centinuia,
ifi tbe ter into a joint debate with that
conducted
been
has
it
as
future
,
were
when the last of the first quota
gresernan Gallivan. He claims
,
years.
in a
:craving for Ayer. The corridors were Past four
of the such debates are of "no value"
Committee
Executive
The
leaving
W'6
lllllled witb thusie e
hopes that Pent h'"' fight
however,
Club,
Fire
Russell
Peter
and their friends and rejatives.
firemen each their friends win rePorter, the chairman of the board,. the
the recent fight the firemen
sent each one of the draftees awaY member
19
opportunity to spend more
With a cheery word add told them made for an
IVIUfl
giving their
"
by
families
their
with
time
Low proud they would be later in life
to those who aided in bettering0-1-U-1--/
to have taken up arms for this coun- support
conditions of the Boston
Mayor Curley's attempt to inject
try. A large majorit of the men the living
M. Curley and
James
Hon.
()semen,
into the campaign the issue o" muniwere Italians ,as would he expected
Councilor Alfred J. NVellington.
limn the district this beards draws
cipal ownership is a barefaced efVety respectfully yours,
F. B. Cook,
fort to divert attention from the isSecretary Russell Fire Club.
sues of the campaign and to make
Hardly a person passed don Li :361061
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yektc.rday Was. FlaWC you got Peters
milk eon:MI.0i s?'"rhis question was
asked time and again and everybody
denied they Race- anything about the
containers or the disappearance of
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when
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He said thiet he would not really stS•rt
campalgetwg until after ThankSgbr•
tog.
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tiling of papers by candidates who
wished to obtain the last minute pubSeperintendent of Public Buildings
licity, but a fist tight in which the Kneeland and
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charge are . Leary were quite upset yesterday
defied by persons who had no right when some excited individual telein the offn ! is something new. City thoned to a local newspaper office
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AT THE MAYOR'S GATE
Curley, after voicing his
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that it.541,70 luin In 9J1fn
,uhether he wouid be with Andrew J.
Peters for Mayor at the next election,
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Mayor Curley has evidently taken
weary- us. For instaneee when ,they the tip, contained in this column
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ii on nun now. The restoration Of the
ies, or 6 ounces bacon, we don't old system is appreciated.
•
•
eitarrel with the accuracy of the

-

t

statement—It may be as-trite as gos1mi. But honestly, which would you
rather eat, arid which would sustain
'Ou best, if you had half a day's bard
Ork ahead Of you-4,6 ounces bf
fund steak or 12 ounces of shelled
quints?

Ex-Senator Robert M. Washburn,
whom Boston is now fortunate in hay-•
log as a Abisident, although he did immure hirekeityyp in the rarified atmos.
Mayor Curley, after 1,-4-tieing his
, road. says that bit
"
phere of 1.3tiP.S,at
oizEf he had he
Attl,
opinion of the letter In wi,f,711 w-jr, en-.
wisneft he mien();
F. Tague for
would east it for
closed a card that asked him to state
Mayor. "Peter is hone. ," says Wash,whether he would be with Andrew J."
a
burn: "he is real MAR of the people,
Peters for Mayor at the next election,
and I do not say this in arty slushy
n'h;
so.enhnvesnee.
nig
Iftt
itho
g
:atlicirailicu
t‘:
d
ls
added: "I might mention that I shalli
stelin:
e ran for the Oen_
i
not vote for Mr. Peters for Mayor."
ion registered inj
1,,•
Worcester.
The Mayor also gave the first tip
•
-.,
ll
a
imlvi
can
start.
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Back Bai
!opponents at rallies in the Peters for
I. interference; avd the reeord of imRoxbury. He scored
d
lan
the
durhtg
e
servic
while in
'provement in .the
voting against the 'veterans
four yeartif,s tho best proof, not
past
,
nt
pleasa
very
Things were not
ity, the legislature.
to enonly of the vela*. but of the necess
Candidate Peters has refused Gennround the ilf.ndquarterm of the excenthesee thairtlepertment in the
with
for
day
debate
yester
joint
Ilan
the i 4.e, into a
cbption lestrd in City
future its It has been conducted in
claims that
fit last of the first quota were
:_reeernan Gallivan. He
four years.
ytillm" in a
Past
"ii!)
of
ors
were
are
corrid
s
such debate
:caving for Ayer. The
Executive Committee er the ,
The
g
leavin
fight.
. political
Jammed with those who were
Russell nee Club, however. hopes that
and their friends and relatives. Peter the firemen and their friends will re- !
board,
the
n
la'O`rteie the chaIrman of
member the recent fight the flreme
sent each one or the draftees away made for an opportunity to speed more
44
Owne
17 rship
0
,4
them
told
With a cheery word and
time with their families by giving their
how proud.they would be later in life support to those who aided in bettering
inject
to have taken up arms for this coun- the living conditions of the Boston
Mayor Curley'a at remit to
try. ek. lazgc majority or the men firemen, Hon. James M. Curley and
munio'
issue
Mt° the campa:gn the
W ere Itellene as would he expected
Councilor Alfred J. Wellington.
barefaced efcipal ownership is a
from the dist net this beards draws
Very respectfully yours.
from the isem.
ion
F. R Cook,
aitent
divert
fort to
Secretary Russell Fire Club.
and W make
sues of the campaign
Hardly a person passed down liehool
the alwaysto
flamboyant appeal
1. yesterday without looking Up at
city
with local
over
iem
flew
irritat
which
flag
r
the Peters
present ptpula
'butte
Hunt. Sonic of them considered it an
The
ies.
facilit
ou
ortati
transp
omen end said the time was not fin
street
or
of municipal ownership
distant when the man himself would
still
y for
I
Curley
remed
Mayor
Rut
le
hall.
possib
be in the
I railways as a
Msists otherwise..
not
are
esses
weakn
y
street railwa
the
shilald
nor
sion,
discus
ender
TSe popular Imes!ion In City Stall
•"
•••••tor
"
•
•
!
Mayor
'
yeeteeday was "Have you got Peters
1 tardy enthusiasm Of the
people. It is
the
fool
milk containers?" This queetion was
y
remed
this
opening
asked time and again and everybody
only necessary to read the
denied they keew anything about the
of the Mayor's note to
raph
parag
I
of
ce
containers or the dieappearari
to discern
the Finance Commission
Item.
e.
purpos
hie
and
motive
his
Mayor seeks to kill two birds
The
Bosthe
of
man
chair
,
Heath
r
•Vieto
rassed
'
with the one stone. Embar
Public I:tafetY,
to neomm!!tee
Finance Comthe
of
being;
y
for
activit
credit
the
some
by
of
ing'
deserv
influmission, he hopes to lessen its
ready willt certain recommendations
akto the
regard
in
tions
sugges
ence by urging upon it ar undert
and
the last day f, a.. !fling pa- ing impossible on such short notice
waterfront protection when the call
-Today
came. He offered data that he had pers in the coming municipal election. and futile at Mr time. He hopes
on
collected on this important questi
All papers muse be in by 5 o'clock also to draw to .his support at the
several weeks ago. These will. prob- this afternoon.
those who suffer daily irrita-i
ably come in handy when be comes
Mayoralty candidates must have all path:
ie
croaded streei. cute, and ei,e,
Count:l
""
in
"
non
"^"`"
wont,
City
ures,
the
signat
lecrere
least 'awe
of
bepd
ates
,as
candid
dship
ng to analyze the motives
ttee
stewar
stoppi
Commi
his
not
of
School
report
lor and
e
bechm
what
tells'
and
2000.
n attitude of the Mayor,
ttee
least
sudde
at
commi
this
have
in
the
tale must
Mayor Curley, Andrew j. Peters, or to weigh the chanees of relief
Of the money appropriated for the
can
of the committee. He says he.
Peter F. Taguo and Congressman through his plan hysterically canaccount for every cent hi a most sat- Gallivan have already secured the r.st..04
thrtowht lPpie to
innn nnno..
which offeied
acy
candid
a
me
welco
are consequently sure of places
car seats in Wee of straPs.
them
mment
ballot,
Geyea
l
officia
Greed
the
the
'eleilom will
Mayor Curley has been Mayor of
Up until this morning, however,
Assn. endorse -ror the City Council?
ate,
in
candid
n for some time. Street ear
where
ct
Bosto
every
Sociale
heard
the
is
on
James Oneal,
This questi
It is travel has suffered front criticism
political circles now. it is said the had secured but 1000 names.
bl t
ill b
duringeall of that time. His projecendorsement of the G. G. A. will not
, the other necessary names before the
be announced until the'. last minute
tion of this fake issue at the 11th
time limit expires.
and will be a surprise to Many.
a cknusy emlitical trick and
hotly is
Three of the leading Mayoralty nothing else. His method of launchj
bitter
some
In
ed
2
candidates indulg
speeches ing it ebetrays its purpose.
personalities during their
Russell Fire Club
es of the
featur
the
of
last night. One
To the EdItor: —
was the series of questions flung
day
Thu article which appeared in Bos- at Mayor Curley by Candidates Galton newspaper stating in effect that. livan ond Tacue. Both wanted to
the Ruseeit Ciub had refused to in- know where the Mayor got the money
dorse His !tenor 'Mayor James M. to furnish his Jamaica Hain home.
Curley foi re wieetam is absolutely un- These questions were asked in reply
Although the Mayor has stated that
ies as
true.
to the Mayor's previous inquir
Ills campaign would not really open
In view of the just. /lair e that His to who was "backing" Gallivan and
until after Tlinnksgiving, it appears
onor the Mayer rues ever displayed Tague.
that he Is unlimbering, some et the
fire
the
in matters affecting the men in
Congressman Gallivan opened
big guns already and testing them out
Ii Club
at the home
the service of Boston. the 1
on Curiey at a rally held
for the 'tame. his statement (het he
ing was atgather
The
Swig.
would be guiii.y
Sirnon
of
would give Peters the worst licking a
packed
of Ingratitude had it taken action tended by a crowd that
man ever received in the Mayoralty .
whleh the statement appearing in the Swig's house.
fight since Swallow was beaten by 26,- I
where he
newspapers would lead the public to
"I now ask Mayor Curley
000 votes by Gen. Collins, was taken
his
getting his money to carry on
believe it had taken. The Russell Club,
with a grain of salt by those Interestee.
ed fight.'" said the Congressman. "He
indurs
never
has
atioii,
orgabIz
an
as
In politics, iced they say "it can't be
orIze, ;.11:d came into City Jaen a poor man. 1
elnnn." Tito Annnnv
net. his
a committee representing the organlea- nine eel, him where
kind the Mayor likes, and it is eshe got
non waited upou itastionor tne emyor money to furnish his home. If
in:rted that soon he will get going and
ion
last Wednesday LOKI at 11fOrillVd him. It honestly, there will be no object
the %trip" which should be expected
going
Ills honor the Mayor informed the to his answering. I know I am
in a campaign where there are Aft
c.ononitt:.e that he was opposed to such to defeat Curley. 114 will get less
many entries as In this one should
action foi the reason that, during his I votes than Pam's."
make its appear , in
Mayor Curley smelt the night cornterm of office, the Fire Department!
with those of his
h?.§ :been, edreeeietered free 'of political I ering his, record
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The disgraceful scene that was enacted at the offiee of the Election II
Commissioners when the last minute
for the filhig of nomination papers
arrived is without precedent in the
history of the city, spotted as Boston
politics have been. In times past
there have been grandstand rushes to I
the office at the last minute and the 1
Ming of papers by candidates who
wished to obtain the last minute pubbut a fist light in which the
police and the officials in charge are
defied by persons who had no right
in the ofia • is something new. City
zzed with the story of
Hall lode:
what h.ippened, and it was declared
that arrangements would be made to
prevent it occurring again.
_m444.1
)) 1017

Tern-, Candidacy Curlev'q
-liene,
v
Attempt to Split
Opponents

t he would not really titan.
He suia
campaigntolig until after Thankaffl`b;
'nee ' •
:Arks Angell, the Mayor's friend•
was,:a ;leiter at City Hail yestertlas•
He had not been there for f;evertii
weehs, as far as any of the regulars
had noticed. He was In the Hall but
a short time, dropping into the ogle
of the Mayor for ?II

vfinihatde41 r

Superintendent of Public BuildingP
Kneeland and City Messenger "Ned"
Leary were quite upset yesterday
when some excited individual telephoned to a local newspaper office
that tha flags were not being dieplayed on the municipal buildings and
In the public parks. Supt. Kneeland
denied the report and proved It incorrect, ana "Ned" Leary stated that
after the "line storm", several weeks
ago, in which 25 flags were torn to
sarsar. he had immediately ordered a
f•IIPPlY, and had received nine,
10liell he was about to place inathat
namber of public parks.

wig the
tile mayoralty candida• a
-et It. Howland as a "chain.-au Curley attempt to divide the
'sate/ant
Ex-Mayor FitRe:
sons opposed to his re-election.
.ator Herman Hormel, president ef that he to not with Mayor Curley for
z:•• ltepublican City Committee, todar re-election clears the atmosphere someissued a. statement declaring that aa what. For several weeks back polipurposea te protest immediately the. ticians have been wondering just wteit
validity of Howland's nominatiel! attitude the former Mayor would take.
His declaration, however, does •rot
papers.
In order
at his protest might I.,• state which candidate he will support.
The rumor that Mayor Curley was
accelerated, he urged the city electioe
mayoralty fight
The.officlais in the office of Regis- to withdraw from the
board to certify the Hewland papeve
Say Hall had
trar McGlennen are puzzled over the has croppcf.
without any unnecessarS. delay.
euveral visitors yesterday who had reIn his statement Hormel cheat,- manner in a:hiclethe marriage intenceived this report in different eections
terizes Howland as a "so-called" la - tions continue to 'no filed at an un- of the city and wished to lay bare
publican, and avers that he has Tlo precedented rate. This is surely not !heir dope on the sOlteet.
desire to oppose any "legitimate" Re- an ordinary year for the Ming of inThrough official channels an atpublican who seeks to get his Tama tentiohs, as there is generally a lull
after five days before Thanksgiving. tempt is being made to have Waiter
on the ballot.
there is no let down D. Mono of Tisbary. Mass., a mem"It is illY purpose to eaeose to the But this year
intentions continue to come ber of the Lafayette Escadrille, transpublic this latest ev•dence of the petit:- and the
ferred to the aviation section of the
cal tactics of the present Mayor, if la fast.
S. Expeditionary forces in France.
buy further evidence were needed to
French
Mayor Curley's office staff is under Mr. Itheno vilisted with the
demonstrate how he conducts a cm-.
- strict orders from him not to indulge treops in December. 1916, and being,
paign," Hormel states.
aecepted as a member of the Lafav.He lurther asserts that he expects in politics in this campaign. They rite Esca.drnie made a record for himto see some "inook raNd c;az;,,-, eee putt._ !l'I7".'a beam tc'' to i.Liiera strictly to self by bringing down, unassisted
tisan ppeals" sent through the mniie I their elides mid to let the campaign three German planes. He is now on
before long "paid for by the Clarke he hamiled by the managers. What- furlough and can be transferred only
ever they know of the situation, they
.
organ inn ion."
Jusser-:
i refuse to discuss it, and when asked through Ambassador Jules I.
supplemented by
Curley Comments
1. questions as to the outlook just smile and at Washington,
a.uthora.
... .. 1,U11,1.111. tt tne inietary
e• ••: •Sae .enyor La4G
.•
. 1 ''."" •-:' ''
"
"
Hormel issnedias -a-e- a..., .. a .:
a
sshex
et'
Mayor Curlj
..,,,,. ow cs;,,_: and direct one th the campaign head ties of Franca.
ter in, had appear
sent a brief to Ambassador
quarters for further information.
th•,
to
ease
e
r
lion board and stela: I
and asking for the transfer.
commissioner- es • , ale i as
awhile
food
in
the
experts
Once
alayor • mriev, e 1,..0 :ale a todfie f.!L:
Mayor Curley has evidently to:ken
weary • us. For instnne4 when ,they the tip' contained in this column
1 :, ,.•
, f h. ,. ••
tell us, as does The Confectioners' about the presence of the department
;aat night, wh,•!, ,x-1:.•;,. Sammie
Gazette, that six ounces of shelled beads and others at the conferences
Giblin grabbed e aunda of nomIne
peanuts possess it food value of 2.". between the press and himself in his
Lion PaPers that were being Mad i•
eunceS of round steak, 5 ounces cod- 'office daily. He has restored the old
workers for Frenk B. Howland, 1;• • fish, 1 ounce rice, 4.2 ounces rye system and the reporters have the
/Addle:in candidate for Mayor. said: field to themselves when they drop
bread, 35.5 ounces spinach, L.6 ounces
in on him now. The restoration of the
"Things liaa
a • ome to a. pretty pa:s
*
_ apples, or 6 ounces bacon, wo don't olU ssstein is appreciated.
d refulnee and
when the so_
the
with
the accuracy of
,•ubliernis enge e in such a disgrace-' quarrel
MI affair as happened in the Eleetielt statement—it may be as true as gospel. But honestly, which would you
Commissioners' office last night. (
"It is a most deplorable state of a;. rather eat, and which would sustain
fairs when a Republican isn't able lo you best. if you had half a day's hard
Cie his papers without being it
work ahead of yca--4.6 ounces bf
tented by a lot of 'strong-arm,:"
round steak or 12 ounces of see!! al
ennute s
When asked for a. statement 01., f
CIITYPTcsur
, sea
the 'affair, Andrew J. Fetes:
.
e.
....
eheee
, that he would Me an
Ex-Senator Robert M. Washburn,
neetion with the affair, lie d ,
whom Boston is now fortunate In haydent. although ha did ims
to discuss Giblin's acieon and s
lug as a
hap in the rarified atenosthe matter had not been brought Is
mure hi
his
voicing
after
Curley,
Mayor
road. Yaws that he
his a tt en tion.
phere of Hera
opinion ef the letter in which was enIf he had he
wished he had
would cast it for
Tague for
closed a card that asked him to state
Mayor. *Peter is honwit," says Wash,whether he would be with Andrew J.
burn: "he is a real man of the people,.
Peters for Mayor at the next election,
and I do not say thP.4 in anv slushy
added: "I might mention that I eller;
demagogical sense."
:not vote for Mr. Peters for Mayor."
Washburn when he ran for ttm Con-i
stitutional Convention registered ,in
Worcester.
The Mayor also gave the first tip
I as, o when his campaien will start.
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In Carrying our this great war; W-0- initit
!fit° the future conuNiiiion Ini
object ilgent Manner.
Presi,-1. "To effect thin, we must have eoffIlWi
dent, a support which he needs in every ,ation with the National Government.
*ay in this gigantic task which he its on- Hti the Treasury Department, I was Ill
ell-erre of the meeting of er..loverse
Andrew 7. Peters Suggests Medicine dertaking of massing together the . vpat I direct
fortes of this country. No longer can a ment problems of. export trad,i; and. tti—
Required
war fie fought by a few soldiers, but by . gether with Secretary McAdoo, representati•
the
potions fighting as units and with all the the United States in a tour through
t
vigor and force possible. (;) keep this force, South American republics. I 'am confiden
alive and vigorous must be the duty in that this eeperience will enable ma to do'
which we all can help. The President needs much for the citizens of Boston, and hell)
bethe loyal confidence and encon.'agement work out an intelligent coliperation
of aill our people in his work and I an tween the city and the Government.
sore that from the keeo interest you all
show here he will get this from the mem- Boston Has Gone Back
Graft, Favoritism and Waste Mus
bers of the Pilgrim Publicity Assovia t iuut
sestioni
•-•vs'as,representative of a large
We must realize that while we iti-e stuffs.
V alum
Massachusetts Legislature
of
Boston:in
the
o
;
the
Aline for demote.,"
plaids
National House of RepresentaFrance, It is necessary to accomplish d'e.- and in the
come to know Boston pretti
Uwe,
I
have
mocraey here at tome. We should do our
City Must Be Ready to Get Foreigt
had my linger on the pulse
have
well.
I
best to give it clean, upright, honest and
exempilned by
straightforward government to Our (Itizens. of public opinion as it is
Trade
and by other live oryour
assodlation;
•
It
is
not
suffieient
tor
us
to
send our sol,
,
have felt
diers forth to fight for democracy if we are ganizations rl the city. And I
inT
the pulse of all classes of people of Bee'Boston :needs a tonic. There Is at toe I not prepared to give democracy to our
ton.
;an of the city enough constructive brains people In our cities at home.
unani"There is a 'general, an almost
CY
and public spirit to administer such medimous feeling. that Boston has gone back.
eine, and if we put our shoulders to the
Must Do Away with Graft
We are in distinct need of a "municipal
wheel we can make Boston a 'City for the
"We should do away with the old dis- come-back." There is at the call of the
People.'"
credited system of graft, favoritism, inetti•*:;y enough constructive brains and public
These were the words of Andrew J. oielloY aml
mismanagement, and we sho•iol .pit-it to carry through such a programme.
Peters, candidate for mayor, following the subsititute for it a system
of upright de:O• Let us all put our shoulders to the wheel,
weekly noon luncheon of the Pilgrim Pub- log with the people; a
system based en and make Boston a "City for the reonio"
licity Association today. They were ut- merit, not favoritism—a system
where corn-tered near the close of an address, which potent men are put in charge
of the city's
was frequently interrunted by applause. work, and the people's money,
raised by
Not once did Mr. Peters indulge in ed.:- taxation, is judiciously and
wisely spent
clam of any of the candidates for mayor. for the benefit of the citizens at
home at- d
He stated his case plainly, enthusiastical- not wasted in corrupt and
injudicious con- Candidate for Mayer Says Joint Debates
:y, and so pointedly as to leave no doubt tracts with favorites and political
leaders.
Have Proved of No Value to Candidates
that he is heart and soul in the movement
"The great need of our country at this
to effect a change at C•ty Hall and confi- time is to make our country into an
effiAndrew J. Peters, candidate for mayor,
dent that such a chaoge will be effected cient fighting whole, with the closest
coopon Dec. 18.
eration between it and the Government, orel in reply to Congressman Tague's chalfor a debate, issued this state-;
The candidate emphasized the view that to have the closest cooperatimf between
tOe lenge
Bosu,„ 000le net. reeeress if the expeel- mayors and
officials of our large cities end merit:
"I trust no voter will misunderstand
ence of the last four years is to be re- the Government at ivasnington.
mimue-s_
peated. No municipality could furnish demy position with reZeierete to
mocracy and practical idealism by a sys- Sacred
Bons which various candidates for mayDuty
Toward
Meu
at
Front
or are asking me, or in regerd to their
tem of favored privilege waste and negr
twos:
'a rinctiioon
ae
n
experience
rsasisno •,tinht
eight
:;s
o nTtec
'.
it t Con- challenges for jeint debateo.
lect. Streets cannot be paved by political
7
intimate
serve
'subtle institutions cannot
"I am conducting my own campaign
one-half
peopie without tne memee.. e..e.seeeeeiauslnT.gvthe
laccording to my own notions and do not '
Demo
tment
18
tastant
ar
sem
mem
.
o
o;
bus!city
of
affairs
by clamors or •
ment and the manifold
no:fife- re of the CM'' -t and those having
cries from anxious opponents. I believe
ness cannot be conducted unless efficient
"
noritiens,
t hle me, an mayor
that the people of Boston are sick and
men are in charge. But equally important,
(p
ot'
,
tocibtyri,•,vi
theelosestit:tet tired of the sell-praise
Oesnhast
the city cannot take its place among other
our
1 the Governmt.
with which they are being satiated.
large cities in support of the government
Washington.
"When the proper time comes my
and in the competition for. foreign trade
"We rhoull not only consider m Una war
rallies will be announced and no friend
unless the man in the mayor's office has effective
coliperation
with
our
but
the.
Government.
need fear that I will fail to
the confidence of the people and of
we should realize that we have a so- of mine
answer any proper question addressed
national Administration. In a word. de- cred
duty
towards
those
who
are
lightworth
risking
will I fail to give reason
mocracy at home is as well
their lives for our safety. We must see to to me. Nor
as democracy abroad, in Mr. it that
for the taith that is in me that I shall
log for
adeeuate provision will be made
Peters' opinion.
by the community, so that when the happy he the next mayor of Bostom
"The voters want from their mayor
Mr. Peters was introhneed by u.
time comes and our soldier boys return
eeetrman -If the .nionday lunch- from
for the next four years results and not
the
tan roe). shefront,
they
will
find
more than a
-•
present time calls for deeds,
eon committee aoo as he stood before the cordial welcome awaiting them, and thei: talk. The
gathering three cheers were given for will be an efficient and parent! oeteaniztle- not words. Joint debates between candidates for mayor have always In the
"the next mayor of Boston." The Oro- Bon through the help of which eaeh
ou
post proved of no value and have genbiding officer reviewed Mr. Peters' career soldiers will he able immediately to resume
r erally .degenerated into rivalry
in selfin Congress for eight years and mentioned his place in the industrial life of the eitv.
praise between the participating canthe fact that he had served as assistant In tide great &elect your association will
Secretary of the Treasury for two years undoubtedly render an efficient and impor- didates. I am talking every (lair with
Citizens from all parts of Boston and I
and a half, and emicluded by saying that toot service.
"Never again are we going to see this must say that the situation for my can"Vote-getter Peters" is a title more true
country as It was before. New conditions eidavy is everywhere very gratifying.
today than ever before.
. will arise, both social and economic, sel My fellow citizens are clever enough to
we mumt be prepared to meet them. During understand the reason for the torrent of
What the War Means at Home
are putt leg one
the past few years, the foreign commerce words my mmoneni
this
The old adage of whistling to
"Our eountry has been drawn into
of this country has gone ahead by leaps
keep their
and
wonwords
of
our
the
world ratite...et, in
bounds. The export of our manufactured courage up quite ilts the situation."
safe
"to
make
the
world
President,
derful
products has increased five times in volume
'for demoeraey," and to makeOt possible during the last three years. When
11.11-OR CRITICISES ricsrmns
thie
and
independof
freedom
privilege
the
for
war is over, however, we will be
brought
'nee- :o he carried on to the next genera- into keen competition with the nations now
!says) lie tins Done Much foe Soldiers)
slid
Bon as we received it from our fathers, engaged in the deadly etreggle. We
murt
salter,' %Vbile Peter..
.1gnliod
said Mr. Peters. We must realize that to be prepared to meet this VOnlpetItton, The
'
A
tie
a,te
o
r
r
n
4
n
,
ti
ti
r
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all be on the ballot for School
'later that trouble always ticeompa- would
not be !Committee.
iield Giblin, and that he would
John J. Carsidy, Alfred E. Weiliagon
allowed to bring it into the electi
Thomas F. Coffey, James T Slo:ton,
,
Gib.that
said
Ile
again.
department
Joseph J. Leonard, Patrick l4.
riarty.
him
to
have
not
him
with
d
lin pleade
Henry E. lia.gan and AlbErt
H
arrested, and that, not desiring any Carr, tz are regarded as sure of
the officers to Hurwi
further scene, he told
the City
I pieces on the ballot for
the rettidIng,
take him out of
Daniel W. Lane :tad others
'.
coulee
T.
s
Georg
over.
all
After it was
added to the ilitst,
candidate for the will yrobably ho
Daly( who is a
Inv* boon
complained with some whets WWII vapors
l,
Counci
City
SIMI
bitternsss that he had heard the last
d
as lie approarcnhed
call for papers
the filing room and'
tried to get into
something doing"
that "as there was
been aloe to approach.
he had not
then some ten minutes attt Wes
of..
of time of tiling, the
, ter the Jon not take his perverts.
lIcials would

TOM GIBLIN TRIES
QTD
muAVAu Ram

PUBLIC LIBRARY
CUTS SERVICE
TO SAME COAL

Bay State Road Drawing on
Reserve Supply, but
Hopes for-fNief

1

shouted con-;
Sther Peters worker, as did "Joe"
st
tlnual words of protePoorv
They
u.
s
. Paul and Harrithat Commissioner
charged openly
a
paper
' Murphy accepted
, "Eddie.
They stood with
k.
o'cloc
5
after
;
pointed to
watches in their hands and
,Eleotion Department,
, the aleelt in the
not correct.
which apparently was
vreLIN ARRESTED.
restored,
After the papers had been
n, pointing
Commissioner "Mel" Burle ed to an
n, shout
his finger at (Sibli
Immeofficer, "Arrest that man."
Giblin and
diately two officers tookoffice.
escorted him to an inner
"I knew
Later Mr. Burien said,
that man
trouble was in the air :when
in here. I
face
his
d
showe
ia)
(talbl
the office just
bad ordered him from . He pleaded
before
a few moments
him. I wanted
with me not to arrest
told the officers
no further scene and
the betiding. Hs
to take him out of
whole trouble."
was the cause of the
Ctimmissioner
Just as the watch in
the houe
Toomey's hand pointed to
shouted: "Th •
of 6, the chairman .
ia papers has
.
.our for filing noniinat
o'clock.'
5
just
ceased, it is
volley of proThis started another crowd. They
s
Peter
the
from
tests
shouted to Comall held watches and
wa-i
,
; f's
Toomey that hta watch
oner
missi
I- the
in
A. ritN,Sh'11 kefid 4. (tcurred
away
trouthe
all
The papers. over watch
Election Commissioner's office at
filed for Frank B.
ble started, were
date. Accandi
nalical
nomi
the closing hour of filing
lowland, Repub
nd they concording to Mr. Howla tures.
taresen
ex-Rep
signa
tion papers, when
tained about 7000
filed the first
William T. Conway
tive Thomas J. Giblin, of East batch.
papers at 4:46 p.
and
, of Howl
Boston, who has been working m. He ran into the commissioner's
said,
with the Andrew J. Peters forces, office, put. down the papers"andA few,
"Moro coming right away.
graber,
count
the
reached over
all out of
moments later he rushed in
his head,
bed an armful of papers from breath, hat QA the 'Jack Of more
and
ed, eleere's some
shout
and
tant
Assis
ney,
Maho
was then
William E.
there's more coming." It
Curt.
crowd commenced to collec
Registrar, and attempted to leave the men
were noticeably scarce in the
ley
were a
e.
the offic
immediate vicinity. There
the few lounging in the Annex lobby, but
This move an Giblin's part was
on."
Immediately, apparently Just "looking
signal for a wild scene.
AT VARIANCE.
nd's supHES
Howla
WATC
B.
Frank
of
al
sever
pajust been
As Conway laid his last pile of
porters, whose papers had
jumped
the counter he took out a
on
ay,
pers
Conw
T.
am
Willi
by
filed
goes.
oaths.
watch and said, 'Villa watch back
en Giant', shouting vile
around
It's two minuted of 5. Stand
jq
One man had his hands
morn.111Z :72."
rttto a.n.;
.atiouter
Giblin'n throat,
y of
ing with mere, naoers plent
epectuclea to the floor. The
IJ V -2-S
room."
weighs nearly
ex -Representative, woo
During the excitehfantaelllael" Bur
ents off
BOO pounds, shook his oppon
closed the door.
nally
entio
unint
ten
for the
one after the other.
Immediately, Conway jumped it. and'
door, pushed himself against
SEND IttoT
Just then,
"Stapushed the door open.
Someone sent in a riot call to
hy appeared beMurp
er
.
ssion
the
office
Commi
ite
oppos
a
tion 2, directly
rs
hind the counter. Simultaneously
During the melee one of the office I Matt pushed his way to the counter
were
blowa
No
t.
helme
his
hy
lost
with a batch of papers. Mr. Murp
and
struck, however.
I reached over, took the papers
Giblin, with the big batch of Howd them to Ma Mahoney,
hande
his
in
hed
s
clutc
paper
land and Oneal
This started the trouble. tip went
hands, wriggled and squirmed toward
the cry that it was after 5 o'clock.
5
after
"It's
ing,
shout
door.
the
Immediately, Giblin was seen to
s
o'clock. They accepted these pa.oer
reach over and grab the bundle
after 5 o'clock."
from Mahoney's hand.
ey,
Toom
J.
John
er
Commission
After the crowd had been clearsd
safe
chairman of the board, stood at a
from the Election Department, Michhis
in
watch
a
with
away
nce
dista
ael O'Day, , who had been on the
ding to the
scene from the start, said to the
band. This watch, accor
the
In
late
set
he
commissioner, was
newspapermen: "Charges will
y
made through the proper channel. We
afternoon by Harvard Observator
the
s
to
erl
ing
order
Recept
shout
ssion
the
Commi
tort
kept
claim
time. He
the room.
papers after 6 o'clock."
two policemen to clear
Comfrom the
ordered
being
After
The officer,* were powerlc.-ss.
ed
enrag
lich,
building (Minn disappeared. A crowd
missioner Y ank Sieber
get
at
to
mutterdoor,
pted,
the
out
attem
him
followed
at Giblin's act,
the
ing threats. He laughed at them,
He was abont to leap
Toomey and ! adhoited his collar, mopped his arew,
counter when Chairman
ey held
went towards
sahl "Whew," and
Allaistant Registrar Mahon
ssioner to
Court street.
him, advising the commi
enclosure.
Thus ended one of the wildest sesstay within the
same ever held in the City Hall. It
crowd swayed back
The shouting
was. arnordir, to an old city emGiblin was in the centre.
and forth.
ed the papers
ploys, "like the old days."
Finally someone secur
to One of the corn- '
sod restored them ll J. O'Day, an.
ancha
InaggiOnerat

POLICE
CALLED
TO HILL

1

Grabs Howland Papers, Claiming
They Were Filed After
Five O'Clock

„
$'20,000 BID TO
HAVE liftlf QUIT'
Declares
Congressman Tague
r
Mayo
Offer Came From
Curley
A. McQUAID. '
By ELIN1
'fugue, one
Congressman Peter F.
Mayor of Bosfor
dates
candi
four
of
last night at
ton, made the charge
that he ha.:
ton
meetings in Brigh
out of the
get
been offered $20,000 to
Tague's words
Mr.
are
These
t.
contes
to the adon th% subject according
came to
that
h
speec
•va,nce copy of his
tnis newspaper:
n
Only a few days ago certai
employes of the city of Boston,
acting under orders from the
Mayor, came to my horni.; and
begged and pleaded with me to
withdraw from this mayoralty
contest. In the course of their
conversation with me, members of
that committee told the the Mayor would give two years' salary
to get me out of the tight.
Now two years' salary would
be 120,000, and the unfortunate
arnen 'who were compelled to do
the mayor's bidding evidently beasthe mayor appeared from
their statement to believe, that
the only interest any man could
have in seeking- public office
would come from the opportunity
to make money. I am satisfied
that the members of that committee left my house with a
clearer idea of why I am running
for mayor and I am sure that if
they conveyed to their master
the message I sent to him, along
my emphatic refusal to
with
thn nnntant fnr
any human power. he knows that
he is a thoroughly end ,justly leseated man.
• • •
There is just one word on the political calendar this morning, and that
WflIrfi should be printed in capitals:
THURSDAY.
• • •
Next Thursday will be the -last day
for withdrawals.
• • •
After Thursday we shall know
Who's Who in the contest, and men
of importance in Boston politics will
.
begin to Pie up more numerously
• * •
As an example of the kind of gossip
that is being peddled, I was told last
a xen-,
night in the South Station, by
,
tleman who had it straight from
South Boston, that Mr. Curley will
withdraw in favor of Distract Attorney Pelletier. I thought the man
who could pass that around ought to
so
have something for his trouble,
I let him in on another secret (don't
is really
I tell this!) that Kerensky
Kitchener.
• * •
his
The Mayor formally ripped open thy
at
camoalgn last night, in it rally
nt
street
Tremo
in
National Theatre
nal 'Is now ,
below Dover. The Natio
called the Hippodrome. It is the .
.biggeet theatre In town. If it holds
5,000 people, as they say it does,

// j) V t=7
, iR 7' r,s it
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When Frames Daly was
REPORT OF FINANCE Cc;.
tioned as to what became of this sum
HITShe
eould riot eeplain to the commisCGMMISSION
:don, according to the report. Li 1.--'
as the land cost $41,000
liTRLEY ASSOCIATES Inasmuch
Ilto moo
meetCOM:-

4 1.0,41,,b0
1,1,

or

1110

9 r4

not
sage, the $10,000 was clearly
leeded for the pnrchase of the lard, dereport
report
the
gerther
eteres the
vs Francis L. Daly used the money
credit in the Fidelity
Trust Co., October 5 by drawing four
heeks aga`nst IL
These checks,
The Boston Finance Commission pre-'
though demanded, were not produced
sented ifs fifth report en Br' '',•ontling/ on the claim they bad been destroyed.
This $10,000, though traced as far as
investigation. to the Mayor and City
Daly, remained unaccounted for.
Council yesterday. The report states
At one time Mr. Daly testified that
that notwititatarreng efforts of con- the money deiaid by these two contraccealment by witn-sses. whom it terms tors might have been used by hint in
as close associates of the Mayer, that a porticel campaign, but his Mud testimony was that neither he nor Mr.
$10,000 from two contractors having Morse, the aecountant of tee Finance
large dealings with the city passed into ,..ennmission, could rind tree, e,
the hands of Frames L. Daly, intimate
i t:iend and former partner of the Mayor,
and that this amount cannot be acccunteki for.
This money, the report states. reached
• Francis L. Daly in a stock transaciie,
involving shame In the Oalcmount
,
company, in which Edwin P. Fitz].,
Francis L. Daly and others are interested.
This information * was obtained by
investigating the fibancial transactions
of Edwin P. Fitzgerald, Francis L. Daly
and others, and by investigating the
•Oakmount Land Company, Rs organi^
zation and exploketion.

Cliar.re cone%ilment Was Practiced at City Bond Probe

•

394 070 VOTED IN
ELECTION
Nov STATE
29 NI?
Official Canvass Shon's No
Material Difference From
Press Reports
OVER 50,000 BLANKS
IN "ANTI-AID" VOTE

CHARGES CONCEALMVNT.
Apropos.
..
of the financiel dealings
Of Pete .1. Fitzgerald, Edwin P. Fitzgerald,,Francis 1.. Daly and others and
of the Oakmount Land Co.. the cornmission, Its reports states, was se im.pres,
cd .by the manifest efforts of coneenlment as te the tramactions between these people and the coMpany
:tat it felt ender a duty to proceed
The official canvass of the vote!
further in order to discover whetlier or
east at the State election on Novemnot any of thes, transactions affected
ber 6 has been completed and the rethe city of Boston.
sults announced de not differ maThe ,•einness'on :5ye it found a bank
terially from those made known by
depo• it ef $40.000 placed to the credit
the press on election night. The
of Edwin P. Fiteegrald on Octoter 15,
State's tabulators gave Governor MeIt appeared in evidence that
1915.
7ree-'e'eeraiete et' e?.,A.,7e
rms money was useu to pla,aara: a
erick ....it?. Mansfield, the Democrat in
Wee tract of vacant land in Jen-lalea
candidate. or eighty votes less than
Plain. , It also appeared that two
the unofficial figures. The totals are:
contra,•ters who bad dealings with the
McCall, 228.145: Mansfield, 135,66?..
city of Boston later became interested
Nearly 340,000 votes were cast on
in this land. After various traneacloans
tions. exchanges of money -and
the so-called Anti-Amendment to the
and
individuals
other
Involving several
Constitution. On the vote by will :11
, companies it appears that $10.000,
the amendment eats ratified there
votes!
31,00 each from a Mr. Clark and r,
was e. discrepancy of only
Mr. etevens. was inyeeted in the .,Oakthe newspaper figures and
between
rimord
no
although
Co.,
Land
mount
the official total. eluS vote was:
, of its receipt appeared in any of the
Yes, 206,329; no, 130,357. Tile other I
;. bank deposie4 of the corporation. and
41moncinients were also rattiled. That '
' its booes could not be obtained, alrirovitling for absent voting was:
thoeee all tee known officers of the
The vote on
3
5 no, 7609.
Yes, 231,90;
corporation were summoned.
permitting cities and
The commission saes Edwin P. Fitz- i . the amendment
of :
gerald received thie 810.000 on. October , towns to deal in the necessaries
life in times of .public emergency
. 1 1915. and paid Frames Daly ;10 000
it
claims
51.826.
whom
was: Yes, 261,119; no.
hy check on October 5,
The lead of Lieutenant-Governor
...delimited this sum In the Fidelity Truet
Calvin Coolidge over Matthew Here,
candidate of the Democratic Prohibition and Progreseive part: as was .
101,731.
,
The vote of the minor parties for
John McCarty, So- .
Governor was:
i clallet, 16,600; James Hayes, Socialist
Labor. 5.240: Chester R. Lawrence,
' Prohibitionist, 4,205.
Other Republicans re-elected with
their leads over the Democratic earl,
didates were: Secretary of State A.
P. Langtry, 87.772; Treasure Charles
le Burrell, 86,709; Auditor Alonzo B.
Cook. 79,850; Attorney General Henry
C. Atwill, 82,511. The total number
. HIM voted was 394,070,

Lieut. Gov. Coolidge Receives
Largest Majority of An
Successful Candidate

83

•
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Mayer I '171-1(,y hits authorieed the'
laying out of Hampstead road and ,
Wachusett street, West lioxbern
and Tebrec street and Levant street.:
Dorchester.
Hampstead road runs from tete!
The
Arborway.
betterments are!
, $7,760.11.
Wachusett strut runs from 'Walk
!Hill street to Eldridge road.
The
' betterments. are $7,130.79.
•
Tebroo street runs from Bowdoin
Street to Levant street. The better. rnents are $784.51,
Levant street is laid out easterly!
from Geneva avenue. The damages'
are $7,238.80, and the betterments.
44,801.22.

I V ia IQ T- 13
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li'lLAG RAISING
AT EAST BOSTON
Member of Cuir.berlancli Famous
Assists at Ceremony

'.NOV 3-ft-iii
The largest service flag in East
Boston was unfurled to the breast.'
yesterday morning in the presence of
2,500 people, at the Sacred Heart
The flag contains three
Church.
hundred blue stars.
Mayor James M. Curley was peeserit
and made an address. Other speakeee
at the ceremony were Congressman
.I Peter F. Tague and George Murphy,
who recited an original poem.
The children of the parish school
stood at attention as Ow flag was unfurled. The band from the Commonwealth Pier rendered patriotic &Ire
The ceremony followed a solemn
h'igh mass in the church by the Rev.
Fr. James H. O'Neill, LL. D., the
pastor. The flag was hoisted by Jeremiah hfurley, a veteran of the Civil
War, who was a member of the crew.
of the frigate Cumberland, suek in
He is the
battle by an ironclad.
f,,.1,.. of .1mIn'
MA .Tnaonh .T. Mrerlov of
Court.
Ruston
Ole East
A stand was erected from the front
•
of the church for the speakers. :The
ceremonies attracted a largo eumbee
of East Boston residents. The holy •
Name Society of the Church hntle
charge of the programme.
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t male voters nearly equal to the record to C'euncillor Henry E. Hagan, Joseph J.
f.a fele years ago. There will be [nix Leonard and either Daniel W. Lane or
,candidates-' for mayor, end perhaps nye; A'bert Hurwitz.
mine, candidates fes the City Council, and
Elehteen citizens took eut papers for thel
Senator Hormel Doubts Signature •possibly ten, and [Mir candidates for the City Council. Those who filed no eigele
.school committee. The two uncertaintlee terse' were John T. Nolan of 141 Winthrter
indicated are In connection sate the candi- street, John ie. McDcnald of 211 M street
Validity
dacy of Frank B. Howland for mayor, wire Louis le. Henderson of ao Heath stree
had 113 nomination papers flied for him Phil
L. Meetahon of ri Wayne stre
sesterday, and the candidacy of George T. Thomas J. Francis of' 208 East Eir
Daly, who may have,sidecletit esigiNteres street, Timothy L. Connolly of 26
to place him on the ballot. 'The'eandbliates leivasant avenge, Alfred J. Williams of 63
I
.are as follows:
P.ekeet Street and William J. Miller.
_
CITY COUNCIL
The school committee contest is narJohn J. Cassidy. 25
Terrace.
rowed to four candidates, Joseph Lee and
Calls Candidacy IVIezely a Curley Thomas F. Coffey, 34Commonwealth
Havre street
William S. Kenny being the candidates of
Alfred IC, Wellington, 300 Meridian street.
the Public School Association, and Michael
Trick
Jaseph J. Leonard, 9 Carolina avenue.
II. Corcoran and Richard J. Lane bePatrick B. Carr, Ile Russell street.
ing the candidates of the opposition. Three
Albert Hurwitz, 451 Walnut avenue.
other persons who took out papers led
Henry E. Hagan, 18 Victoria street.
To
Deceive
Large
Section
no signatures, namely, 'eve. Homan of lee
Daniel W. Lane. 291 Beacon street.
Leverett street, George W. Galvin of 180
James T. Moriarty, 280 Dorchester street.
Public
Huntington avenue, and Dr. Herbert J.
SCHOOL COMMITTEE',
rzit of 254 West Broadway. The greatMichael H. Corcoran, 4 Ainsworth street.
est surprise was Jr. the retirement of Dr.
Questioning the validity of signatid es on Richard J. Lane, 39 Copeland street.
Keenan. Last year it was commonly rethe nomination papers tiled for Frank B. .b.seph Lee, 90 Mt. Vernon street.
garded that his candidacy cost Mr. CorHowland, in his candidacy for mayor, Sen- William S. Kenny, 100 Meridian street.
coran a reelection.
MAYOR•
ator Herman Hormel, president of the ReThe school committee coptest -nee at'
publican City Committee, appeared before .1.1mes It. Co,ky, 310 Jamakaway.
Andrew
J.
Peters,
310
South street, Jamaica iracted wide interest in the last ten days.
the election comissioners this afternoon
Plain.
drawn
asking that the papers be ezamined as soon , JamEri A. Gallivan, 353 West Fourth street, The liens have been more tensely
than for several yars, partly due tc t!,"
as possible In order that he may Ille formal
South Boston.
Peter P. Tague, 21 Monument Square, Charles- fact that the tschocl committee wIli act en
complaint.
town.
the question of a school nuperIntendant
Mr. Howland's papers, 143 le all, were
By Saturday night the election depart- during the year, Simeeintendent Dyer',
filed shortly before the time expired Yes- ment will be able to determine whether
Mr. term being about to expire. The contest
terday afternoon by Curley workers. Mr. Illowland and Mr. Daly have qualified. The has taken a religious
trend, in that Malian
Hormel charges that many of the signa- former, who calls himself a Republican, Catholic women have been active in urging.
tures are not genuine and he purposes to flied no papers until fifteen minutes before Catholic women to register. Last Sunday,
take every action in his powers to make five o'clock last night. At that time his In some of the Catholic churehes of Bostom
public what he calls "a characteristic Cur- supporters, who are well known Curley circulars were distributed at the door,
ley attempt to divide the 75 per cent of our men, appeared at the election department calling atention to the tact that registration
citizens who oppose his reelection for four with, as they asserted, 7000 signatures. The closes at ten o'clock tonight and urgeig
tiling of these papers caused a most dtsyears more."
women to register. The Puolic School
gracefel scene. Mr. Daly went to the deSenator Hormel made this statement:
Association has issued two circulars call"I appeared before the Election Board to partment shortly before fi'Ve o'clock with ing atention to the importance of the conask that the papers placing in nomination several papers and, because of the crowd
test and directly urging the election of
for mayor Feenk B. Howland, a. so-called gathered at the desk, was unable to get Messrs. Lee and Kenny. One paragraph ,
near
enough
file
them
to
before
the time In the circular just issued reads at; follow,..:
Republican, he certified as soon as possible,
In order that I* might file a formal com- expired. He made a protest, %hen the
"Political forces are always at work to!
Commissioners
Election
refused
to
accept
plaint against their validity.
I have no
undermine the present administration of
his
papers,
the
question
and
may
reach
the
desire to imep any logitisnate Republican
our public schools. They seem more apt.?
eandidate off the ballot, but in this case it courts, in the event of the previous sig- stress:ye this year than for many years. ,
is a matter of common knowledge that this natures tiled being short of the reulred more determined to defeat our candidates."
'number. No papers were tiled by George
eleventh-hour can:tutees
,e. ems ‘...;
'
The total registration of women at noon
se.
llllll
leeee'elieer.
"r Tinreeeeel
nate:loth! Curley attemetee to divide the
ttf men. 116,912.:
cheater, who is an it2SiStant assessor.
iseventy-five per cent of cur citizens who
It
appears certain et the election departJames (Meal, the Socialist, was a victim of
oppose his reelection for four there years.
mtich trouble. Not only wer his nomina- ment that the record female regietration
"I have heard of Instance after instance tion petters stolen, as he
charges, but those of 1888, which was 20,252, will be beaten
where names are wiitten upon nomination he received from solicitors
were filled with this year. 4entstratton will close tonight
henchmen
in
mayor's
the
by
thee
Dopers
at ten o'clock.
signatures that counted for little.
local political headquarters. Employees on
No new element is projected into the
th city payrolls, not the men 'who really dol campaign with the expiring of the time
the work. but those who work only during for nomination. If Mr. Howland
gets on
election time, were unusually active in seBut even they could ths ballot he can hope for but trifling supcaring signatures.
port. He may get a few hundred votes. Former Mayor Fitzgerald
Offers to Meet
not secure 30f.0 genuine names in the short
The campaign issues will be so tightly
time allowed them.
Mayor in joint Debate for Beeefit of
drawn--Curley versus anti-Curley—that no
running
a
as
nominee,
this
course
"Of
considerable number of ballots will be
Soldiers
so-called Republican, must make the most
vigorous anti-Curley fight et any of the thrown away on a man who is so slightly
and
known
whose
candidacy
is palpably
Former Mayor John le. Fitzgerald heti
candidates. I also look for most rabid
one in the interest of Mayor Curley and Issued a statement reviewing
the Curley
class and partisan appeals through the
made
possible
only
by
the
Curley
workers.
administration, declaring that the mayor
mails, of course paid for by the Curley
happened
How
it
that
the
mayor
was
uncannot possibly win and offering to meet
organization. It Is all camouflage. But
able to get a Republican of standing to him in joint debate for the
benefit of`
I am not afraid that the voters who are
enter
the
race
in
order
to
deflect
Republisoldiers.
tired of the Curley reign will be deceived.
can
votes
from
Mr.
Peters
is
an
Interesting
piaille
"There
the
expose
is not the, slightest
to
"It le my purpose to
comment on the day's developments. Mr. for the report In an evening foundation'
this latest evidence of the political tactics Wood, who
newspapee
took out papers but a fey, days that I may come out for Mayor
any
evifurther
if
mayor,
present
Curley,"
of the
before the time for filing expired, is being Mr. Fitzgerald says. "Neither
demonstrate
how
he
to
needed
do I think
dence were
congratulated by his friends that he is not there is anything to tile
story that My
conducts a campaign."
in line for nomination.
cousin, C. G. Fitzgerald, vice
president.
The City (Soundt tight will begin next of the Maseachusetts
Bonding Company,
wee", though the candidates to be indorsed has declared for him.
by the Dernoeratic City Committee—Messrs.
"It is only recently that Mr.
Curley'
Cafigi'ly, Moriarty and Carr—will not be- falsely charged this
young man and the
tour the city in earnest until later. Massachusetts
gin
to
Bonding Company villa
Heavy Registration for City Election Next it is doubtful if Mayor Corley
will pay the :tame practices, when I wail
mayor;
Mantis—Two Candidacies it3 Doubt
much. attention to this light, eoneldering that were exposed
the efforts thet be must make In lite own Finance Commission recently by the
in connection wit
behalf.
his owe administration. The
• Boston ai mroaches the municipal election
investigaThough there has been no announcement tion showed
prospects
with
of
a
resent
18
that
December
whatever
of
business was
from the Good Government AmeociatIon, done
under me by the
registration Of women, qualified to vote
the politicians have aseemed, in the last BeralleeCompany, and it Massachusette
-for echoel c.. mmittee, and a registration few slays, that indorsesaent will he
was only one
given
• .

RAISES ISSUE ON uOWLAND

•

f

Asks Electiou Board to Act Without
Delay

SAYS CURLEY CANNOT WIN

•

NV g 1917

CAMPAIGN LINES DRAWN

A •IY
_ 3W
a
. irirc4,4z-S

of severalm
a
•"
d
tnsurance
business with the city
while I was mayor, on!Y consent, I think the war funds will, In the
was carried on by
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"The citizen:, iiiiririati-if..fiArdtien,...
tue
ruthletis discharge of. seventeen men in
patine works department on forty-AM:
hours' notice: hit,. dkrulaicial of the
Painists in the gymnasiums; his sending
winthe thinly clad clerks in the depth or
hold-up
ter to work at Franklin Field; his
ball
of the employees for Tammany Club
tickets, and his recent assessment oi eine
Ploeces for his awn political campaign,
fund.'
"He speaks of his securing a reduction
III tha cost of street lighting from the Edison Ineectrim Illuminating Company. it 13
Peters, Gaiiivan and Tague Answer ClITtame the city hnn secured a reducticte But
this redetaion is due to the efforts of the
ley's Speech at National Theatre
City Council and to those of his former;
CALLS CURLEY BADLY IIKAOEN
,
Ali three o• Mayor Curley'e opponents corporation counsel, John A. Sullivan.
---"s
.a for the reduction in the cost of gas
emigres/mean Gallivan Cano9t Think
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clear
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speech
at time National Theatre
Peters to
nlinnelf
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F.
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lmt debate.
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.
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"1 '.1 .
e,,,,,,
—
never been as certain of the outcome of
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Mr. Peters nays:
• f• •
Gallivan Complains
election, so far as one candidate le con"The mayor entirely neglects the really
cengressmae Gallivan
cerned, as I am in this present contest.
/El
?
Important features of his administration.
James M. Curley, today, is a badly beaten
:Ile neglects the state of hopeless ineffineen and has no earthly chance of reviving
in
cieney into which he has reduced the
Pub- omtrh
ofpcolhr
e
his lost cause. I canont think it possible
.87rej
hC
hiun
icrgh
l'orirrca•
leitn.h
YersMasey'
Sundayoef
a tehrieuali31things
eerheian'lt
lie works, public buildings and park and n
that the people of Heston will prefer a mail
camrecreation departments by the character , of Boston are really interested in this
like Peters to a man like myself, if they
of Ids appointments as their heads. He pa..gn.
stop to think that Peters is almost a
Not one word in answer to my questions.
overlooks the utter demoralization of all
stranger to our city.
Public
the departments under his control, which , Not one word about selling the
alleteis knows nothing about city affairs
has been brought about by unwise appoint- Garden, not one word about his advocace
and the compelling needs of the various
whcha
; of taking
ments axle urnist removals.
Sections of Boston. He is as ignorant of
"He makes no mention of his persistent
the ways and means by which o rehabiliopposition to the segregated budget until our city on a referendum and was slaughttate a disorganized and disguaaed force et
it was forced upon him by City Council. Ile , ered by a vote of 7 to 1, not a word about
city nervants, ready and willing to give the
ignores his attempt to restore the outwore hove he intends to distribute the bonding
best that is in them for their employer,
and wasteful system of borrowing money buelness of the city, not a word about who
the city of Boston, as is the ordinary infor current expenses, also frustrated bla rat the plum in plumbing! Who started
habitant of the wilds of Alaska.
tae City' Council. He does not refer to , the howl about Howland? Who put the
"Peters, up to date, has not made a sinthe bonding and insurance scandals, to the dinar marks on Curley's Angell? Not a
ew attack ea tae pa.a. et 'Maley raelme,
eeemay eNf einrks Angell in tearing down word about his insistence of six-cent fares
vulnerable though it is, and haei not adthe Probate lemilding and to the eonces- cm. the Elevated, his desire to cut tha eatvanced a single new thought which would
slam of privileges to Angell's relatives at ere of the entire police force, lee eet-me,.
be helpful to the taxpayers of Boston. He
wishes to slash the salaries oi school teachFranklin Field.
is floriadering about in a 'pussy-foot' Mal
"On Saturday evening he apparently em, which schemes were stopped by Cornof way, hoping that the majoral
i
missioner
O'Meara and the school board.
hl
thstf he has
will strike him.
prevented a tax rate in Beaton of $20 per , "The entire Curley speech appeared to me
"Let him get old of, the kindergarten
tnousand. When he was running four a laborious effort to hitch together all the
school of politics and, if he can, show the
years ago he solemnly promised the people rou Me work of the mayor's office—label It
people that he is big enough for a big job
of Boston, ,•nd.n. oath sworn to before over with pretty' names—and hope that the
or else let him get out of the fight altopee tie ef Boston would swallow it in tote.
Arthur G. McVey, notary public, not that 1"
ee a great executive achievement.
gether, and join me in ridding our city of
he would prevent the tax rate from
going
„
a discredited and disgraced mayor."
to $20, but that he would reduce the Me
, rate. The tax rate in the last year or I
"
.1; •
Mayor Fitzgerald was $17.20 per thoireand.
ItinieltaWS IllS Illeut7rti.
'During the last tour years
rate
'
gi2,
been $17.50,
$17.80,
70; rates almo-,
Outlines to Dorchester Remittent's Varioun
AE Crirti,Try Ti) EXPLAIN
lutely
unprecedented in the history of BonIniprovententit for Thnt Section Daring
•
ton. And the only reason that the rates Congrennrnon
Towne Snigger:tat That We
Four Year.
have not been higher has been
because
Contemn His Adasinintratiou a
Mlor Curley addressed a gathering or
the action of the State Legislature in o!'
Failure
•
reDore ester citizens at the Parker House,
and Quit
fusing to raise the tax limit.
yesterday, outlining improvetnents for this
Congressman Peter F. Tague spoke
"Twice during his administeation
at
the
section in the last four years.
mayor went to the Legislature and
asked a rally in Brighton last night, directing
"The Sevin ilia improvement differs
for an increase in the existing
hearers'
his
n
ttention
almost
tax limit
entirely to
from any other playgrounds in the city, in
for the city of Boston.
Mayor Curley's administration. He
asked
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"The mayor, however, succeeded
the
mayor
inform
to
the
In
Inpublic
whether
children and mothers," he said. "A conclueing the Legislature to increase
about
he
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to
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the
from
tax
office
width
John H.
and more
crete wall twenty feet In
limit 10 cents for city purposes in
linti. Dillon, chairman of the park and reereathan one-third mile in length, constructed
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sought
in
an
concrete
with
accordance
semi-circle
leadsteps
a
In
with A
increase of 30 cents in
the tax limit in O. recent promise to the employees of,
ing down to a white sandy beach, will afthe
order to pay for the annually
reeurrent ex- department to make amends for his
ford a reereation centre for the Sevin Hill
past
pense of constructing school
nuildings out attitude to them and whether it is
section of Boston.
of taxes and not by loans.
true,
The mayor so ; as charged, that he has been
"The completion of Ronan Park repreinterested
arranged that this bill, while giving 20 j in certain
moving picture ventures
sentiog an expenditure of $100,000, makes
cents to the School Committee for this
or
per- theatres licensed from his office.
available for Dorchester Centre one of the
pose, actually raised the tax limit 40
cente. 1
"Since the mayor himself appears
most beautiful parks to be found anywhere, so that by
te
this manipulation he seeured
have found it necessary to make
with a magnificent view of the entire bar- • the
Rook).
privilege of levying an additional gum
glee
for
many
bor from every pertIon or Its area.
of
his
own
of approximately $150,000 upon
acts during*
those ter,- , the past four Years,
"The conetructicit and laying; out of
why dote
ants and business men to whom he
net
refers
Mill, South and Preston streets, with an
make a perfect job of it by a
so
feelingly on Saturtlay evening,
general
extension of the Elevated system over the
confession that his entire
"Perhaps
the most astonishing effrontery
administratieri I
new bridge constructed by the Federal Govhas been •a failure for the
in his Saturday evening speech was
citizens andf
whee , taxpayers, although
ernment for tne new destreyer ran e+
apparently
he
a rie,at
aramaticany
said
ultimately
will result in a dethat
o
Squantum,
told Mr.
financial
boom
for himself, and then
Rourke that as long as he held office oo
re.
eelonment that will add militate of dollars
from
tire
the
present
man or woman honeetey performing their
mayoralty contest
to the value of the Mill ntreet eectien of
on
that
so
honeil,
red
.blooded man may:
work should be suspended or diecharged. Ile
Dorchester.
1 t d
h
111
,p a
haft apparently forgotten that !!! the *.e.111
"Contracts have been awarded for Tewith the .
„„.4 nay., no n nnIno.1
tight he stated, 'I'll fire relatives, even to
nean Beech Improvement at a cost inciunwhen
ter
his
-m
el
t
improvement
the
lad
and
land
cousin, and I'll also oust all friends
takings of apginee,liter?
trig
pague
proximately $175,000, affording an outlet for and near friends of any person who has a
1‘111
part, in the recall movement.'
to my home at al°
South street. Jarrealea,
Plain. Moreover ..P. these facts could :
j''have been escort"'fled upon inquiry,
I Without employing
private detectives te'
Steal the cans in order to photograpa the
return address to Dover, Mass. However, I have no complaint to make of
aueh exp.enditeire of ron oPponentre came
Paign money.
"Of course, all their statemeleia are
1 Pm tie foe hewepaper
coneurnintion• NO
bne will ever bring me question
before'
the court for action, in my
opinion, no
one has ever ttio ,prit of doing
so."

sention of DorcheeLea
way development has been
.t
!
" glYes'e.rand
itecessarily retarded some time by the
Federal
Government in comaction of the
mandeering the dredges engaged in the
filling of the hew Columbus Park, but this
great improvement will In all probability
he completed not later than June 1, 1918.'
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W14441 SHOULD HE WITHDRAW?
Although Mayor Curley's work in behalf of municipal reform may be attacked in some quarters-as belated, there is no
doubt that it is wonderfully effective. hardly a day passes in
which he does not, say or do something to make easier the task
to- electing somebody else as his successor. Nall 2S
almost pathetic candidacy of Frank B. Howland as a
"Republiean s' will not, at the outsitle, attract more than 1000
'rm.. At ,t!4,
;t will drive from the mayor Pb fe,,ver
than 5000 intelligent citizens who can see through the Howland
eandidaey, appreciate what is behind it, and express their disgust
at the polls.
Thus the mayor, modestly, but effeetively, is doing his •tiaily
and nightly stunts for municipal reform, Why should he
withdraw 1

1811

NOW FOR A REAL DEBATE
John F. Fitzgerald, mayor of Boston for six years, publicly
announces that he is prepared to engage in political debate with
' Mayor Curley concerning the reepective merits. of their ad•
NOV 2 S 1911
ministrations.
possible
as
early
as
place
take
should
Nvitich
a
That is
and for the enligluenmentiof all the. people of Boston. There
is no hall in the elt;, that would hold all who would like to be
present, but the press would gladly go to the aid of those unable
to attend.
As we understand it, the Russell Club does not indorse candidates for office. but its executive committee, representing the
club, dees. Bow Col. Russel!, if he were alive, woukl a ppreeiate
NOV 28'1911
thirt.
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IS MUST BE"

There are many intelligent and conscientious citizens of
Boston who believe that it is impossiblto-eonduct the business
of the municipality on a business basis or to operate the municprn•fenzienEd grafter. hig"
1oo.1 JUL-V.:12;11V I .7 Yt ithC.1.1t t}an
little. They take the ground that what is must be, and that what
has been cannot be done away with.
That is not true, and it is not logical. Boston has not had in
recent years a genuine business administration, but there is no
good reason why Boston should not have one. The largest rea'son why the city's business is not conducted, first of all, for the
direct benefit of the people, is not a good one, but it is effective.
Ea long an intelligent and ennseicntre,us citizens permit themselves to accept as inevitable that which is neither inevitable nor
wholesome, so long will professiooal demagogues and professional grafters continue to look upon the city's receipts and disbursements as invitations to their activities al I SO long will
the people of Boston fail to receive that which they are entitled
•
to receive.
• eeks from toce .t..
take pf7t‘vi
7eOr
will
Qiection
municipal
The
really
in doing
citizen
who
the
believes
duty
of
first
day. The
voting
is
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his
see'that
the
to
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name
citizen
a
as
duty
whole
his
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o'clock
tomorrow
be
before
to
evenattended
must
That
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SAYS CITY Ha
NAMED HOWLAND
Jape Charges Municipal Em-.
pjny Sinner' New Candidate's Papers.
SAYS "EVERYBODY KNOWS"
PeaAt. rallies in Codman square,
Dor ,
body square and Pierce square,
CongreEsman
ehester, last night,
that
Tague Made the direct charge
!lowland,
B.
Frank.
for
papers
the
for
the Curley-Republican candidate
mayor, "were circulated freely bY
City employes," and that "everybody
signed
knows that those papers were
city psy rolls
largely by men on
Shaw,
under direction of David B.
penal institutions commissioner by

appointment of Mayor Curley."
Evidently misled however, by the (Its:ts of the row in the
torten early reriot
election commissioners office over the
Congressfiling of papers for Howland.
J.
Andrew
man Tague condemned
Peters for "attempting through his camcongressional
paign manager in the 10t11
district to administer knockout drops
to a candidate for mayor."
"Curley never denied and never challenged the Vitzgetaio.
couldn't do it."
The congressman deplored "strongarm methods" and queried whether Mr.
tliblin "carried out the instructions or
Secretary Bottomley of the Good Government Association." Mr. Tague ap
parently was unaware of the main point
a • issue—whether Mr. Giblin was Justiled in preventing the tiling of papers
after the hour to. which the election
commissioners own clock pointed. 5 P.
M., the last hour under the law, and
asserted that:
"CT:1)1M's action In behalf of his •eitni d ida te. 21r. reters, wut$
even by the fact that the I lowland
papers were circulated freely 1,y city
{ employes."
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KENNY DENIES EXPRESSING
prorrvorNCI. PAR min vir
B-eas.11.:l

vas,

•.•Iv "La..a

Thomas .1. Kenny. former councilman
and catdidate for mayor in 103. denies
that he has expressed any preferenea •
for Mayor Curley. }le issued this statement:
e toob"I was very much sir
serve in one of the evening paPers of
Tuesday that,T was thought to have
taken sides at the present time in the
mayoral contest In behalf of Mayor
Curley. The fact of the !natter is, I
have studiously refrained from indicating a preference or taking any part in
the campaign until the nominations are
closed. At the proper tlme I shall ex/),et to announce my preference cud set I
forth my reasons."
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[PETERS R
MAYOR'S CHARGE
tIP

N1JV- Z
Was Not in Legislature When
Spanish War Veterans' 5
P. C. Bill Was Introduced.
ALSO EXPLAINS RESIDENCE
Andrew J. Peters last. night sharply retorted upon Mayor Curley's
"mendacious statements" concerning
Mr. Peter:-3's vote in the Legislature
on the Spanish war veterans' prefer('lie(' bill. Mr. Peters (Ed not vote
against the :5 per cent. preference
bill, and his correction of the mayor's
assertion follows:
"Mayor Curley is again indulging in
his characteristically mendacioue f statements in reference to his record' and
mine. He says that he voted for and I
against the Spanish war veterans' 5 per
..ent, pieferenee bill. This is untrue.
Opposed Different Bill.
voted against was
hut which
tO CV-f”.1d tf: veterans ef the Seanish war all the privileges and exemptions enjoyed by the aged veterans of
the deli war. Public opinion wag so
strongly against it that it was abandotted and no attempt was made to Pass
II. after 1904.• This objectionable bill was
the one that Mayor Curley voted for
end I against.
"The bill -containing the 5 per cent.
exemption for Spanish war veterans was
never before any Legislature of which
were members.
l Mr. Curley and
i
ueviin, ,ii.,
;tore of this year. James H.
the city, an1 the legislative counsel for
of the
'peered against the bill in behalf
the
mayor. This is the same bill that
mayor says he voted for.
effrontery
the
"Yet Mayor Curley has
facts in such
to attempt to distort the
charactera way as to make one of his
selfishistle appeals to class and group
indeed all
ness, appeals in Which he Is
aderi."

•

retided there with my wife and children
when Congress was not in session. I
have a farm at Dover, Mass., where
neither I nor my wife ever spent a night
until last summer, and where we nave
altogether spent only about two months.
in fact the heuee wee net conlel't°4
1
I until last June.
A
to Milk Episode.
"Having four young children it is not
Rimier° that I should have milk shipped
to my home at 310 South street, Jamaica
Plain. Moreover, all these facts could
have been ascertained upon inquiry,
without employing private detectives to
steal the cans in ostler to photograph
the return address to Dover, Mass.
However, I have no complaint ao Make
'or such expenditure of may opponents'
campaign money.
"Of course, all their statements are
purely for newspaper consumption. No
one will ever bring the question before
the court for action. In my opinion no
one has ever thought of doing so."
The Columbus Republicaq Club of Sitfolk county last night indorsed Mr.
Peters for mayor, and the Columbus
Republican Club of East Reston indorsed Peters for mayor and Wellington
for the council. Crescenzo De Simone is
president of the'former organization.

!MAYOR TELLS DORCHESTER
R BLESSINGS
l
„
Recites List of Municipal Im! provements, Cnirpfotosi nr 115

gffi

Prospect.
m- iyor Curley

addressed a meeting of
:Dorchester citizens last night at the
; Parker House, bringing to their attent ton various municipal improvements
made in their section during his admin,i istration, and mentioning several others
proposed for the same district.
He said that the Savin Hill play
ground and bathing beach soon will be
available for public use.
The play_.,..:,, ulli el a 1 i Ow ally m.fier III Lae
I city, he stated, in that it has been
I especially designed for , children and
mothers. "The completion of Ronan
Perk," said he, "representing an expenditure of $100,000, makes available
for Dorchester Centre one of the most
beautiful parks to be found anywhere:
and contracts have been awarded for
Tenea I/ BetioAl improvement at a cost,
including land takings, of approximately $175,000, affording an outlet for the
setivities of all residents of the Nepon..

I

'

Also Denies "Carpet-Bagging."
-”!. peters also issued the following
The eenetreetlen ef Mi!i, fhsell, am;
statement:
Preston streets, with an extension of the
need
desperate
.,in
ere
Elevated system over the .
"My opponents
ge
they assert that I am built by the
government for the new
or an issue when
Mass., and not , plant at
Dover,
of
resident
Squantum, will result inadda
of Boston.
legally qualified to be mayor statement ing millions of dollars to the value of
the Mill street section, he predicted.
They ought to know that, this
"The Strandway development," said
is unqualifiedly false.
'
'When the returns come in from pre_ he, "has been necessarily retarded %Mai'
iseigh•
action or the federal goy (let 8. ward 22, the votes of my
will be ('lament in
commandeering the dredges
lime; and friends in Forest Hills
statement
this
of
refutation
engaged
in
the tilling of the new Coa sufficient
carpet- lumbuS Park, but this great
and will prove that. I am not a
improve. ment probably, will he completed not
bagger In Boston.
the, Liar than June 1, 1918."
"But for those who do not know
burn
He asserted that is possible that Cofacts. I want to say that f was
oc-, !embus Park and Calf
pasture may he
and brought up in the house now
cupied by me, my wife and family. MY used as the site for a world's exposifather an I grandfather lived there be- tion on the occasion of the Pilgrim
fore me. I was elected from there to. tercentenary In 1920.
1902,
"In the event of the present war bethe House of Representatives in
1905. and to ing terminated within the next
to the Senate in 1904 and
year,"
stilt! he. "it is imperative that
the nationa: House of Representatives' he
some site
never had any
selected to which all
for four terms. I have
representatives
ar every government In the
other residence or voted from any other
world Can
go and re-open industrial,
I place.
eommeraial
'While in Congress and later as as and social Intercourse on a common
plane of mutual understanding
and
• saAtint secretory of the United State. vice
to the world." lie pledged hi aertreasury, my official duties required in
active
eepport
horn
of
my
but
this
Washington,
project.
in
to live
always remained at Forest Hills and I.

1
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FILE HOWLAND'S 1
PAPERS IN RIOT
Cufle'y-Republicans Win Point
in Face .of Protest That
Time Expired. ,

WILD

•;

SCRIMMAGE ENSUES

In the (hick of a free-for-all scrimmage, which had elements both of a
street brawl and a football ritsh.
workers in behalf of Frank B. Howland, "Curley-Republican" candidate
for mayor, filed a batch of nomination papers, said to contain 7000
signatures, in the election commissioners' office, City fiaii annex, yesterday afternoon.
It was so close to 5 o'clock, the last
hour for Ming, when the Howland men
. appeared that watchers for other candidates were prompt to make a physical
and verbal protest. As the Howland
crowd, in which, there were city em' ployes and men who wore Curley buttons, pushed forward toward the tiling
;1;,•
eoueter, Thereee J. Cibhu iaL,e
Stli Wart ZOO POUtalS. Sa0t11.1
lets; ,I's pas. 5 o'clock!"
Board Accepts Papers.
(11hlin was joinersi a velment later by .
Michael J. O'Day and other Peters men
;'who set up a 'chorus of complaint, pointing at the 'lock In the main room as
Proof. So ;ar as the casual observer
could see • 'he hands had passed the.
bullr, but Chairman John Je Toomey of
the election.. commission was firm in de, claring that the clock was two minutes fast. •
Cominbioner Frank Seibetlielt was
a!ready '1 miustrlously working the time
stamp on (Itch paper as it ws;,,, i,,
Htded
him h,i- AsAstant lb gistrar William Ii.
Mabol
,
sniping the paper:, as recejvf,.1 prior to 5 eet losle when former
Itt•nr
Giblin boldly seized a
hlthe;,b of the papers, while another
Pelt- a; man seized the time stamp.
Commissioner, you cannot acet'ld_ these papers. It is egainst the
w ." yelled Giblin.
1 wo police officers threw themselves
ett him, and his towering bulk swayed
reck and forth US he waved the papers
'il.
If in the air, protesting against what he
I claimed was an illegal act.
Seiberlich made a leap to Selle the
i
counter and regain the time stamp.
small ,room was a. mass of struggling,
shouting, swearing figures, whIle the on- ,
I
lookers( from the oaai” recta pl..1 1
pulled to get through the doorway stall
Math the inner maelstrom.
The Curley men far oetnumbered the
Peters amen. One of the former boasted
afterward: "We had 40 LICII 01) hand
ready for trouble."
one Curley man had Chitin by
the
berme Another. get hold of his
spectacles and, pulling them off, threw them
Ilie counter. i;ii,iin was obliged :0
yield to the choking. and gave um the
papers w hen nal f-alrit ogled. The time.
Stamp Was even more speedily recoversd.
As soon as Giblin got his breath ive l
began to protest against, the illegality
of accepting parers ;.i.fter
o'clock, but
.,Ommissioner Sullen ordered the pollee
0 arrest Olblin. and he wam taken' tine
t
inner office. but almost tmmedlately
e merged by another door eed departed. l
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A call for res
erves had been
to Pollee
Station 2, but Hee melseat In; "Is it true tha
t yeu have collected
ee le.15 ,155.000
over before
they arrived.
already from city emp
loyee? How to be ameller
While the police
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of
tha
rates of the smalle
t
h She'te40
sum was con
their helmets, kno men were recovering the assess
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"The mayor
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it
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the
Cur
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Ot
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De
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• "How much
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y had appeared.
of it did von tette fr3r
in Boston e•..et:
The lea,4i-g• tie
to
n Line las
the employeg
t dollar has bee tie: 1,,,jOi wne4:31
of the collector's
land papecs wer ures in Ming the Hown added that the
depart- property will sta
Wil
e
lia
men
T.
m
t?
ConwaY.
nd.
well known
"An important
in the
pol
Kenneth C. McDona 1141110r 1,01ThirSS, and
"How much
at to remember is
that thi
of It was taken
ld,
Pay roll as an emp who is on the city from the
away legislati s year, by reason et new tax
. men In the pub
loye in the public
on, huge amount
works departmen
lic
s of property in
wor
ks
de- the form of jew
t, and who wore a partment?
elry and other personal
Curley button.
belongings were ret
"h
urn
av
ed
e you alread
Conway first app
to the assesFors, and that, by
y collected from
4:46 re M. Alm eared on the scene at these men all you
reason of it, Boston%
should
pro
ost completely out Cl' the
breath, he dashed
money which sho pose to collect of It. no have had a rate much lower than
w has.
uld have gone int
1Ip to the counter and the mou
derneslted
o
ths and on to
"High taxes are
sma
the backs of their
not so serioun if the
"We've got MO ll bunch of papers. 'children?
peo
ple
tret their money'
in
all
."
he
said in reply ! "Are
to questions fro
s worth. The
mayor. 1 think, wou
m a Herald-Journal re- !promi you going to make good
ld agree to this, fOr
your he has bee
se that if you
porter.
do
n
not
.desp
err
use
mo
eely righting for
ney collected
all the higher
Conway looked
wildly at the ele at his watch, gazed will return the from the city men you cidedl taxes. But high taxes are dey serious when acc
balance to 'the boy
"I Me these wit ction clerk, .exclaimed
"Is
s'?
it
true, Mr, Mayor,
the inefficiency, ignora ompanied by
that your total
rare," and mad h you: they're in your collections for
nce, arrogance
and private exploi
ly dashed off again,
you
r
cam
tatien of the public
pai
gn fund to , which
date amount
When he came back,
to $200,000?
for the last four
just before 5, In a
sort of pursui
years haVe So
"H
ow much
splendidly floprlshed
t race,
.
Howland men at his wdh other Curley- porations doing was „received from enr"lneidentale„ if theat City Hall.
hee
ls
bus
str
or
ine
agg
ss. with the cit
ling
may
behind, the fin
"How many
y? Jamaica plain were tax or's house in
al riotous scenes too
and
wh
at
ed
k
place,
at anything
corporations, in like its rea
which you are
l value it might ass
ist in reness with the Interested, are doing bled- clueing the
Daly Fails to
tax rate."
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et on Ballot.
not include men
swer need
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of
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g business,
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said he arrived with
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s and prints.
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500
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. and his name will not
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I Commissioner Burlen
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said, after It
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de arrangements to
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there. I'm sorry tha
large enterpris
next year, his
We
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relation to the Bos
ing to his story, wa Mr. Daly, accord- scrre you Influential in sec
ton mayoralty asuring the
ap and junk fro
s not able to get
through the crowd
sumes more than
to file his last bunch. for the ten/tees:41u! m those corporations
a local significance
ordered the officers
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Many people have mai
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to clear the riling
k fro
mom of all but those wh
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o wished to file bridge? Why was the m the Cove street
because of his affina
papers, and, as you kno
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have you rew
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such misconduc
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yesterday mornin
g, is the'
most ringing den
unciation of
Curley
that we have
f\J ti tl-(fi)
seen in this ca
mpaign,'
and we do non
overlook the
splendid
charges of Mr.
CantsanLime ent,c;;
ACUE
tiveness of Mr.
Tague. The
quiet,
dignified methods
of Mr. Peters Tnalr,
Says Rate neflei)ts No Cr
an
und
oubted appeal.
edit
But when it
comes to "showi
ng up" the ma
on City .-Hali for Purpose
yor as
he really is, we
give first pla
ce to
oh
n
F,
Fitzgerald.s exp
of Comparison.
losive interHe nuestions Mayor Regarding
• congratulate
tne former
?moor
5 pub
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iritedness, and
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i the disfavor
arrogant a nd
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ployes and its Division.
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tisan. We
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Andrew J. peters
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, in a statement
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decision nu small
-issued last night,
Yor
sai
testimony .as to 's
t he had
the
, ALSO RATTLES JUNK PILE observed that "the madyotha
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e
of
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r.
with cusn
campaign. Hs
, tomary indiffere
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nce toward the truth, fails to pick a winner
, and in so
la claiming credtt
me
in copious bill- ; degree is this true bec
I Congressman Tagne, at
ause of the i
hoa
rd
dis
pla
strength which his
y for the Boston
mayoralty
own picking giv
tax •
rallies at Roxbury Crossi
es'
. to any aspirant
ng, Egleti- ,I rate, on tile ground that it comp
for popular
ares
ton square and Grove Hall las
favorably with the
favor.
'W
he
n
Mr
t night.
. Fitzgerald says
rates in cities ad ;
that. Curiey
put a series of questions. in
jacent to Boston."
is already beaten,
cludia 1
we believe
"The truth is,"
the following, to Mayor Cur
judgmein entitled
that
continued Mr. Pet
ley
:
I
"th
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eee.
er have publicly charge
at red that city em- !whatsoev Boston rate reflects no reedit sped..
ployes have been assessed
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S;
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onm oalgh treasury. Youto fatten your I admindstration by remit seat City Hall
a ntomparisom
e never
I becouse the val
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y
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Now I ask you, Mr. Mayor:
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tax rate of tile gre
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Sheep Gambol:on Common
for First Time in 87 Years

Sheep Graze on Boston Common
Crowd

watches novel pastoral scene as shepherds guide flock about.

Flock Used on Stage Brings
Touch of Days of 1830 to
Historic Spot.
A flock of sheep suddenly appeared
on Boston Common yesterday, sported about on the greensward that was
bathed with tne sunlight of a rare
November day, drank their till at the
Frog Pond, and otherwise comported
thetnselves as if they were back at
home on their native heath.
They were there to "point a moral and
adorn a tale," as the old adage declares,

not a sheep's tail to be sure. but a tale -roure sheep In new
of one cone' on the
that is soon to be told at the Boston herd Was appointed
to look after the
Opera house in "The Wanderer.'•
combined flocks of the citizens. When
Story of pastoral life lo Palestine, found- Boston became a city
the flocks were
ed on the parable of the Prodigal Son.
banished to the suburbs. .
To the greater part of Boston's rising
Since the development of the western
generation the advent of the sheep was sheep raising
industry, New Englluid's
in thc nature of a novelty, as probably four million sheep
of a half century ago
few of them ever saw BO many animal: have dwindled to
about a third of a
outside or Eranklin Park, or perhaps . a million and
this despite the fact that
toy ,Anniterpart in a. shop'window. But there are probably
more
acres of abanto see them on Boston Common was in- doned uplands
suitable. for the grazing
deed a great teeat. It is probable that Of sheep in New
England than In any
!!7?
oppo.lent_ other section of the country.
ty to erJoy grazing on this historic pubTo Boston's canines the appearan
ce of
lic dorrie.in. Prior to that time, however, the sheep on
the Common yesterday was
the records reveal that such grazing was in the nature
of a surprise and to some:
provided tor in an old ordinance that of them a
source of terror. Tho,y did
made it lawful for any citizen who did -not realize
that the thick fleece vas
not want to keep a COW, to r7sture merely a
camouflage for a total lack
"(mire sheep in lieu of one cOwe" on tne courage
et,
and semi' of the dogs
would;
Common
have started chasing the sheep Ilicral.
0
rhay. !!' •_:7f2r1'
arr Lire spurt or it, nad it
not ben ?Or!
!sena took advantage of this alternative Inc keepers.
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With five candidates for imiyor in the field,
the abolition -of
the ancient bar-room hutch will not be fully
felt
by its belie,.
ficiarics -anti]. tater Dec. 18.
'J

FITZGERALD

that were, exposed recently by the
office, incohmetents in moat cs
, cleave° Commiselon M connection
cause they have Imbibed „ the
with
It S own adminietratien. The investi
ga- !dote° leadership of the May0Tii
tion showed that whatever Dusinesro was
With
reeult that men who 14
_114
none ender me by the Massachusetts
grown old in faithful work for the
Bonding Campenv. and it was only one
are disheartened.
of several cot panics that lid in
114,4
-or• ‘
:
I114u
hind nass y.•Ith the city while
.
To Penal Servitude 4°
1 eta
Mayor, was ca.ried on by mote
than -i0
-tate oi them bait; io aie the
different indIvicuals who divide cinong any
d
that four years more of Mr. Cog:
themselves the commisson that went ley
would be like sending faithful ci
1 taitirely into the Peter
Fitzgerald Corn- I servants to four years; of penal s '
, pany and Mr. Curley.
tude, and I 1::::::,ve this not to be &A
1 "In other \tends, when Mr. Curley exagge
rated statement.
.
! went into City Hail he
picked up a
"I told this man that there was Kb.'
1' i 4
, tattler and cheese merchant
si I •
and
his on , eolutely no prospect of four more yesrr
. ‘' 4'in Somerville, father-In-law and
broth- of Mr. Curley: that he would rttro
.r-in-law of his partner,
ants Debate
1 rank Daly, fourth on election day, and this
is my
and commanded everyttociy under
threat belief new.
of the dhitaaiire of tha Mayor'
•
s office
'1 am told that at various meetingw
to give them all insurance
business the past week. 'ltiayor Curley ilea eanad
RCSDeCtiV e
directly or indirectly connected
with attention to the depleted treasurya.th
at
the city, amounting to about $30,000
a he found on entering City Hall: to the
year.
-saa condi,ioe of the Inmates of our inAudacious Performance
stitutini.s, and to the had condittottis
generally et City Flail departments.
"No such audacious performance
Watt
ea -1. known in any big city
"t would like to meet theee charges,
in .the
It is, however, but a
sample ot hut I cannot chase hen almond the city
the kind of work that has been
or
keep pace vafth his mistepresenta
going
oil during the past four years.
time V those who arc interested in
"To think that 1 rail, under any
con- raising funds for any of the worthy
dition, advocate another four years
. movements connected with the war will
at
Mr. Curley, when a eelection
, hire Mechanics' building for a discusCall be
made front such men es James A.
slon of our respective administratione.
Gallivan and Andrew J. Peters, is
; I will agree to be on the job. And If
belittlinei
, my moral sense.
! Mr. Curley will only conses.it, 1 think
"I have not forgotten and
I do not ; the war funds will get a substantial'
think the people of Boston have
booet. What 'better way is there to
fori g aten his cruel discha
rge of women in get Christmas presents for the soldier*
the middle of winter, his reduct
ion of. at the front?"
! wages of men employed
in" the city
service and of nurses in the
health and
V
kazaltal department:a hie attemp
ted red...tie.
tha az.laaace
firemen and school teachers, his
iv- 6 - 2
order.
•
, closing gymnssiums and
playgrounds,
ln %lite of the strongest political in-! his abandoning of
popular concerts in
dictments of Mayor Curley's adminis-r
sending
oldhoo
mlenhalw
lsho he
i
s
hoc
u
licirlh otredelr
tration that l
been made in this siona
stoned, to dig out snow drifts
111."ra
PieO'
e
l Meyor CivelcnhAe tit.
,ppril the aettort
campaign, former Mayor Jahn
Park and his leering rentark vvhen i
of the I itNiU Vfjeraleeti enunhsienere
:tome
of
them
had courage to .rentor,"Fitzgerald, in a statement issued last'
si rate; his ruthless
abandonment of M voting to construct certain portions
night, reviews the history oi the pres=.: plans made by
me for the erection
of Levant and Tebroc. streets, Dorchestilt administration, and in vonclusimi of a municipal lodging house to take
ter, Hampstead road and Wachusett ;
the place of the fire trap
on
t
.Chtir
tinder
tieciaree that he ..„
eon -street, West Roxbury. The work In
any cir- street: the
abandonment of plans Tlialie
Levan
t street will be betatTe
enra
cninsiatiees stipport Mayor Corte \' by me for muricipal
Gob
enaebvtl
ai
buildings at South ,
t;:,:aun
z
i esanadm9.
0`uovp
.
ii
,
iff sist
: nd that Mayor Curley cannot pos- lend ! and Rositndale: his contem
a
ree
sL
s assao and then
inlious ettitude toward
the Negroes, who
betterments $4,801.22. The Improvement
siblv win.
protested against the
1
performance of
iii Tehroo street is between Bowdo'
'The
n. •
Birth
of
a
Fitzge
Mr.
k..
rald recites a long Us..
Nation': his open deend
Levan
streets
t
,
no
damages and'
fiance of protests of Cathol
ic and Pro- !
'34.51 betterments, and that in WAof political charges against Mayor te!aant
societies againet the presen
chnsett street between Walk Hill street
tation
of
Curley, and then adds, "these are but
'Where Are My Children'
and
and Eldridge road, no damages, and
'is Any Girl Safe?' and
other perfoama few of the indictments that will be ances
betterments $7130.1'9.
The work oni
of a like neture; his
Hampstead road will be to the
attempt to
brought against him when the cam- held two public positio
Arbor.
ns at the same
no damages, g7je0.1g.
way,
time,
one a seat In Congress
paign really starts," thereby indicating
at Visal
a year and the other as
Mayor of Hog! that he will later on further flay the toll at ;MOW aS'ear
; his increasing the I
salary of his brother from
record of the Mayor.
$1500 to MOO
a year, while reducing
and last, but not least everyone else, 1
his hypocritical alliance
CHALLENGES THE MAY-OR,
with
pseudo
NOV
which resulted in attempts -reformers,'
almost daily
Mr. Fitzgerald says that Mayor Curimpoverish those who
had elected ;
administration, "marks a distinct him, while at
ie
the same time making
step backward In the life of the city plans for the
erection of a palatial !
and his re-eiccuon would oat. Beaton hn,n
at Jarnaira Plain with
fixtnraa ; To the Editor
backward a generation."
and adornments front the
of the Poet:
home et
The statement concludes with an offer Henry 11. Rogers.
Sir—In a statement given
the Standard Oil
out by
to enter a joint debate with Mayor Cur- inillionaire.
yesterday on the mayoralty
ley at Mechanics building on the re"These are but a few
eituatiOlk:
of
the
intliaaI
referr
ed
to the men who were
spective merits of his own and Mayor meats that will be
ciusdi;
brought against him
dates and who would worthi
Curley's administrations, and to give when
ly fill -eIW
the .CallIraigll really starts. The,
office. I mentioned the
the receipts to one of the war campalgt. wretched
names of OW
conditi
on
of the streets has
Hon. James F. Gallivan, the
funds.
Hon. Petedisgraced Boston in the
F Tague and the Hon.
eyes of visit"There is not the slightest faunae- ors the
Andrew .41)
past four years and the street
Peters
.somo.
tion for the report in an evening news- coeditions
reflect conditions generally in
:..
For
unacco
paper that,
may come out for Mayor all depa.'
untabl
dtdn
e 7:
o)1,
7
enents of the city into which
2 ,lai
tettt
Tagueni name
Curley. Neither do I think there is any- . the 'land
of the Mayor reaches.
Poet, a situation which I
thing to the story printed in the same
very.
"Mr. Curley cannot
regret. Mr. Tague is
Possibly will!
paper that my couitin, C. G. Fitzgerald, I have said
hd
maktag
this to these of his friend
atm
contest against the
vice-president of the Massachusalts who
s
Present
have called upon me the
Ti te
ocom
past few
rdava
5t a
Bonding ConlhanY, has declared for days. His admini
stration marke a disWashington shows ha has
him.
ifte So,
tinct step backward in
the
rhim
of the
go
o,
8I
tat,:iten2
elty and his re-election
The Bonding Business
uU
”.14 ".
:
city, and that If
would put Boston backward a
eIVN
Artt
p.
"it is only rectntly thet Mr. Curley no heart in the generatiori. There is be proud of him.
,
;
work of the city em(Signed) JOHN F.
fnisely eiterged th
young man and the ,
ployees. They seem to live
1111,k1410.4144:;.,.3,
Boston, Nov.
in an, air of
! Massachusetts Beading Copipany with thrald
batt
•
om. The departments are
the same prectices, when I was .Mayor, j (embe
honeyd With
vete te
"
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Upon

Fneir
Records

DECLARES THAT CURLEY
CANNOT POSSIBLY WIN

Scores Present Adminstratien as Step
•
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APPROVES PLANS FOR
STREET BETTERMENTS

to

REGRETS OMISSION OF PETER F. TAGUE'S NAME'

-simmie•maisillaWs

•

poS rr- Noy -

r.

r•I 0 k/ - 2 /
Cdrigressnuin Tag-ue, In hia espeechee I
square
ahd
to Codman square, Peabody
Pierce square, Dorchenter, last night, I URtILS
it up to Andrew J. Peters, his op- I
AN/Dorchester Men put
ponent in the mayoralty contest, for 1
.
to 13Ig Improvements Completed being responsible through "his cam- I
.WITHDRAW %
paign manager lo the 10th congressional I
TO
in Their Section of City , •
'.
/
district, Thomas J. Giblin of East Res- 1
in 1
occurred
which
the
mixup
for
ton,"
....Ssor
Irt
Cerley, in several speechen
L.A. eight, ,„„f which was haf, e a the ()Mee of the election commissioners '
largo group of Dorchester citizen& in at 5 o'clock yesterday afternoon when
the crystal room of the Parker Hulse, . Frank B. Howland tiled his nomination
called attention to the various 1m- papers fo
'
. mayor' He said in part'
"My principal opponent for Mayor.
provements in Dorchester for which Vas
--administration has been responsible. tie Mr. Peters, said in a speech to the ,
I
Pubitce y A StioCiai loll
Pointed to aavin 11111 playground and
the
Fleischer gave out
Dr.
Charles
tonic.
needs a
bathing beach, Florian
Teneanil noon that Boeton
press last eventhe
to
letter
following
time
the
when
later,
hours
few
Reach and either munieipal enterprises. II "A
ing:
far filing papers for Mayor was about
ItO naid in part:
Pemberton
"Andrew J. Peters, 702
"The Sevin Hill improvement differs to expire, Mr. Peters attempted, through
Building, Boston, Wes.
confrom any other playgrounds in the his campaign manager in the 10th
rs"Mg Dear Mr. Petera—I havecamGiblin
city, in that it has been especially greasional district, Thomas
ceiveci an invitation from your
designed for children and mothers. A of East Boetom to administer knockout
paign committee to assist your canconcrete wall 20 feet in width and more drops to a candidate for Mayor.
form
didacy for Mayor. As it was Li,
"Mr. Peters was wrong in both his
than one-third mile in length, conbroadcast
letter and probably sent out
structed in a aemi-cirele with concrete diagnosis of Boston's case and his
regard
hardly
all over the city, I can
steps leading down to a white sandy method of applying treatment,
it as a pert:it:mai communtc-"^"
"Mr. Peters was very insistent also
beach, will afford a recreation centre
"Kindly Inform your committee that
that there should be fair play at lay
for the Savin Hill section of Boston,
I am pledged heartily and without rethai there should be no favoritism
"The completiciiNe Ronan Peek repserve to the candidacy of Congressman
and that dignity and respectability
resenting an expenditure of $100.000,
Gallivan. I miss with the kindlieet
should characterize the administration
makes available for Dorchester Cen- of Boston's affairs. Does Ile believe
feeling toward you, that I consider hien
tre One of the most beautiful parke
way better fitted for the
In every
that the way to remedy cond,ticris at
te be found anywhere, with
mayoralty than yourself. His campaign
mag•
City Ball is by resorting to strong-arm
nificents view of the entire harbor from
to date has shown ouch a mere aggresmethods to crowd a man off the ballot ?
every 'portion of its arsa.
sive, more forceful and more construe-I
"Or did Mr. Giblin, in his attitude.
"The construction and laying out of
tive charactsr than your own that I
carry out the directions of Secretary
Mill, South and Preston streets, with
beg Of you o retire and let G'allivan
Prittmeley of the Good Government Asan extension of the !elevated system
make the fig it against eight years of
sociation, with whom he had an inover the new bridge constructed by
Curley. I epoak as a Boston cittzsn
teresting personal encounter only e - i
I the federal government for the new
and furthermore I speak as an oldshort while ago?
destroyer plant at Squanturn, ultimateline Republican—one who stumped the
"Giblin's action in behalf of his can.
ly will result in a development that
West for Hughes.
didate for Mayor, Mr. Peters, was not
will add millions of dollars to the value
"i feel that the majority of the ReJustified even by the fact that the
of the Mill street section of Porchespublicans will he with Gallivan merely
Howland papers were circulated freely
tse.
because they want the most available
by city employees. Everybody knows
"Cnntraets have been awarded for
man and tha best-iltted man at City
that those papers were signed largely
Teriait Beach improvement at a cost
Hall. If you retire, Gallivan will get
men on the city payrolls, under diIncluding improvement and land trik- . by
the balance of the Republican vote of
rection of David a Nhaw, penal insiitnrigs of approximately $175.000. affordthe city and this, added to his present
an OUT
stir tne activittem of all tirms sseessissinscr by appointment of
will insure Ida eleotion by an
strength.
iersons living in the Neponset section Slas ac Cualay.
overwhelming majority. These is am"i have no sympsthy with such tacn' Dorchester.
ple time for you to get the real facts
zrnti o
es,
tics and I have no respect for the can"The StrandwaytV ideVelopmentI
f
regsrding the Republican vote before
didacy of any man which is promoted
been necessarilv retarded some time y
the
last day for retiring.
by coercion of city employees.
the action of the federal gevernrnent in
"I am quite sure that Gallivan will
cannot agree with Mr. Peters
"Rut
commaudeering the dredges sngaged in
have more than 50 per cent of the Rethe way to treat such a candidacY
the tilling of the new Columbee Park. I that
publican vote anyway and if you reresorting to the tacties of the
tut this great iinprovement will In all I is b
tire,
he will have it all. I say this bethugy and by peeking to Interfere with I
probability he completed not later than
".•
I have confidence in the interncause
process of the law."
t
the
June 1, 1141S. It is highly possible thas.
germs of my fellow Republicans of
He
the Columbus Park and the calf pasture,
Boston. Tours most sincerely,
which have ever been an unsightly and
"CHARLES FLEISCHISR.
unhealthy spot, may ultimately be
"2I10 Dartinouth street."
utiPsed as the Rile for s world'n expeni
NOS/
Bon on the occasion of the Pilgrim
tercentenary in 1920. From the standpoint Or extremely low values and
from the standpoint of central accessibility it is easily the most admirable
ts(.0
site that one could conceive. Airead,
Zg - f .'
its Advantages as a site for the Pilgrim
REGISTER
TODAY
• tereentemary have been impressed. upon
This is no ordinary time in Boston
the commission appointed by his Excellency the Governor, and it only reintiniciPal politics. A Mayor is to be
mains for united action unoa the part
chosen for the corning four years,
of the people nit' Dorchostee to insure
the . carrying through of this great
and at present there are several
canproject.
didates appealing or about to
"In the event of the present war being
appeal
for the votes of the citizens.
terminated within the next year, it is
Tuesimperative that sonic site be selected to
day, Dec. 18, is to be an
Chairman
Joseph
Lee
of
the school
which all representatives of every govimpoitant
day.
ernment In the world can go and recommittee, a candidate for re-election,
open industrial, commerclel and soot?t
But it will cot be Important to
in his address last night before the
any
intercourse on a common plene of maJackson Club at 1448 Columbus avenue,
citizen who is not entitic.1 to
rital understanding and service to the
vote
tint tht, psoesss
, hs
sssr:S.
eava a.; cniphasizing
him tile error
si am pleased to know that t his
are: "Keeping the schools out of pollof his ways. To vote, nii
splendid representative gathering or
name must
tics, concentration
upon
essentiain,
be on the voting list, and it it
Dorchester citizens are a Ulli t in favor
eoual educational opportunity for all,
is not
project,
and 7 pledge you my
! of tine
and bringing the schools climes to the
already there, it must be placed
eernest and active support for its conthere
people.
by 10 o'clock tonight.
i•
es:mina:lion."
"conceutration upon essentials," he.
'
The
first
said," means cutting the deadwood out
duty of a voter is to
see
of the soutane of study. Inetead of
that he is properly
registerfd. no
trying to teach the spelling of 13,000
ni:Ater
for whom lie intends to
words, more than Shakespere used, we
vote,
Tague Says Ile is Roponsible for concentrate upon a list of some 2500, or whether he has not yet
made tip
which it is fessid by actual Investigahis
mind. Therefore register
Action uf Giblin When Papers tion the school children of Boston actoday,
if you arc rot airratty
tually write."
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Dr. Fleisther Says Repub°1
licans Are for Gallivan
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•
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registered.

A few minutes later he returned, fol"While in Congress, and later as ladeS
lowed by a group of men. He placed a 'indent
secretary of the United Stet**
large bundle of nomination papers II treasury,
my official duties rectutria
possession of Assistant Registrar Will- me to live in Washington, but My home
iam E. Mahoney, and Commissioner
e.nd
always temained at isorete,
!stank !Seiberlich Itt once started stamp- resided
there with my wife and children
ing them with the time clock stamp.
when Congress wa: not in session.
Giblin, Michael .1. O'Day and several ! have a farm at Dover, Mass., where
others identified with the Peters cam- neither I
nor my wife ever eeent
naign cried In chorus "Ws too late. Ire , night
until last summer, and wilco, we
0
Peet o'clock." They had looked at the have altogether spent only about two ,
"lock in the office of the Election Commonths. In fact, the house was not
missioners, which read fi o'clock. Set- completed until laid :Tune.
eeen ete who was going
114
11/11.a11.1
by his watch
"Having four young children, It is not I
or some other timepiece, continuee
strange tnat eiteald have rents shipped
s-nv 2 c 11
0 istamping and IllImberIng process RH the to my home
at 110 South street. Jaespere were handed Mtn by Assistant 'entice
Plain. Moreover, all these facts
segietrar Mahoney. could have been ascertained upon inquiry, without employing private daGiblin Grabs Papers
tece'ves to steal the cans In order to
imAin failed to restrain himself and photograph the return address to Dograeped a bunch of papers from Ma- ver, Mass. However. I have no comhoney's herein, while another auto, 'den- plaint to make of such expenditure of
tine,: with the Peters camptege, seized
my opponents' campaign money.
the time stamp.
"Of course, all their statements are
teibliu shouted Hee it wee against Purely for newspaper consumption. No
the law to accept the papers on ac- one will ever brieg the queettnn beFrank B. Howland of Roxbury, count of it. being after 5 o'clock. Im- fore the court for action. In my opinone of two mayoralty candidates.who mediately two police officers took hold ion, ino one has ever thought of doing
of him and pulled him away from the so."
had not filed a signature to nomina- counter, Olblin holding the bunch of
1 tion papers up to yesterday noon, papere aloft arid protesting against
their being filed.
went across the line with 143 papers,
A man, said in be a Curley sup,
said to contain 7000 signatures, at 4:59 porter, got a etre tigle hold on GiblIn's
i
f ,.
Has No Chance of Re-election,
throat.
Othlin finally gave up the
o'clock yesterday afternoon in a sen- papers while the stamo machine
was.
Sit:
(lank an — Cungressma
sational finish that started an incipsoon returned to its place. Stiff GibSlit s Pe*ers "Knows Nothing
ient riot. In the mitldie of the melee
lin continued his protest.
lIe had been taken in charge by thei
it as ex-Representative
Cit) Affairs." Being ''Practical
Thomas J.
officers and released wnen a squad - or7
Gib!in, who has figured in numerous Police front
Stranger"
the City Hall °venue sta•
Ron, responding to a hurry call, enpolitical battles and mixups.
Characterizieg Mayor Curley as a
tered the office.
"badly beatens man and enpreesing surPolice officers were called and for
With Conway, at the time the papers
prise that the citizens of Boston ehould
a time it looked
if Giblin would were filed, was Kenneth C. McDonald, even think of Andrew J. Peters for
soon be on his way to Station 2. He who is employed In the public works
Mayor on account of tire fact that be
department, whose lapel was adorned
I "knows nothing about city affairs,"
however, and by a Curley button.
' Congressman Gallivan made it apparent
Commissioner J. J. Teemey
the disturbance was over as suddenly
i se es; eeetesee last night that he Is
rfollewing the melee, that the official
being Mayor from elm to
as it began.
clock In the commissioner's office, was confident of
addressed large audiences In
I two minutes fast. This would 'tend to i 1922. He
----NV:4rd 9, the Jamaica A.
Pilgrim
Hall,
legalize the filing of the Howland
Leonard Hall, Ward 7, He said
CLOCK STARTS TROUBLE
papers and permit of the name of A., end
1 in part'
The coatis bell was the office clock. Howland appearing on the official balI "In all my public experience I have
The election commissioners were sails. lot as a candidate for Mayor.
' never been as certain of the outcome of
an election, so far as one candidate is
(led that the mystic hour of 1, the time
concerned, as I sITI in this present con-.
limit, had not struck. GRAM and sev.
, test. James M. Curley, today, is a
foal of his cohorts expressed the opinI badly beaten man and has no earthly
ion that It had, that the papers could
Born and Reared in Boston, He ; chance of reviving his lost ce ,tte. I
not legally be filed, and he emphasized
I cannot think it possible that the people
his statements; at one time by grasping
Says, in House Where Fither of Boetnn will prefer a man like Peters
a bundle of the papers. The office clock
, to a man like myeelf, if they stop' to
said 6:01, but the commiseioners said it
and Grandfother Lived
, think that Peters is almost a stranger
was two minutes fast.
Andrew J. Peters, in a statement is- 1 to our city.
Rumors had been circulated that How, ;aunt, who is a Republican, was being sued last night, answered his critics N "Peters knows nothing about city
encouraged by Curley supporters to en- who stated that his legal reeedence was affairs and the compelling needs of the
tar the mayoralty contest with ri view In Dover, wish the claim that his father ,! various sections of Boston. He is as
il ignorant of the ways and means by ,
to taking votes from Andrew
Peters and grandfather lived before him in the
and, perhaps, Congressmen James A. house that he now occupies in Forest ,which to rehabilitate a disorganized and
Gallivan and Peter F. Tague. As a re- Hills, and that he has never known any I disgusted force of city servants, ready
: and willing to give the best ,that is tn
sult the office of the election commis- other address. Ile said:
0! them for their employer, the city of
sioners was closely watched by politi"My opponents are in desperate need
!
Roston, as Is the ordinary Inhabitant
slans et' opposing camps yesterday after- of an issue, when they assert that I am
noon. Although Howland had filed no a resident of Dover, Mass., and !nSt le- ! of the wilds of Alaska.
i "Peters, up to date, has not made te
signatures, it was reported trial he had
gally qualified to be Mayor of Eoston.
on the present Curley rebeen generously assisted by Curley sup- They ought to know that this statoment , single a'taek
i gime, vulnerable though it is, and heel
porters in gathering signatures and that is unqualifiedly false.
!
not
nth:timed
a. single new thought
he probably would file them within a
"When the rehire: corms In from Pre. which v,ntild be helpful to the taxpayers
,of the closing hour, Li o'clock
F bort tiro
cinct 8, Ward 22. the votes of rnY 1! of Boston. Ile Is
floundering about In.
yesterday afternikon.
neighbors and friends in Forest Hills ' a 'snowy -foot' kind of way,
iillzh
isnotdp
reiik
n
rge
gahl.timpn
that
• will be a sufficient refutation of this th.e.1.!
oirn
ty
e
ttin
g
t
h
ittn
h
et
i
ir
n
alg
:
e
n
tae
Begins Filiiig at 4:46
statement, and will prove that I am
gti.
:
".
P.
not a carpet bagger in Boston.
One batch of Howland paper.; had been
. school of politics and, if be Can. show
"But for those who do not know the ; the people that he is big
flied by William T. Conway, a Boston
enough for
He , facts, I want, to may that I was horn i a big Job or else let hint get
liquor dealer, at. 14 minutes in e
out eg
and brought up in the house now occu- 1 the tight altogether, slid join
appeared at the City Hall annex nearly
roe in
pied by me, my wife and family. My
out of breath, bearing a small parcel of
ridding our city of a discredited and
father and grandfather lived there be- .I disgraced Mayor."
pepers, which he laid on the commiefore me. I was elected from there to
slonere' desk with the statement: "We
neve 7000 signatures in au," Ile was , the House of Representatives in 1902, to
the
Senate In 1904 and 1005, and to the
reminded that there was hut 14 minutes
national House of Representatives for
in which to die the papers. Calling the
attention of the election commiseleners four terms. I have never had any other
residence nor voted from any other
;eat the papere had been placed in their
place.
care, he peered at his watch and dashed
office.
out of the
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Filing of Names Nearly Starts Riot in
City Hall
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candidates tor' mayor, and perhaps live;
nine candidates for the City Council, atal
possibly ten, and four candidates for the
school committee. The two uncertraait,ea
Senator Hormel Doubts Signature liidleated are in connection with the 'Anita
idacy of Frank B. Howland roe mayor, w ho
abed 143 nomination papers flied for him
Validity
lyesterday, and the candidacy of George T.
Daly, who may have sufficient signatures
to place him on the ballot. The candidates
!are a,,feilewe•
CITY COI:Nt7'11.
;John J. Cassidy, 2$ Commonwealth Tertare.
'Thomas F. Coffey, :14 Havre street
Alfred E. Wellington. 300 Meridian street.
Calls Candidacy Mere)/ a Curley ,.1,seph J. Leonard, S Carolina avenue
Patrick B. Carr. 118 Russell street.
Trick
Albert FIUMil7., 451 Walnut evenue.
asnry E. liagan. 18 Victoria street.
Daniel W. Lane, 201 Beacon street.
To
of James T. Moriarty, 280 Dorchester street.
Deceive
Large.
Section
SCHOOL COMMITTEE
Public
Michael H. Corcotan. 4 A Insworth it, et.
t:ichard .1. Lane, 30 Copeland street.
Joseph Lee, 98 Mt. Vernon street.
Questioning the validity of signatures on Willfam S. Kenny, 100 Meridian street.
the nomination papers filed tor Frank B.
MAYOR
Howland, in his candidacy for mayor, Sen- James M. Curley. 350 JamaleawaY
ator Herman Hormel, president of the Re- Andrew J. Peters, 310 South street, Jamaica
Plain.
publican City Committee, appeared heiore
James A. Gallivan, 353 West Fourth street,
the election comissioners this afternoon
South Boston.
asking that the papers be examined as soon l'eter F. Tague, 21 Monument square, Chance-town.
as possible in order that he may file formal
By Saturday night the election departcomplaint.
i•aent will be able to determine whether Mr.
Mr. Howland's papers, atii in all, were Howland and Mr. Daly have qualified. The
tiled shortly before the time expired
yes- former, who calls himself a Republican,
terday afternoon by Curley workers. Mr. filed no papers until fifteen minutes before
Hormel charges that many of the signa- live o'clock last night. At that time his
tures are not genuine and he purposes to supporters, who are well known Curley
take every action In his powers to make men, appeared at the election department
public what he calls "a charac,erlarc Cur- with, as they asserted, 7000 signatures. Tire
ley attempt to divide the 75 per cent of our Ming of these papers caused a most discitizens who oppose his reelection for four graceful scene. Mr. Daly went to the department shortly before rive o'clock with
yeare 111,11t;.'.
several papers and, eecause of the crowd
Senator Hormel made this statement:
"I apraared before the Election Board to gathered at the daze. was unable to get
ask that the papers placing in nomination near enough to tile then: before the time
for mayor Frank B. Howland, a so-called expired. He made a protest, when ttu
Republican, be certifier/ es soon as possible, Election CommIsaioners refused to accept
in order that 'r might tile a formal com- his papers, and the question mey reach the
the previous engplaint against their validity.
I have no courts, in the event of
desise to keep any legitimate Republican natures filed being siren of the retared
sandidate off the banns, but in this case it number. No papers were filed by George
Is a matter of common knowledge that this 0. Wood, a Republican resident of Doreleventh-hour candidacy is one of the char- chester, who is an asr istant assessor.
Socialist, Nita a victim of
aeteatotle rarrley attempts to divide the • James Oneal, the
Not only •er his nominasevanty-ara per cent of cur citizens who much trouble.
is, but those
• tion
tiers stolen, as he c
.oppese his reeleetisin for four more years.
solicitors
'"rd wan
1“1. have heard of instance after installer,
)where names are written upon nomination Pleasiant aventit4,, Alfred 3. Winiarna of ti5
papers by the mayor's henchmen in the Iterrent streer and William J. Miller.
local politirai headquarters. Employees on
The school committee contest is narth city payrolls, not the men who really do rowed to four candidates. Joseph Lee and
the work, but thee* who work only during • william.S. Kenny being the candidates of
election time, were unusually active In se- the Public, School Association, and Michael
But even they could H. Corcoran and Richard J. Lane becuring signatures.
not secure 3060 gentane names In the short ing the candidates of the opposition. Three
them.
time allowed
other persons who took out papers led
"Of course this nominee, running as a no signatures. namely, Eva Homan of 125
so-called Republican, must make the most Leverett street. George W. Galvin of 180
vigorous anti-Curley fight o: any of the Huntington avenue, and Dr. Herbert J.
candidates. I also look for most rabid Keenan of 254 itaiet Broadway. The greatclass and partisan appeals throogh the est. sarprIse was in the retirement of Dr.
mails, of course paid for by the Curley Keenan. Last year it was commonly reorganization. It is all camouflage. But garded that his candidacy cost Mr. Coram not afraid that the voters wha are coran a reelection.
tired of the Curley reign will be deceived.
The school committee contest has 'at"It le my purpose to expose to the public tracted wide interest in the last ten days.
this latest evidence of the pelifteal tactics The lines have aeen more tensely drawn
of the present mayer, if any further evi- than fot several yams, partly due to the
denceswere needed to demonstrate how he fact that the school committee will act Oil
the question of a school superintendent
conducts a campaign."
during the year, Superintendent Dyer's
term ,being about to expire. The contest
has taken a religious trend, in that Roman
Catholic. women have been active in Urging
Catholic women to register. bast Rundaa,
Heavy Registration for City Election Next In some of the Catholic churches of Boston,
ciretilars were distributed at the door,
Month—Two Candidacies in Doubt
calling atention to the fact that registretion
closes at ten o'clock tonight and iireaut
The Public Si lierl
Roston approaches the municipal election women to register.
of December IS with prospects or a re...n.1 Association has Netted two eireulars caaregistration of women, qualified to vote ing Mention to the importance of the eonand a registration test and directly urging the election of
for sahool committee,
of mai, act, nearly equal to the record Messrs. Lee and Kenny. One paragraph
of a, few years ago. There will be tom.

'KRISES ISSUE ON HOWLAND

Asks Election Board to Ad i tAith6ut
Delay

I
1

li

•

CAMPAIGN LINES DRAWN

follows.
' as
.n the circular just lialfeci 'reads
work to
"Pailtical forces are always at
administration Ot
undermine the present
more age
our public schools. They seem
Many yeaot,
gressive this year than for candidates."
more determined to defeat our
at noon
The total registration of women 111012.
today was 18,7T4 and that of men, deflate- I
It appears certain at the election
registration
ment that the record female
be besten
of MS, welch was 20,252, will
closetonight
this year. Registration will
I
•
at ten o'cleee.
I

SAYS CURLEY CANNOT WIN

1

Meet 1
Former Mayor Fitzgerald Offers to
of !
Benefit
Mayor in Joint Debate for
Soldiers
has
Fortner Mayor John la Fitzgerald
Issued a statement reviewhag the CurleY
administration, declaring that the mayor
cannot possibly win and offering to meet
of
joint debate for the benefit
o
s
hirdies.
irn
"There Is not the slightest foundation
for the report in an evening newspaper
that I may come out for Mayor Curley,
Mr. Fitzgerald says. "Neither do I think
there is any thing to the story that my
• cousin, C. G. Fitzgerald, vice president
of the Massachusetts Bonding Company.
has declared for him.
"It is only recently that Mr. Curley
falsely charged this young man and the
Massachusetts . Bonding Company with
the same practices, when I was mayor,
that were exposed recently by the
Finance Commission in connection with
his own administration. The Investigation showed that whatever business was
done under me by the Massachilsetts
Bontliog; :::::.‘rnprinv. and it was only one
of several companies that (nil iiiaaraeee
business with the city while I was reityor,
was carried on by more than fifty different individuals who divided among themselves the commissions that went entirely into the Peter Fitzgerald Company
and Mr. Curley.
"In other words. when Mr. Curley went
into City all hp ,pleked up a butter and
cheese merchant and his son in Somer.
%elle, father-In-law and brother-In-law
of his partner, Frank Daly, and commanded everybody, under threat of the
displeasure of the mayor's office, to give
them all insurance business directly or
indirected
connected
with
the
city,
amounting to ahout ;30,000 a year.
"No such audacious performance was
e.ver known in any big city in the world.
It is, however, but a sample of the triad
of work that had been going on during
the past four years.
"To think that I can, under any condition, advocate another tour years Of
Mr. Curley, when a selection can
be
made from such men as James A. Gallivan and Peter a'. Tague and Andrew J.
Peters, Is belittling to my moral sense.
"I have not forgotten and I do not
think the people of Boston have foraotten his cruel discharge of women
in the middle of winter, rls reiluetfon
of the wages of men employed in the
city sierviee end of nursese employed In
' the health and hospital espartments his
attempted reduation of the salaries of
policemen, firemen and school teachers,
his orders cloning gymnasiums anti playgrounas, his abandoaing of popular
concerts in school halls, his el itel
order
sending old men, who shetild hit va
been
pensioned, to dig out snotydriftei
in
Franklin Park and his Jeering
reronni
when some Of them nad the courage
to
demonstrate: his ruthless
ef plans made 14 Me for ahanaanmenr
the I')'c don
of a municipal lodging house to
take
the place of the fire trap on
Chardon'
street, his contemptuous attitude
tOWard
d
.
•

ni se p
.). s who

desperate
protested egainst the grabbed the papezet, saying:- -These
"My opponents are in
assert that
ee l h,1 lance of "The Blrh of a Nation":
A
peters are filed; thee ie not up."
of an Issue, when they
Mass., and n
his open defiance of the protests of t:loek in an outer room, that wat visible
a resident of Dover,
Bosteil
Catholic ane Protestant societies against Irmo the desk, recorded th ree 0 Mutes gaily qualified to be mayor of
ought to Mica,
s'
the presentetIon of "Where Are Our
peSt five. The election commissioner
Mr. Peters says. "They
unqualifiedly faltle
child) ne" and "Ts Any Girl Safe?" and
had been set an hour pre- that this statement is
W a tellP3
emne in from Pre,
Other performances of al Ike nature: his
-When the returns
iously.
:
neigh,
votee of my
attempt to hold two public positions at
fliblin grabbed the batch of papers einct 8, Ward 22, the
he
the same time, one a seat in Congress from the hand of William K Mahoney, hors and friends In Forest Hills will
of thia statement,
at $7500 a year and the other as mayor
in an
assistant registrar of voters, and
a sufficient refutatioo
am not a carpet
s.
his In
Of Boston at *10,000 a year
I
progres
that
in
was
prove
fight
and will
iestant a free
the salary of his brother from '1'lle small room was densely packed by
.
Bunton
in
agger
not know the
$1.100 to $5000 a year, venile reducing
Giblin was
'But for those who do
Peters and Curley men.
and
everyone else, and last but not least his grabbed by half a dozen men, but he facte, I want to say that C was born
occupied by
hypoeritical alliance with pseudo reform- made no attempt to strike anybody. The brought up in the house now
and
ers, which resulted in attempts almost
Several • ine, my wife and fetidly. My father
two policemen rushed at him.
was
tnere before me,
dailly to impoverish those who hail
tried to etrangle him, but TM two vrandfathe: lived
men
of Baphis
elected him while at the same time makfrom there to the House
were big enough to encircle
hands
1004
in
elected
1002, to the Senate
ing plans for the erection of a palatial
I n the inlxup the official time. resentatives in
threat.
House Of
i',43me at Jamaica Plain, with fixtures
desk. For and It, and to the • National
was taken from the
stamp
have
terms.
four
for
was
,end adermaents from the home of Henry
ves
entati
see*.
Beprem
the
1
-,7
or three minute,'
e7e
residence nor voted
aeogera Ma Standard Oil millionaire two
other
any
receev
had
were
never
papers
wild. Finally the
f-rfia-et are bta
rei.•
"a indictany other place.
hand and handed °v., the fr
'merits that will 1
inst him from Gealin's
1 -While in Congress, and later as asTwo policemen escorted th e
ts. The counter.
the cempa:
! sistant secretary of the United States
and la looked as
me
eta has m in out of the room
aed conditi
sta- Treasury, my official duties required
police
the
to
him
take
alvisitors they would
Boston
in Washington, but my home
live
,to
go.
him
let
they
but
I re
i.
et con- tion,
remained at Forest Hills, end
No such trouble would have been ex- ways
in all
and children
sionere eided there with my wife
I
perientied if the Election Commie
Congress was not in session.
"'des had seen that a sufficient squad of pollee- when
I have said this to those of his friends
Dover, Mass., where netat
farm
a
have
police
the
who have called upon me the past few men had been sent over from
spent a night
the two t her I nor my wife ever
elation across the street, or if
days. His administration marks a
r, and where we have
summe
last
ed
had
exercis
entil
there
ed
tinct step backward in the life of the palicemen station
two months.
an altogether spent only about
city and his realectiOn would put Boston !heir authority. Several times Chairm
the house was not completed
far.,
n
to
men
clear
police
the
d
Toomey ordere
backward a generation.
, until last Juna•
"I would like to meet these charges, the room, but his orders were not obeyed
is not
-Having four young children, it
but I cannot chase him around the city The election department has been free
of the I strange that I should have milk shipped
or keep pace with his misrepresentation, from such disturbances because
street. Jamaica
ou
s ! to my Itome at :110 Sth
If those who are interested in raising la w against interfering with the official
could
er, all these facts
funds for any of the worthy movements in performance of their duties. The Pen - Plain. Moreov
for not more than nave been ascertained upon inquirY•
connected with the war will hire Me- alty Is Imprisonment
to
Cur- without employing private detectives
chanics Building for a discussion of our one year. It was stated that forty
photograph the
to
order
ment
In
depart
cans
the
steal
'the
to
respective administrations, I will agree ley men had been sent
How if : return address to Dover. Mass.
to be on the job, and if Mr. Curley will in the afternoon prepared for trouble
no complaint to make of
only consent, I think the war fupds will thir opponents started anything. Many i ever, I have
cam- •
nte'
What better ef the e. ........ Ilea I-...'. .:1:-.:Itlat.i.4; tIto Istien expereefaure of :ny oppone
get a eubstantial laoost.
money.
paign
e
present
mas
Christ
get
papers.
to
d
a-ay Is there
Howlan
are
broke
"Of course, all their statements
for the eoldiers?"
Ten minutes before the trouble
•
i
newspaper consumption. No
Conway. accompanied by Kenneth C. Mc- purely for
ene will eta.r bring the question before
Donald, also in the employ cf the city..
nd the court for action. In MY opinion, no
'filed a large batch of papers for Howla
env haa ever thought of doing so."
and stated at that time that 7000 signa...._,
,
had been collected.
all
in
tures
Li,isgraceful Scene in Election Department
e %Les al it Leier BADLY BEATEN
After the melee subsided the commis
Daly,
T.
George
by
on
and
ey
sioners were waited
Just Before Time Expired—Curl
Cannot Think
who said come reeetenn
t:aili van
a candidate foe the City Council,
Peters Lieutenants in a Row
That citizens Would Prefer Peter* te
he was in the office before five o'clock, butt'
of the
was unable to file his papers because
man .,,,,,,,,.. k. oailiv..n, c,„lai_
,
, ,,,a,,,
Not since the days of the old caucus
signatures.
trouble. Daly had about 200
accept.
system when the filing of papers In podate toe mayor, speaking in Pilgrim Hail,
winch the commissioners refused to
litical headquarters usually resulted in
a formal appeal from their Ward ti, the Jamaica A. A., and Leonard
file
will
He
to the Hall, Ward 7, last night, said in part:
a free fight has such a disgraceful scene
ruling and may take the matter
as that of yesterday afternoon in the
elle all my public experience I have
Mr. Daly now has more than lffiel
courts.
the outceme of aa
election department occurred in Boston.
certified and a Ng batch of papers het,' ;teen as certain of
names
For several minutes there was a fight beeiet Hon. en far as one candidate is contile.
on
nomination c. rued, as 1 am In this present contest.
tween lieutenants of 'Mayer Curley and
In spite of expectations. no
Andrew J. Peters over the filing of pa- papers were filed by George 0. Wood of James M. Curley, today, is a badly &emcee
ate
as a man and has 110 earthly chance of reviving'.
pers for Frank B. Howland, candid
Dorchester, who announced himself
for mayor, the Peters men claiming that atepublean candidate for mayor, nor by hi.: lost cause. I canont think it possible.'
a man
the last batch of papers that !lowland Dr. Herbert .1. Keenan . of South Boston. that the people of Poston s ill prefer
like Peters to a man like myself, if they
tiled were not within the time limit—five who was out for the School Committee. .
each were filed stop to Clink that: Peters is almost ii.
o'clock.
More than 4000 names
The election officials were powerless to for joseph Lee and William S. Kenny, stranger to our city.
-Peters knows nothing about city affairs
candidates foTwo policemen were ,
prevent trouble.
Publts School Associatien
compelling needs of the varlout%
stationd in the office, hut they did little. I.the School Committee, who will be opposed and the
of Boston. He is as ignorant of
Commissioner Burlen had scented trouole .1 by Michael J. Corcoran .and Richard .1. sections
the ways and means by which to rehabiliand shortly before five o'clock he or- Lane.
ed force *la
candidate for tate a disorganized and disgust
t
Socialis
tiered everybody out of the room with the
Oneal.
'lames
the . ity servants, ready and willing to give the .
exception of those who were filing or , mayor, may possibly squeeze across
het iaet that is In :hero foi' titeir employer, 1
were to file papers. At that time Thomas '000 mark, hut it is doubtful.
with the city of Boston, as is the ordinary tn..
a 'ban was in the room. Gihlit reinsert I015 signatures certified yesterday.
naturant et the wade or Alaska.
checkea
to go out. A short time later Michael .1
eety-three papers. yet to be
'Peters, up to date, has not made a sin,
contain
papers
Pomeei
ked
Paul
and
Morris
orDay, Joseph
,teveral of the unchec
,
nCurley
tl.•
of
and
ed
ordcre
Giblin,
repeat
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Joined
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s
for
them
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ignored
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office
the
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ption" will strike him.
: for ...Newspaper Consum
:
for Howland. The epters men yr lied , Petrel
"Let him get out of the ki
to
replied
dually
has
t,,
d
e
t
.Andreea J. Peters
t:
e
i:t
that time was up and attemp
:gtayltth
:7
his school of politics end, if he can,1..8
Then came ! he char'ges being made by two of
.10 :
afy
oo
r a b
Week Conway's progress.
I
people that he is big
in
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home
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that
mnyor
%vhe
score or more,
mmanents for
414
else let him get out -at the fifth
the Curley mem a
°-.66s.ar. Mass. Mr. Peters says he lives, or
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lead gone to the office expecting
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FIGHT OVER FILING PAPERS

IIF CURLEY IS RUNNING,
CLARK DID NOT KNOW IT

TAGUE FIRES
Wires That He Will
QUERY VOLLEY,Speaker
Take amp or Mayor andd
Knew Nothing oi Campaign.
He Questions Mayor Regarding Champ Clark will not speak for ..Mayor
aublicits, boreal'
; Curley. The Curley
"Assessment" ofCity EmI having made the statement that Ci,smn
:
i,Clark, speaker of the national House of.
would be on the stump!
, Representatives,Congressman
ployes and Its Division.
James A.!

for the mayor.
: Gallivan telegraphed Speaker Clark
asking if the announcement was based
on truth.
. The following reply was received:
Hon. James A. Gallivan,
Boston, Mass.:
Congressman Tagil°, at mayoralty
I didn't even know that there Is a
rallies at Roxbury Crossing, Mgles' mayoralty campaign on in Boston.
CHAMP CLARK. , !
ton square and Giant) Hall last night,
When Mayor Curley's attention was
Put a series of otteationa, including
discrepancy beapparent
called to the
the following, to Mayor CalrleY:
tween the statement of the Curley press
, "1 have puldiely charged that eitV ern- bureau and the Champ Clark telegram,
: idol, ao have been aseesaed to fatten your he replied: "Mr. Peters Is my only
. campaign treasury. You have never opponent."
made /ley attempt to deny the charge.' Mayor Curley was also asked as to
i
Now I as you, Mr. Mayor:
! what he had 1.6 .ay concerning Con'Is it true that you have collected gressman Tague's declaration that the
!$54,0001 already !a-ma city employes? How mayor is about to retire Chairman John
, much of that sum was contributed by i If. Dillon of the park and recreation
1 the asseeaors' department?
/ board front office. The mayor replied:
! "Why, does anybody take Mr. Tague
1in Other Departments.
I seriously? r don't. I have but one oppo_
— How much of it did vou take from' limit in thls fight-Andrew J. Peters."
The mayor was asked, further, if he
! the employes of the collector's departdenied the congressman'a statement that
inent?
at a recent meeting of the park emploYes
, - "flow mu at .or it was taken avraV i he (Mayor Curley) admitted that the
.
i from the men In the public work., de- men had not been treated fairly, but he
. hoped io make 24 I Ilellab. .
partment?
The mayor replied: "I have said all
"Have you already collected from: I am going to. Mr. Peters is My only
these men all you propose to collect of opponent."
the money which Should have gone into
the mouths and on to the backs of tilde
children?
"Are you going to make good your
promise that if you do not use all tile
money conceded front the city men you
will return the balance to 'the boys'?
Andrew J. Peters believes that It is
i "Is It true, Mr. Mayor. that your total
as necessary to fight for democracy
eolleetions for your campaign fund to just
here in Boston as it is on the blood; date amount to WOAD?
1 alIcess much `,TP-n received from tor.. stained battlefields of France. It is not I
. porations doing business with the city? sufficient that our forces should be sent
' "How many and who_ corporations, in ,
' which you are interested, are doing Mita- 1 forth to battle for this much desired end,
Your answer n,,ed ' he told the members of the Pilgrim Pubj DeliS with the city?
not include mention of the plumbing en- licity Association at their noon meeting
terprise or the bonding buidaess, already
yesterday, unless all are prepared to give
sufficiently exploited in the nubile recdemocracy to the people in our home
ords and prints.
i "Are you connected with buniness ,
I1 firms engaged in the wrecking af builds 1
"We should do away with the old di,. Ines? Is it true that you are directly insystem of graft, favoritism, Incredited
'(erected In a firm of contractors which
efficiency and mismanagement." he con- ,
i aces a large huslnesa with the city?
tiared, "and we should substitute for it
i
Who Gets the Junk?
em of upright dealing with the
"Who is getting the scrap and junk . people: a system based on merit, net
system where eompetent
from the Fore 'River company, the Bos- favorithon: a charge
of the city's work
men are put iii
ton Elevated, the Edison Electric Light and the people's money, raised by taxalarge
enterprises?
Company and other
tion. is judiciously and wisely spent for
you Influential in securing the the benefit of the citizens at, home and
er0
scrap and junk from Moan corporations
., not Wasted in corrupt and injudienius
for the successful eoncern?
contracts with favorites and politiea!
the
.
from
Cove
street
junk
"Who got the
leaders.
eamgea Why was the bridge removed?
of our counte . at le:rs
:
-Tgreal
I fought and voted for that bridge that Hine is that It shall be made Into an effithe people of South itoeton might have cient, lighting whole, with the closest coti's mitt faellittem. Why was It removed?
operation between it and the govern: "Why have you rewarded with apment, as well as with the closest co-operpointmenta men who have bitterly atation betweeo the mayors and offimais
tacked your pendent record'? Are they of our large cities and the government at
to receive the seme treatment it you
Washington.
aye re-elected as was accorded to Jolla
"There is a general, an almost unaniA. StfillVan?"...
mous feeling. that Boston has gone bark.
The 'own needs a tonic. We are in dlstinet need of a 'municipal come-hack.'
'Flu cc is at the call of the city enough
consometive brains and public spirit to
carry through ini,•It a program. Let us
ail put our shoulders- to the vhncl and
make Boston a 'city for the people,'"

ALSO RATTLES JUNK PILE

'

i

TAGUE SAYS CURLEY HAS
REWARDED HIS ENEMIES
At the Same Time Neglecting Mal
Most Interested in Success of!
Administration. .
congre,smun Tulle charged before the
in

Workingmen's Club and at rallies
Dorchester last night, that throughout
Mayor Curley's ent he administration he
has rewarded with appointments men
who have been bitterly opposed to him
in the past, and has neglected lo recognize those who were most interested In
the success of his work at. City Hall.
Candidate Tague said, in paW
"One of his first appointments was
John A. Sullivan, who, as chairman of
the Boston finance commiesion and in
other capacities, had been one of Mr.
Curley's most violent critics. Sullivan !
was named to succeed one of the ablest
men who ever has served as corporation
counsel for the city.
"Now in the closing days of his career
as mayor of this great city Mr. Curley
has dismissed Mr. Sullivan and has
named as Sullivan's successor Daniel V.
4 Melsaac. who was at the time of his
appointment a law partner of tho..distriet
attorney of Suffolk county and himself
an assistant district attorney. Why,
was Mr. MeIsaae named?
"Mayor Curley has been quoted as sayMg, in an attempt to make favorable r
comparison. betWeen hits own and previ-1
ous administrations, that 'no Mahers or,
Mitchells have been sent to - jail' while'
n
roSe
lie wag rm,as'tc.rlition,‘
often oepend upon
the prosecuting officers and the People 1
of Boston know that John B. Moran Is ,
dead and that Arthur D. Hill is now
engaged in the private practice of law."'

PETERS APPEALS FOR A
SAFE DEMOCRACY HERE

att

r

THE MAYOR TAUNTS
GALLIVAN AND TAGUE
-y.
We do not understand the stfatess
of Mayor Curley in his taunting allu,- ;
sions to Messrs. Gallivan and Tague,
candidates for mayor, and his persisting assertion that Peters is his
only opponent. No doubt the mayor
would like to have it so, but that he
can force Peter Tague out of the.
contest by asking whether anyone
takes him seriously, adding that he
(the mayor) does not, we regard as .
wholly improbable.
The mayor has made a specialty of
saying mean things about Gallivan.
That has proved a great tactical error. The congressman has hosts of
friends and well.wishel s, who will
not be deterred in their loyalty to ,
him as a candidate by the mayor's
pretensions that Gallivan is not enc.
We think when the votes are cotinted that the mayor's "Republican"-- •
who turns out to be an enrolled Democrat—will look like a puny figure
beside any one of the mayor's three I
real opponents. They are at least'
united in a desire to deliver this city
,m its present load of misrule, and
ances are that they will get
to do so before the ballot,,:

•
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referred by Mr.
the matter they were
-la*, Edwin P.
Daly to his brother-In
with Mrs
Fitzgerald; that after talking Mr. SteFitzgerald and seeing the land
although be
vens paid In WOO,
waz going to
know how much the land
that a corcost; that he did not know formed for
poration was going to be
questiorai
taking over the property In
definitely thAt
that he did not kress
the
upon
mortgage was to he placed gave his
property until later; that he
in the
personal chece for his Interest
Wed
he nee —
he
"The finance oommlesion," the report property, and that
that
dividend on it:
continues, "was so Impressed by the any Interest or
land
the
of
only part
that
know
not
did
shown
The finance commission's fifth report manifest effete." of concealment
,
testified that it was :
bn the municipal bonding investigatioli. by the witnesses as to these tranaao- was conveyed, He
1
he received a certitiIssued for publication this morning, be- Cons that it felt under a duty to proceed not until 1918 that
shares. The testigins s-ith the statement: "This report further in order to discover whether or cate of stock for 50 -law (William J.
brother-fn
• sines, •otwithstanding efforts at con- poi any other transactions of thee. wit- rnony of his
.
Clark) was to a like effect.
cealmeet Sy witnesses, close associates piesstA affected the city ef Boston.
I
the mayor, that $10.000 from two con.
No Record of inveltrisent.
Fitzgerald'e Credit.
$40,000
trectors iatving large dealings with the
Invested!, by thaw'
'The conunission thereupon fcrund si "Thus, 510,000- was
e'tY passed Into the hands of Francis
brojlers-in-law in the Oatirroonnt
deposit.
bank
of
large
,
two
sporoxlV11
L. Daly, the lotimate friend and for.000, placed to the credit of 10d- And (76mpany 'proposition. Although.
Matey $4000,
mer partner of the mayor, and cannot Mat
twin P. Fitzgeral4 on the 15th day of
the tesbe accounted for thereafter.
this $10.000 was, according to
"This money reached Francis L. Daly October. 1916.. It appeared In evidence timony, paid for 100 shares of stock in
wee
money
used
to
this
purchase
that
in a stock transaction Involving shares
no record of its receipt
in the Oakmount a Land Company, in a large tract of vacant land in Jamaica the sornn'any,
deposits of
which Edwin P. Fitzgerald, t•'rancie L. plain. It also appeared that two con- appeared in any ofthe bank
Daly and others were Intereeted. This tractors who had dealings with the city the corporation and Its books could not
of Boston later became interested In this
obtained, although all the known
Information was obtained by Investi-,
The details of these transactions be
gating the financial transactions of Ed- Iland.
officers of the corporation 'were sumare as follows:
win P. Fitzgerald, Francis L. Daly and
moned.
"On. Aug. 14, 1015, Francis L. Date
others and by investigating the Oak-'
acquired an option for the purchase of
mount Land Company. its organization !
this land in Jamaica Plain, consisting
and exploitation."
(fI)
of four lots of vacant land, for
rice
Fund.
Campaign
Received
Perhaps
of $41,000, and $1000 waa paid thep
for the
At one of the hearings during the In- cection. On Oct. 15, 1915, two months
THE HOWLAND FARCE
veatigation, Mr. Daley testified that the alter the agreement for the sale of the
. i•ntan Hormel,
—e
1-1
Money paid by these two contractors land had passed, the transfer took
The action ofmight have been used by him In a po- place, the $40,000 remaining due on the
president of the Republican city comreset campaign, but his final testimony purchase price being secured by Franmittee, in questioning the validity of
teas that opitne, c : -•••• Mr. Morse, the cis L. Daly by temporary loans from the
the signatures on the nomination pafinance commission's accountant, cuLeo Ole South Trust Company and elsewhere. This money ssas gi'ssr, by Franend any trace of it.
pers flied in behalf of alsupposedly
The report gives a summary of the cis L Daly to Edwin P. Fitzgerald, who
.:.- T.!rnnt for mayor,ought
Repubii1evidence regarding the landing and In- deposited it In his own bank, being the
to remove this ridiculous candidacy
aurance business of Peter J. Fitzgerald deposit mentioned above.
"It appeared that the $40.040, was not
from Ow domain even of the troubleand his son. Edwin P. Fitzgerald.
It states that after these two men and the only money received by Mr. Daly
making. When the Republican city
rranc.is Is Daly had refused to respond or by Mr. Fitzgerald In this transaccommittee frowns on a. Republican's
appear
the
Mr.
before
flora.
W.
cornForrie
to a summons to
Norris, a real esaspirations, we need have no doubt
as a director at the
:Meehan, the sepia' le court of Niamsachu- tate man, who
1111to testify. Comment- Fidelity Trust
retie ordered t
as to the 61anding o ',hat Republican
that
Company,
testified
of Peter J. Fitz- he put $21100
ing on the testi
tw of the inspiration which lies beinto
Land
Oakmount
the
Atiya that It "was Company,
gerald, the repo
but emits; not prsduce either
hind his endeavors.
e:ther through Ignorers% or for other his check by
which he made payment.
The Republians of Boston wilt
reasons, so inclefinTe that It wee char- or a certificate of
stock.
acterized by his counsel at the time, In
support Andrew .1. Peters with greater
'Iir. E • -In
testified!
Fitzeeraid
an attempt to istcussi the manner In that, the., were two
unst.itnity and in larger numbers than
other contributors,
which the witness was testifying, as but at no stage in the public 'hearings
they
supported any candidate
'unconsciously tying.'"
was a more determined effort made
for mayor sinctuBtorrow. They reThree pages of the report are de- than at this time to tavvent the cornvoted to a recital of the testimony mission from
alize that the opportunity is at hand
pursuIngelts investigation
given by Minrin P. Fitzgerald, and by and diseovering their ptimes.
for getting it high-grade, honorable'
other persona, concerning his financial • "It required an order of the supreme
man of affairs into the office of
transactions. That portion of the re- court to compel eniaers P. Fitzgerald
port reads, in conclusion: "'Though these to divulge the names of thes
mayor, and they will let no graSS
.e two perwere given great publicit' at the Sons,
grow under their feet. The suburban
time of the public hearing. yet Mr. Cas..After the order of the court, Edwin
wards will come out for Peters in
'My has neither produced himself, nor P. Fitzgerald testified that two slims
great numbers. And he will not be
bail Mr. Fitzgerald, though Publicly re- of $5000 each were received from George
quested to produce him, done so."
without down-town support and Dow
M. Stevens and William Z. Clark.
erratic support.
George M. Stevens proved to be the
Hotel Knew No "Cassidy."
We say this in advance of a deftThe "Mr. Cassidy" referred to was manager and secretary of the Central
mentioned! by Edwin P. Fitzgerald while Construction Company, and William J.
Bite
line-up of the whole campaign.
Clark
to
proved
be a brother-in-law
testifying. The latter, in accounting for
Gallivan and Tague are making great
of said Stevens and an officer In the
a $4000 check which his father drew out
Roman Road and Bermudez Companies.
runs. Both are. worthy men and
of the Insurance business, said he reeffective public ac!rvants. Both deneved reSs In cash (row; his father. the
COmpariles Ho;d City Contracts.
latter having kept the remainder. S1360,
well of the electorate. On one
serve
Construction
The
Central
Company'
end invested it In a stock enterprise with
or the other cf then?
anti-Curley
one John S. Cassidy of New York. Fitz- and the Roman Road and Resentolez
Democratic strength m;ccnfrer
t1 "ti
,
gerald also testified that he had ad- Companies are or have been corporadressed latere to "Cassidy" at the Hotel tions doing a general contracting bustIt may go to Peters. Already'sevliSnickberbocker. New York,
eral things seem clear: The RepubThe commission reports that the police ness end have had contracts with the
licans wIll vote for Peters, and he or
department of that city found that no city of Boston. This is especially tree
somebody elo,thIlyitill
John .1 Cassidy was known at tho Hotel of the Central Construct on Company
trey-clefeat,
'Knickerbocker. nor had lettern ad. and the Bermudez Company, which now
Curley,
dressed to him ever been reeee,ed there, have very large contracts with the city.
eo far as the hotel's clerks knew.

Finance Commission Report Asserts
Stevens and Clark , Put Money
faiy,2040P tkmount Land Deal
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Address
(lives Thanksgiving Eve
Claim•
City,
at Rallies All Over
SO
Election
of
ling Certainty
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Mayor
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i
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Net night
Drawing 1.11/011 t ii fact that
Congressman
Thanksgiving eve.
speeches
, Gallivan took occasion in his
Bos1€-fore large audiences in Sout,, tell
to
ton, Ti oxbu ry and Dorchester thei.kbe
his auditors what he had to
said, for
ful for. He was thankful, hesupporters
having so many staunch
he would
, and for the knowledge that
of the
celebrate the :l0Oth annivarsary
in the
first Thanksgiving Day sitting

and
Govel nor McCall Mayor Curley
.
vm oa
Others
., ., ,
le
Peop
the
to
sages
Mes

Was

chair.
', Mayor's
.
hint to
His tour during evening took
1
building;
the minter,' ball, Mechanics'
; loyal
, ronan Memorial Hall. Dorchester
building,
_ • _ Order of Moose, MunicipalSt. Peter's
.
,s..----- .
South Boston; F,ast Armory;
Americans should be thankful that,
M. C. 0. F., Bloomfield Han:
ICU
despite the cosmopolitan character of ' Court,
Hall, south Boston; Jame
Roesour population, its national strains and Tont!,
A. A., intercolonial Hall;
varied religious faiths, in this hour of Central
Railway
A. A.; Old Colony Lodge
The
national crisis • the creed of America more
anti the Somerset Hotel. - these
is sacrifice and the Ideal of Americans Clerks,
Today when tiovernor McCall Is service to humanity.
Congressman spoke at many oftings:
and said among other
sits down with his family to eat
We should be thankful that, despite dances,
Is to
"As my speech of this evening
on in the present war,
participati
our
Thanksgiving editions of
his Thanksgiving turkey he. will
the
in
appear
ends
the
and
our purpose Is still pure
feel, because of 1
have as guests at his tatle four for whieb we strive are compatible with the Boston papers, lthe
day, that I
nation—not ac- the sacredness of
the
of
traditions
the
;
public
enlisted men from the military
to criticise even the
quisition of territory or wealth or power, ought not
There are
cantonment at Ayer. He will not but the sole desire to extend the privi- : records of my opponents. can
be
all
we
things that
know until this morning, how- leges of liberty and the blessings of so many for
that it might be well to
thankful
to all people.
equality
Thanksever, who his guests will be. As
enumerate a few of them for
giving consumption.
usual, be will attend services at
R
STRATO
to be
ADMINI
is
BY FOOD
"I am thankful that there
the Episcopal Church in Winchesin Boston this year, as I.
election
an
.
T
ENDICOT
before
are •;-...e,en-te fit Beira
iCr wiiere iic ie a
:• - Lee
I am pleased to give the following Alm end of this campaign, a majority
and the afternoon and evening he - statement
as to the reasons why T think of the citizens will have made up their
will spend with his family.
minds to vote for toe. 1 cannot help.
I we should be tha:nkful at this time:'
First—I think we have reason to be but feel thankful for their support.
I
that we are Americans.
"I am thankful that my neighbors
Why should we be thankful, what I thankful
Second—I think we have a right to and friends throughout my congreshave we to be thankfhl for, op this be thankful that we are going to have elonal district have evinced such an
a chance to help those nations who have Interest in my campaign. I am thankThanksgiving Day of 1917?
fought so hard and who have sacrificed ful that I am living in such a loyal
Each one of us has some personal so much to uphold the. principles which district and one tnat offers me such a
nucleus of voted with which to base
There are [i we no thoroughly believe in.
cause for thankfulness.
Third—We should be. thankful that. my campaign in the rest of the city.
other causes which concern its all as I! every one of us, whether we can go to
"t am thankful that my public cas
e.
arce In
a nation.
the front or not, hart a chanee te eneve res , during 20 yearn of tervlc
to deny ourselves in order been such that ihy opponents
Several of the leaders in this State ' sacrifices and
te do everything we possibly can to able—even by the wildest stretch of
and city have told the Post why they help win this war.
their imaginations—to find any fault
Fourth--I think we should be thankful with It.
believe the people should be thankful
that we can go into this war With a I
"f am thankful to the 18,460 voters
today. The Governor, the Mayor of clear conscience and know that our who en:orsed my candidacy by signing
my nomination papers. I ant thankful
Bostoh, the St-Ate's food administra- cause is just.
Fifth—I think we should be thankful to the hundreds of brilliant speakers
tor and others present to the readers
ii roughout the city who have signified
that we have leaders in this country
of the Post these Thanksgiving mes- who will never consent to peace until
their willingness to go on the stump
Prusslanism and Kaitterism are stamped
for me during the Iast two weeks of
sages, each hopeful and helpful:
out entirely.
this campaign.
"I arts thankful that on the 300th anof the first Thanksgivieg
BY tiOVERNOR M'CALL
BY MRS. tiEOROE W. COLEMAN niversary
ever obeerved In Massachusetts, I will
We cannot be thankful that we are
President of the Womcn's City be in the Mayor's office serving the
In war, but being there we' can be
city of Beaton to the best of my
thankful for the nobility of our cause,
Club
,
people
of
our
patriotism
high
for the
and for the fact that we are standing' "1 P.m not thankful that we are at
,by the side of great and Civilized na- I war, but since this war must needs he,
am 'thankful that we are trying to
tions having at heart the future good .1
de our shere tenetrd the establiebreeet
of the world.
ii has been a year of health and of i l of righteousness sod Bottle, on thin
general plenty. Our harvests have been I' earth and I am profoundly thankful
abundant, and with due economy they,! that as yet, "e are spared the expewill feed our own people and help avert i rience of war on our own shores."
starvation abroad. For this we should
be devoutly thankful. I trust also that
all of us can see in our hearts spiritual
gains that have come to us during the
year.

Present.Thancco-

Governor to Entertain
4 National Army Men

BY MAYOR CURLEY
America should give thanks to the •
'I almighty God for bountiful crops that
I Insure a sufficient supply of food, not
only to provide for the needs of our
nation but to feed, in particular, the
peoples or tea C0111111111, 01 i.:ertipe, eilied with America, that have been devastated lw war.

I

I

—

. ..
colteietefe TT
veterans' preference act. The Mayor It true that'you have
s,
already fromm city empleyeele
',aid:
contrienreed , eV:.
was
num
"Mr. Peters attempts to evade the re- meoh o' that
i. .,
Leionsibillty for hostility displayeel by the assessors' denertmetil 7
"How much of it did you take'
I,ini toward veterans of the Spanish
collectoeit.
war bn House bill 1519, which read as
the employees of the
from
i
iollOWS:
departmeni?
i
away
" An act to extend the exemptions
much of it wee taken LW's
pplicable under the civil service laws . fr"How
om the men in tee eittlie. works dee.
e. veteiene et the Civil war to veterans .
e: lee. •
partment?
wire'
of the war with Spain.
did the assesements
H
differen
"'Be it enacted by the Senate and ' "Flow
emple yees of th e
House of Representatives in General among the
the government?
front
Court assembled, and by the authority branches of
"have you already collected collect
of the same, as follows:
to
P il you propose
men
these
:
.
"'Section 1. Any exemptions or privwhich should have gone
Ilegee eegarding appointments, removal, I of the money
backs
mouths and on to the
suspension or transfer or otherwise un- into the
children?
their
of
i
der the civil service laws of this Corn- '
to make good your
monwealth now or hereafter granted 1 "Are you going
do not use all the
by taw or regulation of the civil service prorate° that if yuu
men you
money collected from the city
Commissioners to veterans of the CiVil
,
ei balance 'to the boys'?
return
:ilsittruethl
e,
ithbes enjoyed. by veterans w .i.
ralwao
total
your
or, that
Mae
r.
.
a
:f
pain; provided, hewrthsehr::al
campaign fund to
ever, that the veterans of the Civil war collections for your
aiMS
shall have a preference over the vet- date amount to $200,000?
"If you accept toy challenge to disarena of the war with Spain.'
and expenditures
It is clearly a deliberate attempt to close your receipts
Much of that
how
people
the
tell
kindly
of
In
the transcriet
deceive the public.
Mayor Curley's billboarded invita- the vote it is interesting to note that • total was received front corporations dowith the city?
tion to the public to "notice the low the principal amendment, the amend- ing business
corporations in
that veteran e of the ' "How many and what
ment
providing
tax rate of Boston and compare it.
interested are doing
war with Spain who were honorably. which you are
answer
with other cities" reflects no credit discharged therefrom was defeated by business with the city? Your
to this question need not include menthe
House
of
of
members
78
tie
a
vote,
upon the present administration, acenterprise or the
Representatives voting In the affirma- tion of the plumbing
bonding business, already sufficiently
cording to a statement issued last tive and 78 voting in the negative, AO
in the public reeords and
night by Andrew J. Peters, opposing that if Mr. Peters wets a friend of the . exploited
veterans of the Spenish war his vote prints.
candidate for Mayor.
"Are you connected In any way with
would have made possible the passage
businevs firms engaged in the wreck"If the Mayor's house in Jamaica of the amendmeet.
ing of buildings? Is it true that you
Plain were taxed at anything like its "It Is intereliting further to note that are directly interested in a firm of
en the adoption of the measure as
real value," aids Candidate Peter6; amended, the fight for adoption was led contractors which doeu a large business
will, llist city of Boston?
"it might assist in reducing the Bos- by the fennel' colonel of the Ninth
e.....ttine the eereo ere! lents
''Whr
Matien.chtetette 'Volunteer Regiment ',se
Pore River Shipbuilding Comthe present colonel of the 101st Regi- : teem the
Elevated railway, the
ment, Edward L. Logan. Surely it is pany, the Boston
Company and
purpose of Mr. Peters to have Edison Electrie Light
Jut
not
TAXED TO LAST DOLLAR
enterprises? Were you inthe public infer, as they would be jus- other large
the scrap and junk
-Tim valuations of a great city are teled in doing from the article pre- fluential in securing
was , from these corporations for the Successoniforenly so much higher than the val- ..iented by hint, that Colonel Logan
concern?
NI
a party to a raid either ,on the public
"Who got the • junk from the Cove
uations of the smaller cities that th., treasury or upon the civil service rules.
bridge' In this connection, also.
street
"Mr. Petere lute served in public office
tax rate of the great city ought alweys.
tell the people, Mr. Mayor, why the
to be smaller in comparison with the many years and his present profession Cove street bridge was eliminated. As
er friendship for soldiers, sailors and
member of the Massaceusette Senate
tree rates of the smaller cities.
marines is in no case borne out by his aI fought and voted for the erection of
"The Mayor needs Ito rem:nder of vote on this particular measure."
the people
, thqi
this hrlarre in orde!
this, nor does he need to be reminded
of South Boston might ha.,'e ample
that there have been sharp upward
, means of tranta from their homes to
valuations in Boston eve', to the point
believed it was
'the heart of Boston.
where the last dollar has been added
a great benefit to South P.ostoe and
that the property will stand.
About I would like to hear your reavons for
Wants to Know
Tague
"An Important poiet to remember is
its removal.
that this year, by reason of new tax
Campaign Funds. Interest in
"Why is it, Mr. Mayor, that you Sieve
property
of
amounts
legislation, huge
rewarded with appointments to imConCorporations and Junk
In the form of jewelry and other perportant positkens men who have bitterly
sonal belongiligs were returned to the
attacked your political record? Some
t racts
assessors, and that by reason of it
such bitter critics of your methods have
Benton should have had a rate much
At a trio of Bostonrallies last. night bean appointed recently. Are they to
lower then it now has.
Congressman Tagus, reiterated his state- receive the same treatment, In the event
"High taxes are rot so serious if the
of your re-election, that was accorded
would not tell the public
to John A. Sullivan?
people get their money's worth. The merit that he
"Finally, I want to address one TeesMayor, I think, would agree to this, where he had gotten the money to de•
for
ter he hae been desperately fighting
ray his campaign expenses, as Mayor tion to both the Mayor and Mr. Peters,
deare
taxes
high
But
another of my opponents for 'Mayor.
higher taxes.
Curley had requested him to do, until
ewhich of you nas outbid the other
cidedly serious when aceompanled by the Mayor himself had printed the
the inefficiency, ignqrance, arrogance soart.f. from which his campaign fund for the opportunity to fly' your cam-'
Public
on the walls of Boston
and private exploitatioa of the
tied been "fattened." He repeated his Paigh bonhoth
which for the last four years have so enarges that city employees had been clubrooms?"
splendidly flourished at City Hall.
to un1, the Curiey campaign
"Incidentally, If the Mayor's house in eeeseteeti
t ensury and hanoed out a further batch
Jamaica Plain were taxed at anything or Questions for Curley to answer.
in
like its real value it might assist
"la order to keep the matter fresh in
reducing the tax rate."
reitthe Curley mind," said 'Tague,
ui
utuib
etort:
:
,
ny
dker tid
enp
ed
in
ie
da
tie
niir
lireationtto
e
lo
y ac
til
han

SAYS RAT(E2
OF TAXES IS
NO CREDIT
Peters

Assails

the

Campaivn
•
t,' i9Cl
' NO V 2j
Lurley
..

QUESTIONS CURLEY

ASSAILS PETERS' VOTE

that Mayor Curley agree to do the same,
puyblicly withdraw his ntlefiuronthaabto,hite m
o
campaign funds. If he is
unwilling or afraid to tell where he got
his money andeevhat he is doing with it.
"In addition, I call upon the Mayor
Case
it! Spanish Veterans'
to answer to the people of tioston whom
issued
statement
a
in
Curley,
has misrepresented for the past four
ho
Mayor
the attitude ,years, a few simple questions which are
last night, characterized
Peters, hie opponent In being asked daily by thousands.
of Andrew J.
"T have publicly charged that city
contest, as an attempt' employees have been assessed to fatmayoralty
the
in connection ten your campaign treasury. You heve
respoasibility
evade
to
tee
it, hie hostility While a member of , never made any attempt to tient,
Spanish war charm Wm I ask you, Mr. Mate.or, is
lee Legislature to the
Mayor Declares His Adversary IS
Trying to Evade Responsibility

or

proposed tr
-141 V-36—'y/2
$10,000 200,000 strong, which it is
y of We
elikAbie:il The report resumes: "Thus'
Secretar
-in- send to France.
.C, ! was invested by these two brothers
'
offered the nev
had
said,
he
Baker,
Company
law in the Oakmount Land
training lichool
Although this $10,000. Polish army a training of its offiproposition.
the
for
rg
Piattsbu
paid
received
was, according to the testimony,
com- cers. This announcement was oat in
foe 100 shares of stork in the
brought
was
It
cheers.
pany, no record of its receipt appeared Iwith
speaking that about
deposits of the cor- the course of the
guard e
Finance' Commission Discusses in any of the hank
be 30,000 Poles, the advance
poration and its books could not
are in 'Franc;
army,
Polish
offinew
known
the
Disappearance of Any Record obtained, although a I1 the
Army.
stun eeeee.—ting with the French
concerning
of $10,000 Involved in Recent cers or the eui-poration were
Differences of opinion
maned.
recruiting the new
ld received this the advisability of
Hearings Before the Board "Edwin P. Fitzgera
States had been
United
the
$10,000 on Oct. 1, 1915, and paid army in
yee.—
the noted pianist
day,
for the
1Francis L. Daly $10,000 by check on laid aside
societies in the
Polish
The
sum
this
d
said.
deposite
In the fifth report of the Boston Oct. 5, who then
move. When United States opposed to the
, Finance Commission on the results of in the Fidelity Trust Company
others t,.
the
with
joined
to
had
as
ed
ment
L. Daly was question
its investigation into the liability Francis
Kosciusko, patriot, friend oi
what became of this sum he could not honor
nf
.1
%r
h.,
h
nvt
had Washington and Lafayette, and hero o
hemline tense...
, -- explain to the commission what
e"
eeee
Saratoga.
it.
of
become
Boston, it is declared that "notwith
of St
The Rev. Alexander Syski
"Inasmuch as the land cost $41,000
standing efforts at concealment of witChurch at Hyde
Polish
mortdalberes
the
on
A
received
was
and $40,000
nesses, close associates of the Mayor, gage, the $10,000 was clearly not Park, who presided, said the Poles
their political differhavthat $10,000 from two contractors
needed for the purchase of the land., should forget
together in aiding
stand
and
money'
the
ences
ing large dealings with the city passed Francis L. Daly. used
the fight for freein
States
Fidelity
United
the
credit in the
into the hands of Francis L. Daly, the placed to his
States, he sale
• Trust Company Oct. 5, 19J.5, by draw- dom. The United
tle
intimate friend and former partner of mg four checks against it. These would come to be more and more
and WM
the Mayor, and cannot be accounted checks, though demanded, were not dominant power in the war,
had the °Illy power on which the Polist
for thereafter. This money reached produced on the claim that they
that
people could depend. He urged
d."
destroye
tea
Francis L. Daly in a stock transaction ben
they contribute money to help
involving shares in the Oakmount
Poles in need in Europe.
He said also that letters being sent
Land Company, in which Edwin P.
from sources in the new kingdom
out
others
and
Daly
Fitzgerald, Francis L.
of Prland, see up under German auwere interested."
thority, urging them not to favor thi
plan for an independent Poland, were
The commieeten etetes that "this inGerman propaganda, and that
pure
tformation was obtained by investiga
p0.
ner nnnt of the eeonie in
tell:Eesei _
- a F.:
111-1aaa.,g-a-14;
leg- t
liberty,
for
war
the
in
Join
would
land
P. Fitzgerald, Francis L. Daly and
At Kosciusko Exercises in Boston if they had the opportunity.
others and by investigating the OakProf. Stanislaw Szczodrowski of
mount Lend Company, its organizaIgnace Paderewski Urges Philadel
phia made a reference to
report
The
tion."
exploita
tion and
Orto
States
t Wilson's view on the 'nideUnited
Presiden
in
rePo1es
evidence
of
the
Igives a summary
pendenec of Poland which brought P
garding the business and insurance
France
in
Service
ganize for
reply from Mr. Padcrewski, at th
lsusiness done by Peter J. Fitzgerald
e moment on his Way out of the hall
and his son, Edwin P. Fitzgerald. It
The pianist stepped to the balcony
recounts the fact that the commission
The establishment of Poland as an i rale after waving down the - applause
of
Court
Supreme
the
to
appeal
had to
independent State, and the raising •of ! which the audience was giving him,
the State to secure part of the evidence
United States to ! and Geed that the speaker ;vas misa Poiish army in
desired of witnesses.
taken in ascribing President Wilson
it. is recalled that at one session of fight in France, were two propositions
any views that did net favor'a reunion
the investigation, Mr. Daly testified which aroused great enthusiasm yesi• of the different parts of Poland.
that the money paid by two street terday at the big celebration in Tr- I
"President Wilson has declared for a i
P.
win
Eu
who
ors,
cantract
paving
in honor of the free, independent
and
Boston,
undivided I
Temple,
mont
were
testified
tly
reluctan
Fitzgerald
Kosciusko. Poland," he exclaimed.
George M. Stevens of the Central Con- memory of Gen. Thaddeus
Speeches were made also by Mayor t
Ignace Paderewski, the principal
struction Company and Wiliam J.
the ancient ea- Curiey of Boston and Assistaet SurClark of the Roman Road and Bermu- speaker, referring toPelee
for Russis geon F. H. Webster fromm the Charlesdez companies, might have been used tional antipathy of
p ting the
leveled at him for town Navy Yard, represen
criticism
the
to
and
n,
his
but
campaig
political
a
in
by him
movement to send Commandant. Attending the celebrathe
of
support
his
he,
that
neither
-was
y
testimon
final ,
army to Frarce, said the Poise tion. and making it a
no. Mr. Morse, the Finance Cointres-: an
needs favor Russia, because she scene, were members of Polish sociemust
;
trace
any
find
sion's accountant, could
is on the side of the Allies. Not only ties from Boston e Chelsea, Lynn,;
of it.
he said, but Austria and Ger- Salem, Lawrence, and Lowell, in uni- ..
The report tells of the finding of a Russia,
many have treated Poland harshly, all form and with banners, which were
to
credit
the
placed
$40,,000,
of
deposit
having sought to crush her longing for placed on the stage beside stands of
of Edwin P. Fitzgerald on Oct. 15e
freedom. "We have the support and American colors.
.
money
this
that
ed
teenear
11i.
good will of this great liberty-loving
was ueed in ;She purebeap of foto- lots
nation and of its greatest leader, our
of land in Jamaica Plain and thate dearly beloved President, Woodrow
the two contractors who afterward
Wilson," he said, and called for three
had dealings with the city became in- cheers for the President. The entire
terested in the company.
audience rose and cheered, sonic of
Then the report relates that Mr.
those in the speaker's stand crewded
the
before
Stevens,
Mr.
Clark and
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ouglmess on the'Rowland papers he would iI Spanish
The ' ilPfuiSif
leitir --Ve—lerl‘ns?
detail certain of his campaign assistants to
I War veterans were before this year's Legtake up the fight. Mr. Peters, however, I
-oire seeking exemptions under the civil.
has not entertained the suspicion from the r ifila"Curley Republican" Li Thus Legally first that Mr. Howland would attract more . eervice law, and then the mayor showed ht.'
real attitude toward the veterans by Paythan a handful of voters.
Mr. Howland lives at 3 Fountain square, ing the city's legislative counsel appear in •
Enrolled
Roxbury. This Is in Ward 13, Precinct 9. opposition to their petition.
"If the mayor had been honestly deWhen he appeared at the Election Department to take out papers for the City sirous of enlightening the voters of BosCouncil a few weeks ago nobody expected ton as to my attitude toward the Spanthat he would become a much talked-about ish War veterans, he could have found it
candidate for mayor.
He had nad his In the records of Congress on a matter
Ceuncil papers but a short time when he vital to their interests, as shewn by the
applied for mayoral papers.
Then came following letter from Oscar T. Taylor,
He Voted That Ticket in
Ward 13, the well-authenticated report that Cineey commander-In-chief of the United Spanworkers would circulate those papers and ish War Veterans, under data of Dec. 31,
Roxbury
endeavor to secure the Howland name on 1012:
the ballot. Howland being a Republican
"'My Dear Congressman: On behalf of
who might be exploited as such in the the comrades of the 900 camps of the
Am..t•ing
Discovery as City
United Spanish War Veterans and the
Fight campaign.
No papers were filed for him, however, dependent widows and orphans of deStarts
until the last few minutes for filing, and ceased soldiers and sailors, I desire to
_
at that time more than a score of Curiey tender you my sincere thanks for your
workers appeared at the office of the Elec- vote of support of House resolve 17,4e0,
Howland
Candidacy
Was
Aided
by tion Departnient prepared to take part In passed by HI, /louse of Representatives
any trouble that might be caused. There on WettmeedaA, Dec. 4u,1912.'"
Mayor
was trouble—a small riot—on the cry that
1 ‘1 UV ,I O1
.'
the last of the Howland papers were not FINDS
SOUTH BOSTON NEGLECTED
In Hopes He Would
upon the desk until three minutes
placed
Take Votes from
past five o'clock, but such a charge was Congressman Gallis'ila
Scores Mayor
untrue.
Peters
carley for Demolition of Cost-Street
Mr. Howland, should his signatures
Bridge
prove sufficiently valid to place him on
Congressman James A. Gallivan, candiCandjcat May Now Withdraw from the ballot, would be most likely to re- date
for mayor, spoke before 600 members
tire from the contest. He would thus of
the South Bay Associates last night and
Field
act if he desired to be true to the mayor.' criticised
Mayor Curley.
If he remains of independent mind hi: , "We had
a much needed artery of travel
can achieve nothing by a candidacy with over
Cove street, when the present mayor
Discovery was made today
that Frank his political affiliations exposed, in view was elected," he
said, "and it was a subB. Howland, the so-celled
"Curley ,Repub- of the fact that all the other candidates stantial, popular and necessary bridge
over
lican" candid-Ito for yro,ror
ATO Democrats.
tete-dr tezeven reelee I helped
The enrolment law gives Mr. Howland legislation
Democrat. He went into the State
necessary to erect the bridge,
primaty no loophole to change his enrolment
before
in the Roxbury district on
Sept. 25 last. the cite elections, the applicant being against h powerful railroad lobby, and despite
the activities of the railroad that
called for a Democratic ballot and
voted. abliged tc go before the Election Commis- bridge stood until after
Mayor Curley's
By that action he legally became
a mem- sioners and make a sworn statement of election. Now we find it being torn
down
, his desire. in the years 1913, 1910, 191a and
ber of the party, of which
and removed at junk by the mayor') forWoodrow Wil191e, when the enrolment law was not in
son is the leader, and Ma affiliations
mer
business
partner,
Marks
are so Ifroce, Mr. Howland Was
Angell.
known both as a
"The mayor's repeated promises about
recorded in the books of the election
de- Democrat arid a Repunliean,
making the Strandway a glorious garden
eertmont.
The Howland diecoverey was intended to
spot, have been nothing but flimry promo.
No more humorous element has been
In- he kept by the'Curley opposition until later ises, and It is only on election eve that
he
jected into the present municipal campaign. In the campaign. It leaked today, and
recalls
the tremendous importance of South
its
It will be read with dismay naturally be ruth was verified, no only at the election Boston to any candidate."
department but by President Itermali tierthose chieftains of Mayer James M.
Curley mel of the Republican
City Committee.
who have given all possible
CURLEY READY TO IrIGHT
encouragement
'
,to the Howland candidacy, in the i.o.pe that
Ratification
Meeting to he Held ;II Nit_
PETERS CORRECTS CURLEY
he would attract a large number of Renee;)
itom41 Theatre Tomorrow Night
Will
limn ballots f:,,m Andrew J. Peters, whom Quotes Spanish War Veterans* Head am
Open Ills Campaign
the meyor designs tea as his only opponent.,
Eviflenee of His Friendliness to That
Mayor Curley's campaign for
Body,
Npite Mayor's Charge
be the cause of general laughter
and
will start tomorrow night at a rcHeelion
ratification
Andrew J. teeters calls Mayor Cut leyni meeting to-be held in the
among leading Republicans who have
National Theatre,
charge
of
a
vote
against
a
in'71Tiedieint
Spanish'Wa
street
r
feared that the mayor's campaign trick
.
Veterans' preference 'tint in the LegioSpeaking before the members of
might, after all, do some harm.
the Oh, '
lature of 1902 as absolutely false and Boy Club In Blue Hill
avenue, Roxbury,'
Howland's name is still before the elec- publishes a letter from the head
af the h last evening, the mayor said that he
was'
ticn department ac a "poesiete" eionnaele. organization In praise for hie aetioe in 1 -thankful that the city of
Boston is free
It will be recalled the last Tuesday after- Congress in support of a veterans' meas- I from labor disputes; 1 am thankful
that
ure. Mr. Peters says:
the employees of the city are paid a
reon. a short time before the last call for
higher
'Mayor Curley's assertion that I have tate at wages
than in any city in
nomination paper filing, his friends took tried to evade responsiblify for
the.
my vote ; country; I arn thankful that
these men
a large batch of papers to the election de- on a Spanish War veterans' bill in 1902 have permanent employment
and,
during
is
undoubtedly In line with his peculiar the next four years
partmelit-143 to he exact--and asserted
of my administratio
n,
elecalogue of pelitece,' which is accord- they will continue
to enjoy the
that on these papers were more than OM to hie testimony
favorable
before the Finance Com- ' conditions trader which
they are working
eta-natio-ex it was not until today tho I mie:non, that every
etatement issued by : at the preeenitfateme.
,"
I a candidate in the heat of a campaign
the clerks of the election department be-!
gan the work of examining those signa- must not be assumed to be 'absolutelr
true.'
tures fcr certification.
"Certainly Mr. Curley's charge a not
Last Wednesday afternoon Herman Hor- only not 'absolutely true,'
but is absolpresident
the
of
Republican
lutely
false.
comcity
mel,
"His
original
statement was that he
mittee, appeared before the election devoted for
portment and aeked for immediate action (ewe bill and I against a 5 per cent prefer.
in the Leglsinture of 1902.
I
era tlle, Ho.%Tiand papers so that he could pninted
out in my reply that no euch bIll
have plenty of time to file objections in case was ever before the Legislature until
1907,
he desired to do so, attacking the .aliditv when he was In the Boston Board of Aldermen and I in Cangrewe and that
signature.
senator
The
imparted
the
the
Of
bill upon which we voted in 1902 was so
lie suspicion, in a statement to the press raeleal that
public
opinion
compelled its
that ;scores of the Howlaad signatures had withdrawal in
1904.
n copied from certain campaign nts.
'Tut
why
does
Mr.
Curley
go back to
• 'relay. Andrew J. Peters declared that lane for
evalatica au to our attitude toward
if Senator Hormel did not, act with titer-
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MAYOR ASSURES
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boys of the Workingheys'
[deed t
Even the men en the
brig at the
.evelon Upper leant; ye3teerlestown Navy Yard v-ere not for,Iliasinewait . a Thenksgiving di mer
Cha` 4
. • le e50 men there enjoyed a '
nilleentuous dinner. And the men in Susie 1,25 youngstere sat down a . the
,astuarin
t,e13;sian
:
ox
Ininpr
etiti
to
a ,...tn
nr
., ...
eld
l tmho
,
11
,,4so
Wale nrieer. nee in the
Charles
.‘ treet
s
. jaii had elaborate
Thanksgivture entertainment efter toe e :sees
ig inners provalecl for
them.
Teen the boys played best a. and
At the naval hospital
175 men had oilier games.
it turkey dinner
ass at the Marine
The Roxbury Rescue TiPssion disqelepital eighty men dined on turi•ey
teibuterl 125 dinner homes to children
upd fixings.
.Goveenor McCall entertainen four and thirty dinner baskets to !writhes.
It gave a dinner in tit eaves ng to
enlisted men from Ayer at dinner at
the wet-kers of the Mission.
his home in Wincheator
yesterday. He OFEN HOUSE AT UNION.
•
„ant the remainder of the
holiday
At the B. Y. C. TT. .here was open
quietly at his home with Mrs.
McCall house all day with even a barrel of
end his faintly.
esplee on tap In the evening. The
DUST DAY FOR MAYOR.
'United Service -Club for enlisted nlen
Of army and navy was in commission
Mayor Curley :n the morning atfor the first time at thesUnlori's buildteaded the unfurling of a service
flaw, ing yesterday.
coritaining 300 stars, at the Sacred
DEVEN'S RECRUITING MISSION.
Heart Church, East Bosten. He then
The members of the British Rewent to his home and dined with
his cruiting Maslen in Boston were the
family. Later he took a short
walk
guests
last evening of Fred C. nusWith his children.
sell at Ins home, No 79 Gardner
To the afternoon he
attended n
street, Allston. A dinner was served
Polish metin gin Tremont
followed by a reception. Captain MelTemple
Icilere he addressed the
Fagan,
Lieutenant
•gatherine ville
Morlze
and contributed $50 to the suffering
Stelheing and Corporal Augur were
boles. From there he went to
among thpse at the dinner.
Field, where he presented theBravos
An organ reelfae was given by
cups
tp the winners of the
events planned Harold Reynolds and a stereopticon
by the .Knights of Columbus
lecture
upon Napoleon by Lieutenant
for the
benefit of the camp fund.
Thames H. Cummings oi the State ,
- The Mayor atended the
Symphony Guards. The allied flags .decorated
In the evening. He returned to
hie Mr. Russell's home.
home at a late hour.
The. Ruggles Street Baptist Church
made seven hendred people happy
VIVO CHILDREN FED.
,
,.2:terday, for each received a basket
The new home of the Salvetion which contained turkey and the
fixArmy celebrated its first Thankegiv- iesese The ehereh hnm announced
that
frig at its Social Centre, No, 87
each
request
for
a
basket
was
filled.
Verfion street; by feeding 1,700 children
Six prisoners of the Massachusetts
from every part of Greater Boston. 1Reformatory at Concord Junction,
The. dinner was us.....-ed in
who
were paroled the day before the
by an address by Lewis It. Sullivan, timber holiday, enjoyed their Thanksgiving
,
or the Governor's Council, woo told yesterday as free men. At the reform- I
the children that twenty-nit
years atory the 500 prisoners were given
S.F.1, he himself was a beneficiary of liberty for about an hour in the mornnEdIvatIon Army Thenksgiving feast. big, and then for several hours they I
eiThe Volunteers of America enter- were entertained In the prison chapel
;Oiled at their Roxbury Social
Centre. by motion pictures and vaudeville. At I
niTde 88 Cedar street, forty. families mew. tem pounds of turkey was served
I
sae the fifteen children of the eocleeiers. with big helpings of '
' I,
tz
.S-ie home by leretiess a regim e,.
petat•
.
..t,•1
,,!,:ash
nkagiving dinner. 'About fifty pie and .mine' pit••
ng people of the neighborhood,
Thanksgiving was eeiebrated in
oh is located in a rooming house Bedford yesterday at Llewsac Lodge,
ditrct, especially studeets froth out the country rest eicome of the Frances
town, were also invited. Devo- E. Willard settlement of Boston,
al services took place in the even- imusical programs and a spelal with
dinThe errangemer ts
were in her.
rye of Colonel ;me Mrs. F. A.
Lindsay.

j

VETERANS DINE.
..i.).CFC. /. /9/7
leaey six hundred veterans of the
Panieh
S.
and Civil wars had a turkey
ditilher at the Soldters' Home, Chel- 'JOSEPH
ides, yesterday noon, and an enter-.
iS)TAT..f1
(
thine-tient of piano solos and vautleSilt, sketches. Cominandant Richard
'
Ite.,roottr was in charge.
State prison, 6u6 prisoners, the
Committee Candidate ?ells of
eefiallest number in
years. had a
Progress in System
.
seeeSteous Thanksgiving dinner, two
leilihts of vaudeville in the torenoon
'
ees,
—41
, fifteen minutes extra freedom in
Chairman Joseph Lee, ii ho, with
.tetie yard in the afternoon.
William 13.• Kenny, is Indorsed ny the
Vhe vaudeville was in the chapel'
Public School Association for election
Meth to 11:30 in the morning. At,
1715 p. in: the inmates formed in line
to the School Committee, addressed
through
kitchen
the
marched
for
4't
.4
the People's Civic League last night
eir ratio. "very man was given
Vi
in Odd Fellows Hail. Tremont and,
tk....liberal helping of roast pork,
Sierkeley alreets.
Ilieled onions, boiled potatoes and it
Mr. Lee spoke of the remarkable
w 'pie mince pie. More than half the
progress of the schools in the past'
z;r,-•i..‘
-,
1
eelicacies
frern
i.
eee,
selds end relatives
ea:sir...nen!
upon the greater professional recogsettyiteROY AT FEAST.
ninon of the teachers.
esikae, POMerey, tha prison's- most
"Napoleon used to say that in the,
seagems charaoter, was allowed -to
knapsack of every soldier in his army'
I was a marshal's baton. We can
with Ile, ether seleresere for
sey!
3:
that in the eeek of every school
teeeher is a college degree." said Lee.,

I

LEE GIVES
ON SCHOOLS

•

A

"Our normal school graduates are
now allowed every opportunity to,
work for a college degree while
teachers, and this is a great step forward la professional recognition of
the teacher.
"I have worked at all times for this
resesessitien of tee teacher because I
have realized that all a school e.yrn.eill
is for is to put the teacher in the
classroom. Put the right teacher in
the room and the system will almost
take care of Itself. It is well said
that in every successful man you will
find his teacher or his mother.
"Following our elogan, 'keep the
schools out of politics,' we Save
eliminated political Influence in the
appointment and promotion of teachers and substituted teaching capacity
as a qualification instead of political ,
pull. This has worked to advantage
all around, not only for the teachers, 1
but for the pupils and the schools."
.
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PETERS) REPLY TO
CURLEY'S SPEECH
Tague and Callivan Also Bitter
Crkielsm of the
Mayor
am,iv

NT
A MF WILL
•___
NOT BE ON BALLOT
1V

Peters Will Hold His First
.. Rally on Thursday lit
Tremont Temple
Audrew J. Peters, who was the chief
target at Mayor Curley's big rally
leaturday night, yesterday issued a
statement energically attacking the
mayor on the ground that he distorted facts. Congresernan Peter F.
'ague also commented upon the SatCongressman
urday night speech.
Gallivan put out a brief letter addresses to the city employes. Mayer
Curley, who was the orator at -the
Elks memorial service, did not issue
any statement.
Peters said that the Mayor neglected the really important features
of his administration. Then he went
on to sum up his opinion in this
iv ohion:
"He neglects' the state of hopeless
Inefficiency into which he has reelutes.: the pub' warke, uublle build.
lags and park and recreation departments by the character of his rip',ointments as their heads. Hite over.:
looks the uter demoralization of all
the departments under his control,
"elle!' has been brought about by unwise appointments and unjust removals. He makes no mention of his ner/argent opposition to the. segregated
budget until it was forced upon hint
by the City Council. He ignores his
seteeent tn restore the outworn and
wasteful system of borrowing money
for current expenses, also frustrated
by the City Council, He does not refer to the bonding and insurance
deandale, to, the activity :f Marks
ittn.
f!11 in tearing down the 2Sronate

1,

•I.
The P. S. A. circulars Pay that' 1/0,:'
maiming, and 'to the concessions es
1 lineal force', are always at elltirk 0
ll
at
privilege's ro Angell's relatives
undermine the prevent adreintstratio
Franklin Ileem."
schools, and make the
of
public
the
A COLLOSAL JUNK DEAL.
effs4.
ln
s n
moew
oliirtioa
1 hoenola
taienh etrhse 7
l looinn totth ite
WOMEN VOTERS p
Peters :tasigned the credit for the
oppoolreduction in the coat of electric. street
The circulars admit that the
lighting not to the Mayor, but to the
more aggressive
ing forcea "seem
more
.
City Connell and former Corporation
this year than for many years,
Counsel John A. Sullivan; asserted
eetermined to defeat our candidatea."
May
ation
oYEsooci
that the health department Is inIc
41
Scho
'
qt.
PC.___
'int-y run and that the fire departNot Enjoy Usual
ment is demoralized.
HO eoncluen by declaring In referMonopoly
ence to the Cove etreet bridge, "If
-- the Mayor deeeeeee credit, it would
i Ai. i
la
seem to be the credit which ehoted
ER
PAY FOR THE
HIGH
go to the man who puts over the
most colloeal junk deal of his geneTEACHERS IS AN ISSUE
ration in tele city."'
the
Congressisan Gallivdn'e letter to
ells employes says that he wants
The So-Called Mayor Curley
every city employe "to understand
Memorial Address by Mayor
that no one identified with the Mayor's
Slate Is Worrying the
offic, during the Gallivan administraCurley at the Orpheum
P.S. A.a Little •
tion e Ul make any collections of any
purTheatre
other
or
al
for
kind, either
politic
poses."
's women voters are going
Boston
He goes on to tiny that no etY emSunday
to play their tnoet important political
' As yesterday was memorial
ploye would be called upon to essist
menuthe Mayor in any political activities,
role since they were enfeanchised, on
for Elks throughout the world,
0. E.,
and that the only standard will be
of Boston Lodge 10, B. P.
next election they, December 18, for
hers
honest, faithful performance of duty.
ful services
never has there, teen a more spirited
held impressive and beautimemor
lie concludes: "Your salary, once it
ies of
and more determined campaign for
of the
ion
morat
comme
in
Is established, will be all yours, with.
the School Committee than he being
rs, at i.oew's New
brothe
ed
depart
Out any rake-offs to anybody."
made in this campaign between the
Orpheum Theatre.
addresses
Referring to the mayor last night,
Public School Association candidates.
In delivering the memorial
,
said:
Kenny
Tttgue
ssman
S.
m
Congre
Curley sounded the
Joseph Lee and Willia
ble
James
Mayor
memorial, in
"It is a matter of public record In
and the so-called "Mayor Curley
note which made this
le
the testimony before the Boston
slate." Michael J. Corcoran and Richworld war and the princip
the
of
'view
y's
for which
finance Sommission that Timilt
ard J, Lane. Both sides are looking
of the brotherhood of mansignificance
ious
myster
the
that
partners contributed
to the women's votes to decide
the order stands, of deeper before.
510.000 to the land company of
issue.
than those that have gone
this
people atterat
fact
cant
Frankie Daly, next freind of the
a
signifi
It is
The largest number of
mayor.
year more women voters have regismemorial service titan ever
this
tended
ago
Santo"His closest friends four years
tered-21,624—than ever before, exbefore. leealt,:d Ruler Joseph an exare now his most hitter enemies, cept in 1888, when 20,252 names were
d. There was
preside
SUOSSO
series of
while seme of those who were violisted. In no ,other years have there
cellent musical program andimpressive
of the most
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One
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oralty campaign are the men
registered. A truth Iyhich both
scenes was that depicting
ry, in which
realize is that for (he past twenty
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Miss
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:Edith Franklin, Otis Raymond Sibe positively known all the contests, for women votei•s and te induce
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j. out to the polls. Already the efforts
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Andre
Karl Webater
night
Hones., selections by
made. On Thursday first formal rally of both sides are shown in the record
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on the 'cello and eingin .nemerial
Peters will hold his
registration of women veters this
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Copley Male Quartet. Theofficers of
at Tremont Temple
year.
_
services conducted by the
In the past the P. S. A. has always
"Perfect Day."
TO he lodge Included
depended for succese largely on the
t Chair" and "Only a LitVacan
"The
nts
oppone
Their
.
quartet.
votes of women
tle While." assisted by the
this year believe strongly that the
Mayor Curley said in part:
of this
women voters of the city will not
At no time e..e, the history
all be with the P. S. A, candidates.
zation has this beauorgani
dia
;splen
this
Tile opposition to the association
of paying tribute to the
tiful
force,
year is stronger toan ever before.
appealed to us with more
dead
every
ting
exploi
The Rev, William M. Gilbert, pastor
is
Each side
supreme nowith greater interest or
While,
s.
of the First Methodist Church, Temple
succes
to
the
means
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of
availa
ceesity than In this hour ,
street, Beacon Hill, last night asserted ,
on one side, the P. S. A. has dis1
ettito.43
s
world'
toe
in his weekly community talk that
te ibeted thiese cii-talitti ei about
ciritt>ci‘ie of
The immortal Vivien, "Fitzgerald was had enough, and now
fatheity, bearing the slogan, "Keep the
brotherhood of man and the
the
,
that Curley out-Fitzes Fitz, what reason
other
the
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s,"
Politic
poSchools out of
of God, little realized the
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have we to hope but that the next man
other
beside
an,
Corcor
and
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hand,
tential possibilities of right
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d
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d by
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e'eed
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large
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theitgh defeated,
similar business one turns away in disof the great Civil Wer.
was
Curley
Mayor
votes.
ber of
embittered by
gust. After all, what's the difference?
• He found a nation
in theory
(looted as saying taht but for Dr.
Republican or Democrat—it matters litfour yeere of strife, united
leo year, he
acy
candid
'm
,
Keenen
soaring
on
keep
taxes
t
though and divided in
in
d
tle which—the
divide
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but
g. Civil
thought the slate would have won.
Inefficiency keeps on growiu
purpose, with envy and hatred rearthis
The withdrawal of Dr. Keenan has
Service is a joke.
their heads in every part of
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in
ness
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first,
teacher
caused much
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ation.
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time.
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INCREASE TEACHERS,PAY.
more for Boston than our whole bunch
PolOne of the platforms of the "Mayor
of office-seeking Mayors combined.
s.
all
hazard
at
Curley slate" is increase of wages
itics must be kept out
or an anti-Curley
for the school teachers. Candidate
If there is a Curley
late both Twee he defeated."
Lane recently said: ''We have many
,
other planks in our platform, and we
will make known eur stand early In i
the week. We are out to win."
I
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RUN FOR MAYOR
Not Enough Names Signed on
His Nomination Papers
by 343.

56 (

The relt board was present, and sonic
of he other members, especially ComMieeielie" Melenctbon W. Purlen, displayed zeal in supplying answers for
Chairman Toornee.
The coeversation ran something like
thl,•
Reperter—eMr. Chairman, those who
filed the /lowland gapers claimed to
have filed over 7000 names. Can you
inform us whether you found 7000
names?"
Commissioner Burien—"No, we can't."
Reporter--"Now if we could get an
answer from the chairmen—"
Commissioner Burlen—"We can't possibly tell."

Howfand men
j hour for tiling, when the
can-1
,4
fi ppna rPd that watchers tor other
pbyele.
I Mates were prompt to melte aHowland
and verbal protest. As the
cmcrowd, in which there were city butployes and men who wore Curley
tons. rushed torward toward the tiling
I counter, Thomas J. Glenn interreeeel
stalwart 250 pounds, shouting: "It's too
late: it's past 5 o'clock'"
Board Accepts Papers.
j Giblin was joined a moment later be
Michael J. O'Day and otlier Peters men
who set up a chorus of complaint, pointing at the clock in the main room as
proof. So far as the casual observer
could nee the hands had passed the
hour, but Chairman John J. Toomey of
the election commission WO firm in deu
citaersinfg
astthat tee clock was two min-

l

Wants Question Repeated.
Commissioner Frank Seiberach was
Reporter—"Now, Mr. Chairman, if you already industriously working the time
stamp on each paper as it was handed
would be bo good as to answer."
him by Assistant Registrar William E.
Chairman Toomey—"What was it?"
Mahoney, stamping the papers as reQuestion repeated.
ceived prior to 5 o'clock, when former
Chairman Toomey—"No, I don't think Representative Giblin boldly seized a
buneh of the paperee while another
there were 7000 names."
Foyers man seized the thee etamp.
Reporter—"Any thing like that numJ .'4.11r. Commissioner, you cannot
ekpi these papers. It is against the
per?"
'law,' yelled Giblin.
Commissioner Burlen—"How can we
Two police officers threw themselves
tell?"
on hine and his towering bulk swayed
Reporter—"Well, you did throw out back and forth as he waved the papers
in the air, protesting against what he
some names, didn't you?"
The name of Frank L. Howland,
claimed was an illegal act
Chairman Toomey—"Yes."
Seiberlich made a leap to scale the
the "Curley-Republican" candidate
fteporter—"Mr. Chairman, we have in- counter and regain the Hine stamp. The
small room was a masts of struggling,
::::;:perters eert!- formation from a source regarded re- ehoutim, swearine figures, while the onliable that a number of papers were lookere from the mein room pusnea ana
,dently asserted that he had 7000 sigthrown out because signers had signed pulled to get through the doorway and
natures, will not appear on the ballot i Mr. Curley's papers, and
because in reach the inner maelt3trein.
The Curley men far tattnumbered the
at the city election, The election .: some cases lures had been executed by Peters
mem One of this• former boasted
signers
of
Howland
Pacers who had al- afterward: "We had 40 men on hand
commissioners,
after
completing
seedy signed Mr. Curley's papers. What ready for trouble."
their certification of papers last
One Curley man had Gibiln by, the
have you to say as to that?'"
throat. Another got hold of his spectanight, announced that he had fallen
Cheirman Toomey—"The newspapers cles and, pulling them off,
threw them
short of the required 3000 names &nd
can mint what 4.hey please."
on the counter. Cann was obliged to
choking,
to
and
yield
Up the
Reporter—"And
the
gave
further, that the excould =later only 2657.
amination of the Howland papers was papers when half-strangled. The timeJames Otteal, *he Socialist candidate,
1.1e7,3c1so fmr as eheeliing 7,3 erm- stamp was even more speedily recovered.
Ac soon as Glenn era his ereath he
also fell by the wayside. On the final
,..erned at 9::5 last night, and that not began to protest against the illegality'
showdown he had only 1744 signatures.
, another paper was checked after teat?" of accepting paeers after 4 o'clock, hut
Friday Count 2510.
1 CI:elm-men Tone7,3.3r—"That'a wreow:" Commissioner Burlen ordered the police
to arrest Gibila, and he wen teeee fete
Commissioner Frank Selberfich—"I
Information reached the Herald from,
the inner office, but almost immediately
was here myself till after 10 last night." emerged by another door and departed.
a source believed to he reliable' that
A call for _reserves had been sent in
the examination of the Howland papers
ke! ev- je-/e/?.
to Police Station 2, but the melee was,
was concluded on Friday, that no
over before they arrived.
While the policemen were recovering
papers were examined by the checking;
helmets, knocked off in the strugtheir
clerks after 0:15 P. M. Friday, and that'
gle, and escorting GUAM out. the Curtne tally men stooa at 2.die Nevertheley lieutenants disappeared almost asi
less, the figures posted at noon yesterquickly as they had appeared.
The leading figures in Ming the Howday. as checked for Howland, were
land papers were William T. Conway,
2a21. and the tine! Ulna% were 26.77.
well known In the liquor business, and
From the same Source of Information
Kenneth C. MeDonald, who Is on the city•
pay roll as an employe in the public!
came the statement that the reason
works departmenl ,. and who wore a
why, with the utmost squeezing, only
Curley button.
Iii I eteo
Conway nr,A appearen en the
steenee re-eat!
eerted, was that
4:46 P. M. Almost completely out or
• a number had to he throv. n out as
breath, he dallied up' to the counter and
already certified on Mayer Curley's
deposited a small bunch of papers,,
"We've got 7010 in all." he said in reply:
papere.
to questions from a Herald-Journal reIn fact, the execution tze: a hirat on a
porter.
Howland paper by a voter whose eigConway looked at het watch, gazed
wildly at the election clerk, exclaimed
natu re n1read y appeared on a cote' ed
"I
file these with you; ihey're in your
carle.y pal Cr ,aerated to throw out the
In the thick of a free.for-all scrim- care." and madly dashed off again,
entire Howland paper even if It con- mage, which had
esree heel, hut before 5. In a
Veen
elements both of a
tained 150 names.
strect brawl and a football rush, sort or purselt race, with other CorleyHowland men at his hoses or straggling
workers in behalf of Frank II. How- behind, the final elotous
Durien Does the Talkino.
scenes teak
land, Curley-Republican" candidate Mace.
--rhortty before eight o'clock last night
for i.lo% or, filed a batch of nominae reporter undertook to obtain
informa- tion papors, said
to contain 7000
tion trent Chairman John J. Toomey of
signatures, in the election commisthe election commission as to the reasioners' office, City Hall annex, yessons why se many Howland signaterday afternoon.
tures had t.) be thrown out,
It was, so close to 5 d'etoek, the laid

ONEAL ALSO FALLS SHORT

Burlen Does Talking foe Toomey
When Reporter Asks
Questions.

4.

FILE HOWLAND'S
PAPERS IN RIOT
Curley -Republicans Win Point
Time Expired.
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CHARGES CURLEY:

LET VOTERS JUDGE"
HINTS. AT MOVIE PROFITS, "WILL

nirvzirl ST i

Andrew J. Peters, candidate for
COngreSSalan 'regale, Candidate for I
mayor, issued the following state,
major, delivered his only political ment last night:
atT
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a
assertion
at.
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'Mayor Curley's
Speech ef the
to evade responsibility for
eeption at the bottle of have tried
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my vole on a Spanish wae veterans'
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fairly
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"absolutely
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not
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he had
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thOM Mel word that he hoped to make
preference bill in the Legislature of
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I pointed out in my reply that no I
1902.
them.
good treatment of
such bill was ever before the Iseglela-1
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ture until 1907, when he was in the ,
"r want to ask the mayor if it is on Boston Board of Aldermen and I in •
account of that promise that he hat de- Congress; nee that the bill upon which
1902 was so radical !het
cided to dismiss''from office within a we voted in
Dublin npininn compelled Its w it le- I
Jay or two Pare: Commis:loner Jedos draw& in 19e4.
Dillon? If it -is not oeeause of a faint
"Rut why does Mr. Curley go back to
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Boston
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questionable "birth control" photo- by the following letter from Oscar T.
which Taylor, commander-in-chief of the
plays Phewn in Boscton theatres
eterans, under
United Spanish War
have hvell licensed by hie office?
"I want him to tel the people of Boa- date of Dec. 31, 1911:
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to the park department men?
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poiogy will ho wake to the women whether Commander-In-Chief Taylor is
whose positions were taken away not a better witness as to my attitude
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Gallivan Blames the Mayor for
,
the Removal oi Bridge
,
Structure.
I

SPEAKS IN SOUTH BOSTON

ConSouth Boston S•oung mon gave
c
gressman Gallivan an enthusiasti
the
in
fternoon
yosterday.a
reception
clubhousrs of the South Bay Associales at 152 Broadway.
Representative William J. Menne::
presided, and, In addition to Mr. Gallivan, candidate for mayor, the speakers
were Representatives John N. Levins
and James .1. Moynihan, :I...eater Janteel
F. Powers, ex-Represencative .Tames
Twohig: James F. Creed, Dennis J. ('iilint, John P. Feeney and Timothy
Callahan.
Says Young Men for Gallivan.
Mr. Foley declared that the young
voters of the peninsular district are
almost a imit in supporting Mr. Galliearl's caneedaey fel-mayor.
Congres-man Gallivan said lie watt
Poeitive he will sweep • his "own home
town en election day. 31e paid his respects to Mayor Curley because of thel
, mantises to the citizens of the pentemlar I
aistriet.
"We had a much needed artery of
travel over Cove street, when this man
• came into public office," said Mr. Gantt:in. "and it was a substantial, tuteesvary and popularly used bridge ever the
New Haven tracks. As a state senator
:et years ago, against a huge railroad
lobby in the State House, I was able to
esesalen es_
stet lecfslat1on rramvallin7
his bridge. From the day it was built
Ilio railroad lobby has tried to tear It
' down. The late Mayor Hibbard wee, I
appealed to by the railroad interests,
hut refused to desert South Boston'',
terests. Mayor Fitzgerald was repeatedly importuned to eeenove the bridge,
but stoed by South Boston.
!
Tearing Down Bridge.
,I "Mayor Curley, forgetting the strong
;Iiiiport he received in South Boston,
ehortly after his election started a movement. which resulted In his street cornmissioners, at his request, discontinuing
Cove Street bridge, and now we find it
Candidate Curley. But lest the minds of
being torn down and removed as old
the people be diverted front the real
; pink by his former business partner,
'Marks
Angell.
Ills repeated
Issue, let me reiterate the etatement of
!about making the Strandway a glorious
my present intentiens welch led to this
I, garden spot have been
nothing but
controveray:
l ig
ita
la,r.7
. .0mises. It Is almost a mtul-'
tes:
"I favor the establishment of a muheap, with no genuine development tdknicipal bureau to render ammimtntwe to
deepite the faet that hundreds'
our soldiers when they return from the
Of thousands et dollars have been at his
European battlefields, and the org.antdisposal to complete tie) work."
latent of committees of public-spirited ,

1
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By the Four Candidates for Mayor
The

Post prints herewith the statements
ef the candidates for Mayor
of Boston. Each candidate was asked
to write on the subject: "Why I
Should

Be Elected."
It is atisumed that the candidates
interviewed will stay in the race.
The final lineup will not be settled
until Dec. 5, which is the last day for
substitution. Congressman Tague has
filed a nominating committee and
will be entitled to withdiaw and
substitute a candidate. He is the only
one of the candidates who has filed
a committee empowered to substitute
on his withdrowal.
All of the candidates have
stated on the stump that they propose
Ito stay to the finish. There are
various rumors about a withdrawal and
a concentration of the forces of the
opposition against Mr. Peters, but
none of these rumors are
substantiated by the facts. Mayor Curley is
In for a finish fight despite rumors
to the contrary.
PT
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mut Is
RUNNING ON
HIS RECORD

Guarantees an Honest
iy,,,111‘,1-,

1-1.d*

ministration

•

BY PETER F. TAIRJE
I am a candidate for Mayor of Boston because I believe that my services
in the city ' government, in both
branches of the Massachusetts Legislature and in the national 1-louse of
111C ;VC tile pUai•
tion, and because I believe that the
character of those services in 'the past
is such as to guarantee to the people
of my city honest, faithful and unselfish performance of my duties as
Mayor.
MAKES NO PROMISES
varied exin governmental mattera, I

have had a 'ears° and

rave spent much time in politics. I
not in politics as a business, how-

am

ever, and never in toy political career
have I placed myself in a position
Private means of earning
where
a thing conflicted to the slightest de- ;
gree with the faithful and holiest pct.
formance. of my public duty.
In the present campaign I propose to '
let the people of Boston Judge me by
whit' I have done in the past. I shall
•
.

my

make no political promises, which. ate

in many instances made to be broken.
I believe this to be the time for action
and not for aoting.
But I fed sure that I know Boston
end the needs of the good people of
our city. I know the problems that
confront the great mass of the toilers
and workers of the city because those
are and always have been my own
problems.
I found my inspiration to enter politics In the minds and heerts of men
and women who have had to work for
their living. To carry whatever I could
of sunshine and happiness into the
lives of my people, to make the battle
own and
of the breadwinner for hio
his children's existence a little lighter
' has been my aim and purpose in pollttts.

Function of Government
That is my conception of the great
fundamental function of all government. The man who is posessed of a
generous share of the world's goods.
whose birth In luxurious surroundingS
has given Mtn special opportunities for

educatiou and social advancement, may
be able to Wee care of himself under
most any kind of government. Such
a man needs the protection of the government, of course, in order that his
possessions may be guaranteed to him.
When he invests Ills money in legitimate enterprises he contributes materially towards the promotion of good
government and good citizenship: and
It Is the solemn duty of his government
to respect him and protect his property.
But soy government falls completely
In its purpose If it does not give more
Thought and attention to the problems
which confront the toiler In the factorlea, the ship-yards, the vast mercantile establishments of such a metre•
polltan city as ours. The men, women
and children of this class are in greater
need of the assistance than are the
more woridly-fnrtonate minority.
T submit is as evidence in support of
my candidacy for Mayor of Boston
that my work in other breeches of
public. service guarantees honest endeavor towards an amelioration of the
conditions confronting all of us at this
Moment.
•

Cites Iii

Record

T,et me cite in support of that record
; • omelist4.
• during m
1

public service towards the social, corn„rment •?!
,
iie6ril and inductria: dr.v,::?t
our city.
When X took up my duties in Congrees there were employed at the Boa.071 navy yard approximately 1500 mechanics. Today there are nearly 6000.
The natural assumption from a cursory
reading of that statement may be that

I am attempting to capitalize a develop- '
ment brought about through war conditions for my own personal gain. Such
. is not the fact. Long before war

vi as declared

in

ratrope

I

IA ttnriyi'

arnestly
with department
oflicialo
o
bring
about a
proper
recoge
Won of the advantages of the navy
yard
at Boston, with
the
result
that when this country found itself
forced to enter the war in the interest
of humanity our navy yard had been
brought to such a degree of efficiency
that its value had to be recognized by
national officials.
As a result of my appeal on behalf of
the Boston navy yard. the Hon. Josephus Daniels, Secretary of the Navy,
authorized the following expenditures
here: $000,000 for repairs on the U. S.
S. Georgia; $750,000 for repairs on the
IT. S. S. Virginia; $250,000 for new ways
$1.500,000 for the construction of a new
torpedo zesting barge and the construeton of a new storehouse which is now 1
being completed at a cost of nearly ;
half a mIllinn rInlMI-Q

4

Fought for Postal Changes
Even before the war broke out
the ,':
yard had been developed to such an extent that 54 ships were under repair
there at one time, and 40(X) mechanics
• were employed on the work. This
de' velopment brought work to men,
not in
my congressional district alone,
but , ..c,
from all parts of the city.
-. C
As a. member of the committee
on
postoMces and post rna.ds I led the
tight i s,
in congress to bring
about many 1 "
changes for the improvement of
the i
postal service, and to prevent the
ing of changos that would work mak- I
to the \
detriment of the service and cf.
the mer ;•
employed there. Everyone
remembers I
the fight for the retention of
the poen- 1
matte tube 'flail service, in which I
was
opposed by Postmaster-Ceneral
Burls- I •
son, the Mall W110 has more
patronage I
to distribute than almos!. any
other 1
r
yetrayoAnn
etew
ril
will remember that
the tUbte i
remain in Boston, New
York,- Chl
'
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PhTfirdetIMMIlf.—Mule and other piac-es,
word that he hoped to make'amenes
and among my resist cherished papers
Candidate Andrew J. Peters last for
his past deeds by his future good
are letter from some of Boston's most
night issued a statement condemning - treatment of them.
Prominent businesa men, endorsing my I
"I
want td ask the Slaver It It It on
Mayor Curley for his belief that everywerk in their behalf.
that he has deEvery postal emniovee knows the i thing said by a candidate running fort account of that promise
cided to dismiss from office within
character et the service I rendered to
John
Commissioner
have ref:1., ao:i i9Litlit6d for their better- Office Must not be assumed to be ab-t day or two Park
Dillon? If It is not because of a faint
ment. I --,,,o r,,,
,,,. eel,' beletly at this soluteiy true.
time to the official recognition now
hope still lurking in the breast of the
The statementre"I°a
given to the employees' organization;
a7
,PlAsent Mayor of Boston that lie Ref
fr.1148 $1U1St
to the act providing for the retirement
yet secure the assistance of the Plq.
of postal employees at 65 years of age
CURLEY'S—
department employees, what is the reaDECALOOUr:.
at an annuity of one-half pay; to the
retire Mr. Bils
i
"Mayor Curley's assertion that I have oonn? for his decision to
prohibition against diseharge of postal
tried
to evade responsibility for my
employees for illness or disability, un"I want to ask him further tonight if
less certified by more than one physi- vote on a Spanish War Veterans' bill it is true, as has been charged, that he
cian; and for the compensatory time In
002 is undoubtedly in line with his has been interested in the profits debill.
peculiar 'cleealogue of politics,' which rived front questionable birth control
is, according to his testimony before photo-plays shown in noston theatres
invites Attention to Record
the finance commission, that every which have been licensed by his office?
In addition to these measures affect- statement
"I want him to tell the people of BosIssued by a candidate in the
ing the postal employees, and as fur- heat of
a cantpaign must not be as- ton also if he has had any financial inther evidence of my activity on behalf sumed to be
teors
etsotn.in theatres which he licensed in
'absolutely true.'
of all humanitarian measures, I cab at"Certainly Mr. Curley's charge is not Boston.
tention to tny work in opposition to the only not 'absolutely
"Since the Mayor himself appears to
true,' but. is absoemploymant of child labor, and my op- lutely false.
have found it necessary to make apoloposition to the literacy test as a reduring
•
"His original statement was
that he gies for many of his own acts
quirement for admission of immigrants voted for and I against a
5 per cent the past four years, why does he not
to this country.
preference bill in the Legislature of 1902. make a pesfect job of it by a general
I Invite the attention of the people of I pointed out in my reply that no such confession that his entire administra13ceton to my public record on labor bill was ever before the Legislature tin- time has been a failure for the citizens
matters in Congress and when I was tll 1907, when he was in the Boston ' and taxpayers, although apparently a
the Democratic leader In the Massachu- Board of Aldermen and I in Congress, great financial boom for himself, and
setts House of RepresentatiVsfa at and that the bill upon which we voted then retire from the present mayoralty
which session more humane legislation in 1902 was so radical that public opin- contest so that an honest, red-blooded
was passed than in any other year in ion compelled its withdrawal in 1904.
man may be elected who will keep
the history of Massachusetts. I particu"But Why does Mr. Curley go back to faith with the people and have TIC
larly refer to the action of the Massa- 1902 for evidence as to our attitude .t19- apologies to makewhen he term of
chusetts State Branch of the American ward the Spanish war veterans? The office eentres?" .
Federation of Labor at its convention Spanish war veterans were before this
Sept. 12, 1917, when I was given a vote year's Legislature seeking exemptions
of endorsement for my work in the in- Under tne &set service law, and then
th hart
?e;•-e . ;,
esesseed his real attitude to-I
Dernm rent- Ratl6estion _Meeting
of Congress.
ward the
A.5 th;;; carnr..!e-r proareases I shall 1,egis1ative veterans by having tile city e
counsel appear in oppesition
in National .Theatre Tomorrow
go into these matters in more detail and , to their petition.
from time to time between now and
to
Open Aggressive Campaign
election day local and specific issues
Thanked by U. S. W. V. Head
wilt ue ti-ken up and discussed freely
Curley's first big drive ot his
Mayor
"Ft the Meyer ,had been honestly deam: honestly.
campaign for re-election starts tomorsirous
of
enlightening
voters
the
of
For the preeent, however, I am conRoston ac to my attitude toward the row evening with a rally at the National
tent to rest my case on the foundation
Spanish war veterans he could have Theatre, South End. This will be a
that as I have labored in the past for
found
it in the records of Congress on
the lightening of the burdens of the a
matter vital to their interests, as Democratic ratification meeting . and
red-blooded working men and women of '
vlinwn by the following letter from O$ reception to Mayor Curley.
Many
- labor in the
DOStUII,
tar T. Taylor, commander-in-chief of speakers of prominence will loin the !
future. ..As In the past I have always . he
United
Spanish
War
Veterans. un- Stayer in addressing the audience and i
found time to give a little attention to •
der date of Dee• 31• 19M•
s•
those who are less fortunate than- my- - ,, ,ss
will he introduced by Scivtfor Edward
"'My
Dear
Congresemen—On
behalf
existence,
_
I
so
self in the struggle for
of the comrades of the 900 camps of the F. McLaughlin, president o. the Demo-1
Boston
of
Mayor
as
tervice
my
pledge
Irnieed Spanish War Veterans and the, cretic city committee.
to keep them uppermost in my mInd.
dependent widows and orphans 'of deBathe,- than conduct a long-drawn- i
ceased soldiers and sailors. I desire to out campaign, Mayer , Curtey decided I
Mayoralty .a Big Task
tender you my sincere thanks for your some weeks ago to. save all
'nis anuou-;
.
- It is a big task—to administer the af- vole in support of House
resolve 17,470, Attlee data . about two weetts before
fairs of a great city like Boston and one passed by the
House
of
Representatives the election and thnn drive with his '
fairs of a great city like Boston—and on Wednesday,
Dec. 4, 10122
, characteristic dynamite aggressiveness
one which requires tremendous energy to
"I
am
willing
to
let
the
-voters iudge until the polls are clotted on the afterconclusion
let
make successful. But in
whether Commander-in-Chief Taylor is noon of Dec. 18.
•
me paraphrase an ancient saying:
not a better witness 59 to my attitude
The rally tomorrow night will be the .
"Tie not in mortals to command sue- toward the Spanish war
veterans.tly
of
list
1
that series. The Mayor will
, cese. but I'll do more, my friends, I'll Candidate Curley.
his respects to Andrew J. Peters
I deserve it."
pay to the Good Government
and
Ansocie—
time reform organizationa generally,
t.1
a -/
a,a TA
a "e' MTEr
X ....'' and to the Finanee Commission.
The
doors will be thrown
at 7:15 and
"Make a General Confession Thal the meeting will open open
at 8 o'clock.
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CURLEY DRIVE STARTS
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URGES CURL'ov

•

'CURLEY IS
CONDEMNED
-

' Administration

-9

•

I Paise

J:

and (Jet

Has

Been 4.
Out," Tague

Suggests

Congressman Peter F. Tagne, candle
date for Mayor, at a rally held last
0 NI - 3 d -( i i ,
eight in Brighton, called on Mayor Curley to affirm or deny whether he is
INMATES
Le about to dismiss front office Park Cornniliggioner John Dilion and. further.
asked him to inform ths people of Bots-e, Every °files r, patient and
I ton whether he has financial intereet in the institutions maintained inmate 0t
by the city,the theatres in Boston which have been of Boston ate turkey or
chicken and
neensed by his office.
tixin's for dinner yesterday and
every-,
"et e receitt meeting with employees thing possible was dune
to make tne. —
of the park department," declered Can- intsrior of their quarters
cheerful, in.
didate Tague, "the present Mayor of accordance with the
spirit of the dov
Roston admitted frankly that he had Sheriff Kellher at
the Charles streee, •
not treated 'those men fairly during his jail closed the day's
I administration. With a great display a moving picture andobservances wit1S4
vaudeville shod
k
of humility he said he could not hope equal to anything- to
be seen in asiy
to secure their endorsement in the corn- the Boston movie
of:
houses.,
ing mayereity fight, but gave th•nt his

Says Mayor s iarge,
Against Record
9

Faiiute

er
4TURKEY: FOR
OF CITY INSTITUTIONS

iiiARVIN CURLE
4.4

CLOSED COVE ST.
•

1̀ 4allivan Blames the Mayor for
the Removal of Bridge
Structure.
SPEAKS

1
"
W.1111
.
w It hheIdtr5irreMnreirrofir"....N
If en she anti-Curley ea nenprevent
to
a.,Zs are1.eally as tanitioue
the mayor's re-election as thee pectend
to tie, that they failed to see the atratarY in helping Mr. One0.1."
A plan is also being eonsIdeFed to
mint stickers for Louis M. Henderson
and John M. McDonald, Socialist candl.
ii
,
mites for the city counell, eald Mm. 14!
M. Hoffman and Dr. George W. Galvin,
Socialist candidatee for the school cointnittee, none of whom obtained the 200,,
names necessnry to get on the ballot.

e,
ASKS IF DiLLoN
tq 0

-

7

, CONG.GALLIVAN
QUERIES CURLEY'
Nov „.
.'i-1--/ Demailds to KnoVv"Wherz; Is the
Saving— Promised Early'
in Administration.

J SOUTH BOSTON,

IS TO LOSE JOB

South Boston young men gave Congressman Gallivan an enthusiastic
reception yesterday afternoon in
of the South Bay A.sSoei- thdlePaYeille
ates at, 152 Broadway.
;
Representative , William J. Manning
presided and, in addition to Mr. Gallivan, candidate for mayor, the speakers
were Representatives John N. Levins 1
and James J. Moynihan, Senator James
F. Powers, ex-RepresentatIve James .1
Twohig, James F. Creed, Dennis J. Collins, John P. Feeney and Timothy P.
Callahan.
Says Young Men for Gallivan.
Congresinnau Tague, candidate for
Mr. Foley declared that the young
delivered hie only political
!mayor,
voters of, the peninsular district are
almost a unit in supoorting Mr. Galli- : speech of the holiday at a largely atvan's candidacy for mayor.
the home of
Conereesman Gallivan said he was tended reception at
positive he will sweep his "own home Michael C. O'Neil in Brighton last
Lowe" on election day. 'lie paid his reMayor Curley
spects to Mayor Curley because of the evening, and cal:ed on
promises to the citizens of the peninsular to affirm or deny that he is about to i
diet net.
• dismiks Park Commissioner John I
"We had a much needed artery of
from office.
travel ever Cove street when this man Dillon
came Into public office," said Mr. Gallivan, "and It was a substantial. necessary and popularly used bridge over the
New Haven tracks. As a state 'senator
,20 years ago, against a. huge railroad
V N
2/
lobby in the State House, I was able to
get legislation compelling an erection et
this bridge. From the day it was built
the eallroad lobby has tried to tear it
(loan. The tete Mayor Hibbard was
and Navy. Set New Records
'appealed to by the railroad Interests.
in EnlistmfitflAkog
bot refused to desert Smith Boston's intercets. Mayor Fitzgerald was repeatThe army and navy broke records
edly allow-timed ha "Ct!ION'e the bridge,
yesterday hi the daily ,.,,o'a'r of rehet stood by South Boston.
erults enlisted. At the army station on
Tearing Down Bridge.
Tremont row 172 passed the tests and
"Mayor Curley, forgetting ilia strong
reeeived transportation to army traini support he. received in South Boston, ing etations. At the navy station more
movea
started
election
shortly after his
than 40 were sent to the naval stations.
ment which resulted in his street comAt the marine corps office 37 npplled
missioners, at his reqoest, discontinuing during the day. Only three passed the
Cove Street bridge, and 11()w. we find It
physical and mental tests.
being torn down and removed as old
A huge military rally on the Common
atek by him former business partner, In. the afternoon yesterday brought
Mares Angell. Pis repeated boasts forth quite a number of youths who exabout making the Strandway a glorious
pressed a desire to join the colors. .The
garden spot have been nothing but
rally was in the nature of a send-off to
muda
almost
Is
It
promises.
flimsy
score or more who enlisted in the
brae, with no genuine development tak- regular army.
ing place, despite use feet that hundreds
by Price-Gen.
Addi•eaees
of thousands of dollars have been at his John A. Johnston and .Mayor Curley.
work."
disposal to cemplete the
Tha mayor gave Ida heavy overcoat to
. .
one of the recruits,'Edward Gleason, lo
Everett square, Allston, who did not
ae any coat to keep hirn warm.
tr
/t)
1\10V
Gen. Johnston, in his address to the
eae edeleal taati to write often to
I heir folks. Ile complimented them for
elmosing the regular army to enlist In.
-sticker- campaigu for James •
Mayor Curley,aleo eriniptimented the
rm-mirAfng with th.
meal. Socialist caniadate for mayor,
'Yall 111C11'. are tile salvation of
a
tai be undertaken, acCording to
America. .You furnish the evample for
statementanitale by a lee...jinn. Soeitatet
se-art,
to peraal tee t :
roday Is
lest night. Mr. Onears name will aot worthy of the vplor of the men by whose
opIs
it.
for
ballot,
the
on
printed
be
haiveay Boeton Common has bee'n»e an
parent according to inside Information 'Institution In this country. You go to
from file eiection department, that his light for Belgium, for Serbia, for Fratee,
cannot reach -and 1
total of certified names
bid you godapeed."
•
the needed PAX).
has
who
received
socialist,
one
Sail
thousands of votes as a candidate for
trate offiee. bat wile. wished his name

Clublio
,tlso

Wishes Mayor
to Say if Park Man
Is Doomed.

HINTS AT MOVIE PROPTS

1MAYOR SHEDS OVERCOAT.
t PRESENTS IT TO RECRUIT
'Army

7 pijA.7

•

f\foy 2-1

PLAN STICIZER" CAMPAIGN
FOR CANDIDATE ONEAL

SPEAKS

IN

DORCHESTER

Gallivan,
Congt•cfiiiinan .1e.tues
speaking last night at a well altended
rally at Bloomfield Hall, DorcheFter,
resumed his attack on Mayor Curley
and reviewed some of the episodes of
last fouryears of the city adrnintitttiti
is
"When Mayor Curley appointed John
A. Sullivan corporation counsel." said
Mr. Gallivan. "he announced that it was
his eitimatum to grafters to keep out,
ot' City Hall. But now that be has tired'
Mr. Sullivan will he issue another 'uttimaturo' and open the doors to the
grafters for another four years?

Asks Some Questions.
"Do you remember that Mayor Curley
resigned from the Tammany Club, and
then had its name eaanged to the 'Pro
Sono Publico , Club,' which has been
translated into the slogan of the admInistration--•Do the public good'? Who
runs the Tammany Club today?
"Do you rememberehow be lashed the
unemployed who went .to City Hall in a
parade looking for ids assistance':
"When I am elected you 'will r:..rver
have the spectacle of a mayor. who has
compelled hundreds of families to face
the horrors of unemployment and join in
- the bread line, as happened in the latter
• pa rt or 1914, while said mayor gave his
etteetioe to the ereetioti of a
/pension furnished with the adornments
of a millionaire's palace."
Speaking of the early days of the Curly administration, Candidate Gallivan
reminded his hearers of some of the
premises mod performances of the present mayor.
"In a speech before the Hyde Park
Business Men's ASSOci31.10):. June a2 3314,
C irley said be hope: to give the city of
Boston the best adrninistretion it 1.ad
ever had, and then to retire to private
life is ithOLIt attemnting a second campaign for the mayoralty. !Jae he izept
his word? lie promised e'.aborate sayings in salary reductions. He cut firemen's salaries withal a month after bus
took office, and yet In the first 10 months
adminlatration the ea:pennies
of
jumped $600,000.

Where Is the Saving.
"He removed scuoot nurses Hod aaaeal i
,pitysicisi:s. 11e took out of the recrea; tion centres the girle who were playing
piano' at merely a nominal salary, 1.50
, a night. Ile tried to dbaaarge the ens—
I ployes of the lath department. by sanding ciean-cut. willing young fennel.,
ready to do the work for which they
were chosen from the civil service lists,
out to Frarkiln Park to dig with's:pick
ant ,hovel.
"I ask tim, where in the saving?
What beeetit bee come to the taxpaya
'71'Y:instead of all-eine:Jog to pieeaote
efficiency sod eamomy in the city eery-.
i cutting
lolya
1:.e by blind, rieipj,tielliirtgisepsireotfw
end
men,propose to est RI'il111
lS
salaries0 1 Iatpon interest . Of the city's - Av;e4-.
fart.
' •

.,Efq

4 0 -N 0

-

,
firlrita-ltied two ticket:
.e
of men in the city
each to thousandsinstruetiov
ie that they
departmente with
opening rally
attend what he ,calle the
tonight.
of his earneilign
instanee of the
"This is•aply
s .t.
to resurrect
prepared to gb In an effort
returned to City
hie Net hope of acing
Champ Clark will not speak for Mayor
Hall for four.years more.
in the paThe big drive now going on in the Curley. The Curley publleity bureau
"The mayor has been quvted orders to
issued
.mayoralty campaign is an effort to having made the sta emelt that Champ pers recently as having orrice not to pae'hit; OW II
lit
'"smoke out" John F. Fitsgerald, who, Clark, speaker of the national House of the employes the may oralty eempaigne
tieipate in
the
stump
the
on
be
would
'while he has announced his unqualified Representatives,
farce! Witt farce lid view of
the hack,
James A. What a
in which he nee lashed
opposition to Mayor Curley, has not ins for the mayor, Congressman
manner
departments in true
Gallivan telegraphed Speaker Clark
alicated any choice between the opposi- asking if the announcement was based of the men in other
compelled
Simon 1.egree famition and
tion candidates, Andrew J. Peters and on truth.
of the mouths
them to take the foods out
of their
received:
backe
was
reply
following
The
/congressmen 'ague and Gallivan.
and the clothes off- the
politichildren in order that his waning
The doctor can stand a lot of "smoke," Hon. James A. Gallivan,
Boston, Mass.:
ambitions might be revived."
cal
as he has shown in t ebpast, but the
I didn't even know that , there is a
pressure upon him to declare himself Is mayoralty campaign on in Boston.
CHAMP CLARK.
No k(- 3° -/ CI 7
!strong., Representatives of the three op-Yhen Mayor Curley'a attention was WHAT CITY HALL MAY
;position candidates see him nearly every
called to the apparent discrepancy beDO WITH HOWLAND
day. So far they have had to ho content tween the etaetment of the Curley press
v‘ith his promise to make his stand clear
bureau and the Champ Clark telegram,
Q 4I
owland, whos) last
before long. Representatives of the three he replied: "Mr. Peteeae
A man't,
infe,--only
. candidates are busy in the meanwhile
was that of ticket- !
on
occupati
"
'
opponent.
known
explaining why he will be or should he
Mayor Curley was also asked as to, taker at one of the theatres, has apwith their man. '
muwhat he had to say concerning Confound a place on the
Curley's supporters also are
Tague's declaration that the parently•
so-called Republianxious to have hint declare himself one gresegpan
a
as
ballot
nicipal
John
Chairman
is about to retire
way or the other, in order that they may mayo.^
is
H. 'Tanen of, the park and recreation' can. The purpose of his presence
fashion their campalen accordingly.
board from office. The mayor replied: to draw the votes of stupid RepubliOpen to laersectiOn.
"Why, does anybody teke Mr. Team:
J. Peters,
cans &way from Andrew
iTomination papers tiled for Frank B. seriously? 5 don't. I have but one oppo.
the party
of
body
t
.grea
the
whom
Peters."
J.
drew
Hbwiand, the alleged "Republican" can-I fleet in this fight—An
Just how
he
if
support.
further,
to
asked,
Was
pleased
mayor
The
will be
didate for mayor, will be open for inspection at the office of tile election denied the congressman's statement that do the manipulators plan, to utilizo'
commission Dee. 3, when work of certifi- aea recent meeting of the park employes Howland?
cation ei finished, end will be examined he (Mayor Curley) admitted that the
run
It, Is a fair guess that he will
by representatives. of Senator Hormee , men had not been treated fairly, but he
ex!Teme
as an ultra A. P. A. Most
president of the Republican city coin- l hoped to make amends.
The enayor replied: "I have said all
mittee, and of Andrew .1. Peters. Evipromises'in this line, illegal and imstill
dence to warrant a formal contest to 7 am going to. Mr. Peters is ney only
possible of, perftormanCe, might
prevent Howland's name from gaing oo opponeot."
This
catch 1500' voters in Boston.
the ballots Is sal* to be in the posseswould be only part of the story. The
sion of those who charge his eignatures
were procured by Curley lieutenants.
"literature" which the manipulators
Mr. Peters 'is sending to the voters
would distrinite in lowland's behalf
copies of a campaign bookiet containing
Mayor Curley has given to former
could be written with a view to
gn °utile,* of his career and excerpts
Senator James I. Green of Charlestown
awakening se,,tarian prejudice, and
from speeches and statements praising the $1500 position as assistant registrar
him. One paragraph reads:
by
o 11,1ping to solidify the mayor's
in the- election department resigned
Peters Undefeated.
Michael O'Day when be eraild no iongev
old,tirne supporters. It would, beation, and
-It will be noted thet Mr. Peters has stomach the Curley administr
sides, discredit Republicans everyJ. Peter:: headnever been defeated for any office to Went over to the Andrew
where, and through some necroquarters.
of
treat
a
fact
aspired,
has
Whieh he
disMayor Curley and Green's brother
mancy of indirection, be used to
eignificanco as showing that the people
a hostile encounter in the
1
credit Mr. Peters himself.
who know him trust him, having found Thomas had twee/ ding to the latter; an
office,
him always faithful and efficient in the mayor's
In the elder days a party name
I Sept. 3 last.
performance of his public duties."
and nomination meant something.
Repreerntative John L. Donovan, one
The organization stood behind it.
of Martin M. Lomasney's lieuterente,
Somebody was responsible. Contrast
! and Chairman O'Leary of the Democratic state committee, who while a realthat with the City Hall's manipulas
looks
sometime
ge,
dent of. „Cambrid
tion of this poor, unfortunate fellow
peeernally on Boston politic, were
in an attempt at hoodwinking an examong the visitors today to Congressman Tague's headquarters. Each inceedingly dull-minded fraction of the•
sisted, however, that he was on personal
electorate! And yet such changes
business.
are made in the nam0 of progress.
Congreseman Gallivan has received
And the pending I. and R. product of
Lhe following telegram from Champ
Clark, :meeker of th national House,
noc,ieosive uonstithe T_Tr!'_•:-.
speaker
,furore
a
as
tised
who was a4ve:
will saddle on us a new grist
tution
rallies:
mayor's
the
of
at some
mere Is a
eeer. loeeee
of misnts of the same sort.
mayoralty campaign in Boston."

Ml the'Rival Mayoralty Candidates Secrn to
Know About Fitzgerald Now Is That
f) 917 FIC Is Anti-Curley.
u

6

i

9,1!

alayor

Former Senatoi0V
Gets Position

30 19/7
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Tague Refers
to Mayor as a
'Simon Legree'

NOV —

•

3
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Clamp Clark
Will Not Speak
for Curley
Wires He Didn't Even Know
There Is a Campaign
Here.

says uurley Forced City Employes to Contribute to
His Campaip.

congressman Peter re Tngue, candidate for mayor, renewed hie attack,: on
the Curley administration today at a!
m;ne ^elle el. tho Waiworth Manufacturing Company plant in South Roston,
referring to Mayor Curley as "Simon
Legreee•
"Not aatisfled with having forced city
Campaign
employes to contribute to
rued," Mr. Tague said, "Mayor Curler
has determined that they must also get
inta active campaigntng on his behalf.

•. _ _

pot„A, ciatAim
,- lie -1C:Viiel?

---wiltrvetrwrth

4
1

eatree, tie reminded them, .13 itO ever' Pultfdl ett
No peolde VISV,*
not ltuasta's cauee sulely, but the cause ;to battle for, humanity.Belgium. I elate
ielfferwr no. not even
1 of freedom end democracy against aucetteints --,.
reelieli
etiverati,to Om
toereeY end Prueelardem.
for libertil
t‘Vo meet needs favor Russia,' he leave Arneriex to cants a way
',.
democracy
said, "for she Is on the side of the allies. and
in the hall
N6e alone !Weald, but Autitria and GerA eollection was t eken up Yolisit onmany have treated Poland brutally. lb., young women, ti m essed In
mayor fianded
They have
sought to crush our Jional eostumee, and the
to he added to '
epirit of freedom. Now Is our chance ;Puderewski a $100 bill
in
sufferingePotee
to retaliate_ Now Is on: chance to•give ,this fond, for , pea
'
,•
., .,
vent to that thirsty desire for a free ,Europe.
IL Webeier Ticre
and independent Poland, We have the j Assistant Serie on
W. R.
support and good will of this grei)..t lib- the navy yard, re.presenting Capt.the reerty-loving nation and oil its greatest Rush, also upoke•. He expressedihability
leader, our dearly ibeiftved President. gret of the commandant at his
due
him
W
.drow \l'deon. Let es pay homage ; to be present, which he said was
oo
to President Wilson—three cheers for to exigencies oif wtrr service. The lite
was
,of Thaddeua /Kosciusko, he said,
;
14.-yor that could be proStirs Great EnthuSlaliM.. • -4' • the greatest f,
moment
that
him. "From
nounced
Thereupon tint great intleician turned when he uPen
tired. faced Gen. Washington."
all parts of the house In succession he said, ated in reeponse to the. questIctri
and waved Ids long arms eommandingly, 'What de, you wish?' replied 'I want to
American tedeThe entire audience arose and Omelet; fight., reor liberty, for
justice" to the end
wildly, while the dignitaries in the ehoir Fenar.nee and for when he Beta:ilea the,
loft, which served as ere „liters' stand, of F.ne revolution,
in the United
rushed forward to grasp his hand, and ru.nk ot brigadier-gemeral
entitled to juet
a little glrl, Jermette Chmielieski, pre- '''otates Army, he was
American
the
of
tented him with a bouquet of roses. i as much of the love Weehington
himGeorge
Was
as
People
Mayor Curley had
I
entered
while
sincerely brAleVe that his henI
self.
was
and
speaking
was
Soveral thousand Poles, geLliered
in American
among the first to, congranitate him ored name will go down
Washington, Lain Tremont Temple yesterday to obi
upon Inn powerful and dramatic impel,. illetory with those of
all those
and
Paderewski's efreech, like. that of itie-t fayette, Oates. Schuyler the revolution.
serve the 100th anniVorsary Of the
; other grand righters of
or the others, was In
Tt
You people of Polish blood may well be
death of Gen. Thaddeus Koechniko.
in the course oft the speaking that
countryman,
, proud or this man, your
advance
guard
the
Of
the
new
Polish
may well swell with
Cheered wildly when 'place Paderarmy was now in Prance, !theta 36,009 1 and sour hearts
who gave
man
a
of
memory
cwskl announced that Secretary Of
of these troops now co-operating with I pride at the
I so generously to both countries."
Prenah
the
army.
War Baker had offered the new
..... s_ Picturesque Scene.
Tim Rev. Alexander feyeki of St. Adalbares Polish Church at Tdyde Park nrePolieli army a training school at
tic was Intro- societies
, :
Boston, 'Chelsea, leynn.
ot
pf US ()Induced to the gathering by ft. F Welzant Salem, Lawrence and Lowell, in uniform
id' the committee
both Polish and with their many colored banners, which.
cas.
cote
with the many stands of American
The great pianist, who was acPr. Syskl said that Poles should forget ors, were housed upon the atage during
claimed by another speaker as the ; their political differenres neid stand to- the ceremoniee. The boys anti girls Of
ea
guiding genius of the Polieli people in ' gether in rehling the tinged Staten in Se Stanislaus School society.,,
-hat tleo for freedom, sit the trnited I
America, held his compatriots spell'n
7
11
1
IVStates Watilti come to lie more and morel wit
"
11'''Ir "
.4.1 b"ssar ea"' - .4 '
is
bound for more than an hour as he imthe dominant power An the war, and ivas I varying repreaentations of Oise scythes
ivIii,h
the
ancient l'otish peeeepts
with
only
the
power
Which
on
pen-)
the
Polish
planted in their minds the hope of A
pis codld depend. lie urged all wh,..,, were armed. gave a chilli. A chorus of
free Poland, an independent state, with
could not go e,.rose the water te`fight young weinen ,• in Polish costume sang
all Its provinces that are now por- to give freely of their money to help to ilie Politer national anthem, "'With Fire
feed the starving Polish population 1 stni Swottl," the audit-nee' standing chne.
tioned out between Prussia, Russia and
tog the rendering of this air and "The
across the ocean. Ile wsrned his
A li tr!•-,., reunited under its ancient that letters and other teems of hearers etar-Spangled Banner."
appeals
,
. ,
The ernionittee of nreangements con-:
flag, the red and White flag with the ,
./(110 reach them from sources in tbe,
et' ihe Rev Al.-tender SYsIti. who
it
new kingdom of Poland which hart been"
falcon,
resided, R. le.'Wee:el:nit and IV. Alfred .
.-et up under German authority. urging
li'erier:e'leivle'z Thr Pt' ests of all ;vie ;
'
Differences Laid Aside.
i Men not to favor the plan for ar_ inde• - ehrirehes
"
Pellati
in Ureater Boston and
• Some of the Polish societies in this Pendent Poland. These appeals, he as-, , all the neighbcring elties aided in em- sured them, were pure German propa-.i ,ganizIng
i
thu movement for the aelehra,country are not In favor of this terve
g
genii- and declared that If they had the i i e„e •
;
ment to recruit a new Polish army in opportunity, fully F.5 per cent, of the peo-:
Mass was celebrated in the Morhin
America, to fight In France. All these Me in Polend would join in the war for
the Rev. J. Czubek of Salem being eerieliberty.
braille assisted by the Rev. Alegan4er
societies, however. Paderewski told ,a; Peer. Stanislaw Szczodrowski of Phflarossitiewica of Ilavorhill and Zhu Hee.
their
differences ilelphia spoke in both Polleh and Eng- ; Alexander
them, had forgotten
Ozonowski of 1.ov.ell., Tho
for the day to join in the ceremonies Hell. Ho alluded to the services of I church Wag filled with Pollen peofile,
battle
and
the
of
koschisko
at
Saratoga
I eluding the Polish eocietlert with rextekla
In honor of their immortal country- in thosgrant of land, the site of the city
and banners.
men, the Polish patriot and revolution- of Columbus, O.. made to him in recogni
Address,
ellean
ary leader, the friend of Washington, 0011 of hid services. He made
/ 14 rkersert/ 447nd
skin in Prbeident Wils.on'si views reeard- I Cardinal O'Count 14
of
arms
an
Lafayette
in
commie
• the
ing the independence of Poland that; spoke, lie said in part:
drew a retort from Padereweki just as
the hero of Saratoga.
"The world ie undergoing a tret7len4
dons test. There la something emir inThe new Polish army to be raised on I in latter Was leaving the hall. Tarnhis hand to silence the
lag
waving
and
tim whole wield that lies eiroUght
American gni], tho reealter said, should
rede use that followed him, the pianist
dread, a fever 1111i1 a chill upOn Are
be supported and should receive as :4epped to the balcony rail and die :aced
hearts of all hem anity. Men arse y.
was mistaken in
Inc by the miillons, and out
many recruits as possible. Poles who that the speakerPresident any views
it
the
to
:ascribing'
welter of blood of warfare, 'God al
have not been drafted for the national ii ml (lid not fever a reunion of the difbring
the
can
ireth
ci
the
right:
referent parts of Ppland.
army by the United States should
, "And that is the *ere and prima/
•preitiderr Wfleon has declared fori 'Idea of the Christean
spond to thie call to constitute themheart end smile:
a free, independeut and undivided, that tri tee
200,00
Poland,
of
army
'et of sorrow and trouble
new
selves the
Polend," he exclaimed.
even
end
and
misery
defeat
we can still
land
proporeed
to
Mayor Curley paid a high trItiote to
strong, which it is
see with the rye of faith the Qod 6
to join In the the oratic,n of "the guiding genius of
France
of
soil
the
who
will one day recompense
justice
upon
whieh :he Polish people in Africa t(?clay,
the right. And oh. beloved children of
struggle for world freedom. In
Ignace Paden wski."
pmene, wee,
:
a: mit taut mar
period Is to share.
ancient
wonderful uetion has suffered; whorj
U. n tioiler! to the
affisheti bate leeturn to All.
the
to
erit1and
a,
, we think that again arid again theptege
antipail''
. for Russ
"Poland still clings to the ideal pf
him because of
all the centuries she has felt the Agri
Ginnie direeted aeadist
for the movement to eberty," ha /mid. "which one day, in ;army of a foreign power (Oa Asa omi
entliesinsm,
his
the
tniest be anthe support Of
God', time ruid
send an artily to
, orded• The 'Polish people, without
with which Russia is identided, IP
come forward to rates an
conscription,
,11.444a,
and in which nievernent• he has bern ma i army of 200,000 ta fight foe liberty. A r
ine mutter from Its very inception. iimaYse .1111,AO849.1!. 1 Wilib la sal, rAtern
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Raly in Honor of Kosciusko
Cheers Plan to Raise Army
of 200,000 Here.
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WILL iRAIN AT PLATTSBURG

Pianist Announces Offer of
Baker—Cardinal Speaks
at Mass.
).1
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F-QA
tY V
Ita
ire
iiimrarlworwkiv
:That her

orbotur

ehildren have died
etartred, not for
and lefe*,
oftentimes mere their own righte, but
ly for the gree
the eelPahne
d eteil
iare wrung ss of others, pUr
with
admi
rati
on and PIM
rot, nothing
leas eve
eented your mite
tiee oe your
rate
"Today you are.
here in this Cath
church of God,
firm in your dete olic
tion to keep
rmine,
the highest td€a
race alive
l of youV
fore
ple, remember ver, and oh, beloved Fe:0ther
that can do this. e is only one Hang
Not greed, nor mnmentaey power, nor
material triu
The present war
Announcement was mad
will prove that mele
e today at the
office of the election
such
things are all in
commissioners that
the end in veer)
Frank B. Howland,
Is the noble aspi
. It
the
rati
so-c
ons
allied "Reof the soul of
publican" candidate
a nation, a thou
for mayi:m, it an
sand time defe
enrolled Democrat,
ated,
Yet never conquere
thus adding emd. .it is the soui
phasis to the contenti
.a nation which
of
on by the may:-,'s
can
opponents that Howl
as it isees above the never die eo long
and'
s preserve() in
worl
d, above the
the field was Curley
mere triumph of
material things
rote to win Republic strategy, in an efmight and greed,
of
an votes from Anthe right which
drew J. Peters.
eternal.
is
The books of the
"That is why in the
election commissioners show, it was
woes and sufferings, midst of all Your
the state primaries. announced, that at
et' your great nation and the sufferings
Sept. 25, Mr. Howyou are still viril
land went to his voti
with the holy faith of
e
ng booth and asked
centuries, of the 'for a Demo
knowledge of your
cratic ballot, and
right; and (jod gran
then voted
on . it, thus automati
(we feel that the day
t
call
y becoming enis
fast coming)
rolled as a Democrat
when right will triumph
.
over might, for
Howland is listed in
America has entered this
the directory as
tremendente
a Sheet metal worker,
world struggle for no othe
living at Fountain
r reason. She,
square. Roxbury. The
manager of the
ruled net longer stan
Donovan Motor Car
d
Company, where
and again hietcry has aside, for again
How
lan
d
work
prov
ed,
en that after
said
all the great powe
to queries about How today, in answer
rful nation of the
land:
world Often battle for
"He has worked here
no
othe
r
for us about
nuenose
than for greed, for gold
months. About thre
nine
, for rrowcr; but
e weeks ago he
America hue entered
'ask
ed
for
this enormous
leave of absence to
run
struggle for the triumph
for
mayor of Boston. He
of the right.
was granted leav
We stand for the week and inull
of abeence."
e
nations, for the triumen
The manager was
of tenth against
asked if Howlan
that which Is mere!), the brut
d
Still
lived at the director
e pewer of
y address in
material etrength."
Roxbury. He answered
that he hardly
After the Inase
thought so, becaus.
procession whit
,
'
•ut:u to cue runi
it Len a letter to him
at the Fountain
dee, where with a few simp te
le word', square Ftddress, lit that
it had been
of dedication the Rey. Alexande
vtFurned.
r
laid a wreath on the pedestal Syski
of the
Washington equeetrianetatue.
The line
then formed again and marched to Tremoet. Temple. The eecort cons
isted of
a Company or Marines from the navy.
yard. a company of Ballots from Commonwealth Vier: and two state guar
d
companies from Dereheeter and Boa_
u ry.
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Find Howland
Is a Democrat; I
Suspect Trick'
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SCHOOL BOARD CHAIRMAN
' CURLEY TO START FINAL
OUTLINES HIS PLATFORM
DRIVE •IVITH BIG RALLY

3 1)

Nov zi
GALLIVAN LETS
UP ON RIVALS
l&gress'Sm-an: Departs from
Criticisms and Tens Why
He Is Thankful.
CONFIDENT OF G. 0. P. VOTES
Congressman James A. Gall
ivan
delivered a Thanksgiving addr
ess at
a number of meetings last nigh
t. Because of the holiday spirit
he said
that he woydd depart from
criticisra
of the rival candidates
for the
mayoralty, and would ment
ion a few
of his own reasons for bein
g thank. flit Here are some:
"That there is to be an
election for
mayor this year, as T hey
° every reason
to believe that a majority
of the citizens wilt make up thei
r minds to vote
cT
f .TLet
.
I am living in so loyAlea congressional district, and that
1S,460 voters
1:;;;:
:r 4:ieees1 zeeee aieeiseeety (ann
otation

"That hundreds of brill
eent speakers
have signified their wIllinen
eem
the stump for me; that my to go on
health Is
such that I can make the
fight; that
thousands of Republicans
have assured
me of support; that by 14
years' service
as street commissioner
I hect
miliar with the great nrob une falems and
duties of (Vic responsibili
ty: and, finally. that on'the 300th anni
versary or the
first Thanksgiving ever
observed in
Massachusetts t will be in
the ineyornt
()Mee serving the city
to the best of my

CURLEY CALLS PETERS
HOSTILE TO VETERANS

Chaieman Joseph Lee of the
school
committee, who, with
leintam
S.
Kenny, has been indorsed
as a Public
School Association candidat
e
for the
committee against the
Spanish War Measure
so-called
He Cites Not
ley slate"of Messrs. Cureoran and "CurLane
5 Per Cent. Bill.
,
'Set forth his platform, before the
edam. Curl'':. last
Jeckson Club at 144e. Columbus
Mayor Cuiley, spea
night reiterated his
avenue, Rexking before thel
allegation that Andrew J.
bury, last night. Mr. Lee said
Mendiers of the Oh, Boy
Peters, when
: e
Clue
, Blue 11111,
"1 served nearly nine years
avenue, Roxbury, Met
in
the Legislature, uisplayad
on tile
hostility to
eehool commttfe. if
he was "thankful todaevening, sato that.
have made good
the Spanish war veteranf
y that the city of
e rind added .
I should be re-elected. If net I
Boston is free from
should
labor disputes; I
! that one bill In their
am thankful that
interest (11. 1.510)
be retired. The policies for whic
the
,
defeated by. a tic vote
city are paid a high employes of the,
h
, 78 to 7S, Mr.
stand and have stood. are:
er rate of wag
than
es
Pete
rs
in
migh
any city in the country;
t have carried.
"Keeping the schools out of
I am
thankful that the
"Concentration upon esse
Mayor Curley, however,
men have perma-.
ntials.
admit; by hia
tient employment and,
"'equal edueationae opportunity
quotation of the bill that
during the next
feir
emir
It was not the
years of my admi
"Keeping the Pelmets out of pelit
eletration,s they
per
S
iee
will
pref
cont
eren
inue to enjoy
ce bill, and thus
meanie bringing them nearer
Mr.'
to the
ditions under which the favorable conPeters's aenial is
people. it means the elimination
substantiated. House
they aro working
of poat the tweeted time
!
bill
tele
litical influence in the appeintmente
exte
."
nded lb Spanish
and
war vetA monster rally will
erans all the preferen
promotion of teachers and the
he held at the
ces
substituNati
enJo
onal Theetre, 633
Yed by
Civil war veterans in
tion of teaching capacity as a qualifiTremont Street,
near Dover etteet,
mevals, seepenslons orappointmente, recation in the place of political
tornorrow evening.
Is will be a Demo
eeive servi,,.a, providin transfers in the
'Coneentration upon essen
cratic .ratification
tialt4
'civil wtte men should g only tbet the
meeting and reception
I
cutting the dead wood out of the means
be preferred
to Mayor Curley.
course
Bather than cora
,
the Spanish wer men.
over
of etudy. Instead of trying to tease
luet
The 5 per cent,.
a long drawnl
out campaign, Moell
bill of later 3 ears
the spelline of 15,000 words (more than
er
Cerl
wee
ey
a Inech milder
announced
!
, last nigh! that he
measure.
Shakepeare ever used) we conc
, decided some
entrate
weeks
ago to save all his
upon a list of some 2500 which
ammonalon until
about two
soup(' by actual itivestiimtion the it is
week
,'
befo
and then conduct an re the election
children of Bretton actually writ school
e,
aggeessive drive
until the pone 'are
you know It has been said that and
there
noon of Dec, It, eineed on the after- .
are hardly 10 men in Boston who could
night will be the The rally tomorrow
written
have
Shekeepee is
pla yA.
first of that serl
ee.
ICouallv limited is f en
ever be able to eeceed
vocaethry.
spelling neBoeton children hate-fieee
eliewn by actual Met to be ee per
eent,
#1014110*Ittn the iOnerican standarde"

tyhtrItvind Campaign to Continue
Right up to Closing of the
Polls, He Declares.
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RAISES
$2000 FOR HALIFA

EE

TI

Me

tude, those who Oro so near to us aS
wir neightee a on the north have a
'1 special reason to appeal to our hearts.
•
And the ealamity that has visited Hall; tax tinilsliere it kery speedy respon
se.
Bryan Praises Generosity.
"r WM+ 110t surprised when I read that
. you her, had taken advant
proximite to be the first toage Of your
render asX
, eietanet•. When the Red
Cross asked
Jor $lon.t•00,000 we gave
$11l0.Q00.000:
the Y. M. C. A. asked for
$35,000.•010 you gave $51,000,000. 1 think
I can
i, oeak ler the American
people when I
•say that no matter how
often the calls
oome, and no ?letter how
6
is needed, I am sure you lunch money
will give all
that can be expteeed of you
here, and
I am sure that any own
state will give ,
e
its share when the call comes to Nee t,
braska."
Thc 6um of $2000
Charles H. McIntyre, treasurer of the
waa contributed last night
ralief
for
the
of
suffer
Britfeh
ing,
relief fund, returned thanks for
grief-StriCken Halifax at
a mass meeting held in Mechanics
building under the magnificent efforts put forth by
!the auspices
Red Cross and the commonwealth.,
of the American British
Federation, representing all Canadian
and British
"fhe great heart of tide communitY,"
,Organizations and the Amerieau
he
said. "will always go out to sufferRed
Cross.
•
ing over the border. What we wam•
you Canadians and British to do is to
The sante meetin
g, eumbering 500 peo- first she has stood
ple, adopted
ready to glee her back up the state and iled Crass in I
tmanim
this
ously
work." The smelter asked the
the
follow
ine
liVeS
and her treasures.
I resolution offered
has borne her burden unflinchingly, She public not to start a lot of organizeleed of the publicby Frederick J. Macun- tione
service comutission: selfishly, gloriously, end now, as if
which would inevitably overlap
i '"rite Dritish
by a
-Canadlan people of Massa- flash of lightning, the heavy
anti compete with each other, but to
band et suppor
chueetts desire to convey
t the Red Cross or the commondestruction is laid oti one of her
to
the
people
••'' Halifax their profou
fair
nd sympathy in (!itics.
Tiundrecht have been killed,' wealth,
thie sudden and
appalling disaster which t housande are homeless. Halifa
Friendship for Canada
x
Is
has befallen your city.
We gladly offer desnlate and our hearts are stirred to
Former Coy. John te Bates took ocI to you such aseista
nce in money and melon. If sUell a misfortune had
fallen .casion AO point out that Canada
supplies as you may deem most
is
appro.; upon the enemies of our country, still
priate: We honor the people
America's, neighbor and friend, end that
our pity would go out to therm
of
Canada
, for their heroic sacrifi
no
other
two
ces In this war,
nations had ever
Bound to Massachusetts.
I and we pray that a new Itslifee eeee
along in better' ha'remee eria eoae, got
t ....,oit riee from the devasta
itteitax are our of mutual respect. "We have
tion and eon: neighbors. .
talked
They are our kinsmen in ithont international
row to a future of still greate influbonndaries," he
r
peace, and thank God, tiny are
ence."
•
our com- said, "but there are no ;uteri:ado:lel
rades in war. Nova Scotia is
i Thomas R. P.,(lib
bound to letundaries between the hearts of
b, president of the
ilederation, presidetl, and there were us by traditional ties, and especially, America and the great i,eart of
Cannear and dear la she to the
!oleo on the platform William Jennin
old corm feta. Canada is our ally, with whom
gs
;Bryan, Speaker Cheneing Cox, Mayor monwealth of Massachusetts, for she we are now standing should
er
Cuiley, ex-Gov. :Wm I. Pates, Peter P. has sent here thousands of men and shoulder across the sea to maintto
n
Trietue, James Jack.eee ,. II. MeIntpe. women who have greatly enriched our the greatest, principles that ever
armies
itizenship. What shall be the
:urs, to, 11, r,,,etorot,
ensWer went tirth to fight for."
Massachusetts to the eta-token cools
The speaker urged hie
N. De 131013. musk ,,,,-,
audience to
„I- Halifax who arc: holding
back lip the magnificent
military hand of 50. inionteered I•y lI
out
work of lildr.!
irouls in their hour of affIletion? their Ratshesky,
Boston :10161',
saying there must be coil
The
le•lit•f Society. with commonwealth
has alreade acted. It thymus help until
B. F. Teel es bantimeeter. by the It -alt now conies
AA
to the ( uestlon of 111diVid• with her ordinary Halifax could
hind 1)reSS l'Ipe Band :Aid by the itcl- teals.
neat/ties.
Leteus measure
our aid up to
Mayer Curley,
ish Naval and Military Banil. The meel- the need
of Halifax. Let us be true to to the platform who was also escorted
big began xvith the singing of "The Star the noble
by the rilties, assoired
traditiOns of Massachesetts the audience
Spangled 'Banner" and "America."
that the city-, of Boston,
arid let us meet this emergency as
true
to
her
Masi n,nA
sachusetts men and women have always her heart, best traditions, now opene4
as he Greeted purse for
.
met oth
,eer emergeneies. T.ct our kind- stricken
Chairman Gibb called the gathering 0,ese ,
people of Halifax, adding the
er a sort thet evill make I fell; 'they have
that
only to commentt, and we'
to order. "Your presence here," he 'filV•reelrie
Ale-ls-oltr
will do our full part.'
said, "Is evidence of a great outpouring Mtn 011r own belief neighbor and eonmayor proThe
ceeded to tell of the
In God."
.
action
of sympathy for the stricken city of
city for the relict of the taken by the
Red Cross Work for Victims.
sufferers, and
mentio
ned
Halifax. Hundreds of your relatives
eapecla
ily
Manager James :Jackson of the NP \V
his efforts to get
and friends have met a horrible fate, England division of the Red Cross gave blankets, culminating in the eending of
a carload of blankets,
Thousands are suffering from -wounds, a detailed account of its work for
werlit $3?..f.00, the
the
famine and exposure in the icy biasts sufferers at Halifax. "I think." he property of the federal authovities.
of it Canadian Itliztard. Their arms are said, that We have now everything on
Must Match Canad
a's Gifts.
held out io us in appeal. -. You hear their the way or at Halifax that is required
"No section of
America," said the
cey, 'Come over and help us. Help our by the commission Bare. It would be IIlayor, has
been
Detre
generous in ite
little children. Help our fathers and well now not to send anything further' .•ontribution of
manhood' to the
mothers. Help or we perish.' We meet until we get orders. Everything that, than Canad
a and the provIneee. War
,
assura
Our
wc
that
that cry cat, it, dem; wisely has been done up. tatty is to go to
here with the
the extreme In
‘-e!! •
shall not be made in vain. The noble to the present."
crosity, and lit the nevit
of sacrifice and
manner in wieeht the NOILS and daughters
Mrs. W. It Lothrop, director of the service. Let us give
anti
of Canada have for the past three years (denial, relief of the Red Cross, told
Let us bring some gleamgive and give.
of hope and
struggl
sacrifici•d In that great
e for the story of Red Cross work from its comfort into
the loves of the
people of
human liberty should be an inspiration beginnings.
"In this disaster," she Halite x."
0 n' 'a' one of US. They have 11111de said, "we must look to the future. There
Mine. Chace Hamlin sang
several seiRcritiers we 'shall never be able to are children and orphans who must be lections during the
equal. They et •tt giving their all. e,;ow educated, widows who must be taken Dr. Be Biota paid evening. The Rev,
glowin
g
erely
to
do
..rt
our
testimony
aseed
day,. care of. Tools are needed for the people to
amnia
j we are
part in the war.
and the
: yam
ahlon
k
meeting wee brought
who have lost them. Though the need
' It shall not be ..11c1 that we or l
to
a
close
with tho
rhed extends to the future the money must singing of "The Star Spangl
and British birth and desemit !
ed
Banner."
come this week., Let us give genetoar duty. The commonwealth of.it
sachuiietts, the idly of Beaton and the ously."
Ameriehn .I.Z(•,1 Cross hay() responded
William Jennings Bryan, who entered
wady. •We Ali,: grateful to them, and the !tali with an escort of Kitties, told
ee 51111rift'' here what they have the audience that he considered himself
fortunate in being able to bare nreeent nt
. iione for those -wc call our own."
'
o0a. i;ox ii''Ii spoke r,,r the COM- that meeting. "f.em glad." he
said. "to
menwcallh. "When the history of this Ilve in a country whose
car is open Co
said, "the
„alto war is Written." he tell
ow
world
all the
and which 'aii hear the
of
!brightest chapter of a ll will
ere of suffcrIna eo matter from
what
'ft-tante' - and devotion of the quarter of the 'Ilehe
' splendid
it COnleA. Put •
women of •Canada to while our nation has.
never failed to re-.,
: bon& men anddemocracy. ci,,,,, the
...tend to need, no matter in what ititi! 00 rause of
in

v.

ryan and Other Speakers Urge Boston
• •
to Give Freely to Those Who
:re in Want

•

Resolution of Simpathy.
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CALOVIASKS MORE
•

ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS,
MR. CURLEY!

QUESTIONS

Z!)

Do you intend to sell historio Boston Common as per your annianteement—four • 'years ago—that shocked the entire country? Patriotic
citizens are asking.

BOSTON'S
ALL-AMERICA
CANDIDATE
FOR MAYOR

If you have abandoned your project to let Marks Angell and a crowd
of New York real estate promoters cut up this sacred ground,
please
say so! True Bostonians are asking.
Do you dare to make public the elaborate plans y;,u had
in conneetion with this $100,000,000 land grab? Influential prepared
eltIzens
are asking.

1

Are you going to sand-hag a quarterly super-tax from all t•it employes for the next four years after the manner of your present yvainpitigu hold-up? City employes are askirig.
Will you—from your palatial mansion in jamaieaway—continoe
to sneer io brutal and heartless arrogance at those less fortunate 10111
have to give real labor in return for their daily wage? hard-working
voters are asking.
Will you allow indecent, immoral, unclean, sexual picture-plays
to be shown to the 200,000 innocent young boys and girls who might •
he lured into mime of our less-particular theatres? Loving fathers
and mothers are asking.
Will you—in blatant disregard of public opinion--continue to make
'Boston the laughing stock of the country? Conservative citizens '
are asking.
Will you continue to exploit the public lnisiness of Boston as a priate monopoly through Marks Angell. the Junk King; Frankle Daly,
the Plum Baron, and Fitzgerald, the Somerville Insurance Kaiser?
Fairxninded citizens are asking.
. Do you still intend to push through y•olir wild idea of "doing away
with thp South Station," and, if so, will Marks put it in his junk-bag along
with the Cove Street bridge? Honest citizens are asking.

...,
0
— •
E

You said you wcry -going I ;) pull some strong stuff on Gallivan."
Why don't you start, AIL t;tiry? I run on second btvt.. ‘vaiting
for your throw. Everyday citizens are asking.

ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS,

MR. PETERS!
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In all sincerity, Andrew, do you know one hundred real Bostonian,
in the entire city, not counting your ataisLant campaign managers and c, :1,
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Does anything in yotir entire public career compare with' my work o
which resulted in the building of the State Sanitarium for ernsuinptives in Rutland? Bostonians want to know.
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Wife of Mayor Curley Shuns
V
Politicsand the Newspapers
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1111.yor'5 wife is a home body, devoted to her husband and her five chihiron.
i the younger of two boys.
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Mistress of Exquisitely Furnished I
lioine on Jamaica-way Prefers Just to Be
Husband's Chum.
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RIVAL CANDI DATES CHUCKLE

11th Hour Aspirant Throws up
Job as Sheet Metal Worker to Run for Mayor.

MANSFIELD
WILL NOT AID
1MAYOR CURLEY

Refuses to Preside at Formal
Opening of Campaign
Tonight.
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DELUGE OF PROTESTS
OVER GAS PRICE JUMP
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Increase Effective Jan. 1—People's Case May Be
Championed by United Improvement Association—City Government to Help.
75 cents per thousand cubic feet, and if
it is. possible for the companies operatProtests from every part of the city ing in Lfnn to conduct their business
igreeted today's announcement by the without an advance in price where their
s is confined solely to the sale
'Boston Consolidated Gas Company that busines
of gas, it should be possible for the
beginning Jan. 1 the price of gas to the Boston Consolidated Gas Company,
company's customers would be Increased which Is deriving a large revenue from
.12% per cent, or from 80 to 90 cents a by-products used in connection with the
war, to either maintain the present
thousand feet.
price level or reduce the same."
There were indications that the peoIn the announcement of the increase
ple's case would be championed tty the of price, the gas company admits the
United Improvement Association. Ben- demand for the by-products of the
company, for use in the manufacture of
ce
%min C. . Lane, former president, and high explosives for army and navy use,
chairman on the committee on legisla- has increased beyond the capacity Of
tive affairs of the organization, discuss- the company judged from normal conditions.
ing The increase, said today:
Due to Cost of Labor.
Take Up Investigation.
The excuse given by the company is
"Without any question, if investigation warrants _.„
the advance in the cost of labor
. it, the whole matter will that
of good faith on the part of the cona- and materials required in Oleo Manufacture and distlibution of gas have forced
Pany.
"As I understand this atigreement, the the increase in price to the consumer.
The annnouncement was met with a
company may increase dividends one
per cent. for every five-cent decrease in surge of complaints that the gas and
price. lsuppose the company must de- electric commission should prevent the
crease dividends one per centil for every increisee in a pioduct like gas, when Gee,
euallty of the gas has been such as to
increase of five cents in price. ,
"My own experience has been that the cause complaint. Householders mainlight is poor, much poorer than it used tain that unless expenttive mantle burn-,
to be. It has also been an expensive ekes are used, it is impossible to fight a
affair to adjust a• gas Mantle without room with an ordinary bunter, so poor
is the lighting quality of the gas now
be taken up by the United iii roeinent being served to the people.
Complaints to the commission met the
Association. Of couree the inereattemaY
cement that the company had.a
ie. justified. The clause in the eliding ' announ
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pretensions that Gallivan is not
We think when the votes are counted that the mayor's "Republican"—
who turns out to be an enrolled Democrat—will look like a pilny figure
beside any one of the mayor's three
real opponents. They are at least
united in a desire to deliver this city
from its present load of misrule, and
the chances are that they will get
together to do so before the ballots
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IF CURLEY IS RUNNING,
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TAkaIlE SAYS `CURLEY- HAS
REWARDED HIS ENEMIES
At the Same Time Neglecting Men
Most Interested in Success of
Administration. •
•
• congress., Tato., charged
before the
.4 4

•

-

Workingmen's Club pt1,1
rrl IIIOQ 11)
Dorchester last night, that throughout
Mayor Curley's entire administration he
has rewarded with appointments men
who have been bitterly opposed to him
in the past, and has neglected to recognize those who were most interested in
the success of his 'work at City Hall.
Candidate Tague said, In part:
"One of his first appointments was
John A. Sullivan, who, as chairman of
the Boston finance commission and in
other capacities; had been one of Mr.
Curley's most violent critics. Sullivan
was named to succeed one of the ablest
men Who ever has served as corporation
counsel for the cit.
'Now in the closing days of his career
as mayor of this great city, Mr. Curley
has dismissed Mr. Sullivan and has
named as Sullivan's success& Daniel V.
Metsaac, who was at the time of his
appointment a law partner of the district
attorney of Suffolk county and himself
an assistant district attorney.
Why
was Mr. Mcfsaac named?
"Mayor Curley has been quoted as saying. in an attempt to make favorable
.i.ompavison between his own and previous administrations. that 'no Mailers or
Mitchel'3. have inien sent to jail' while
he was mayor,
"But prosecutions often depend upon
the prosecuting officers and the people
of Boston know that John B. Moran is
dead and that Arthur D. 11111 is now
engaged in tilf. private pra,•ttee of law."

—
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. BUT THESE ARE AMATEURS

OVER AND UNDER THE TOP
Thera is tumult in the city;
There is noise on Wry stump.
Candidates, explosive, gritty,
Keep their rivals on the jump.
lague from Bunker Hill is fighting
Peters for the School street path:
Gallivan in flame is writing;
Curley roars and smites in wrath.
James Oneal for peace is smashing,
And in warfare 'finds his fun.
Earnest smith. the Goo-Goos lashing.
Almost thinks he ought torun.
Hear the rolling of the thunder
As the clouds of war pass by ;
!Tear the yeomen voice their wonder:
'Where is Doctor Fitz and why?"

•

<-

'An overwhelming majority of the people of this city
intensely loyal to their country, their flag and their PresidOW:
inter'According to calculations made 1)' a citizen who is deeply
1500
than
more
ested in the subject, there are not in Boston
with
sympathy
male voters who are openly or secretly in active
her
for
war
those against whom the United States is waging
own independent existence.
.
Assuming that those figures are substantially correct, Wig
difficult to see how any candidate for mayor can hope to defeat
other candidates by charging them with supporting the President in his plans for war. And that is one feature of Mayor
Curley's campaign which is causing surprise, even among many
who are inclined to favor his election. Just what crime did any
representative in Congress commit by following, as a Democrat,
the leadership'of a Democratic President, when a whole nation, .
with the exception of ardent pro-Prussians or impractical padlists, was aligning itself behind the President? .
The *election of a mayor should be a strictly municipal issue,
based wholly on matters affecting the welfare of our city; but
now that the war has been dragged into the discussion, and an
attempt is being made to discredit two Democratic congressmen,
who have never wavered in their loyalty to their President. their
party and their flag, it is in order to ask:
What is responsible for the delusion,,manifest in certain
1,01itieal circles even before the municipal campaign was under
way, that this is a pro-Prussian, anti-American city?
No greater delusion was ever harbored by any human being.

Lo, the people's voice grows stronger
In its zest for facts that fit:
Lomasnerlight no longer?
Has he ceased to do his bit?
bet the great Mahatma battle;
Let him in this conflict strive,
Till his foemen's dry hones rattle
To the cheers from new,Ward 5."

sivardians of social uplift in this town who are trying'
hard to convince the city council and others that public shoe
polishing by young women is a degrading occupation and not at
all to be compared with serving alcoholic stimulants to men, or
practising the comparatively modern profession of manicuring,
will regret to learn that the latest war innovation is not taken.
.Boston. •
as sadly in Kansas as it was in
The co-eds of the Kansas Wesleyan business college in Salina
have opened what they are pleased to call a "shoe shining parlor," and work all day, every Saturday, at five cents a pair, to
raise money for a war fund pledged by the student body. They
will continue to clean and polish until the fund has been raised.
Perhaps the fact that the • shoe-shiners .in this case are
amateurs and not actually trying to earn ,their livelihood will
convince the self-appointed guardians of shoe-shinery that the
asnaeiss
rat; .aa reprphensibin us_ . that of thosta
who are unblushingly seeking to suppert themselves in a legal
Frank n.,Howland voted as a Democrat in the fall primaries
and is on record as a Democrat. But that should not disqualift
him as a Curley-"Republican" candidate, for mayor.,
usiblicau who cherished his Republicanism would consent to run
as another man's man for the sake' of obtaining a few hunslred
votes that might otherwise be cast for candidates who are opposs
ing Mayor Curley's re-election.
It will be gurprising,, however, considering conditions in the
election _department, if Howland is not more or less,formally
withdrawn as the mayor's "Republican" candidate and somebody substituted who can poll a few hundrisfrore votes than
Howland could hope to poll.
14.•
But it may be said that there are legal obstacles in the way.
It would be a ero,l-proof law that would 'wet-jilt City HO
from
pliying a despeeate game at the mesent time.
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E mAyOR FRIEI6 OF
R riff
ATTACKS CURLEY ivIAY°
000
THE $10
Fitzgerald Calls His Successor"Selfish, Conceited and Cold-Blooded"
—Day's Doings of Candidates
cc
r.

I say that he did not carry out his threat.
But this is a sample of Curleylam.
Fitzgerald, 1
s leaders
the
011lie
ec;a
ot
tf s
in an editorial in his paper, the Re- B
wo
hsic
tohnathink it
dangerous to dislo(1gien
public, issued yesterday, declares that j "There is nothing about Mr. Curley to
rinf
taottrbaectttenrietnhinhosnesftoiry
Mayor Curley is "the most sel:ish, contheir fellowmen
n
Coen
w Conceited and cold-blooded character that He is the mostg thoroughly se-111:11.
ceited and cold-blooded character that
has occupied public office in this coun- 1
nn
ue
cfn
Ir
his
n
int
has 4,nt
occupied public office n
try in a generation. The editorial is!try'
present enratt
1 discharging men at City Hall. it was
as follow:
not enough to separate them from the
pay-roll, but he sent special delivery
letters to their homes after hours, so
ATTACKED LEADERS
that the first news of the discharge
of
contentions
disgusting
"One of the
would be known to the family. Chief
' some of those who are supporting Mullen of the Ore department was a
which
they
in
that
is
notable example. rle diseharged this
Mayor Curley
urge his support on, the ground that fire chief without a moment's notice,
his defeat would mean disaster to the though he was America's foremost tire
Desnocratic party. Fortunately, this fighter at the time, and the chief, broground is taken by very few, and these ken In heart and in mind, gradually
men, if their careers are analyzed, will went to pieces, winding up hie days in
be shown to be the beneficiaries of the a sanitarium, in which he died years be-tir1zy system at City Hall and its al- fore his time by reason of the inhuman
. conduct of this roan.
lied interests.
"No titan has been less a Democrat. ;
Treatment of Labor t
in its broad sense, than he since he en.
„
tered City Hell. His first move, even
He now pretends to be friendly to
to
notice
a
isefore tae.ing oath, was
the laboring men, though he opposed
wsrd committee leaders that they
would be ostracized when he was them at the State House legislation proMayor. No language was too virulent viding for vacations for city employees.
to characterize thens; they were thu Although the cost of living steadily
dregs of the universe, Co let him tell it. ;
and•
"He behaved in similar manner to- mounted during his administration,
he in the meantime had built a palace
s
ward those whc; were i..urfrdnir A:
organization. There was no attempt at for himself, he waited until a few
: hypocritical one months ago before giving the laborers
co-operation, except a.
'•cover a secret any advance, and if it were not for the
with the G. (L A./ ,to,
business partnershm:. He let everybody City Council their pay would now be
understand that he was mayor ftr four $2.75 a day instead of $3, whereas the
years, and those who did not show a ordinary laborer Is now getting $4 a
disposition to stand for *he Curley way
y.
of doing things at City Hall must ne
"Harcry a day passed during the first
tf\
nr9elta
ct 1-"•9hnescra T-ra
ehewee in
rhrss., ycarc haft sehaS
to understand that under toe present sorsie cold-blooded manner his contempt
ti)
best
promote
way
the
chartee
the conhim
city.
for those who shared with
his party's welfare was by the conduct dues of the city's affairs. During the
of the city's business in an honest and past few months he has been camouprogressive spirit, that would unite flaging, but he is not fooling anybody.
It he were wise he would retire and
rather than divide the citizenship.
save hinteelf not _only .from tvit awfu!
Menaced E.x-Mayor
lisking, but from the humiliation which
must come to him in the next two
"One of the methods employed by
weeks when ha must face a four-year
him was to serve notioe on all those record of meanneas and brutality unwho wished the presence„ of the Mayor equalled in American polIctics."
at any function, that nobody whose ,
views crossed with his should be it,
sated. He 1,al-Ali-1Y gave notice, that
former Mayer Fitzgerald should be
ta oed wherever he was expected. A
year ago, when Mr. Fitzgerald was a
candidate for the Senate, becathie Mr.
Fitzgerald remonstrated with the Mayor
against the presentation oi 'Where Are
and 'is Any Girl Safe?'
MY children?'
met Mr. Fitzgerald
when Mayor Curley
the Democratic rally
on the platform at
lie threatened to
Temple
in Tremont
It Is needless to •
'plug him In the jaw.'
1 —7
1-tr—
Former Mayor John
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Fin. Corn, Could Not,
Trace It Beyond
F. L. Daly
•
NOV 2 9 1917
The mysterious and evasive $4000
which played a conspicuous part in
- the hearings before the Boston Finance
Commission, relative to the city's
bonding and insurance business, forms
the basis for the fifth report of the
commission containing its findings in
the case and issued yesterday.
"This report shows," says the commission, "notwithstanding efforts of
conceahnent of witnesses, close associates of the Mayor, that $10,000 from
two contractors having large dealings
with the city passed into the hands
of Francis L. Daly, the intimate friend
and former partner of the Mayor, and
cannot be accounted for thereafter."
NO RECORD FOUND
The commission, after discussing the
formation of the Oakmount Land Company, says ln part:
"Thus, 10,000 was invested by these
two brothers-In-law in IN. Oalcmount
u. Although i
Land Company proposlti,
this $10,000 was, according to the testimony, paid for 100 shares of stock liii
the company. no record of Its receipt
appeared in any of the hank deposits
of the corporation, and its books :2ould
not be obtained, although all the known
officers of the corporation were summoned.
"Edwin P. Fitzgerald received this
510.000 Oct. 1. 1915. and Paid Francie L.
:sat) 61711
LPaty lib,uu,5 by -eiteek
deposited this sum in the Fidelity Trust
Company. When Francis L. Daly was
questioned as to what became of this
sum he could not explain to the commission what had become of It.

Not Needed for Land
"Inasmuch as the land coat $41,000 and
$40,000 was received on the mortgage,
the $10,000 was clearly not needed for
the purchase of the land. Franols L.
Daly used the money placed to his
credit in the Fidelity Trust Company,
Oct. 5, 1915, by drawing four checks
against it. These checks, though demanded, were not produced on the claim
that they had been destroyed.
"This $10,000 from two city contractors
1
unaccounted
remain(,
for, though
traced as far as Francis L. Daly, the
former businees partner of the Mayor.
At one time Mr. Daly testified that the
rnnmay

111

by

these

wft

rvrnitract,_

might have been used by him In a
political campaign, bat his final testimony was that neither he nor Mn
Morse, the accountant of the Finance
Commission,.eould find any' trace of It'/
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FIND HOWLAND
IS DEMOCRAT

(ERALD„:,
EPEATS HIS
CHALLENGE

Better and Cleaner
Avenues After His Election
FT'Tz

Promises

cent'sA promise of better street",
lug criticism of Boston's poor highweYS,
and ,ifn assertion that the present administration has been a total failure
in grappling with the street problem were 80I110 of the statements set out by t
rstere, caadida.te far Mayer,
Andrew
In a talk before the Scots' Charqable
Society at Young's Hotel and at other
last night. In part, he said: '
According to revelations made yes- meetings
"It seems to me that qua of the most
terday, Frank, B. Howland of Roxbury,
a cif • adt ,
f
nedsprig
t itle so-called "Curley Repuhlican," is ministration that will eolve in a big, !
enrolled as a Democrat. It appears
deplorpresent
the
that Mr. llowlaed voted a Democratic constructive way
Boston needs het ballot in the State primary of Sept. 23, able street situation.
Ir. the Roxbury district. Ile is thus
as Mayor, to
legally a Democrat and as euch is en- mined, when I take office
to seeing
rolled in the books of the elections give the bet that is in me
them.
that she gets
department.

So-Called "Curley Reblimn- So Voted

Howland has been depended upon to
attract many Republican votes to Curley, and this latest revelation has
caused some dismay In the Curley

a flurry in street repairs In 1110 last'
month or two, his administration has
been a total failure In really grappling
with the street problem.
ranks.
"I will start a constructive solution
Howland, according to the latest reproblem as soon as I ant
Former Mayor Fitzgerald last night
turns of certification, will probably of the street
will be in sharp contrast
This
elected.
as
for
a candidate
get on the ballot
a. second challenge to Mar/r'.
dictated
present
Mayer
the
that
way
to the
Mayor.
waited until he WEIS a candidate for reCurley to discuss jointly the "brainlesselection before he acquiesced in the
'of the present administration.
ness.
upon
plans that the City Council ,:orced
him. And not only will T see to it that
sums are aprropriated, but I
NEVFR ni.o'DCIED CURLBY
Says if Curley Ever Starts to adequate
will have an engineer tor head of the
"Mayer Curley," said the ex-hfayea.
works department who will see
Public
Apologize to Whom Apologies
that the money appropriated fa wisely
"has been making statements betting
Are Due It Will Take Him Ten and efficiently expended.
my back, with which, if be were any
"rtoste.r. Will present greater attra,••
kind of a gentleman, he would come
Years
tions to the visitor and will he a fairer
healthier city for its own people to
out Into the open and wive rnli a shanee
and
Congressman Ga III van last night made
takee
either to deny or affirm them. I hats
a bitter attack on Mayor Curley, claim- lime in, when my administration
through to a proper soing that if the latter ever started to up and pushes
never dodged Curley and I welooraoIL
cleanthe question of better
lution
apologize to"those to whom he owes
debate In any of the larger halls of
streets."
er
apologies he would be busy for 10 years.
the city. We could charge admission
In a fit of rage," said Congressman
T to a
,
price and turn the receipt OV
Gallivan, "because I had accused him
charitable organization.
' of lacking patriotism the Mayor at"lie showed his typo recently when
tacked my vote on the war and later
Declares Mayor Lurley tla. Ne- he attacked a man who is now 1500
accused tee of failing to do my duty
miles away from here and blamed him
with regard to alien sleeve's. Two
glected to Recognize Meit 111Zsat for some of his, Carley's, own fs.uttit
days after he had made this accusation
He said that Louis Rourke MIA made
Interested in l-fis Work sl City the suggestion that 1500 men be dropped
the State Department at Washington
Informed the country that they bad finfrom the city 'payroll. That we: Cu:
Hall
ally made arrangements to conscript all
own brain--child,aliens in the United States of military
Speaking before the Workingmen's
"in his inauguration speech he claimed
age, cocrying out the suggestion in my Club and at rallies in Dorchester last
that I had left him with but '1'52 in
pert!
bill, which was the first ono presented night, Congreegresn Tegue ssId
the city treasury and the crowd laughed
to Congress. I have demanded of the
"Throughout his entire administration
and jeered him. They knew better, lie
Mayor a public apology. I dhubt if he the present Mayor of Boston has redidn't have the brains te look in the
will apologize for his cowardly attaelt, warded with appointments men who
proper place, or he would have found
because if Mayor Curley ever started have been bitterly opposed to him in
$800,040.
making apologies for his mistakes in She past, and has neglected to recog"There has never been a department
.public office his time would be thor- nise those who were most interested in
bead during the Present ertLtne who
Hall.
tsty
years.
at
work
10
his
next
oughly occupied for the
the success of
has been in sympathy with Mr. Cur"One of his first appointees ;vas John
ley and City Hall is a hive of dis•
Example of Mitchel
A. Sullivan_ who, as chairman of the
- .1.r
.oZiIIli5OiI situ in 01
)308E0I1 S 1113illUe ,
.eugh for the
"Curley Is not big
one of Mr. Curley's
job and is 'bout as able In hie c'fiec
rid of Its Mayor nothing can stand in capacities, had been
was
Sullivan
critics..
violent
as a schoolbee would be."
the way of an indignant and decided most
of the ablest
electorate. The people of New York named to succeed one as corporaserved
has
ever
who
en
Mayor
that
came to the conclusion
m counsel for the city.
Mitchel was an unsatisfactory Mayor
closing da.ye of his career
and in suite of all the support that was "Now In the
Mayor of this great city Mr. Curley
accorded him by newspapers and exSullivan and has
Presidents he was ignominiously de- is dismissed Mr.
as Sullivan's successor Daniel
feated at the polite in a four-cornered „ tmed
McIsaac, who was at the time of
fight. Curley has got to go and Gallis appointment a law partner of the
van is the man to succeed him.
strict attorney of Suffolk county and
"SO far as the Republican votes in .
raself as assistant district attorney.
this contest are concerned we can again
'try was Mr. MeIsaac
look at New York City as e. glowing ex"Mayor Curley has been quoted as
ample. Juetice Hughes carried New
tying, in an attempt to make favorYork City over Woodrose Wilson by
31e comparison between his owe anti
50,000 votes. At the next election, which
revlous administrations, that 'no
Mr.
for
Mayor.
was (ho city election
liners or Mitehrla have been sent to
did
candidate,
Republican
the
Bennett.
,i1' while he has been Mayor.
of
vote
the
of
cent
per
8
receive
not
"But prosecutions often depend upon
the city. This shows tnat Republicans
le prosecuting officers and the people
in city affairs pay no attention to State
! Boston know that John IL Moran
matters.
and national
tread and that Arthur D. Hifi is now
tgaged In the private practice of law."
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ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS,
MR. PETERS!

NSWER THESE QUESTIONS,
MR. CURLEY!
Do you intend to sell historic Boston ,Common as per your announcement—four years ago—that shocked the entire country? Patriotic
citizens are asking.
a crowd
If you have abandoned your project, to let Marks Angell and
of New York real estate promoters cut up this sacred ground, please
say so! True Bostonians are asking.
Do you dare to make public the elaborate plans you had prepared
in connection with this $100,000,000 land grab? Influential citizens
are asking.
going to sand-bag a quarterly super-tax from all city emAre
ployes for the next four years after the manner of your present campaign hold-up? City employes are asking.
Will you—from your palatial mansion in Janitucaway—continue
to sneer in 'brW.,t1 and heartless arrogance at those less fortunate who
have to give real labor in return for their daily wage? Hard-working
voters are asking.
•
Will you allow indecent, inimool, unclean, sexual pH tire-plays
to be 6116W11 to the,200,000 innocent, young boys and girls who might
he lured into some of our less-particular theatres? Loving fathers
and mothers are asking.
ill you—in blatant disregard of public opinion—continue to n !Lke
n • the laughing stock of the country? Conservative citizens
are skins.
a
Will you continue to exploit the public business of Boston as Daly,
vate monopoly through Marks Angell, the Junk King; Frankie
the Plum Baron, and Fitzgerald, the Somerville Insurance Kaiser?
Fairminded citizens are asking.
•
Do you still intend to push through your wild idea of "doing away
with the South Station," and, if so, will Marks put it in his junk-bag along
with the Cove Street bridge? Honest citizens are asking.

Bps
,

mai

, You said you 'ere "going to pull some strong stuff on Gallivan."
Why don't you start, Mr. Curley? I am on second base, waiting
for your throw. Everyday citizens are asking.

if you walked from your temporary i!ampaign donueile in Jamaica
Plain to City Hall, today, would anybody on the street recognize you?
Bostonians want to know.
In all sincerity, Andrew, do you know one hundred real Bostenians
in the entire city, not countiug your assistant campaign managers and
kite fliers? Bostonians want L know.
Did you really think you could pussy-foot your way into City Hall
by gracefully falling from your horse, keeping your wardrobe in Jamaica
Plain and losing an occasional can of Dover milk? Bostonians want
to know. .
As to your record, does anything in your entire public career compare in importance with the free transfer fight which I won against the
Boston Elevated Railroad! Bostonians want to know.
Doc:: anything' in your entire public career compare with m* work
which resulted in the building of the St: .3 Sanitarium for consumptives in Rutland? Bostonians want to know.
Does anything in your entire public career compare in importance
with the Alien Slacker bill which I introduced into the present Convess?
.Bostonlans want to know.
Does anything in your entire public career mean as much to the
poor people of the country as my victory in securing the President's
veto on the iniquitous "literacy-test" immigration bill? Bostonians
want to know.
Does anything in your entire public career compare, from a humanitarian standpoint, with my fight for a Federal old-age pension bill, the
same kind of legislation -so eloquently championed by Governor McCall
at the Springfield convention? Bostonians want to know.
Do you intend to have a strong-arm squad in the Mayor's office,
instructed to follow the same tactics that your paid workers exhibked
before the Election Board on Tuesday? Bostonians want to know.
If it is true that, my fourteen years' experience as Street Comniissioner has given inn a better working knowledge of the needs of the c.ty
than that of all the other candidates in this fight put together, why dont,
you retire while there is yet time and let me make the campaign against
eight years of Curley'? Bostonians want to know.

intelliX.:AWN/AN calls upon all the fair-minded, law-abiding,
m.
hi
with
join
to
Boston
gent, home-loving citizens of

FIRST----In ridding the city of
CURLEY, ANGELL, DALY & CO.
SECOND—In giving City Hall back
to THE. PEOPLE OF BOSTON
with GALLIVAN as their servant.

Artr7,,,,N

BOSTON'S
ALL-AMERICA
CANDIDATE
FOR MAYOR

CURLEY will be anxious to know who paid for this advertisement.
city run on a busiANSWER—A Bostonian who want:v to see the
,ck:"
'
,
ar.-4
Curley?
Mr.
money,
n
campaig
Where are you getting your

St, Opera Rouse
Big Gallivao Rally Tonight—Dudley
"OVER-THE-TOP" Gallivan

Everybody on the Ht..: for the great, popular
rally at Mechanics Building Saturday Evening, Dec. 15.

No reserved seats.

James A. Gallivan
353 W. FOURT;:i
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Provo
-orirdge has again
Calvin'O-c
Interested?
TEST STILL CONFUSING lie Li,masney
'forth
McCall
While Coolidge,
Cool:
'Tobody has yet been able to establish great vote getter.
ran ahead of
c(MSut
was
a possible interest on the part of mr, first time,
Hale
over
,
plurality
e's
e
Mans
In the Tague candidacy, despite g
is over
larger than Meeell
Strong F i•ing Yet of Mayoral Lomastic
the fact Ythat Mr. Tague was sent to Con- erabiy
1815areas for Iwo terms, as all politicians field.
WithdrawalF,
know, by the I.omasney inuence. Whether
v
o
y
id
t
l
e
l
il
7a
2
:1
66i!',IicnCallilnhgatdive22:o;1v4e5rnaonrc'is 3
Mr. Lornasney induced Mr. Tague to en90,4794
rival
Democratic
hie
that
something
Hit 8,
cer the fight for mayor is
223,15i, and
Coolidge received
Tague
Other Mr. Loinasney or Mr. Taguc alone
pluralitY
disclose. There are persons who be- 121,426, making Coolitigge McCall
over
neve that, despite the rumors of Mr. Lo- 731, or 10.082 more than Mansfield had
Furthermore
Democratic,
_masney's withdrawal of support for Mr. Mansfield.
the
ague in another congressional contest, the but one nomination,
(-insignethree
the
under
ran
John F. Fitzgerald Lloms as Dark West End man holds the whin hand and while haleDemocratic,
Progressive and
that if he would say the word Tague would lions of
Prohibition.
retire.
Horse
ProhiblChester R. Lawrence of Boeton, received
But whatever the outcome of Thursday's
governor,
- for
candidate
opportunity for the candidates, former tionist
who, a few
Mayor Curley Not Stfona in City Mayor Fitzgetald will have .a prominent 4265 votes. He is the man
predicted that the
election,
be
will
Who
before
supported
contest.
weeks
the
part in
the ..nedium
ay him in case he is not a candidate, is prohibition pile-tee through
candidate of the ProHale,
Matthew
men
cf
Gallivan
advisers.
his
to
known
Niot
and Democrats
em not her...fel lot his support while the hibitionists Progressives
captures
Though the week now at ite close saw the Peters men are confident that he will for lieutenant governor, would
linee drawn a little tighter In the mayoral be found on their side. Mr. Fitzgerald majority of the "voters of all the politicontest with the elimination of James wants Mr. Curley dee trively beaten and if cal parties and merge them into a new
would have prohiOneal, the Socialist, from the list af can
he considers it necessary he will stump national party, which
dida.tes and the practical elimination of the city every night from next Thursday bition as its rockbed foundation." Mr.
behind
Frank B. Howland by the discovery that
Hale ran more than 14,000 votes
election.
he is an enrolled Democrat instead of a until
mate on the
running
his
Mansfield,
Mr.
hangbeen
'The mayor's campaign has
Repuhlfcan, there are still features that are
was defeated by
tire in view of the fact that he has sad Democratic ticket, and
opponent, by
Puzzling the electorate and causing con- log
Republican
his
Coolidge,
the
to
before
get
opportunities
so many
fusion.
'own vote, 4265,
public in an official capacity. Tonight the 101,731. Mr. Lawrence's
Not until next Tuesday afternoon at five
the Proat the National Thee- repreeented the full strength of
o'clock will the final alignment be estab- campaign will open
been called a "ratification" hibitionist party in Massachusetts, with
has
what
by
tre
lished. That is the last moment for withMonday night the rallies will what aid it received from Hale and the
drawals and substitutions and there are meeting. On
continue, eight or ten each :movement to form a new national party.
will
and
start
many politically hopeful persons who bsare vele- Taking Mr. Lawrence's ante-election
Veve that one or more of the present can- night, until the election. There
supporters !prediction for what It was worth, the
didates will retire. Unless such a move Mg opinions among the Curley
that has conclusion is that the voters of Massais taken the ballot will contain the names as to the elect of the campaign
interested in the formaof Mayor James M. Curley, Andrew J. been waged by Mr. Peters. Mr. Gallivan chusetts are not
party, founded on
Peters, James A. Gallivan and Peter F. and Mr. Tague. These gentlemen have tion of a new political
questions relat- prohibition, and with Matthew Hale and
Tague—and possibly Mr. Howland.
The asked the candidate many
per- Mr. Lawrence as Its leading lights.
latter's papers are still being scanned by ing to his administration and to his
Coolidge ran about 14,000 ahead of
the clerks of the election debartmcnt and sonal affairs, and Mr. Curley has not rehe has a slight chance of securing Piled. He has repeatedly declared that Langtry, about 10,000 ahead Of Burnt.,
it was his purnose to Ignore Mr. Gallivan about 18,000 ahead of 'Cook, and about
unnination.
and Mr. Tagne and concentrate bis fire on 14,000 ahead of Attwill, the Republican
'r^".1 Onr1(Thinte I.
If" T"..0.^.
candidates for secretary, treasurer, audRumors of Withdrawals
itor and attorney general respectively.
For more than two weeks there have thin"
Arthur B. Reed, Democratic candidate
been rumors of strong pressure being
for secretary of State, and comparatively
brought to bear upon both Mr. Gallivan Cuiley Weak at
unknown, actually polls 000 votes more
based on the sonand Mr. Tague to retire and permit Mr.
If the Curley seaport
than the same party's candidate for lieuPeters to crystallize the opposition to the timent at City Hall hit:. cause has dwin- tenant governor and within 13,500 of th e
mayor. Mr. Gallivan and Mr. Tague, how- dled In the past two weeks. There are vote cast for the head of the tichet. On
ever, have gone about their compaigns responsible officials in the two down-town
the Republican side, Albert I'. Langtry of
with increasing energy and have told their buildings who believe that the mayor will Springfield, candidate for the game office,
intimate frieeds that withdrawal was out not receive the support i)f twenty-five per
falls, as stated, nearly 14,060 vote, below
iiot beeil ceet of the city employees. They deof the question. Mr. Peters
Coolidge, and 16,000 votes below McCall.
approached for a month by any such en• clare that the men are disgusted with the
The Republican totals were nearly twice
treaties. Early rumors of his possible with- efforte made to extrat campaign funds as large as the Democratic.
drawal as the campaign progressed were from them, to compel heir attendance at
For the next place, elot of treasurer,
met by strong denial, which was evidently meetings and to work for the mayor's in- the Republican candidate made a less disconvincing. The fact that Mayor Curley terests. There never has been a strong quieting run. He polled 4000, votes snore
regards Mr. Peters as his only opponent Cialey following at City 1-Tall. There is a than Langtry, and so fell onlyr 10,000 votes
worth considering Is significant as showing feeling that he has not done what the below Coolidge. Hie Democratic opponent,
conditions of the times demended regarding
tee trend ef thrs rnittPRY to date.
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I

Might Yield to Lomasney, t e
can
Belief

I

114.4.4,.
It is merely repetition to say teat fernier ill,,VCant,0is.
One Interesting fact stands forth among votes ahead of Hale and within 0000 of
Mayor John F. Fitzgerald and Martin M.
• Mansfield.
Lomasney are the two leading figures, out- the many relating to support for. the seecandidates. There is confusion to a
For auditor, Mr. Cook fell 4000 votes beside the candidates themselves, who ore eral
greater extent than the politicians can re- low Langtry and 8000 below Burr
in the palate thought. The position of Mr.
leaders are not declaring His Democratic opponent ran ahead
Fitzgerald has been emphasized during the call. So-called
themselves as In the past. True it is that of Hale and within 10,000 of Mansweek by two powerful statements attacking
scores of young men have entered the con- field. For attorney general, in spite of the
the mayor, one issued to deny the published
test for all of the candidates, but the great bitter campaign made against his nominarumor that he would be found eupportiag
editorial' In majority of men who could control certain tion, Attwill's vote came abreast of Langthe mayor aed the other an
of blocks of votes all over the city have held try's, three places higher on the ticket.
today's issue of the Republic, the first
detailing out for the eventual alignment. Then, McCarty, the Socialist candidate for got
'
,
such utteeances in two months,
Administra- again, campaigns cost money, and the "bar- ernor had 16,608 votes, or more than 12,000
his impressions of the present
been
-rolled
not
into
have
the
cola"
arena.
of
{
a
excess
Dawrenee, Even Hayes, tbe
in
lonked upon ex
tion. Ice. Fitzgerald le
...:,-rolnute candidate and Me There is a strong feelin that very little Sociallet Labor nominee, had 5243, or about
be
seen;
there
will
will
certainly
le,
money
than
more
1000
the
who
as
figure
Lawrence McCarWs 10,upon
Lomasney is looked
nothing in the way of "sinews" to suggest 000 was more than three per cent of he
candidacy possible.
might make such a
that of all the can- the mayoral campaign of eight years ago. total vote for governor. This rehabilitates
It will be recalled
three provided for
the Socialist as a "politieal party," and
didates for mayor only
will entitle them to make nominatiobe and
committees on substitution. These were
Peters and Mr. Tague.
' to go on the ballot, with the same status
Mr. Oneal, Mr.
new centres in Mr.
ao the Republican and the Democratic parit tion geseip
could retire and
ties. The Socialist candidates for State
Tague's candidacy. He
11,000
More
Nearly
Was
Than
It
McCain! offices below the governi
through his cammittee,
rahip each ran
name a substitute,
and turner has gone so far as to declare ' Over Mansfield—Hale Made Peer Show- about 2000 ahead of McCarty, their gubwr.
Beeonly
in
man
is the
•natorial candidate.
NieltOLS
that Mr. Lomastey
ing.—Socialists a "Party"
could induce Mr. aeue to stepout.
i ton wile
•

COOLIDGE'S BIG PLURALITY
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COIRRECTS erItLEY

Ratification MeptIng to he Held
In Nu- G. C.. A. to mover a secret business partner
•-e.otes Spanish
ilonnI Then,re Tomorrow N Igh t
War N'eternns' Head as ,
WM ship.
He let everybody understand that
rvidence or Ills
, men ills CnspnI
ti
gn
Friendliness to '11'
he was rneyer for four years, and those
,
.•
Ifinfir. Despite
.111wor's charge
for.
..;.,yor Curley's campaign for
retfleetion who did not show a disposition to stel
Arnim's: J. Peters
Wili start tomorrow night at
cane Mayor Curley'
a ratiflcation the S'erley nay of doing things ai
charge af a
News
imeeting to he held in the Nationa
vote against a Spanis
h War
l Theatre, Hall must be put out of business. He
Veterans' prefere
nce bill in the Legis- , in Tremont street.
too crude to understand that under the.
lature of 1902
prod'
Speaking before the members
as absolutely false
of the Oh, present city charter the Lest. way to
and
Publishes a letter
011,t.
from the head of the Boy Club in Blue Hill avenue, Roxbury, mote his party's welfare wasinbyantq0;0
organization in praise
iast
evening
,
the mayor said that he was duct of the city's business
for
his
action
in
Congress in support
of a veterans' meas- ' "thankful that the city of Boston le free and progressive spirit that would unit*
ure. Mr. Peters
from labor disputes; I am
than divide the eitizenship.
says:
thankful that rather .seorfvethn
Mayor Curley's
eotmiceetohnodasli etnhrops7wedho'awyiehhitue4
''Otnoe
assertion that I have the employees of the city are paid a higher
tried to evade
rate of wages than In any
was
respons
ibility
for
my
city in tio.
vote
on a Spanish
the presence of the mayor at any function,
country; I am thankful that
War veterans' bill in
these men
s undoubtedly
1902
that nobody whose views erossed with h.s
in line with his
have permanent employment
peculia
and.
r
during should
'deealogue of politics
'
the
be invited. He publicly gave notics
next four years of my adminis
.' which is, accord to his testimo
tration
, that former Mayor Fitzger
ny before the Finance
they will continue to enjoy
ald should hs
the
Comfavorab
le
mission, that every
tabooed wherever he was expected. A year
statement issued by conditions under which they are
a candidate
workin
g ago, when Mr. Fitzgerald was a candidate
in the heat of a
campaign at the present time."
artist not be assume
for the Senate, because Mr. Fitzserald red to he 'absolu
tely
true.'
monstrated with the mayor against the
ASKS CURLEY TO EXPLA
"Certainly Mr. Curley's
Presemettion of 'Where Are My Children,
IN
charge
is
not
only not 'absolu
and 'is Any Girl Safe,' when Mayor Curies
tely true,' but is absol- Congressmnn 'Engine
Suggests That He met Mr. Fitzgerald on the platform at the
ltitely false.
Confes
s
AtIntin
"His original
istration n Iii ii,,
Democratic rally, In Tremont Temple, Se
statement was that he
and Quit
threatened to 'plug him in the jaw.' It IS
voted for and I against
a
per cent preferneedles
Congre
s to say that he did not carry out
ssman
Peter F. Tagus spoke
ence bill in the LegislaAtre
a t his threat.
I
of 19a2. I a rally
But this is a sample of Curley'
in Si ighton last night,
pointed.•out in my reply that
directi
ng
no
such
bill his hearers' attenti
was ever before
on almost entirely to lam, whic't a few of the so-called leaders
the Legislature unel
1907, Mayor Curley's
when he was in ;.he Boston
administration. He asked In Boston think it is dangerous to dislodge.
Board of Al- the
"There is nothing about Mr. Curley to
mayor to inform the public
dermen and 1 in Congres
s, and that the
whether attract men honestly looking forwar
he is about to dimiss from
d to
bill upon which we voted
office John H. better things
in 1902 was so
for their fellow-men. He me
Dillon, chairman of the park and
radical that public opinion
compelled its
recrea
the
most
thoroug
hly
selfish,
conceit
ed and
Hon commission, in accord
withdrawal in 1904.
ance with a cold-blooded chat actor that
has occupied
recent promise to the employ
"But why does Mr.
ees of the public office in this country in the present
Curley go back to
department to make amends
'1:502 for evidence as to
for his past generation. When diecharging men
our attitude toward
at City
attitude to them and whether
ISpanish War veterans?
it is true, Hall, it was not enough to separate them
The Spanish
as charged, that he has
War veterans were before
been Interested from the pay roll, but ha sent special dethis year's Legin certain moving picture
islature seeking exemptions under
ventures or livery letters to their homes after hours so
the civil
theatres licensed from his office.
service law, and then the may°,
that the first news of the discharge would
showed his
"Since the mayor himself
real attitude toward the veteran
s by havappears te be known by the family. Chief Mullen or
ing the city's legissetive counsel
have found it necessary to
make apolo- she tire department was a notable example.
appear in
gies for many of his own
opposition to their petition.
acts during He discharged this fire chief without a mee
the
past four years, why does
''If the mayor had been honest
he not rnent's notice, though he was Amei:ca's
ly demake a perfect job of it hy
sirous of enlightening the voters of
a general foremost fire fighter at the time, and the
Bosconfess
ion that his entire admini
chief, broken in heart and in mind, graduton as to my attitude toward the
stration
Spaahas been a failure for the
ally went to pieces, winding up his
Ish War veterans, he could have found
citizens and
days 111
it taxpay
sanatorium, In which he died
a
ers,
in the records of Congress or, ti mafter
although apparently a areat
years before his time by reason of the
vital to their interests, as she•wn by the financial boom for himself, and then
inhuman
re- condect
tire from the present mayoralty
of this mar.
following letter from Oscar T. Taeler
contest
,
ommander-in-chief of the United Span - so that an honest, reel-blooded man may, "He now pretends to be friendly to the•
War Veterans, under date of Dec. „IS he elected who will keep faith with the laboring man, though he opposed them at!
the State House legislation providing
people and have no apologies
1 1912:
for
to make
"'My Dear Congressman: On behalf of when his term, of office' expireer Mr. vacations for city employees. Although the
cost
of living steadily mounted
the comrades of the 900 camps of the Tague asked.
during his
ladministration, and lie in the mean
United Spanish War Veterans and the
time
1
7
(Fr-'had
built
I
a
-palace himself, he waited until
(If?
dependern widows and orphans of de
a
few
months
ago before giving the laborceased soldiers and sailors, I desire to
le-s any advance, and if it were
tender you my sincere thanks for your
not tor
the
City
Council
their pay would now be
rot of eepeert of House resolve 17.410,
Former Mayor Calls Him "Mo;:t
S'S.7,1
a
day
Instead
of
$S,
Selfish
whereas the otpassed by the House of Representatives
and Cold-Mooded Character That Ever dinr.ry laborer is now gettilig $4 a day.
on Wednesday, Dec. 4, 1912.'"
"Hardly a day passed during
the first
Occupied Public Office"
three years but what he showed
in some
FINDS SOUT/I BOSTON NEGLECTED
cold-blooded manner his contempt
for those
13y far the most severe
who
shared
with him the conduct of the
criticism yet
Congreeronan
Galliven
scores
Meyer !heard regarding Mayor James M. Curley , city's affairs. During the past few
months
' Carley for Dernoiiiion of Cove-Street Is uttered by former
Mayor John F. F.tz- he has been camouflaging, but he Is
eot
gerald in this week's issue of his weekly fooling anybody. If
he
were wise, he would
Congressman James A. Gallivan, candi- Iseeeseeeses
rents
•-' •
and
!, ,•
save
himself
not
fleet
only from an
date for mayor, spoke before 500 members tirne in two months that the I. rmer mayer
r.,,,,,
of the South Bay Aesociates ;est night and editorially diseussos local polities. Ile says: whioi must come to him in
the nexi two
"One of the disgusting content
criticised Mayor Curley.
ions of weeks, when he must face a four-year
"We had a much fleecieri artery of travel .some of those who are supporting Mayor record of meanizese and
brutality unover Cove street, when the present mayor Curley is that in which they urge his sup- eqtalled in American politics."
was elected," ha said, "and it was a sub- port on the ground that h:s defeat weend
stantial, popular and necessary bridge °ye? mean disaster to the Democratic party.
the New Haven tracks. I helped enact the, Fortunately, this ground Is taken by very
legislation necessary to erect the bridge, few, and these men if their careers are
against a powerful ealiroad lobby, acid de- analyzed, will he shown to be the benespite the activities of the railroad that ficiaries of the Curley system at City Hall
bridge stood until after Mayor Curley's and Its allied interests.
election. Now we find it being torn down' "No man has been less a Democrat, in
Its broad sense, than ho
he entered
and removed as junk by the mayor's forCriy Hall.
Ills first move, even before
'Trier business partner, Marks Ansas
taking oath, was a notice to ward
repeate
promise
commitmayor's
d
s
"The
about tee leaders
that they would be ostracized
making the Strandway a glorious garden whep he
was
mayor.
No
language was
spot, have been nothing' but flimsy 'Tome too vlyulez.t. to
characterize them; they
ins, and it is only on election eve that ha were tho dregs of
the
univers
e, to let hitn
wafts the tremendous importanee of South tell P.
linsiOn to any candidate."
"Ho behaved le similar manner
toward
those who ware rusrung the State
organIzaties.
There was no attempt at coup(1;111,EV READY TO FIGHT
oration, except a hypociRical one
with the
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FITZGERALD BERATES C;URLEY
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oughness on the Howland papers be would
HOWLAND'*-A DEMOCRAT detail
certain of his campaign aesiatants to

•

to secure his election. It is ',rue that Mali
of these inert are avowea opponents c,f
take up the tight. Mr. Peters, however,
manifestations. nen/
has nor entertahrea the suspicion from the Curleylsm in all its
"Curley Republican" Is Thus Legally tirst that Mr. Howland would attrast more Is a difference, however, in the quarters
than a handful of voters.
front which the two men will draw their
Enrolled
Mr. Howland lives at 3 Fountain square, support at the polls. Mr. Gallivaa*s appeal
Roxbury. This is in Ward 13, Precinct 9.
will doubtless tell more hcavily among estWhen he appeared at the Election Departhave been
merit to take out papers for the City era whom Curley might normally
Council a few weeks ago nobody expected able to count among his own henchmen,
that he would become a much talked-about had he not at last succeeded in alienating
candidate for snayor.
He had had his them, than will Mr. Peters' efforts. As
Council papers but a shert time when he such this is an injury to the mayor, not
applied for mayoral papers.
Thea came
He Voted That Ticket in
Ward 13, the well-authenticated report that Cur7ey unaccompsnied by a boon to Mr. Peters.,
workers would circulate those papers and Behind the attter's candidacy, we take it, is
Roxbury
endeavor to secure the Howland name on the great masarity of all those far-sighted
the ballot, Howland being a RepublMan citizens of Boston who have been fightwho might be exploited as such in the ing Temmany extravagance, Tammeay's
Aniu•ina
Discovery as City Fight campaign.
personal amocracy and 'rainnarey's •MilortNo papers were filed for him, however,
Starts
management of the city's affairs, not IA
until the last few minutes for filing, and less
at that time more than a score of Curley this year alone but in all years. Thew
workers appeared at the office of the Elee- ballots have never at an time fallen to
Howland
Candidacy
Was
Aided
by lion Departinent prepared to take part in Curley, whether at the tints of his iht
any tenable OITA might be caused. There nomination or in the day when the present
Mayor
was trouble—a small riot—on the cry that
mayor so narrowly escaped retsll from
II, the last of the Howland papers were not
In hopes He Would
placed vpon the desk until three minutes power at the hands of the dissatisflal elec.
Take Votes from
past flve o'clock, but such a charge was tors of Boston.
untrue.
Peters
,
If there is clearness and unity in tse
Mr. Howland, should his signatures organization of Mr. Peters' support, so Is
sufficiently
valid to place him on there also a singleness
prove
and a clarity of
Candidate May Now Withdraw
from the ballot, would be most likely to re- Purpose compelling his caniidacy in the
tire from the contest. He would thus
Field
act if he desired to be true to the mayor. present election. Now, If ever, when the
If he remains of independent mind he multiple demards of a great war are
can achieve nothing by a candidacy with straining every resource of the nation,
DIseovery was made today that Frank his political affiliations exposed,
in view Boston's entrance upon a fresh regime of
B. Howland, the so-celled
"Curley RePtih-, ef the fact that all the other candidates municipal wastefulness and. political pothlican" candidate for Mayor, Is an
enrolled are Democrats.
ering would be a gross misfortune for the
The enrolment law gives Mr. Howland
Dentoceat. He, went into the State primary
no loophole to change his enrolment before city, and in its own particular' way an InIn the Roxbary district on Sept.
25 last. the' city elections, the applicant
jury to the American cause. It is not
being
called for a Democratic ballot and
voted. abliged to go before the Election Commis- tolitical sophistication that Is wanted now
tnat action he legally became a mem- sioners and make a sworn statement
of but a clear eye to the greater signs of the
ber of tile party, of which Woodrow
desire. In the years 1913, 1910, 1915 and times, and a
;
firm hand to direct the affairs;
Wil- his
1918, when the enrolment law was not In
son is the leader, and his affiliations
are so trace, Hr. Howland
of the city in obedience to theni, both now!
was
known
a
both
,
as
recorded in the 000ks of the election de-.
and in the period of adjustment which ;
'Democrat and a Republican.
pertment.
The lIowland diroverey was intended to will follow the war. Mr. Peers poseesses
No more humorous element has been In
- be kept by the Curley opposition until later those qualifications. Through a varied ca.
jested into the present menicipal campaigni In the campaign. It leaked
today and its' reer in the public service he has given I
It will be-read with dismay
ruth was verified, no only at the election
naturally be
many earnest proofs of his power to utilize I
department but by President Herman llorthose chieftains of Mayor James M.
them. What is more, he has thereby won
Curie:, ineauf the Republican
City Committee.
who have given all possible encouragement
. I the confidence
not only of C,e more deto the Howland candidacy, in the hope that
pendable elements of BostoiSs various popuhe would attract a large number of Repue.
lation, but he has commended himself to
Bean ballots from Andrew J. Peters, whom
the trust and conildencs of those in auTHE CIT1' CONTEST
the mayor designates as his only opponent,
thority in the naLon's oouncils. Such is
Certainty has now confirmed the alignand will be the cause of general laughter
the man who would be Poscon's next maysmssa a.a meas
, Resentleans who have ment of candidates in tae city election. or-Andrew J. Peters- A prophet not withTas, three-cornered opposition to Mr. Cdrfeared that the mayor's tantpargn trick
out honor in his own country and a trustee
My, as outimeu
might, after all, do some harm.
„F•
the leaders at Washington.
Howland's name is still before the elec- its completeness and power. To shift the
figure
a
little,
one
may
speak
of the prestion department as 'a, "possible" candidate.
TEACHERS PROMOTED FAIRLY
•
ent mayor as having been thrown upon
_
It will be recalled the last Tuesday afterthe defensive in a sharply triangular Joseph Lee Tells Peoples Cleft.
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re tea a ,short time before the last mill for
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nomination paper filing, his friends took
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degree while
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commendable strength which Mr.
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Throughout the city parish Meetings
are being held for Corcoran and Lane,
and Catholic women who attend are
told that they ere voting at the same
time for a Catholic superintendent of
schools.
Dr. Franklin 'Dyer's term expir.•
next year, and a determined effort ie
being made for a Catholic Nuperintentlent, sometimes said to be Assistant
Superintendent Jeremiah Burke.
Also, supporting the Corcorrin-Lane
candidacies is tin' Curley nitichilie
The St. Ambrose Lyceum of Dorwhieh also looks for a change in the
..teeriattindency and also a greater chester, one of the largest organizahold by the Mayor on the committee. tions in the district, has unanimously
Both Lee and Kenny have so Inc voted to enctethe 'iyitty-or Curley fee rei-eien content' to rest their case WI election and to join hands with the
their record. Lee has nine years ol. Dorchester Citizen's Committee of. 100
service to point to and Kenny tee) in !raking P. Lease-to-house canvass
of the district for the success of their
years.
Tlee Cite Council fight has not taken candidate.
Among the speakers et the meeting ,
a definite line as yet. The Go
Government Asen, has been conductive yesterday were Pres. Peter Kendrick,.
us examination of candidates arol J. E.- Kittridge, president et the DorWill soon announce its slate. Mayo! chester Citizen's Committee; W. J.
Curley is expected to announce e Norton, .T. A. Walsh, well knewn labor
leader; Joseph J. Kendrick, captain of
slate else, and then the fight will
the 1,ortihitm College football team;
' e n.
Jeremiah Connors and Maurice H.

LYCEUM VOTES
TO AID CURLEY

St. Ambrose's Parish Body
Endorses Mayor

CURLEY MAY REPLY
TO FITZ ATTACK

tivn

• ei
blast these are busy days
, ;weer Curley. From the moment be
'unless at City Ilali in the forenoon
I until he departs in the late afternoon
I his saectum is crowded with departmeat heads, business callers, political
eeolters, publicity agents, etc., without
number. There is not a moment of
the day but every seat in the throne
room IS occupied by persons awaiting
hi colleen fits Honor on
rli
their Viico
i r
thtei' matters, The
eamptuiuo
Mayor is shaking eau& these days
faster th.;1; Ilusee..95 changing gov,

„nmen,
..
•
DEC
Marriage licenses

ii,t

are still being issued by the wholesale in the City
Registry Department. If the volume
of busipess keeps up there isn't :cowl
doubt this will prove a record year for
marriages in Bostoe. A large percentage of the would-be grooms are
;serving their country in the arrry or
navy. Cupid, at least, is rot finding
the war a barrier to business.
Old-timers -around City Hall are
'remarking the scarcity of cigars during the present campaign. Whether
this Is merely an oversight on the
part of the candidates or a new
r:nkle in the conservation movement nobody'seeins to know. The fact.
remains, hoWever, that a lot of folks
are ,buying their own weeds this fall
who never bought them before.

N.ilit.-rgt WWI injected Into les
Veyoralty campaign today as a ;
suit of the
e bitter attack made up;
Mayor Ctirley in yesterday's issue ei ;
the Republie. exelViaJ or Fitzgerald'e
personal organ.
6tV•
"
il es
With the form r Mayor now out in
Retalners of all four of the leading
open opp
Incumbent positi•ot
,
mayoralty candidates—Peters, Tegue,
sitnitints today WM. trying te
Curley tutd Oalliven—are frequently
seen in joint session around City Hall
figure with whom Fitzgerald will now
cast his lot. On.this point, however,
corridors these days. On occasions
their joint iiiiiiellS81011S threaten to asFitzgerald appears satisfied to remain
Mayor Curley today directed Acting sume rlJtoueproportions.:ons. 011,.i such
silent for at :east another few days.
emporation flounse; Hennessey to four-cornered argument took place in
Ho has assured the lenders of the
Tague, Gallivan and Peters camps, take immediate measures to prevent the annex the other day and it soon
however, that he will definitely de- the proposed Increases of 10 cents per became necessary fel' the corridorl
clare himself in this matter before 1000 feet in the price of gas which the "cop" to Interfere.
the candidates settle down to their Boston Consolidated Gas Co. has an--nounced will start on Jan. 1.
With the gout milk industry boomfival drives.
The Mayor branded the proposed tog as a result of the war
The attack upon Curley in the Reemergency
public was the bitterest in the history increase as. an "unjust imposition on the City Health Department is out
with some good advice to the %meldof the long-standing fetid between ehe people of Boeteen."
In his letter to Hennessey request- be goat raisers.
Curley and his predecessor.
The department
The ereee•,1le ro.p:t the
Cur- ing prompt action in the matter the points out that the same food given
ea-el-feecows should be fed to goats, and that,
ley Administration and pit-edit-is-an
ths emit S MhOUld IA'
"awful licking" for Curley unless he ."Th• city of Lynn, with
furless effi- nished
with a constant supplyel teat.
gels "wise" and pulls out of the con- cient equipment and serving
smaller
"It n ust not be ausumed." the
test.
territory, is today supplying consumdepartmeet says in all sincerity. "that
The paper takes a fling at Curley's ere for 75 cents per 1000 cubic
ft. you can
raise goats on n tin can diet
alleged rowdyism and recalls an inci- and If it is possible for the
ooneianies and emit et
them to yield good milk,"
dent at Tremont Temple when Cur- operating in Lynn to conduct
their
And speaking from e; purely
ley—according to the paper—threat- business without an
econadvance In price
omical standpoint the
coed to "plug Fitzgerald on the jaw." where their business is confined
department
eolely might have added
The paper characterizes Curley as to the sale of gas, it should he
that just at present
poesiblo cow-food is a whole
the "most conceited, selfish and cold- tor the .Boston Consolidated Gas
lot cheaper than
Ca., metal.
blooded" • person who has occupied which is deriving a large
revenue been
public office in the present genera- by-products used in connection
with
Mayor Curley introdueed
tion.
the war, to either maintain the
the "filpresent 11Una" Into the
'While the Mayor has thus Tar as- price level or reduce the
mayoralty campaign
same,"
tetturese
night when he had vie ws of
tutely refrained from taking any verIt was stated at the offices
of the the work being
done by the Helen
bal swate at persons outside the Gas Commission today that that
board
Demi
no,
et
threwn on ill,
actual campaign, it is now believed had absolutely no jurisdictioo
over the 1 his ride- In the
that he will come back at this Fitz- price charged for ith product
:‘;ationtil
by the •,movi,„.• ,re
gerald peroration at 'the big Curley Boston Consolidnted Gas Co.
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t hi. dibecause
rection
of
ratifthaton meeting to be held tonight of the so-called "Lorelei
Commr. tulloujeiklieg scale," Th
idea
of h flea It h
at the National Theatre in the South under which the local company Is
Department
op- seenario in conntetion
tAated, the Boston company being
End.
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cempeigu !lee cleated
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more or
that is not sub•
Tague renewed their attacks on the ject to the supervision of State
• 1ess comment among
author- ,
those 'interet. .
Mayor at rallies in various parts of ity
n the present contest.
that particular way.
At a hearieg on Dec. 6,
the c'ty last night. Galliven's athowevet. an
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To pre- opportenity will be presented for
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dicted that lie would get a big elsere inquivy iti:o the matter of the
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self? After Dec. 18 there will be enlyi ent. The fe• ;
the candidate who tituted leader) for
•itta
bs,
Is
howe
of
ver,
the
one—myself."
highest
character amongst
e
et- actually efI that the ne:•••.
those to be
and in the interests
elected,
i ii•- ea te the •
• • e e 11.
of
hone
st
and effiPolitical wiseacres who frequent that
cient government.
(..illivau on Il I. Way Mune
(-)rridors of City Hall are beginning to;
The .Jet‘' seek p
and desires
pick Petere as the prospective win-:
e;i111
more for himself
nothing
\VIII. I ti
It .1
than what is
corded to Akitewica
ner of the coming mayoralty ilighte• '0 I
acn etilzene
of any
other belief. i 01
This trend toward Peters appears tol
1
e
•,
I cannot be p
be a development of the past few•
1,1\N a
but feeisA64
days, eft has caused evident concern! ott itt
citizens whose vote
• ,‘ aril the C ;:'
those
,:,
will deliver to his Mr. Swig says he
in Curley's own camp. Many estutei launch t heir big ii , ,• I
;, i
cand
idate will resent such an
followers of city polities hold Peters.Calni''lign•aNt:”1)ite
et• eirlt
r,•by their outsunfounded claim, not only
will finish first and Curley pecom. Neal to re gnize tie
poken word,
as a r-a
but also at
the polls.
Gallivan and Tague are generally die- conteteler,. the Coingrest,inan
Jacob
insists Chai
Wassernlen,
counted, although a few students of that he has a better chan
rman Andeew
ce of going
I. Peters'
Boston Committ4
Better.
the game are picking Cin‘ley to dine "ever the top" Olen either Curl
ey or
.1e-,t better tie-ea tliltd.
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in
our American efficiency that at the very
beginning of the war, in'
o7ie of the most important sections of the
country, we should be
o'eliged even to consider the SUSPENSION
OF PI:SLIC EDUCATION OF OUR CHILDREN because our
railroad cannot supply -\e‘
us with coal. They have laid off more
.,e
trains rendering normal
service in New England than they have
taken or extra business !'
cat account of the war.
e •
The inefficiency of our railroads is not
due to war conditions, --')eut de to the BREAKING DOWN OF
PRIVAT]; OWNERSHIP
.k.ND CONTROL. It is the inevitableconsequence of the control
of great public service companies by Wall
Street stock gamblers,
who play the game at the expense both of
the pe}lic and of the 'stockholders. Neither the honest investo
rs in our railroads nor the public will be safe from private manage
ment unti, the government takes the railroads and operates them as
a pnbli: service.entirely
-7ithout any divided responsibility or
divided puepose.
Let the people always remembee that
in the contemplation of
law and in human nature private manage
rs will serve the stockholders first and the public last.
In point of fact, the managers serve
themselv.es first, the stockholders next and the public last. Very often
there ie nothing left
either to the stockholders or the public after
the private managers
have taken "THEIRS."

41917
It is exeeedingly humiliating to DZ
such pride as v..,e may have

The AMERICAN agrees with Mr. Joseph C. Lee
of the Boston
Schee; Committee that the closing of the
schools in New England
this Winter ougfit to be be LAST RESORT
in the crort to economeze coal.

Effort to

ECOM)MiZe Coal, Scarcity of Which I Due to inefficiency Of Railroads, Should Not
Reach This Point

i
I ...Closing of Public Schools
Should Be Last Resort
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sister-land.

the call already issued by
The AMERICAN adds its api
Governor McCall, Mayor Curley and others in authority for intrazdiate and adequate relief for the stricken residents Of our Canadian

way p)ssible.

The Halifax benefit performance will be gin Dezember 20.
Z..
°
The AMERICAN invites contributions to the Halifax Relief -4
Fund e.nd throws open its columns to aid the relief pi-pose in any

turned over to this new fund.

derer," the great Biblical play at the Bozton Opera House, will be

The entire proceeds of a special performance of "The Wan-

disaster in the Citadel City of Nova Scotia..

The Boston AMERICAN announces a great theatrical benefit
performance to help the Halif2x Relief Fund for sufferers of the

For Halifax Sufferers

llwatricat Benefit
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,SCHOOL BOARD
CANDIDATES irI ALI(

I

or the teacher in the class room, Ws mayoralty coming as it
insisted, is the one most fitted to say 1 eleventh hour, was really aimed tO
what and how the child should be of benefit to the Mayor inasmuch as itr
taught. This he has succeeded in i
hoped to • split the Rep..ubliCap
bringing out through the formation I. vote,
—
, of teachers committees and councils '
President Hormel in a formal stateand most excellent work have they ment, refers the public to enrournent
Joseph Lee and William S. Kenny
done. The courses the:- have thus lint, keit Ward 13, Precinct 9, SupUrge Elimination of 'Politics arranged are-dow being put into oper- plementary, as a proof that the soation in the class room with most , called Republican candidate for the
From Schools and Advance- gratifying results. Herein lies an- ! mayoralty, is really enrolled as • a
other reason for ,fiscreases in teachers Democrat.
ment of Teachla
salaries, he remarked.
In The Republic. former Mayor John
C
"Following our slogan, 'keep the F. Fitzgerald today criticizes Mayor
h911
schools out of politics.' we have elimi- ICurley's administration as undemoof polities from- the
nated political influence in the ap- cratic in the extreme. He says among
schools and professional recognition pointment and promotion of teachers other things: "There is nothing aboui.
and advancement of the teacher, were and substituted teaching capacity as a , Mr. Curley to attract men honestly
advocated by Joseph Lee, Putilic qualification instead of political pull. t looking forward to better things for
School Association candidate for the Thie has worked to advantage all I their fellow men."
, around, not only for the teachers, but
Congressman Peter F. Tague, beBoston School Committee, at a meet- for the pupils and the schools"
fore the Workingmen's Club, and at
fng of the People's Civic League in I went on. .
meetings in several places in DorMr. Lee took the position, squarely,' chester last night, said that one of
Odd Fellows Hall last evening. Mr. ,
Lee's running mate Is William S. :hat the schools should stand quite by Mayor Curley's characteristics, judgthemselves, independent of any other
to, reKenny, who
.. also addressed the meet- , interest or of any class or other ing from his alSministration, is
ward with appointments men who have
ing last evening, pursuing much the organization.
opposed him, and to neglect to recsame lines as Ms. Lee.
'Mr. Kenny spoke: cfb.,much the same ognize those who were most interested
Mr. Lee would have teaching raised
rec- in the success of his work at City Hall.
to a recognized professional standing lines and called attention to his
ord on the School Committee several Congressman Tague in.staaced John
with adequate salaries from the lowest
years ago when he stood for non- A. Sullivan, former corporation coun•
position to the highest. To this epd
interference from other sources with sel, as one of the men who had
he is now pushing through a revision
the affairs of the public school.
always opposed Mr. Curley, and ye
of the salary schedule which shall InImportanqe of careful.consideration on
whom he had rewarded. Mr.
clude all branches of teachers. The
of issues and selection of those candi- Tague asks Mr. Curley why Daniel
gross irregularities and inequalities
dates which stand for the schools V. McIsaac was named corporation
that now exist are to be eliminated
above all other interests was brought counsel to succeed Mr. Sullivan.
and the teachers advanced as much as
out by other speakers. It was pointed
Congressman James A. Gallivan, at
legislative action will allow. With
out that every vote was needed and meetings in Workingmen's Hall and
about 3500 names on the payroll, for
the clerical force also is to be includ- that this year as never before women Deacon Hail, South End, and in Roxshould take advantage of the •ballot bury, last night continued to .ask
ed, even a small advance for each will
which had been placed in their hands Mayor Curley where he got his money.
mean a large sum of money and It
to cast it on the side of the highest He also pointeti to the recent municiwill be necessary to go to the Legisgood and democracy in the Boston pal election in New York and declared
lature for authority to increase the
that Andrew J. Peters need not- think
amount of funds of the city nowper- public schools.
that all the Republican votes here will •
mitted for school use.
—1
- I
be for Mr. Peters.'
Mr. Lee is in hopes that it will be.'
The four candidates for the mayora large sum. He wishes, he safri, to
alty are all tesginnieg- the hard west*
place the teachers financially so that
which they know must be done bethey will be always a little ahead of
tween now and Dec. 18. Talk of the
the times and will never feel a,pecesretirement of one or another of the
sity for petitioning for increa.4es as
four is not nearly so rife as it has.
"4
they have been doing in the last years.
"Napoleon used to say that in the Candidate for Boston MaOralty been. Many men conversant with
things political say that all four are
Snapsack of every soldier in hie army
Says Solution '
of Tlioromh- committed to the contest and that
tiitt:•-•tt " 7:17.
went
nenc •2•2,!;_•1
OIL "We can :say that in the desk of
fare Problem iniBig Way Will to his friends.
every school teacher is a college deBy Monday next the Board of EleCgree. Our normal school graduates
Bc Madc if He Is Elected
tion Commissioners will have comare now allowed every opportunity to
pleted certifying the names of the
work for a college degree while teachers, and this is a great step forward
Better streets for Boston, cleaner signers of the various nomination
in prqfessional recognition of the streets for Boston, the solution in a papers. On Tuesday and Wednesday
teacher.'
nig, constructive way of the Boston these nomination papers will be open
Mr. Lee told how the normal school thoroughfare problem, are promised for inspection, and if there are miscourses had been advanced until they by Andrew J. Peters who is now tell- takes made or any violations of law
received college credit, and spoke of ing the people of this city what he in any of these papers it•will then be
the professional improvement sseutses will do if elected Mayor on Dec. 18. time for this to be brought to the atthat have been instituted to give, the Last night at several meetings in dif- tention of the ilection Board: No,
candidate who has secured place on
teachers opportunity to advance while' ferent parts of the city, Mr. Peters the official
ballot ma' retire from the
said
that
Mayor
teachingi-LH..
Curley had proved
still
Sas /
his inability to grapple with and solve contest or allow his nominating com"I have woRietsat alt tinals for this
this great question. He characterized mittee to transfer his nomination
recognition of the teacher because I
papers to sorne•other candidate after
the Mayor's efforts and accomplishhave realized that all a school system
next Thursday, Dec. 6.
ments
teacher
the
as
the
a
,n
"flurry."
put
to
is
for
is
Mr. Peters frankly announces that
Herman Hormel, presiden of the
classroom. Put the right teacher in
his campaign will not start it; full
will
system
almost
Republican
the
City
Committee,
and
made
pubthe room
lic the fact late yesterday that Frank force until after Dec. 6, when he will
take rare of itself. It is well said that
know just who are to be his onosuccessful
man
find
you
will
B. Howland, the candidate for the
In every
neots for the entire distance of the
his teacher or his mother." he said. Boston City Council sad later for the race. There are still rumors
that
mayoralty, is enrolled as a Democrat.
In connection with this he told how
there may be withdrawals in, the
The impression heretofore given the
,,,nasssis of teachers have been called
mayoralty
race,
but
these
are
be
public with that Mr. Howland was a
upon to work ost the courses of.study
less and less credited.
The man•on the job, Republican, that his candidacy for the lug
• for the children.

I

MR. PETERS FOR
BETTER STREETS

•

AGAIN
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ABSENT BROTHERsCUTLEY
Boston Lodge Will Conduct
Menturial Sunday Services
at the Orpheum Theatre
—"f11,7t7 tid
Today is B.

•

P. O. E. elemotia. tunday. The Boston Elks In common with
their bretheren throughout the country eeirafleilieeate their thoughts, their
Prayers and their deeds to abeent
brothers.
The annual services tills year will
have deeper significance than any that
have gono before as a result. of the
war-time surroundings.
The speaker, who will address the
various lodges will no doubt dwell at
length on their brothers who are absent in war service, and to memories
of those who have passed into the
great Beyond there will be the same
dedication of love and esteem which
has characterized Elks' memorials
deesee. te.reege, the er.inals of Elkdom.
In expreseloe for Elks who are iii
war service, the speakers will bring
out the great work beteg accom-,
Wished in Elkdom for the country's
cause. They will tell of' the $1,000,000
raeseal ieeeetly for the construction
in this country of four great war
hospitals, one of whieli will be loented
in Boston, another in the South, the
third In the West, and a fourth on a
site not yet decided upon.

T

Art

Representatives Charles A. WinI
Congressman Gallivan, speaking to
heater, Thomas F. Donovan, Edward
i si
a t
.,urlIence of colored voters, deI.
le elley and Francis Hearn were
1c
that the Curley film now being
,
wn In a group of motion-picture among the new campaign speakers in
I theatres on the eve of election, was . the Gallivan forces. Dennis D. Drie. supplied by D. W. Griffiths, producer . coll. the labor leader: Joseph Meof "The Birth of a Nation," the film Laughlin. former president of the
I agairst saltich the colored residents County Hibernian Clute and Ex-Senaprotested, which Curley said he would toi I rein. .. J. Horgan were anremove if he had the power and which flounced as among the other promi' he failed to remove after the Legis- , nent campaigners who will take the
' stump for the South Boston CongressI lature gave him the power.
,
i
Representetive Simon Swig, viee-1 man'
,I president of the Tremont Trust Corn- ' Forme* Mayor Fitzgerald continued:
I pany, announcei to the same audience his whirlwind campaiere and his men--;
1 that the Sinking Fund Commieelon- sational denunciation of "The last'
ens. under orders from Mayor. Cur- four years at City Hail." Speaking!
(ley, had voted to withdraw the 4ro,- to audiences In the Wanhington-Alls- I
1 000 of city funds or deposit in the ton School 'hall and the'Jamalce Cen- 1
bank because Swig refined to support teal Athletic Association, Ex-Mayor .
Fitzgerald said:
the Mayor for re-election.
tea
I hoursSwig said that within ewenty-foier, "In his speeches nightly throughI
a repreeentative of Curley had out the city, ',layer Curley viaisue tr.:.
I offered a deposit of $1,00,00e for the credit for pr actically all of the Imhank, to be followed by $3,00e,000 or Proverrients that have been made in
city funds, if the banker-leg:slator the city In the past ten years, yet
right here in 'IloslIndale Is practical
would' support the Mayer.
MAYOR Clell:LEY TO SMOAK. .
This
offer, swig said, followed the evidence that his statements are not
Boston Elks will conduct their
Mayor's own offer to deposit $300.000 tette. neer years af.40 When I left
services in Loewe Orpheum Theatre.. of city funds. It also follewed. Sc- the Mayor's office there were corncording :to Swig, the Mayer's state- plated plans for a raunicipal build-e
Mayor Curley will deliver the chief
ment that he intended to 'fire" City leg in Roslindale, td cost $150,000. i
address, while the memorial will be
'When Mr. Curley Icame into of-,
Treasurer Slattery.
r
presided over by Joseph Sentosuosso,
Matthew
Cummings. who
was , flee he Attneed the plane Bs- be abiane
exalted ruler.
prominent In the Curley raljy in the doneo.Csthel- contract given up,. aid'
An excellent musical program has ()Minium Theatre last Stinda.y: eohn lit was nnli- a few months ago, IrseC
been arrianged, and a series of tab3. Cassidy. who Wee on the Curley before ejection, that the building's
state fry,- the city Council a year ago, completed. He did the same thing
leaus will be effected with imprceeive
elaborations. Each lady who attends
and Logan L. McLean, a Curley ap- in regard te the building et the South
souvenir.
given
a
will
be
pointer', voted to withdraw the *50.000. End, the Horticultural building in
the services
Felix Vorenberg, head of the down- the Fenway. the Probate building
Cambridge Elks will hold their service in 4e large hall of their home. town business house, and D. J. Fer- on Tremont street, and, what is worse
guson, a Dorchester business
Ex-Go,.eenoe David 1. Walsh will be
ans for the
e
l plans
than eiand
lls he abar
the two members of tho Corn.
man,wer
the orator.
the
be
v,ill
feature
mission who refused to yield to Cur-. erecttorl ;of a blihn gator homeless
distinctive
A
tonight
regette
elIke
on
Willa
men.
ley's orders.
niusiCai program afforded by a melon-,
a requiem
The commierrion refused to make Any wander about theestreets without a
•
",
1 .
ivt,
OM
bed because of the shameleas conduct
solo quartet and a mixed chortle oie puinic si...Ze...evt far ite aetlen.
,a7 vi
. Lee, !nee , ..:,.. rase.thretnehthirty voices are included. The pep- the membere was said to have given
out the city • preaching humerito
urged
been
have
Cambridge
as
an
excuse
that
the
of
Boston
pie
AMER- ta.rianiem.
expose
of the
attend by Exalted Ruler Edward A. ICAN'S
situation
"showed that Mr. Swig was indiscreet."
Counihan.
disChelsea,
past
of
Peter McCann
.AmERICAer,S PREDICTION.
trict deputy, will deliver the main ad"What a Joke." said Mr. Swig "The
service,
Lodge
Somerville
/
the
at
dress
AMERICAN predicted what was going
and a number of ep'enclid features
to
happen
and
musical.
one
of'
tea
commeisionthe
for
have been engaged
program, among them the Weber Male ers times that as an excuee for doing
what the AMERICAN predicted they
Quartet of Boston and Miss Ruth
Exalted Ruler were .goleg to do."
Stickney, violinine
preside.
will
Jr.,
Congressman )Gallivan announced his
Joba IL Adcoce,
B. P. 0. E. is devoting its energies intention to appeal to Attorney-Genmilitary
the
of
construction
eral
Attwill, If necessary, to prever
io the
hospitals in five Boston and surround- wholesale election frauds which, ho
Raid, are scheduled to be perpetrated
ing lodges.
of the next Tueeday.
Dr. Santosuoso, exalted ruler
building,
the
given
has
Ho sale he was informed "by one
Boston lodge,
Roxbury much at- of Curley's owe henc!- men in Ward
to be constructed In
be complet- la" that scares of "repeaters" are
will
hospital
The
tention.
$250,000.
coming In from Canitreidge, Somered at a COSt of
ville and Brookline to vote under the
SOLDIERS.
WILL AID BLIND
names. of rsoltkiers and sailor/4 who
the Elks' hosthat
a
intended
is
It
have been called to the colors.
different purTimothy Ie. Callahan, campaign
pitals will accomplish a
pose than generel infirmaries. Elks' manager Per Cougreasman Gallivan,
such soldiers as said at the rallies:
k,• recently
bospltals will receive
'
arvard braege
rebeen blinded, and
"Mayor Curley is &lea .ed.
The
Giorgi who have
poss1bie
eight
best
ham narrowed down to Gallivari
ported unsafe, is to have an enthem the
after giving' their aliment, endeavor eel Peters. From how on, it must be
tirely new planking at an estitreatment for
inetructiofl which will epparent to all that a vote fur Carmated cost of $130,000. The cost
to give Mein for some service in icy le a vote for Pet ere."
them.
prepare
will be shared equally by Boston
overcome their }mienean
thee
/
4
elch
4,1
w
e• rsi
I)
-2 . ?
lar
ard Cambridge.
cap, esediere who have lee+ a
be provided with atiflciaI
will
arm
an
;A:embers.

To Spend $130,000
on New Floor felHarvord BridgE

•

Boston and Cambridge to Bea.
Expense or Much-Needed
Repairs,
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Andrea' J. Peters, mayoralty fiatidi
date, speaking last night in Jubilee
Hall, Grove Ball, accused Mayor Curley of demoralizing the city departs by unjust removals and appointments.

De: Jordan began his lectures. but his
"One of the strongest indictments
voice, white undoubtedly of suffient against the present eity administration,"
rarer: to all a small hall, could be heard
ahe Peters said, "is based upon the
by only a small part of the audience.
which the power of
eontinuelly he was interrupted with reckless manner in
has been
, , le, or -Louder, we can't hear, Let the alTeintme.nt and removal
;lead, Tee • same "ear_ nsA
maniMayor do it," and the like. Some one•
began to meow, and then "Teddie" fested in dischargee end
Glynn went upon the stage. "Teddie,
get him out of there," a man shouted
balcony. It was evident
;min
), u
L
"The
ff ilea that was Mr. Glynn's purpose; for
,
in to proef ter a word with Dr. Jordan the latter
patients'
The small-pox
tect
L'''''' It up.
eledographe were whisked off the curbased en no good
ean, and that of Mayor Curley took its
son, however adequate the private or
plaee. It was greeted with cheers.
may have been.
'personal
considerations
Curley
The lights flashed on again;
Tee-mil -five hundred
men, the
empaign leaders sat themselves down Let us take one conspicuous example.
'vast majority of whom were city
chairs on the platform; Mr. Curley
"In January; 191G, 17 men were disemplOyee, Were present last night in ..: tered and was seated, end then tii-e charged on 45 hours' notice from the
McLaughlin
opened.
Mr.
was
publie works department. The termis
the National Theatre at the formal reeetMg
speech, and then introduced Mr. of service of these -men ran, from -seven
MayOralty mea,
!Opening Of the Curley
.•1 ee.eld. The latter laid stress on Mr, !te 41 years, and their average term Of
!Campaign.
mrio's achievement in elevating him- ecrviee wets el years. The pretense was
The meeting in some respects re- :cif to a position of prominence and made
that the posidona, were abolished
carepmeeting; for at !east a truet, and on his unselfish sacrifices in In connection- with
sembled
reorgantication;
score of the audience gave tinsolicited aid of the needy and oppressed. In con- but three or these discharged employes
testimony to the remarkable qualities eluelon, he asked the voters to choose brought petitions in the Dorchettler
between "the blue-blooded Peters from
of Mayor Ctirl4y.
It Dover and the red-blooded mayor from court for reinstatement, ail,ging that
tht.t
reit.50/1 was advanced in
•
Boston."
After Mr. McDonald had cencie, eae feith. end that the positions were
In other respeete It resembled a moShow; for the chairman -Introduced the mayor, to not in fact abolished.
Bon picture and -e,edet
there were stereoptieon views, one- the accompaniment of "Tammany" by
Court Decided.
and the Curley eampaign song.
, tenth of an illustrated leeto're, songs. ihe bond
"After long hearing, Judge Churchill
At intervals of comparative quiet, Va1 acrobatic
by former Repreeentarious men who appeared to be quite in - found in the deelsion wide!). Ile rendered
music by an
live Theodore Wynn andRepresentative
innately acquainted with "Jim" shouted that neither efficiemy nor
orchestra directed by
some such sentiment as Yee are all
Frank "Creatoro" Surhe.
with you. Jim, You can count on Smolt promoted or expected front the reorganleatiton whieh led to these discharges,
Mayor Curley's address was mostly a Boston. You're sure to he elected, etc."
adof
of
his
the achievements
te.citni
One man rose and said that there were rind that the underlying motive for
Upon
attack
an
ministrationand
hundrede of Republicans in the theatre them was purely political ; that these
Andrew J. Petra. one of his opponents and they were all with Curley. Ye- emrloyes had failed to respond to refor mayor, whom Mr. Curley character- rious other attempted short speeches, • quests to contribute to a political fund ,
wed as "the gentleman from Dover— but were squelehed. One started a or to attend political meetings to which .
the; were invited as city employee, admy only. opponent' in the 'mayoralty' apeeale aeld a patrolman led him te the
Mit,sun
campaign."Mt)ereby ea-d:
the
door.
McLaughlin.
The Mayor, in his address, made no had said to the former commissioner of.
F.
Edward
Senator
public works, Mr. Rourke, in answer to
president of the Democratic city coin- mention of Mr. Gall:van or Mr. Tague,
commendetion of one of Reese illsinittee. presided; Frederick W. Mans- nor did the other speakers. Til6 biggest eharged employee, that he
was no good
laugh was raised when he strutted Meng
Ii Id, Democratic candidate for Gov front a party standpoint ; and that the
having refused the stage, giving an imitation of how device of
-Dior ibb; end last
discharge
under
the
pretext of
Peters
would
look
along
lite
walking
•-leiaman of the rally. Mr.
reorga,nizatien was resorted to In order
Seen due to his de- street, "with
1,117T: ine_rt-...
!! the rights
to remain Waittrat m the -prescalt ;"""
other." The chairman or mini
,irennian, and he was not present. ,
he said. ws SS deV0k1
C —
iJ
as a calm pillar.
, eairman of Curley's campaign breins
•
Mayor
told
of
saving
The
the
city
vast
coutinittee. were the only platform ,sums of Money by reducing municipal
speakers, besides the mayor—and Dr. expenees.. He said that. he obtained a.
:ordan of the state board of health, reduction In the Edison Eleetriv Illuminwho was permitted to get part way ating Company rate for street lighting..
through his illustrated lecture.
widen resulted in a ailVillrz or $830,000 to
The rally dId not begin until long after the taxpayers, other savings, he said.
interim
time
and
in
the
scheduled
the
were made in the purchase of departFrank Burke, leader of the orchestra, mental supplies; the conduct of the
and the bass horn player provided plenty health department, quarantine serviee
of amusement. The latter, who bore a wed prevention of fires. physical resemblance to the common
caricature of a Shakesperean actor. are.
rived several minutes after Director
Burke, and, carrying his huge lestre-!IpETERs
ment, marched down an aisle to te.
orchestra pit.
Been "Spoofing" HIM.
Burke immediately sent him cu:t
e

Songs, Pictures arid Speeches
Mark Rally in National
Theatre ., 2 190
..

been
appointjustnication.
I meats, without cause or
Courts Intervened.
courts or the stale authorities
have In some cases stepped
the city against discharge and appointments

the second

PETERS IS MAYOR'S TARGET

h

Vaudeville Features.

What
a

stunts

economy was

di

year,

NIr.

Nu, ' commission,

M-1..aughlin and John

TOE SAYS HE
REJECTED PLEAI

ATTArKs
.i
rLvluVAir
1 ft

rc, 7 -

I

Had
mi..

nr.°

4

to the theatre lobby, telling him that six
ad 51.1.
there. ,
other musicians
Mr. Multi Horn departed for the front
.1-ket
D
of the theatre, while his fellow workers WI
t
html erne,. t'pon his return, after he '
been
had
Burke
"spoof-,
had found that
hina hoe:Recovered that there was
nc chair for him, then no music stand.
e
iln the end these n cessities were provided, and Mr. Burke gave Min some
eald:
"Use
and
them
music
sheets of
charier:*
whenever y011 get
an _
ilift•':,!' arrived.
n
neunced that Dr. Jordan would lecture
health pictures for a half
on board of
politicel epeaking
hour, after Witch

were playing out

a

ife

Tells How City Empioyes Calied;
and Begged Him to Quit
Mayoralty Fight.

:
DECLARES CURLEY. BEATEN

tie:IA-rum:tan Peter F. Tagtin, at 1
Recalls Discharge of 17 Ern- rallies in Brighton last slekt,
de- I
clued that a committee of it eniployes and Their Appeal
rloyes which came "begging anii
to the Courts.
:pleading" tO his house a few days
ago as "erzilesarier3 of Mayor Car-

HE CHARGES RECKLESSNESS joy,- had

, woutd,tionittietice.

I,viu

-,4
I

4
.44We

r:RA

—Pte—t-1,7.

gig. çwariltrf7Wit1arrv tfr,Otet .111m!
tot of the-fight.
The congressman's, assertion was in
4.119Wer to the newspaper statements
the mayor that he does not take 'rogue's
seriously.
Refuses to, Withdraw.
"Two
salary would be $2'f,OCO,"
the congressman said, "and thtl, unfortunate men who were compelled to
do the lna)or's bidding evidently believed, an the mayor appeared !roil,
their statements to believe, that the
only interest any man could have in
'Woyld Coine from'
:Aeeking publie
the opportunity to nialte money. , •
"I um satisfied that the members of
that etamnittee left my house with a •i
clearer 1(1(4t of why t am running for I
mayor, apd I an sure that if they cod•
eyed to their master the message I
to him, along with my einpitatic
- —al to wlthdraw from the contest
ny human power, he knows that
thoroughly and justly 'defeated I
,1
,

Mr. Tague said in part:
"At a recent meeting with eumloYes
of the park departMent, the ai,recant
mayor of 13ostim admitted fcankly that
he had'not treated those men fairly
during hiniadrldnistrailon. With a great
• display 'of humility ne said he could
not hope to secure their endorsement
in the corning mayoralty tight. but gave
! them his word that he hoped to make
!amends for his past deeds by his future
a.oti
oi thcw.
•

Hintr, V Decision.
'1" want to ask the mayor If it is on
account of that produce that he has decided to dismiss front office within a
day or two Park ComMissioner John
I'Mon? if it is not oecause of a faint
hope still lurking in the breast of the
preseht mayor ef Boston that be may
yet secure the assistance of the park
department employes, what Is the reason for his decision to retire Mr. Dillon?
"In my recent speeches r have asked
A..yoe coricy pertinent miestiong relat.ig to iisInalatimini.-4i.raLiOn of the
city's affairs. Ile has not attempte,I to
answer any one of them or to offer anything whatever in rebuttal. I want to
ask hint further tonight if it is true, as
has been charged, that he has been interested, in the profits derived from
questionable "birth
control" photoglInwn in Bosetnn theatt•os which
have heen ucenseu ny los totli,el•
"I want him to tell the people of Boston also if he has had any financial Interest in theatres which he licensed in
Boston?
Another Question.
"I want to ask him l'urther it he win •
Atake to the employes of the bath department similar promiaes of future
atonement to those he recently made
What
to the p- -k department men?
apology will he make to the women
were taken away
whose positions
from fly- I during his admInIstratIon

t„.
'4/N9CRie4A/

Or- e theusand, the price to be lowered
.:ients by the company for each per
cent, of divitkends that it might PaY
over seven.

BOSTON GAS
A S- E
K .oisfa(laubeorcchiefly
hainefdl
A.
I ili. 0 it Li

of the Boston Consolidated Gas Company, declhred today that the increase
tomaterialtin advance
regnira In
in cost

"WAR idl:RDENS" CAUSE.
He said that new economic burdens on the company, ae a result of
the war, make it necessary to increase the price of the product. He
said the company, Is to erect a new
plant to supply the government with
by-producte of gas, from which high
explosives are made.
No further
regarding
i statement
this
project
be made by the eompaipy at
t,
the present time, he Raid.
commissioner Lewenberg declared
that the company ha a been taking byproducts from its gas before the war
began and has perfected facilities for
doing this.
He
expresned the opinion that I
mantles should be furnished the consumer by the company at coht and
that the company should maintain an I
inspection .force which would inspect I
A sharp attack on the
sliding scale and adjust mantles at intervals
system of fixing th., price of
Vice-President WrightIngton said
gas
that the separation of by-products
was made today by
Con.unissioner from the gas to
supply the govern.
Solomon Lewenberg of the Gas
and ment may seriously affect the 'Bumf- •
Electric Light Commission,
following fleeing qualities of the gas when in
; the announcement by
zvalloui mantles. The
the Boston Con- ,open
uee of mantles may be necessary to I
solela,ed Gas Company that
its, price secure good light,
he asserted.
i to tht. consumer will be
increased ten
r/
c •
!cents a thousand cubic feet, beginning January 1.
The present price charged by
the
company is 80 cents a thousand. The
intreuse will bring the price to 90
I
Patrick Bowen has Ce).000 to bet
meita, an bereave of 12% per cent.
Meier the so-called London sliding that Congressman Gallivan wilt not
Mr.
scale act, which has been in effect be elected mayor of Boston.
for ten yearc, the company as the Bowen says:
"Manager Callahan of the Gallivan
right to make an increase without
campaign said last Wednesday noon,
the permission of the Ga , and E'Icc- when
placing $4,000 against Curley';
trie Light Commission, which was 'If things go as I expect, we will have
eppointed to supervise gas and elec- plenty more of this by next Sunday to
-ee oemperem
elazaaehueetta.
"
Sunday
is hardly a day to het
HE SAYS HANDS ARE TIED.
money, but on Monday. at 12 o'clock
"This sliding scale act praetically noon, i wilt be at the Parker House
with
to bet that Gallivan will
ousted the Gas and Electric Light
, not be mayor. Now that the riceest
Commission from jurisdiction In Bos- man at the newer bloods in Boston,:
ton," said Commissioner Lewenberg !John it Witagerald, ha:: declared for
, Gallivan, if he is not bluffing Gallivan
today.
-Our hands are absolutely
and the public. tly,re will be no lack
tied in the matter and will remain of funds to meet this offer."
so until the act Is repealed. This cannot happen too soon for the welfare

Commissioner Declares
Law Ties Hands of
State Authorities

MAYOR OPENS FIGHT would
1
FOR THE CONSUMER
DEG
Company Gives War
Cause for 10-Cent Advance in Charges

OFFERS $50,000 BET
AGAINST GALLIVAN

e: :Le zee:sumer.
'"rhe sliding scale system puts into
i the hands of the individuals of the
I company absolute power to say what
the price of gas shall be, whether et i
happens to be just and fair or nut."
Mayor Curley directed Williatu J.
Hennessey, acting corporation counsel,
Gas and Eketo get in Vetch with the
Commission with a view to •
We Light
measures that
the adoption of some
the incresse. The Maytir
Might prevent
-increiiiie-eitrihirsiThropoz
'OW the
Sidon _on the Petinle."
scale system the
'tinder the sliding
was fixed at 90 cents a

•

os of gas

,,•
AWARD SAVIN HILL
GRADING CONTRACT
, e
Mayor Curley

h s ecaided
tract for grading and completing the
teivin Bill playground, Dorchester, to
etinee A, eitiiiivan of Dorehester for
$41,291. The $80,000 locker building
Is near completion, The Mayor will
present a $27,000 loan order tc the
City Council on Monday for the stmding and completion of the Ripley
P:aeitround, also in Dorchester.
1

TAME ASKS
COUHT.TO BAR
fi

o Ey FILM

•
Declares Mayor Forced Theatre
Owners to Show Picture Under
Threat of Cancelling Licenses.
Congressman Peter a Taeue today'
,said he would apply to the courts for I
an injurictien
rs"
.1'Y
"educational" film on the ground that I
it violates the Corrupt Practices Act. ,
He declared that •"tvL,n Mr. Curley
took the theatra owners by the I
te mats awl tereed them to show this
film under the threat of losing their
licenses," the 'Mayor had failed to
consideration that "the 1
into
: take
State had set up' laws against weae
very practices."
"The picture is nothing more or less1
I thal political advertising for Curley,"
I said Congreesunan Tague. "It was'
ithsupplked, to the theame owners
; out cost. One of the raanagcrs
d
. my office that he did not know th
company
infidel
which
name of the
the filth because he did not have to do
business in the ordinary way with ;
any cnpany. In f' 't, the managers
were told both by W. Curley and his :
agents that unless they took the film I
and exhibited it all this week their
licenses would be taken away from
them and their theatres closed,
'The law distinctly staten that all
polittcal advertising must be clearly
etesiguated as, 'political advertilsinge
There is no such description on the
Curley film. As the theatres, by presenting' title political advertisi ne without cost to Its beneficiary, are maltin,." a contribution/ to his mime.
tiny are gmity or lie:eating toe pais
whiee says 'that no contribution shall
be made by a corporation. but I shall
,not ask for Prosecution of the owners. They were faced with the alternative of losing their busineme in
which they had investel thousands of
dollars, unless they complied with, the
autocratic mandate that Is so typical
of Curleyism."
The. nine picture of "A Day In the
Life of the Mayor of Boston" was presented in at least two motion picture
theatres last night'. It was scheduled
for twenty-six (heat res today and the
remainder of the week.
•
It ohows the Mayor front the ra6- .
enent he sips his morning coffee until
:he tucke himself in „under the bed- 'clothes at night, '
One nouvtger said today, with a
knowing wink of the eye, that "Bela
• an educational file n' •
'It wouldn't Mae any of its educational value
It were .paved until
after election le xt Tuelday," Congressman Theme aid.
Congressman James A. Gallivan 'bad
demanded an oppIrtunity for,himself
Mr. Tague and Andrew J. Peters. to
speak in the same theatres *hero the,.
picture is showl., but • Mr. Gal11ya4,;
today, saw that
recolvest'M
reply.

r of IMIEVA
depression in the -;:eTate eepodiatteree,
l
1915, contrary to genera
been lowed/I
the tax rate would have e the enore
in 1914 that, in 1913, despit
maintenance
mous increase in the
activities.
of conducting the city's that In those
It is interesting to note
the control
departments directly under
inclusive:
from 1910-1913
Mayor
the
of
neces52,151,be
would
endtture of ala,000,e1)
increased more than $500,000
itures
expend
lass
first-c
in
s
street
the
than
sary to put
more
of
ge
avera
000, or an
actual increase
annually, as against an
against 1913.
of 569,210 in 1914 as
Second Rally in Street
ition •
Fought Against Oppos
At the conclusion of the Mayor's ren, I
pleaded Pr
even
and
marks ho was given another ovatio
d
invite
have
I
press, the
and he, with the 60 or more prominent
he co-operation of the
other
Democrats on the platform, held an im- Chamber of Commerce and all conpromptu reception. Many women were agencies interested in an honest,
on Of.
strati
admini
in the audience.
structive and efficient
I
The Mayor was informed of the fact public affairs, but to no purpose.
the
that hundreds of men who had been went into office four years ago on
the,
unable to get into the theatre were pledge awl I weed is:Mile:etc:
still waiting In the street. He at once atfairs of the city in an efficient, con.,
where
,
withstreet
r,
went out into Tremont
structive and humane Manne
he was received with cheers. Ile out any other pledge or promise of any.
stood
which
ear
g
you totourin
a
before
ed
come
mount
the character, and I
conveniently by and addressed his night to say that I have kept the faith.
of
departments
gathering along the same lines
I found many municipal
remarks made from the platfprrn. ex- either so grooved as to have become
ets
manag
ign
ive as to
campa
initiat
The Curley
g in
ion rutted or so lackin
Pressed gratification at the recept it I know not the meaning of the word.
, I was confronted With
tendered the Mayor and said Met
ign. j At the outset
indicated the outcome of the campa
an anticipated deficit of $1.300,000 andresult of
with revenue reduced as a
to the
evolution in industry consequent
hill
adoption of the Underwood tariff .approximately $62,0O'. With a realizn
I
r.dStewa
His
of
on,
situati
(lives Accounting
Bon of the seriousness of the
•
then commissioner of
the
for
sent
T
s—;
Four
Year
Last
ship of the
and re-public works, L. K. Rourke,
me In what man
Predicts Re-election by 12,000 quested him to inform le
for him to efnor it would be possib
t
conduc
the
Plurality
fect a saving of $500,000 In
ment.
depart
his
of
my
nced
annou
I
Four years age,
Without hesitation Mr. Rourke anand the
the
candidacy for Mayor of Boston
roe In swered that he could dispense with
same forces that today oppose
of /500 men employed in the
:yas cheered for 14 three divisions opposed .me as one. De- services works
pea.
'Mayor Curley ,
for
department
press, public
se
the opposition of the entire
za- riod of four month% and I Informed
minutes before the deafening applau , spite
the entire Republican ward organi ,
ss
method other than the
some
addre
that
ttees him
allowed of his beginning his
tions, representing 26 ward commi coininhuman and unintelligent economic
ratic ward
Democ
re,
Theat
the
of
nal
24
Natio
some
the
by so-called
last night at
Government Assocla- custom always practised
of mitteee, the Good agenci
ers would have to be adopted
reform
money
that
es
where he held the opening rally
the
tion, and all
I held the office,
Senator could influence or premiees sway, when arid that so long as
ly'
his campaign for re-election.
was elected of Mayor no man or woman honest
d
I
counte
were
votes
of
the
ent
election performing their woric would he sus'
Edward F. McLaughlin, pres,d
Reality 6000 majorlte. The
by
e
srotais
this
made' was unique ir the annals of municipal pended or discharged and
the Democratic city committee,
been I have kept.
had
result
the
anthat
in
s
and
politic
s contracts4
his introductory remarks
t pledge or promise of I Investigated the variou
er, the achieved withou
omise
nounced the Mayor as the speak
any character that would compr city . between the city and individuals or
cheer me as Mayor or be injurious to the
assembly breaking loose and
ra
o. vsne,rtite.
et r, ti1
lecced
eg oem
in
been
h a;udiTth
Edison Electrie Illuminating Company.
y which Isv
Curle
Mayor
wed.
after cheer follo
Upon
was charging- an exorbitant rate for
to
city's
the
ts
of
attemp
rot only the condition
street. lighting. I conferred with the
made several ineffectual
le,
possib
as
y
rapidl
the company, Ma. Edgar,
be stopped finences, but, as
ered I president of
open hii remarks, only to
the city departments. I discov
med him that, in my opinion,
A band, all
repeatedly and'infor
ng.
cheeri
been
had
er
furth
what
of
truth
by
the
the rate . was exorbitant end, because
again
privately by cerStated publicly and
the city's financial condition, it must
which rendered patriotic selections tain individuals opposed to my can- of
be reduced.
difil.•
be
force
the
td
would
added
It
ng,
that
y,
eveni
during the
didacy, namel
I submitted the city'e case, which for
a $20
cult if not impossible to avoid
a number of veers s
of the ovation.
515a.34 ner year ior each electric ar -i
. a eread
thie leee; er,es
light, while neighboring cities were
Rate
Tax
ng
Cutti
t
in
paying $90 per light per year, and In
of nearly 1000 men waited
burtoe-great
great
the
some cases a lesser amount. An agreeI appreciated full well
street unable to enter the
every
on
ed
Impos
ment was finally reached whereby the
- den that would be
M- price was reduced to 07.53 per light per
etre, every part of which was crowd
citizen as a consequence of this
it would repre- Year, which, coupled with a slight re- t
ed to the limit.
() crease, which, whileonal
annually to duction in the incandescent light, re,
sent but $20 additi
7
,
flat house, stilted In a staving of $930,000 to the taxthreeevery owner of a
ed by payers on electric lighting alone during
TESRM
would, in all probability, be prorat
$1 per the life of the contract.
John F. Mc- the owners at not less than
and
ghlin
McLau
or
Senat
I realized in
A provision was Inserted in the con- '
the Curley cam- month to every tenant.
Donald, chairman of
$20 tax rate would con- tract providing for arbitration, with a a
a
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that
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sed
additi
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had
man
ss
paign committee,
busine
view to a furthers' reduced price at any a
was intro- stitute a barrier to the
to
gathering before the Mayor
Mayor was alga seeking a profitable field in whichrep- bee de,ins the ale or tne contract. /^
duced. As soon as the
on,
additi
in
and,
ry
at
indust
hed
Under the arbitration clause the city
ish
establ
f heard he launc
industries has spent approximately $60,000 In the
to make himsel
of his feet' years' resent an enormous burden to
once into a resume
.
. He already established in Boston
past two years for expert services and e
stewardship of the city's affairs
a- legal
expenses, with i new to securing
Immediate readjustment was imper
campaign of 1913 he
ly
direct
said that in his
s
tment
depar
,
In
he
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that
a further reduction, and the companW8!!
tive, and
the fact
won, notwithstanding
the answer to the city's
,
Mayor
the
of
l
many
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the
opposit
under
investigation, as
over recently presented to
had the combined
the Gas ane
s, nearly all the increase, in expenditures for 1915
those
of the organization
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while
Electric Light Commisaion, was In emight be ex- 1914 were .4 of 1 per cent,
papers and forces which ratic candi's
Mayor
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rect that tile contract hag represented !
departments not
petted to be with a Democ
cent. an annual loss to the Edison
control tho increase was 6.2 per
company
date.
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Gas Lighting Too Costly
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I administration, and with this in viVei
gh
I kept ever to the one course, althou
He cited his
oppose d on all sides.
de"
breaking up the "Red Rooeter Briga
unof Incendiarids, the razing of many
his
sightly and dangerous buildings and
etureefetscloaft thane ctetxy:
d inththebs
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,
TO
0pOVATION
condition.
—T MAYOR
Opening Rally of
Campaign Is Big
Success

CURLEY REVIEWS HIS
ADMINISTRATION

Predicts New Victory
by Plurality of
.12,000

REVAh

MAYOR'S SPEECH

. ..,
r-dIVTeraide1
m stritic5rariaI m y adihi
ful structures, which constituted a tire i the emadiated bodies of infaltS .
e.
menac
health
a
as
e
well
basein
as
inenace,
foul
razed women eccuMytng their
and this entire number has been
ng compantett, *
lighti
the
nts;
teneme
fairly VT1
at an actual cost of about $2500.
have been compelled to deal
The lose of life and property through the city; the banking interests, w
heroic
and
se
increa
the
fires was on
pay a rea ,
view have been required to
measures were necessary. With a
of idi6 PC.C.Ple.0
use
the
for
able
return
it
whose tilsetel1l
to efficiency in combating tire InSseS,
ished motley; the loan sharks,
whose.
system of co-operation was establ
I have destroyed and
of
'
usury
pal
munici
all
en
politica,.
for the first time betwe
victims I have freed, and the od ant!
'
disI
ation,
examin
Upon
manho
departments.
vehicles camp followers whosebargain counteir:
:i
,
covered that, while motor
fire chiefs. suffrage is ever on the
geished tend'
diefin
had been provided for all the
met this
have
I
moto
made
rers before and
no real attempt had been
At motley array of plunde
torize the fire-fighting apparatus.
I meet them thir*.
ot defeated them united.
cent
per
50
about
time
t
presen
the
not' lose sight,
the time divided: but I do guiding spirit:'
the lire apparatas is motorized and
t of the
momen
one
'for
s
month
12
lage, Mr.'Pekes,
fire losses during the past
, that actuates the assemb
have been reduced more than $600,000 ers. Four years ago the same foroW
been
has
s
alarm
of
r
numbe
I carriad .
while the
were arrayed against me and This yea
reduced upward of 1200.
the city by nearly 6000 votes.
friends, *a)
• with your assistance, my
Arson Trust Rounded Up
greatest vicberY
participate 'In the government in
will
During the past year the arson trust, I ever achieved for good
,
t
city in the de eat
commonly known as the "Red Rooste
the history of this
than AO/
Brigade," has been rounded up, more of Mr. Peters by not less
than 100 have been indicted by the votes.
grand jury and 20 women and men already have been sentenced for arien,
with the result that during the pant 12 .1
months less than one-half a dozen tires
16 Years on
have occurred of suspicious origin.
Says Curley, After
Early in my administration a bill was
or Naing
State
provid
presented to the Legislature
Payroll of City,
for the abolition of basement teneRetire
Must
tion, Realizes lie
ments. As a result of its enactment
by the Legislature and enforcement by
.
to Private Life
the health department under my direcrallies in the
tion, the ravages of tuberculosis among
Congressman Tague, in
night, said: "After
the poor have been stayed.
• Brighton district last
onnylortinn with
While the installation ef the high e
l ns year. ..s.1...e.r.rIvrt
'V
Melt:4111
which he has
during
l,
17,1•0:3::Urt:
payrol
public,
of a
S80,reeponelble for the bad condition
in regular salaries nearly
ed
receiv
I
down-town streets, the primaPy cause 0ea, Mayor Curley realizes more fully
has been the starvation poliey lung pur- than any other man In the world that
sued with reference to street construc. he is about to retire to private life and
lion, the annual amount prior to 1916 that he must earn his living in the funvailable for new street construction ture in other ways than by collecting
U. S. Takes Quarantine
being approximately ra50.00e, as against
treasury of his city, his
I found that the city was conducting el,S00,000 in the past two years: It would it from the
of
t
or his 'ninon.
State
to
lly
gradua
a quarantine service for the benefi
er.'
howev
. • .
he necessary,
He 'said in part:
the steamship companies, and repre- teerease the annual expenditure -sot 1
present Mayer
the
of
ent
statem
about
of
iture
"The
expend
l
sented an annua
the mistakes of' the past
reporters
no good streets before
of Boston to the newspaper
E28,000. I could conceive of
acy secould be ON ercorne. To construct with
that he does not take my candid
reason why the city of Boston should
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pense, took
The
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single
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me to withdraw from this mayoralty
saving the city upwards of $1,000,000.
ed
value of the change is best attest
The opposition to my candidacy for contest. In the course of their &Me'
during
from
by the health record established
t
versation wt.th, me, members of that.
re-election differs in no respec
the past three years.
what I have anticipated, and, so far as committee told me 'the Mayor would
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give
two years' salary' to get me out i
the result
Healthiest of
of 1'e-election, when the facts have been of the fight.
ca,
of
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compa
'r.tVell
"Now two years' salary would•be UKThe insurance
presented to the public, by an
n relitafter an exhaustive investigatio
greater vote than I received -four years 000 and the unfortunate men who 'wow'
hout the
ions
throug
condit
pothe
are
health
me
t
to
compelled to do the Mayor's biddlnig
titre
ago. Arrayed agains
BoaUnited States in 1916, reported that
litical parasites who endeavored to tjeldisently believed, as the Mayor It!.
health
best
the
the wells of public information 'Pedired from their statement to believev
Ion has established
in the United , poison
record of any largo city
with malice and falsehoods; the thiev- that the only interest any man oottlif
t
the
presen
and
1916
1915,
States. In
ing contractors, between whom and the have in seeking public office would.
has been lower
year the typhoid rate
people's money I have resolutely stood cc me front the opportunity to 'Make
Ameri
annually than in any other large
for four yea'; tle 'Red Rooster Ii!eg- mosey. I am satisfied that the ment••,
the
was
rate
the
d he rs of that committee left my housA
1916
ado and ti r friends, who profne
can city, while la
ess'ettettion through the with a clearer idea of why I lam
lowest per 10000 It- habitants ever
prior to my t.
Jan lItti and prop- 'ling foe Mayor and 1 ant imps ChM
tablished by any elty.
destruction 0
red throughout the city
sexist, who prior to
erty; tiee real
%--..t ,-- /
4/ a V 1
T found scatte
thtly and unheal
mere than 2000 unsigh

operated. I eceferred with the officials
at the Welsbach Company and the vicepresident of the Boston Consolidated
Gas Company and gave them 48 hours
in which to agree on a reduction, with
the result that a 10-year contract. was
made which resulted in a saving to the
city of ;260,000 during the life of the
Contract, or a total saving on street
lighting alone of 51.090.000.
I found that on interior lighting the
city was paying approximately ;150,000
annually, that the system was not only
exantiquated but inadequate, and an
rePert was immediately set at work to
labors
his
vise the same. As a result of
a reduction of approximately 25 per
i cent was effected in the cost of interior
incandescent lighting.
It had long been the custom to purchase departmental supplies when the
money became available at the beginning of the fiscal year, with the result
that all departments purchased independent of one another, and at a time
when all commodities had reached their
highest price. I immediately called a
conference of all department heads,
with a view to centralizing purchases
and buying in bulk uncle? a new form
of contract, with a proviso that the
goods be paid for when the appropriation was made and delivered when required.
I was Informed by the city auditor
. that under a ruling which had been in
operation for some 25 years, it was
Illegal for the city so to contract.
• Nevertheless, the city did contract, regardless. of the ruling, with the result
re' that practically all commodities
quired by the various departments of
decthe city were purchased before the
a
laration of war by Germany, with
saving to the taxpayers in excess of
$700,000.
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dente; and Frank W. Ballets, also an
official in the department. It is understood that Lee and Kenny are favorable to liallou while Corcoran and Lane
are believed to be behind Burke.

more numerous.
Blue Stars- Pathetic
"Potent as Is the meaning convSY
beCOlfl8Ji
by the red and the white. it
stank
negligible as compared with the have
Suffragists Help Registration
to the mothers of America who
American
contributed a son, or to the
Mrs. Susan W. ritzCieralcl, president wife who has contributed a husband.
lof the School Voters' League, said last To the mothers and wives of America2
means a heavy heart and
night: "The success of the women's each star
a fond hope through

BIG FIGHT I
IN SCHOOL
CAMP A GN
Four Candidates in
held for Two
Places

registration is due In a large measure
to the activities of the Boston Equal
Suffrage Association. The organization looked upon the coming year as
being of extreme importance and put
its ward and precinct maChinery into
operation. The effect was most satisfactory.
'Dr. Dyer informed me more than two
years ago that when his term expired
lie would not. seek office again. It
apparent that there are divers interests
that desire to be considered in the
choice of his successor and the candidates are limited only by the number
of men employed at headquarters. This
is not counting those from wie•—t

Interest in the approaching election
of members of the school committee
is second only to the mayoralty campaign, the complicated situation with
regard to the councillor contest causing the political dopesters to leave
that problem to solve itself. But with
the school committee situation there
is something which voters all over the
city consider most interesting, and a
Practical demonstration of this was
presented in the registration of women.
While the women's list dropped to S•221
on April 1, 1917, it had come forward
I with leaps and bounds up to the closing
Oast Wednesday night, when it embraced 21,624 names, a record for the
city since women started to vote for the
school committee in 1888. The taski
commissioners
the
latch
election
:ndled is shown by the,,, fact that 10,000

WAR SPIRIT
OVER ELKS'
MEMORIAL
Mayor Talks toBoston
Lodge at Annual
Services

TO RUII-ofil LS`rICARS
Candidate for Mayor
Falls to (Jet Necessary Namer.--Hormel Protests 'Howland Sig.

Socialist

1'

•

natures

James (Meal. the Socialist candidate
for Mayer, who failed to secure a sufficient number of names on his nomination papers to qualify him for having
his name on the official ballot, will run
This announcement,
on "stickers."
the
since
the
of
member
every
Practtally
women's names were enrolled
coupled with the move of Senator HerState election.
Boston Lodge, No. 10, Benevolent and man Hormel, president of the RepubliA partial explanation of the women's
can city committee, preliminary to Ills
activity is found in the presence in the Protective Order of Elks, attended the filing a protest ageirst the names filed
field of four candidates for two va- annual memorial exercises in Loew's by Frank B. Howlax.ct, another candicancies. Joseph Lee, chairman of the
date for Mayor, were the developments
school committee, Is seeking re-election Orpheum Theatre yesterday afternoon, in Boston's mayoralty campaign yesfer a fourth term of three years, and where tribute was paid the hoM' of terday.
there are three cendidates for the va- Elkdom which has departed this life.
°nett' had slightly over 1000 names
cancy caused by the absence in France
certified up to 5 o'clock Tuesday and.
overto
filled
was
house
show
big
The
D.
M.
Began,
L.
of Major F.
a number of papers still to be examined.
Even before there was any announce- flowing, many being obliged to stand These proved not have a sufficient number of names to place Oneal's name on
ment as to whom tile candidates were
the main floor.
the ballot. It was announced last night,
to be the activity in favor of registra- in the rear of
women,
presided.
tion, particularly among the
however, that Oneal's name will ha
Exalted Ruler Santosuosso
- tlee "eaet process.
WM-WI on -threa;;-:.
started. It firm became apparent in
eiectiuu:
It was also stated that a decision will
_ At.oxnury
k
39 DIE IN YEAR
be made within a few days as to whethLater, howm er, it became general, and
registration was pushed in all sections
Owing to the fact that flag and er McDonald and Henderson, the So1 cialist annS'dates for the council;
of the city. ,
country nae called many members to ,George W. Galvin and Mrs. L'va Hoffthe training camps, and to the firing man, candidates for the school comFight Over Dyer's Place
line, the exercises bore many patriotic. mittee, will he voted upon in a similar
When the (Ilmirle eleered away
fcatures. The names of 39 members manner, each having failed to file the
nomination struggle it developed that who have died within the past year necessary 2000 names.
or the
there were four candidates
were read by Secretary P. F. McCarschool committee. Joseph Lee and Wil- ron.
• Protests Howland Papers
liam S. Kenny were endorsed by the
Mayor Curley's memorial address, in
Senator Hormel filed with the elecMiwhile
Association,
School
Public
which he offered up an eloquent tri- tion commissioners eesterday a notice
chael H. Corcoran and Richard J. Lane bute to the dead and to the defenders to the ef
...levee= or sailtai
formed the team nf the.
! of the country. brought a hush over posing to the public "this latest vl
Reasons for the activity of the wo- the great gathering that lasted sev- dence of the political tactics of
the
men were sought. While- there is very eral minutes after he withdrew from present Mayor," in onnection with the
little desire for making statements the stage.
circulating of Howland's papers.
for publicatien it is claimed that 1918 is I "Elkdom," he declared, "has- never
The election commissioners stated
considered a most important year be- represented lip-service either to hu- that they had not started examining
etause of the general understanding moray, to country or to flag. Within the Ilowland papers, preferring to
watt'
that Superintendent Franklin B. Dyer the last year American patriots have until they had e.anpleted the task of
Notwill not seek reappointment.
displayed to the world a new flag, registering voters, the time for this
withstanding the fact that his six-year whose meaning we have yet ,ightly to expiring at 10 o'clock last night.
term does not expire for several months, Interpret, namely. the Service Flag.
Thomas J. Kenny, former councillor
,
several candidates are already
Today the service flag is flying from and candidate against Mayor Curley In
'
mong
A
suceossot's.
ar.esible
g
n
i
e
b
Its
Boned
every building occupied by a lodge of 1513, set at rest yeste:day the rumera
them are Augustine L. Rafter and Jere- I the Protective Order of Elks and the I that he had come out In favor of that,
'shah E. Burke, assistant saperinten- stare of blue on the field of white with Mayor. Ho stated that he had ,
the border e red are daily becoming preesed no prerarree'"--
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tear-laden eye, and
God's providence, of the speedy ending
a
of the war and the safe reurn of
loved one.
"There can be no permanent peso)
has been"
until human selfishness
destroyed. a.lkdorri presents Its principlea as a panacea for the evils that
afflict humanity.
"Fidelity to the great principles of
*motherly love, chanty ana justice mnU
one day replace human selfishness,
malice and greed in the hearts of
men, if the aim of life is to be the
common good of humanity.
"To the principles of the departed
Vivian, disciple of the brotherhood bif
man and the fatherhood of God,
500,000 men in America today subscribe,
and wherever the drum-beat is heard
in this war, whether in the cantonments of America, the Philippines, or
the bloody fields of France or Flanders,
our brother Elks may be found under
the folds of the beacon of hope, standing ready to make the supreme sacrifice that the principles enunciated by
Vivian may become the domtnant
thought of the world."

_
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had the public ,welfare at heart and.
Was instrumental in influencing many
;of the great legislative problems that
have occupied the mind of Congress.
It is this clear sighted sense of duty
and the keen understanding of the peoples side of the case, that eminently
fits Curley for the office of Mayer. As
chief executive of the city, the people
know that they have a watchful and
honest representative looking out for
their sentiments and wishes as expressed to him. It is never tiecessarY
for the people to hold expensive referendum elections to protect their
rights vvilen lie is mayor.
Any fair minded man will admit
that the Mayor should be a man who
takes the people's side of public questions. In Cutley, Boston has such a
Mayor. And it is of the utmost importance that Such a Mayor be re! elected. NVIien the people hire a
Mayor, they want to be sure that he
I is a good one. With James M. Curley as Mayor, Boston has the right
i man in the right place. With nothing to fear, for it is only a question
!of majority, Curley will succeed hint;self as the next mayor of the cultured
'city.
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HIS
CURLEY CONFINES
ATTENTION TO PETERS
PF - )

Piopounds Series of Question!
That Ignores the Othrr Candidates.
ottp!r
Mayor Curlc,. :Ain ignoring all
...anclidatea but Mr. Peters, e!srried
.eamnaign into Ros'indale and Roxbury
last evening, speaking respectively at

HON. JAMES M. CURLEY
MAYOR OF BOSTON
.•••••.
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Ever Willing and Never too Busy to Listen to His Constituents—He was

•

Always icounci on the Side of the People.—An Ideal Mayor of Boston.
.
lion. James M. Curley's popularity ; it l\':1.S this quality that shone prewith the people of Boston lies in his 'dominant \\hilt he -was in Congress.
qualities of heart as well as in his Curley insisted on giving his personal
splendid record as a public servant. attention to every matter brought to
His official record is without a Went- Lis office by a constituent. No matter
ish, he always being on the side of the how insignificant the subject might
people when their interests are at appear to a ;cry busy official, Cuiley
stake. But it is the man Curley that realized that it was frequcntly a nutof great importance to the conparticularly wins people to him. His ter
' that makes stitnent, and as. the chosen represenis 3 pleasing personality
is im- tatiye of the people in Congress he
friends wherever he goes. One
made it his first duty to give his carepressed with .his sincerity and honesty
longer a man fill personal consideration and atten-it first meeting and the
knows him ilk.
Curley i5 very demo- 'tyrote ;, letter tb Curley while he was
impresSion.
is
all with in Con'iress wit bout gettiu.:
, prompt
cratic in his manners, treating
attentiVelv2ss and courteous reply, likewise while
courteous
saute
the
brought to him for Mayor of Boston. In matters of genwhen any matter is
attentioo or advice. Ile is unassum- eral public policy and questions affectways and no one is too irtrr the ?lariats at !armp eic the
hum ble or obscure not to have his I esti- of the people as a whole, CurIcy
!was always found lighting for the peosympathetic. interest.

the Charles Sumner school and at Vernon Hall.
The address, virtually the same at
both places, teemed with interrogations
and accusations through which the
speaker sought to show that the campaign of Mr. Ft-d.e,s is be'ng
up by deals arid promises of a post-...fre!.tion nature and that his campaign utter..
ances are but empty words.
He asked If Mr. Peters is ready to answer whether he is going to support
Michael H. Corcoran and Richard Lane
for the school committee; if he htut
made a deal with Roger Scanlon regard•
Ing Rugby Park in exchange for his sup..
port; if he has promised that in the
event of his election the day labor 11 YE;
tem will -be abolished at the Roxbury
yard; and If he subscribes to the doctrine enunciated by Postmaster hoirleson that it Is a menace to the welfare
or this country for government employes -to organize for their protection?'

In closing, he

referred to the Insfirie.s-

highways and playground,'
Which have been made throughout the
district during the past year and de,
clared that is w,.s hi,t purpose to con.
ments

to

in the Iii ire.

tinuo the same liberality
of the lire apparatus In

The motorixing

!tcx.uury

Park diutriets, and the erection of new
municipal buildings throughout that section were also cited as examples of
work done and earnests of future In
orovernenta if he is retained In office
He challenged Mr. Peters to submit any
obiections

to

the

Imnrovetnents

that

have been made or recommendtig...*,
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LAUDS MAYOR'S PETERS ATTACKS
JUNK ACTIVITY GURLEY REMOVALS

IRE SAYS HE
REJECTED PLEA

Pews Says Curley Deseeves
City Employes Called
Discharge of 17 Fill-, fells How
,Recalls
Cre
(.0!' Pittfirri nueT
him to thJk
pinyes arm mew /appeal
colossal Deal.
Mayoralty Fight.
to the Courts.
REFERS TO COVE ST. BRIDGE

HE CHARGES RECU.ESSNESS

Andvew J. Peters, eanditlete for
Mayor, last night issued a statement
Andrew J. Peters, mayoralty cantii•
regarding the speech delivered by date, speaking last night In Jeanie.
Mayor Curley Saturday night at the Hall, Grove Hall, accused Mayor Cur
formal opening of his campaign for Icy of demoralizing the City depari
The Mayor's address Im
:e election.
et mehnyts.Unjust removals and
)oeints
o hnost entirely Consisted of leucite-(The of the strongest indictment:.
tions of the aehievement of his adagainst the present city administration."
, ministration,
Mr. Peters said, "is based upon the
"if "%la yor Curley deserVCS
the power of
"tt would seem to 1.-Al reckless manner in which
been
held° gp to the mad" appointment and removal has
w it eqe:
etet,t eollossal junk used. The same spirit has been nianirested In discharges and in appoint„1. this city.
deal of it:
'The ne-Q
itC1711Illit of his adtninis- nients, without cause or justitication.
tration is much more astounding in
Courts Intervened.
what it omite than in what it
"The courts ce• the state authornica
Neglects Important Features.
have In Borne eases stepped in to pro'He entirely neglects the really imtect the city against discharge eina
portant features of his administration.
pointments based on no good public reaHe neglects the state of hopeless in- son, however adequate the private or
efficiency into which he has reduced Personal considerations may have been.
the public works, public buildings arid I Let us take one conspicuous example.
'In January. 191te 11 inert were dis-•
i park and recreation departments by the I
on 4S hours' notice from the
character of his appointments as their charged
public works department. The terms
heads. Ile overlooks the utter demorali- of service of these men ran from seven
zation of all the departments under his to 41 years, and their average term of
years. The pretense was
control, which has been brought about service was
t by unwise appointments and unjust re- made that the positions were abolished
movals. He makes no mention of his in connection with a reorganization;
persistent opposition to the segregated but three of these discharged employes
budget milli it,was forced upon tom 1 , y ' brought petitions hi tire, leorchester
council. Ile Ignores hi,
court for reinstatement, alleging that
: :h. restore the outworn and sNashi... the pretended reason was advanced In
tcrn of liorrowinz money for cn,
had faith, and that the positions were
1 I' Ii, eet te fop+
,
fricirin.
c‘nchcc.•,

DECLARES CURLEY BEATEN
Congressman Peter F. Tagus, fit
derallies in Brighton last night,
emcity
alared that a committee of
which came "begging and

rtloyfs

days
lieading" to his house a few
ago as "emissaries of Mayor Cur.
ley," had told him the "mayor would

him
.::;ive two years' salary- to get
fight.
l out of the
The congressman's a ssertion was in
e,nswer to the newspaper statements of
the mayor that he does not take Tague's
candidacy seriously.
Refuses to Withdraw.
"Teo e ears' ealary would be e2e,000„"
the congressman said, "and the ur.
fortunate men who were compelled to
do the mayor's bidding evidently believed, as the mayor appeared Iron',
their statements to believe, that the
only interest any man could have in
defenders of our country who walk in.
the shadow of the valley of (teeth, susmined by the supreme ideal—the greatest that ever actuated man from the
nf
th:eati
erect, with countenance serene. in reunafraid.
.,
coup:Ate
of
call
the
to
sponse
"There cars be ro permanent peace In
the world until human selfishness hae
been destroyed. Elkdont presents its
principles as a panacea for the evils
that afflict humanity, They are the
same divine principles that were enunciated by the great Nazarene nearly 19
eettitti tea ago on 61t, nItvi
What Court Decided.
and. }twit-ale...7i :1, :iii.i il , it, ijI. .
and which the peeple of the world must
one day accept,
of Marks Amp ;1 ,,, I ear)tig . "After a long hearing, Judge Churchill
n .11, :I ,
"Fidelity to the great Principles of
e• probate building, and to the found In the decision which he rendered
brotherly love charity am' histice must
ef privileges to Angell's that neither efficieney nor economy was
one day replace human eeeeditiese, mele
Franklin Field.
-- pointed out. "amazing die- promoted or expected from the reorgan- • lee and greed in the hearts of men, if
the aim of life is to be the common geed
, facts which characterized izatiton which led to these discharges.
of humanity."
,st's handling of those phases and that the underlying motive for
that
them
was
these
;
political
purely
., iiistration of which he spoke
night." Peters alluded to employee had failed to respond to re.. the mayor's discharge of quests to contribute to a political fund
— 9/ i
es, street lighting. depart- or to attend political meetings to which
C
hasing, healte board, fire de- they were invited as city employes, ad•
by
d
t
,
et
1.!t•,
being
lite
mission
teaeor
y'e
and the d felt let -atterne
part.111C'llt.
ee ee ,,eeneesemer of
reundIng-up of the "arson trust," and had said to the
public works, Mr. hour he, el answer to
•.
conclusion:
.
said in
Congressman Gallivan yesterday adof .one of these dis"There is left only the credit which a commendation
dressed an open letter to all the city.:
charged employes, that he wee no good
Ire takes for allowing the New York. front a party
standpoirt: and that the
tORr
employes explaining his views regardingi
'New Haven & Ilartford railroad to
This device of discharge under the pretext of
their relatimship with the mayor's cifel
down the CrIVO street bridge.
reorganization was resorted to in order
lice "during my four yeats of serviee.".
.bridge Was et,t•ted under the provisions to deprive these men of the rights
reelthe
for
of
ISIS,
(eis
tee
Chapter
He states that no one identified with thei
of
eerie-ewe ,e ee ,, idents of South Bos- secured to them by statute."
mayor's office will make any collections'
this
'of any kind, either for political or other .
ton and 1.:,• I I 5 1. 1 .lor 'ilt'titer. Under
act the ,,tte t :11,1 bones 111 Me ammini
purposes; that no employe will be celled
of the
upon to assist the mayor in any political
of 9947.9eo, et], if whiseh the cost
id.
way,'and that the only standard the emconstructing tee bridge was pa
ployes need have in mind "during the
"The bride, Cas now been torn down
although
n
,
,,
railroad,
II,
i
,,'
;,.. t„. •:,,,
eeillivan administration' is honest amid,
ill net t•emplcte the payment
faithful parformance of their duties.
"This you can keep clearly in mind,"
or ,„,,,,• i tht Ifti,,,jpal of and intereet
on n,,,II tr.7...:.. ‘;'.'h^r: ‘.e ere_tee
tire letter reads in concluelon, "that ),ouethe
lire
Angell,
Marks
,
doe.
salary, once it IF established, weit,„.*
was tern
If th., mayor deserves ce edit, it
all yours, without any rake-Ott-WEI; credit
wblen
.shottlel
the
be
to
seem
body."
ild
,
over
the
most
puts
tut the man who
;
eelossal Junk deal of his generation i ill
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CAW VAN PROMISES NOT

TO "SQUEEZE" CITY MEN
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PETERS'REPLY TO
CURLEY'S SPEECH

"His closest friends four years ago
are now his most bitter enemies,
while some of those who were violently opposing him In his first may°reit:, campaign are the men to
whom he is n,3a, catering."

ONLY FOUR ON BALLOT.
Jr seems to be settled now that there
will be but four candidates tor atayur
on the ballot. Frank R. Howland, over
whose papers there was a disgraceful
wrangle at the office of the election
commissionr last Tuesday. seems to have
been definitely countel out. Only 2557
Andre -e, J. Peters. who was the chief names were certified on his papers, and,
target at mayor Curitty'e 1st5railY
Howland.
Saturday niishr, yesterday Welled a
By the middle of this week it will
statement eriergically attacking the be positively known who is actually to
all the contests, for
Mayor on the ground that he die- go to the people inwithdrawals
may be
until. that time,
rhm-Fainv night Andrew J.
Tague also commented upon the Sat- Peters will hold his first form41 rally
urday night speech.
Congressman et Tremont Temple.

------Tagne and Gallivan Also Bitter
in Criticism of the
Mayor

Gallivan put out a brief letter addresses to the city employes. Mayor
Curley, who was the orator at te
Elks' memorial service, did not 1§etle
any statement.
•'•
Peters said that the Mayor neglected the really important features
of his administration Then he went
on to sum up his opinion in this
fashion:
"He neglects the state of hopeless
; inefficiency Into which he has reduced the public works, public buildings and park and recreation departments by the character of his appoint:aents as their heads. He overlooks the utter remoralization of all
the departments under his control,
which has been brought about by unwise appointments and unjust removals. He makes no mention of his persistent opposition to the segreggted
budget until it was forced upon him
by the City Council. He ignores his
attempt to restore the, outworn and
wasteful system of borrowing money
for current expenses, also frustrated
by the City Council. He does not refer to ' the bonding and Insurance
scandals, to the activity of Marks
Angell in rearing down the Probate
building, and to the concessions of
privileges to Angell's relatives at
Franklin Field."
A COLLOSAL JUNK DEAL.
Peters assigned the credit for the i
reduction in the cost of electric street
lignting not to tne•mayor, out to toe
City Council and former Corporation
Counsel John A. Sulltvan; asserteti
that the health departIment is inficiently run an..4
. that the fire department is demoralized.
Be concludes by declaring in reference to the Cove street bridge: .!.•Jf
Ibis Mayor deserves credit, it WoUhl
or.'fl;?
eqi '•
go to the man wi-e. puts over the
most colossal junk deal of his generation in this city."
Congressilan Gallivan's letter to the
city employes says that he wants
every city employe "to understand.
'
that no one Identified with the Mayor's
office during the Gallivan adminiatraHan will make any collections of any
hind, either for political or other purposes."
Be goes on to say that no city employe would be called upon to Emilia
the Mayor in any political activities,
and that the only standard wilt bc
honest, faithful performance of duty.
lie concludes: "Your salary, once it
Is established, will be all yours, without any rake-offs to anybody."
Referring to the Mayor last night,
Cougressman Tague paid:
"It is a matter of public record in
the testimony before the Boston
Finance Commission that Timilty's
paitncrz s-"'""`""';' "," ,
nye•cristn.
$10.000 te the land company of
Pri.nkie Daly, next freind of the
mayor. •

e _ 2
?•
METHODS
ADOPTING OLD
o

Perhaps the most notable and pitiful campaign ever waged
in this city was that undertaken some years ago ere political
designations had been barred front municipal ballots. A citizen
of Boston, now and for some time an inmate of a hospital for
the insane, decided to emitest for a Republican nomination. Ile
was beaten, of course, for he was not -the choice of Republican
voters, but he persisted in a post-primary eampaign, raised the
cry of fraud and appealed through the advertising columns of
the press for support until his campaign funds were exhausted.
As promptly as could be his cause was taken up by certain
Democratic strategists who continued his newspaperadvertising,
paid the bills therefor and gave to it a skilful force which the
unbalanced man himself had been unable to give. When election
day can the "independent" candidate, backed by Democratic
campaign funds and Democratic brains, ran third, but he sue•:!eeded in defeating a sterling Republican for election. And
thereby he accomplished the purpose of those who revived hit
candiilacy when it was wilting and dying.
Owing to indiscreet enthusiasm on ,the part of Frank B.
Howland's City Hall supporters in his candidacy as a "Replan
;icon — eandid.te fot- ioayor
nanic.
fel the le.!
lots. Hundreds of the mayor's friends, anxious to show th4ir
loyalty, signed Iloviland's papers after signing the mayor's,
and so many of them did it that they defeated their own object..
Howland 's brief appearance in the hall of fame is useful'
main!3, an iiingt.rni inn or the administration's unaccountable
propensity for adopting other people's political methods after
they have become obviously'unworkable,

WHERE FITZGERALD DOES NOT STAND
A. staunch friend of the mayor has recently published uu advertisement in which. claiming to have been grievously misled 147
John F. Fitzgerald four years ago, he called on Dr. Fitzgerald to
sta,te which one of the candidates for mayor the doctor will support.
It should be enough for the present to know that John P.
Fitzgertild is one of a large'majority of Boston's citizens who are
not standing with .Mayor Curley and are not seeking front seats
his band wagon. Those seers who announced Home time ago
+hat Dr. Pitzg,zerald would support Mayor Curley because his
own,k
poiirieni ambition inid Ott Ii 1'4'1,11601. know betteF now. ApaViiie
will linow more ere the
v4tepaign
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Michael J. Lynch, Martin E. JoYce."
Frank E. Judkins. John IT. Buckley.
and George E, White.
Sound Eleven Stroke.
Thc vsading ot the (lath roll of the
year was followed by 11 strokes of a
hell, symbolizing the eleventh hour, dedited iii Elkdoin to the memory of the
departed. Then an illuminated picture
Curley, last night issued the
of "Justice." a fundamental maestros
:
the
n
fea
gr
criee
roal,„,,,,i„..in
S'itintIto
e .
be
0rt
statement
following
kaaet, was shown with seenic
commission's report
1
light effects, the spirit of justice
ence to the methods employed
r, presented by Miss Katherine Ward.
city'S
t Her an orchestral selection, Mayor ing the catchbasins in the
lodge,
streets!
J.,ines E. Curley, a member of the
in
"The mayoralty campaign is now
delivered the metnerial address. which
chairman of the
was followed by several musical num- full swing and the
Mtn-finance commission. Mr. John R.
political position
'rhe lodge officers then closed the me- pity, is in the same
ritualistic
that he occupied four years ago; a MM.
morial services, declaring in
law
Roston lodge No. 10, B. P. 0. E., in corm that the memories of their depart- I didate without complying with the
ly hon- which requires that all candidates file
accordanCe with the custom Of the (NI brothers had been appropriate
reThe
names.
As a part of this ceremonythe petitions containing 34160
Elks, held a solemn Service yeaterH erect.
'1 port or the commissioner of public
sang "Only a Little While."
a
;atimet
day in commemoration of its deThe notes of "The Star Spangled,Ban- works is here presented."
feet
The report of E. F. Murphy, commisparted members. The audience, com- vier" brought the audience to its
effect was intensified by another sioner of public works, which accomposed of Elks and their friends, filled and its
Miss
by
panied the mayor's statement, begint
!scenic 'picture, "Our Country,"
on sky, with the assertion that the finance cornthe Orpheum Theatre.
Ward, changing colors playing
The list of members who have died son and clouds, forming a vivid and mission's 'report on methods used in
stars cleaning catch basins "contains many
during the past year, in memory of pleturesque background for the
statements which are ambiguous, others
whom the service was held, included and stripes.
the misleading, and many which have no refof
chairman
was
John F. Burke
some names well known in the life of committee in ehargs of ('no memorial. erence whatever to the question."
Regarding the commission's statement
Boston, among them Jeremiah J. Mc- and J. Edwin Kneeland secretary. Michief usher and that contracts for cleaning basins should
Carthy, formerly surveyor of the Port; chael W. Norris was
McLaren
NV.
George
,be made on a cubic yard basis, rather
DeWitt Lane and
John Sauerquell, for years librarian of his assistants.
'than on a per basin basis, Mr. Murphy
the Symphony Orchestra; the late sheriff
reports that the method the commission
Mayor Praises Elks.
fa% ore Was given a trial fretit 100i to
of Suffolk county, John Quinn. Jr.;
alluded
address,
Ids
iu
Curley,
mayor
I.151.2 and was abandoned as unsatisfac' Jerry Cohan, actor, and father of the
tribute tory in the latter year by L. K. Rourke,
comedian and playwright. George M itc the Elks' custom of paying
Cohan: Ph1110P. Pretto, proprietor of on the first Sunday in Decethber to de- then commissioner of public works, "because the old method created a condithe Hotel Oxford; John' H. Buckley,
parted members, saying that at no time tion which Nvas likely to lead to grave
internal revenue agent. and Charles
ceremony of greater abuses."
beautiful
this
a6
v.
Bartlett, a prominent Boston lawyer.
with reference to the recommendation
iforce, interest or necessity than in this
All Numbers Given.
I that the number of inspectors lee reduced
hour of the world's cataclysm.
the
of
disciple
many
congratula
It was a ce.use of
to two, Commissioner Murphy'says that
"The Immortal Vivian,
(ions to the officers and members of the brotherhood of man and the fatherhood the extent of work done and territory
pospotential
the
realized
little
makes this unreasonable; and as
God,
covered
lodge that it: a program of 20 members, of
sibilities of right thinking, right living for the recommendation that competent
in which more than 50 participated, in- and ideal American citizenship that inspectors be employed ard their cereluding both professional and volunteer were. the result of the seed planted by tificates checked by some member of the
artists, there was not a single disap- him after the close of the great civil engineering force, be repmts:
pointment or alteration, and that of a war." he declared.
staff of 50 uslitrs from the lodge every
"Pe fo', Id a nation embittered by
nare, =it:, I h Liteory
year..' o
one was present.
After the prelude. PleYed by tia- nut divided in `.hetight and divided in
r)rrhc-- Theatre orchestra, conducted pm pose, with envy and hatred rearing
by Carl Hand, the memorial ceremonies their heads in every part of this broad
I were opened with prayer'by Chaplain land.
John D. Feeney, of Boston lodge, fol"With a realizing solute of the necesMr. Oneal's failm.e to obtain enough
lowed by "A Perfect Day," by the sity for brotherly love iks a means to the
the MUnieCopley quartet.
establishment of a utiited nation, he signatUr.1 , for a place on
,7, F....
The first of an impressive series of formulated the Benevolent and Protec- iPn!
was tive Order of Elks. Tile 1.;,:!;;;;;;;. .....cn; works to the advantage of the and,.
scenes
illuminated
displayed
thc cm! tt.C. :_..,em'-stone of the order"s
"Elks' Rest," .a representation
forces.
Elks' let r.;Mount Eopo cemetery.
greatness was brotherly love based on Curley.
Singing of "The Vacant Chair" by the Justice, and fidelity to principle and
(Mallet preceded a ritualistic ceremony country cloaked with the broad mantle
by the officers of the lodge, as follows: of sweet charity.
1)1. Joseph Santusuosso. exalted ruler;
"To the principles of the departed
Max Burkhardt, esteemed lecturing Vivian, 500,000 men in America today
knight;. Randolph J. Martin. esteemed subscribe, arid wherever the drum-beat
loyal knight; Dr. Charles F. MacDon- Is heard in this cruel war, whether in
ald, esteemed leading knight; Joseph M. the cantonments of America, the far-off
Mayor Curley has lost the ?Init.
Sullivan, esquire; P. F. McCarron, sec- Philippines, or the bloody fields of
retary; Alfred E. Willington. treasurer: Franco and Flanders, our brother Elks , skirmish in the failure of Howland,
Oscar Shaffer. tiler, and Michael A. may be found under the starry folds of . "Republican" to eet on the ballot. .
Fahey, inner guard. At the direction of humanity's beacon of hope, standing
the exalted ruler the secretary called1 ready to make the supreme sacrifice
A short campaign. Let un. ulahfi
the names of "our absent brothers" in! that the principles enunciated
by
tk
merry one—for the rectempti
a
,.
The order of their demise, as follows: Vivian may become Ms dominant
''
Boston,
Charles W. Bartlett, Victor H. Ober, thought of the world.
Albert L. Furbush, Edward F. Gilmaa,
Always
Loyal.
Elks
M. Flynn.
James E. Fisher, Henry
"Elkdom has never represented hpJames E. Kedian, Roger NV. Sears,
Charles D. Stanfoi d, Humphrey J. servIce, either to humanity, to country'
Moynihan, Edward E. Higgins, James
or flag." he, said, adding that during the
A. l'ilartin, Thomas R. Tarrant, Philip
P. Pretto, John Quinn. Jr., Augustos pa.st year Ds tri^t.! hzia: .1i:splayed to the
I. peavy, Thomas E. flattery, Thomas, world a new flag. the "service flag,"
C. Dolan. Frederick McGrath, Alphonsei "which,'? lie declared, "represents more
Squaikotti, Allan H. Robinson, James in this hour of the world's unrest than
P. McLean, John Satierquell, Michaell any other flag in our generation has
C. Nelson, John P. Baum. Adolph F. represented.
Sharp, Fred S. Clerke, John F. KeliY.
Weiler D. Spece, Patrick M. Phelan.
Jeremiah J. McCarthy, Jerry Cohan.
Charles A. Stedman, A. H. Blankehhern, ;

MEMORIAL FOlt

DEPARTED ELKS

Solemn Service Attended by
Great Thronn That RIR
Theatre.

MAYOR DELIVERS ADDP,ESS

CURLEY SAYS FIN COM 1180
IS AGAIN A CANDIDATE
it
Mayor Files Report of Publ.
CatchWorks Commissioner on
basin Question.

H6a40)
Personal Element Has .
i" Peters'0
n Hold
Place tit

I
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welfare legislation. ithoweal
I ing of
All', Peters
C011)111,
While
women workers
thut 40 pet' cent. of the
employed 12
were
Washiugton
in
throughout twe
: hours a day, lie fought of tin 8-hour
,:essions for tha passnge
of Cowomen in the Diatriet
I lew for
lumbia.
carriers for
The demand of the letter

...,_

kli .."P'..:,..h,:yuile;:::r ;
- , .;,- - ;7 ,,-;;,„';;;.bii;i"i...:;:i:
Pi ILItir;I 0. L',,,
Congressman Peters.;
able advocate in

for the increase. 1
Ito spoke and votedsituatio
ns has beee
difficult
li
Dandng
has fulfilledi
1,8t. by which this man offi..p.
For
pebne
of
the ei,ligaiiat,a
Mr. Peters's1
ins;.,..;-.ce, in recopnition of
with the settle-I
services in connection strikes in Seattle
car
street
the
:nerd of
y OC Labor WII•
and Tacoma, Secretar
him In these
tp
a
letter
-wrote
ison
Iwords:
ity
"Permit me to take this opportun
The Perf1011al element is one of the
him•
uppt•eciSecretary Peters distinguished
of extending to you my hearty
strongest in any campaign. It is p,o•the customs serv. ation of your great assistance in bringt•cularly so in Heston because the it vor. selt by reorganising
the Seattle
improving Its Oning about an adjustment of
hex such great pewers tinder chart,e• ice with a view to
The cost of col- and Tacoma street car strikes.
that he is neeeseerily brought MI!, ,eose cieney end economy.
decreased from 1914 •"The diplomatic. Intelligent and patricontact with men, women and ,•mbiren. heeling revenues
incumbency over otic manner in which you coriklueted
lp every part of the town. A nil rew j. to 1914 during his
tho effielency of these negotiations, without bluster and
Peters ought to :ittow sunictliihg about' $000,000 par year, but
increased. This re- withou4shope of reward other than the
Was
service
the
j
has
foul lively
2111:drell becatree he
duty well
was effected without disYouugsters who arts real companions. !organization of the employee, and the knowledge of a patriotic gratifying
has been extremely
Mrs. Peters Wits Miss Ni'll'tlla it, Mil_ E charging any
done,
of
ation
compens
, lipe, (laughter,of M r.!. John c. Phillips, i average per capital
to toe.
men in the entire service
,accept my sincere congratulations
Ind .:-Ehte is a sister of Willi:oil phinips, the customs
"
•
now assistant eeet•ettic,• of wale. One wan raised.
tha success of your work."
on
Yfr.
ed
recogniz
McAdoo
y
Secretar
Peters was born in Ills
J.
Andrew
-)f her ancestors was John philop,,, the
of
giving him charge
home April • 3. 1871. Ile wag
first mayor of flostoo. Nil% alit: Mrs. Peter's ability by
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beaco
n
ity's
human
Taver
Fahey, nines
,
.ccrctsiiry called
course h Flattolosrg. 1.The reene
toe
t brothers" in "
by, , tenant was on one of the ccrigressman'sthe names of "our absene, as follows: that the • principles enunciated
demis
former campaign committees and last
the.,order of their
may become the dominant
Victor H. Ober, Vivianht of the world,
evsning received a serviceable army rethoug
Charles W. Bartlett,
Edward E. Gtirsan.
i,olver with completio equipment from
Albert L. Furbesh, Henry M. Flynn.
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Alwa
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Mr. Gallivan. •
James E. Fishe
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W.
lip
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Roger
Lit, tom has never repreaente
JatTlet E. Kellen,ord. Humphrey 3,
Stanf
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human
either
servic
Charles D.
s
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A. Mail
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displ
.
year
patrio
past
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ohn
J
o.
date
Prett
van
hits the nail on
Candi
Calli
jo.
as
Thomas E. flattery, Thomnse world a new flag, the "service ;lag,"
I. penvy, Frede
red, "represents mart the head in emphasizing tle plutn
McGrath Alpho
he
decla
h,"
"whic
rick
C. Dolan,
Robinson. James, In this hour of the world's unrest than ' the plumbing and the homil in How'
Cuelicotti, Allan H.
John Sauereuell, Miehae any other flak in our generattoe has I
an,
McLe
*
Eauin. Adolph Ir. represented.
A' Nelson. John B.
•
;,imarp, Fred I:5. Clerks', • - 1-•si
aroday we engage in e.',ne,..L
Spece, Patrick M. Phelan termed a new departure in cennectroi.
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"
Colt"
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thY,
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$eremitth J. McCar
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MAYOR DELIVERS ADDRESS

GALLIVAN TALKS ON
CURLEY'S TAX FIGURES
Declares That Rate and City Debt
Have Both Grown Daring
Administration,

Atit.

p-

.11
I q

ADOFTMG OLD ME;THODS.
Perhaps the most notable and pitiful campaign ever .waged
in this city was that undertaken some years ago ere political
designations had been barred from municipal ballots. A citizen
of Boston, now and for some time an inmate of a hospital for
the insane, decided to contest for a Republican nomination. Ile
was beaten, of course, for he whis not. the choice of Republican.
, voters, but he persisted in a post-primait campaign. raised the
cey ot irand and appealed through the advertising columns of
the press for support until his campaign funds were exhausted.
As promptly as could be his cause was, taken up by certain
Democratic strategists who continued his newspaper advertising,
paid the bills therefor and gave to it. a ,skilful force which the
unbalanced man himself had been unable to give. When election
day came the `,Iindependent'' candidate, backed by Democratic
campaign funds and Democratic brains, ran third, but he succeeded in defeating'a sterling Republican for election. And
thereby he accomplished the purpoSe of thos'e who revived his
917
candidacy when it was wilting and dying. D
B.
Frank
of
part
the
on
asm.
Owing to indiscreet enthusi
-,
"Repub
a
as
cy
candida
Howland's City Hall supporters in his
bat
the
on
appear
lican" candidate for mayor his name cannot
loth. Hundreds of the mayor's friends, anxious to show their
loyalty, signed Howland's p,apers after signing the mayor's,
and so many of them did it that they defeated their own object.
Howland's brief apricarance in the hall of fame is useful
Mainly as an illustration of the administration's unaccountable
propensity for adopting other people's political methods after
•
they have become obviously unworkable.

MAYOR WHINING,
SAYS

Declares Curley Has aeen
Posing as Martyr and Abusing Former Friends
NOW HIS BITTER ENEMIES
Congressman Peter P. TAM!,
commenting last night on Mayor
Curley's address at the National
Theatre rally, declared that the

'speech Was "a splendid exemplifies.tion Ito?, the 'pot calling* the kettle
l

Dec- if -/f/7
The saddest feature of the camunign is the,faring out Q4
"Diamond Jim" Timilty and his recent patron and friend,
Mayor Curley. And.their frie4dship was worpt so much to both
of theml

°c c TONIGHT
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SPEAKERS:
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ANDREW J. PETERS
Collins

F. Murray
Hill
D.
Arthur
Galvin
l
Mitche
J.
William

Walter L.
David A. Ellis
Alpheus Sanford

And Many Others

Macsachkisetts ifouse
COX, Speaker of the
Representatives, will preside.
Concert, BoFtim
I ioors open at 7.
from 7 to S.
,Letter Carriers' hand,
escorts until 7:45
their
and
ladies
Ralcony reserved for

CliANINING

o

H.

NING, DEC.6
THURSDAY EVE
O'Clock
8

TREMONT TEMPLE

Mod, Jamaica Plain
RANK S. HYLAND, 81 Beaufort

AGUE

"Ills present-day ,hariteterization uI
and Timilty as Hessians does not
nt very well with the mayor's Past Performances with those two gentlemen.
Four years ago Giblln was one of his
chief lieutenants in the mayoralty nett
He was not a Hessian then and he enjoyed a seat near the City Hall throne
up tratil a short time ago.
Timilty Was In Favor.
"Timlity was one of the mayor's most
bitter opponents in the election .four
years ago, but for the past three years
and a half he has been one of the
.favor, d contractors who have been doing
businees with the city under the administration of the present mayor.
"It is a matter of public record in the
testimony before the Boston finance
commission that Timilty's partners coti.
tributed that mysterious 810,000 to the
land company of Frank Daly, neat friend
of the mayor.
"The mayor has been posing as a mar.
tyr ii, all parts of the city on the ground
that he has always stuck by his friends,
and he has hem whining, that he is being opposed now because of his loyaltY
to those who helped him intd thel
mayor's chair,
"Why is it, then, that Timilty and
Gibiln, his .hoon companions up to a
few short weeks aFro are nn
by 1.1; oia.or as Hessians?
'His closest friends four years ago
are now his most bitter enemies, while
some of those who were violently opposing him in his first mayoralty campaign are the men to whom he in now
catering in an effort to r.,-establish hie
lost prestige and power.
"What guarantee is there In the
mayoi's words now that his new-found
ifriends will net be put into the Hessian
:class with Giblin and Timilty In a few
congressman delivered patriotic
ek "
:
wThe
addresses yoaterday before the Lief Mail,
Association, Fitton A. C„.
Civl
town
Ccrk Men's Association, Freight 1.1•And.
;eta' -Comm .uongsnoremen and Freight
HandInrs' Council. Jefferson Club and
the County Mayo Club.

e.t.he:Next1,110ii ofBoston
vi ati As,Ask Mrs.Peters
atOt4/1,116Le i
.1•11111MINNIMINIMINIMMI.O

_
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(Photo by bou:tt Fablan Bachrach.)
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew J. Peters and childretl, feeding from left Ito right, itaby Bradford, Andrew,
,dren. first as a kindergartner and
.Alansou arid John Phillips
' Row as the mother of four cons.
• r.ki.-7
')
And I may'also add that I tun confl!
dcnt, rr y tnialso ;IA 1S4
tO
'
home tn the ehartning study of
; the old Peters' homestead, a
white house on a hillside in Forest
, 1111B. the kind of a house that has
th,s air and all the characteristics
ot being richly mellowed with age,
Mrs. Peter.; confessed to a life, much
travelled, never dull, with four boys
care fqr, but lacking in so-called
to
By ESTHEP -'641
"""V • - •
"thrills."
• "One thing only will I say in this
c)),.)pa igil 0rt ait
Politics 5. n.
connection," Mrs..Peters coninlInted.
Away for 10 Years.
...(prn gracefully but emphstically "I am especially Interested in one
On!y this fall she has returned to
conversaor
topics
as
aside
waved
I plank of my husband's platform,
Bostoi., her birthplace, after am abAndrew j,
tion In tnterviewing Mrs.
more playgrounds for children. f
sence .0: 10 years. , Except for ocfor
candidate
the
casional vlsits• here. Mrs. Peters
, Peters, wife of
have always been interested in
has 'spelt :hese Years
Wshnk
mayor of 11oston.

;he'll Tell You in a ,liffy, Even Thoug.h SheAt
Doesn't Care for Politics—Playgrounds and
the Kiddies Are Her Hobbies,

I

win!"
low

Li Li
:ton. where

IMIENNIONMIERIMMISM •
(-;" c- - 5 ""(

first as 14149 Martha It.
Phillips she was socially prominent.
sevIII yl.'IrS ago as the bride of the
mit/nit-it:unity' from 114assachusetts,
In
heglh her career
thc sound nrof
valees, making their way
0' 1)131. fashion through a reading les.t.tio. caine to us from across
... it.
...
the children's classroom, and Alansou, ago 5 years, and 301111 PhUhip
!tged. 3, were learning from their
kindergarten teacher "ghat tiir ralr
will soon go away arid that spititig
will coMe again
This hit of
lolowleclge was lott lunch for Alan3 keep to
he had to
,littre it11111 ids mother. So, runHog
tiedle his picture-hook in
itand. 10, brenthlessly announced to
his ;outlier the discovery Of a„ new.
'.vord—"agatn."
Buelness of Looking impesssed.
Not to be outdone by this feat, his
bro'ther, John Phillips, announced,
with shilling- eyes, that ha ha:2, read
his book to tho top of a new page.
Whereupon l•is :z,other and visitor
John
looked properly. impressed.
Phillips, Mrs. Peters said, was
named for his great-great-grandfatlo
fir, John irlillitns the drat mayor of
Boston, lei- paternal ancestor. And
this little descendant of Bonton's
I.]rIP l'hir'f Cxecutive was quite willMg and aide to tell who was going
10 '..•
next mayor.
: tildest brother, Andrew, .1:0
mod, bis appearitnee Just then,
cietiti..t. with the wisdom
years, wha.t a mayoralty
II i.
.ttiitti ign might ire, although he
it.tittressitti to Ms mother that he
eutto 1111(1,0.i-111ml why there
hotittl he two people who wanted
why they should
tit be mayor
tki
MI tile 11ff: beds had raced
itatik to their lessons Mrs. Peters
explained her superintendance ever
their studies as well as their
;toil behavior. "1 studied at a kinitt ittitr!,ttiiiteti school in Boston before
r,ha said.
iII 111 ‘,
'.\ od that training tins been the
help 10 nit, in bringing up
tio children. I believe that every
girl simuld have some training in
homit-rnalting incorporated in her
These are the days
education,
a training helps„ in war
1)1(11'When every housewife' must
tr.ti‘kligent."
aud
Always—the War.
Thercuottin the war thrust itself
into the itoilx itrsatiott. 'Bra. Peters
has
1;311,, time for outside work
on wait ittiti„iiiiittees. Ifer small son '
iter:tit busy.
t-itt• Itt, lets et. (wen itiNtiv.- in Won)1'.l a snit:Milt, rut owepoi tteliit
1.
lit r ittirrids ott
.0,01
itielie..
h11;,1,1.141.1, because she
II 111,1 ,1t
la
cominp;
I.. I,........,
t".()1.'
Py,
Iff'1.3-011
rt1,1;:nt
1101" ICRV(r
.•I0 ilti
husband, 0i.r10
of this sport with her
Is known as a, horseman.
A
extensively.
She IIIIS trtitt,teicd
south
trip with Mr. l'eters to
.Atilerl. a and a year in a tour around
China
the world after a slay In
with her brother, an 01110111 atembassy at
tached to tile ,11iotri1tah
IV''1111131 It
wftro th-t,
re(oros io
tier journeys. Sb:,
todieviitig that
ion with eriiimsiiisiti.
maw: new
brouglit
tuts
10 r011133
explore.
thitigs which she mind

WHERE FITZGERALD DOES'NOT.STAND,
A. aatineh friend of the mayor has recently published an advertisement in which, ehiming to hare been grievously misled by
Jehri F. Fitzgerald four years ago, he called on Dr. Fitzgerald to
state which one of the candidates for mayor the doctor will supIt should be enough for the present to know that John. F.
Fitzgerald is one of a large majority of Boston's citizens who are.
not standing with Mayor Curley and are not seeking front seats,
on his band wagon. Those seers who announced'some, time ago'
that, Dr. Fitzgerald would support* Mayor Ct7ley because his own
political ambition had been rebuffed, know better now- And they
will know more ere the municipal campaign closes.

FINICKY CAMBRIDGE
_A. candidate for mayor of Cambridge charges the ,present
. expense of the
nia,cor'with having hisitotographs made at the
city, and a letter from the city auditor is exhibited in which that..
official tells the mayor that in his opinion the bill is not one
which the (ity should pay. The mayor replies that in his opinion
the char" is a proper one against the taxpayers, and then pays
the bill out of his own pocket.
TT)
Cambridge is finicky, ller city auditor and her mayor and
all her candidates for mayor should get into touch with Boston's
city au ditcT and ask
to tc11 then: how much it has cctst
taxpayers of this city for pictures of big and little officials, Then
-they would go home and cuss themselves for th4r cross provincialism.
- to'?,'?
p cC -;

Curley Forces
r t1171 11 V 70

I

GALLIVAN PROMISES NOT
TO "SQUEEZE" CITY MEN
si

Campaign Club
ilt;tThe committee of 100 Dorchester citt.
orr-ttanizrd
vanctng Mayor Curley's candidacy or
re-clectIon, met at the St. Ambrose Lyceum at Field's Corner, Dorchester, and
voted to increase the memb:itrship to
vass the entire district during this veek
in the interest of the mayor.
During the session, whi.^.1e wa- attend,
•ed by practicalip every comber otdi,
committee and some 16,0 others,
dresses were made by 'tionias tf. K
tridge, chairman of the eemmitic(%
,James T. Harrii,, B. Ilium Norton orcrg.,
V. M. Walsh and Richat31 Gat vey.
Plans were man' 10 atter,' tonight'a
{Curley rally at the 1.11mb:foal building at
the corner of Dudley a nd Vinci street
tRoxbury.
I)CC
:7nuce John P. Fitzgerald left Boston'
City Hail, letters occasionally come to
the governor's office addressed: "To
the goverlior of Atisstichusetts, State
(Rinse. Springfield,...Mass„"
Senator .1ohn 1. ritZger,Ad
hoer, picked by Martin M. Loinasney to
:Succeed Peter F. Tague In Congress, illut
;one of M15.1 tin's ill 1111(01 lieutenants saya
isn't so.

t'ongressman Gallivan yesterday ad:
an mien toter to ail tile city
explaining 1113 views regarding
their Itel.ttionship with the 'mayor's of-;
Ifly four years of service." ;
He :it ivs dist no one identified with the
mayor's office will make any collections
of any kind, either far political or other I
purpos,s; 1411 rro t111510y0 will be cgThegf-ii
upoti to as, t the milycn.i:. any t pol Utica'
33 rwed have in mind "during the
„!
gailivan administration" is honest and
faithful performance of their duties.
"This you can keep clearly in min"
the letter roads in .conclusion, "that your'
salary, once it is established, will be
all your.s, wi'hout any rake-offs to any,
body."
r

0
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,
Mr. Ones l's failure to obtain ehouglt,
I signatures for a place en the
trAntiO•
ipal ballot as a Socialist crint!iitiate
works to the advantage of the anti.
Irirrlev foreps
7‘.L t
• ri

/7

c -3 -

7

Mayor Curley naF lost the tint
skirmish in the failure of Howland
"Republican': to, get
the ballot.,./
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'PETERS ANSrWER
,,rripti
rum

ttLn

Answers Mayo), s Campaign Claims
th Curley s
Item by
Defeat by Heavy Majority cu
T
Item—Predicts

Andrew J. Peters, candidate for
Mayor, last nigiar issuedstatemen'i.
answering Mayor Curley's speech of I
Saturday night, in which the Mayor
reviewed his four years at City Hall.
Mr. Peters takes up the Mayor's speech
item by item, challenging his assumption of credit in almost every case and
in most of the instances placing the
credit with others than the Mayor. He
predicted that on Dec. 18 he will ad-;”ieter to Mr. Curley the worst defeat of any mayoralty candidate it, the
,
city's history...
t) .1

t ql -i
,. I J
PETERS' STATEMENT

9

"'On Saturday evening he -apparenirr
thinks that it is creditable that he has
f $20
tonruonni,,4
ss
e ine Bwoa
a taxwTete
eusend.
perrevej;ted
four years ago he belemnly promised
the people of Boston, under oath sworn
to before Arthur G. McVey, notary ,
public,- not that he would prevent the'
tAx rate from going to $20, but that he
would reduce the tax rate. The tax
rate in the last year of Mayor Fitzgerald was $17.20 per thousand. During the last four years the rate has
been $17.50, $18, $17.80, $17.70; rates abtolutely unprecedented in the history
of Boston. And the only reason that
the rates have not been higher has
been because of the action of the State
Legislature in refusing to raise the tax
limit.

Tried to Raise Limit

SAVED COAL DERE
His letter is as follows:
the
"I have seen the statement in
In
morning papers that every school
may
States
the Northern and Central
at
he ordered by the fuel administration
during
Washington to close its ilt,rwm
February.
the months of January and
a develop"It was for fear of such department
ment kiff3 this that the school
in the
fires
had the lighting of the
thinkschools delayed last September,
two of
ing it better to lose a day or
have
schooling at that season than to
durthe schools shut down altogether
way
ing the winter months. In thissaved
from 1500 to 2000 tons of coal were
sehools
as a contribution by the Boston
toward the prosecution of thq war.
"It is gratifying to -14 able fo add
that although some schoolrooms were
cold in consequence and sums nehools '
lost a day or two of schooling, Dr.
Devine, director of school hygiene, reports that no illness resulted.
"As to the proposed shutting down of
the schools, I believe that other economies should come first. Much more,
for instance, could be done in keeping
down the temperature of office buildings, many of which are kept as near
78 as 68, which is considered normal,
while temperatures of over 70, which all
experta deeisre to be had for efficiency,
seem to ne the rule.
"To take one instance, the thermometers in the State House, at least during past years, have usually stood at
about 73, and heaven only knows the
temperature of the committee rooms—
it depends upon the subject matter un.
der discussion.

.1 "Twice during his administration the
AMayor went to the Legislature and
A
leaked for an increase tr, the existing
imine
h!s
of
account
1 "The Mayor's
tax limit for the city of Boston, once
I latration. which he delivered sa the Na- for en increase of $2 per thousand, and
tio•Iikal Theatre Saturday evening, while once for an Increase of 50 cents Per
i appi
rently laboring under great excite- thousand. Both of these attempts were
men, is much more astounding in what defeated by the Legislature and the
I, omits than in what it says. The credit of maintalaing the rate even at
Mayor f!ntirply neglects the really im- its present level rests on Beacon run
portant feateres of his administration. and not on the shoulders of Mayor
He neglects the state of hopeless in- Curley.
efficiency Into which he has reduced
"The Mayor, however, succeeded in
the Public Works, Public Buildings, , inducing the Legislature to increase the
and Park and Recreation departments 1 tax limit 10 cents for city purposes in
appointments 4,1918. That year the school committee
by the character of
as their heads. He overlooks the utter I sought an increase of 80 cents in the
departments tax limit in order to pay for the anthe
all
of
demoralization
under his control, which has been family recurrent expense of constructed
gn
ana
rs
la-c.ngist pit,,t, b7; anwiee annointments ,4 .ng
buildings s.uytnrufw,taagre
lcos,l,,1...cmo
7ho
1.,..t. 1....
1 and unjust removals.
sHgtrests Earlier Closing
persisthis
of
mention
"He makes no
that this bill, while giving Si, .t...tz tt:
ent opposition to the segregated budget the school committee for this purpose,
"If
the national fuel administration
.
until it was forced upon by tne City acteally raised the tax limit 40 cents, should find it necessary to decree radCouncil. He ignorss his s .tempt to re- no that by this manipula tien he secured teal economy in the Use of coal by the
-'ore the outworn and wasteful system
the privilege of levying an additional schools, I think the shortening of the
for curt-.0,.. el_ sum of approximately si50.4100 upon
school sessions should be tried first I
Jot' borrowing money
. naksea, ii.'n't, trzati.v..trl "hy the City those tenants and business men to learn from the schoolhouse custodian
Council. He does not refer to the bond- whom he refers so feelingly on Sat- that- if the schools were to close as
ing and insurance scandals, to the ac- urday evening.
' early as 1:30, so that the fires could be
`-;
tivity of Marks Angell in tearing down
banked just HO much earlier, the saving
i the Probate building, and to the conwould amount to about 20 per cent and
cessions of privileges to Ang.,:re reiaoven to 35 per cent in the item of light.?Pi at Franklin Field.
tiV,
ing. Closing the schools altogether during the cold, dark months would be a
Amazing Distortions
It great educational loss and a great hard•-• nnilce
"There is not
ship to the children, and to their mothers also, and should he a last resort.
even a catalogue of the acts which
show the enormous inefficiency, if not
"I recognize that ties saoina
eoel
is a saving of the nation's vitality, in
worse, which has characterized his adm!nistration. I shall take up the utter
which all must take their part, the pub.;
Ile schools along wita the rest. But I
faliure of his administration and discuss it in detail as the campaign prohope that coal wastage will be cut out ;
resses. This arimlnistra.tion has been
first, and that when the schools are
ne which has reflected on the fair
reached less drastic measures than dosname of our el' y and /sowed distrust in
ing them will be resorted to. We want
our city gore ament in the minds of
to do our part, but we must remember
,,f
the
Boston
throughout
well-wishers
that the children are our biggest na- I
State and no ion.
tional asset, whether for peace or war,
should ike, however, to point out
and we do not want to economize at
Fa
the amazin r distortion of fact which
serious
loss to them until we have al.'s..
•
al
his
characterla
handling of those'
phases of his administration of which
he spoke on Saturday evening

OPPOSES

•

•
Chairman, josepll Lee of.the
committee, in a statement issued 1/14g
'annight in regard to the reported
Administrator
nouncement of Fuel
to
Garfield that it might be vecessary
and
close the schools in the nor:berg
declares
central States to save coal,
that other economies should COMP first
the.
lie says that such a move by
_should be a las
resort—that the closing ot the
dark
altogether during the cold,
'
educational
great
months would be a
loss and would work great hardship
mothers.
to the children and to their
alternative,
an
as
suggests,
Lee
Mr.
the shortening of school sessions. I

ri
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SCHOOLS

Lee Says Other Coal
onornies Should
Come First

le!AF.
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extra
tEr-ar,
appropriation of
the mItyo?
$600.513.35 for street repairs
"After the Imo or was forced by the
council to set aside this money for the
streets, the mayor and public works debroke
partment as organized by hint,
it.
down In the matter of expending er
months
until
contracts were not let
(et. the appropriation was made. The
.,on tracts called for time limbs withal
a ere absurd and 10. b1,11 I h14` C011 raCiOU:'

PROMISES CITY
BETTER STREETS

gard the revelation as the areatest
Coat could pomsibly have bee9." "14'
Voted at Primary as Democrat.
weal
It developed that Mr. Ifewland
;.:4;Ii
Roxbury district, osifed for a DC400- ,
liesatna
cratio ballot and voted Thus he

Peters Holds Mayor Responsible
for Present Deplorable
Conditions.

return the books of the election departMOIP''
vented the citizens securing the
At the end
Whether Mr. Howland is unwitting?
to which they were entitled.
his
I
if the year about $400,000 of the money
responsible for the joke on those of
ed
remain
,
available for street repairs
friends Who, wearing Curley button*
unexpended.
to get the papers OYST
oft
legs
their
ran
Public Works Inefficiency.
cormsilsal*
result I the counter of the election
"During the present year, as a
before the (lock struck f?'
in 1916.
of the effort of the city council street !office
for
day, and theh fought cateh-esseeass
the mayor allowed $500,000
and this
repairs without a struggle. for grano- with such 2W-pounders as Thind', i'
with $100,000 allowed
protest*:,
who
others
and
Andrew .1. Peters criticized Mayor amount.
appropria- GiPile
Mille sidewalks and an extra
OW
papers
of
departnce
accepta
ion
the
recreat
probagainst
curley's neglect or the street
thin in the park and
additional
could noel
lem at several rallies last night and ment, made about $750,000 city coun- the official clock pointed to 6,
Mr. Howland
le for the streets. The
credit be learned last night, foe
said that the mayor had started a availab
cil, however, deserves the entire
.
reached
be
not
expendi
could
,
Its
months
"flurry" within the past two
for securing this money.
Ha Is a sheet ilifti.tbq worker, who. after
works department
but had proved his inability to grap- ture by the public
start- working nine months for the Donovan
a
furnish
to
ed
continu
,
head ha.
Motor Car Company, threw up his job
ple with the problem. Mr. Peters ling example of inefficiency.
solution a few weeks ago "to run for mayor."
charged that the mayor entirely ne"1 will start a constructive
his emplover says. "I thought lt,
as soon as I am
glected Boston's streets during his of the street problem in sharp contrast I was a. joke."
be
will
This
elected.
mayor . The 1917 directcry gives no oc,tupation.1
first year in office and afterward neto the way that the present
re- for Howland. but: places his residence;
glected to take advantage of oppor- waited until he was a candidate for the
s1
at 3 Fountain square. Roxbury, Cusloy'
ha acquiesced in
tilnities to make improvements. He elec- ion before city council forced upon old ward, However. ilowls.nd's em-I
the
that
plans
it that ployer last night expressed the conlec-1
said:
him. And not only will I see to
candidate'
"It seems to me that one of the most adequate sums are appropriated, but I tare that the latest mayoralty
pressing needs of Boston is a city ad- will have an engineer for head of *.'.e had Inn\ ed, 14.3 a ieOer addressed to 3
ministration that will solve in a big, public works department who 'ell! see Fountain square had been returned to
tonstructive way the present deplorable that the money eppropriated is wisely the writer
the
street situation. Boston needs better and! and efficiently expended.
one curley chieftain, discussing
cleaner streets. I am determined. when I
'Boston wan present greater /titres- revelation, sotto voice, remarked, "Well.
I take office as mayor, to give the best tions to the visitor and will be a fairer Lai least we'll have another Yankee name
that is In me to seeing that she gets and healthier city for its own people on the ballot," but tic said it with much
them.
to live in when my administration takes the same air that the fabled fox 16
up and pushes through to a proper solu- said to have worn on eyeing the "sour
Administration a Failure.
the question of better and cleaner grapes."
"While the mayor has been making al tion
I Streets."
The Teal explenation seems to be that
last
the
in
repairs
street
in
flurry
ists
whes the Curley board of strateg
has]
tralaon
month or two, his adminis
frond that Charles L. IlurrIll woulsi tool.
when
ng
and
listen to their honeyed words,
been a total failure in ready grappli
it was discovered that Robert M. Washwith the street problem. When th,
sevburn was out of the enestiOn ee 0..
mayor toek office be knew that for
be"lieptildhan" rzr.tild'itto fnr iiiec
eral years the street mileage, the popucause still registered in Woreereter. and
lation end valuation had been conatently
tU
op_
back
Earnest E. Smith drew
While the money spent on
very verge, aed George O. Wood Wief
street repairs had been actually deA
found ----sve.11able for certain veiled reacreasing at ar alarming rate.
sons, Howland was the last desperate
"In his first year he ignored the prob..
chance, the forlorn hope.
lem and allowed the appropriations and
es
lifts Howland cs iginally teok oet
expenditures for the paving service to
only a
esti
ceincil
city
the
for
papers
decrease still further.
. :::.::-...1 ii,I;,..- -1.,.-:
.
.17:
1,,,,t. tie n.gn :
.
11.1.16.14,
-In 1915 he attempted the makeshift of
,
Q4
tr
Primnr
nt
pertinent and stated that he had
_
_
borrowing $6®,000 ler the current ex
changed No mind and wanted papers
treerd repatete ss,rtnesneferiers
eeese ,
for the mayoralty.
or the council except two united In reAs to how Many votes Howland can
jecting this effort to return to an inexlloll, now that he has been revealed as
cusable. outworn and exlravagant prIn-!
no "Republican." not even a Curley
cinio of municipal finance. The mayor;
one, seems to be speculation with a vanrefused to consider any oti,P,r suggeslon:
ishing factor. There seems to bo no
z..ia the amount expended for the paving
particular reason why being an enrolled I
service decreased still further.
"ite..;
Ismocrat, he ehuuld aiiract. any
"In 1918 the mayor urged the Legiavotes. Former Mayor Hib-I
n''
publica
50
by
limit
tax
the
e
increas
to
latere
bard himself got only 1g14 when running 1
rents for street repairs. The Legielaed'
for re-election, even though panopli
lure realized that such a tax increase
with power and possession.
meant an increase in rents- and there- •
fore in the cost of the neceesitiee of
life and wisely retorted big recommen:la•
' lion. With these exceptions the mayor
lou,has done nothiog in his entire
tem.
Frank B. Howland, who according
i.di gitiityle wlLfl tneprou

CNLY CREDIT IS COUNCIL'S

E
How/AND VOT,
AS DFmorDAT
mevelation as to Choice of BalInt

"Curley-Republican."

RIVAL CANDIDATES CHUCKLE

11th Hour Aspirant Throws up
Job as Sheet Metal Worker to Run for Mayor.

to the latest returns of certification,
is likely to get on the ballet as a

Council Got Extra Money.
"In the entire administration of the
mayor, the only extra money for street
rcpairs has been secured bY the city
council.
on
"In 1916 the city council insisted
changing the recommendation of the
ted budget of
mayor In the first segrega
extra appropriation
that ycar se that an
for the repair
of $473,110 was secured
Thls extra appropriatior
of the streets.
. was vetoed by the
for street repairs
And it. wa.s
,mayor on June 2, 1916. m met
in J uly
Btrugg
imity alter a nun]
secured thee. assent of
1916, the council

candidate for mayor, and has been
nuch touted at the "Curley-Republi' can" c.ondidate. is an enrolled Democrat.
The sheek of this discovery has
caused serious disquietude to John F.
, McDonald, campaign
for
manager
I
srest e,ss I.. .1...
and
Mayor
Curley,
I
camps of the other candidates, Peters,
Gallivan and Tague, all of whom re-
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Posing as Martyr and Abusing Former Friends

,Nto
ct"4. Onfin,

Rio r.riIffit

on City Hari for r
of Comparison.

WASHINGTON NOW HIS BITTER FNFMIESI1MENTIONS MAYOR'S HOUSE

Congressman Gallivan spoke yesterday afternoon at the clubhouse of
the Roxbury Red Sox Associates, before the Germantown Civic Association In Gallivan Hall, the
Civic and Social Club, and at the service nag-raising at the eitton Ciub
rooms in East Boston. where he confined himself to a brief patriotic address.. During the afternoon he said,
in part:
"I am leaving on the Federal express
at 7:?.0 this evening for Washington so
that I will be in my seat when Speaker
Clark's gavel falls at the opening of the
I Americalt Congress at noon.
Waits Curley's Answers.
"r read carefully Mayor Curley's
speech in the Sunday papers, searching

I.
in a r;tatanient
Congressman Peter F. Tagun,!
commenting last night on Mayo: issued last night, said that he had
Curley's address at the National observed that "the mayor, with ensTheatre rally, declared that the , tomary indifference toward the truth,
speech was "a splendid exemplifica- is claiming credit in copious billtion of the 'pot calling the kettle! board display for the Heaton tax
rate, on the ground that it compares
black.'"
"His present-day characterization of favorably with the rates In cities adGiblin and Timilty as Hessians does not jacent to Boston."
"The truth Is," coetintted Mr. Peters.
at very well with the mayor's past per"that the Poston rate reflects no credit
formances with those two gentlemen. wiaitsoever Upon the present City 1.1all;
Four years ago Giblin was one of his administration by such a comparlsop,
chief lieutenants in the mayoraay fight. because the valuattona of a grest (sty
are uniformly 50 much higher than the I
He was not a Hessian then and he en- valuations
of the mislabel' cities that the
joyed a seat near the City Han throne tax rate of the
great city ought always
up until a short time ago.
to be emaller ia comparison with the tax
TImIlty Was In Favor.
rates of the smaller cities.
"The mayor eeede rio reminder
"Timilty was one of the mayors most
,p In fn.. qnrip
11,!ne, In
nor tillea he need To oe renunneu that.
Which the people of Boston are really bitter opponents in the election four there
have been sharp upward valus.interested in this campaign. .
years ago, but for the past three years 00115 Iii Boston even to the point where •
"Not one word in answer to my queslast dollar has been adiSed that thei
the
the?
of
one
been
has
he
half
a
and
tions. Not one word about selling the
Public Garden, not one word about his ifavored contractors who have beep doings,. property will stand.
"An important point to remember
advocacy of tektite; a wide strip from business with the city under the admineS, that this year by
reason of new tax ,
Boston Common which project went to
•
huge amounts of property IaI
present
legislation,
the
mayor.
of
istration
the citizens of our city on a referendum
"It is a matte!- of public record In the the form of jewelry end other personal
and was slaughtered by a vote of 7 to
not a word about how he intends to testimony 'before the Boston finance belongings were returned to the assescommission
that Timilty's partners con- sore, and that, by reason of it, Beaton
distribute the bonding business of the
city, not a word about who put the plum tributed that mysterioos $10,000 to the should have had a rate much lower than
in plumbing, who started the howl about land company of Frank Daly, next friend it now has.
"High tasea 'are not, so setioas if the
Hewlend, who put the dollar marks cut of the mayor.
'The mayor has been posing as a mar- people get their money's wort.. The
Curley's Angell, not a word about his
insistence of six-cent fares for the Ele- tar in all parts of the city on the ground mayor. I think, would agree to HIS% for.
vated, his desire to cut the salary of the that he has always stuck by his friends, he has .been desperately lighting for
entire police force, his earnest wishes and he has been whining that he is be- higher taxes. But high taxes ale de-I
to slash the salaries of school teachers, ing opposed now because of his loyalty cidedly Herious when acsompanied
which schemes were stopped by Com- to those who helped him into the the inefficiency, Ignorance, ereahreee,e
and private exploitation of the I:unite'
missioner O'Meara and the ischool board. mayor's chair,
appeared to "Why is it, then, that Timilty and which for the last four years have so
• 'The entire Curley speech
together
splendidly
flourished at City Hall.
hitch
a
to
effort
•Giblin, his boon companions up to
me a laborious
.
--!eeeedenialiyesiseaSsaassesrerr,
aW'titei eistitie-eweseasselS.--eiseeseuesysirse- fews-shortestase-ekreesages —aye now Ise:es
Jsinalca Plain were taxed at anything
office—label !Lover with pretty names—'branded by the mayor as Hessians?
Boston
it
assist
value
real
'tiRe
of
its
in
people
res
might
[and hope that the
"His closest friends four years at
while i,ducang the tax rate."
would swallow it in toto, as a great ex- • are now his most bitter enemies,
opviolently
some of those who were
ecutive achievement.
: posing him in hie first mayoralty cam'After my first year at City Hall,
Hostel,
paign are the men to whom he is now
of
people
I cannot show the
more real work done, more big projects catering in an effort to re-establish his
under way, more genuine efficiency, lost prestige And power.
"What. trim rantee Li there in the
more true economy, and more constructive efforts than Curley has even at- Mayor's wards now that Ills new-found
tempted ir his entire term of four years, friends will not be-put into the Hessian
I will have failed for the, first time in class with Giblin and Timilty in a few
20 years of public service to. be on the weeks."
The congressmen delivered patriotic
,job a.,i oTh-e, to its pooilbilittes.
"I see that Petera is going to start his addresses yesterday before the Germancampaign next Thursday evening. I town Civic Association, ratOrl A. C.,
wonder if Andrew knows that the elec- Cork Men's Association, Freight Handtion take. place Dec. 18. He is such a lers' Union, Longshoremen anti Freight
stranger in our midst that he may be Handlers' Council. Jefferson Club and
working from an old copy of the city the County Mayo Club.
charter which provided for January
elections. e!omebody ought to tell him
that the charter has been amended and
that we now vote in December."

poxbury
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No Evidence That a Withdrawal
mill!
Field Seeking the fvlayora14.
'There is every indication that Bos, ten will see a four-cornered mayoral
,fight this year, as no candidate has
exhibited the least evidence Oat he
intends to make a Withdrawal before
die Hine limit expires at 5 o'clock
tOMOrrOW afternoon. Mayor Curley,
Andrew J. Peters ahd Congressmen
Gallivan and Tague all show by
words and actions that they are In
the fight to Stay.
An eleventh-hour withdrawal would
make It pessIble for another caneidate
to eeter the field. Such a seeker of political favor, however, would have to
he substituted before 5 P. M. on Thursday, and would need be appointed by
a committee if he took over the nomination signatures of the retiring candidate.
President Herman Hormel of the Republican city committee has abandoned
his plan of making an Investigation of
ihe nomination papers of Frank B.
lowland, since the latter, neenteline
,e the decision of the electioa commis:doners, failed to obtain tho required
nee names.
In the maelstrom of a foer-curnered
mayoralty contest, the candidates for
the city council almost sink out of
although there are nitre of then:.
-All of them have now appeared befez-e the executive committee of the
re;nod Government Aix:Gelation, and a
eett from that organization is expected
ahin a few (IV's.
Tiegen iq eure
Councilman henry
The
r the G. C. A. Indorsenieet. aud
the
ehances now are :mid to favor
h
mice of Daniel W. ,Lane and Josep I
two
ning
I. Leonard for the remai
!awes.
illity.
Albert Hurwitz is still a oossit
le sonut there seems to be considerab
A.
0.
0.
intent .among seine of the
he is so
1. ;Ideal to the effect that .es
e, aeLealleae
..
well wait a
riddle office, he might
year or two. been such in
Mr. liftman's record has
A. could not
the council that the G. G.
than to indorse
Possibly do otheewise
Senator time, he is
it. As for former
the O. 0. A. exa Republican, and If
mayoral candidate
its
elect
to
pects
it would he good
with Hepubliear votes one Republican
least
play to indorse at
political experts say.
for the council, served in the hewer
has
rd
Leona
Mr.
lature, and while'a
branch of the Legisendent.
Demoerat. Is indep

R.
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CURLEY PROMISES TO
ENLIGHTEN PETERS
Assures "the Gentleman from
Dover" or.. on breles-1;nfe
Course in Municipal Affairs.
curIcy arri‘cd at the
\\;,„,
building last night
Inunicipal

rally held In the interest
ction there
of his candidacy for re-ele
in the hell'
was such a crowd jammed to climb a
and stairways that he had nearby fire
e.
ladder, borrowed from
an the Vine
station, and enter a building
street side.
weed 17, the
The building is in old
Club, and
stronghold of the Tammany
ward.
the mayor's old home
a
_ r's neareee eesee en nitee
,
Tee rri9.y,
he said, ia
upon Andrew J. Peters, and
part:
talten his kin"After Mr. Peters has
municipal admindergarten training In
for his misistration, a public apology
erate attempt
representations and delib be in order.
wbued
to deceive the voters
stated in an
The gentleman from Dover the newsring
appea
address recently
to have been depapers and purporting
' Charitable Solivered before the Scots would start a
he
ed
elect
if
that
ciety
the street probconstructive eolution of
is an insult to
lem, and this statement
representatives of
the intelligence cif the
sities and the enour two- leading univer
state and city degineering forces of
possessed of
partments—men really
brains.
to time, as the cam"I shall from time hten the gentleman
enlig
eds,
proce
paign
to mtmicipal adfrom Dover relativethe present will reministration and for
y stating that the
main content by simpl
despite four years
on,
13ost
of
rate
tax
than that of any
of war, IR today lower
cpmmonwealth, with
other city in the
dy; that during
the exception of Peabo net debt of the
the
the past four years ed t2,691,317.09, excity has been reduc it debt, tiond that
clusive of rapid trans eieloying better
oyes are
the pebile en,pl
than ever before
wages and coneitiona
the city and. so far as
of
in the history
to ascertain, are united
I have been able
and support of Jamee
aey
ad‘uo
their
in
re-election."
I M. Curley for

D E-c—
ITAGUE,
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AS.R.5 WHERE

MONEY
CURLEY COT
his rallies last

Congressmen 'repute in
y by ket'evening answered Mayor Curle
his
tle; that every dollar he has Spent In
campaign for mayor was earned be hard
work in legittthate business enterprlsee.
funds
"Not one 'cent of my campaign
backs
came out of the mouths or off the
he
• of the children of the city employes,"
added.
may"Now that I have answered the
Conor's question truthfully," 'Continued
r to bo
gressman Tague. "I ask the mayo
he
did
e
just as frank in answering: Wher
beet,
get his money? llow much of it has
received from the Jung businese, the
contracting business, the bonding busioness, or any other 'business, the prom
tors of which have heel, p.' tally faHow
:
eltythe
with
ng
vored in deali
of
I itwit of it came frem the production
moving pictures on birth control nod
other sex questions in theatres licensed
by the mayor hi the past four years?''

VOTERS TRICKED,
SAYS 1:A10/AN
1 Tclls Dorchester Citizens They
Arc Hoodwinked by Cur- •
ley's Late Tactics.
ate
Congressman Gallivan. C.and;d
y,
Curle
r
Mayo
ed
r,
charg
for mavo
in an address at the Mary 7.1eXaenway school in Dorchester last evening, with endeavoring to hoodwink

the voters of Dorchester by eleventh 'hour attempts at changing over
some condltion,a in that section,
Which he described as "awful."
"Mayor Curley is a beaten mail." de-'
Oared Mr. Gallivan, "and the Dorchester district will de its part in making
las defeat an overwhelming one."
"Every resident of Dorcheeter is paying the peualty of the stupidity dia•
played In handling of traffic at the Dudey street terminal," said Mr. Gallivan.
"Curley's friends, the Boston Elevated,
have treated the people or Dorchestet
almost with contempt. Out here you are
growing at the rate of MOO a year and
your problem of transportatian becomes
more and ioomo itcULtt, The extenelon of
the twine' to Andrew square was but tt
Partial solution of the trouble. The eatensioti of the tunnel to laphanes Corner
ehould be carried out as speedily as passible. ; ellen advocate a direct route
along Albany street, Hampden street
avenue clear out to.
and along Blue
Ma ttapan."
The speaker asserted that the fire menus
ace in Doyeeeeter is far more serio
city
than that which exists in any great en- I
the
in the coentey. "The streets of been in;
e
tire city.", ht. continued. "hav
past,.
years
three
a horrioie conaition for
and Neponset.
but Dorchester avenue all the rest -as'
avenue stand out among
that missive.
the most horrible examples
a grow**
eminent Can Inflict upon
neighborhood."
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Maks Large:r
Ilncreased Living Costs
Appropriations Necessary.
gave out a letThe mayor last night
een P. Fowler,
ter front Chairman Will'
the poor, reque.sti4
of the'overseers of
priation or $60,911
an additienal appro
&la
the mothers*
under
nts
,.
payme
tor
out
paid
been
has
00
;350,0
act, far wlach
already.
s that when
Chairman Fowler recall
the board stated
ed
edont
was
t
budge
the
woald be
that probably 450,000 morethe year to
of
needed before the end
.
living
of
rept the increased cost
!
has been net
Ile now adds that there
of living, reeetironly aim increased cost
. paymentae but
ing increased individual in the nUMber
,also considerable increase
1.4
of recipients.
1065 in Novemmonth was 1196, against
lit.
ber, 1916, or an increase of
per famThe average montly payment
ytar it is
This
r2.s1.
ily last year was
increes,7, of ee.46.
128.07. showing an
Mr.
The mayor, in commenting upon
the
Fowler's letter, culls attention to
ce
the
how
ing
serlo
'necessity for realiz
a cos.
charity problem is becoming as,
kjC1,40,00...t. IPA

.•••J
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beet,
PloYees for his own political campaign end officers of the old Ninth had hatt,
. placed in irons, and that the regiment
!fund.'
transpert.
"He epeak e or his seceraig- a reduction ;to be driven aboard the
Andrew J. Vetere :cid hie nudieneee dist
Peters, Gallivan and Tague Answer Cur- In the cost of street ligeting from the Editreatment
It is it is about time for psychopathic
son Electric Illuminating Company.
!t7,0T
Th.ai're
to be applied to the mayor, in the light of
tree. tee ear hem spent-eel a reduction. But .I L
:._ .... ,....,.
— ,..,0m,etier,
•
this redectien Is due to toe ellOr la tn.
All three a Mayor Curley's opponents
"What answer has Mayor Curley mem
City Council and to those of his former
have issued statemer 1e in reply to the
of the gift contracts to the Tylose eoncorporation counsel, John A. Sullivan.
far in oxeyes ei
mayor's speeell at the National Theatre.
"As for the reduction in the cost of gas cern, contracts at prices
Saturday night. which -Marked the open lighting, it had been clear for years before fair values, awarded to help 'his friend,
ing Of his campaign. Former mayor Joie ne toeie ca'a e that eteene. reauetten 'amulet I Mr. Grosvenor?" asked Mr. Peters.
F. Fitz.geraid renews his challenge for eI be obtained by the city.
-What answer has he Ins,...c to the cheeea
And the credit e
forcing
Joint oebate.
or secimirg a contract for a redueed rate of intimidating city employees,
to
Must be divided by the mayor with .the ' them to circulate nomination papers,
Peters Sees Distortion
City Council and the Chamber of Com- make contributions to his campaign funds,
to attend his political meetings?
merce."
Mr. Peters :etys:
"What defence has he ever attempted
rnayor entirely negleete the really
to make of his ruthless discharge of city
Impertrent features of his a dministra tiop. Gallivan Complains
employees whom he was forced by public
Congressman Gallivan said:
He mealeeeta the etate of hopeless Methsentiment and by judicial decree to reinspeech
Mayor
Curley's
carefully
read
"I
eleneM into which he has reduced the pubst4te because the removals were found to
lic works, public buildings and park and la the Sunday papers, searching in vain for
I ha.ve been made In bad faith and without
recreation departments by the character some hint of the things in which the people
Ju-',ot cause?
of his appointments as their heads.
He of Boston are really interested in this cam'"Every one knows the charges of graft
overlooks the utter demoralization of all paign.
arid corruption and scandal; they have
the departments under his control, which I "Not one word In answer to my questions.
, been male publicly over and over again..
hae been brought about by unwise appoint- Not one word about selling the Public
Illef.:er,e:„.7.! is La..mi
.
,
1.ar
i
with them except:
ments aria upjust removal,.
Garden, not one word about his advocacy
"He makes no mention of his pet nistent of teking a wide strip from Boston Com"Ile says that no . charge of graft, coropposition to the segregated budget until mon, which project went to the citizens of
it was forced upon him by City Council. He our city on a rererendum and was slaught- ruption or scandal has ever been 'made
against
his administration. 'Oh, wad some
ignores his attempt to restore the outworn ered by a vote of 7 to 1, not a word about
and wasteful system of borrowing money how he intends to distribute the bonding power the giftle ale us to see oursel's as
us.' Or, to quote again.
for current expenses, also frustrated by lausIness of the city, not a word about who others see
ee, City cenneil. De does not refer to ,put the plum in plumbing! Who started 'rhercee none so blind as those who will
'
the bonding and insurance scandals to the the howl about Howland? Who put the not see.'"
activity of Marks Angell In tearina down dollar marks on Curley's Angell? Not a I Mayor Curley, speaking In South Bosiote
the Probate leitilding and to the eonces- word about his insistence of six-cent fares spoke of the John A. Mullen retirement
siens of privileges to Angell's relatives at lfor the Elevated, his desire to cut the sal- from the fire department, denying the
ary of the entire pollee force, his earnest truth of former Mayor Fiezgerald'e stateFranklin Field.
,
"On Saturday evening he apparently .eashes to slash the salaries of school teach- ment that Mullen was discharged, "I have
weiret rchenit
. wore qtnpped by Com- the record of his rettrement, which states
thinks that it is creditable that ne nas
that lie retired voluiaatily—and at 111:; 37:11
prevented a tax rate in Boston of $20 per missioner O'Meara and the school board.
thousand.
When he was running four
"The entire Curley speech appeared to me request," Mayor Curley said.
At the rally on St. Alphonsus street, near
years ago he solemnly promised the people a laborious effort to hitch together all the
of Roston, under oath sworn to before routine work of the mayor's oflice—label it Tremont street, Roxbury, Mayor CurleY
was presented with a silver loving cup by
Arthur G. McVey, notary public, not that over with pretty names—and hope that the
lee would, prevent the tax rate from going people of Boston would swallow it in toto. the children of the district as a mark cit:,
to $20, but that he would reduce the tat as a great executive achievement.
appreciation for the $300,000 playground in
rate. The tax rate in the last year or
that :section.
Mayor Fitzgerald was $17.20 per thousand.'
The mayor also addressed more than 350
--s?
j.)
During the last four years the rate has
voters in the ball at 14eA --Humbelelt rame:
been $17.50, $18, $17.80, $17.70; rates absomie, where a meeting was held under the
lutely unprecedented in the history of Bos!iiispices of the Hebrew Citizens' Associame_
ton. and the only reaeon that the ratan
Lion of Boston.
The mayor attacked
have not been higher has been because of , Curley
theatterts'
hs
e tchaelintpwa
Following Heckles Speakers in Old P
alrieteh
ra t
ettitrin
e gap
ne
ateetn
eatrgti
d
the action of the State Legislature in reho
Ward
fusing to raise the tax IlrnIt.
17—Peters
Attacks
Curley's wit- destroy Louis D.
Brandeis when he was
"Twice during his administration the
Claims
•,...minated for justice of the United States
mayor wept te the :Legislature and asked
'euprerne
----•
Court.
•
for an increase in the existing tax limit
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